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PREFACE.

The Author, iu the preface to the second Geriiiau eclitiou,

gives a sketch of the purposes which he hopes that the pre-

sent book will serve. He says, a truth which all experience

confirms, that the mere verbal teaching of physical laws is

seldom of much use, tending frequently merely to confuse

the student ; while the simple performance of an experiment

gives him confidence in himself and in the laws he is inves-

tigating. Another use of such a manual in the education of

the scientific student is to lead him, by means of measure-

ments which can be independently verified, to that know-

ledge of his powers which is so important when he has to

do any original work. The greater part of the treatise is

devoted to measurements of physical quantities. From this

circumstance we have thought its object better expressed by

the title w^ have placed at the head of it tlian hj a literal

translation of the German one.

Descriptions of apparatus are but rarely given, as students

mostly have instruments provided for them, and seldom liave

to make their own apparatus, or to put it together.

The mathematical knowledge reqiured is but very ele-

mentary, as the proofs of tlie formulie are only given when
they present no complex arguments.

The body of the work and the Appendix on Absolute

Measure is, with little exception, an almost literal transla-

tion from the second German edition ; but the Translators

alone are responsible for the remaining Appendices aud for

several additional Tables.

THOMAS H. WALLER.

HENEY R. PROCTER.
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MEMOIRS.

On the Protozoon Ophryodendron abietinum, Clupa-
rede and Lachmann. By the Rev^ Thomas Hincks,
B.A., F.R.S. (With Plate I.)

The very curious and interesting Protozoon Avhich is the

subject of the present paper was first characterised by Chipa-
redc and Lachmann in 1855. and phiced by them amongst
the suctorial Infusoria, in the group of tlie Acinetma.'^ It

was subsequently obtained by Dr. Strethill Wright in Scot-

land^ and described by him under the name of Corethria

Scrtulari(e} At a later date he published a further account
of it, and gave some interesting particulars respecting its

reproduction.'^ I am not aware that any other naturalist has
made it the subject of special investigation.

Some important points appear to have escaped the notice

of the able observers to whom we owe our present know-
ledge of the Ophryodendron ; indeed, what may be called

the great peculiarity of its life is not referred to in any of

the works which I have mentioned. I propose, therefore, to

supplement the researches of my predecessors by recording

the observations which I have had the opportunity of making
on this remarkable animal.

The Ophryodendron has occurred to me twice ; I first met
with it in the Menai Straits, near Bangor, where it formed
groups on different portions of the common Hydroid Halccium
halecinum. I afterAvards found it at Ilfracombe on Plumu-
laria pinnata.

Claparede obtained his specimens on some of the Cam-
panidariidce, and Wright on SerUdaria pumila ; so that it

would seem to be a parasite of the Hydroida. The former
states that the Protozoon manifests a preference for the

' It was first described ia a memoir presented by these authors to the

Academy of Sciences at Paris, in 1855, which ultimately formed the third

part of their " Etades sur les lufusoires et les Rbizopodes," publisiicd ia

the volume of the ' Mcmoires de I'lnstitut National Gcncvois' for ISGl.
- 'Edin. New Phil. Journal,' new series, for July, 1859.
3 'Annals and Mag. of Nat. Hist.' for August, ISGl.

VOL. XIII,—NEW SER. A
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external surface of lliccalyclesof tlic zoopliyte as a residence,

but was sometimes attached to the algcc growing upon it.

My si)ecimens were distributed over the stem and branches

of the Ilydroids, but occurred most frequently on the repro-

ductive capsules and the hydrothecac. I was fortunate in

meeting with one exquisite colony, which had planted itself

on a ])erfectly hyaline calycle of the Plumularia, from which
the polypite had disajjpeared, so that I was able to examine
the structure to the greatest possible advantage (Plate I,

fig. 1).

I shall first describe the Protozoon as I have seen it, and
indicate any points of difference between my own observations

and those previously published.

The Oplir]jodendron , in wliat may be regarded as its per-

fect condition, occurs in colonies, each of which is composed
of a number of individuals exhibiting two distinct types of

form, which are grouped together, but not organically united.

The first of these associated organisms (which 1 may call

for convenience the proboscidian) (fig. 1 «, and fig. 4 r/)

consists of a somewhat pyriform or cup-shaped body, the

interior of which is filled Avith a mass of minutely granular

matter (sarcode),in which I Avas unable to distinguish either

a nucleus or contractile vesicle. Claparede, however, observed

within his specimens a body which he regards as probably

a nucleus.^ On the upper surface of this structure there is a

depression or hollow, from Avhich rises a proboscis bearing

at its free extremity a tuft of delicate tentaculoid appen-

dages. This proboscis is capable of very great extension and
contraction ; it can be drawn entirely within the body, but

commonly projects to some distance from the top of it. Occa-

sionally it is darted out with the greatest possible rapidity to

several times the length of the body, and the tentacles, which
ordinarily form a tuft at the extremity, are then seen to be

distributed along the upper portion of it. When the pro-

boscis is cortractcd the tentacles are generally motionless ;

but as soon as it is extended they start into lively and ener-

getic movement, which continues until contraction again

takes place. The proboscis tapers slightly towards its upper

extremity, and, when retracted, is strongly wrinkled trans-

versely.

In the specimens obtained at Bangor the body was per-

fectly sessile, as it is represented both by Claparede and
Wright ; but in the Ilfracombe examples it was supported

on a delicate elastic pedicle (fig. 2). Other differences exist

I " Un cori)s ol)scur, doiit on pouvait apercevoir parfois vaguemeul Ics

contours," page Mi.
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between the Welsh and Devonshire forms, to which I shall

refer more particularly hereafter ; they probably indicate a

specific distinction.

The second of the two organisms, which are grouped
together in each colony, presents a striking contrast to

the one which I have just described. It is of a graceful

flask-likc figure (fig. 1 b and fig. 3), and is mounted, at

least in its adult state, on a slender sctifonu stem.' The
body is some Avhat ovoid, tapering to a point below, and above
produced into a long and slender neck, Avhich terminates in

a small orifice. It is composed of a minutely granular sar-

code, which occupies the avIioIc interior with the exception

of the upper portion of the neck, Avhere there is a clear

space extending for some distance below the oral aperture

(fig. 3 X). Each adult colony of the Oj^hnjodemlron con-

sists of a small number of the proboscidians and a much
larger company of the lageniform individuals, the latter

being grouped around the former and at some little dis-

tance from them (fig. 1). A large community may be

composed of about eighteen members, of which six would
belong to the one class and the remainder to the otlier. I

have seen a single proboscidian with one attendant, and
rarely one of the flask-shaped bodies is met with alone. A
colony in full health and activity presents a most animated
and iuteresting spectacle. The proboscidian members remain
for the most part comparatively quiescent, w'ith the extensile

trunk contracted and motionless, or bending slightly hither and
thither as if in search for something ; occasionally, however,
this organ is darted forth to an amazing distance with the speed

of light, and the filamentary processes towards the extremity

start into instant play. In a few seconds it is as suddenly
and SAviftly withdrawn. On the other hand, the lageniform

bodies are in ceaseless motion, swaying themselves grace-

fully to and fro in all possible directions, now sweeping the

surrounding water, now passing the oral extremity ofthe neck
over the surface of the polyparyon which the colony is planted,

now reaching over towards the proboscidians, and bringing

themselves into frequent contact with the trunk and ten-

tacles of the latter. They are never still ; the restless move-
ment to and fro goes on without intermission. And it main-
tains the same character ; there is first the searching here

and there as if for food, and then the return towards the probos-

cidian zooids, against "svhich they are almost sure to impinge.

I have seen one of the flask-shaped bodies plunge the

^ The lageniform body was furnished with a pedicle both in the Bangor
and Ilfracombe specimens, but it differed in character in the two.
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extremity of its lonj? ncek into the midst of the tentacles

which crown tlie extensile proboscis. On the other hand,

I am inclined to think that the somewhat eager movements

of the trunk, which may be noticed when the lageniform indi-

viduals are in its neighbourhood, must be interpreted as a

kind of feeling after tliem, and may indicate some peculiar

relationship between the two.

Such is the ordinary life of the Ophrxjodendron colony,

and, so far as I know, it is without parallel.

It is somewhat remarkable that neither Claparede nor

Wrifrht has given any full or accurate account of the flask-

shaped bodies. The former seems to have confounded them

with the proboscidians; he describes some of his Opliryodcn-

dra as having a vermiform body, whilst others were ovoid ;

but he evidently recognised no essential distinction between

the two class»s, and has not a word respecting their contrasted

habits and their singular association in the colony. He has,

indeed, figured two of the flask-shaped individuals (pi. v,

figs. 2, 3), but the description of the plate informs us that

they are Ophryodendra, toith the prohoscis retracted.

It is the more extraordinary that this most able observer

should have confounded two forms so essentially distinct in

structure and habit, as he has not only very accurately

represented tlie lageniform body with its pedicle and small

terminal orifice, but has also described its peculiar move-

ments. Writing of his Ophryodendra with "vermiform"

bodies, he says, " L'extremite anterieure etait assez trans-

parente tandisque la partie posterieure etait en general

beaucoup plus sombre et opaque. Cette extremite ante-

rieure s'agitait d'une maniere toute particuliere et en tous

sens, a pcu pres comme le bras d'un aveugle qui cherche

avec inquietude quelque chose a taton."

There can be no doubt that when he wrote this passage

he had one of the lageniform zooids in view,

Wright briefly notices these bodies, but did not determine

the place which they hold in the life-liistory of the Ophryo-

dendron. He seems to have observed them very imperfectly,

and evidently knew nothing of the way in which they are

associated with tlie proboscidian forms in groups or colonies.^

' Tlie following arc the only passages in Dr. Wright's papers referring to

them:—"There exists, but not invariably, a long spindle-shaped and rather

curved process of a granular tissue, similar to that of the cushion (the

body of the Ophri/odendron), also attached by one extremity to tlie upper

surface of that body, and having at its unattached extremity a clear space

which opens externally by a small oral aperture. This body is often absent,

and I have seen it attached alone to (he Sertularia. I am therefore iucliued
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I am unable to throw much liglit on the mode in wliich

the Ophryodcndron feeds. I have never observed tlie teuta-

culoid organs with which the proboscis is furnished cap-

turing prey of any kind, but I have seen them applied,

for a long time together, to the stem of the zoophyte, which
Avas covered with a growth of Alga3, Polyzoa, Protozoa, &c.
I can only suppose that they may obtain nourishment by
suction, as ('lapavedo has suggested. There can be no doubt
that the active and incessant movements of the flask-shaped

bodies are connected with the search for food.

Before proceeding to consider the very interesting ques-

tion as to the relations existing between the two classes

which I have now described as composing the Ophrtjodendron
colony, I shall bring together the observations which I have
made on the rejiroduction of this singular Protozoon.

Individuals of the proboscidian form are met with bearing
buds in various stages of development. These originate on
the surface of the body a little below the anterior depression

from which the trunk rises (fig. 4, 5); they are some-
what thickened at the base, and taper away towards the

free extremity, and from a very early period are curved in-

wards towards the parent body. They exhibit the same
minutely granular structure that is characteristic of the adult.

There can be no doubt, I think, that the bud represented in

fig. 4 would be developed into one of the lageniform indi-

viduals ; it already bears a very close resemblance to them,
while it differs altogether in shape from the proboscidian.

Claparede has figured a similar bud, and states that he had
met with such not unfrequently. He will not " positively

affirm," indeed, that the ,individual thus '"' fixe sur le dos

d'un autre" is really developed from the latter by gemma-
tion, but he seems to think it probable. I confess that lean
see no room for doubt about it. The mode in which the

nascent body is united to the substance of the proboscidian

that bears it is such as to forbid the supposition that it is a

mere parasite. Further, Claparede's specimens afforded an
additional and very striking proof that it is a true bud, the

product of the individual on which it is found. His Opliryo-

to consider it either a gemma, or a parasite belonging to the GregarliKE."—
'Edin. New Phil. Journ.,' new ser., for July, 1S59.

" The body of the Ophri/odendron frequently bears fusiform bodies, from
one to four in number, which I nave already described (in the foregoing

passage) and which appear to be gemmtie.."— 'Annals of Nat. Hist.' for

August, 1S6].

1 shall describe just now the gemmiparous reproduction to which Dr.

Wright refers in these passages. The history of the " geiamce " he did

not succeed ia tracing.
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(lendra were usually thickly covered with bodies bearing a

general resemblance to the thread-cells of the Hydroida,
Avhich gave them a very marked and peculiar appearance, and
similar bodies were present on the supposed buds, sliowing

clearly an organic relationship between the two. Wright, as

we have seen, noticed these " S])indle-shapcd" gemmae, and
has observed as many as four of tiunn on a single proboscidian.

1 have seen a fully developed lageniform individual fur-

nished with a pedicle attached to the parent (fig. 5), but I

should suppose that the bud generally detaches itself before

the appearance of a stem, and, fixing itself on the polyparyof
the zoophyte, developes one subsequently.

Whether the flask-shaped individuals are produced in any
other way than as buds from the proboscidian, I have had
no opportunity of determining.

Besides the gommne just described Claparede observed

others on some of his specimens which were developed into

the proboscidian form. They originate from the same part

of the body as the lageniform buds, and soon exhibit the

characteristic shape of the adult. In the stage of develop-

ment represented by Claparede they are much swollen and
rounded above, and taper slightly downwards; the proboscis

is already distinguishable within the body, and in some cases

it was observed in a state of extension before the connection

between the bud and the parent had ceased.

I can see no reason for regarding these bodies as a gem-
miparous product of the Opliryodendron which does not hold

good in the case of the lageniform buds. Both are de-

veloped in the same region of the body, both blend at the

base in the same intimate Avay Avith the substance of the

individual that bears them, and both (in Claparede's speci-

mens) were covered with the minute structures like thread-

cells which gave such a peculiar appearance to the adult

Prctozcon.

1 have also observed gemmiparous reproduction in the

lageniform zooid. In this case the bud originates at some
distance below the commencement of the neck (fig. 6), and
assumes, Avhen mature, the form of the parent.

In a single instance two individuals of this class were
met with, the pedicles of which were united for a portion

of their length. There can be little doubt that the pair,

thus organically joined together, were produced by longitu-

dinal fission.

I was not so fortunate as to observe the ciliated embryos
which have been noticed by Claparede and Wright. They
are developed within the proboscidian zooid, and are described
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as oval or elongate bodies, flattened on one aspect Avhich is

clothed with cilia, and slightly convex on the other. They are
furnished, according to Claparede, Avith a contractile vesicle

and witli a few of the bodies resembling thread- cells. Wright
observed individuals "slowly moving on the zoophyte,^' while
others, " attached, were putting forth the rudiments of the
proboscis."

The questions remain, what is the precise nature of the
dissimilar organisms associated in the Ophryodendron colony ?

and what relation does one class bear to the other ? As to

the former, two views are possible—(1) that the proboscidian
and lageniform bodies are distinct animals, united in a species

of " commensalism ;" and (2) that tliey are different forms of
one and the same animal, zooids belonging to a single life-

series.

As I entertain no doubt, for the reasons previously stated,

that the lageniform bodies borne so commonly on the
Ophryodendron are true buds, I cannot hesitate to accept
the latter of these views. Confirmatory evidence, too, in its

favour is found in the close resemblance in general structure
between the two bodies. In the Devonshire specimens, as I

have before stated, both forms were furnished with a slender

elastic pedicle, and in both this pedicle was curved in a
similar way (figs. 3, 3). Both exhibited the same minutely
granular substance, and in Claparede's specimens both
contained the naviculoid corpuscles described by this

observer.^

It is difiicult to conjecture what the precise relation

between these associated organisms may be, and I have no
theory to offer on this point. While watching the energetic

and unresting search, as it were, of the flask-shaped bodies,

and their constant return to the neighbourhood of the probos-
cidians, against which they are almost sure to strike, one
might almost fancy that the former were engaged in convey-
ing nutriment to the latter;" but more extended observa-

tions are required to elucidate the internal economy of the

colony.

If my view of the history, then, be correct, the Ophryoden-

^ Claparede evidently had no suspicion that the two forms which he had
observed did not belong to one and the same animal, for he includes them
both in his diagnosis of the species :

—" Corps tantofc vermiforrae, tantot plus

ou moins ovoide." It is true that he did not determine the peculiar

structure of the lageniform bodies, but the general character of the two
zooids and the mode of their association led him to unite them without

hesitation.
" I merely give this as the fancy suggested by the appearances, and not

as the rationale of the facts.
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(Iron is a dimorphic animal, that which may be called the pri-

mary /ooid givinf,M)ri<;in by gemmation to bodies unlike itself,

which, on becoming free, group themselves around the parent

organisms, and lead with them an associated life. To some

extent a parallel may be found in the observations of

Haeckel on certain Geryonidan medusae, which he repre-

sents as producing by gemmation medusae of a different

fiimily type {JEf/inidce). Indeed, amongst the liydroida

generally heteromorphism is a common condition ; and the

Corymorpha which produces free medusiform zooids, or the

Myriothela which gives origin to iixed buds unlike itself, on

which the true reproductive buds are borne, presents, so far

as its heterogenetic tendencies arc concerned, a strict analogy

to the case of the Ophrijodendron.

I have already identified the form which I obtained

in the Menai Straits (figs. 4, 5) with the 0. abietinum of

Claparedo and Lachmann (= Corethria Serlularicc,ysh\ghi) ;

but there is a point of difference between the two which

must not be passed without notice. The curious structures

bearing a resemblance to the thread-cells of the Hydroida

("petits corpuscules tout a fait semblables aux organes urti-

cants des Campanulaires") which occurred in Claparede's

specimens were altogether wanting in mine. They are

described as scattered through all parts of the body, but

extremely variable in number. In some cases they were so

abundant as to render the body almost opaque ; occasionally,

but rarely, they were altogether absent. They were noticed in

the ciliated embryos as well as in the adults. I could detect

no trace of them in the specimens that came under my obser-

vation ; and, whatever their precise nature may be, as they

were sometimes wanting, they can hardly be regarded as a

dii:tinctive ciuaacteristic.

The Ilfracombe specimens (figs. 1,2, 3) differed in some
important particulars from those obtained in Wales. In

the first place, both zooids are furnished with a pedicle,

which was always curved in a peculiar way (figs. 2, 3)

;

whereas in 0. abietinum the proboscidian zooid is perfectly

sessile, and the flask-shaped bodies are supported on a

straight setiform stem, Avhich penetrates the sarcode mass
for some distance. The body of the proboscidian zooid

was decidedly cup-shaped, and not elongate and somewhat
pyriform, as in Claparede's species, and wanted the very

marked cleft in the upper surface which distinguishes the

latter. I believe, also, that the proboscis was furnished with
a much smaller number of the tentaculoid processes, but of

this I cannot speak with absolute certainty. The southern
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form seems well entitled to rank as a distinct ?:pccies, which
may he characterised as follows :

Genus Ophryodendron, Claparede and Lachmann.
O. PEDICELLATUM, n. S.

Zooids of both classes furnished with slender curved
pedicles ; body of the proboscidian zooid cup-shaped.

Hah. On Plumzdaria pinnata. Dredged off the Capstone,

Ilfracomhe.

It is impossible to speak with certainty of the systematic

position of the Ophryodendron in the absence of definite in-

formation as to its mode of feeding. It seems probable,

however, that the processes on the proboscis are analogons to

the suctorial organs of Acineta or Podophrya. and that its

place is amongst the Infusoria suctoria. At the same time,

its dimorphism and the disposition of its suckers on a retrac-

tile trunk are characters which mark it out as the type of a

separate family at least.

Recent Researches in the DiATOMACEyE. By the Rev.
Eugene O'Meara, A.M.

IV.

—

Cymbelle^.

Pfitzer ranges the CymbellerB immediately after the

Navicidacece. Some authors, as Smith and Rabenhorst, have
placed these families widely apart ; while others, as Kiitzing,

Ralfs, Grunow, and Heiberg, have treated them as more
intimately related, the connecting link between them being
found in the common features of a median line and central

and terminal nodules. Pfitzer places the two families in

immediate proximity on account of the genera Brebissonia

and Atiomceoneis, which, while they resemble the Navicu-
lacece in the symmetrical outline of the valves, are related to

the Cymbelleae by the unsymmetrical character of the cell-

contents. Comparing the two families together in regard to

the latter, the principal difference is that the OymbellecB have
but a single endochrome-plate, while the Namciilacece have
two. The group embraces the following five genera:— 1.

JBrebisso)iia, Grun. ; 2. Anotnceo)ieis , Pfitz. ; S. Cymbella,

Agardh ; 4. Cocconema, Ehren. ; 5. Encyone?na, Kiitz.

1. Brebissonia.—This genus was established by Grunow
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to receive a single species, B. Boeckii = Cocconema BoecJiii,

Eliv. and Kiitz. = Dori/phora Boeckii, W. 8in. Tlie author

liad the rare opporLuuity (jf observing this form in a living

state, having fouiul it abundantly in the harbour of Pillau
;

and he reniarks that in the outline of the valve there is no
want of symmetry, so that in this aspect it might be regarded

as a stipitate Nacicula. On account of this symmetry of

form it is plainly distinct from Cocconema, in which genus
Ehrenberg, Kiitzing, and Ralfs placed it ; it also differs from

Dorypliora, in which it was placed by Smith, by the pre-

sence of a central and terminal nodule, formed similarly to

those of the genus designated Fnistulia by Plitzer, and
which has been referred to before. But as the internal struc-

ture of Brehissonia is unsymmetrical throughout, it stands in

more intimate relationship to Cocconema than to any other

genus. Besides the plasm-sac lying on the cell-wall and
most highly developed at the extremities, we have, in Bre-

hissoiia, a large central plasm-mass which occurs in all the

Cymhelleo} and Naviculacca. The mass of thicker plasm
interposed between the endochrome-plate and the cell-wall

whicli is found in Fnistulia, is present also in Brehissonia ;

in the latter case, as in all the Cymhellea, only one of these

occurs in each frustule, and lies across the middle of a girdle-

band ; in Brehissonia it is large and semiglobose. The
single endochrome-plate covers the same girdle-band, folding

itself over the valves on both sides till its free edges nearly

meet on the opposite girdle-band. Division commences
with the separation of the endochrome-plate into similar

halves by an incision from the extremities.

As Grunow gives no special characters of the genus Bre-
hissonia, the detailed description of its peculiarities by
Pfitzer is the more valuable, and exhibits the relationship of

this interesting form more clearly than has been done
hitherto.

2. Anomoepneis.—The only form which with certainty can

be assigned to this genus, according to our author, is A.
sph(Brophora = (as he thinks) Nacicula spliosrophora, Kiitz.

It bears a strong resemblance to Navicula amhigua ; its

valves, however, are not furnished with transverse stria?, but
with fine puncta arranged in quincunx. On one side of the

central nodule the striation fails, so as to leave a smooth space

reaching the margin ; this smooth space on the under valve

lies innnediately under and parallel to the corresponding

smooth space on the upper. Anomcconeis, therefore, like the

Cymhellecc, is unsymmetrical, notwithstanding its decidedly

symmetrical outline. The internal structure corresponds ; a
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broad central plasm-mass is noticeable on both girdle-bands,

but this is obviously narrower on the side of that girdle-band

on which the middle of the single endochronie-plate is situated.

Division in this case, as in that of Brehissonia, takes place by
means of an incision proceeding from the extremities.

The unstriated space on one side of the valve which is

characteristic of Anommoneis, occurs in a similar manner in

Naticula sculpta, Ehren., and to a slighter extent in

N. bohemica, Ehren., so that for this reason the author

considers these latter-named species may be included in

Anomceoneis.

I have some doubt as to the identity of Anommoneis sph(R-

ropliora, Pfitz., with NarAcula splicerophora, Kiitz. The failure

of the stiiation on one side of the central nodule extending
to the margin of the valve, a feature so characteristic of

A. splicRrophora, does not appear in Kiltzing's figure of N.
sphoirojiJiora, nor iuthat of Smith. Donkin (' Brit. Uiat.,' pi.

V, fig. 10) does not notice this peculiarity ; it is not ap-

parent in the forms so named by Eulenstein (Diats. p. typ.),

nor in those in my possession, which in all respects agree

Avitli the figures referred to. I should have supposed Pfitzer

had Naticula sculpta in view, were it not that he refers to

this latter as a distinct form. While differing from the

author as regards his opinion that the failure of the striae

on one side of the central nodule removes this species from
the symmetrical forms and includes it in the unsymmetrical
—in the sense in which Grunow and Heiberg used the

terms symmetrical and unsymmetrical,—I cannot fail to

express my obligation to him for the new light he has
thrown on the relationship of this species, as well as that

of Brehissonia, by his observations on the unsymmetrical
characters of the contents of the frustule.

3. Cymhella. 4. Cocconema. 5. Encrjonema.— These
three genera correspond in this common feature, that the

portions of the valves at the opposite side of the longitu-

dinal axis are unsymmetrical. One margin is always more
convex than the other ; in many forms one margin is con-

cave. The section of the cell is sometimes rectangular, some-
times strongly trapezoid ; a longitudinal line and nodules

occur as in Naticula, Brehissonia, and Anomoeoneis. The
longitudinal line is never straight except in the case of Encrjo-

ncma, and always divides the valves into two very unsimilar

segments. The striation is sometimes costate, for instance, in

Cijmbella Ehrenhergii, Kiitz.; sometimes moniliform, as in

Cocconema asperum, Ehrenb., in which case there are depres-

sions arranged in linear order.
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The p;encvic distinctions depend on the circumstance that

Cymhelld is free, Cocconcma stipitato, and tlie frustules of

Encyuncma enclosed in tubes. In Enojonema the girdle-

band lies somewhat obliquely on the frustnle, so that the

transverse section is slightly rhomboid. The structure of

the primordial cell in these three genera is very similar to

that of Brchissonia and Anomoeoncis. In all the forms

investigated the single endochrome-plate lies with its middle
portion on the more strongly arched broader side, and thence

folds itself over the valves, its free margins lying on the con-

cave or less convex, and at the same time smaller side. The
division of the endochrome-plate takes place by means of an
incision proceeding from the extremities. The single plasm-
band described by Ehrenberg, and regarded by him as a

spermatic gland, presents itself on the more strongly arched
girdle-band, and thence passes, interposed between the cell-

wall and the endochrome-plate, slightly over on to the

valves.

The middle plasm-mass observable on the valves in Cym-
hella gastroides, Ki'itz, and Cocconcma Cistula, Ehrenb., is

broader on the convex than on the concave side, and the

reverse in Cynihella cuspidata, Kiitz. In the smaller forms

Cymhella scotica, W. Sm., for instance, no distinction in

breadth is noticeable. In the last-named species the endo-
chrome-plate is separated into four portions by a roundish

lacuna passing from side to side on each valve.

Pfitzer has never had the opportunity of observing the

formation of auxospores in the Cymhellece, but gives an
interesting summary of what other observers have recorded

as follows :—Thwaites, in 1847, noticed that in Cocconcma
lanceolatum and Cocconcma Cistula, two mother-cells invested

with gelatinous matter produced two auxospores, which lie

parallel with the mother-cells. Carter, in 1856, confirmed
this observation in Cymhella j^cdiculiis (= Cocconcis pcdi-
culus), and Smith, not only in the two species investigated

by Thwaites, but also Cocconcma parcum, W. Sm., and
Encyonema prostratum, Kalfs. Lastly, Liiders gave a full

description of the process in Cocconcma Cistula. The two cells

co-operating in this instance appear generally if not always
to issue from the division of a single mother-cell; they
separate themselves according to Liiders into two plasm-
masses superimposed one on the other, which then conjugate
in pairs.^

' Fr. Sclimitz has a paper on the " Formation of the Auxospores of Coc-
conema Cistula " iu the ' Bot. Zcit./ April 5, 1872.

—

Ed,
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V.

—

Amphore^.

Nearly related to the Cijmhelloi are the Amjyhorece, in which
are included the two genera Amphora and Ejnthemia. These
agree with one another, as also Avith the Cymhellos, in the

lunate and decidedly unsynimetrical form of the valves, and
in the usually trapezoid transverse section of the cell. Am-
phora possesses on each valve three distinct nodules, con-

nected together by two longitudinal lines Avhich divide the

strongly arched valves into two parts, so dissimilar tliat the

smaller portion is sometimes scarcely apparent, although it

possesses strioc precisely the same as the broader section. An
Amphora may thus bo regarded as a Cymhclla with one
portion of the unsymmetrically divided valve nearly

obsolete.

In Epithemia the nodules and median line are absent, or

but slightly observable. The two forms agree in this feature,

namely? that the single endochrome-plate passes over the

median line without suifering any interruption similar to that

which occurs in Cymhella. In other respects the conditions

of the endochrome-plate are the same as in the group last

referred to, except that in Amphora and Epithemia the

middle of the endochrome-plate does not lie on the broader

but on the narrower girdle-band. Further, the plasm-bands
situated on the cell-wall in this case fail altogether, Avhile the

central mass is distinctly observable. It appears necessary,

therefore, to unite Amphora and Epithemia into a distinct

group, the more so because they correspond in a remarkable
feature of their mode of grovth, namely, that they both
usually attach themselves by the smaller girdle-band to larger

Alga? or other Avater-plants. Kiitzing, Grunow, and Pritchard

place Epithemia with the Eunotice, which latter Pfitzer

observes are very differently constructed, as will be seen

hereafter, as respects the cell-contents. Amphora Avas by
Kiitzing Avrongly referred to the Naviculace(B. It stands

near the Cymbellece, to Avhich the tAvo other observers named
referred it ; but it is still more intimately related to Epi-
themia, for the form and position of the endochrome-plate

and the absence of the plasm-band is a character of greater

importance in the estimation of the author than the more
or less distinct development of the nodules and median line,

the presence of which has nothing to correspond Avith it in

the internal structure.

In Amphora the single endochrome-plate is only slightly

scalloped. It separates at its middle portion by an incision
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commencing at the ends. This in Amphora ovalis, Eliien.,

is very wide; in A. salina, W. Sm., on the contrary, it is

very narrow. The valves are altogether brown. On the
broad more strongly arched girdle-band each edge of the
plate exhibits at the middle a deep indentation, which is

noticeable when the valve is seen in profile. Two symme-
trically situated oil-globules are found in the central portion
of the frustule. A nucleus is also distinct, whicli separates
into two considerably before the process of cell-division

commences.
The newly-formed valves in Amphora are at first flat. In

consequence of the peculiar structure the line along which
the two corresponding points of the valves move away from
one another, in the process of division, is not straight but
curvilinear, and nearly parallel to the convex side of the
girdle-band. When the Amphorce, after division, do not
separate from one another, the daughter-cells do not form
filaments but ellipsoids, in whicli the individual frustules

stand in the same position to one another as the sections of

a melon.
The Epitliemioi, as respects their inner structure, distinguish

themselves from the Amphorm by the fact of their endo-
chrome plate being much scalloped, so that the valves ex-
hibit alternate light and brown transverse bands. This is

especially the case on the side of the broad girdle-band,

only that here the scallops of the endochrorae-plate appear
to be shorter. The division of the endochrome-plate takes

place through an incision proceeding fronr the ends.

In the middle plasm-mass no nucleus was noticed in any
of the forms examined

—

Epithemia gibba (Ehren.), Kiitz.,

JS. ventricosa, Kiitz., E. turgida (Ehren.), \N.Sm., E. Zebra
(Ehren.), Kiitz., E. Sorcx, Kiitz. But invariably one, usually

two, more highly refractive corpuscles were found of a sphe-
rical shape, which treatment with perosmic acid proved not
to be oil-globules, but plasmatic structures. Four and even
more of these were sometimes met with in each cell ; and
as no single nucleus was present, there is reason to suppose
that these structures should be regarded as nuclei. They
increase in number by division, growing longer, and stringing

themselves in a direction parallel to the longitudinal axis

of the cell, but less frequently in a direction slightly inclined

to it. The daughter-cells of E. gibba and E. turgida, -while

still remaining attached, possess each two such bodies, while in

other cases there is only one long after separation. Probably
these structures, as the author thinks, are analogous to the

plasm-bands of Anotnoaotieis, Cymbella, &c., with which they
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correspond in the feature, that they do not lie free in the

granular plasm-mass, but on the phnne of the convex girdle-

band. The strong costse which the valves of all Epithcmiai

exhibit are not, the author informs us, canaliculi or tubes,

as Smith supposed, but, as Pritchard correctly observed, solid

strips projecting inwards.

The mode of development of the auxospores supplies a

strong reason for uniting Epithemia and Amphora in a group
distinct from the Cymhellce and Eunotice. According to the

observations of Carter in Amphora ooalis, of Thwaites in

Epithemia turgida and E. gihba, of Smith in E. ventricosa,

E. gihba, E. Sorcx, and E. Zebra, of Liiders in E. turgida, and
E. Zebra, of Itzigsohn in E. Goepjierliana, Rab., as well as

those of the author in E. gihba, two auxospores always ori-

ginate from two mother-cells, which do not lie parallel with
the former, but at right angles to them. They grow also in a

direction different from the Cymhellce. In the case of the

Eunotia only a single spore is usually formed.

The distinction between Cymhellce and Amphorce, founded
on the relative position of the auxospores, would be un-

tenable if the statement of Itzigsohn, in conflict with the

observations above referred to, be confirmed, namely, that

in many Epithemicc the mother-cells and auxospores lie

parallel.

The process of spore-formation, according to TliAvaites and
Smith, is as follows :—Each primordial mother-cell throws

out two protuberances, which increase towards one another

until they finally join, and ultimately unite between the

parted valves of the mother-cells, According to Liiders, the

parting of the valves of the mother-cells precedes the

conjugation.

—

\From tlic 'Journal of Botany^\
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Contributions to the History of the Polyzoa. By the

Rev. Thomas Hincks, B.A., F.R.S.

(Plate IT.)

I.

—

The " Germ-capsule."

In a previous paper^ I have given a brief account of my
observations on the " germ-capsule" of the Polyzoa, with
special reference to Dr. Nitsche's criticisms on tlie researches

of the Swedish naturalist Smitt.'- Since the publication of

that paper I have had the opportunity of further investiga-

tion, and have both confirmed the results already announced
and cleared up some points which were involved in doubt. I

have also had the advantage of studying the complete expo-

sition of his views, which Nitsche has since given us,^ and of

which his communication to this Journal was only " a prelimi-

nary sketch." Under these circumstances I propose to discuss

more fully the very interesting question as to the true nature

and function of the so-called " germ-capsule."

I shall first, however, bring together the accounts of this

structure which have been given by various authors, so as to

exhibit the history of opinions respecting it.

The dark, circular bodies (" germ-capsules" of Smitt),

which are generally present in many of the zooecia, on any
given polyzoary, are much too conspicuous to escape the

notice of observers, and accordingly we find a reference to

them in most Avorks on the Polyzoa. Amongst the earlier

writers Ellis describes and figures them under the name of
" black spots." " These," he says, " are nothing but the

dead polypes, or remains of the animals once inhabiting these

cells, of which I had evident proof in my last journey to the

sea-coast ; for after I had examined this coralline {Bugula
plumoscC), with its polypes alive in sea-water, I laid the spe-

cimen aside, and upon examining it again some time after, I

found the lifeless contracted animals exhibited the appear-

ance above mentioned" ('Nat. Hist, of Corallines,' 1755,

p. 34).

Dr. Grant, in his remarkable papers " On the Structure

and Nature of Flustrcej'''^ has noticed the small red or brown
spots in the centre of the cells of Flustra foliacea, which he
considered to be "the last remains of the dead polypi."

1 'Quart. Journ. of Micros. Science' for July, IS/l, p. 235.
= Ibid., for April, 1871.
^ ' lieitrjigc zur kcmitiiiss der Bryozoen,' ii Heft. 3. ' Ueber dor xVnatomie

und Entwickluiigsgcscliichtc von Flustra mcmbranacea* 1871-
•• ' Ediuburgh New Phil. Jouru.' for 1827, pp. 107 and 337.
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In describiiif^ F. carhasca, too, and comp;irin<,^ it witli

the former species, he speaks of " the same dark round spots in

the centre of tliosc cells Avhich liavc lost their polypi." In his

account of the development of the ova he remarks that they
"first make their appearance at the narrow base of the cells

as very small, pale-red, gelatinous spheres, and the polypi of
such cells are generally removed, and only a small, round,
dark brown spot is seen in their stead, in the centre of the
cells ;" and he adds the important observation—" When the
ovum has escaped from the cell the dark round spot in the

centre of the cell enlarges, and a newpolypus shoots out at that

point .... The same cells may repeatedly produce ova and
polypi, and the whole zoophyte retain its energy for several

seasons." It would seem, therefore, that he noticed a change
taking place in the dark body, and connected with it the
appearance of a new polypide in the zooecium, and so far

anticipated the observations of Smitt.

J. V. Thompson^ noticed that the lower portion of the

stomach (which he calls *' the viscus") acquired a spherical

shape, and opaque yellowish colour, and persisted after the

death of the polypide in many of the Polyzoa ; and he regarded
the body thus formed as " most probably an ovum or

ovarium."
Farre, in his well-known paper on the " Ciliobrachiate

Polypi,"2 gives an account of these bodies, and conjectures

that they are probably connected with the process of repro-

duction, though whether they were to be regarded as ovaries

or immature ova he was \inable to determine. " From their

dark colour," he says, " they are generally very conspicu-

ous, especially as they remain in the cells long after the

animal has perished and disappeared from them. From this

circumstance it might be imagined that they resulted from
decomposition, were they not also frequently seen in the

living animal. Moreover, they have a definite form and size,

and, when removed from the cell and carefully examined, are

found to consist of a delicate transparent membrane, en-

closing a brown granular matter, to Avhich their colour is

due." This observation is an important one.

In a paper on Cellularia (Bugula) avicularia^ Pallas,

Nordmann has described the structure to which Smitt gives

the name " germ-capsule," and rightly regards it as formed

' ' Zoological Researches and Illustrations/ 1S30, art. v.

2 « Pliilosophical Transactions ' for 1837, p. 400.
^ ' Voyage dans la llussie Meridionale et la Criniee, execute en 1837,

sous la direction de M. Anatole de Demidoff,' 1810, vol. iii, 702, note.

VOL. XIII.—NEW SEll. B
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out of a portion of the l)ody of the polypide, though he

mistook its function, and considered it to be an egg.

Van Beneden^ regards the " round, dark-coloured bodies"

which he noticed in Flwitra foUacca through the walls of the

zooecia us eggs, lie describes them as destitute of cilia, and

quite motionless, and says that they are hatched in the

deserted cells, for he had seen very young individuals in the

old zooecia. From some of his figures we may, I think, infer

that he had observed the development of a polypide from the

"germ- capsule," though he misinterpreted the appearances

that came under his notice.

In plate viii, fig. 4 n, a gorm-capsule is represented in a

zooecium of Alcxjomdium (jclatinosum, from which an elon-

gate body,which is clearly a rudimentary polypide, is sprouting.

The description explains that it is a " young polypide origi-

nating from a bud;" but the supposed "bud" is evidently

one of the dark bodies which Van Beneden has elsewhere

described as ova. It may also be remarked that the figure

very fairly represents the general appearance of the polypide

in course of development from the germ-capsule.

In plate vii, figs. 15 and 16 are described " as young-

polypes attached to the valves of the egg," but are really

polypides budding from the germ -capsule, Avhicli Van
Beneden, as we have seen, identified with the ovum.

Ileid^ describes a prolongation of the stomach below, which
he regards as an " appendix" of the digestive sac, or a

"separate organ." "Its inner surface," he says, "is so

thickly covered with reddish-brown granules, or, more pro-

perly speaking, minute cells, as to be quite opaque." He
remarks that this " appendix" is, in some cases, much larger

in proportion to the stomach than in others. He also observed
many bodies, "each composed of reddish-brown nucleated

cells, enclosed in a membrane " amongst the broken-down
zooecia, which he considers to be ova.

Dalyell^ notices the "dark globular substance" which is

found in many of the cells of JBugula ciliata, and figures the

same body in B. acicularis. He speaks doubtfully of the

opinion that it is the residuum of the body of the polypide,

but has no special observations of his own to record.

In a paper on Flustrella hispidu,^ Dr. lledfern has sug-

1 ' llechorchcs siu- I'Auatomie, la Physiologie et rEmbryogcuie des Bryo-
zoaires,' 1815, p. 58.

- " Anatom. aud Physiolog. ObsciTatious on some Zoophytes," ' Aunals
Nat. Hist.,' xvi, 1815, p. 385.

* 'Hare aud Remarkable Animals of Scotland,' vol. i, p. 240, 184:7.
* " Flustrella hispida aud its Dcvelopmeut," * Quart. Journ. Mic. Sci.,'

vol. vi, p. 9G, 1858.
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gested a new interpretation of the " dark bodies," by naniin<'-

them " unciliated ova or statoblasts."

In 1861 1 published a "Note on the Ovicells of the
Cheilostomatous Polyzoa,"^ in which the " germ-capsule"
was regarded as an egg, but an e^^ of different character
from those which I supposed to be produced in the ovicell.

It was described as a non-ciliated ovum developed in the
zooecium,- and only liberated after the deatli of the polypide.
The view wliich I then entertained was that it might prove
to be tlie equivalent of the statoblast of the Phylactolmnata.
We come now to Smitt's observations on the " dark

bodies/' which were published in 1863 and 1865.^ In his

first paper, after an historical review of the literature of the
subject, he gives the result of his investigation into the
various modes of development by gemmation which prevail

amongst the Polyzoa. Amongst these he places reproduction
by the formation of a germ-capsule (groddkapsel). In the
following passage he explains his use of this term :—" As
will appear from what follows, the * dark bodies' in their

composition and significance approach most nearly the egg-

formation (' aggbildning'), Avhich Allman, in the case of the

freshwater Bryozoa, has named statohlast. As, however, the

former not only serve as receptacles for eggs, Avhich escape as

embryos, but also, as will appear hereafter, contain within
them buds for the formation of a new polypide in old cells from
which the original polypides have disappeared, I shall employ
in what follows the name ' groddivapslar' (germ-capsules)."

He then describes the germ-capsule as it occurs in various

species, and points out that it originates from the digestive

sac of the polypide, to which, indeed, it bears a striking re-

sembhmce in structure and appearance. He had seen one,

definitely formed, which was still firmly attached to a portion

of the stomach-walls. He had observed further (in Alcijoni-

diuin parasiticum), that in old zooecia, the polypides of which
had vanished, the germ-capsule Avas often to be seen attached

to newly formed buds. The relation, however, between,

the two was not so intimate but that the buds, especially

when advanced in development, often broke loose from the

germ-capsule and lay free in the zooecium. In this case he
did not succeed in establishing the connection of the bud from

1 'Quart. Jouru. Mic. Sc' for October, ]861.
" Nitsche and Claparede were quite right in supposing tliat at this time I

mistook the gerra-capsule for an ovum. I shall refer to this hereafter.

^ " Bidrag till Kannedomeu om Hafs Bryozoernas utveckling," ' Ups.

Univ. Arsskrift,' 1863 ;
" Om Hafs Bryozoernas utveckling ocli fett-

kroppar," ' Ofversigt af Kougl. Vet. Akad. Forh.,' 1865.
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its origin with tlie germ-capsule and its derivation from the

latter. In Lepralia PaUasiana he noticed one portion of the

germ-capsule of a lighter colour than the rest, and at the ex-

tremity of this part a process of alight-grey colour and homo-

geneous granuliu- suhstance was buddnig. In another case a

bud was attached to the side of the light portion, furnished

with a crown of rudimentary tentacles.

In his second paper (1865) Smitthas embodied the results

of further observation, in addition to those already obtained,

and has supplied illustrative figures, which are most of them,

however, much too small to exhibit satisfactorily the struc-

tural details. I shall bring together here some of his obser-

vations on the different species that came under his notice, as

T shall have to refer to them hereafter when I give the results

of my own investigations.

In Scrupocellaria scruposa a dark mass was noticed in the

older cells, at whose side a bud was placed, which had already

the rudiments of tentacles.^

In Bugulafastigiata the germ-capsule exhibited the' same
character as in the last species, but the buds in this case

Avere much more distant from it, and their relation to it was
difficult to determine.

In a zooecium of Fltistra mcmhranacea, a germ-capsule

Avas seen from Avhich tentacles and the cavity of the alimen-

tary canal had been developed by budding.

In Eucratea chclata a kidney-shaped germ-capsule was
met with, light-coloured at one end, and at the other thickly

covered with dark spots. The new parts arising from it

(digestive canal, Avitli the crown of tentacles and muscles)

were already fully developed.

In a specimen of Alcyotiidium gelatinosum a germ-capsule

was found attached to the stomach-wall, and another of

lighter colour lying near it ; and from this Smitt infers that

several germ-capsules may be developed successively from the

walls of the stomach.

In Memhranvpora unicornis, a germ-capsule of an oval

form was observed near a hud which exhibited twenty-four

rudimentary tentacles.

In connection Avith the development of the germ-capsule

Smitt describes a mass of oil-globules (" fettkroppsmassa")

formed in a particular way, which constitutes a foundation

for the production of the new parts.^

^ "Vid hvars siJa liggcr en Kuop, som uyst f&tt de forsta aulagen till

tentaklcr," p. 23, plate v, fig. 1 g.

Tlio following is the passage referred to :
—" Ett bland Bryozoernas egcn-

domligasle reproduktious&iilL iir dcras Groddkapselbilduing, vid hvilktn lika-
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Til 1870 the accomplished biologist, Edouard Clapavede,
\vhose early loss every student of science must dejilore,

published in Siebold and Kolliker's ' Zeitschrift' a paper on
'^ The Anatomy and Development of the Marine Bryozoa," i

in which he reviewed Smitt's theory of the germ-capsule,
and offered a very different interpretation of the facts on
which he supposed it to be grounded. The "brown body"
he regards as a secretion from the endocyst, and in nowise
endowed Avith any reproductive function. The supposed buds
which have been noticed in adult zooecia, and which he had
himself examined, he considers to be the result of a "retro-
gressive metamorphosis" of the original polypideb, which,
under certain circumstances, shrink back into this rudimentary
condition, passing through the same stages in their decline

as in their progress towards maturity, but in an inverse

order.

With reference to the first point it is sufficient to re-

mark that the development of the germ-capsule from the

body of the polypide has been conclusively established by
direct observation, and is placed beyond a doubt ; while the

extraordinary theory invented to account for the presence of

buds within the adult zooecia is not only unsupported by any
analogy or positive evidence, but gratuitously creates a diffi-

culty where none is presented by the actual facts. The bud
from the endocyst in the adult zooecium (to which Claparede

refers, and 7iot to the germ-capsule hud) exactly resembles

that in the forming zooecium on the margin of the poly-

zoary, and has no doubt a similar history.

In 1871 Smitt's views were again subjected to criticism by
Dr. Hinrich Nitsche." He agrees with the Swedish zoologist

in regarding the " brown bodies " as originating from the poly-

pide,' but denies that they have any reproductive function. He
has found in them Diatomaceee, sponge-spicules, thread-cells,

«S:c., a fact which clearly proves that they once formed a part

of the stomach of the polypide, and Avhich is also fatal, as he

thinks, to Smitt's view of their office. He contends that

they never give origin to buds, as this observer affirms, and

ledes en fettkroppsmassa, om ocksa pa ett annat satt upkoinmen, utgor

grundlaget for de uya delarnes upptradande." 'Om Hafsbryozoernas

utveckling,' p. 23.
1 " Beitrilge zur Auatomie uud Eiitwicklungsgescluchte der Seebryozoen,

' Zeitschrift "for December, 1S70, p. 147.
- " Some intei'csting points coDcerning the mode of reproduction of the

Bryozoa," ' Quart. Journ. Micr. Soc' for April, 1.S71.

"Beitragc zur Kemituiss dcr Bryozoeii," ii Heft. 3. "Uber die Anatomic

u Entwickluugsgeschichte vou Flustm membranacea," ' Zeitschrift fiir wis-

sensch. Zoo!,' xxiBd.,'± Heft.
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have nothing to do with the appearance of fresh polypicles in

the adult zooecia. The huds which are frequently met witli

in zooecia from wliich the original tenant has disappeared,

are a product of the endocyst and not of the " hrown body ;"

but as they are commonly developed in close proximity to

the latter they have been mistaken for a part of it, and hence

the error of interpretation. As I shall point out hereafter

the endocyst-bud is totally distinct from the germ -capsule-

bud. Both are of common occurrence ; Nitsche is correct in

his account of the former, but has overlooked the latter.

In a paper in this Journal, already referred to, I have

briefly replied to Nitsche's statements by detailing my obser-

vations on the formation and development of the germ-

capsule which are confirmatory of Smitt's views. The latter

lias also published a short rejoinder,^ in which he expresses

his confidence in the results previously announced, and refers

to my paper for corroborative evidence.

I may conclude this historical survey by mentioning that,

in a paper- very recently published, Nitsche has recorded the

occurrence of the germ-capsule in one of the freshwater

Tolyzoa {Alcyonclla). He states that in a specimen which

came under his observation the ovary and embryos occupied

£0 fully the upper space in the zooecium that the polypide

was pressed down, and, as it were, forced into a '' retrogres-

sive metamorphosis," which resulted in the formation of a

" dark body."

It appears from this historical sketch (1) that the dark-

coloured, more or less spherical bodies that occur in the

zooecia of the Polyzoa have attracted very general attention

;

(2) that several of the earlier observers had determined their

formation out of a portion of the body of the polypide ; (3) that

the definite structure which they exhibit had been noticed

and accurately described by Farre ; (4) that in one or two cases

the connection of these bodies with the appearance of fresh

polypides in adult zooecia had been surmised or imperfectly

observed long before the doctrine of the germ-capsule was

enunciated by Smitt.

I shall now proceed to describe the origin and development

of the germ-capsule more fully than in my previous paper,

and shall be able to render the details more intelligible by

the aid of the accompanying figures (figs. 1—7.)

Every student of the Polyzoa must have noticed that the

1 "Remarks ou Dr. Nitsche's Researches on Biyozoa," 'Quart. Jouru.

Micr. Sci.' for July, 1872.
2 " Betrachtungeu iiber die Entwicklungsp;escb. u, Morphologic der

Bryozoen," ' Zcitscluift' for 1872, 4 Heft, p. 107.
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life of the individual polypides is comparatively ephemeral.
Ill most cases a large proportion of the zooecia are found
to have lost their ori<^inal tenants, while at the same time
the poly/oary retains its full vitality, and along the margin
fresh additions are constantly being made to it by the growth
of new buds. Not uncommonly almost all the zooecia
covering the lower or older portions of a tuft of Bugula or

Biccllaria, for example, arc thus emptied of their polypides

;

but towards the upper extremities of tlie branches all are

occupied by an active population, and along the outer edge
zooecia are to be seen in every stage of development. The
disappearance of the polypide, however, is a comparatively
unimportant incident in the life of the colony ; and ample
provision exists for securing new tenants for the deserted
dwellings. The zooecimn which has lost its polypide is, in

time, filled by another, and may very possibly be the home of
a succession of occupants.

The renewal of the polypides in the adult zooecia is effected

in two ways—(1) by the formation of a germ-capsule, and
(3) by gemmation from the endocyst or inner wall of the
zooecium.

1. Rene'wal of the polypide by the formation of a
germ-capsule.

If we examine a specimen of one of the erect, plant-like

Polyzoa, we shall find, as I have stated, along the upper
edge of the branches zooecia in course of formation, and ex-

hibiting every degree of development; immediately below
these will be zooecia in which the polypides are fully formed,
but immature ; below these, again, will extend a zone, in-

habited by adult polypides, in full vigour and activity;

further dov.n still we shall probably encounter dwellings for

the most part destitute of tenants. Of course these divisions

are not invariable, nor are they separated by any hard lines

;

but such is the general character of the polyzoarium. In
most of the teuantless zooecia dark, more or less spherical

bodies occur, which occupy somewhat different positions, but
exhibit a definite and uniform structure. They are generally

placed about the middle of the zooecium, and are commonly
attached to the (so-called) funiculus, by which the polypide

is connected with the base of its dwelling (fig 1 a). It is a
mistake to speak of these bodies, at least in their normal and
perfect condition, as lying free within the cavity of the

zooecium ; they occupy the same position as the lower portion

of the digestive sac of the polypide, and, like it, are firmly

attached to the funiculus. Immediately below the " dark
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body," to wliich I shall apply Smitt's name ("genn-capsule"),

and ill contact with it, is a small oval body, of a pale gold

colour, and minutply rrvanular structure, which is included

within the funiculus (fi^'. 5 c). In zooecia containing a

polypide it occupies a similar position in relation to the base

of the stomach. The germ-capsule is found at times sepa-

rated from the funiculus, but in the species which I have most

closely studied (belonging to the genera Bicellaria and

Bugula) it usually occurred as I have described it ; and I

am inclined to believe that when detached it has lost the

power of further development, and probably decays away.

This, however, is a mere conjecture; it is not a little remark-

able that in ihe'iv Jigurcs neither Smitt nor Nitsche has clearly

indicated the connexion of the germ-capsule with the funi-

culus.

The germ-capsule exhibits a very definite structure ; it

consists of a mass of granular matter inclosed in a delicate

membrane, the inner surface of which is covered with spots

of a rich, reddish-brown colour. It bears the closest resem-

blance, in general aspect and in colour, to the stomach of the

polypide, tlie reddish spots at once reminding the observer of

the hepatic cells of the latter. If direct proof were wanting,

it would be difficult to avoid the conclusion that it has origi-

nated in some way or other from this portion of the polypide.

This point, however, has been conclusively established.

J. V. Thompson and Nordmann ^ have both described the

survival of a portion of the digestive sac, after the disappear-

ance of the rest of the polypide, as a dark spherical body,

Avhich they supposed to be an egg or ovary. Smitt has

seen a germ-capsule attached to a piece of the stomach-walls.

I have met with a polypide in an early stage of decay, having

a fully formed germ-capsule at the base of its body. Nitsche

has also observed the development of this structure from the

polypide in Flustra mcmhranacea.
Further, I have traced the course of its development in

Bicellaria and Bugula. This is so fully described in my
former paper in this Journal that I shall only briefly refer to

it now in connection with the illustrative figures. The first

^ " Ea soumettant a uu examen niicroscopique soigiieux un certain

nombre de cellules de Polypes des espcces Cellularia, Bowerbaukia, Flustra,

Eschara, &c., ou no tardera pas a decouvrir que, dans beaucoup de ces

cellules, le Polype est deja mort, qu'il ne rcste plus une trace des tcutacules,

niais qu'uue paiiic du corps du Polype (principalenient la cavite digestive)

s'est convertiu en uue masse ronde ou oblongue ayant des contours par-

faitemeut arrc'lcs, et qui montrent, a nc pas pouvoir s'y niqn-cndre, la forme

el la nature d'un ocuf." Ou Celluluria acicularia., iu Deniidoff 's ' Voyage
dans la llussie Mcridionale,' vol. iii, p. 702, note.
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step towards the formation of the germ-capsule is a slight

constriction of the walls of the stomach at a certain point (fig.

7 6', c). This constriction increases, until at length tlie lower
portion of the stomach assumes a somewhat globular shape,

and hangs at the base of the body like a distinct organ, com-
munication with the rest of the digestive system being main-
tained through a narrow channel (fig. 6 a). When the poly-

pide loses its vitality and decays, this globular appendage
survives as a separate structure, and remains^ as 1 have de-

scribed it, attached to the funiculus (fig. !2 a).

In its first stage, after separation from the polypide, the

germ-capsule is more or less surrounded by a mass of pale

yellow globules (fig. 1 a), the " fettkroppsmassa" of Smitt,

which this author regards, if I rightly understand him, as

discharging a nutritive function and contributing to its

further growth. As development proceeds they disappear.

At this point I may remark that the whole aspect and
history of the germ-capsule would naturally lead us to con-

clude, apart from the developmental changes which I am
about to describe, that it is much more than " the mere
remains of a decaying polypide.*' Its definite form and
structure, its constant occurrence, its connexion with the

funiculus, its persistency, all suggest that it must have some
special part to play in the life-history of the Polyzoon.

The first change that seems to take p]ace is an increase

of size. This was noticed by Grant, as before mentioned.
In one of the zooecia, on a specimen of Bugula, I have

met with a germ-capsule which had attained unusually large

dimensions ; it was oblong in form, and occupied a consider-

able portion of the cavity. This Avas, no doubt, abnormal;
but some increase of size appears to precede the actual com-
mencement of development. After a time a light space makes
its appearance on the upper surface of the capsule (fig.

2 x), and at this point a small swelling or bud is subse-

quently developed, Avhich is of a light greyish colour, while
the lower portion of the capsule retains its rich deep red.

This bud enlarges (fig. 3), and the germ-capsule assumes an
oblong form, tapering very slightly upwards. In a short

time the tentacles are distinguishable in the anterior portion

of the bud (figs. 1 a' , and 5 b), and below them the com-
mencement of a pharynx and oesophagus, the lower and
deeply coloured portion of the capsule occupying the place

of the stomach.^ As development proceeds the tentacles

' I am unable to describe more minutely the development of the various

parts, as I have not examined the germ-capsule under compression. I can
merely record the general appearance which it presented in different stages

of growth.
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longtlien, and the diftcroit portions of the allmentiu y canal

are more distinctly defined, and, at last, a fully formed poly-

pide fills the place of the one which has disappeared from

tlie zooeciiim (fig. 4). From the first the liolypides thus

deceloped from the (jcrm-ccqyside are distinguished by the dark

reddish-brow/} colour of the walls of the sto?7iach, Avhile those

wliich hud from tlie eiidocyst, whether in tlie new or adult

zooecia, do not exhibit this character until they have attained

maturity.

Nitsche considers that the "brown-bodies" arise in Flustra

memhranacea from the decay of the polypide, and arc formed

by a kind of encysting of the greater ))art of the products of

this decay. ^ Tlie observations which I have just detailed do

not allow me to accept this statement as a correct expression

of the facts. In Bicellaria and Bugida, at least, the germ-

capsule (or ** brown-body") consists of a portion of the

stomach of the polypide that survives the rest of the

organism as a separate structure.

In his criticism on Smitt's views the same able observer

maintains, as we have seen, that certain buds, originating from

the endocyst, which often occur in adult zooccia, had been mis-

taken for buds from the germ-capsuie. When I first commented
on this statement I had not seen these endocyst-buds, but

my observations left no doubt on my mind that Smitt was
substantially correct in his account. I have since, however,

carefully examined them, a7id can now state that they differ

essentially in general appearance as well as in positioii from
the budding germ-capsules. It must be admitted, at the same
time, that Smitt has given a handle to his critics ; for I have

satisfied myself that in several instances he has actually con-

founded the two bodies, and has thus been led to give a form

to his statements which has naturally suggested doubts as to

the accuracy of his observations. For example, in describ-

ing the " groddkapsel " oi Bugula fastigiata and its develop-

ment, he speaks of the bud as situated at some distance

from it, and says that it was difiicultto determine the relation

between the two. On referring to his figure (pi. v, fig. 2) it is

evident enough that the supposed bud from the germ-capsule

is in reality one of the endocyst-buds described by Nitsche.

So, again, in his account of Scrupocellaria scruposa he tells

us that in one of the zooecia a bud with rudimentary ten-

tacles was observed by the side of one of the "dark bodies."

This would be a very incorrect description of the germ-
capsule and its bud ; and accordingly on reference to the

* * Ueber die Aualom. u. Entwicklungsgescli, vou Flustra membranacea,^

p. 8G.
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figure (pi. v,fig.l) it appears that in this case also we have to do
Avith an endocyst-bud, the characteristic appearance of which
is very accurately given ! J*>lsewhere (as in his account of
Alcyonidiiim parasitkum) Sniitt remarks that the buds are

sometimes so slightly connected with the germ-capsule that

they break loose from it, especially as tlicy advance in develop-
ment, and lie free in the zooecia. Hence Claparede represents

him as teaching that the young polypide creeps out of the

capsule and attaches itself near it ! Nothing of the kind
could possibly take place in the ease of the germ-capsule,
which is not a structure distinct from its bud, but organically

one with it. It is clear that in this case Smitt has seen the

development of tlie endocyst-bud into the polypide alongside
the " groddkapsel."

These mistakes on the part of this distinguished observer
have certainly given some sbow of reason to the strictures of

Claparede and Nitsche, but, on the other hand, these writers

have not assigned their due weight to the passages in which
he has correctly and clearly described, or to the figures {e.(j.

pi. V, figs. 5, 17, 18, 19), in which he has represented the

development of the germ-capsule into the polypide.

It is hardly necessary that I should refer at any length to

the objections and arguments of Dr. Nitsche. If the obser-

vations now recorded are worth anything they conclusively

establish the doctrine of the germ-capsule as I have stated it.

One point is much relied upon by Nitsche ; he states that

he has found in the interior of the brown bodies diatomaceee,

sponge-spicules, thread-cells, &c., evidently the remains of

the polypide's last meal before its dissolution, and this fact

he considers fatal to Smitt's theory. I have never observed
anything of the kind ; but inasmuch as the germ-capsule is a

portion of the digestive sac, it is not at all improbable that

it may occasionally retain portions of the food at the time of

its separation from the polypide. But I fail to see how this

should interfere with its further development. If, however,
in such cases development be arrested, it is nevertheless true

according to my observations, that in others it takes place.

Many points in the history of the germ-capsule remain to

be determined. Not unfrequently the zooecia over a large

portion of the polyzoary,are found to contain '' dark bodies," a

number of which show no signs whatever of growth, while

Others are already budding. It would be interesting to know
under Avhat conditions development takes place ; and whe-
ther the germ-capsule discharges any other function than
that which has just been described. Smitt asserts that it

sometimes acts as an ovary, and that he has observed the
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ova ill the interior of one taken from Alcyoyiidmm mytili,

Dalyell. One is tempted to imagine that there may have

heen an error of observation in this case, but the point shonld

be thorou<i;hly investigated.

Both Grant and Farre noticed that occasionally two of

the " dark bodies" were present in a single zooecium, and

Smitt has confirmed the observation ; but it remains to be

determined how the second originates.

It mav be remarked, in conclusion, that the germ-cajisule

cannot properly be brought into comparison with the stato-

blast, from which it differs essentially in its origin, structure,

and function.

1 pass on to notice very briefly the second mode in which

the polypide is renewed in the adult zooecium.

2. Renewal of the polypide by gemmation from the
endocyst.

In adult zooecia, in which the polypides are already de-

caying, a bud is sometimes observed sprouting from the en-

docyst, in which the rudimentary crown of tentacles is soon

traceable (figs. 8, 9), and which exactly resembles the poly-

pide-bud of the newly formed zooecium on the margin of the

polyzoary. It originates about the middle of one of the sides

of the zooecium., and, no doubt, passes through the same
course of development as the last named. I have met with

such a bud in a zooecium containing a fully formed capsule,^

and it is certainly not a little puzzling to find this double

provision for the supply of a fresh tenant. What the precise

relation may be between these two modes of reproduction, I

cannot at present pretend to say ; nor can I answer Claparede's

query, '' Wozu dann aber die Keimkapsel, wenn dieselbe

so leicht entbehrlich ist ?" But I have not the least doubt

that the two modes exist, and that between them they keep

up the succession of polypides so long as the life of the

colony continues in vigour."

3. Reproduction by ova—the ooecium.

The reproductive organs of the Polyzoa have been care-

fully studied, and the position of the ovary and testicle, the

development of the ova, their fertilisation by the spermatozoa

in the perigastric cavity, and their final conversion into cili-

^ So far as my observation goes, the endocyst-buds are of rare occurrence

as compared willi the germ-capsules.
2 Amongst the Hydioida we know that i.Iiere may be a frequent fall and

renewal of the polypides during the life of the zoopliylc,
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atcd embryos, have been described by various writers. A
question, however, has arisen respecting the precise function

of the ooecium (ovicell) with which the Clie'dostomala gene-
rally arc furnished. Huxley was the first to suggest that it

is a kind of marsupium, witli which the ova pass from the

zooecium, and are there matured into ciliated embryos.^ This
theory was challenged by myself in a paper," in which I sup-
ported the view previously taken by lieid, and endeavoured
to show that the ova found in the ooecia are produced there.

The eggs which are developed within the zooecium I considered

to be of a different kind; I supposed that they continue un-
ciliated, and are only liberated at the death of the polypide.

This paper has been recently criticised by Nitsche,-^ who
adopts Huxley's opinion, and supports it by fresh observa-

tions. It is also referred to by Smitt, as affording confirma-
tion of views at which he himself has arrived. Under these

circumstances it seems desirable that I should state how far

the opinions expressed in this paper have been modified by
further observation. When it was written (1861) the true

structure of the ooecium had not been determined, and we
were ignorant of the real significance of the germ-capsule.

The latter I undoubtedly mistook for an ovum, distinct in

kind from that contained in the ooecium, and which I fancied

might prove to be a sort of winter-egg. With respect to the

marsupial theory, I now believe that the ova produced and
fertilised in the zooecium are probably conveyed into the

ovicell, and there complete their development, though I am
still unable to understand hoAv the transference is accom-
plished. At the same time I am by no means prepared to

abandon the opinion that ova are in some cases developed

loithin the ooecium itself. The observations which I have re-

corded in m.y paper of 1861, and which are supported by
those of Reid, previously published, have lost none of their

force to my own mind. The later researches of Smitt have
led him to adopt a similar view."^ He has observed the

1 " Note ou the K,eproductive Organs of the Cheilostome Voli/zoa" ' Quart.

Journ. Mic. Sci./ vol. iv, p. 191.
- "Note ou the Ovicells of tlie Cheilostomatous Polyzoa," 'Quart. Journ.

Mic. Sci.,' vol. iv, p. 278, 1861.
2 " Beobachtuugen iiber die Eutwicklungsgeschichte einiger Chilostomeu

Bryozoen," ' Zeitsch. f. Wissensch. Zool.,' xx Band, 1 Heft.
* Nitschc, in his criticism on my paper, has hardly given a fair account of

Smitt's testimony. He says that Smitt has arrived at the same results as

Huxley in the case of Scrupocellaria scruposa^ and that he merely quotes the

observations leading to a different conclusion made by myself on other species,

Ou this passage Ciaparede has remarked, "This is a misrepresentation of

the actual stale of the case, inasmuch as Smitt fully confirms both Huxley's

statements and those of Hincks."
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asexual development of ova both within the zooccium and

the ooeciujn. In the ovicell of Crisia ehurnea he lias traced

their formation by a kind of buddinj^, and, in the absence

of spermatozoa, their development into the embryo. In

Lcprulia Pcachii and L. Pallasiana he describes the same
mode of egg-formation as taking place within the zooccium.

On this point Claparede has remarked that it is scarcely to

be supposed that Smitt, to whom we owe such accurate ob-

servations on the male organs of many species, should have

overlooked the spermatozoa, if present ; and he adds, " It

seems to me much more probable either that in the species

observed the sexes are distinct, and that Iliucks and Smitt

were unacquainted with the male, or that Parthenogenesis has

a place in the history of the Hryozoa."^ More can hardly be

said at present, but the subject is one of peculiar interest,

and worthy of the special attention of students.

In connection with the development of tlie ova and their

passage into the ooecium the following observations may be

worth recording. In a specimen of a species of Bugtda ova

were met with in considerable abundance, appearing as small

spherical bodies of a rather bright yellow colour. Only one

was observed in a zooecium, Avhich usually lay at the very

bottom of it, below the base of the polypide. Many of the

zooecia were furnished with fully-formed ovicells containing

yellow bodies, bearing a general resemblance to the ova, but
usually of larger size ; these did not contain eggs. On other

zooecia the ovicell was only partially developed, or, if com-
pleted, was empty, and in these an ovum was very generally

present. It was difficult to imagine in what way it could be

conveyed, in the absence of cilia or other means of locomotion,

from its position at the base of the zooecium to the marsupium
at its summit. In a single instance I observed an egg in a

different situation ; it lay beside the polypide, at a very short

distance below the top of the zooecium, and was affected by
all its movements. When the polypide was expanded it was
drawn upAvards and retained between the oesophagus and the

wall of the zooecium; when it w^as retracted, it Avas drawn
slightly downwards. It seemed as if a vigorous movement
might at any moment discharge it into the zooecium. I

could only conjecture that perhaps after all the action of the

polypide might be mainly instrumental in effecting the trans-

ference to the marsupium, though I am bound to say that,

considering all the circumstances of the case, the agency
seems hardly adequate to the work,

' "Beitriige ijur Auutom. u. Eatwicklungsgescb. dcr Secbrjozoen,"
' Zcilschr. fiir Wissensch. Zool.,' xxi Band, 1 Heft, p. 165.
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Amongst the Clenostomata, which are destitute of ovicells,

the egg is developed into the ciliated embryo within the
zooecium, and is liberated after the disappearance of its

tenant. In all probabihty the embryo is itself tlie cause of
the death of the latter, for as it increases in size it occupies a

large portion of the cavity, and the polypide is displaced and
crushed down towards the bottom.

In Vesicularia sjnnosa I have observed an ovum in the

upper part of a zooecium which was of a dark brown colour,

and surrounded by a delicate envelope. Myriads of sper-

matozoa were sw\arming in the perigastric cavity, while the

polypide was withdrawn to the very base of its dwelling.

In other cases the ovum had attained a much larger size,

occupying nearly two thirds of the cavity, and had acquired
a fine rose colour. The polypide had either altogether

or in great part disappeared. In other cases, again, the

rose-coloured embryo was found in the empty zooecium,
equipped with its cilia, and ready for escape.

The ooecium, which is so prominent a feature of tlie

Cheilostomata, exhibits, in certain genera at least, a somewliat
complex structure, which has been admirably demonstrated
by Nitsche^ in the case of Bicellaria ciliata. In this species

the opening of tlie helmet-shaped marsupium is closed by a
sub-globular membranous capsule (fig. 10 x) wliicli is attached

by its base to the polyzoary immediately in front of it.

Through this capsule passes obliquely a muscular band (fig.

10 7n) which is attached to its inner surface above, and
beloAV to a point near its base, and by means of this muscle
the capsule can be withdrawn from before the opening of the

ooecium, so as to permit the escape of the embryo (fig. 11

x). I have witnessed the action of the muscle, and the

vigorous retraction of the capsular operculum, even when
the uvuni was as yet in a very rudimentary condition. The
retractor is attached at the centre of the upper ])art of the

capsule, and as it contracts the menibranous wall is inverted,

and the cavity above is proportionally enlarged. By this

beautiful apparatus a suiUcient space is provided for the

embryo in all stages of its development, and its escape at

last is secured without any injury to the structure of the

ooecium, which may probably serve as the nursery of several

generations."

' ' Zeitscli. fiir Wisscuscli. Zool.,' xx Band, 1 Ilcft, pp. 3, •!•.

* Held noticed that the membrane enclosing the ova in Bugiiht aciculaiis,

when they were fully formed, contracted and relaxed at intervals, and cou-

jectures that in this way the escape of the embryo was facilitated ; but he

did not observe the muscular baud.
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4. Tiiij Emuhyo of Pedicellina eciiinata, Sars.

The embryo of Pedicellina lias been studied luore or less

by llt'id fill the paper already referred to), by Van Benedcn/
and by Uljaniii.- The reproductive organs have also been

investigated by Nitschc, but he lias not described the embryo.

The observations of the last-named author, of Ileid, and of

IHjaniii, were made on Pedicellina ccldnata, Sars, while

the closely allied P. hclgica was the form examined by Van
IJeneden.

I have lately had an opportunity of studying the embryo
of the former of these two species, and as the results obtained,

after careful observation, differ materially from those already

recorded, I shall give them a place in this paper.

While examining some Devonshire dredgings my attention

was attracted by a Pedicellina which bore two ciliated

bodies within the tentacular ring, apparently attached to

the lophophore. On examination they were found to be

embryos in an advanced stage of development which had
passed from the brood-chamber and taken up temporary

quarters in the tentacular crater. The movements of the

mantle and ciliary lobes, to be described hereafter, were
distinctly visible. After a time they detached themselves

and swam about freely in the surrounding water.

The body of the embryo (fig. 15) is turbinate, and is tra-

versed by several transverse indentations or furrows. It

widens upw^ards from the somewhat pointed lower extremity

to the top, where it is encircled by a collar-like expansion
clothed with vibratile cilia (fig. 15 b). This is formed by a

sort of contractile mantle, which can be extended and folded

over the anterior surface of the body and the organs which it

carries, or thrown back so as to constitute a ciliated girdle,

by means of which, in great part at least, the embryo is

propelled through the water.

On the anterior surface of the body, in the space enclosed
by the ciliated collar, is placed an organ, furnished with
two opposite lobes ; one of these is somewhat produced and
pointed (fig. 15 c), and finely ciliated round the margin, and
bears an orifice from which I have seen fajcal matter ejected,

and which 1 take to be the mouth ; the other is smaller, less

elevated, rounded, and set with a number of long setiform

' " Reclierches sur les Bryozoaires qui liabitent la cote d'Ostend," 'Me-
nioircs dc I'Acad. Roy. de Bel.Efiquc/ t. xix, pp. 8l'-2, plate x.

2 " Zur Auatomie und Eiitwicklungsgesclnclite der PcdiccUiua," ' Bulletin

de la Soc. Imperiale dcs Naturalistcs de Moscou,' t. xlii (18G9), pp. -ISo-S,

plate vi.
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processes, which, when in motion, wave rapidly to and fro,

and lash the water with much vehemence (fig. 15 d).^

These lobes are very movable and contractile ; they are some-
times extended, sometimes altogether witlidrawn, the mantle
in this case folding over them and envelojjing the whole of

the oral surface of the body. At the lower extremity of

the body there is a small projection (fig. 15 a) by which the

embryo attaches itself at pleasure, and I think (though I

cannot speak with certainty) I have seen cilia at this

point. I was unable to determine the internal structure,

owing to the opacity of the cuticular covering. The embryo
was active in its movements, but often brought itself to

anchor; it would also reverse the body and creep along on
the ciliated lobes as on a foot (fig. 16). 1 nu^t with indi-

viduals that had permanently attached themselves, but was
not able to follow the later stages of development.

It seems to me probable, however, that the oral lobes dis-

appear, and that the tentacles are developed within the margin
of the mantle-like envelope, in which we may, perhaps, recog-

nise the membranous cup that surrounds the base of the arms
in the adult polypide. But this is purely conjectural.

In comparing the foregoing account with the descriptions

already published of the Pedicellma embryo, many im-

portant discrepancies will be noticed. There is a general

agreement between the observations of Keid and Van
Beneden. Both describe the embryos which they examined
as presenting a somewhat funnel-shaped body, Avith a circle

of long cilia round the upper margin. The latter noticed

one or two indentations (echancrures), which divided the body
into an anterior and posterior half. As development pro-

ceeded he observed the formation of rudimentary tentacles

within the margin of the funnel, the disappearance of the

cilia, and the growth of a short pedicle.

I cannot harmonise this account with my own observations,

and can only suppose that the embryo of P. behjica differs

essentially from that of its congener." Nitsche, who was only

able to make a very imperfect examination of the embryo of

P. echinata, in specimens preserved in spirit, was, neverthe-

less, of opinion that it was more highly organised than the

form described by Van Beneden.*

' A similar structure is of cornmou occurreuce amongst the Poljzoau

embryos.
^ The species investigated by Raid, however, was P. erMnata ; and unless

the embryo is liberated in very different stages of development, I cannot

but suspect some error of observation in this case.

' " Ueber die Anatomic von Pedicellina echinata, Sais.," ' Zeitsch. f.

Wissensch. Zool.,' xx Band, 1 Heft, p. 28.
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Coming now to Uljariiu's observations (which, l>c tells us,

were miuU' under the direction of Prof. Kud. Leuckart), we
find many points of a<^reement, but still very weif^hty differ-

ences. I should be inclined to distrust my own work if the

circumstances under which my observations were made did

not seem to preclude the chances of serious error. The
escape of the embryos from the parent was witnessed, and
their structure and habits were carefully noted. I was
also able to sketch them in many attitudes and from various

points of view.

Uljanin describes the embryo as consisting of a symme-
trical, cuticular cup in which the true sac-like body remains
quite free, except at its upper margin, by which it is attached

to the rim of the cup.

This sac can be partially everted, as it always is when the

embryo is in motion. In this state its inner wall, which is

covered with cilia, is turned outwards and forms a collar-like

" velum" by means of which the embryo jiropels itself. So
far the two accounts show a certain amount of general agree-

ment.
But Uljanin makes no mention of the ciliated lobes and

oral aperture ; while he does describe two " ganglion-like

organs" placed near two orifices in the wall of the cup, one
on its margin and the other at its base, which certainly

escaped my notice. It must be left to future observers to

clear up these differences ; meanwhile, 1 may remark that,

judging from analogy, the structures on the oral aspect of the

body which I have described and figured, are very much what
we should expect to meet with in tlie Polyzoan embryo.^

5. The colonial nervous system.

The existence of a common nervous system amoi\gst the

Polyzoa, by which the zooids composing a colony are linked

together and brought into relation, was first demonstrated by
Fritz Miiller ; his view has been adopted and confirmed by

Smitt and Claparede, and opposed by Reichert^ and Nitsche.

Miiller only succeeded in detecting the supposed nervous struc-

ture in the Ctenostomata, but Smitt in the first place, and
subsequently Claparede and myself, have proved its exist-

ence in the Cheilostomata. It is most readily observed in the

' Since tlie forcgoinf^ lins been in type I liave found some notes on the

embryo of P. echinuta, accompanied by drawinjis, wliiih I made st-vcrai

years since, and which confirm in all points the later obbcrvations recorded

in this paper.
- " Vergleichende anatom. Untersuchnngen iib. Zoobdryon pellucidus,

Elirenbergy." ' Aus den Abhandl. d. Konigl. Akad. d. Wis!>ench. zu BerUn,'

1869.
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former; iii the stem of Vesicularia, Valkcriu, Serialaria,
&c., the nerve-trunk is very conspicuous, running alon"
one side of it ami terminating at the joints in distinct
ganglia (fig. 14), In the neighbourhood of the zooecia it

is sometimes overhiid by a complicated plexus of nerve-
threads, from which filaments pass off to the ganglia that are
situated at the base of each zooecium. This structure is

beautifully displayed in a specimen of Valkeria pustulosa
preserved in fluid, which I have in my possession, and my
principal object at present is to direct attention to the figures
which I have given of it (figs. 12, 13).

Near the base of the internode is a mass of nucleated cells

(fig. 12 c), from which threads pass off in various directions.

Towards their origin they consist sometimes of a single series

of cells for a short distance, and afterwards assume the usual
appearance of the nervous filament.^ I suppose that this

cellular structure forms a [wrtion of the plexus, which over-
lies the main trunk and connects the various ganglia.

That Frite Miiller has assigned its true significance to

this complicated system of cords and threads pervading the
st«m of the polyzoon, and penetrating into the several zooecia,

I have little doubt. Its general appearance and arrange-
ment naturally suggest this interpretation, which is not con-
tradicted by histological research as far as it has been under-
taken, and is supported by various independent considerations.

The movements of the avicularia and vibracula, which are

quite indefjendent of the individual polypides, and continue
after they have disappeared, seem to point to some common
or central nervous agency as their source.

It has been observed by Smitt, Claparede, Loven, and
myself, that a branch from the (supposed) common nervous
system passes to the base of each avicularium.

The same remark may be made of the simultaneous move-
ments of the polypides of Mimosella, which 1 have noticed in

the original account of this exquisite form, and to which Fritz

Miiller refers in his paper.^ This author also cites the ener-

getic movements of the peduncle of Pedicellina, which con-

tinue after the removal of the polypide itself, and commence
when as yet it is a mere rudimentary bud, as further evi-

<lence to the same effect.

Perhaps the strongest point which has been urged against

this view is, the alleged non-existence of the common nervous

* Tn Serialaria I find the supposed nerve-trunk to consist of a very deli-

cat-e, transparent membranous wall enclosinsf a fine granular matter, each

granule being made up of several minute bodies agglomerated together.

2 'Wiegmami's Archiv,' 1860, p. 311.
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system amon^Tst the Phylartolcemata, as showing that it is

not physiologically necessary to the colonial life (Nitsche).'

The whole subject (lemaiuls a more exhaustive treatment

tlian it has yet received, which I trust it niay soon obtain at

the hands of competent observers.

Researches on the Connective Tissue and Vessels of the

Nerves. By Louis Ranvier. (With Plate III.)

(Translated from ' Archives de rhysiologie,' July, 1 872, p. 427.)

The nervous tubes, which are the essential elements of

nerves, are united into distinct bundles. Some authors,

comparing these bundles to the primitive bundles of muscles,

have described them as primitive nerve-bundles. This is,

hoAvever, an error, for if there is any elementary part in the

nerve which can be compared to the primitive muscular

bundle, it is certainly the nervous tube, a conclusion which

follows from what has been said in a former memoir.

A nervous bundle is rather comparable to an entire muscle

;

in fact, the nervous bundles, like muscles, differ generally in

their diameter, and also, like muscles, are invested with an

aponeurotic membrane. There is, then, no propriety in giving

the name of primitive bundles to the bundles of nerves, and

we shall call them simply nervous bundles.

A considerable nerve may be formed, in part of its course,

of a single nervous bundle, or else made up of several. Each
bundle is surrounded by a special connective sheath, which

gives it its individuality. When several bundles combine to

form a nerve they are united together by loose connective

tissue, containing blood-vessels and lymphatics. In the interior

of each bundle the nervous tubes are also united by loose

connective tissue, traversed by blood-vessels. In order

to become acquainted with these preliminary notions it is

' "Dumortier mentions a peculiarity of Lophopits, which indicates the ex-

istence of a colonial nervous system, such as has been discovered by Fritz

Miiller in Serialaria. He remarked, in fact, the same phenomenon in Lophopus

crystallinus which led Miiller to begin his investigations, namely, that wlien

the coenoecium was touched all tlie polypides were alarmed, whereas when

a single polypide was disturbed it alone retracted. 1 have examined with

care all parts of the coenoecium vaginable endocyst in other genera in order

to find this colonial system, but wiliiout success." Hyatt, "Observat. on

Polvzoa, Sub-order Phylactolajmata." From 'Proc Essex Inslitute,' vols.

iv and v, 1860 8, pp. 4G-7.
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only necessary to examine in glycerine with a maj^iiifyin:^'

power of twenty diameters the transverse section of a nerxe
which has been hardened in a solution of chromic acid (in the

proportion of two or three parts to a thousand;. But by the

application to the study of nerves of the histological methods
known at the present day we arrive at facts which are much
more interesting both from the morphological and from the

physiological point of view. The connective tissue of nerves
and the vessels of nerves will be successively spoken of.

Connective tissue of nerces.

This tissue presents itself in the nerves under three forms.

Immediately around the nervous bundles it is condensed so

as to form laminae ; this I will call laminated or ensheathing
connective tissue, and the sheaths which it forms will be
called laminated sheaths of the nervous bundles. It unites

the different bundles either to one another or to the neish-
bouring connective tissue, and is composed of thick fibres

mingled with adipose cells and elastic fibres. In the interior

of the nervous bundles the fibres of connective tissue are

extremely thin, and are never, in the normal state, mingled
with fat-cells or elastic fibres. Each of these forms of con-
nective tissue requires a special description.

Laminated sheaths of the 7iervous bundles and ensheathing

connective tissue.

The description which Bichat has left us of the sheaths of

the nervous bundles is remarkably exact. In the chapter on
the neurilemma (laminated sheaths of the nerves) he thus
expresses himself:—" This membrane forms an actual canal

for each nervous thread, containing in its interior the medulla
(bundles of nerve-tubes) as the veins and arteries contain the

blood, with this difference, that the medulla stagnates while

the blood circulates." Bichat adds that the neurilemma is

continuous with the fibrous envelope of the spinal marrow in

such a manner that the whole nervous system is contained

in a system of channels analogous to the arterial system.

Finally, he says that the anatomical relations of the parts

alone concern him, since he knows nothing about their

nature. What is surprising is that since Bichat we possess

no more exact notions on the nature of this sheath.

Henle^ has described in the neurilemma a series of elements

belonging to the connective tissue, but without exactly point-

' Henle, ' Anatomie G^nerale,' 1843, t. ii, p. 164.
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ing out tlunr situation and shape. Still, he draws attention

to a sheath in the form of u nifTnhranotis tuhe existing oi»

the finest nerves which can easily be studied in the fresh state.

This sheath is " structureless, hyaline, or faintly granular,

and showing on its surface elongated nuclei." 1 have seen,

he says, tubes which contain only two primitive fibres.

M. Cliarles Robin,' in a memoir published in 1854, entitled

"On the Perineurium, a New Kitid of Anatomical Element,"

repeats exactly the description given by Ilenle for the small

nervous twigs, and applies it to all nerves, whatever their

size.

Since that time histologists have neglected the study of the

connective tissue of nerves.

In reality, the immediate sheath of the nervous bundles is

made up, in large nerves, such as the sciatic, the brachial

plexus, &c., of a series of superimposed laminae.

If transverse sections are made of the sciatic nerve of the

dog, previously hardened in chromic acid, these sections

coloured with carmine and examined in glycerine or Canada
balsam, we see a large nervous bundle, and by the side of it

several small bundles, varying in number and size according

to the place at which the section is made. Each of these

bundles is surrounded by a circle deeply stained by the

carmine, wider around the larger bundles than the smaller,

and presenting parallel circular bands. If alcohol or a satu-

rated solution of picric acid be used to harden the nerve

instead of chromic acid, the sections are more easily coloured

by carmine, and acetic acid acts on them as it does on fresh

tissues. The connective tissue uniting the different nervous

bundles swells up under the influence of the acetic acid and
loses its colour, while the laminated sheath of each bundle

remains of a bright red colour and preserves its striation.

These simple methods show that the tissue which com-
poses the striated sheath of the bundles differs from the

neighbouring connective tissue. To show the striation of

this sheath and study its composition I have had recourse

to more complicated methods, which, however, do not pre-

sent any great difficulty in the carrying out.

In the first place 1 injected into the interfascicular con-

nective tissue, by means of a Pravaz syringe, the following

mixture :—Gelatine, swelled in distilled water, and melted
by the salt-water bath, two parts ; one-per-cent. solution of

nitrate of silver, one part. This mixture is liquid at 35° or
40° C, the temperature at which the injection should be

made. The injection runs along the nerve and surrounds it

' Robin, ' Mumoires dc la Societe de Biologic,' anuces 1854, 1855, p. 87.
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like a sleeve. I shall ex|)laiii afterwards, in spe!ikiii<T of tlie

interfascicular connective tissue, why the injected matter

spreads in the direction of the nerve, and not by the side

of it.

When the envelope of gelatine surrounding the nerve is

solidified by cooling, the nerve is removed and put into

alcohol. After twentv-four hours it becomes hard enouixh to

make thin sections, which, placed in glycerine and exposed to

the light, exhibit interesting relations. In the sciatic nerve

of the dog, for instance, the perivascular sheath is dec^ply

stained black, while the rest of the preparation presents a

light brown tint; each nervous bundle appears accordingly

surrounded by a very dark circle, the outlines of which are

perfectly distinct. The sheath of the nervous bundles ac-

cordingly possesses in a high degree the power of fixing and
reducing the nitrate of silver. If transverse sections of the

nerve are then removed with a power of 600 or 800 dia-

meters, the sheaths are seen to be formed by a series of

laniingg bounded by black lines. These lamince are ten or

twelve in number on the large nervous bundle of the sciatic

nerve in the dog. They are very regular, and their general

arrangement recalls the section of a hydatid membrane
(PI. Ill, fig, 3).

If longitudinal sections are made from the same nerve

the fascicular sheath is often seen to be displaced to the right

or left by the pressure of the lamina covering it, and pre-

sents itself in the form of a ribbon. By teasing this ribbon

out with needles it may be decomposed into a series of

distinct lamcllse (fig. 4). These lamellae present on their

surface very clear black lines, which form epithelial outlines,

so that one is led to suppose that each of these lamellas

possesses an epithelial or endothelial investment. This fact

will be referred to again.

It often happens that the silver-gelatine insinuates itself

between the laminae of the laminated sheath of the nervous

bundles, separates them, and produces a regular separation.

In transverse sections of such nerves each nervous bundle,

instead of being surrounded by a single-banded black circle,

appears enveloped in a series of black concentric circles,

separate one from another and united by oblique laminae.

This separation is produced with difficulty in the sciatic

nerve of the dog. In the rabbit, on the other han<l, the

sciatic nerve is very easily separated by interstitial in-

jections of silver-gelatine, beautiful and instructive prepara-

tions being thus obtained (fig. 2).

When these preparations are coloured with picrocarminate of
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aininonia we ()l)serve on the surface of the laminse and the;

hands whicli unite them ••iKiotliclial cells, wliich are detached
eitlier singly or in j^voups in liie form of slireils. I shall return

furtlier on to the forms and relations of tliese endothelial cells^

hut it is necessary first to point out the fundamental structure

of the laminae of tlie laminated sheath.

,
When a large nerve, like the sciatic of man or of the dog,,

has remained for fourteen days in a solution of chromic acid

(two parts in a thousand), the nervous bundles can easily be;

isolated on short pieces of the nerves. One of these bundles
is placed in a saucer of water ; we can then remove from its

surface with needles a certain quantity of connective tissue

which floats away the moment it is removed, and forms
flakes in the liquid. When it seems as if the nervous
bundle were altogether separated from the connective tissue,

surrounding it, bundles of the same tissue may still be re--

moved from its surface, and, still more, may be obtained from
the exposed tubes. If the separation be not carried too far

and the sheath of the nervous bundle be split up lengthwise,
the two edges of the incision may be flattened out and the.

nervous tubes easily separated from the envelope surrounding,

them. The membrane thus obtained remains rolled up and
shows on its internal aspect a peculiar lustre. Sometimes it

may be divided into two or three lamellar shreds, which,
examined microscopically, are found to be composed of

bundles imbedded in a granular or homogeneous substance..

This substance is coloured by carmine, not swollen up or

softened by acetic acid, and shows all the chemical characters

of the envelope of connective-tissue bundles or of the annular,

and spiral structures known as the annular or spiral fibres

of Henle. The inner surface of the lamina nearest the lierve

shows very delicate fibres connected with the intertubular con-

nective tissue; these are, however, easily torn, so that the

whole nervous bundle may be withdrawn from its sheath—for

instance, a piece ten or fifteen centimetres long of the pneu-
mogastric.

Some elastic tissue was also observed in the sheath, which
presented, especially in animals or man advanced in life,

certain peculiar characters. It might be said to exist in

three forms, that of fibres, plates, and granules. The elastic

fibres, which were variable in diameter and nodulated (fig,

5 b), formed a dense network, and were seen tobecontiriuous.

with plates of identical composition, while both fibres and
plates were also continuous with strings or chains of granules

of highly refractive substance (fig. 5 c). The same characters

may be seen elsewhere, ami, indeed, the striated appearance
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already observed in elastic fibres by several histologists, as

Quekett, KoUiker, and Robin, is really due to the fibre being
made up of strings of brilliant granules imbedded in a less

powerfully refracting substance. These appearances are

best shown by the following method. A solution of osmic
acid, one part in 200, is injected in the manner before de-

scribed into the subcutaneous or other cellular tissue, so as

to form a lump. This is cut out with scissors and placed in

a solution of osmic acid of the same strength. The elastic

fibres which were stretched by the injection are by this

means fixed in their position. Snjall pieces are then re-

moved with the scissors and placed in glycerine, when the

elastic fibres appear, under a magnifying power of 600 to

800 diameters, distinctly striated (fig. 6). In other parts,

as in the cartilages of Santorini from the larynx, the forma-
tion of elastic tissue from such granules may be distinctly

traced. The latter observation was, indeed, made by Heinrich
Midler,^ who thus refuted the theories of Bonders and
Virchow on the development of elastic fibres from cells.

These characters of the elastic tissue in the nervous sheaths

are nothing more than a special case of the general mor-
phology of this tissue, but confirm the general conclusion

that it exists in the organism under three forms, viz. isolated

granules, fibres, and plates or masses.

We have now to study the relations between the endo-

thelium and the laminae. The simplest method, direct im-

pregnation by nitrate of silver, gives the clearest results

as to the form and extent of the endothelium. In a former

memoir a figure was given of the single layer of endo-

thelium, distinguished for the extreme thinness of its inter-

cellular substance, which is seen on the thoracic nerves of

the mouse. A similar continuous endothelial covering, com-
posed of a single layer of cells, has been shown to exist on
the nerves of the cornea by an Italian histologist. Dr.

Durante.
On the larger nerves, such as the large thoracic nerves of

the mouse or the thoracic nerves of the rat, two layers are

seen ; the lines of separation of the cells cross one another

at various angles, and appear to be situated on two neigh-

bouring planes.

I am therefore of opinion that these two endothelial

coverings are applied one over the other. On still larger

nerves, such as the small nervous bundles of the sciatic in

the dog or the rabbit, the black intercellular lines of the

> 'VVurzbUrger Nat. Zeitschrift/ vol. i, p. 162, quoted by KoUiker, 'Ele-

ments of Histology.*
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endothelium arc situated on different planes, and cotnpose an
inextricable network.

By another method preparations may be obtained which
show that between the most internal lamina and the next

there is a space the two surfaces of which are covered with

endothelium. A nerve which is kept in a state of extension

is placed in a saturated solution of picric acid for twenty-four

hours, then in a syrupy solution of '^am. After remaining
in this for forty-eight hours the nerve is placed in strong

alcohol, in which it becomes very hard, and extremely thin

sections may then be made. These are placed in water to

dissolve out the gum, then stained with carmine and examined
in glycerine. Round each bundle of nerve-tubes, and beneath
the laminated sheath, is then seen a circular space (fig. 1 a),

traversed by bridges of connective tissue, and with a very

high magnifying power a lining of endothelial cells may be
recognised on all the walls of this space.

All that has been said about the laminated sheath of the

nervous bundles shows that we have to do with a particular

kind of connective tissue, characterised by laminae formed of

bundles united together by a substance absolutely similar to

that which in the lax connective tissue envelopes the bundles

of that tissue. This laminated form of connective tissue

is met with in other organs, and especially round organs, for

which reason I call it " ensheathing connective tissue'^

In the nerves the bundles of connective tissue which unite

to form laminse are not directly in connection with the flat

cells of the connective tissue. Accordingly the laminated or

ensheathing connective tissue differs in that respect also from
the ordinary fasciculated connective tissue, the structure of

which I described in a former memoir,^ and which is now
admitted by most histologists. The endothelial cells occupy-

ing the surface of the laminse represent here the flat cells of

the lax connective tissue.

The bundles of connective tissue which are sunk in the

laminae of the sheath are continuous on one side with the

fibres of the perifascicular connective tissue, and on the other

side with the fine fibres of the intrafiiscicular connective

tissue.

Perifascicular connective tissue.

The connective tissue which envelopes the laminated
sheath and unites together the different bundles of a nerve
does not differ from the lax connective or cellular tissue,

' " Tlie Cellular Elements of Tciuloiis, &c.," ' Archives de Physiologic,'

1869, 'Quart. Journal Mic. Science,' 1870.
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except in the direction of the elements which compose it.

The bundles of connective tissue have a direction parallel to

that of the nerve, or only slightly ohlicjue, so that in exatnin-

ing a transverse section of a nerve, made by one of the

methods previously pointed out, almost all the bundles appear

cut across, and in preparations coloured with carmine and
treated with weak acetic acid we have the appearance of

what was formerly called, in accordance with Virchow's
views, a plasmatic network. The longitudinal direction of

these bundles explains why the interstitial injections which
are sent in spread so as to form, not a gradually extend-

ing lump as in the subcutaneous tissue, but a cylinder sur-

rounding the nerve. Elastic fibres of moderate size and
islands of adipose tissue are associated with the bundles of

connective tissue ; the blood-vessels and lymphatics will be
spoken of further on.

Intrafascicular connective tissue.

It was shown above that from the external lamina of the

sheath there proceed extremely slender fibres of connective

tissue which penetrate into the bundle of nerve-tubes. These
immediately bend inwards and take a direction parallel to

the axis of the bundle. All the other fibi*es of connective
tissue interposed between the nerve-tubes have the same
direction. These fibres are small connective bundles, for

each is composed of fibrillae, and a large number of isolated

fibres, less than '0005 mm. in diameter, may also be ob-

tained by breaking up the nerve. When a nerve which
has been twenty-four hours in osmic acid is broken up the

greater number of medullated fibres are found to be sur-

rounded by a layer of these little bundles. A continuous
layer of the same bundles is also observed between the

internal lamina and the nerve-tubes, so that the bundle of

nerve-tubes is invested with a layer of connective tissue in

the same manner as a single nerve-tube.

A nerve treated with osmic acid, chromic acid, or nitrate

of silver, and then broken up with needles, shows, along
with the connective fibres, flat cells of irregular outline, or

furnished with prolongations and containing flat oval nuclei.

These cells accordingly exist on the surface of the nervous
tubes in direct relation with Schwann's sheath, or rather

they are separated from it by a group of fibres. Flat cells,

similar to those just described, cover all the vessels which
are contained in the thickness of the nervous bundle. Along
with these flat cells are also always found some lymphatic
cells, similar to the white globules of the blood, which travel
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in the spaces left between the bundles of intrafascicular con-

nective tissue. Such cells exist in the fasciculated connec-

tive tissue of all parts of the body.

What characterises this intrafascicular connective tissue is,

then, the slenderness of its bundles, their longitudinal direc-

tion, and the existence of flat cells spread out either on the

surface of the tubes, or on the surface of the vessels, or on the

groups of small connective bundles.

If a solution of Prussian blue be injected, by means of a

very fine pointed canula, into the thickness of a nervous

bundle, the coloured matter makes its way for some distance

in a straight line, and if only moderate pressure be employed

and the nerve afterwards hardened in chromic acid it may
be seen that the injection makes its way among the nerve-

tubes, not in any closed vessel, but surrounding some and

pushing aside others till its lateral extension is limited.

The distribution of the injected material is thus diflFerent

from that which takes place when a similar injection is

made into the subcutaneous tissue. On cross sections each

of the nerve-tubes enclosed in the mass is seen to be sur-

rounded by a ring of injection.

Long ago Bogros ^ succeeded in injecting nerves with mer-

cury, and thought that he was thus filling the system of

canals so remarkably described by Bichat.

Vessels of nerves.

The arterial and venous vessels which arise in large num-
bers along the course of a nerve form, in the perifascicular

connective tissue, an arterial and venous network, the meshes

of which are rectangular and elongated in such a way that

they are cut transversely in transverse sections of the nerves.

From the arterial network arteries arise, which traverse the

laminated sheath perpendicularly or obliquely, and penetrate

into the interior of the nervous bundle. There they give off

branches, which take the direction of the nervous tubes and
break up into capillaries. The capillaries also form a network

composed of a series of much elongated loops, so that the

whole is arranged like a chain. All these vessels present

externally, beside the special elements composing them, an

investment of flat cells, which at many points forms a con-

tinuous epithelium. The same flat cells may be observed,

but less easily, on the vessels of ordinary connective tissue.

A certain number of lymphatic trunks following the course

' " Memoire sur la Structure du Nerf," ' Repertoire d'Anat. et de

Physiol.,' 1827, t. iv, p. 03.
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of the nerve are always found in the perifascicular connec-

tive tissue. The connection of the intrafascicular connective

tissue with the lymphatics has not yet been demonstrated.

Some physiological considerations conclude the paper.

The Luminous Organs and Light o/Tyrosoma. By Paul
Panceri, Professor of Comparative Anatomy in the Uni-
versity of Naples.

The memoir presented by me to the Academy^ is intended

to make known the results of the researches which I under-

took during last winter, and which I continued in December
and January of this year on Pyrosoma giganteum, in continua-

tion of those which I have already made on animal li<;ht.

In the historical sketch which forms the introduction to my
memoir I have quoted, first, the observations made by Peron
in the Atlantic between 19° and 20° W. long, (from Paris)

and 3° and 4° N. lat., when, in December of the year 1800,

on his way to Australia, he met a bank of Pyrosoma, which,

during a dark night, strongly illuminated the waves tossed

by the storm.

Bennet, in 1833, in the Atlantic, close to the equator, saw
the sea all on fire owing to the Pyrosoma, and he gave some
valuable information on this phenomenon. I afterwards ana-

lysed the memoir of Meyen,in which he describes a luminous
organ, which was in consequence of his assertion so generally

believed. My observations demonstrate the error into which
Meyen and Bennet fell in attributing a luminous power to

the red pigmentary cells, which are spread over the surface

of the oesophagus and stomach.

The work of Huxley, although the author's principal

object was to make known the parts of the Pyrosoma and
some natural analogies with the other Tunicates, contains

some data on the light which emanates from that animal,

and makes mention of the luminous points which are spread

and propagated on a Pyrosoma ; that is the light which
traverses the colony from one end to the other. These
authors, as well as others who have written on the Pyrosoma,

• We must refer the reader to the fifth volume of the ' Atti della R.
Accademia della Scienze Fisische e Matematiche di Napoli' (1872), for

longer memoirs by Prof. Panceri on the Phosphorescence of Pholas, Pyro-

soma, Pennatula, and Pliyllirhoe, illustrated by numerous beautiluUy

executed plates.
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havo not succeeded in indicating wliere the luminous move-
ment of" the animal has its seat, and this is why, as preliTninary

to my memoir, I have said hy what means I succeeded in deter-

mining witli certainty wliat were the luminous organs of the

animal. Every time that I have had at my disposal any I'yro-

soma I have been able to prove that its light takes its origin

really from thousands of brilhant points or spots placed at

nearly equal distances one from another in the inner surface

of the tube : but I perceived also that these spots were
disposed in couples.

At first sight it is difficult to determine exactly the seat of

these brilliant points, yet in the direction of the largest conical

tubercles there are sonu'liuies seen a couple of luminous
points more raised than the others (which make the surface

of the tube rough). For determining, in the first place, the

precise spot where these luminous points are found, 1 thought

of making use of fresh water, which has tlie power of fixing

the light in the phosphorescent animals of the sea; and
whilst a whole colony was all alight by this means, I cut the

tube through (Fig.lJ. By this proceeding I was able to observe

that the couples of luminous points are found very near

to the exterior wall of the tube, and nearly in the same
position where the ganglia of the ascidia are found. In ob-

serving the conical tubercles with which there always corre-

sponds an ascidium larger than the others, with a very long

neck, so as to reach two thirds of the height of the tubercle,

I perceived that the two luminous points belonged to that

ascidium, and owing to the lengthened form of the neck they

were far more raised than the others. By this observatioii

I was convinced that in the Pyrosoma the light has its source

in determinate parts, which are in the proportion of two to

each ascidium.

In subsequently examining the little ascidia in the place

in which the luminous points ought to correspond, I found
nothing but two bodies, which Le Sueur and Savigny had
declared to be the ovaries. Yet, before studying these organs,

it was necessary to be assured whether it were really from
them or from some other source that the light sprung. Having
made some transverse sections with the razor through the walls

of tiie tube, so thin that they could contain but one layer of

ascidia, I again employed fresh water, and I placed these sec-

tions under the microscope. The observations were made in the

evening, and when there appeared under a magnifying power
of eighty diameters and even less, in the field the two
aforesaid bodies, I extinguished the lamp, and at the same
place and in the same forms, the two luminous spots appeared
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(Fig. 2). I say under the same form, for if it happened that
one of the organs was on its side, and, consequently, with a
very different outline to the other, the luminous image, never-

theless, seen in the darkness repeated the same outline. By
this proof I assured myself that the luminous organs of the
aseidia of the Pyrosoma are really those bodies which the
two aboveiiamed naturalists considered to be ovaries.

As one Pyrosoma, which is, for example, eight centimeters
long, contains about 3200 aseidia, there will be then in the
whole colony about 6400 brilliant points. The phospho-
rescent organs, which I recognised as such in the Pyrosoma,
have not then been ignored by anatomists, and they were
thought to be ovaries until Huxley, in 1851, proved that the
ovary is placed near the testicle, and is composed of an ovisac

and of a single egg, as is the case with the Salpa. In conse-
quence of these observations the functions of these organs
having become problematical, Huxley confined himself to

calling them " cell masses," and he figured them under the
same name, both in the adult and in tlie young born by bud-
ding, expressing, however, a suspicion that they might be
urinary organs.

Vogt also, in his drawings, annexed to the information
which he gives on the Pyrosoma, represents these organs
without making mention of them, and Keferstein and
Phlers, under the title of " brissenforniger Kornershaufen,"
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describes them exactly without speakinj^ of their significa-

tion. These orj^ans, then, are found in each ascidian at the

base of tlie back, in correspondence with the upper edge of

the two branchicC at Uie bottom of each of the lateral arches

of the vibratile bands, and immediately below the two nerves,

which form the first or upper part of the lateral nerves of

the ganglion. The form of these organs is oval and some-

times triangular ; and if they are observed from one side,

one can perceive how they are placed in the blood-lacunary

space placed between the two tunics of the teguments, and are

exclusively attached to the external tunic. As to their struc-

ture, they are made up entirely of spherical cells of OSmm.
diameter on an average which are not found shut in a

common membrane, but are bathed directly by the blood of

the lacuna. These cells have no nucleus, and contain a

substance soluble in ether and an albuminous substance.

Notwithstanding the proximity of these organs to the nerve

already spoken of, no filament is seen which on leaving that

nerve proceeds to end in the organ ; the organ in question

receives very probably nerves from cutaneous filaments.

The luminous organs once recognised in their structure,

I occupied myself with their origin in the embryos. From
the researches of Savigny and from those of Huxley it is

known that the Pyrosoma has two sorts of embryos; the com-
posite embryos, which proceed from the egg, or rather from a

nurse or generative larva, that Huxley called " cyathozooid,"

which produces the four twins which become the founders of

a new colony, and then it appears that there are other em-
bryos produced by budding on a special tubercule which is

found at the base of the endostyle. These last are destined

to remain in the colony, which thus grows and enlarges. I

have followed the development of the two sorts of embryos

at the same time, and I have observed that the luminous

organs are formed from the external layer of the blastoderma

of which they are a part. The cells which compose this organ

are distinctly seen when the first traces of the branchial

apertures are perceived.

I was able to prove by using fresh water that the luminous
organs of the embryos of the young colonies, which are on

the point of being laid, have already the power of shining, so

that these organs are of such a nature that from the embryo
of the two sorts to the adult condition they change neither their

form nor their functions. Having ascertained that the phos-

phorescence may be manifest from the earliest age of the young
colonies, I then occupied myself in studying it in the adult,

first making known the varying states in which the animal
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may be found, especially on account of the weakness to which
it is subject on being submitted to experiment; after that I

described the luminous currents. In the Pyrosoraa these
currents may be compared to those of the Pennatula, because
the light starts from the point excited, and spreads through
the whole mass ; tliey are not, however, so rapid nor so

flaming as those of Pennatula, and are not repeated sponta-
neously after a single stimulation, and the two convergent
currents have never been observed to pass one another.

It is also very important to remark the fact of the different

colours which the light can exhibit in the Pyrosoma. Whilst
in the species studied by me (P. giganteum), as well as in

that studied by Huxley in the Pacific, tlu; light was clear

azure,—in the P. atlanticum, studied by Peron and then by
IJennet, the light appeared red at first, and then gold colour,

orange, and tiien greenish, and finally ultramarine blue.

This phenomenon of the changing of the colours of the light

in the same individual can only be compared to the tricolour

phosphorescence of the Appendiculariae observed by Giglioli

in crossing from Montevideo to Batavia.

The special studies made for the purpose of explaining the
transmission of the excitement, which produces progressively

the light in the different ascidia of the Pyrosoma-colony, have
led me to the discovery of a particular social muscular system,
by which all the ascidia are united with each other. Having,
then, described the muscles of the diaphragm which are

found at the entrance to the common cloaca, mention must
also be made of the special muscular ribands which, by
interlacing, join together the ascidia, and are attached to them
where there corresponds in each the constrictor muscle of the

cloaca. These muscular ribands are not always very
regular in their course, nor always of an equal number with
the ascidia. They can, nevertheless, be classified in two
categories, according to their direction.

There belong to a first category those which are observed
in a section of the tube of the Pyrosoma, which is made
perpendicular to the axis, and these pass usually from one
ascidium to another, crossing so that the fasciculus which
is found at the back of one goes and encircles the ventral

aspect of the other, to return to the back of the third, and
so on.

There belong to a second category those which go from
one ascidium to another, parallel to the axis of the tube, thus

reuniting the ascidia of one horizon with those of another

by uniting their homonymic sides. After having spoken of

the special conformation of those organs which are used to

VOL. XIII. NEW SER. D
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dilate the orifice ui the diapluamii, the tmiscles of the social

system are examined, which are formed of long fibres and

nuclei, resembling tlie smooth fibres of vertebrate animals.

Since there exists between the ascidia a special muscular

social system, it can well be believed that the nerves of this

system are those which, ])assing from one to another, are

used for the transmission of the excitement, which is capable

of producing the general illumination of the colony.

The researches that I have made up to the present

have not yet given any certain results as regards these

nerves. My supposition, however, does not cease to be

reasonable.

In the last place, I shall explain the results serving to

determine the various agents which may cause the appearance

of the light:

A sudden shock, rubbing, or touch are enough to excite

the light and the currents in fresh specimens, and if, as did

Pliny with the Pholades, one masticates a fragment of

Pyrosoma, the mouth becomes shining, and when it is opened,

the light which comes out of it is sufficient to render easily

recognisable the features of a person at hand. Fresh water,

as has already been proved, has an energetic action, and if a

Pyrosoma is steeped in it, after some minutes it will be

seen to be alight, and the light will last several hours, until

the death of the animal. The diminution of the temperature

of the fresh water in no way diminishes its intensity, inas-

much as having placed two individuals, one in melting ice,

the other in fresh water of 35° C, the same effects were

obtained on exciting the animal by touch as if the water were
of the usual temperature.

In fresh water heated up by degrees, the luminosity of the

Pyrosoma is extinguished at 45°.

Alcohol and ether excite the light immediately in the whole
Pyrosoma, and it is extinguished together with the life of the

animal, about a quarter of an hour after its immersion, but if

these two agents succeed in coming in contact with the lumin-

ous material of the organ, the light disappears immediately.

This fact has been demonstrated equally in the Medusie and
in the Pennatulse, as in the Pyrosoma ; it is also demonstrated

by using the liquid which results from pressing the body of

the animal through a cloth. This liquid, which pours out

in a luminous state contains without doubt the material of

the crushed luminous organs, which, a little while after it is

extracted, becomes non-luminous; and if, after it has lost its

light, it is mixed with fresh water, the light will return very

brilliantly, but if, on the contrary, alcohol is used, the light
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will not ajrain appear, or if it has been obtained by moans of
fresh water, it will be innnediately extinguished.

Electric currents have no special action on the Pyrosouia
in the way of rendering it luminous, and there is every reason

to believe that tliis happens from the want of conductivity in

the mucous tissue of the common mantle. Neither daylight
nor the action of solar rays on I'yrosoma lessen the luminous
power, as in the case of the l>eroes.

On diminishing the temperature of sea water to 1° the
luminous power of the Pyrosoma will not on that account be
visibly weakened, and if, on the contrary, it is heated, the
light will appear at about 28°, and will not leave off shining
till about G0°.

My investigations on the light of the Pyrosoma have led

me to conclude that the photogenic substance of the Pyrosoma
is, in all probability, fatty matter. In every case it presents
the same phenomena as the matter found by me in the
luminous organs of the Pennatulse, in the cells of the ex-

terior epithelium of the phosphorescent Medusae, as also in

the special organs in the Pholades, in the Chaetopterus, as

well as in the Beroes, and it reacts with stimulants just as

that contained in the Noctilucse and Thalassicollse.

When once the Pyrosoma is dead the light can no longer
be made to shine from its body, which is then on the way
to putrefaction ; nevertheless, the matter extracted from the
animal, whilst still alive, by means of pressure (of which
we have already spoken above), retains for a certain time
the power of again becoming luminous by means of me-
chanical stimulus and of fresh water, even after it has been
dried.

Notes on Hanstein's Researches on the Development

of the Embryo in Monocotyledons and Dicotyledons
(Die Entwicklung des Keimes der Monokotylen und
13ikotylen, von Dr. Johannes Hanstein, ' Botanische

Abhandlungen, Heft 1). By W. R. McNab, M.D., Pro-

fessor of Botany, Royal College of Science for Ireland.

In Cryptogams the tissues at the growing-point of a stem

or root always form by division from a single apical cell.

Hanstein, in his researches on the development of the tissues

at the growing-point of the stem of Phanerogams, found that

the tissues were developed, not from a single apical cell, as in
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Cryptojjfams, but from a tissue of similar cells. In only two
cases (lid he trace back the development to the embryo in the

seed. The question, therefore, still remained to be answered
as to when the separation of the different meristem layers

took place in the embryo, and whether the cells formed from

a tissue or a single apical cell.

The growing-point of a branch consists of three meristem
layers. The outer is the epidermis, the second the primary
(parenchymatous) cortical layer, in which tiie leaves and
brandies devfdope, while the third forms the fibro-vasciilar

cylinder with the pith. None of these layers grow with an
apical cell, but by means of a tissue of nearly similar

cells.

The three layers of meristem have been distinguished l)y

Hanstein under the names Dermatogen, Periblem, and
Plerom, while the first cells of each he calls the " initial"

cells. The cells of the Dermatogen develope all the hair or

scale-like structures which German botanists group together

under the term Trichomes, and by division in one direction

only, form the epidermal cells. In the Periblem tissues the

lateral branches and leaf- structures (phyllomes) originate, the

Plerom also assisting at a later stage. The Plerom forms all

the inner tissues, and in it all the chief permanent " secon-

dary" tissues form. In the formation of the different series

of cells no geometrical arrangements are to be seen, neither

are definite numbers of cells observed in any case.

1. Dicotijledons.

As examples Hanstein takes Capsella Bursa-pastoris,

(Enothera nocturna, Nicotiana Tahacum, &c.

Capsella is well adapted for observing the different facts

recorded by Hanstein. The young embryos are easily sepa-

rated from the seed by opening the micropyle end of the

ovule in a dilute solution of caustic potash, when the pressure

caused by the fluid and a little gentle pressure with a needle

soon liberates the young embryo. The embryos are ren-

dered transparent by the caustic potash, and by placing thera

in glycerine and -water. If they have been rendered too

transparent by this treatment, then a dilute solution of alum
will again render the walls distinct, while the contents have

been got rid of. When the proembryo consists of about six

cells the formation of the embryo begins by longitudinal

division of the large end-cell, the embryo mother-cell (PI. IV,.

fig. 1). Next transverse division takes place—the embryo'

mother-cell now consisting of four quarters (fig. 2). In all thai
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four cells a peripheral division now takes place, not simultane-

ously, but in rapid succession, the young embryo consisting of

four central quadrat) t cells, and four outer Dennatogen cells

(fig. 3). The first division of the embryo mother-cell indi-

cated the position of the cotyledons, while the transverse

division indicates the separation between the upper stem or

cotyledonary part of the embryo from the lower or hypocoty-
ledonary portion. The outer cells are the mother-cells of

the Dennatogen, and the epidermis and its structures are at

once and for ever thus separated from the inner tissues.

The Dermatogen cells begin to multiply before the inner

cells (fig. 4). In the hypocotyledonary portion the inner cells

first divide longitudinally, and then division in the cotyle-

donary portion takes place. In the hypocotyledonary part

tlie outer cells of the inner portion develope the Periblem
mother-cells, the inner the Plerom (fig. 5).

During these divisions in the embryo mother-cell the cells

of the suspensor have also been increasing, the number, how-
ever, varying and not being definite. The penultimate cell

of the proembryo, i. e. that next the embryo mother-cell,

plays an important part in the development. This cell

becomes more convex, and soon forms a portion of tlie embryo,
appearing as if it were an integral part of it. This cell

divides into two, the upper forming part of the interior of

the young embryo, the other closing it below. This forms
what Hanstein calls the " hypophyse." The hypophyse cells

sooner or later develope further ; division also taking place in

the interior cells, Avhile from the outer cell (formed by
division) of the Plerom the procambium cells develope at a

later period (fig. 6).

At this stage it will be observed that the Periblem and
Plerom cells are bounded below by the upper part of the

upper hypophyse cell, while the Dermatogen cells are in

contact with the lateral walls of the lower hypophyse cell.

Up to this stage the young embryo is in the form of a

sphere, without any trace of external differentiation, and here

the first stage of development ends.

The cells of the upper half of the embryo now become
active, the embryo flattens, becoming triangular and then
cordate, by division of the inner cells. These as yet show
no separation into Periblem and Plerom (figs. 7 and 8). In
the hypocotyledonary part the Periblem and Plerom cells

multiply, the procambium now becoming distinctly marked.
Between the procambium cells the pith or axile tissues of the

root take their origin.

The cells of the hypophyse now divide so that three layers
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form, the upper still forming part of the Periblein and Plerom,
while the lower lie between the Derrnatogen cells. The
Derinatogen cells next the hypophyse cells divide, and a double

covering to the base of the embryo is formed. The four lower
cells are the mother-cells of the Pileorhiza, while the upper
four form the Dermatogen initial cells of the root end (fig. 9).

The upper hypophyse cells by division enclose the Periblem
covering the end of the Plerom, and are most important in

the further development of the root. The second stage of the

development of the embryo is now complete.

In the next stage the cells divide, and the embryo enlarges

until it is fully developed, the Periblem and Plerom-cells

becoming more differentiated, and the pileorhiza more com-
plete.

The next example is GEnothera, in which the proembryo
consists of only two or three cells. The process of de-

velopment, however, agrees in all essential ])oints with that

of Capsella. The same may be said of Nicotiana, Viola,

Veronica, &c., of which figures are given.

2. Mo7iocotyledo7is

.

The embryo of JNIonocolytedons has only a single phyllome,

which often hardly resembles a leaf, instead of two symme-
trical ones as in Dicotyledons. As examples Hanstein takes

Alisma, LiUacece^ Atherurus ternatus, and GraminecB.

The first cell of the proembryo of Alisma is so large that

the young embryo appears as a kind of stalked parasite

attached to it (fig. 10). The embryo is club-shaped, the

earlier stages sho\ying a two-celled stalk with a head con-

sisting of five horizontal layers, the lowermost layer being
either an individual cell or a pair of cells, while the others

are either single or double pairs of cells. These layers arise

from three cells which formed the apex of the row of cells

forming the jiroembryo. The two upper cells divided first

transversely and then longitudinally. The third lowest cell

represents the hypophyse of the Dicotyledons, and appears at

first undivided, but soon divides longitudinally. When the

embryo consists of sixteen cells the Dermatogen begins to

form, and its formation exactly resembles that in the dicoty-

ledons (fig. 11). Further division of the cells in the interior

takes place, and a second hypophyse cell is to be observed.

The separation of the P(niblcm and Plerom, and the closing

in of the layers below, is to be observed here, although not
quite so clearly as in Dicotyledons. The first stage ends
here.
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A depression now becomes visible between the cells formed
from the orij^inal cells a and h (fig. 12). The outer diffe-

rentiation of the embryo is thus produced, tlie upper lialf h

is the origin of the cotyledon, the under half is the hy[)o-

cotyledoniry part. The growth of the cotyledon is very

rapid up till the ripening of the seed, while the lower part

developes very slowly. The depression becomes deeper, and
as the embryo enlarges by the increase of its cells, the deeper

the apex of the stem sinks in the hollow, the apex being pro-

tected by the tissue at each side (fig. 13).

The second phyllome, the first stem leaf, is also formed and
is well developed before the seed is ripe. The formation of

the pileorhiza in the Monocotyledon resembles that of the

Dicotyledon in all its essential details (fig. 14).

The development of the embryo of Funkia and Allium is

also described, but for details we must refer to the paper
itself.

Brachypodium is also described. In it every cell of the

proembryo (except, perhaps, one very small one) forms
part of the embryo. The end cells multiply and form
the peculiar appendage to the grass embryo, the hypophyse
being deeply seated and the pileorhiza formed deep in the

tissues of the embryo. The first phyllome, the cotyledon,

forms the so-called scutellum of grasses.

The paper next gives a resume of the more important facts,

then reviews the whole literature of the subject, and, lastly,

discusses the general morphological deductions from the facts

observed ; but for fuller information on these points we must
refer to the paper itself.

The whole work is a most valuable contribution to botany,

and, as but a few forms have as yet been examined, a large

field is opened up in which British observers might labour to

advantage, and employ some of the microscope power of

which so much is going to waste in this country.

On the Homology of the Gonangium in the Genus
Halecium. By Professor Allman, F R.SS. L. & E.,

F.L.S., &c.

In the hydroid genus Halecium (see woodcnt) the hy-

dranths, as is well known, are carried on the extremities of

lateral processes of the stem. These processes are sometimes

simple (6), but they are frequently extended by one or more
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tubular prolonj^ations, when they assume somewhat the

appearance of the drawn-out tubes of a telescope {c).

Portion of a female colony of Halecium Beanii, with
hydranths and gonangium.

a, a, a. Internodes of the stem. b. Simple lateral processes of an

internode, supporting a hydrantli. c. The same prolonged by two
accessory tubes. d,d,d. Cauline or ordinary liydraut lis. e, e. Go-
nangial hydranths. /. Gonangium.

ff.
Tubular orifice of gonan-

gium.

From the obvious relations of the species of Halecium with

the Calyptoblastic rather than with the Gynmoblastic Hy-
droids, the jjrocesses which support the hydranths are re-

ferred to as hydrothecw in the various publications which

treat of the descriptive zoology of the genus. No true hydro-

thecaj, however, are ever developed in Halecium ; the hy-

dranths are incapable of retraction within the tul)ulrtr pro-

cesses which support them, whether these are prolonged
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by accessory tubes or not, and are thus as truly naked as

in any of the gymnoblastic genera.

That the supporting processes are not hydrothecaj is

obvious, not only from the non-retractility of the hydranth
but from the very important fact that the fleshy annular
projection, by which in the campanularidse and certain

other calyptoblastic hydroids the hydranth is fastened by its

base to the bottom of the hydrothecse, is here attached just

within the extreme margin of the lateral process. Retraction

within the process is thus rendered impossible, and the sole

representative of a hydrothcca is the scarcely perceptible rim
which extends beyond, the fleshy diaphragm of attachment.

Though hydrothecse are thus never developed in Halecium,
we find on the other hand that the generative elements are,

as in all the other calyptoblastic hydroids, enclosed within
well-developed chitinous receptacles or gonangia {b). Now,
these gonangia in other Calyptoblastea are homologically

identical with hydrothecse. They are hydrothecse modified for

a definite purpose, namely, the protection of the generative

buds. In all Calyptoblastea, with the exception alone of

Halecium, that part which in the trophosome becomes a

hydrotheca becomes in the gonosome a gonangium.
Now, I regard it as otherwise with Halecium, and I main-

tain that in this genus not only is the proper hydrotheca sup-

pressed, but that it does not appear even in the modified con-

dition of gonangium. I regard the gonangium of Halecium
as possessing an entirely different homological significance

from that of a hydrotheca, and I believe it can be shown
that, instead of being a modified hydrotheca, it is a modified

segment of the stem.

In species like the common Halecium halecinum the real

nature of the gonangium is not at once apparent, but those

species with the so-called slipper-shaped gonangia, such as

H. Beanii, afford a key to the determination of the relations

in question.

A glance at a female colony of Halecium Beanii renders

apparent the resemblance between the gonangium (/) and
a hydranth-bearing segment or intemode (a, a, a) of the

stem, and this resemblance is something more than a mere
similarity of form, for it is the expression of a deep-lying

homology. In both Ave can recognise the main body of the

internode which in the gonangium becomes swollen and
otherwise altered in form so as to constitute a receptacle

for the ova, while the lateral process is also obvious in both.

This in the trophosome (A, c) carries a hydranth and in the

gonosome becomes the projecting orifice {g) of the gonangium.
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This view of the homolo<?y of the gonangium affords at

once a sohitioii of the hitherto enigmatical ])henomenon of

the gonangium carrying hydranths [e, e) which in no respect

differ from the true hydranths {d, d, d) of the trojdisome. The
position of these gonangial hydranths is exactly the same with

respect to the gonangium asjthat of the cauline hydranths is

witli respect to an internode of the stem. The only point

which remains unexplained is the fact of the gonangial

hydranths being invariably in ])airs—a fact, however, which
in no degree lessens the validity of the relations here in-

sisted on.

Though the relations between the gonangium and an
internode in other species of Halecium is not at once so

obvious as in those with slipper-shaped gonangia, it is

plain that the only difference consists in the fact that the

gonangial orifice in the former is carried upwards, so as

eventually to assume a terminal position on the summit of

the gonangium ; while in the latter it retains in the gonan-
gium the position which belongs to it in the internode.

According to the view here maintained, then, the gonangium
in Halecium would represent a lateral branch which had
never passed beyond the development of a single internode.

It is the gonangium in the female colony which I have
thus made the subject of comparison. In the male the

gonangium presents nothing Avhich would suggest any other

significance than that which belongs to the gonangium of

other hydroids. It differs in no essential point of form from
these, nor does it ever carry the gonangial hydranths which
are so characteristic in the female.

It may be that while in the female the gonangium repre-

sents, as just maintained, an intei'node, in the male it repre-

sents a hydrotheca. There is nothing impossible in this view,

but it is more in accordance with morphological law to

regard both as referable to the same fundamental type of

form from which the female departs but slightly, while modi-
fication is carried much further in the male—to such an
extent, indeed, as to conceal the true relations which the

study of the female colony reveals to us.*

* Another question connected with this subject here suggests itself. I have
never succeeded in finding a true sporosac in the female gonangium of Hale-
cium. When the ova were here recognisable I alwaj's found them within
a common chamber whicli lay along the side of the blastostyle (see woodcut).
I had regarded this chamber, however, as belonging to a la+e condition of the
generative structures, and believed liiat the ova, originady formed within a
true sporosac, had become ullimatcly dischargeil, and were then, after the
absorption of the sporosac, confined in a cavity formed by the extension
over them of a layer of the ectoderm of the blastostyle. This may be the
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The Beginnings of Life : heing some account of the Nature,
Modes of Origin, and Transformatio7is of Lower Or-
ganisms. By H. Charlton Bastian, M.A., M.D., F.R.S.
Two vols. London : Macmillan.

The publication of this book is a very serious matter, as

well for the reputation of English science as for the cause of

the diffusion of sound knowledge among the wider public.

It contains either the exposition of a great discovery and the

final demonstration of the truth of views on the nature and
origin of living forms which have long been urged on
men of science, and as such is a grand triumph for

its author, placing him in the position which he would
doubtless claim for himself, not second even to Darwin—or, it

is an inexcusable compilation of trash, and a disgrace to its

author and his position.

That is the simple issue. The manner in which the work
has been brought out, the success with which the author has
met in attempting to enlist the interest of general readers in

his speculations, and the unanimous condemnation with which
the book has been received by those men of science supposed
to be competent authorities in the matters of which it treats,

combine to make the position no less grave than that described

above.

Dr. Bastian adopts a confident tone ', he does not suggest

hypotheses, but boldly appeals from the circle of scientific

true interpretation, but another now suggests itself; for it is possible that

no true sporosac has been ever formed, and tliat the ova have had their

origin in the walls of the blastostyle, which here represents that portion of

the coenosarc which in the trophosome is contained within an internode of

the stem. We know that in some rare cases, as in Sertularia pumila, ova
are formed directly in the walls of the blastostyle, though here there exists

also a true sporosac ; and there is reason to believe that in some very excep-
tional instances ova may also originate in the walls of the coenosarc within
the cavity of the stem. JVJay it not be that in Haleciuni they are also produced
directly in the walls of the blastostyle without the interTcntion of a
sporosac ?

In the male colonies of Halecium it is dijfferent, for there the generative

elements are formed within a true sporosac, which is developed as a bud from
the blastostyle.
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men whom he has entirely failed to convince, to a larger

body of judges. He asserts that he has proved the truth of

his statements over and over again, and he bitterly attacks

those who have refused to accept them. The responsibility

which rests witli Dr. liastian is all the greater, since culti-

vated but uninslructed persons have been led by the strength

of his asseverations, and the remarkable power of expatiation

which he possesses, to believe that he is what he claims

to be—the author of a vast advan(;e in biological science, and
that the disapprobation wliich his writings have met from

eminent biologists is only a form of that persecution to which

we all know so well, great discoverers are liable to be subjected.

The main question of which Dr. Bastian treats, viz. the

tie fiovo origination of living things, is one which in the

present state of science it is utterly impossible for the labours

of one man definitely and finally to settle. A host of confir-

matory witnesses of long-continued and thoroughly trust-

worthy investigations would be necessary before men could be

called upon definitely to pronounce in favour of the existence

of such a phenomenon as the so-called " spontaneous genera-

tion." We do not, therefore, propose to look at Dr. Bastian's

book with the view of considering whether he settles the

question or not, but simply to ask does he make out a prima

facie case? Is he justified in urging his views, not only

upon the more limited body of scientific students, but upon
the pul)lic generally? lias he brought the discussion, by
means of carefully devised experiment and patient research,

to such a point that he is justified in saying to his opponents,

you must examine this and that, you must perform this

experiment and carry out that investigation, before you
venture to differ from me or object to the truth of my views ?

Tliere are three startling natural processes which Dr. Bastian

declares he has conclusively demonstrated to occur, and of

which he offers proof, or records of proof, in these volumes,

the rest of their bulk being occupied by an introduction

intended to prepare the mind of the reader for a belief in the

existence of these processes, and by a final chapter in Avhich

the most astounding general views are promulgated as natural

deductions from the existence of these processes. The pro-

cesses are— (1) the transformation of saline substances in solu-

tion into living tilings or organisms
; {}l) the transformation of

organic matter, ic. dead matter which has formed the substance

of organisms, into new and living organisms; (3) the direct

transformation of organisms of one kind into organisms of

another, such, for instance, as tlie transformation of tlie spores

of au Alga or a Euglena into Nematoid worms or Rotifers.
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Dr. Bastian, in comin<j forward to assert that he has proof

of the existence of these processes, is in much the same posi-

tion as an alchemist. The alchemist used to declare that he
possessed the power of forming gold from other elementary

suhstances—that is, from matter which is not in the condition

of gold. J)r. liastian claims to have the power of converting

solutions of saline and organic substances into living matter

or protoplasm. Let us reflect for a moment upon the delusions

of the alchemists, their enthusiasm, earnestness and conviction,

all based upon the very wildest error—error due to the want
on their part of tiie scientific method. Let us consider what
kind of proof we should to-day demand from any person
reviving the exploded pretensions of the alchemists—what
rigid adherence to method and to a step-by-step demonstration

of his position — and then let us turn to Dr. Bastian.

Though the phenomena would not be precisely parallel,

there is but little greater intrinsic improbability in the con-

version, say, of chalk into gold, than of tartrate of ammo-
nium into protoplasm. It is conceivable that chemists

should find methods for both. But why should we require

a less strict proof of the latter than the former ? Is it

because we know so little of the chemical constitution of

these complex bodies—such as protoplasm—that we are to

accept statements about them parallel to those made con-

cerning the metals in past ages, when chemical knowledge
was equally incapable of dealing with them ? If we expect

from Dr. Bastian a methodical account of the manner and
conditions in which ' dead ' matter becomes converted into
* protoplasm ' in his experiments, we shall be disappointed.

The evidence he offers on the subject is—when looked at

from this point of view—altogether deficient and curiously

like that of the old alchemists. A lot of rubbish (composition

unknown) is put into a crucible—in the modern experiment
it is a glass tube—this is heated, shaken, subjected to

pressure or relieved ^from it, and gold or protoplasm, as the

case may be, comes out. We are justified in demanding
from any one who attempts to establish what Dr. Bastian

attempts, a knowledge and control of conditions and the power
of climating chance, which he does not pretend to possess.

In so far as the results of manipulations of solutions recorded

by Dr. Bastian are to him matters of ' chance,' they are

not scientific experiments, but alchemy. Whilst, then, we
must at once reject all pretensions on Dr. Bastian's part to

the position of one who has succeeded by using the scientific

method in following up and demonstrating the formation

of protoplasm from its elements otherwise combined, we
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may iicvcrlhclcss waivi! ;i point tor him and demand a less

severe proof"—in fact, look at his ohservations on, wliat are to

him, fortuitous combinations of the elements, for what they

are worth. Some persons who accept the doctrine of evolu-

tion bring forward cogent arguments to lead a prio7'i to the

conclusion that the con)hination known as 'life-stuff' or

])rotoplasm, OTice formed on the surface of tlie globe, has

never been re-formed ; the conditions, they say, were quite

})eculiar to that period of the earth's history and are most

unlikely ever to recur. Other equally staunch evolutionists

say, why should those conditions not recur ? and endeavour

to show, from the existence of very low organisms at the

])'fesent day, that the conditions necessary for archigenesis or

archebiosis—as Dr. Bastian well terms it—are in some ])arts

or other of the earth's surface ever recurring. There is no

means of deciding between these two views as the evidence

at present stands, and the latter has as much in its favour

as the former, quite sufficient to warrant us in adopting it

as an hypothesis for guiding further inquiry. That being the

case, it must be conceded that there is just a chance that

out of all the myriad variations of natural conditions on

this world's face, those conditions presented by the glass

tubes containing solutions heated, closed with diminished

pressure, and otherwise manipulated by Ur. Bastian, are the

conditions necessary for archebiosis. There is this bare chance,

though it must be observed that the most salient features

presented by the conditions were contrived with a view to

excluding the access of germs of organic life from the tubes,

and not at all Avith a reasoned-out purpose of favouring

archebiosis—we allude to the heating and the diminution of

pressure.

The first portion of Dr. Bastian's book treats exceedingly

well of the correlation of the modes of force, and fairly sets

forth the case in favour of the chance of the evolution of

living matter in the solutions of which he afterwards treats.

Remembering then that there is a bare chance of obtaining

positive results with these particular solutions and conditions

—but that it is only a chance and not a reasonable result

to be legitimately anticipated from the results of previous

experiment—let us ask what is the value of the evidence

which is put forward in this book to induce us to admit, as

a subject for further investigation, the occurrence of arche-

biosis in saline and organic solutions?

A necessary factor in the value of this evidence is the

personality of the witness. Dr. Bastian has not a number of

corroborating witnesses who have worked with him, and
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who by their iiiterchaiif^c of criticism mif^ht serve to remove
the pevsonal element from restihs obtained. It is, therefore,

iiecessary to ask—how far is there reason to have confidence

in the precautions taken in the experiments recorded in these

two volumes, in the descriptions of them, and in the reasonings
upon them ? However distasteful it may be, it is necessary

to ask this question ; it is one wliich is continually asked in

the case of work like the present by readers, aiid must be
answered simply and truly. Dr. Bastian is a graduate in

medicine and arts of the University of London, and is, we
believe, some fifteen years past his student days. He has been
in the East, and for some two years held an appointment at

Falmouth, when he devoted his attention to the forms and the

minute anatomy of the Nematoid worms. The two large

papers which he has written on this group show great in-

dustry ; but that in which the anatomy of these organisms is

especially treated, though a thoroughly acceptable piece of

work, does not bear striking evidence of power of observation

and interpretation of facts, and some of its chief conclusions

are considered to be quite untenable by other more authorita-

tive observers. In whatever way that matter may be settled

there is no doubt that these were able papers. For this work
Dr. Bastian obtained the Fellowship of the Royal Society, he
has been pathological lecturer at St. Mary's Hospital, and is

now in a similar position at University College. It is now
nearly four years since Dr. Bastian began writing on the spon-
taneous generation question. He appears, on his own showing,
to have published his first conclusions on this deeply involved

matter a few months after his first experiments, and he has
very consistently adhered ever since to his first statements.

A series of articles first published inour contemporary ' Nature

'

were afterwards in a somewhat modified form brought out as a

little book, and we now have these two volumes of a thousand
pages, containing the old woodcuts and many of the old

paragraphs, with much additional matter and illustration.

Dr. Bastian has wo^, previously to attacking this question,

given any evidence of a familiarity with the lowest forms of

life ; his evidence, therefore, has not the weight which that of

a professed botanist or zoologist— a De Bary or a Haeckel

—

would have. We mean that the supposition of mistakes in

the nature of the objects seen by him is not excluded as

a possible explanation of some of his results, and, moreover,
the silence of all the great zoologists and botanists (notwith-

standing the very unfair list of believers in heterogenesis

given in the preface) who are devoting their lives to studying

the very forms which Dr. Bastian gets by archebiosis, stands
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out the more proniinently as an indication of tlie repressive

«'fFect of truly scientific study upon tlic genesis of theories like

Dr. Ijiisliau's, from the fact that he is not hy any means a

follower, however humhle, in their ranks. Nor has Dr.

Bastian, previously to his researches on spontaneous genera-

tion, made himself known as a chemist nor as an experiment-

alist. We have therefore no reason to place especial confidence

in, nor to treat with the resj)ect due to proved ahility his

statements and manipulations as hiolo^ist, chemist and
]diysicist. On the other han<l, whilst enf^afi;ed in urginij; his

views on the spontaneous generation question, Dr. liastian

has given the following evidence of his fitness for the work

—

evidence wiiich we consider it is very important to bear

in mind in deciding whether he in this hook makes out such
a case as to call for further attention from biologists.

1. He writes in ' Nature,' vol, ii, p. 195 :

" We are told in Watts's ' Dictionary of Chemistry ' that after

an aqueous solution of cyanate of ammonia has been prepared

the ' liquid exhibits the reactions of a cyanate, but when
heated or left to evaporate spontaneously it is converted into

urea.' This would seem to show that the passage from the

crystalloid to the colloid mode of molecular collocation is by no
means a difficult one—that it may be brought about, in fact,

by very slight determining causes."

Hence Dr. IJastian argues upon the supposition that urea is

a colloid ! The physiological implication is startling.

2. At p. 98 of the same volume : Dr. Bastian writes :

** At the time I tliought I possessed a pure potash-alum,

and by some strange oversight I had failed to recognise that

if this had been the case I should have been employing
a solution which contained no nitrogen. * * It was not,

therefore, till my attention was called by Dr. Sharpey to the

assumed absence of nitrogen in the above solution that 1 be-

came aware of this. * * I then had some of my supposed
potash- alum carefully tested, and it was found to contain a

considerable quantity of annnonia."
We could have wished that Dr. Sharpey had always been

by Dr. Bastian's side to help him to become aware of ' strange

oversights,' and to ensure the proper analysis of all the

materials used by him.

3. At page 473 of the same volume Professor Huxley
gives a coutribution towards the determination of the personal

value in Dr. Bastian's researches. " He (Dr. Bastian) will

recollect that he wrote to me asking permission to bring for

my examination certain preparations of organic structures,

which he declared he had clear and positive evidence to prove
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to have been developed in his closed and digested-tubes. Dr.
Bastiuu will remember that when the first of these wonderful
specimens was put under my microscope I told him at once
that it was nothing but a fragment of the leafof the common
Bog-moss (Sphagnum), and he will recollect that I had to

fetch Schacht's book ' Die Pfianzenzelle ' and show him a

figure which fitted very well with what we had under the

microscope before 1 could get him to listen to my suggestion,

and that only actual comparison Avith Sphagnum, after he
had left my house, forced him to admit the astounding blunder
which he had made."
Of these three pieces of evidence the last is the most

important, for, whilst it places us on our guard with regard
to Dr. Ijastian's accuracy generally, it at the same time fur-

nishes a key to the explanation of a number of his experiments
in which, according to that precipitate discoverer, ' organisms '

were found on opening tubes containing infusions which had
been boiled and sealed hermetically.

Having tlius, we trust dispassionately, formed an estimate
of the trustworthiness of the witness who addresses us in the

two bulky volumes before us, we may look a little further

into the book itself. The book is, as we have before men-
tioned, divisible into an introduction, to the merits of which
we have already given our tribute of praise, a central piece,

and a very adventurous terminal chapter of speculations and
suggestions. The central piece records experiments intended
to demonstrate the occurrence of archebiosis from (a) saline

solutions, (b) from infusions of organic matter—that is, matter
which was but shortly before in the living condition ; further,

it records observations intended to establish the existence of

the process termed " Heterogenesis," or the^jer saltum deve-
lopuient of organisms of one kind from organisms of another
kind. The two subjects of archebiosis and heterogenesis

have little in common ; the one might be truly a fact of
nature without affecting in any way the probability of the
other being also a fact. The question of the existence of

archebiosis is the one which has been in these days the more
seriously raised. For the probability of its occurrence under
some conditions or other a great deal maybe said, and we there-

fore regard it in some measure as a matter before the scien-

tific public (though the particular case of the asserted tube-

produced archebiosis has no such a 2)ri07'i claims on our
attention). The doctrine of heterogenesis (as understood by
Dr. Bastian), on the other hand, cannot be said to have ever

been either seriously advanced or attacked in recent years.

Certainly no one has professed to have witnessed facts
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tkMnonstratin;^^ thifi per saltum transfovmatioii of organisms

whose evidence lias been consiclercd worth a Tiiomont's serious

attention. The names of genuine supporters of this doctrine

whom Dr. liastian quotes—and with wliom he most unpar-

donably associates the names of eminent observers who
would repudiate such an interpretation of their obser-

vations as gratuitous nonsense— are names which carry

even less weight than his own

—

e.g. Gros, Pineau, and
Pouchet. The claims of the doctrine of heterogenesis to

discussion being then so slight, we shall inquire how J)r.

liastian handles this less pressing matter, in order still

further to develop our estimate of his competency as a

scientific witness in the case of the more immediately

important problem of archebiosis, or the de noto genesis

of organisms. We do not hesitate to say that the state-

ments contained in the latter half of Dr. Bastian's

second volume amply confirm the suspicion of carelessness

and precipitancy which the three blunders already quoted

from his other writings justly arouse in the mind of an

impartial critic, and are, as they stand in his own unvarnished

8tory, enough to render any assertions, which he may have

to make on the results of experiments on the production of

organisms in solutions, of very little value. It is a distressing

thing to be obliged to express so strong a condemnation of

the work of one who has claimed to rank among scientific

men ; it must, however, be said that it is not possible to

find an excuse for Dr. Bastian for having put out such

manifest absurdity and misrepresentation as that which fills

his chapters on heterogenesis. We do not say that adequate

evidence would fail to convince us of the truth of Dr.

Bastian's assertions as to the transformation of milk-globules

into Fungi, Euglense into Nematoid worms, &c. ; we are not

unfairly prejudiced in the matter. But we cannot, and no
reasonable persons even generally instructed in the nature

of the things dealt with could for a moment, regard Dr.

Bastian's conclusions as other than purely gratuitous,

—

taking his own statement of facts as accurate. Many
microscopists are well acquainted with the appearances

presented by Euglena?, Vauchcria, Chlorococcus and Nitella.

A large number of most able and approved botanists have
devoted much of their lives to the study of these forms,

giving far greater care and patience to it and bringing

larger jjrevious experience to bear on the matter than Dr.

Bastian has done, and they have not, in spite of the mis-

leading quotation of some eminent names by him, interpreted
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the phenomena seen by them in a sense in any way con-

sistent with heterogenetic views.

-

When Dr. ]3astian tells us that he saw on the field (jf

his microscope the normal form of an Alga-spore, or of

Ciilorococcus or Euglena, and then afterwards or side

by side an intermediate condition, and also finally the egg
of a Rotifer or Nematoid, or even the perfect condition of

these highly organized beings, and coolly tells us that be-

cause these things occur together the latter are unmistak-

ably developed from the former, we are naturally enough
astonished, not so much at the mUure of the supposed
transformation, as at Dr. IJastian's logic. We have read most
earnestly his account of numbers of such observations, and
have studied his illustrative drawings, and venture to say

that they prove simply nothing, excepting that Dr. Bastian

is in an abnormal state of mind. We hold that no person

making normal use of his leasoning powers would, on seeing

the objects drawn in fig. 95 of Dr. Bastian's book, come
to the conclusion that they demonstrated the conversion of the

spores of the Alga Vaucheria into Nematoid worms, nor
would any number of such observations as those recorded and
illustrated lead a normally active mind to such a conclusion.

They would to a man of ardent imagination possibly suggest

an hypothesis of such a genetic connection, and this he would
proceed to test most carefully and repeatedly if he had a

desire for the truth—a true scientific spirit—before men-
tioning it at all, even privately. He would isolate such
spores and watch for hours, days, and nights, if necessary,

by the aid of trustworthy assistants, the same individual.

s[:iore, until he had satisfied himself what really became of

it. Then, if he got such a result as that, which Dr. Bastian

would have us accept on the strength of his own imagination,

it Avould be received with respect, other observers would
endeavour to repeat the inquiry, and Science would not

have to resent the unbridled indulgence of a fantastic imagi-

nation. On the other hand, what opinion are we to form of

the man who does not make the least attempt to check or

' It is an inexcusable thing on Dr. Bastian's part to persist iu quoting (as

lie has done in a recent number of ' Nature,' in reply to an exposure of his

lallacies by Mr. Mobcley, published in the ' Academy') the name of such

an eminent botanist as Pringsiieim as an u})holder of the doctrine of

Hetcrogcnesis, which he cannot but know he is not, as well as the name
of our countryman, Islv. Carter, who has expressly repudiated the doctrine.

In the same letter to ' Nature,' Dr. Bastian speaks of his " friend Dr. Burdon
Sanderson " in such a way as has led readers, to our knowledge, to suppose

that Dr. Burdon Sanderson was favorable, instead of hostile, which he is, to

tiie doctriuis propounded in the 'Beginnings of Life,'
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test the suggestions of his fancy, but dogmatically asserts

that they are demonstrated as true, without having made
use of the ordinary methods of inquiry known to students

of such matters, and suggested hy even the most ordinary

common-sense !*

Dr. liastian in tliis year of grace 1872 actually adopts the

intellectual attitude—almost the words—of old John Gerarde,
the herbalist, who wrote in the beginning of the seventeenth

century, and described among other things the transformation
** by an unmistakable process of hetcrogenesis " of the buds of

an oak-tree firstly into barnacles, these becoming in their turn

transformed into barnacle geese. There is absolutely nothing
more incredible in Gerarde's story than in Dr. Eastiau's, and
the evidence which they bring in support of their views
is of equal value. It is scarcely possible that Dr. Bastian

believes Gerarde's case of hetcrogenesis to be a well-based

one, but hesitates at present to introduce him into the list

of those who have " witnessed unmistakable processes of

heterogcnesis" on account of his having already some noto-

riety, which MM. Gros, Pineau, Trecul, have not. Gerarde
tells us how he opened some barnacles which he found grow-
ing on wood, and therein " found living things that were
very naked, in shape like a bird; in others the birds covered
with soft downe, tlie shell halfe open and the bird ready to

fall out." " That Avhich I have seene," he adds, " with
mine own eyes and handled with mine hands, I dare confi-

dently avouch, and boldly put down for verity." Then he
tells us how the barnacle is bred from a certain spume which
collects on trees at an island off the Lancashire coast, how
the young bird grows in the barnacle and is in due season
thrown out unto the waves, when it swims off and, growing,
acquires its feathers. As one proof of the truth of this story

we are told that " these geese do so abound that one of. the

best may be bought for threepence." Additional evidence is

forthcoming in a very telling Avoodcut, equal to any of Dr.
liastian's, and exhibiting (1) the young barnacle, (2) the
barnacle fully grown and opened, and (3) the young goose.

Dr. Bastian, more bold than Gerarde, is very indignant with
those who refuse to accept seriously such accounts of trans-

formations, and actually anticipates the charge which must
assuredly be made against himself, by styling tlie conduct
of these persons—eminent men such as Professors Huxley,
Haeckel, Milne-Edwards, Agassiz, &c.—" unwarrantable."
With more courage than candour Dr. Bastian declares that
" unmistakable processes of heterogcnesis have been ivafched

over and over again." We find on looking at the particular
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cases recorded in his book that * watching ' has some special

signification for Dr. Bastian, for he has no more * watched

'

processes of heterogenesis than old Gerarde watched his geese

grow np from barnacles. One would suppose from his con-

fident tone that Dr. Bastian had made use of some of those

methods already applied by histologists to the 'watching'
of processes of inflammation—methods v/ith which as a patho-

logist he should be acquainted—for the purpose of watching
some of his supposed cases of heterogenesis. We might expect

as an accompaniment to his positive statements highly finished

and detailed drawings representing the various steps of the

process. We find in his book nothing of the kind. So far

from this, he naively remarks, " jNIy avocations during the

day have generally rendered it impossible for me to carry out
attempts at development satisfactorily." And yet he consi-

ders himself justified in making assertions at variance with
the experience of all the most competent observers, and with
the most widely received biological doctrines.

Briefly it is to be said that the chapters in this book on hete-

rogenesis, contain a reckless attempt to revolutionise biological

doctrine without a single demonstration of fact to justify it,

even if it be admitted that the observations and drawings
cited are accurate. Revolution in science as in politics

can only be justified by success—a wanton attempt in either

sphere must deserve the severest condemnation. Dr. Bastian

by his exhibition of himself in dealing with heterogenesis

writes himself down as incapable—as inadmissible in the

character of a witness in a scientific investigation. The
Sphagnum delusion is now explained, for it becomes evident

that we have to deal with an individual Avith whom such de-

lusions are no rare exceptions.

We should indeed be sorry to believe that Dr. Bastian

is himself aware of the injury which he is doing to the

cause of science, by promulgating these rash assertions

as to the beginnings and changes of living things ; we alto-

gether decline to entertain the notion that he is himself

conscious of the baselessness and flimsy character of his

startling discoveries, and is nevertheless willing at the expense
of injury to the cause of intellectual progress, to obtain for

himself a temporary notoriety. On the contrary, we believe

that he is under the influence of a paradox, similar to those

which from time to time obtain notoriety in the case of ' spiri-

tualists,'* * circle-squarers,' and such victims of belief in the

1 It is interesting to observe tliat an eminent traveller and ualuralist.also

a believer in psycliic force, Las written a lengthy notice of Dr. Bastian's
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innvvelloiis. The origin aiul modo of growth of such delii-

.sioiis form a very intercstinGf ]isycliological study, and it is

oiilv when we liave obtained a proper conception of Dr. lias-

tian as an abnormal ])syclioloj;ical phenomenon that Ave can

liope rightly to appreciate the wliole of the statements made,

in his book.

])elusi()n and self-deception are much commoner things

than the world is g(Mierally accustomed to consider them. In

a very well-known and often quoted remark we have a re-

cognition of the wide-spread occurrence of delusions and an

attempt to explain their origin; the saying to which we allude is

" The wish was father to the tliought." There cannot be

the least doubt that men are unconsciously hindered or mis-

directed in their estimate of fact by previously formed
desires. Such a desire acts on the mind like the suggestion

of the mesmerist to an individual who has allowed himself

to be brought into the hypnotic condition. In this way
many misconceptions and strange contradictions of testimony

are to be explained. Those only who have used the micro-

scope and endeavoured by the aid of its highest powers to

attack unsolved problems of minute structure, know how
rigid a purpose, how strict a self-criticism, how constant a

suppression of the tendency to see Avhat one wishes to see,

is required in order to make observations that will bear the

examination of other unprejudiced investigators. There is

no finer test of intellectual honesty, no better training for its

development, no surer detective of an unconscious want of

loyalty to the higher faculties of observation and reason,

than Avork with the microscope. Very few of the large circle

of readers and critics of Dr. Bastian's book know that these

are the conditions of the observations which he narrates to

them, and there is accordingly a probability that his state-

ments will be largely received Avithout due and, indeed,

necessary reserve. We venture therefore to press the consi-

deration of this matter upon the reader.

We have pointed out that in treating of heterogenesis. Dr.

Bastian argues in a Avay Avhich must appear to all persons

acquainted Avith loAver organisms, hopelessly unsound. He
deliberately abstains from anything like criticism or testing of

the suggestions of the im;igiiu\tion,and this is explicable on the

snp])osition that he is terribly biassed. We do not doubt that

the desire, legitimate in itself, to make a great discovery, to

eclipse the reputation of even our greatest biologists, has so to

speak mesmerised Dr. Bastian, as similar desires have in-

book ill a contemporary, expressiug his adhesion (o the views jnit out

therein.
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fluenced Other men before liim^ and that hence he has become
the victim of dehision.

With this estimate of the psychological condition of our

autlior, we now turn to tliat portion of his work in which
he adduces evidence to prove the occurrence of arcliehiosis,

or the de novo development of living things from solutions

of saline and organic matters. We find a series of experi-

ments—not on the whole very numerous—recorded as evi-

dences which we liave already pointed out are divisible into

those intended to prove archebiosis from solutions of simple

salts, and those intended to prove archebiosis from solutions

of matter which has been derived from organisms, and the

elements of which are in a high condition of combination as

in the albuminoids.

It is not necessary to say much about that series of expe-

riments relating to the saline solutions. It is now clear that

foreign matter of all kinds, bits of fungi, vegetable fibre,

&c., were in the crystals of tartrate of ammonium and other

salts employed in making the solutions. These matters

settling in the tubes were, on detection, at once set down as

archebiotic products by the expectant investigator. To such a

degree had he resigned all exercise of reasoning discrimina-

tion, that he was led to declare that a head of spores such as

the moulds produce on their aerial branches—and which only

are related to that aerial condition—was produced archebioti-

cally in the liquid of one of the tubes. And this fancy, once
ventured on, has been persistently adhered toby Dr. Bastian.

Mr. Hartley, working in the laboratory of the Royal Institu-

tion, has performed a very large series of experiments in

order to test the truth of Dr. Bastian's views with resard to

archebiosis in saline solutions. The experiments were most
carefully carried out, and have been published in the ' Pro-
ceedings of the Royal Society.' They furnish a complete answer
to Dr. Bastian's assertion on this matter. They establish most
fully that archebiosis does not occur in the particular saline

solutions and under the particular conditions in which Dr.
Bastian was led to suppose that it did. Though Dr. Bastian

has not the courage to acknoAvledge the compliment which
Mr. Plartley has done him in taking up his experiments in

this manner, and in laboriously dispelling the false notions

due to careless experimentation and inference, he yet appears

inclined, to judge from his most recent utterances on the

matter, to modify very considerably the strength of his state-

ment qua saline solutions. In fact, he may be considered as

no longer disposed to combat on that field, and stakes now
the question of his justification (in asserting the occurrence of
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archebiosis in tubes prepared by him) on those cases in

wliich ho has made use of solutions of the organic elements

in a coin])lex condition of combination, such as, for example,

infusion of hay, or infusion of turnip with a little cheese.

The number of cases adduced is by no means sufficient,

and the description of the conditions under which the infu-

sions were prepared, the state of the materials used, and the

precautions taken, is altogether incomplete—by no means
giving confidence that even as far as our present knowledge
of the lowest forms of life goes adequate care was used

in each particular experiment cited, to exclude access of

living things or of bodies which might subsequently be mis-

taken for such.

The experiments in which anomalous " organisms " of a

green colour were discovered in solutions containing salts of

iron and bits of wood—besides other matter—after prolonged,

boiling and hermetical closure, may be at once dismissed as

extremely childish. Like the Sphagnum exhibited to Pro-
fessor Huxley, and like the fragments of fungi in the saline

solutions, these 'organisms' are in all reasonable proba-

bility fragments (perhaps of the Avood put into the tubes)

which have settled down and collected after the tubes had
been allowed to remain undisturbed for some time. Dr.

Bastian does not in his uncritical state of mind think it neces-

sary to ascertain anything definitely about these bodies—any-

thing incompatible with the above suggestion—before publish-

ing them to the world as created by him de noto in a closed tube.

The question on which it is most desirable to meet Ur.

Bastian, since he records most experiments intended to answer
it affirmatively, is with regard to the archebiosis of Bacteria.

Do Bacteria develop in solutions prepared with precautions to

exclude living jB«c/ma and their germs, and yet fitted to sup-
port the life of those organisms ? With regard to the develop-

ment of yeast-cells or Torula by archebiosis. Dr. Bastian re-

cords so very few experiments which have even a superficial

appearance of value, that we may pass them by. Bacteria ox

Torulce, when they multiply in a liquid, make it cloudy. It

is only with regard to Bacteria that Dr. Bastian pretends to

record cases in which, due precautions being taken to exclude
the entrance of living Bacteria, there Avas such a develop-
ment of life in a solution as to cause a cloudiness. He docs
not appear to have ever obtained this, in duly guarded experi-

ments, with 2orul(S, and hence it is probable that his Torula
were present in the dead condition from the first.

It is impossible to determine exactly how Dr. Bastian
got into error with regard to the development of Bacteria
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in tubes wliich he supposed to be properly guarded. But we
have ah'cady pointed out his mental attitude, and therefore

a number of possible sources of this error might be urged.

One thing is certain—that Dr. Bastian at the commencement
of his researches knew very little about the life-history and
characteristics of Bacteria, nor did his predecessors in this

kind of experiment. An eminent physiologist, Professor

Burdon Sanderson, determined some two years ago to investi-

gate the natural history of Bacteria or Microzymes a little

more closely than had been hitherto done. He made a very

important discovery (see this Journal, October, 1871) as to

tlie mode of their transference from substance to substance

—

viz. that it was not through the air, but through water, or

surfaces which had been wetted. Now, the discovery of a

fact like this—which was in contradiction to what was pre-

viously supposed, and which Dr. Bastian, we believe, admits

as true—is a signal proof of the ability of the investigator

who has made it and gives great weight to statements made by
him as to the result of other experiments on these same
organisms. He has proved liimself to liave a more intimate

knowledge^of these things and their ways, than other persons

have had, and what does he tell us about the spontaneous
generation of Bacteria in solutions of organic matter such as

Dr. Bastian's ? He emphatically asserts that in a number of

experiments similar to Dr. Bastian's, he failed to obtain

either Bacteria or Torulce when due precautions w ere taken

to prevent the contamination of the experimental solution by
the germs of the former from dirty surfaces, or of the latter

from the atmosphere.

This evidence is overpoAvering, but Dr. Bastian does not

yield. He says now that it !is necessary to employ peculiar

solutions to get an archebiotic result. Dr. Sanderson failed

because his solution was of the Avrong sort. Dr. Bastian has
injudiciously and in a manner which convinces us that he is

carried away by his theory, and does not Avish to consciously

elude a decisive testing of his assertions, declared in the

work before us, that an infusion of turnips, prepared with
water not above 45° C, sufficient in quantity just to cover the

sliced turnip, to which a fragment of cheese is added, has

rarely if ever failed to give in his hands positive results -,

that is to say, a development of Bacteria has been obtained in

the solution after it has been boiled in a tube previously heated

to redness to destroy germs, and sealed by fusion whilst the

infusion is boiling, the tube having been then kept for some
days at a temperature of 30—35° C
We set ourselves at the commencement of this notice the
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task of determininn; whetlier Dr. Bastian had made out a

prima facie rase. W'v cannot say tliat the various considera-

tions adduced above allow us to hold that he has. He has

not adduced sufKcient evidence or evidence of a qualily, to

warrant hiui in inviting other persons to make this decisive

experiment with turnip and cheese solution. liiologists

would, -we hold, he perfectly justified in refusing to be trou-

bled by him any further. Time and skill are not to be

wasted in confuting the statements manifestly uncritical.

Nevertheless, in consequence of the interest which Dr.

Bastian's Avork has excited, we have made the cxpcriinent

(and that rep'^atedly) as directed by him. This is not the

occasion on which to give the details of the experiments in

qu('!<tion. It will, however, perhaps add some value to the

remarks which it has been our duty to make when we state

that, carefully following Dr. Bastian's directions, using at the

same time great care as to cleanliness and due boiling, we have

obtained results which in everij single instance, out of more
than forty tubes closed on four separate occasions, simply

contradict Dr. Bastian.^ We believe, then, that Dr. Bastian's

last dogma in avchcbiosis—his belief in turnip solution with

a fragment of cheese—must be placed in the same category

as his colloidal urea, his spontaneously generated bog-moss,

his fungi born in crystals, his unmistakable processes of

heterogenesis, and his 'watching ' and ' experimentation.'

The Microyraplnc Dictionary. Parts I—IX. Van Voorst,

1871-T;i. Third edition, edited by J. W. Griffith, M.D.
assisted by the Ilev. M, J. Berkeley, M.A.,F.L.S., and
T. Rupert Jojses, F.G.S.

We have received from the publishers several parts of the

new edition of this dictionary, but have deferred noticing

them critically until a sufficient number had appeared to

enable us to judge fairly of its character and merits. Having
now examined what must be considered a fair example of

tlie work, we feel constrained to say that the new edition is

by no means w^hat might be expected of the editors, the

publisliers, or the great reputation which the dictionary at

one time enjoyed; and that in certain important departments

' The details of these experinicuts will sliortly be published, when it will

be possible I'or ihe reader to judge if tliey arc satisfaclory or hot, as refu-

tations of Dr. liastiiiirs atscrlion.
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very little has been done towards l)riiiging it up to the

standard of the present day. It is true that tlie brauclies of

niicrozoulogy and botany, for which Mr. Ilupert Jones and
jNlr. IJerkcley are repousihle bear evident traces of the care

with Avhich these gentlemen have applied their remarkable

knowledge in the improvement of the dictionary. Of tliese

branches we do not now speak ; but of liistology on the other

hand we must say that this subject appears to have been
treated with conspicuous neglect. We have, in fact, virtually

the histology of 1856, several very important articles re-

maining almost textually the same as in the first edition

completed in that year;—as if science had stood still in the

interval.

In order to test what has been done in bringing the work up
to the state of knowledge at the present day, we turn first to

the introduction. Here the descriptions of methods and
instruments remain almost the same as in the first edition.

Of the modern microscopes little seems to be known ; for in-

stance, we read that " the English o])jectives are incomparably
superior to the continental in every respect," a statement

which however true it may have been sixteen years ago,

could not be made at the present day by any one practically

familiar with (for instance) the high powers of Hartnack.

The general technical directions have also undergone but

little change. A fair example is the table of reagents (pp. xxiv

and xl),Avhere, though some additions have been made, nothing
is said of reagents which arc now fainiliar to every student of

histology. No medium is given in which fresh animal tissues

can be examined in a truly normal condition. Scrum and salt

solution are things unknown ; so are gold and silver solutions,

osmic acid, acetate of potassium, and bichromate. Chromic
acid is mentioned, but not its use ; all processes for hardening
tissues being quite passed over. Even to the familiar carmine
Ave have only a sliglit allusion, but are referred to the article

"Dyeing" (new in the present edition), where directions

are indeed given for preparing carmine solutions. Chloride

of gold is here mentioned and nothing more, while the remarks
about the use of nitrate of silver though occupying some lines

are actually misleading, and could not possibly teach any one
unacquainted with this reagent to use it properly ; nothing
for instance being said about exposure to light. If this

article were all that the student had to teach him the art of

staining tissues, his resources would be limited indeed. Nor
are these deficiencies supplemented in the articles devoted to

the special tissues. Turning to that on epithelium, we are

anxious to see whether justice is here done to the use of silver,
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which has added so much to our knowledge of those struc-

tures. The silver metliod is not even mentioned, and, as

might from this omission he expected, the article is equally

silent on the distinctions between epithelia from mucous
surfaces and tliose of serous membranes or vessels Tendo-

thelia), a distinction liighly suggestive and important,

whether or not it should turn out to be fundamental.
In fact, a student might, so far as can be seen at present,

folloAv out the whole chain of references without learning

anything about some of the most striking methods of modern
technical histology ; metliods, let us add, by no means so

abstruse as to be known only to German liistologists, but
which have been fully described in this Journal, and largely

written of by American authors.

Without discussing all the histological articles (which by
the way are not numerous), it may be stated without in-

justice that the same defects arc to be found in most, if not

all of them. That on the blood, for instance, is singularly

defective.

If the above remarks should be thought hypercritical, we
can only say that we judge tlie ' Micrographic Dictiouiu-y' by
a high standard, and assume that it aspires to be a scientific

and not merely a popular guide to the subjects on which it

treats. If the aim is merely to supply amateur micro-

scopists with some account of the objects they are likely

to meet Avith, there is no point in our remarks. On the

other hand, a book which has been placed on university

programmes as a standard work ought to aim at presenting

every serious student with an accurate though compendious
outline of the sciences which it embraces. Omissions

such as we have pointed out can be justified only ou
one ground— viz., a belief on the part of the writers

that the so-called progress of histology during the last six-

teen years is altogether vain and illusory, or, at all events,

quite inconsiderable. Otherwise it is difficult to explain an
indifference which is extended to English and foreign re-

search alike ; whicli ignores Dr. Lionel IJeale as much as

modern German histologists. We only trust that the scien-

tific public, either at home or abroad, will not take this

new edition of what was once at least a standard work as

representing, even approximately, the real state of knowledge
on the subject of histology in this country.
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King's Colleoe; December 9th, 1872.

To the auditors of the ' Quarterit/ Journal of Microscopical Science.'

Gentlemen,—I was somewhat struck by the fact that

ill the number of your journal for October hist two papers tipon

the preparation of the organ of Corti both began with a

reference to me. One paper Avas by Mr. Moseley, who ex-

pressed his surprise that my "Notes on Practical Histology"

published in this journal a year ago contained nothing about

Corti's organ. Mr. Moseley imagines that it is generally

considered very difficult to demonstrate the structure of this

organ, and so to help us over these difficulties he gives us

the benefit of his experience.

The students of King's College knoAV very well that for

the last three years they have had microscopical demon-
strations of tlie structure of Corti's organ. It need not

therefore be supposed that this subject has been neglected

by us.

The other paper was one by ray assistant, Dr. Pritchard,

to whom I gave the subject of the cochlea for a graduation

thesis for the University of Edinburgh two years ago. A
gold medal was awarded for that thesis by the senate of the

university. We may therefore safely venture to say that

not only is the minute structure of the ear demonstrated in

this school, but that it is also being investigated suc-

cessfully.

From my " Notes" I intentionally omitted a great many
things which will be found in my ' Text-book of Practical

Histology' in process of preparation. I am glad to find that,

notwithstanding the omissions, the " Notes" have been of

service to many. I may, however, take this opportunity of

reminding some persons that, inasmuch as I have treated

them with absolute fairness, they ought not to transfer my
notes to their text-books and publish them as if they were
their own. I am obliged to them for the compliment which
their plagiarism implies, but I scarcely think that they will

find the practice they indulge in profitable in the long run.

Mr. Moseley is startled by my statement that histology for
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medical Students may begone through in twenty-four lessons,

each lasting from one and a lialf to two hours. I would

remind liim that the time at tlu- dis[)osal of medical students

is limited. They are under the necessity of studying a great

many subjects within a short period. To one who devotes

himself chiefly to histology it may seem very startling that a

subject of such vast importance should be gone through in

twenty -four lessons, but by those who have liad some years'

experience in the tuition of medical students another opinion

is likely to be entertained.

The College of Surgeons was the first to render attend-

ance upon a course of practical physiology com))ulsory. The
length of the course prescribed by them is thirty days, to

include tuition in practical histology, practical physiological

chemistry, and experimental physiology. I devote twenty-four

days to histology, twentij-four days to chemistry, and an inde-

finite numl)er to experimental physiology. The importance

of the subject has therefore induced me to double the number
of lessons prescribed by examination boards. I think that

it would very much startle medical students if one were

to magnify this subject still further.

In this school we teach histology in the following manner;

—

I lecture upon the whole subject in my ordinary course of winter

lectures on physiology. Once a week a niicrosco])ical demon-
stration is given of the structures described in the lectures.

During the following summer the students attend practical

histology. In this course all the tissues are not demonstrated,

as in the winter, but the student occupies himself with the

preparation and demonstration of such tissues as can be pre-

pared in a class. The laboratory is open to him for the pro-

secution of inquiries into any subject omitted in the general

course. I trust that this explanation will in some mea-
sure neutralise the " startling" effect of my " Notes" upon
Mr. Moseley's mind. I have now been ])uzzling for eight

years over the problem regarding the numner in which prac-

tical histology may be best taught to medical students, and

I am labouring under the notion that it is not possible to im-

prove upon the method which we adopt. I should be very

glad, and I am sure there are many others who will rejoice,

if Mr. Moseley will connnunicate to us the results of his ex-

perience regarding the tuition of this subject to large numbers
of students.

Wm. Rutherford.

Professor Harting.—We are compelled to defer till our next
number a notice of Professor llarting's letter, published in
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our last, and tlie (lotailcd memoir on 'synthetic morphology,'

Avhich we liave received from him.
Medical Microscopical Society.—We wish to direct tlie par-

ticular attention of our medical readers to the report pnh-

lished tinder the head of Proceedings of Societies, in the

present number, of the preliminary meetings for the establish-

ment of this society, of which we hope in tlie future to

publisli regular accounts. It will supply we believe a want
really felt by the more scientific members and students of the

profession.

Schwendener's Theory of Lichens.—Mr. Berkeley, in the
* Academy' (vol. iii, p. o2S), calls attention to a memoir by
Mr. Thwaites (' Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist.,' ser. 2, vol. iii,

p. 219) on the gonidia of lichens as anticipating the views

of Schwendener in ' Nageli'.s .Journal,' though taking a far

more rational view of the subject than that Avhich supposes

that lichens are fungi parasitic on algae. Cohn has lately

(' Bot. Zeit.,' March 22, 1872) called in question the justice of

Schwendener*s views, but he is wrong in supposing that the

threads in Palmella are always extraneous. A comparison

of Mr. Thwaites' observations on P. hotryoides, in the same
journal (vol. ii, p. 312), as confirmed in " Berk. Intr. to

Crypt. Bot.,' p. 399, will be sufficient to show the connection

of the threads and spores. A similar structure prevails in

the gonidioid cells of the anomalous genus EmericeUa (1. c,

p. 341).
Coffee-leaf Fungus of Ceylon {Hemileia vastatrix).— ln

May, 1869, a few^ coffee plants were noticed to be attacked by
a fungus upon the leaves. In .July following two or three acres

of coftce plants were found to show it. Of its advances from
that time a letter from Mr. Thwaites, Director of the Botanic

Gardens at Peradenia, printed in the ' Gardeners' Chronicle'

for March 30th of the present year, give the following par-

ticulars :
—" Since then (1869) its progress has been quite

extraordinary, and it is now to be found in nearly all, if not

all, the estates in the island, doing apparently a good deal of

mischief in some, whilst in others its eifects have not been
very alarining. Estates which were the first to be attacked

by the fungus have subsequently given very good crops, and
it is hoped, notwithstanding the check to growth and partial

loss of crop which must ensue from premature fall of the leaf

resulting from the attack of the fungus, that the trees will

recover and not be materially injured. . . It seems,

from observations made by myself and others, to cling to

trees it has once attacked, and to exhibit a much less active

vitality than at first, and we hope it will not resume its
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ori<;inal alarmin<^ powers of rapid diffusion witli severe action

upon the trees. Seedling plants, even so young as to have
merely their two cotyledon leaves upon them, arc affected

with it equally with the older plants. Trees very severely

attacked lose not only almost every leaf uj)on them, but the

young branches die off, and any unripe berries upon them of

course perish."

The most curious circumstance, Mr. Berkeley states, in the

same journal (Nov. 6th, 1869, p. 1157), is that amongst a

thousand species of fungi received from Ceylon this parasite

of the coffee does not occur.
" It is not only quite new, but with difficulty referable to

any recognised section of fungi. Indeed, it seems just inter-

mediate between true Mould and Uredos, allied on the one
hand to Trichohasis and on the other to 111tinotr'ichum.
Tiiough the fungus is develoi)ed from the parenchym of the

leaf, there is not any covering to the little heaps, such us is so

obvious in Uredo and its immediate allies, while the mode of

attachment reminds one of Hhinotriclmmr It was neces-

sary, therefore, to provide a new genus for its reception.

One of the tufts as seen from above, spores iu different positions, and
group of threads with young immature spores, all highly magnified.

Ilemileia,^ Berk and Broome (" Gard. Chron.,' 1869,

> Briefly alluded to in ' Quart. Journ. of Mic. Sci.,' 1870, j). 84, but in-

advertently quoted as Uermileia,
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p. 1157).—Sori somewhat circinating, hypopliyllous, naked ;

flocci distinct, inarticulate, flexuous ; spores somewhat kid-
ney-shaped, at first smooth, then <>ranuhito-vcrrucose on one
side, attached ohlicpiely at the hase hy a little papillpeform point.

//. vastatriz, Berk and liroome.— Forming little white
orbicular patches on the under side of the leaves, consisting
of minute tufts of flexuose threads surmounted by a single

subreniform spore attached obliquely at the base, rough ex-
ternally with wart-like papillae, quite smooth on the side

nearest the flocci. The upper portion of the leaf above the
patches looks as if it were burnt.

As the fungus is confined to the under surface of the
leaves, and the mycelium is not superficial, it may be difi[i-

cult to apply a remedy ; but Mr. Berkeley would be inclined

to try sulphur by means of one of the instruments which are

used in the hop grounds in Kent, or syringing with one of the

sulphurous solutions which have been recommended for the

extirpation of the hop mildew. Tiie singular character of

the spores, being perfectly smooth on the side of attachment
and rough externally, is found also in Badhamia, a genus
of Myxoyastres.

A letter recently published in one of the Ceylon papers
gives the experience of the fungus during the past year.
*' It is now very evident," says the writer, " that this scourge
is neither partial nor temporary, though it may not be so

bad at some times or places as in others. I believe that there

is quite as much fungus and disease spots this year as there

were last. Possibly there may not be so much in some few
])laces, but generally I hear there is more of it and more dis-

tributed, and so it may be less noticeable. Its injurious

effect on the trees this year is not probably quite so observable;

there is not such a loss of leaf, nor has the young wood
received such a check in its growth, but this is entirely due,

I expect, to tiie absence of our usual high south-west winds,
and to a wet season. ..." Analogy would lead us to

believe, or at any rate hope, that our trees may in time as

thoroughly recover from leaf disease as they have done from
black bug, but present prospects are gloomy. . . This
troublesome pest continues and spreads without abatement

;

it does great damage in more ways than one, and manure
only secures a temporary respite."

In a note appended to this the editor states (much to the

same effect as Mr. Thwaites quoted above) that, on the other

hand, he had heard from an extensive proprietor that on his

properties leaf disease seemed merely to have the effect of a

wintering. In the case of a small property in Hewahette
VOL. XIII. NEW SER. F
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leaf-disease luid the bushes bare; but at the time he was
writing these very bushes were loaded witli coffee, at tlie

rate of fifteen cwt. per acre. Tiiis is a quite likely result,

inasmuch as it is a very common thing in plants for a check

to the vegetative to give a great impidse to the reproductive

organs. The danger, however, arises from the imperfect

development and ripening of the young wood wlien the

leaves are lost ])rematur(ly ; this would produce injurious

effects in succeeiling years.

Des Preparations Microscopiques Tirees dii Regno Vegetal,

at des differents precedes a employer pour en assurer la con-

servation. Par Joliannes Gronland, Maximo Cornu,et Gabriel

llivet. (Paris: F. Savy. London: Williams and Norgate.)

—Of the seventy-five pages of wliich this book consists, only

the last twenty-five properly relate to the subject which is

indicated by the title ; all the rest are occu))ied by descriptions,

of a very detailed and apparently accurate kind, of apparatus

and various accessories to microscopic work, such as all but

the most inexperienced are necessarily perfectly familiar

with. A classification and account of the various kinds of

turntables fills eight pages at the beginning ; diamonds and
scalpels are afterwards treated of, with the method of shiirp-

ening the latter. A simple plan of mounting needles for

dissection, which consists in inserting their blunt ends into

the pith cavity of pieces of fresh twigs cut of the proper

lengths, and then allowed to dry, and consequently to shrink

tightly upon them, will, no doubt, be found useful. The
handles, however, for crochet-needles which are sold at

Berlin-wool shops achieve the same end by a simple mecha-
nical contrivance. The triangular needles, by the way,
mentioned by the authors, are known in England as glovers'

needles, and are kept by some instrument-makers. Micro-

tomes are discussed very minutely; they are, no doubt, very

useful, but excellent sections are habitually made by those

who use no contrivance of any kind. Imbedding in stearine

is recommended in the case of Rivet's most ingenious section

cutter ; but when this or paraffin is used it will be found that,

with a little practice, the instrument can be quite disjjensed

with. It will hardly be worth while, therefore, for any one
Avishes seriously to work at vegetable histology to expend who
twenty-eight francs upon it. A good hint is to coat the

object to be cut with a thick solution of gum-arabic, which is

to be allowed to quite dry before putting it into the melted
stearine. By this cxi^edient, when the section is thrown into

water as soon as cut, the stearine is said to detach itself, and
gives no further trouble. The manufacture of a slide and
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covering glass (pronouQcecl sldicle and covcur) requires an
explanation of sixteen pages. It is, perhaps, a doubtful com-
pliment to find only the mechanical side of English mi-

croscopy getting any recognition. It may possibly be all we
deserve ; still, no serious worker in England would waste

his time in carrying out the directions given here for cutting,

trimming, and polisliing the edges of glass slips, whicli can
be so easily purchased ready-made. Directions for making
preservative solutions form the last chapter, and these are

probably of some value. A medium prepared by adding 4
to 5 parts (by weight) of glacial acetic acid to 100 parts of

distilled water, with which 2 parts of chloroform have been

agitated for some time, is stated to preserve the endochrome
of minute algic without contraction, and to have the enormous
merit, when vegetable tissues are worked with, of absorbing

bubbles of air. Another liquid, composed of 75 parts of

water saturated with camphor, an equal quantity of distilled

water, and 1 part of glacial acetic acid, is recommended in

the warmest terms for the preservation of fresh-water algas.

A great deal still remains to be done in the methods of

vegetable histology. No one in England has probably as

yet tried perosmic acid for plant tissues ; and staining, which
has proved so important an aid to animal histologists, never

enters into the minds of the authors, even to the extent of

mentioning the familiar carmine, much less the solution

employed by Hanstein for colouring the cell-wall, consisting

of equal parts of rosaniline (magenta) and aniline-violet

(mauve) dissolved in alcohol.^ Schulz's process for demon-
strating the " intercellular substance" characteristically

concludes what the authors have to say. On the whole,
any person wishing to practise the preparation of vegetable

microscopic objects merely as a matter of business on a large

scale will find it useful to possess this book.—(W. T. T. D.,

in " Nature."
Microscopes of Winkel of Gdttingen. — These microscopes

are very highly praised by JMerkel, the prosector of anatomy
in Gottingen, who should be a competent judge (' Schultze's

Archiv,' vol. ix, p. 126). He especially notices the very

large amount of light obtainable even with the highest

powers, the great power of resolution, and the considerable

distance of the front lens from tlie object which can be gained

even with high powers. Thus, Winkel's No. 9 allows the

use of a cover-glass which would be too thick for llartnack's

No. 8. The latter strikes us as a very valuable quality.

These glasses have also received the suffrage of Dippel, and
» 'Bot. Zeitung,' 1868, p. 708.
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seem at all events to be very reasonable in price. A number
<??'/////, magnifying 400 to 1000 times, which may be, perhaps,

regarded as equivalent to an English eighth, costs thirty-

eight shillings. Number 7iine, whicii seems about ecpial to a

one twelfth, costs (with correction) seventy-eight shillings.

Draw-tubes versus Deep Eye-pieces.—Ilartnack's and most
of the foreign microscojies, an?, as is well known, distin-

guished from those of I'^nglish makers by the shortness of the

tube, even when fully drawn out. This is practically con-
venient, but one is tem|)ted to ask, is there not a loss of

])Ower ( since an increase in length of tube so much increases

the magnifying ])ower. M. Prazmowski, the manager of

Ilartnack's Paris works, has answered this implied criticism

in an article published in the * Lens.' lie admits that since

the magnifying power with the same objective depends upon
both the length of tube and power of eye-piece, the latter

must be increased if the tube is not lengthened, but contends
that, with a given magnifying power, the image obtained by
a short tube and high eye-piece is more perfect, clearer, and
brighter than that obtained by the use of a long tube and low
eye-piece. He thinks he is able to show that these different

results do not depend u))on any defect in the correction of

the spherical or chromatic aberrations of the objective com-
bination, but are produced by the variable amount of inter-

ference of the rays of light in the two given conditions, the
fringes of interference becoming larger and more injurious to

1 16 image as the tube is lengthened and the luminous cone
becomes more acute. By the luminous cone is meant the

figure formed by rays passing from the back glass of the

objective to the focus of the eye-piece. In proportion as we
increase the length of the tube of the microscope, that is, the

distance between the objective and eye-piece, the angle of

this cone becomes more acute, for the base of it is unaltered

while the height is increased. Now, interference is produced
by rays of light crossing one another at very acute angles, so

that as the angle of intersection is diminishe«l by lengthening
the tube the interference increases, or the fringes of inter-

ference become -wider, and, mingling with the details of the

image of the object, serve only to mask it. When the tube
is shorter, or the image less, on the other hand, the fringes

are less considerable and the image less affected by them, so

that even when enlarged to the same extent it will be found
more sharply and clearly defined, and more exact in all its

minute representations of real structure.

On Deep-sea Dredging round the Island of Anticosti in the

Gulf of St. Lawrence. By T. F. Whitcavcs, F.G.S.—Depths
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of from 100 to 250 fathoms were successfully explored
during July and August, 1871. The temperature of the
deep-sea mutl was foutid by using a common thermometer to

be ahnost invariably 37° or o8° F. About 100 species of
invcrtebrata new to the Gulf of St. LaAvrencc were collected.

Tlicse inclu(h'd a remarkable foraminifer, Marg'mulina,
with s])Inousj)rocesses from the first chamber, Grantiaciliala,

a new l*ennatula,&.c. Two rare Echinoderms were collected

—the well-known Schizaster frayilis, and the curious Cal-

veria hystrix of Wyville Thomson. Nearly all the marine
invertebrates of the northern part of the Gulf of St.

Ijawrence are purely Arctic species. Three fourths of the
iiioUusca of Greenland range as far south as Gaste Bay.
The species which belong exclusively to the deep sea in

Canada have a decidedly Scandinavian aspect.

Injection of the Blood-vessels and finest Gland-ducts <rf

Insects.—H. N. ]\Ioseley, in the ' Berichte der Kon. Siichs.

Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften, Mathem. Physische Classe,'

1st July, 1871, gives an account of some experiments on the

injection of insects through the large vessels of the wing,
which he carried on in Ludwig's laboratory at Leipzig. He
has already in this Journal (October number, 1871) described

his ingenious method of injection. In this paper he men-<
tions that he found an aqueous solution of indigo- carmine a

better injecting fluid than carmine or Prussian blue, but
with this substance he obtained the same interesting result as

did Chrzouszczewsky in mammalia, namely, a rapid excretion

of the colouring matter, in such a Avay as to colour the

intercellular passages of the excretory glands—viz. the

Malpighian tubes and the simple intestinal glands in

Hydrophilus.
Cohn's Beitrage.—The second part of Cohn's 'Beitrage zur

Biologie der Pflanzen' has appeared too recently to admit of

anything beyond mention in the present number. It contains

papers by Dr. F. Cohn on parasitic algse, with a plate illus-

trating the structure and development of a species of a new
genus Chlorochytrium Lemnce, Cohn, parasitic on hemna
trisulca ; by Dr. J. Schroeter on colouring matters produced
by Bacteria ; and one also by Dr. F. Colin on Bacteria, of

nearly 100 pages, with a plate.

De Brehisson's Collection of Diatomaceae.—This is now for

sale " en totality." It is advertised as containing the types

of Kiitzing, Walker-Arnott, W. Smith, Ralfs, as well as

those of De Brebisson himself. For particulars, application

sliould be made to M. R. de Brebisson, at Falaise ; or M.
Buchinger, Grande Rue, Strasbourg.
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HISTOLOGY.-
1. Text-books and Technical Methods.— 1. Patholocjical

Histology.—Cornil and Ranvier have puhlishojl thf second

part of their manual, comprising the pathological hiistology

of the tissues and stjstcms.

Ranvier promises a manual of normal histology, from

Avhich we expect great things.

2. Logicood as a Staining Materialfor Anitnal Tissues.—
Professor Arnohl, of New York, recommends a new method of

preparing logwood solution for this purpose, which, he

says, has been for some time in use in his laboratory. The
ordinary extract of logwood is finely pulverised in a mortar,

and about three times its bulk of alum (in powder) added ;

the two ingredients are well rubbed up together and mixed
with a small quantity of distilled water. The complete ad-

mixture of the alum and ha^matoxylin is necessary, and this

will require fifteen to twenty minutes' vigorous stirring.

More water may now be poured on, and the solution, after

filtration, should present a clear, somewhat dark violet

colour. If a dirty red is obtained more alum must be incor-

porated, and the mixture again filtered. By always having

an excess of both alum and haematoxylin in the mortar, a

saturated solution can be obtained, which, after filtration,

may be combined with alcohol, one ounce of the logwood
fluid with two drachms of 75 per cent, alcohol. A nuich

better colour is produced by allowing the mixture, after

thorough trituration, to stand for several days before filtering

and adding the alcohol. Should a scum form on the surface

of the liquid after it has been some time made a few drops^of

alcohol and careful filtering will be all that is required. With
a strong solution, such as has been described, the colouring

' The editors will be glad to receive, for the purpose of making tliis

record more comi)lete, copies of separate memoirs or reprints from periodicals,

whicli must otlierwise often escape notice.

- The articles in tliis division are arranged under flie following lieads :

—

I. Textbooks and technical methods. II. The cell iu general. 111. Blood.

IV. Epithelium. V. The connective tissues. VI. Muscle. VU. Nervous
system. Vlll. Organs of sense. IX. Vascular system. X. Digestive

organs and glands. XI. Skin and hair. XII. Urinary and sexual

a])paratus.
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is very rapid, requiring but a few minutes; wliereas if a
slower tinting be desired, the fluid may be diluted with a
mixture of one part alcohol and three parts water. Whether
the tissue has been previously liardened in alcohol or in any
of the chrome compounds, it is coloured equally well, the

nucleus of a most brilliant purple, the cell-body of a distinct

iKMitral tint. An over-staining causes an almost perfect

blackening of the nucleus, while the protoplasm becomes
])ur|)l('. The great advantage of this substance, as compared
with carmine, is, that it succeeds well even with tissues

hardened in chromic acid, which are so badly coloured by
carmine. The sections may be placed in alcohol and oil of

cloves, and mounted in Canada balsam or Dammar varnish.—Lens, July, 1872.

3. TransJerring Objects from Glycerine to Canada Balsam.
—Dr. J.Woodward, in the ' Lens,' describes a process for trans-

ferring those objects (not previously hardened) which may
be preserved in glycerine to the more permanent medium,
Canada balsam or Dammar.
The preparation selected, already laid on glycerine, on a

glass slide, under a thin cover, and found satisfactory, is

placed between the jaws of a delicate spring clip of steel

wire, which holds the cover firmly upon the preparation, and
the whole is immersed in a bottle of alcohol of about 75 per

cent, sti'ength. Here it is allowed to remain a few days,

when the slide is lifted out, and, without other disturbance,

transferred to a bottle of absolute alcohol ; a few days subse-

quently it is taken out, the clip loosened, and the cover removed,
when it will be found that the preparation is sufficiently de-

hydrated to be mounted on balsam by the usual process. By
this plan all corrugations and irregularities are reduced to a

minimum, and the piece, as finally mounted, so nearly re-

sembles its appearance in glycerine that only the most expe-
rienced microscopist would suspect the mode of mounting, if

his knowledge were limited to the appearances observed
through the tube.

4. Neiv Method of Imbedding Tissues.—FL m'ning (Max
Schultze'sArchiv, vol. ix, p.l28ji-ecommends transparent soap
as a medium for imbedding soft tissues, without the necessity

of first dehydrating them. The soap should not contain gly-

cerine, and must, therefore, we su})pose (though Flemming
could not learn the mode of preparation), be the same as that

sold in this country as Pears's, and made by dissolving pure
soap in alcohol. At all events the soap, whatever it be, is

dissolved in one half or one third its volume of ordinary-

alcohol, a liquid being thus formed which soon solidifies, but
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is readily melted by heat. The mclled substance is poured

into a convenient mould—a small metal box which opens at

one end is best—and the object to be imbedded ]>ropeily dis-

posed in it. Jn a (juavter of" an hour it soliditi<'s, and the

mass is tlien remoNcd and exposcil to the air till it is perfectly

dry, which requires one or two days. In dryini^ liiere is

great contraction, but the object expands to its ctrij'inal size on
treatment with water. Sections are made with a dry knife,

and melted with a drop of distilled water, more water being

afterwards added to dissolve away all the soap. The ad-

vantages claimed for the method are that th(! object being

always visible can be arranged at discretion, and that it

suffers no shrinking from the a(!tion of reagents intended to

dehydrate it, as is the case in other methods of imbedding.
II. The Cell.— 1. Cell-ivall of Leucocytes.—J. G. Richardson

contends for the existence of a distinct cell- wall or limiting

membrane in leucocytes.—('Report on the Structure of the

AVhite Blood-Corpuscle,' Philadelphia, 1872.)

2. Endoyendus Formationof Cells.—Bizzozero (Medizinische

Jahrblicher, Heft ii, 1872) has taken up again the question

whether the cells containing other cells, found in certain

pathological conditions, represent endogenous formation, as

first supposed by Buhl, or are produced by the invayination

of some cells into the substance of others, as believed by

Steudener and Volkmann. Bizzozcro's observations have

been made on the pus which is produced by various causes

in the anterior chamber of the eye. In this fluid were con-

tained numerous pus-corpuscles (some still contractile), red

blood-disks, and the large compovind cells, which were espe-

cially the subject of observation. They were irreglarly

shaped or roundish bodies, 20 to 40 (x in diameter, and en-

closed in their substance, beside fatty granules and nuclei,

a variable number of pus-corpuscles, sometimes as many as

twenty. These appeared to have made their way into the

large cells, not to have been formed there, for the following

reasons. They had the characters of mature pus-cells, and
no early stages were found. They were also observed, not

at the lieginning of the process of suppuration, but chiefly

when it had lasted for some time, and were not rapidly re-

formed when the liquid was evacuated. The large cells,

also, sometimes contained red blood-disks, especially when
haemorrhage had occurred in the chamber. Moreover, large

contractile amoeboid cells were seen furnished with contrac-

tile processes, which appeared precisely suited to " devour"
or absorb the pus-corpuscles. Exj>erinients on animals gave
the same results still more distinctly ; and the conelusioii
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drawn from the whole is, that the hypothois of endogenous
cell-formation is in this instance, at all events, unnecessary,

since the appearances arc better explained on the theory of

invagination.

III. Blood.— 1. Models of Blood-corpuscles. — Welcker
(Schultze's ' Arcliiv,' viii, p. 472j describes a series of models

intended to show the form and relative size of the red

corpuscles of vertebrata, which are made of plaster of Paris

and coloured. They may he obtained of Mr. Klantzsch, ana-

tomical assistant at Halle, at the price of six thalers.

2. Action of Pyrogallic Acid on the Red Blood-corpuscle.—
Wedl (' Proceedings of the Vienna Academy,' vol. Ixiv,

Div. 1, 1871) describes reinaikable changes observed on
adding a drop of concentrated aqueous solution of jjyrogallic

acid to a ihop of fresh human blood.

IV. Epithelium.

—

Preservation of VAliated Epiihelinni.—
Moleschott and Pisoborme (Molescliott's ' Untersuchung<Mi ')

recommend, for preservation of the cilia, a mixture of five

parts by volume of a 10 i>er cent, solution of sodium chloride

with one part of absolute alcohol. It is best to immerse the

fresh organ in this mixture for twenty-four hours. Micro-

scopical preparations thus obtained 1 ist for years. It answers

better for mammalian structures than for those of the frog.

V. Connective Tissues.

—

\.Structure of the Serous Membranes.
—Lavdowsky (' Centralblatt,' No. 17', 1872, p. 257) has con-

firmed, by qjiite inde])endent observations, published in a

Russian journal in 1870, most of the views of Klein and
liurdon Sanderson on the normal anatomy of the serous mem-
branes, as to the lympliatics, stomata, plasmatic canals, &c.

2. Distribution and Significance of Multinucleated Cells

in Bones and Teeth. — Kolliker, in a preliminary com-
munication (' Wiirzburger Verhandlungen,' new series,

vol. ii ; abstract in ' Centralblatt,' Nos. 23 and 24, 1872),

gives an account of some researches wliich are espe-

cially concerned with the absorption of bone and tooth

substance. His fundamental observations are as follows :

—

The surface of all bones or teeth which are undergoing a

process of absorption has a rough or excavated character, due
to the presence of a number of minute hollows, which are gene-

rally known as Howsliip's lacunse. These lacunaj are, moreover,

occupied by giant cells (myeloid cells or myeloplaxes),in such

a manner that usually there is one such cell in each lacuna,

corresponding to it in shape and size. However, sometimes
one myeloid cell will fill two lacunae, or larger lacuna? may
contain several cells. These myeloid cells do not originate

in a transformation of the wasting hard structures, but by a
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mctanioipliosis of the formative cells of tlie osseous tissue or

tlie osteoblasts. They are the organs by means of which the

absor[)tion of osseous and dental substance is effected, and
hence may be called oatcoclasls or osleuphaya.

Such lacunic and their corresponding osteoclasts are found
very widely distributed in the skeleton, sometimes on the

inner, sometimes on the outer surface. InlcrnaUy they are

found, for instance, close hehind the ossifying margin of

ossifying cartilage ; in this situation they are always found
when cavities are formed by absorption of the first-formed

lay(;rs of bone or of calcified cartilaginous substance. Kollikt-r

cannot decide wliether this is the means by which the forma-
tion of the medullary cavity is regularly or normally effectiid.

They are found also wherever hirge medullary cavities hecome
developed in bones, as in the dii)loe of the cranial bones, the

walls of the medullary cavities of large bones, &c. ; also in

the walls of certain special cavities which are formed in

certain bones, as the frontal, ethmoid, and maxillary sinuses;

the origin and extension of which must be attributed entirely

to the destructive action of the osteoclasts.

Externally^ KoUiker finds lacmise and osteoclasts with the

accompanying absorption of bone tissue in many parts, viz.

in the dental grooves of the embryonic jaws; at many spots

on the cranial bones, especially round their foramina and
impressions; on the walls of the vertebral canal; on the

wall of the orbit, and of the nasal Ccivities. They are also

seen on the anterior bodies and surfaces of the coronoid and
condyloid j)rocesses of the lower jaw, and on the correspond-
ing part of the zygomatic process of the upper jaw. By the

action of the osteoclasts bone is removed from these parts,

while a new growth takes place on the posterior aspect, and
thus the whole pi'ocess is shifted backwards. The same
thing is seen round the holes or canals which perforate many
bones, the osteoclasts being found especially on one side, and
absorption taking place here, while new bone is added on the

opposite side. The opening thus gradually shifts its place,

as is seen, for instance, in the foramen ovale, foramen rotun-
dum, foramen opticum, «&c. Other openings are simply
enlarged by the same method.
With regard to the teeth, the osteoclasts play a very im-

portant part at the time of the change of dentition, the milk-
teeth showing at this period genuine Ilowship's lacuna' and
osteoclasts, and their absorption being, in fact, effected by
this means.

Hone or tooth absorption, in general, is believed by Kol-
liker (in opi)Osition to Virchow and others) to be quite inde-
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pendent of the activity of the cellular elements of the hone

or tooth itself. They simply disappear, and have nothing to

do with the formation of the osteoclasts, as is shown by the

following considerations :—The bone or tooth substance in

the neighbourhood of the osteoclasts shows no trace of nieta-

morpliosis of its cells in the way of enlargement or multij)li-

cation. The cavities are simj)ly opcMied up by the destructive

action of tne osteoclasts ; moreover, the osteoclasts are always

easily separated from bone, and sometimes small fragments

of bone are left, which contain no more cells, and conse-

quently the final absorption of which could not be due to tlie

activity of bone-cells. Finally, there remain the results

of experiments on pegs of ivory inserted into living bone, as

previously done by Billroth, who found that they underwent
absorption.

Ou the surface of such pegs Kolliker found perfect lactinte

and osteoclasts, while small portions of new-formed human
bone were even in some cases deposited upon them.

Tlte oriyin of osteoclasts is believed to be from transforma-

tion of osteoblasts, the two structures being, in fjict, so similar

that they evidently belong to the same class, and transitional

forms are found between them. Moreover, the surfaces on
which osteoclasts occur are originally covered by osteoblasts,

and the two may occur together. Again, bone formation and
absorption may be traced alternately on the same surface, in

which case the supervening new growth of bone is ])receded

by a breaking up of osteoclasts into osteoblasts. The jaws
during dentition show this alternation of processes.

The precise manner in which absorption is effected is not
perfectly made out ; but it is certainly not preceded by any
general chemical solution (as in osteomalacia) of the calcareous

portion, since the organic and inorganic parts disappear
simultaneously. Again, the surface of wasting bone is

smooth, not rough, as it would be from the action of solvents,

and does not give an acid reaction. Thus, though it is diffi-

cult to conceive of the action as anything else than chemical,
it can only take place at imperceptible distances, especially

since areas of new growth are often immediately in contact

with areas of destruction, and osteoblasts with osteoclasts.

The tendency of these observations is decidedly against
the theory of " interstitial bony growth" lately proposed.

2. DeveloirmentofBone.—Levschin has published ('Central-

blatt, Nos 18 and 19, 1872) an abstract of his researches on
the ossification of the long bones in the frog. He finds that

the elements of the cartilage (which forms the provisional

structure) take no part in the formation, either of the external
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bony f^liudcr or of tlio cei»tr;il inodulla. Tlie eartilujre

rcniiiiris quite passive, only disappearing before the fi^iowth

of tli(; vascular medullary tissue, processes or loo|)S of which
penetrate tlu; intercellular substance, and find their way into

tlie cavities occu])ied by the carlilajj;e-cells, as previously seen

by Levscliin in the bones of new-born children.

3. Groivih of iiowe.—Lieberkuhn (' C'entralblatt,' No. 27)
contends aj>;ainst the theory of interstitial {growth brought
forward by \\Olf and others.

IStrelzoff" contributes a ])reliniinary notice on the normal
growth of bone (' Centralblatt,' No. 29, 1872).

VI. Muscle.— 1. Structure of Striated Muscle.— The memoir
of Wagener (' Centralblatt,' No. 29, 1872, p. 453) discusses

the qviestions raised by Heusen, Krause, Merkel, and others,

as to the nature of transverse striation, and adds some new
observations.

2. The Muscles of the Kidney.—Eberth (' (.'entralbhUf,'

No. 15, 1872) descril)es a i)lexus of smooth muscle-fibres from

the superficial portion of the cortex of the kidney, under the

capsule. Remak had j)rcviously described smooth nmscle-

fibres from the ca})sule of the kidney in the ox, sheep, &c.,

but Eberth had failed to find them in that structure in man,
cats, pigeons, Sec. Recent writers describe both the cajjsule

and tlie stroma of the kidney itself as purely fibrous. The
structure described by Eberth was not found wanting in any
human kidney which he examined. It consists of a wide

network, composed of bundles as large as the superficial

veins. The individual cells are sjnndle shaped and various

length, easily isolated by solution of potassa or dilute acetic

acid. The network is quite superficial, sending only short

and narrow processes into the cortical substance. These

muscle-fibres are not found in] the stroma of the kiiuley

itself nor in the capsule, and are quite unconnected with the

vessels. They are demonstrated by first stripi)ing off the

capsule, then hardening the kidney in alcohol, and making
superficial sections. The network was not found in the

kidney of the ox, sheep, or pig.

VII. Nervous System.— 1. Structure ofthe Boots ofthe Spinal

Nerves.—Rudanowsky has published an important Russian

memoir on this subject, an abstract of which is given in

' Centrall)latt,' Nos. 10 and 11, 1872. He also describes at

length his method of investigating the nervous tissue, which
consists chiefly in making sections in various directions from

frozen tissue. The temperature recommended is about 10°

to 20° Fahr. Sections are made with a double knife, tlie

blades of which can be approximated or separated by a screw.
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Tliey are then examined fiesl), without any reagents, and
also when dried or treated with various colouring matters,

such as cochineal (decoction of one or one and a half parts in

twenty-four ])arts water; also ])repared with acetic acid, picric

acid, &c.), and various anilin colours. The preparations are

mounted in ('anada balsam, Dammar varnish prepared with
turpentine, or glycerin and isinglass. The figures are exe-

cuted by photography, sometimes with ordinary, sometimes
with monochromatic light.

IJy these methods he investigated both the general struc-

ture of the whole nerve and that of its elementary ])arts.

Transverse sections of nerve-fibres, without the addition of

any reagent, were es|)ecially instructive. From these it

apj)eared that in the higher animals, with the exception of

man, the j)riniitive tubes often have polygonal outlines, being
either ])entagonal or, mere generally, hexagonal ; their size

varies from 4 fx to 20 fx. The author believes every primi-

tive fibre to be a tube enclosing a smaller tube, the axis

cylinder, which is surrounded by myelin. The spaces sepa-

rating the primitive tubes from one another form stellate

cavities. In sections of nerves, wholly or partially dried, the

structure is found to be much altered; the wall of the axis

cylinder contracts, and its cavity cannot be made out, or only

with great difficulty. The myelin finds its way into the folds

and hollows thus produced, and hence the area occupied by
it appears enlarged.

Nerves which have been acted on by hardening fluids show
the following alterations :—The volume of the tubes much
diminished ; the outer tubular spaces almost vanished ; the

inyelin forming either a coarsely laminated ring (in chromic
acid) or finely granular mass (in alcohol or potassium bichro-

mate ; the axis cylinder much reduced in size, and having
the appearance of small dots, while its cavity is un-
recognisable.

Isolated nerve-fibres were also examined moist, without
any preparation. They have sometimes a single, sometimes
a double outline, but this difference cannot (according to the

author) be taken as the distinction of two kinds of nerves,

for the same tube may sometimes be seen with a double out-

line at one end and a single outline at the other. The tubes

have two membranes ; their outer surface appears sometimes
longitudinally striated, sometimes nucleated, sometimes with
transverse folds. The axis cylinder is a tube which, even
when bare and deprived of myelin, as well as of the outer

membrane, still has a double outline formed by its special

membrane, which is distinguished by its transparency and
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l)rilli;mcv. Many assume a varicose aj)])earaiice, even when
the ])rirnitive tulx; is unaltered, and when quite bare may
show lon<;itudinal striation.

The colourinf^ metliods served to show very well the trans-

verse inarkin;;s, which are not to be confused with the

aj)pearances produced by mere contraction of the primitive

membrane.
Tlie intertubular s])aces form a series of canals. As to

myelin, it is found to be best coloured by ])icric acid, but is

also well characterised by its action on pcdarized light, which
also reveals its complicated intimate structure.

2. Dtstribulio7i of Peripheral Nerves.—Lavdowsky (' Cen-
tralblatt,' No. 17, 1872, p. 259) has, by independent ob-

servations, obtained results which precisely agree with those

of Klein as to the distribution of nerves in the tail of the

tadpole ; he differs from Klein, however, as to their relation

to the connective tissue.

3. Movements of Nerve-Jibres under the Influence of the

Induced Current.—Th. W. Engelmann (Pfliiger's ' Archiv,'

vol. V, pp.31—37) has observed, on irritating the medullated

fibres of the sciatic nerve of the frog with shocks of an iiuluced

current, either singly or with several in succession, changes
of form in the medullary sheath, this becoming thicker and
its outlines notched. The nerves of the web of the foot and
other parts, as also dead nerves and isolated fragments of

medullary substance from the nerve-centres, showed the

same phenomena. These changes of form are simply conse-

quences of the heating effected by the current, and are pro-

duced also by simple heating to 33° or 35° C.

4. Termination of Nerve-Jibres in the Cortex of the Brain.

— Rindfleisch (Schultze's ' Archiv,' viii, p. 453) publishes

the following note on this subject

:

If small portions of the cortex of the brain of the rabbit be
macerated for ten or fourteen days in a one-tenth-per-cent.

solution of osmic acid, and then preserved for about a week
in pure glycerine, they pass into a condition very well

adapted for the mechanical separation of their structural

constituents. In the first place, they must be crumbled to

pieces with the utmost possible delicacy, and such fragTuents

selected as separate in the form of a roundish bundle about
the thickness of a large pin. Such a fragment is placed on a

glass slip in a drop of glycerine and covered with a piece of

thin glass, which is provided at each of the four corners with
a small support of wax. These sup])orts must be higli enou<;h

to prevent the space under the cover-glass from being com-
pletely filled with glycerine, and to sliield the object abso-
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lately from pressure. Momentary gentle pressure is then
made with a needle on the cover-glass, just over the ohject,

the needle immediately removed again, and this process

repeated until the to-and-fro movement of the glycerine has
])roduced such a loosening (without crushing) of the object

that it falls to ])ieces of itself, and its parts become distributed

through the drop of glycerine. The high degree of perfection

with which the ganglionic cells (for instance) are by this

means obtained in an isolated state is truly astonishing. All

their processes are distinctly seen, and the branched pro-

cesses may be followed till they break up into lines of dots,

so minute that the character of" threads" is completely lost,

and their continuity with the "granular" cement of the
nervous structures becomes obvious.

Rindfleisch finds, moreover, in such preparations a large

number of remarkable terminations of meduUated nerve-
fibres, some of which are figured. Each of these terminal
fragments shows at one end the varicose appearance produced
by drops of myelin, which hang on to them like dew-drops
on a spider's thread; at the other end it loses its meduUary
shealh, and is drawn out into an extrejuely delicate thread,

which, after tapering for a little distance, suddenly breaks up
into a bundle of the finest filaments, showing tlie same
transition from a " thread-like" to a " granular" character as

the branched processes of ganglionic cells. These nerve-

fibres, then, also terminate in the " granular cement" of the

nervous tissue.

There are, then, two ways in which the meduUated nerve-

fibres terminate in the cortical substance of the rabbit's brain.

Some pass directly into the axis-cylinder processes of the

ganglionic cells (or nervous processes of Deiters) ; others

become lost in the same " fibro-granular" substance, into

which the protoplasma-processes of the ganglionic cells also

dip. If we were to attribute to the one an " afferent," to the

other an "efferent" function, the intermediate fibro-granular

substance would assume great importance, and would, in

fact, appear as the chief link in the whole chain, as the
" central nervous substance," while there would remain for

the ganglionic cells only the function already attributed to

them by Max Schultze, of acting as a collective and com-
mutative apparatus for nervous excitement.

5. Cortical Substance of the Brahi.—Gerlach (' Central-

blatt,' No. 18, 1872, p. oTo) has arrived, by the use of the

gold method, at results, with respect to the human brain,

very similar to those of Rindfleisch. He finds that, beside

the well-known, radially arranged, white medullary fibres
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which run in fasciculi nearly to the surface of the cerebrum,

there are other niedullated fibres which have a horizontal

course and form with each other and with the radial fibres

a coarse network or plexus of niedullated fibres, which can

be seen with a power of sixty diameters. This plexus con-

tains in its meshes (beside tlu- ganglionic cells) a second very

close reticulation of exce(>dingly minute non-medullated
fibres, which can only be seen with moderately strong im-

mersion lenses.

Two eleuuMits are concerned in the formation of this second

pli'xus; on the one hand the finest prolongations of the pro-

toplasma-processes of the nerve-cells ; on the other hand
certain fil)rcs which start from (or end in) this ])lexus as

non-medullated fibres, and terminate in (or ))roceed from) the

first-mentioned larger plexus as niedullated fibres. Accord-

ingly, in place of the granular substance which Kindfleisch

supposes to be interposed between the commencement of the

second or finest plexus and the protoj)lasma-processes of the

cells, Gerlach thinks that he has by his method demonstrated
an actual continuity of the plexus up to the protoplasma-

processes.

Gerlach has observed the " nervous process" of ganglionic

cells described by Deiters, but whether it is really present

in all of them or not he has only seen it in certain larger

cells. He concludes that niedullated nerve-fibres arise from
(or terminate in) the grey cortical substance of the human
brain by two methods, either direct from cells or else from a

])lexus. This arrangement is quite analogous to that in the

spinal c(n-(l, where both modes of origin are found, and the

fibres directly springing from cells pass into the anterior

roots, while those connected with a plexus run in i\ie. j^oste-

rior roots. The physiological importance of this analogy,

when applied to the two modes of origin in the brain, need
hardly be pointed out.

6. Connectwe Tissue of the Brain.—Golgi has published

an Italian memoir on this subject, of Avhich an abstract

appears in the ' Centralblatt,' No. 21, 1872.

VIII. Organs of Sense.— 1. Gustatory Organs.—A. von Ajtai

(Schultze's ' Archiv,' vol. viii, p. 455) has examined the

tongue of man and other manniialia with reference to the

existence iA papilhe foliatte and goblet-shaped organs.

2. A similar research by llonigschmied appears in the
' Centralblatt,' No. 26, 1872.

3. Sense Organs in Snakes.—Leydig, in a very elaborate

memoir (Schultze's 'Archiv,' vol. viii, p. 317), describes

certain organs of the viper corresponding to Jacobsou's
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organs in mammalia; also the goblet-shaped sciisc-ovgans

from the mouth of various snakes, which he had previously

observed in the skin.

4. Gustatory Organs of the Sting Ray {Trygon pastinaca').

—Todaro (' Centralbatt,' No. 15, 1872, p. 227) found in the

papillDD covering the rudimentary tongue of this fish a number
of round or club-shaped bodies connected with the ultimate

ramifications of the glosso- pharyngeal nerve, which he regards
as organs of taste. They are similar to the organs described

by Sclnvalbe and Loven from the tongue of mammalia, and
by F. E. Schulze from other animals.

5. Retina.—lletzius has published, in a Norwegian journal,

a memoir on the retina, partly agreeing with, partly differing

from, the results of Max Schultze (abstract in * Centralblatt,'

No. 2, 1872;.
6. Development of the Eye.—Semoff"(' Centralblatt, No. 1-3,

1871) has investigated the development of the lens and its

capsule, especially with reference to its supposed formation,

according to Kolliker, from epithelial elements. He finds

that the capsule is formed in birds by an invagination of the

same connective tissue to which Kolliker ascribed the forma-
tion of tlie membrana pupillaris in mammalia.

IX. Vascular System.— 1. Development of Blood-capillaries.

—Arnold continues (^ Virchow's *Archiv,' liv, p. 1 and p. 408)
the researches on this subject noticed in this Journal,

vol. xi.

2. Lymphatics of the Capsule of the Liver.—Wedl (' Pro-
ceedings of the Vienna Academy,' vol. Ixiv, Div. 1, 1871

;

' Centralblatt,' No. 17, 1873) finds that the superficial lym-
phatic vessels break up into a capillary network somewhat
larger than the network of blood-capillaries. Even under
considerable pressure he never found extravasation from these

vessels w^hen injected, and hence doubts the existence of

stomata. The same was true of the lymphatics of the ^en-
cardium. No such vessels were found in the endocardium.

o. The Lymphatics of Fascice and Tendons are elaborately

described by Ludwig and Schweigger-Seidel (Leipzig

Hirtel,' 1872; 'Centralblatt,' No. 22).

X. Digestive Organs and Glands.— 1. Glands of the Gizzard

of Birds.—Wiedersheim, in an inaugural dissertation (also

Schulze's ' Archiv,' vol. viii, p. 435, and ' Centralblatt,'

No. 18, 1872, p. 278) discusses the formation of the horny
cuticle Avhich lines the gizzard of birds, and finds it to be

formed by the apposition of a number of minute parts, each
of Avhich is a product of the secretion of an individual

cell of glandular epithelium,

VOL. XIII. NEW SER. G
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2. Spleen.—Wcdl (' Proceedings of the Vienna Academy,'

vol. Ixiv, Div. 1, 1871; also ' Centnilblatt,' No. 17, 1872,

p. 261) has investigated the vascular systems of the spleen.

Tlie venous system in the sheep consists of vessels with numer-
ous diverticula, but not forming a network or anastomosis.

The diverticula are often incompletely divided by processes

or trabeculfc of cytogenous connective tissue. No venous

twigs originate^in the Malpighian follicles (on this point Wedl
agrees with Gray and Frey). The vascular system through-

out forms a system of closed channels. Wedl has (in oppo-

sition to Teichmann) traced lymphatic vessels in the interior

of the organ.

XI. Skin and Hair. — Ear of the Hedgehog. — Schobl

(Schultze's ' Archiv,' vol. viii, p. 295) finds attached to the

roofs of the hairs in this organ nervous structures similar

to those already described by him from the ear of the mouse
and the wing of the bat, consisting of a nervous knot and a

nervous ring, the latter being, in this case, most conspicuously

developed.

XII. Urinary and Sexual Organs.— Tubidi Seminiferi of the

Testicle.—Sertoli published, in 1865, some observations on
certain peculiar stellate branched cells from the interior of

the tubuli seminiferi, quite distinct from the ordinary cells

(spermatic cells) of those parts. He now contributes * Central-

blatt,' No. 17, 1872, p. 263) new observations, with special

reference to the views of Merkel, who regarded Sertoli's cells

as merely supporting cells, and Ebner, Avho ascribed to them
the formation of the spermatozoa. Sertoli finds a gradual

transition between these stellate cells and the cylindrical epi-

thelium, so that they are, he thinks, distinctly epithelial, and
represent, in fact, the true glandular epithelium of the

seminal tubules. The spermatic cells are found enclosed in

the network formed by the processes of these stellate cells,

but the relation between the two is unknown. In atrophic

conditionSj however, the stellate cells were entirely wanting.
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Me. Ckowe exhibited the little alga wliich seemed to be doubt-
less that named by Currey, Monostroma rosea. It is in reality
not a Monostroma—not a chlorophyllaceoua alga at all, but
phycocliromaceous. Its jnn/c colour, when fresh, to the unassisted
eye, renders it readily discernible. It is, no doubt, close to the
plant named Clathrocystis by Henfrey.
Mr. Crowe also showed the always pleasing spectacle of the

circulation of the blood in the branchiae and tail of the young
water-newt.

Dr. .T. Barker showed one of Mr. Wenham's new dark-ground
illuminators, described in a recent number of the ' Monthly Micro-
scopical Journal ' (a detail of which also appeared in a, recent
number of ' Science Gossip'), but, as he had not his own large stand
present, could not show it in use. He, however, explained its prin-
ciples, and adverted to previous experiments therewith in rela-

tion to the comparative performance of it and his own illuminator

;

he had found Mr. "Wenham's easy in use, but the results attained
with his own, in the resolution of the markings of JVavieiila

rhomhoides and other "diflScult" diatoms, he candidly thought
(and Mr. Archer, to whom he had shown these, coincided with
him) were in favour of the latter.

Mr. Archer exhibited a gathering made near " Toole's Eocks"
containing various Conjugatse, including Desmidieae, remarkable
for the great number of distinct species simultaneously present-
ing themselves therein in the conjugated state (twenty-four in all,

of which, as it afterwards turned out, twenty-two were Des-
midieae). The following were on the table, many of which pre-

sented remarkably elegant zygospores, of which some were novel.

The following is an enumeration of the zygospores, only the new
or striking ones, however, being specially exhibited :

—

Syalotlieca

dissiliens (Breb.), (very commonly, however, met with conjugated),

Sphcsrozosma excavatiim (E.alfs), Micrastei'ias denticulata (Br^b.),

(as is known this has a noble zygospore), Euastrum pectinatum
(Breb.), E. elegans (Breb.), E. binale (Ealfs), Gosmarium trun-

catellum (Perty)
;

(this is not the same as Cosmarium pygmceuin,

Archer ; at least that species has a large smooth zygospore, this

a comparatively smaller one, thickly beset with minute conical

spines, these somewhat suddenly narrowed into a very slender
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and very acute apex) ; Cosmarium Brcbissonii (Menegb.), (but

only the commencement of conjugation, or ratber tbe partially

advanced zygospore, and in a single instance only seen. This was

quite of irregular figure, covered by a very tbick and quite smooth
wall. Quere, an abortive zygospore ? This may, indeed, be a

smootb-spored species, but from one example only it would be

premature to form an opinion, but this may be worthy this pass-

ing note) ; Cosmarium piinctulatum (Breb.) ? (This is at least the

form Mr. Archer had been for some time disposed to identify with

de Brebis.son's species rather than to regard it as new, but on look-

ing over Luudell's fine work (" Ue Desmidiaceis, qua? in Suecia

inventaj sunt, observationes critics)") he found a form with a quite

different zygospore referred to that species by tbe author. It is

clear that Herre Luudell and Mr. Archer have quite different

species in view. Most likely he is right, and the present would
tlaus be a distinct species. The present zygospore is, probably,

amongst the most beautiful and ornate of any known. It is

orbicular and elegantly beset with a number of rather short,

somewhat thick processes (12—13 being usually visible round the

margin when focussed equatoriaily), these are rounded above and
margined by a number of very short acute spinelets, in a kind of

whorl ; from the centre of these there starts up a slender elongate

but slightly tapering process, minutely bifid or trifid at the

extremity. Thus the whorl of short spinelets looks not unlike

a kind of involucrum or calyx, surrounding a pistil-Ulce process,

which stands up vertically, terminated by a minutely-subdivided

stigma, Mr. Archer had taken this zygospore on three or four occa-

sions) ; Staiimstum dejectum (Breb.), St. lanceolatum (Arch.), St.

alteriians (Breb.), St. armigerum (Breb.), St. Brebissonii (Arch.),

St. polymorphum (Breb., Kalfs, ' Br. Desm.,' PI. xxii, fig. 9 c),

Penium Brebissonii (lialfs), Closterium Leibleinii (Kiitz.), Clos-

teriuvi juncidtim (Ralfs), and (better than either) Closterium

calosporum (Wittrock). (This latter Mr. Archer bad only once
before seen, that is, with its remarkable zygospore, for doubtless

the species may be common, though in this country at least

rarely seen conjugated, for, as Dr. Wittrock justly observes, this

species, in the unconjugated state, would scarcely be distin-

guishable from Closterium parvulum, Nag.) This list of con-
jugated Desmidiese would close with the singular zygospore of

Spirotcdnia condensata (Breb.), already described by Mr. Archer
(' Quart. Journ. Micr. Sci.,' vol. xv. n. s., p. 186, since met with
by Itzigsohu (in ' Botaniscbe Zeitung,') and by Lundell (" De
Desm., &c.," p. 91). Further, the gathering gave some examples
of the conjugated state of Naviciila serians, already described
by Carter, also of Zygnema stellimim and Stmirospermum viride

and S. quadratum. Thus, almost any dip from the present rich

gathering offered a charming picture, and one not often readily
attainable.

To the list of Conjugated Desmidieje shown on the same occa-
sion is to be added Arthrodesmus convergens (Ebr.) exhibited by
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Dr. Barker, taken from the "Rocky Valley" near Bray, by him-
self and jMr. Crowe. This zyji^ospore, though not an ornate form,
is remarkable amongst its "relatives," by being wholly smooth,
which fact ]\[r. Archer had, ere now, used as an argument in

contesting the point with Prof. Reinsch as to the actual specific

distinctness of the form in question from Stmirastrum Dickiei
(Ralfs), that author contending that these two, not at all un-
common, forms are but "varieties" of one and the same species

—if, indeed, they be not absolutely distinct, then no differences

are available as diagnostic characters, which surely will not be
maintained.

Rev. M. H. Close recorded tlie occurrence of Staurastrum
pileolalum (Breb.) at Leenane, Co. Gralway, thus extending
the distribution of this very scanty species from the east to the
west of Ireland.

IVfr. Archer showed some examples of a very minute form of

Euastrum which he thought was decidedly new ; this occurred in

a gathering made at " Toole's Rocks." By some, no doubt, it might
be regarded as a "variety" of Euas. hinale, but it appeared to

Mr. Archer that that species and Euastrum elegans were made
to contain already within their bounds several forms which were
most likely really independent. Others might, indeed, be found
to hold this was a " variety" of some form of the affinity of Cos-

vmrium {Euastrwn) sublohatuvi, ov oi Euastrmn lohulatmn (Breb).
But, of course, for the matter of that, there are, no doubt, really

several species to which it offers certain resemblances, and yet

it has a tout ensemhle, minute and simple (for a Euastrum), as

it really is, which ]Mr. Archer thought rendered it distinct. Tou
could see with a one-inch glass, minute as is the form, that it

was something before unseen that was under the microscope.

This little form is about one third longer than broad, basal angles

rounded, above which there is on each side a minute concavity,

the lateral rounded angles projecting somewhat wider than the

basal, whence the concave sides somewhat rapidly taper to the

truncate end, which is in width about half that of the base of

the segment, the terminal notch reduced to a mere shallow

depression ; in side view each segment is broadly-elliptic, slightly

widened below and considerably inflated at the middle at each

side ; in end view broadly-elliptic, with a somewhat prominent
inflation at each side; the membrane quite smooth.

Mr. Archer also drew attention to a very pretty Cosmarium
(taken in the "Rocky Valley") w'hich seemed to accord with.

Cosinarium speciosum (Lundell) ; the elegant markings of the

form could of course be seen only on the empty cell, and then

rivalling in beauty of tracery that of many diatoms.

Au(^2(st loth, 1872.

Rev. E. O'Meara brought under the notice of the Club the

fact that he had met Naricula rhomloides occurring plentifully
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in pellucid tubes, the frustules arranged in single rows. The
gathering was made in Lough Awn, a small lake near the summit
of Slieveaneerin jNIountain, Co. Lcitrim. lie showed a further

new and pretty diatom from the prolific Sulu material—a Tri-

ceratium.

Professor Perceval Wright submitted to inspection four slides

containing diatomaccous forms prepared by Prof. Cleve, of

Upsala. One contained a form, which appears new, and will

doubtless be fully described by Prof. Cleve. Two slides from

Davis' Straits contained Coscinodiscus ocidus-Iridis, and C. radio-

latns. The remaining slide contained a new species of Synedra

named by Prof. Cleve, Synedi'a thallasiothrix ; this is a very

remarkable form, being so extremely long and slender, quite dis-

tinguishable to tlie unaided eye, to which it presents the appear-

ance of a fine hair.

Mr. Archer showed a draw ing of a rhizopodous form, just met
with, which seemed to be new, but it was one of the most intract-

able he had ever encountered. It may possibly appertain to the

genus Amphizonella, but much more observation of it would be

requisite ere any definite opinion of its true position could be

arrived at, and for that purpose probably much time must elapse,

for the supply of material in which it was met having run out,

the form must be refound for future examination. Suffice it

here to mention that it is about the same general dimensions

as Amphizonella vestita (Arch.). He might mention, by the way,

that this pretty form seems to be rather generally distributed,

as he had taken it lately from several localities, but latterly with-

out chlorophyll-granules, and without the hair-like processes

—

(quere, may these characteristics be connected with the season of

the year ?) The present form, however, was, he might say, deci-

dedly not a state of that species, though invested like it by an
outer envelope, which is of a distinctly double contour (never

showing any hair-like covering) and coarsely dotted ; nor can it be
the same as Auerbach's Amoeba bilimbosa, in which the colour of

the body-mass is from yellow to a brick-red, pseudopodia extremely
scanty, very slender, and seemingly sometimes very sparingly

ramified. It may be quite possible ere any further sufficiently

exact particulars may be afibrded Islv. Archer by this, even when
found (either as under reagents or as in the normal state to

evince any vital powers), most obdurate of rhizopods, it may
be discovered elsewhere, and that it may be so, and fittingly

elucidated, is much to be hoped.
Dr. V. B. Wittrock (of Upsala), with whose company the Club

was honoured on this occasion, showed some preparations of
certain species of CEdogonium, embracing monfficiou.^!, gyuandrous,
and dioecious forms, recently collected by him in England, with a
view to his forthcoming monograph on the (Edogouiea; ; and he
pointed out the various kinds of fructification nicely displayed.

INIr. Archer showed a drawing of the minute Euastrum brought
forward by him at last meeting of the Club, and stated that Dr.
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Wittrock had informed him he had some time ago taken this

form in Gotland, and had shown him a sketch and told him that

description of it was now in the printer's hands, from which it

appeared indubitable that they had both, indeed, got hold of

quite one and the same thing.

Mr. Archer showed, finally, a sketch of a remarkable zygospore,

hardly to be doubted to be desmidian, but, unfortunately, he

could not identify to what species it belonged. It possessed an
hexagonal figure, sides gently concave, angles obtuse and rounded,

intervening surface smooth, each angle surmounted by a tassel-

like or tuft-like bundle of slender, somewhat elongate, scarcely

tapering, nearly straight processes, like a little rosette at each

angle. By "focussing up" (requisite, owing to the density

of the mass of green contents) it could be made out that each

angle towards the observer was similarly decorated. (Diam.
excl. "rosettes" tt^Vo"' i^cl. ^^^"0 There is, apparently, no
zygospore known ornamented with these pretty " rosettes "

—

to what species, then, does it appertain ?

East Kent Natural History Society.

President.—The Eeverend John Mitchinson, D.C.L., &e., Oxen.;

Honorary Secretanj.—George Gulliver, F.E.S., &c.

Octoler 3rd, 1872.

Garnet Sand.—Colonel Horsley exhibited specimens of this

sand, which he had collected at Cape Comorin, the extreme
southern point of the continent of India. The characteristic colour
of the garnet was very fine, and so brilliant under the microscope
as to appear like an effect of polarized light.

Rapliides of Tamus and Epilohlum.—He also displayed these

plant-crystals, which had been the subject of observation at the
meetings of May 2nd and July 18th, when they were shown
to be so characteristic of indigenous Dictyogens and OnagraceaD
that these orders or groups are most easily distinguished from
their next allies of other orders.

Parasites <Md Nettle-cells of Polyps.—These were shown in

Hydra vulgaris by Mr. Fullagar. The parasites were seen, under
the microscope, to move rapidly within narrow limits by means of

the \dbratile cilia with which their bodies are covered like Para-
meciutn. Slides of dried nettle-cells and threads of the polyps

proved how well they may be thus prepared as interesting objects

for the microscope.

The Hop-dog.—Mr. Frank Wacher brought to the meeting
living specimens of this larva, when the hairs thereof were micro*
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Bcopically examined. They proved to he very delicate and trans-
luci'iat, many pomewliat plumose, others composed of parallel cells,

projectinfi; in teeth directed towards the pointed and free end
of the hair; thus the hairs of this caterpillar are not club-shaped
at the tips, as they are generally described to be in the " woolly
bears." It was noted as singular, in the present activity of
research concerning the Lepidoptera and other insects, that we
have not yet auy sufficiently exact and extended observations on
the comparative characters of the hairs of caterpillars, since, in-

dependently of their intrinsic beauty as microscopic objects, they
would probably alford useful diagnostics in classification. The
" hop-dog" is the caterpillar of a nocturnal moth, Dasychira
2)ti(fiiu>ula, belonging to the fauiily Arctiida*.

JfJvils and Benefits of Insects.—A discussion ensued on the
evils and benefits of insects. Among the numerous hairy cater-

pillars which feed on the leaves and other parts of plants is the
hop-dog

; and the devastation of such insects is too well known.
For example, in the year 1782 such were the ravages of Por-
thesia auriflora that prayers were ordered to be read in our
churches to arrest its devastations, as related by Mr. Curtis in
his ' Short History of the Brown-tail Moth,' published during that
disastrous year ; and our agricultural annals abound in similar

accounts. But while we lament the manifold injuries inflicted

by insects, we should not be unmindful of their benefits. Thus
to insects we owe honey, wax, and silk, some valuable medicines,
abundant food for birds and many other animals, and even for

man—" his meat was locusts and wild honey ;" the conversion of
vegetable matter into nitrogenous compounds for manure ; and,
above all, the fertilisation of countless plants. In short, though
the damages done by insects may be part of the primeval curse,
in our present state these creatures'are so essential to our welfare
that, were they all completely swept from the face of the earth,

there would be more lamentation for their absence than has ever
been caused by their presence ; and, indeed, without the beneficent

agency of insects it is probable that numberless plants and animals,

including the human race, would fade from the face of our planet.

Stenojyterix liirundinis.—This parasite, though commonly de-

scribed as infesting the swift, occurs frequently at Canterbury on
the swallow. The Rev. C. AV. Bewsher submitted to the meeting
specimens from the swallow. They belong to the Pupipar<T?, a
family of dipterous insect«>, which, however insignificant singly,

are very formidable when occurring in numbers. Thus, the Hip-
pohosca equina, though scarcely larger than a small house-fly, has
prevented the assembly or operations of armies ; even lately in-

tended reviews and bivouacs of cavalry in one of our forests were
said to have been defeated by the mere demonstrations of these
insects.

On examination under the microscope the com])Ound eyes of
Stenopterix hirundinis were found to be large, with the hexagonal
facets of proportionable size—a structure of which the function
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in a creature passing its life buried among the roots of the bird's

feathers is not very obvious. The pigment behind the corneal

facets was red. The transverse strife of the muscular fibres of the
legs were large and distinct, and sometimes presented an approacb
to a spiral form, recalling the more evident appearance thereof
in a mounteil specimen which is in the possession of the eminent
zoologist, Dr. Bowerbank, and which was prepared from an am-
putated human limb. The magnitude of these transverse mark-
ings is noteworthy, because it has been regarded by Leydig and
others as related to the activity of the muscles. But the legs of

Stenopterix are not remarkable for activity ; and the Hon. Secre-

tary had long since proved of its host, the swift, that the trans-

verse stricC of the wonderfully active pectoral muscles are much
finer or smaller than the corresponding stria? of the compai-atively

idle crural muscles of tlie same bird. Indeed, the difterent cha-

racters of these muscular striae is a subject deserving of further

research throughout the different subdivisions of the Arthropoda
and of the vertebrate subkiugdom ; and this would be an addition

to the objects for a rational employment of the microscope.

November 7th, 1872.

Salits and Economy qftlie Fresh-ioater Polyps.—Mr. FuUagar,
who has devoted much attention to these creatures in his aqua-
rium, read a paper on the subject, illustrated by the living speci-

mens and numerous instructive drawings. As it is understood
that these will be engraved, and published with the whole text, in
' Science Gossip,' the present abstract will be very brief. The
spermatozoa of Hydra vulgaris were discharged in the autumn, as

noticed by previous observers ; but Hydra viridis discharged its

spermatozoa in the summer, in one instance as early as the first

day of June; and in this species the sperm-cells and germ-cells

were in the same individual. The development of the bud of

germ-cells took three days from its first appearance, on the lower
part of the body, until its separation therefrom and sinking to

the bottom of the vase of water. In about fifteen days there-

after the germs or ova were hatched in the form of minute micro-

scopic creatures, slowly growing, until the tentacles appeared,

one or two at first, and gradually increasing in number and size,

four only verj^ short ones appearing at an early period of the
development. The author repeated his observations, made at

the meeting of Oct. 3rd, on the nettle-cells and parasites of the

Hydra, and further illustrated them by drawings.

Novemler 21sf> 1872.

Englisli Ancliovies.—Mr. Gulliver gave an account of the dis-

tinctive characters of Engraulis encrasichhis, illustrated by spe-

cimens which he had lately procured during a visit to the coast of

South Devonshire, and with the hope that some of the members
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of the society iiiiglit be induced to look for tliis fish on the

Kentish and Sussex coasts. At Dawlish, Teignniouth, Torquay,

and the neiglibouring fisheries, he had seen it so plentifully as to

raise the question, why should we not catch and cure our own
anchovies? To the well-known characters by which the anchovy
is distinguished from the sprat, he added that in the former the

maxillary teeth are much larger than in the latter. And while

explaining that these teeth, though characteristic of our Salmonacei

and ClupeidcO, are neither described nor depicted in some of our

groat works of ichthyology, he added that this remarkable feature is

commonly ignored by our best artists ; as more fully explained in

the lecture on the Smelt, at the meeting of the society on January
18th, 1S72. The teeth of the anchovy are pretty objects under
the microscope, and by them this fish may be easily distinguished,

even in bits of the maxillary, from the sprat.

December 5th, 1872.

Blood-disJcs of Salmonidce. —The Hon. Sec. having been af-

forded, by the courtesy of Mr. Frank Buckland, an opportunity

of examining some of the living specimens in the museum of

economic pisciculture, at South Kensington, exhibited slides of

the red blood-corpuscles of SaJmofontinalis and Suhnoferox, and
compared them with the corresponding corpuscles of other

species of the same family of fishes and with several more
osseous fishes of distinct orders. The results, in conformity

with those described and depicted in Mr. Gulliver's memoir,
read at the Zoological Society, November 19th, 1872, showed
the pre-eminent largeness among osseous fishes, so far as is yet

known, of the blood-disks of the Salmonidae ; Avhile those of Sahno
fontinalis, having a mean length of xrVoth and breadth of Tro'^.jth

of an inch, are the largest at present measured of this family.

Hence it may be concluded that it is characterised among the

osseous orders by the |large size of its blood-disks ; but in the
Smelt {Osmerus eperJanus) this character is not maintained.

Splicsraplddes of GariiopliyllacccB.—Mrs, Dean presented speci-

mens of Silene maritima, of which the intimate structure was
examined at the meeting, when the tissue of the leaves and stalks

was found to be studded with spha?raphides, very variable in

size, but having a mean diameter of about -j-^j^g-^rd of an inch.

This is an admirable British example of these bodies, and really

a beautiful microscopic object. These sphjeraphides, which are
common in Caryophyllaceos, were well shown in the Deptford Pink
(Dianthtis armcria), at the meeting of the society on August 3rd,

1871, reported in the ' Quarterly Journal of Microscopical

Science,' January, 1872.
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Medical Micboscopical Society.

A PEELiMiNART MEETING to Constitute this society was held
at St. Bartholomew's Hospital, on Friday, Nov. 1st, 1872, AV".

Morrant Baker, Esq., F.R.C.S., in the chair.

The chairman made a few introductory remarks, and called

upon Mr. J. AV". Groves to give the reasons for the formation of
such a society, and the objects which were in view for it when
formed.

Mr. Groves proceeded to state these briefly, and then read ex-
tracts from some of the communications on the subject with which
he had been favoured by Drs. Carpenter, Burden Sanderson,
Lionel Beale, and Rutherford: Messrs. R. B. Carter, E. Ray
Lankester, and others. A discussion followed, in which Drs.
Lawson, Heywood Smith, Payne, and "Woodman, Messrs. Jabez
Hogg, T. C. White, B. T. Lowue, E. C. Baker, and others, took
part.

It was ultimately decided that the society should exist, and
a provisional committee, composed of the honorary secretaries of
the Royal JMicroscopical Society and the Quekett Microscopical
Club, besides representatives from each of the London hospitals,

was elected.

The next meeting for sanctioning rules, electing officers, &c.,

was fixed for December 6th.

At the second General Meeting of this Society, held at

St. Bartholomew's Hospital, on Friday, Dec. 6th, Mr. "W. M.
Baker in the chair, the minutes of the previous meeting were
read and confirmed. Mr. Jabez Hogg gave some account of the

work done by the provisional committee, of which he was chair-

man, and then the secretary (Mr. Groves) read a code of rules

which it was proposed to adopt, all of which were carried with
but few amendments.
The following gentlemen were elected as officers :

President—Mr. Jabez Hogg.

rr Tj -J s ^ Dr. H. Lawson.
Vice-Fresidents < -r\ -n^ tj(Dr. F. Payne.

Treasurer—Mv. T. C. White.

TT o . • f ^Ir. C. H. Golding Bird.
Ron. Secretartes-\^^^^

j ^ ^^^^^l
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Committee.

St. Bartholomew s

Charing Cross

St. George's

Ouy^s
King^s College

London
St. Mary's
Middlesex
St. Thomas's
University College

Westminster

Cahinet and Exchange Com-
mittee

Mr. II. E. .Synion.s.

Dr. M. Bruce.

Mr. E. C. Baker.

Mr. A. E. Durham.
Dr. U. Pritchard.

Mr. J. Needham.
Mr. Gibs.

Mr. B. T. Lowne.

Mr. E. A. Schiifer.

Mr. Geo. Cowell.

I

Dr. U. Pritchard.

Mr. E. C. Baker.
Mr. J. Needham.
Mr. E. H. Ward.

The place of meeting was not decided upon, but the meetings
will be held on the third Eriday in each month, from October to

July inclusive, and the subscription will be 10*. per annun), with-

out any entrance fee. Intending members are requested to for-

ward their names, qualifications, or medical schools, and addresses,

to Mr. T. C. White, 32, Belgrave Eoad, Pimlico, S.W. ; or to

Mr. J. W. Groves, St. Bartholomew's Hospital, Smithfield, E.G.
The next meeting, of which due notice will be given, will take

place on the third Friday in January (/. e. January 17th, 1873).
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DESCRIPTION OF PLATE I.,

Illustrating the Rev. Thomas Hincks's paper on the Pro-

tozoon Ophryodendron ahietinum, Claparede and
Lachmann.

Tig.

1.—A colony of Ophryodendron (Claparede and Lachmann), on a calycle

Oi Ihwnnlaria pinnata. a the proboscidian zooid ; b, the lageni-

forin zooid. All the figures are very highly magnified.

2.

—

Ophryodendron pedicellatum, Hincks, the proboscidian zooid, showing
the pedicle.

3.

—

Ophryodendron pedicellatum, the lageniform zooid with curved pedicle
;

X, the clear space below the oral aperture.

4.

—

Ophryodendron abietinum, Claparede and Lachmann ; a single sessile

proboscidian, bearing a lageniform bud {b) and one of the flask-

shaped zooids beside it, with a straight pedicle.

5.

—

Ophryodendron ahietinum^ the proboscidian zooid bearing a fully de-

veloped lageniform individual.

6.—The flusk-shaped zooid of Ophryodendron pedicellatum, with bud.
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DESCRIPTION OF PLATE II,

Illustrating Rev. Thomas Hincks's paper, " Contributions to

the History of the Polyzoa."

1.—Two zooecia of Bicellaria ciliala, Linn., coiitaiuing germ-capsules in

different stages of development. «, a germ-capsule surrounded by

a mass of pale-yellowish globules; «', a germ-capsule partially

developed into the polypide.

2.—Azooecium of Bicel/aria ci/lala coniMning a germ-capsule (a), in which
the formation of a polypidc-bud is just commencing at .v.

3.—A zooecium of Ihujula jylu/aosa, Pallas, in wiiich the polypide-bud on
the germ-capsule has reached a more advanced stage.

4.—A zooecium of Bugida plumosa containing a perfect polypide recently

developed from the gerrn-capsule.

5.—A germ-capsule removed from tlie zooecium. a, the capsule, of a dark

reddish-brown colour; 0, the bud, in which the tentacles of the

polypide are traceable (the bud is of a light greyish colour) ; c, an

oval body, of a (jale golden colour ; d, the (so-called) funiculus.

6.—The digestive sac of a polypide removed from the zooecium. ce, the

base of tiie oesophagus; i, the intestine; s, the stomach; a, a

globular appendage of the stomach, formed by a constriction of its

walls at y.

7.—The lower part of the .stomach, showing the commencement of the

constriction (c, c) by which the globular appendage is ultimately

formed.

8.—An adult zooecium of Bugula, in which a polypide is budding from the

endocyst {b).

9.—A zooecium, with a bud from the endocyst, in a more advanced stage.

10.—The ooecium of Bicellaria ciliata. o, the ovum ; .r, the membranous
capsule which closes the opening ; m, muscular band by which the

capsule is retracted.

11.—The same, o, the ovum in an early stage; x, the capsule partially

withdrawn; m, muscular band.

12.—A portion of the stem of Valkeria pustulosa, Ellis and Solander, showing
the colonial nervous system, a, points at which the zooecia are

attached ; b, b, nerve threads forming part of the plexus ; c, mass
of cells; z, a zooecium in situ ; g, the ganglion of t!ie brancii.

13.—The same more highly magnified. This figure is diagrammatic, the

parts represented not being all in focus at the same time, t, t,

thicker nerve-cords ; t', t', nerve-threads forming part of the

plexus ; g, ganglion at the base of a zooecium.

li.—Portion of the stem of Vesicularia spimsa, Linn. /, the nerve-trunk;

g, g, the ganglia at the base of the branches.

15.—The embryo of Fcdicellina ecliinaid, Sars. b, the ciliated edge of the

mantle ; c, the lobe bearing the oral aperture ; d, the opposite lobe

furnished with long and flexible sctiform processes; e, the projec-

tion at the base of the body by which the embryo attaches itself.

16.—The same as it appears when creeping.

All the figures are very highly magnified.
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DESCRIPTION OF PLATE III,

Illustrating M. Ranvier's paper on the Connective Tissue

and Vessels of Nerves.

Fig.

1.—Transverse section of the large bundle of the sciatic nerve of the dog

;

prepared with picric acid, gum, and alcohol, a, circular space

lined with endothelium. (100 diameters.)

2.—Transverse section of the sciatic nerve of the rabbit, in which the

laminae of the sheath have been sf )arated by an injection of silver

gelatine. (80 diameters.)

3.—Transverse section of the laminate sheath of the sciatic nerve of the

dog after impregnation with nitrate of silver. (SO diameters.)

4.—Laminse of the laminated sheath of the sciatic nerve of the dog, dis-

sected with needles from a longitudinal section, after impregnation

with nitrate of silver. (50 diameters.)

5.—Elastic plates and reticulations of the internal laminae of the laminated

sheath in the dog. d, network of nodulated fibres ; c, chains of

refracting granules. (600 diameters.)

6.—Elastic fibre from the lax subcutaneous connective tissue of the dog,

after the action of osmic acid. (GOO diameters.)
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DESCRIPTION OF PLATE IV,

Illustrating- Prof. McNab's paper on llanstein's Researches on
the Development of the Embryo in Monocolylccloiis and
Dycotyledony.

The letters apply to all thefigures,

vki proembryo ; vh\ basal cell of procinbryo, attaching it to apex of the

embryo-sac; km, embryo mother-cell, a, lower daughter-cell or ceils, form-

ing liyj)ocotyledonary portion of embryo, i, upper daughter-cell or cells,

forming cotylodonary portion of embryo, c, hypophyse-ccU and cells formed

from it. 1, 2, 3, with «, b, c, indicate daughter-cells, formed by transverse

division in order from above downwards, i. e. from cotyledon to root, s, cells

formed from the liypophyse ; .s', hypophyse-cell ending the periblem ; a'-', hy-

poplly^c-cell ending the dermatogcn ; «', lirst cell of pileorhiza. h, cells of

pilcorliiza. v, portion of stem-bud. q, rpiarter cells formed by division of

embryo mother-cell, m, first longitudinal division-wall of embryo mother-

cell, d, dermatogen audits mother-cells, jie, periblem and its mother.cells.

pi, pleroni and its mother-cells, pr, procambium motber-cells. ks, embryo-

sac.

Figs. 1 to 9.

—

Capsella Bursa-pastoris.

Eig. 1 .—Embryo and proembryo of Capsella, with greatly enlarged basal

cell ; the mother-cell of the embryo showing the first divisiou-wall (longitudi-

nal).

Eig. 2.—Embryo showing division of the embryo mother-cell into four

quarters.

Eig. 3.—Embryo in which the four dermatogen mother-cells have formed.

Eig. i.—The same, showing further division of dcrnritogen colls.

Eig. 5.—Eurther stage ; the hypo])hyse-ccll has divided by a transverse

wall. Indications of periblem and plerom.

Eig. G.—Embryo still further advanced ; the form is still spherical; the

plcrom-cells have divided, and the first cell of the procambium (/?/•) formed;

hypophyse-cells divided by a longitudinal wall.

Eig. 7.—Cotyledons beginning to form by being elevated, t,he position of

origin of the stem-bud remaining unchanged ; the cells in the interior rapidly

dividing, the dermatogen increasing, and the hypophyse divided into three

scries of cells.

Eig. 8.—Embryo becoming more cordate; the tissues of the hypocotyle-

donary portion distinctly separated into periblem and plerom; no such
cliaiige seen in the cotjledonary portion ; the dermatogen-cells dividing and
forming the pileorhiza, with part of hypophyse.

Eig. 9.— Section of root cud, showing formation of pileorhiza and the

position of the dermatogen, periblem, plerom, and procambium cells (plerom

and dermatogen shaded).

Figs. 10 to 14.

—

Alisma Flantago.

Fig. 10.—Embryo-sac of Alisma Pluntafjo, with large basal cell of pro-

embryo ; the two embryo mother-cells {a and b) have divided by a trans-

verse'wall, and the hypophysc-ccll (c) is divided by a longitudinal wall.

Eig. 11.—Division of the inner cells and separation of the dermatogen;

hypophyse-cell divided by a transverse wall.

Eig. 12.— Sei)aration into cotyledouary and liypocotyledonary part indi-

cated ; the development of the hypophyse and differentiation of inner cells

])rocecding.

Eig. 13.—Entire embryo, showing cotyledon and stem-bud.

Eig. 14.—Section of root end ; periblem and dermatogen shaded, plerom

and pileorhiza not shaded.







MEMOIRS.

On the Light emanating from the Nekve-Cells of
Phyllirrhoe bucephala. By Dr. Paul Panceri,
Professor of Comparative Anatomy at the University of

Naples.

The observations of Peron, Eschcholtz, Quoy, Gaimard,
Contraire, Souleyet, Leuckart, Krohn, Henry Miiller, and
others, have made fully known to naturalists those little

pisciform sea molluscs which are denoted by the name of

Phyllirrhoe, which in the Mediterranean are represented by
P. bucephala.

The vitreous transparence of the Phyllirrhoe is such that,

whilst their little bodies can with difficulty be distinguished

from the currents of the sea, as they swim in the water,

all the organs to the least cell can be clearly seen. The
naturalists who have studied this mollusc have not perceived

that it is phosphorescent, but, in fact, if the water in which
thev are found be agitated, or if they are touched, flashes of

light will be seen to come from their body ; and if for the

purpose of provoking the complete illumination of the phos-

phorescent elements of the Phyllirrhoe, one stimulates it

with a drop of ammonia, the surface of the body and of the

gigantic tentacles shines immediately with a brilliant azure

light. The upper and lower edge of the body are the parts

where the light is most bright and abundant, so much so

that the outline of the animal can be perfectly seen. The
light is not communicated to liquids nor solids put in contact

with it, as happens in many other luminous animals. If the

drop of ammonia is dropped on the Phyllirrhoe, when ex-

tended on the stage of the microscope, and the lamp used for

illumination is immediately after extinguished, even with a

small magnifying power, it will be seen that the light escapes

from myriads of shining points, which are more or less large

and brilliant, and more abundant at the upper and lower

edges of the animal. In looking for the real seat of the

luminous movement in this animal, it is useful to exclude, in

the first place, the idea that it can be, as in the Medusae, the

VOL. XIII.—NEW SER. H
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cutaneous epithelium, wliicli is very thin, and which would

communicate its luminosity to exterior bodies. Neither

can there be any doubt about those cells, which contain a

golden-yellow substance, and which are found scattered about
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the edges of the PhylHrrhoes, and which are chromatophores,

since the light is seen in this animal in every part of its body.

It may, however, be believed that the seat of the luminous
movement is deeper, that is to say, placed in organs which
may be found everywhere, and which lie in the very trans-

parent fundamental tissue of the animal below the elastic

membrane which represents the derma. Thanks to this

transparence, anatomists can study the internal parts in the

living animal, and can observe even the nerves and their

finest networks ; and it Avas thus that Leuckart, in 1853,

described the peripheral nerves of the Phyllirrhoes, pointing

out the great number of those destined in part for the skin,

and in part for the muscles, and working at their disposition

and their course.

After having indicated the course of the fibres which go to

the muscles, he pointed out the copious swellings which are

found on the passage of the cutaneous nerves in the form of

nervous cells placed at the bifurcation of the filaments, as

weil as on their course, and more or less large, and contain-

ing a nucleus.

In the same year Henry Miiller wrote also that to the

external tegument, which is furnished with a more or less

visible epithelium, there are distributed a quantity of nerves

Avith very numerous ramifications, to Avhich are attached an
abundance of cells of different sizes, granular in the interior,

as is also found in other transparent molluscs. Besides this

there are to be seen scattered quite close to the surface of the

body, and almost everywhere, spherical cells, which have
a very marked dark outline, and which are placed on the

finest nervous ramifications, and which, besides possessing a

nucleus, contain also a spherical body more or less large,

Avhich is yellow and refrangent. These cells, which I pro-

pose to name after their discoverer, were afterwards quoted
by Gegenbaur, and also by Leydig.

In studying the Phyllirrhoes which are found in our seas

during the winter and spring, it Avas very easy for me to

confirm the observations of Leuckart and of H. Miiller,

especially when I made use of the living animal, in which the

finest fibres are plainly seen, so that the connection of the

nerA'es Avith the peripheral cells is in no Avise doubtful.

The peripheral nerves of the Phyllirrhoes are of three

sorts

:

1. The branches, which coming directly from the ganglia

are usually simple, and ramify dichotomously.

2. The little branches, which approaching the surface of

the body become tufted, insinuate themselves among the
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fasciculi of tlie longitudinal muscles, and which are

varicose, and covered with copious ])edunculated swellings,

provided with a nucleus, and having the character of nervous

cells. Commencing with little fusiform swellings, situated

on the course of a fibre, and the simple triangular varicosities

placi'd on the bifurcations, every form and fashion of swell-

ing up to the special spherical cells mentioned by Miiller are

seen.

3. In the last place, fine motor fibres, without any
swelling, and which may be traced to the superficial muscles,

running at right angles to the principal longitudinal fibres,

of which Leuckart had already made mention.

In the tentacles the nerves take their origin from the two
central trunks, which start from the tentacular ganglia placed

at the base of these organs (called the olfactory ganglion).

These nerves are so rich in swellings that the tentacle

appears under a small magnifying power to be formed of a

mass of granulations, which are nothing but nervous cells

disposed beneath the fine cutaneous elastic membrane. The
diameter of these cells is at the most 0'02 mm., and this

dimension is the same as that of the spherical cells dis-

covered by Miiller.

The spherical cells, which have heen discussed above,

are observed to be more copious at the upper and lower edge
of the animal. If these spherical cells be examined in

specimens which have been kept several days in alcohol or

ether, the niatter contained in them will be found dissolved.

For the purpose of proving whether the seat of the lumi-

nous movement in the Phylirrhoe is in the nervous peripheral

cells. It is necessary to gain an exact knowledge of these

cells. Whilst they are under observation with a small

niagnifying power, the animal must be wetted by a drop of

ammonia and the lamp immediately extinguished. If the

magnifying power be small, so that the light is able to

travel through the lenses, it will be seen that at the same
place and at the same relative distance where were seen by
ordinary light the cellular swellings on the course of the

nerves, there now are luminous points, more or less brilliant

and large.

If the lenses arc at a too great or too small distance from the

Phyliirrhoe, the points will become pale and confused, whilst

they will resume their brilliance when the aforesaid swell-

ings, with the spherical cells, arc in the focus of the micro-

scope. And if the suspicion should suggest itself that the

light has its seat in some other tissue or part of the body, it will

be useful to reflect that where the cells of Miiller are found
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most abundantly, there, too, the luminous points are most
numerous and largest, as at the upper and lower ed<^e

of the animal. The doubt will disappear altogether after

having examined in the same manner a tentacle, in which
nothing is found but the fundamental mucous tissue, the

muscles, and the nerves, with their cellular swellings. If

one of these organs is cut off from a living Phyllirrhoe, and is

observed first by the usual light and then in darkness by the

help of ammonia, it is easy to assure oneself that a great

number of luminous points correspond perfectly to a great

number of ganglion cells.

This experiment on the tentacle proves that the light in

the Phyllirrhoe does not come from the cells of Miiller

alone, but that it emanates also from the ordinary ganglion

cells dispersed on the nerves, since it is the latter that are

found in the tentacles, whilst they are altogether deprived of

the former.

Several trials and repeated experiments have made it cer-

tain that the luminous movement in the Phyllirrhoes has its

seat in the peripheral ganglionic cells, and I have also

observed individuals writhing in the tweezers emit light

from a body which corresponded exactly in its position with
the ganglionic collar of the oesophagus. I ought to add that,

on other occasions, I have seen the two tentacular ganglia

shining.

Whilst the luminosity of the peripheral nerves is a fact not

yet observed, the light which comes from the ganglia may be
the same as that which is said to shine from the ganglia of

certain Crustacea, and of certain ascidians, if any positive

importance may be given to the observations recorded on that

matter.

Having established the fact that the light of the Phyllir-

rhoes emanates from the nervous elements described as above,

we may consider this remarkable phenomenon as established.

In the Phyllirrhoes is it the movement of the nerves which
is transformed into a luminous movement, or is there in the

terminal cells of the nerves a special matter which can be

be isolated, and which is annexed in a certain manner to the

nervous substance, and which could shine even when it is

separated from the influence of the nerves ?

The first case might be compared to the Torpedo and to

the electrical fish, in which the electrical movement is deve-

loped in the terminal cells of the electric nerves, only in this

case the organs of light, in the Phyllirrhoes, would not be

conglomerated, but broken up into elements near the sur-

face of the l)0(ly.
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In the second case a phenomenon belonging to another
category would be presented, and, in all probability, a chemical
one ; the shining matter, which has its place in the ner-

vous cells, would, pcrliaps, be the same as we have found
in the epithelia of other marine animals, or in the special

organs of the Pyrosoma and the Pennatula?.

It was in view of this alternative that I entered upon my
experiments with the persuasion that if the light were a pro-

perty of the nerves it ought to show itself at each stimula-

tion, and to cease with deatli ; whilst if it were proved that

the phosphorescent matter was in a certain manner asso-

ciated with the nerves, the light would show itself irregularly

and continue outside of the animal, and, probably, after death,

as I succeeded in demonstrating in the Pyrosoma and the

Pholades.

Having tried to stimulate the animal by various means,
I perceived that the mechanical means that I employed
acted, first, in provoking luminous discharges which then
ceased, although there was a reaction in the animal, since it

was agitated and contracted itself. If it was left a little while
at rest, and was again stimulated, the luminous discharges

were repeated, growing weak immediately, as if something
were consumed in the nerves which required a certain time
to renew itself and to shine again.

Since in the Torpedo and Gymnotus the discharges

grow weak if they have been provoked and repeated one
after another, the weakening and cessation of the light, in

the Phyllirrhoes, was not sufficient argument to solve the

problem.

I then tried the action of electricity, and, having placed
an individual on a glass, between two little plates of pla-

tinum, so as to avoid the action of the salts which are found
when electrodes of brass are used in seawater, Avhich would
have acted in their turn as stimulants, I tried it by means
of feeble currents, but they gave no result, so I began to

doubt whether the fundamental mucous tissue of the animal
was not, as in the Pyrosoma, and the Medusee, a bad con-
ductor of the electric current. Having thought ofaugmenting
the force of the current I obtained no greater luminosity,

although the current passed undoubtedly through the body
of the animal, as one might be assured by observing that the
heart ceased to beat when the circuit was closed, and that it

beat again when it was broken.

I must admit that I expected a very different result, that

is to say, 1 thought I should always obtain the light by the
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electric stimulation, hut all the experiments I have been
able to make have assured me of the contrary.

In crushing, nearly whole, a living individual a pale and
dim light was observed.

I then employed freshwater with other individuals, and in

this experiment the light escaped first in flashes, and then
became fixed, even when the water was at zero. If a

Phyllirrhoe were crushed in fresh water the light was very

brilliant.

The effect of heat was then tried, and for that purpose
a small tube containing a live Phyllirrhoe in sea water at35°C.,
was heated in the water bath ; a light was observed, at 44*^

the liglit became fixed, though pale, and was maintained
up to 61°.

Alcohol and ether fix the light, and then extinguish it

after some minutes, but so much light will never be obtained

as by using ammonia, or even a solution of caustic potash.

Having dijjped some very lively individuals, one into sul-

phuric acid, and another into nitric, I obtained not the

smallest spark, as I remarked also in the Pyrosoma. The
light of day, and even the direct rays "of the sun, in nowise
modified the phosphorescence of the Phyllirrhoes.

With the intention of trying whether the luminous matter
could be extracted from the animal I pressed some indi-

viduals in a cloth and there escaped from them, as they
were shining, a few drops of a bright liquid, which became
dark immediately, but fresh water soon made it shine afresh.

With the object of observing whether light could be
obtained, even after the death of the animal, I let a Phy-
lirrhoe dry quite naturally on a glass. The following day
the animal was already dry and fragile, and I thought of

wetting it again with fresh water. By rubbing it thus with
the finger I saw that the water which dropped from it

began to shine with a uniform dim light. As the animal
absorbed the water it became detached from the glass, and
then, on pressing and rubbing it between my fingers, dipped
into fresh water, a luminous- matter began to spread, very

like a pale cloud, which, as it dilated, soon illuminated the

whole vessel.

Another dried individual was wetted with ammonia, and a

very brilliant light was also obtained, as, too, the same result

was obtained with Phyllirrhoes, which were already in a state

of putrefaction and decomposition.

Without further reasoning on the subject, it seems to me
that after all that has been said, the following conclusions

have been arrived at

:
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1. There exists in the nervous cells of PhyllirrJioe huce-
phala a luminous matter.

2. This matter is found equally in the peripheral nervous
cells of the ordinary form, and in those of the central ganglia,

as well as in the special peripheral cells, which contain a
refringent yellow matter, soluble, to a great extent, in alcohol

and ether.

3. The light in the nervous cells is manifested during
nervous excitement; it is, however, extinguished, little by
little, to reappear after rest.

4. Whilst electricity has no apparent action on this

matter, fresh water, ammonia, potash, alcohol, ether, and
heat cause it to shine, as happens in other phosphorescent
marine animals.

5. The animal once dead or dried, or in putrefaction, this

matter can be again rendered luminous by means of fresh

water and ammonia.
From these conclusions it follows that there is no evidence

of a luminous movement, which has its seat in the nervous
matter, properly so called, but rather of a matter associated

with the nervous elements, which shines in consequence of
*' stimulus" during life, but which shines equally by means of
certain special reagents, when it is extracted from the animal,
as also after its death.

After having measured, in certain nerves, which anatomy
has not yet demonstrated, the rapidity of the propagation of
the excitement so clearly displayed by the luminous currents
in the Pennatulse and the Pyrosoma, I am gratified at having
discovered a case in which the luminous matter is so closely

united to the nerves as to form part of the ordinary gangli-
onic cells, and of the special cells in connection with the
nerves, such as are the cells of Miiller. I should be in no-
wise surprised if I or others succeeded in discovering, in many
other animals, that the nervous cells are luminous in par-
ticular cases.

I am, of course, referring to the living nervous matter. 1

have often seen tlie light of tlie brain of dead fishes, which
any one may observe in the brain of the Mullus.
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7%e Freshwater Algte 0/ Gotland awe? Oland (vjitk an
Enumeration of the Species and Remarks). By Dr. Veit
Brechkr Wittrock. Translated in Abstract, with
Notes, by William Archer, M.R.I.A.

A VALUABLE memoir {' Om Gotlands och Glands Sotvat-
tensalger'), 'On the Freshwater Algse of Gotland and
Oland' (islands in the Baltic Sea), from the pen of Dr. Veit
Brecher Wittrock, of the University of Upsala, communi-
cated to the Royal Academy of Sciences, Stockholm, so far

back as January, 1872, but which appears to have been only
recently circulated, has just come to hand. As it possesses
(notwithstanding that the algal-flora of those islands is not a
rich one) considerable, not only local but general interest,

and as the valuable remarks interspersed (with the exception
of the descriptions of new species, which are in Latin) are

in the author's native tongue, it has been thought that a

resume t\iexcoi could not but be welcome to those algologists of
this country to whom the Swedish language might be more
or less a barrier to the full employment of the original

memoir.
The author commences by remarking that, though most

departments of the natural history of these islands have been
made objects of study by distinguished naturalists, yet some
fields have hitherto remained to a considerable degree neg-
lected. One of these being that of the Freshwater Algae,

the author determined to visit the islands, and make good
that deficiency by devoting a portion of the summer (1871)
to their investigation. Their algal-flora, he remarks, might
be said, on the whole, to have been unknown, except so far as

is due to Professor Cleve's researches. These relate, however,
only to the Conjugata? of the single island of Gotland, as

set forth in his extremely valuable works, * Bidrag till kan-
nedomcn om Sveriges sotvattensalger af familjen Desmi-
dieee,' as well as his ' Forsok till en monografi ofver de
svenska arterna af algfamiljen Zygnemaceae.' The fresh-

water Algse collected by Professor Cleve in other groups
were kindly placed at Dr. Wittroek's disposal, and these,

so far as they relate to the CEdogonieae, have been already

published in Dr, Wittroek's work, " Dispositio (Edogonia-
cearum Sueciarum" (in " Ofversigt af Kongl. Vet. Akad.
Forhandl.,' Stockholm, 1870), which excellent though compa-
ratively brief record of long-continued and most exact obser-

vationSj along with his more recently published * Qidogoniaceae
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uovcc in Succia lectjc" (' JJotaniska Notiser,' 18752), are but
the precursors, it is to be earnestly lioped, of a complete and
fully illustrated monograph of this interesting group from
the practised pen and pencil of the skilled author. Dr.
Cleve's further material has been incorporated in the present
work. The island of Oland had never been hitherto visited

by any algologist.

It had been the author's desire to visit these islands about
the end of May, the best season for studying the aquatic
spring-vegetation, but circumstances prevented his under-
taking the journey till the middle of June. In consequence,
however, of the cold and rainy weather which had prevailed, he
was fortunate enough to find, on his arrival at a later period,

that the spring-vegetation was still in full vigour ; the season
was a late and cold one, and all vegetation, phanerogamous in-

cluded, was considerably retarded. Still, the season was, by and
by, favorable enough to the growth of algae, although one effect

of the late rains was to flood the larger bogs and marshes
with water, preventing access except to the margins (a state

of things which, alas ! during the past season (1872) was a
serious bar to algological as well as many other departments
of microscopical pursuits in other countries far away from
Gotland !).

The author then proceeds to describe the sorts of pools which
were best for algtej the running water he found poor in

them. He examined only two lakes, one poor, the other
rich, but he gives a number of special localities, and ex-
presses the hope of revisiting the islands to investigate the
larger water-collections and to perfect his acquaintance with
their algal-flora.

The geological nature of the islands is limestone, generally

covered by a rather thin stratum of earth, in some places

sandy, in others clayey, but always highly calcareous.

Hence, taken on the whole, the algal-flora of the islands

as a consequence is poor, both in number of individuals as

well as forms, with the exception, indeed, of Mesocarpeaj
and Diatomaceae. The latter family is omitted from the

present work, as the material collected was not worked up

;

it will doubtless, however, be made the subject of a future

communication.
The classification or arrangement of the larger groups is

not only to some extent different to that generally employed,
but certain of the species are likewise relegated to somewhat
unusual positions.

Sofarasrelatesto the arrangement and liniitationof theprin-
cipal groups, the author states that he has followed the system
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taught in his academic course of lectures by Professor J. E.
Areschoug ; whilst, as relates to the families, he has mainly
followed Nageli, de Bary, and Pringsheim. As to the Hmita-

tion of the Chlorozoosporacea?, he deviates from the other

authors to an extent such as he holds to be in accordance
with the results of the most recent morphological and
physiological researches. Perhaps the position assigned by
him to certain genera which he places here may be more or

less open to question.

The nomenclature of species and groups employed by
the author in his memoir deviates also in several instances from
that most generally current, mainly arising from his being

a staunch upholder of the " law of priority." In all cases,

when the species is itself removed to a new position, he
rightly quotes the original author within brackets, adding,

however, the name of the subsequent author under whose
auspices and owing to whose researches the transfer became
requisite or advisable.

As, however, an adequate conception of the nature of the

system adopted will be most readily conveyed by transcribing

in a consecutive form the various orders, families, and genera
from the work itself, I proceed to do so. The nomencla-
ture employed as regards the " orders " will be found suffi-

ciently self-explanatory. No doubt a considerable interest

will attach to this resume, as embodying the views of an
algologist so experienced and so thoughtful, and reflecting

too, as no doubt they do, to a great extent, those of his

feUow-countrymen who have likewise made the freshwater

algse a subject of study.

Enumeration of the Freshw^ater Algjs of Gotland
AND Oland. {Note.—The Diatomacese collected on the

journey have been left for future examination.)

Order 1.

—

OozoosporacEuE, Aresch.

Family I.

—

Coleochcetece, Nag.

Genus I.

—

Coleochcete, Br^b.

C. scutata, Breb.

;

(also a partially developed form supposed to be probably

C. irregularis, Prings.)

Family II.

—

CEdogoniea, de By.

Genus I.

—

Bulbochcete, Ag.

[Seven species found, including that curious one, B. mira-
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bills, Wittr. It would be beyond the purpose of this resume
to enumerate these, or to give the characters of the three new
species described, as this would be of little advantage with-

out the rest of the author's species, which will be made the

subject of a future monograph from his pen.]

Genus II.

—

(Edogonium, Link.

[Nineteen species, one

—

(E. nodulosum—being new, that

is, not described in the author's previous works. This is a

species Avith undulate vegetative cells, and shows very
plainly that Kiitzhig's genus Cymatonema has no proper
foundation. Besides the nineteen species thoroughly iden-

tified, some others were found either sterile or with imperfect

fructification, and hence must be left undetermined. As re-

gards any enumeration of the species or special observations

thereon by the author, the above remark equally applies here.]

Order II.

—

Vaucheriaceje, Aresch.

Family I.— Vaucheriece, Decaisne.

Genus I.— Vaucheria, d. c.

Two species, V. geminata and hamata.

[Though so distinct in structure of phycoma and in details

of reproductive organization, still, taken in the strict sense

of the word, the Vaucheriea; would appear to be equally

entitled to be regarded as Chlorozoosporaceous as the

members of Order III following; in many of the latter,

indeed, zoospores do not seem yet to have been observed.]

Order III.

—

Chlorozoosporace-e, Aresch.

Family I.

—

Cheetophorece (Harv.), Hass.

Genus I.

—

Draparnaldia, Bory.

D. plumosa and glomerata (Vauch.), Ag.

Genus II.

—

Chatophora, Schrank.

Ch. cornu-dama (Roth), Ag. (= Ch, endivicefoUa, Auct.),

Ch. pachydenna, n. s., Wittr., Ch. elegans and Ch. pisiformis

(Roth), Ag.

Genus III.

—

Herposteiron, Nag.

H. repens (Braun) = Ajihanochate repens, Braun.

Family II.

—

Confervece (Ag.), Wittr.

Genus 1.

—

Hormiscia (Fries), Aresch.

(= L7o//(/7ci', Auct. Three species.)
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Genus II.— Cladophora, Kiitz.

C. glomerata and C.fracta, Kiitz.

Genus III.

—

Microspora, Thuret.

(Two species.)

Family III.

—

Tetrasporea (Nag.).

(The author would exclude from this family the genera

Porphyridium and Polyedrium.)

Genus I.— Oocardium, Nag.

0. stratum, Nag.

(The author finds this alga established epiphytically upon
Zonotrichia calcarea; as ordinarily known, though met Avith

on other alga?, it grows upon stones. The plant found by
the author differs somewhat from Nageli's figure (' Gatt. einz.

Algen,' t. 3 a), in not only the top cells, but also the remaining

ones containing chlorophyll.) [But quere the correct location

of this plant under Chlorozoosporacea^, or, in other words,

under an Order founded on the occurrence of zoospores, for

there does not seem to exist any record of a mode of develop-

ment in Oocardium otherwise than by self-division of the

cells ; still the propagation by zoospores may be jDOssible.]

Genus II.

—

Palmodictyon, Kiitz.

P. viride, Kiitz.

Genus III.

—

Tetraspora, Link.

T. ea^planata, Ag. , T.gelatinosa (Vauch.), T.lubricaiJ^oth), Ag.

Genus IV.

—

Palmella (Lyngb.), Nag.

P. m,miata, Leiblein,

Genus V.

—

Schizochlamys, Braun.

S. gelatinosa, Braun.

Genus VI.

—

Nephrocytium, Nag.

N, Agardkianum, majus, Nag.

[Quere the propriety of the position of this plant here at

all any more than Polyedrium, under the order Chlorozoo-
sporaceae or under Fam. Tetrasporese ? The contents of the

very thick-w'alled parent cell seem to divide into two, four,

or eight (or more) young cells within the primary membrane,
of considerable thickness, which, pari jjassu with their growth
expands and finally disappears, setting free the young group
of cells, which do not, as far as appears known, seem to
" swarm." Quere, too, if the two forms referred to here be.
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Strictly speaking, f^enerically distinct from Oocystis (Braun),

Nag., ? to which tlie foregoing description of the mode of

growth applies; very much the same, too, in Polyedrium,

tliough the young cells appear to he more numerous. No
Oocystis was met with in Gotland.]

Genus VII.

—

Raphidium, Kiitz.

R. fasciculatum, Nag.

[= Ankistrodesmns , Auct. Again quere the right place of

this plant under Chlorozoosporaceaj ?]

Family IV.

—

Pedlastrece (Nag.)

The author would place under this family the genera

Hydrodictyo7i and Staurogenia ; [neither, however, seem to

have occurred in Gotland.]

Genus I.

—

Pediastrum, Meyen.

[Five species : P. biradiatum, tetras, duplex^ Boryanum,

integrum^

Genus II.

—

Scenedesmus, Meyen.

Three species : S. quadricauda, acutus, obtusus— [quere

chlorozoosporaceous ?]

Genus III.

—

Cwlastrum, Nag.

S. cubicum, S. spharicum, Nag.

[Quere chlorozoosporaceous ?]

Genus IV.

—

Sorastrum, Kutz.

S. spinulosum, Nag.
[Quere chlorozoosporaceous ?]

Family V.

—

C/iaraciea (Nag.)

[In this family the author unites Hydrocytium and Codio-

hun, but would exclude Cyslococcus, Dactylococcus, Botryo-

cystis, and Gonium.l

Genus I.— Ophiocytium, Nag.

Two species, O. arbuscula, Braun (= Sciadium arbuscula,

Auct.), O cochleare (Eichwald), Braun.

Genus II.— Characium, Braun.

C. ornithocephalum, Braun.

Family VI.

—

Protococcem (Menegh.)

Here the author would include Polyedrium, and would
exclude Cnjptococcus and sojne species of Protococcus and
Chlorococcus, Auct.
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Genus I.

—

Polyedrium, Niig.

Four species : P. enorme (Ralfs) de Bary, P. tetraedricum,

Niig., P. majus, Reinsch, P. mnticum, Braun, and a new
species, very large, irregularly 5- or rarely 6-hedral, and
sides concave

—

P. gigas, n. s., Wittr. [This is doubtless the

same plant as that exhibited at the meeting of Dublin Micro-

scopical Club, by myself (' Quart. Journ. Micr. 8ci.,' vol.

XI, N. S., p. 96), but not named by me. Quere, if this

genus be chlorozoosporaceous ?]

Family VII.— Volvocinea (Ehr.).

Genus I.— Volvox (L.), Ehr.

V. globator (L.), Miill., Ehr.

Genus II.

—

Pandorhia (Bory ).

P. morum, Ml'iU.

Genus III.

—

Eudorina, Ehr.

E. elegans, Ehr.

Genus IV.

—

Goriium (.Miill.), Ehr.

G. pectorule, Miill., Ehr.

Order IV.

—

CoxjugatjE, de By.

Family I.

—

Mesocarpea, de By.

[The observations of the author on the species falling

under this Order are so interesting and important, that the

best course is not to curtail or condense what he has given
ns, but to offer a translation of it as it stands

:]

" As is known, the Mesocarpese have been divided by
authors into the following genera :

—

Staurospermum, Kiitz.,

Mesocarpus, Hass., Craterospernum, Braun, Pleurocarpus,

Braun, Spharospermum, Cleve, and Plagiospermum, Cleve.

Of these, at least three, namely, Mesocarpus, Siaurospermum,
and Plagiospermum, have been generally regarded as in a

high degree natural and well grounded as being based on
physiological characters, drawn from the dissimilar course of
the formation of the spores. Seeing, then, that these cha-

racters have been regarded by all algologists as specially

important and good, and hitherto, indeed, have been always
found perfectly constant, it could not but be in a high degree
surprising to find a form of Mesocarpese {Mougeotia calcarea

(Cleve) nobis) in which the formation of the spores

takes place in all the different modes which are regarded
as characteristic of .the different genera of the family.
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Under the circumstances that a species of Mesocarpeae has
now been found, which unites in itself the characters of all

the genera which have been regarded as most certain and
best circumscribed, there appears scarcely any other course

possible but to combine them all into one genus. This I

have ventured to do below, and as regards the name for it,

it seems to me that I ought to use C. A. Agardh's generic

name, published in 1824

—

Mougeotia—under which he com-
prehended all the then known forms of Mesocarpeie, which
represent at least two of the groups subsequently established

as special genera, and these just the two most distinct, Stau-

rosjiermutn, Kiitz., and Mesocai'pus, Ilass."

Genus I, Mougeotia (Ag., 1824), nob.

Characters the same as those of the Family (Ag., ' Syst.

Alg.,' p. xxvi, char, emend. ; non de Bary, ' Untersuch. iib.

d. Conj.,' p. 78).
" According to what has been above mentioned, the forma-

tion of the spores in Mougeotiea? takes place in three dif-

ferent ways. (1) The spoi-e may be formed by the tripar-

tition of the cell resultingfrom the coi)jugation,and two sterile

cells are then produced beside it, which, in transverse con-

jugation, while more or less parallel in regard to mutual posi-

tion, become separated from one another by the spore {in

orig. PI. 3, f. 1 m, and PI. 2, f. 1 and 2 m, m'j ; on the other

hand, in longitudinal conjugation (that is, taking place

between two cells belonging to the same filament and abut-

ting on one another), the sterile cells are not separated by the

spore, but are persistently united directly with one another,

as well as arranged in a direct line (PI. 3, f. 1 pr). Thus
takes place the formation of the s])ore in Mesocarpns-, Cra-
terospermum- and P/eurocarpus-iorms. (2) The spore may
be formed through the quadripartition of the conjugation-

cell, whereby three sterile cells are formed besides the

spore, which in transverse conjugation (the only mode which
has been observed in this case, although longitudinal conjuga-

tion is indeed conceivable) become separated from one another

by the spore, and are disposed two at one side of it, and one
at the other (PI. 2, f. 2 pg, and f. 4 pg). Such is the con-

dition in Plagiospermum, Cleve. (3) The spore may occur

by quinqucpartition of, in this case, the always cruciate or

H-shaped conjugation-cell; four sterile cells are formed
around, and mutually separated by the spore, and
arranged two on each side (PI. 3, f. 5, and PI. 2, f. 1

and 2 s, s', s"). Only transverse conjugation is in this case
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possible. Such a spore-formation takes place in the species

of the groups ritaurospernium, Kiitz., and Sph(erospermum,
Cleve. Since in all the known species of the genus Moti-
geotia, with a single exception, the formation of spores occurs

in each individual species exclusively in one of the three

modes just described, I have regarded it as expedient to

divide the species into three groups, each group charac-

terised by its particular mode of spore-formation, adding a

fourth to receive Moiujeotia calcarea (Cleve) nob. and the

species which may possibly be discovered in the future, in

which the formation of the spores takes place, in one as

well as in others of the three modes referred to. To pre-

serve all the six old genera above enumerated of Meso-
carpefc as primary subdivisions of Moiujeotia (Ag.), nobis,

has appeared to me to be less suitable, since the characters

which separate these so-called genera from each other are of

very unlike, and in certain cases of rather subordinate, value."

[The author docs not omit to take notice of the fact that

the revived, and thus very comprehensive, genus proposed
by him under the old name Mouyeotia would, so far as the

name is concerned, come into conflict Avith the well-grovmded
and interesting genus Mouyeotia, de Bary (non Ag.) (see

De Bary's ' Untersuch. ueber die Fam. der Conjugaten,' p.

78, also ' Quart. Journ. Micr. Sci.,' vol. VI, N. S., p. 268,

and vol. VII, PI. VIII, figs. 1, 2, 3), and in a note he sug-

gests the name Debarya for that genus, in honour of Professor

A. de Bary, a proposal which, under any circumstances, would
be, Avithout doubt, carried by the universal acclamation of

all algologists.]

Section I.

—

Mouyeotia; mesocarpica.

Spore formed by the tripartition of the pair of conjugated

cells (= 31esoca7'2ms, Hass., Craterosjjermum, Braun, and
Pleurocarpus, Braun).

1. M. mirabilis, Braun, M. genujiexa, Auct.

[Characters, p. 36, with the following remarks by the

author]

:

" No accurate description of this fine species having

previously been given, I have here endeavoured to present

one. The actual conjugation productive of the forma-

tion of the spore in this species is almost always longi-

tudinal; very rarely is it in the ordinary way, or trans-

verse. The transverse conjugation which very often indeed

occurs here is but an apparent one ; the cells have grown
together with one another in the ordinary way, but there is no

VOL. XIII. NEW SEK. I
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fusion of the cells so grown together or resorption of the

septa in the canal of conjugation takes place, nor any
formation of spores. The formation of spores without re-

sori)tion of the septum between the conjugating cells has,

on the other hand, been observed by A. liraun as an ex-

ce])tional case in longitudinal conjugation, and there are

then formed two spores opposite to one another, one on each

side of the septum (PL 3, f. 2). This mode of formation of

spores strongly calls to mind the condition in certain Desmi-
dieiv,e.(/. Chsterium lineatum ,'E\\x

.
, and Cylindrocystis diplo-

spora, Lundell."

[The probably abnormal case adverted to here by Dr.

AVittrock we venture to think has only an aj^parent, not a

real, parallel in the Desmidieee cited by him. In Chsterium

lineatum (also CyJ. diplospora, Lundell, as well as others, e. g.

Penium didymocarpum, Tjundell, Spirotania condensata, &c.)

an actual and true conjugation takes place : the contents of

the two parent-cells become divided into two equal portions,

the two opposite moieties of the contents of each neighbouring

parent-cell mutually conjugating, each with the correspond-

ing moiety of the other, and two separate, more or less

closely juxtaposed spores resulting, whereas in the abnormal

case referred to in M. mirabilis no transfusion of the contents,

segmented or otherwise, of distinct cells takes place—it can-

not be accomplished, owing to the barrier offered by the still

existent septum in the canal. Similar abortive efforts at con-

jugation, due to the same cause, are sometimes seen in various

genera of Conjugate.]
" The Gotland, or u])on the whole, the Swedish forms of

the species in question, appear, judging from authors' descrip-

tions, to be somewhat variable, from the silence touching the

form of the spores. By Braun the spores are said to be

nearly globular, and by de Bary globular or oval, whilst in

one form they are always more or less angular, namely,

either cubico-globular or short cylindrical, with a gentle

thickening at the middle."

2. M. scalaris, Hass,, var. /3.

[The author figures a conjugated examjile in which the

connecting canal is excessively long, being, instead of about

the same length as the diameter of the cell or less, here

m;iny tunes longer. He seems inclined to suggest the pos-

sibility of this condition having been due to the collection

lying several days in wet moss before being examined, as if

the exceptional treatment might have brouglit about the ex-

ceptional condition to Avhich he draws attention.]

3. M. intricata (Hass.).
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4. M. meyaspora, n. s.

(Uoscription on page 38.) [The author remarks as follows :]

" This species is distinguished by its large sjiores as well as

by its long and, even when conjugated, straight cells. Of
previously known forms, it calls most to mind Cleve's M. num-
muloides, Avhich certainly is not the same as Hassall's species

of the same name. The likeness to M. nummuloides , Clcve, is

so great that I scarcely hesitate to identify both these forms."

5. M. Gotlandica, Wittr. { — Mesocarpus Gotlandicus,

Cleve).

[This species not certainly identified, as the examples found
had not mature spores.]

6. M. parvula, Hass.

Section 2.

—

Mougeotice jjlagiospermicce.

Spores foi'med by quadripartition of the ludr of conjugated

cells= Playiospermum, Cleve

.

No species appertaining here has been found in this dis-

trict. The only hitherto known species, indeed, belonging

here is Mougeotia tenuis (Cleve), Wittr. \^=^ Playiospermum
tenue, Cleve].

Section o.

—

Mouyeotia staurospermicce.

Sjjores formed by quinquepartition of the pair of conju-

gated cells {= Staurospej'mu7n, Kiitz., and Sph(e7'ospermum,

Cleve).

7. M. viridis (Kiitz.) (= /S. viride, Kutz.).

8. M. yracUlima (Hass.) {=^S. yracillimum, Auct.).

9. M. eleyantula, n. s.

(Description on page 40.) [The author remarks :]
" Amongst

all known Mesocarperc this is the most minute. The width
of the cells in M. yracillima (Hass.), and M. parvula, Hass.,

var. tenuissima, de Bary, which otherwise are the most
slender forms, always exceeds 5j micromillimeters ; here it

hardly reaches 4^ micromillimeters. Otherwise the most
marked character of the species lies in the fact that the part

of the spore enclosed by the mesosporium (when seen in the

ordinary position) is almost perfectly quadrate, and without

the slightest concavity at the sides. All the nearly related

species have the sides of the mesosporium more or less

hollowed in, with the exception only of M. quadrata (Hass.),

which, however, is easily distinguished by its comparatively

considerable size, and by its distinctly minutely scrobiculate

mesosporium."
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Section 4.

—

Mout/eotia polymorj)h<B.

Spores formed by tri- or quudri- or quinquepartition of the

pair of conju(jated cells.

10. M. calcarea (Clcve), "Wittr. {= Sphcerospermum cal-

careum, Cleve).

[Description on page 40. The foUoAving are the author's

remarks on this most remarkable form :]
" In the whole of

the freshwater algec hardly any species has been found which
possesses to so high a degree the power of variation as this.

As well in regard to the mode of formation of the spores as to

their form (to say nothing of their size and the length of the

vegetative cellsj, there occurs, indeed, here the greatest

possible polymorphism.
" The formation of the spores occurs in most cases as in

the Staurospermum-group, or by quinquepartition of the cru-

ciate cell formed by the conjugation (in orig. plate 2, fig. 1,

2, 3, s, s' , s"). The spores are most frequently angular,

sometimes of strictly Staurospermum-figure (f. 2, s), but

ordinarily, angular-globular (f. 1 and 3, s), or oval-globular

(f. 1, s') ; in others, again, of quite irregular outline, for ex-

ample, rounded on one half and on the other angular like

Staurospermum (f. 1, s"). This mode of formation of the

spores is that which has been observed by Cleve in this species,

and in combination with a more or less globular form of the

spores, as well as a coloured mesosporium, has been regarded

as affording the characters to establish the genus Spharo-
spermum. Next to the mode of formation of the spores by
quinquepartition, as in Staurospermum, the formation by tri-

partition of spores, as in Mesocarpus, is the most usual (f. 1

and 2, rn, m'). The spores are here almost always globular,

but exhibit variation even here in the respect that they

sometimes occupy only the conjugation-canal, but most fre-

qvxently, even a part of the original space of the conjugating

cells (f. 1, m'). Least usual is the spore-formation in the

Plagiospermum-mode by quadripartition. This occurs, how-
ever, most frequently under the form shown at fig. 2, p, less

often, as at fig. 4,yj, in a mode which, as to its details, calls to

mind Playlospermum tenue, Cleve. The form of the spores

is along Avith this variable—oval, angular-globular, or almost

quite globular.
" In this species theie occur thus all the different modes of

spore-formation, and almost all the forms of spores, which are

regarded as characteristic of the various genera of Mesocarpeac
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established by authors, and it forms therefore the connectiii"'

link which combines them all into one genus.
" But it is not enough tliat the spores in this species may

be formed in any of the three modes mentioned, for a fourth
mode occurs which, however, must doubtless be regarded as

abnormal. Spores, or at least spore-like cells (Avhether they
have power to germinate is not yet discovered), are some-
times formed without conjugation by the instrumentality of
a single cell (analogous to the condition in Zygnema mirabile,

Hass.). And the species even here evinces its power of varia-

tion, for the cell divides sometimes into three daughter-cells,

of which the middle one becomes spore-like (fig. 7, s),

in Mougeotia quadrata (Hass.), Prof, de Bary has observed
quite a similar mode of spore-formation {' Untersuch. lib. d.

Conj.,' p. 22). Or it becomes divided into tivo daughter cells,

of which one, the spore-like, occupies a projection from the

side, as it were a conjugation-outgrowth (f. 8 m); the first

is without doubt to be regarded as an abortive effort to

Staurospermum-conjugation, the latter to Mesocarpus-eon-
jugation. Another abnormal case, which may deserve to be
mentioned, is that sometimes three cells, and not two only,

conjugate with one another (f. 5) ; the spore-formation has
in this case shown itself to take place by quinquepartition
of the conjugated cell."

[The discovery of this remarkably curious and most unex-
pected alga must no doubt be considered by algologists as

highly interesting, and the account will no doubt kindle a

general desire to find and to examine so perplexing a form.

Still, seeing that at least the species falling under the genera
Mesocarims, Hass., Staurospermum, Kiitz., and (probably,

too, Plagiospei'mum, Cleve) are so universal, so marked, so

characteristic, and so constant, it does seem a hard case to

relinquish them as genera (we are by no means compelled to

do so as species), and we might venture to suggest that the

difficulty might have been possibly escaped by leaving those

genera intact, and instituting a new genus (under some such
name as " Allospermum," or " Heterospermum"), for the

recejDtion of the extraordinary form, M. calcarea, described

by Dr. Wittrock. It must be conceded (and we have
thought so ere now) that the form of the spore is not suf-

ficient ground for the distinction of genera, and therefore

that Craterospermwn and SphaBrospermum could not be justly

regarded as natural genera, hoAvever individually specifi-

cally autonomous the forms may be for which those genera
were instituted. But the genera Mesocarpus, Plagiospermum,
and Staurospermum do not depend on the figure of the spore,
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but on the plan of spore-formation, that is, whether by tri-,

quadri-, or quinque partition of the conjugation-eclh Noav,

the species falling under the revived (but far more compre-

hensive genus than when established by Agardhj Mouyeotia

have to be divided by ])r. Wittrock himself into four sections,

founded on the mode of s))ore-formation, for the purpose of

facilitating the discrimination of the individual species, that

is to say, into groups distinguished by the circunifstance

whether during spore-formation the conjugation-cell be con-

stantly divided into three, four, or five (the middle one being

the idtimate spore), or whether all these modes be combined
in the one species. Of this latter section Dr. Wittrock looks

forward (we may gather from his words) to finding other

species besides M. calcarea. Now these four groups oi- cate-

gories, falling under the proposed broader genus Motigeotia,

Wittr., are precisely equivalent to, and are neither more nor

less than the smaller genera Mesocarpus, Playiospermum, and
Staurospermum (as generally understood), as well as a '^new"
one, with as yet one species only

—

M, calcarea. Would it

not then disturb our conceptions less, facilitate reference

more, and equally meet the requirements of the case, to do as

is here very deferentially suggested, rather than to upset an
existing and universally understood nomenclature ( It must
be unnecessary to recal the fact that Mouyeotia, de Bary, is

quite a different thing, and Dr. Wittrock's proposed name
Deharya for that genus would most fittingly honour a justly

renowned algologist, and remove any chance of confusion of

that genus with Mouyeotia, Ag. (in any sense), although, if

the modern genera composing the broader genus Mouyeotia,
Wittr., were still to stand, the name instituted in honour of

Mougeot would fall to the ground (unless retained for

M. calcarea), and it was just Prof, de Bary's regret at the

fact that caused him to wish to perpetuate it, even though it

was in an altered sense ; a step, hoAvever, to some extent

calculated to lead to confusion and ambiguity.]

[The author adds that he had foxmd a sterile Mesocarpus-
form of quite unusual dimensions. The diameter of the

vegetative cells reached 35 to 40 micromillimeters ; it was
also distinguished by the circumstance that the starch-

granidcs did not lie in a straight, but a zig-zag, line ; and
he thinks it is probably an undescribcd species.]
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Family II.

—

Zygnemece (Menegh.), De By.

Genus I.

—

Sirogonium, Kiitz,

[The author says :]
'' Since the essential character of this

genus aj^pears to me to lie in the fact that the cells of the

conjugating filaments are of two kinds, namely, fructifi-

cative, which by conjugation produce spores, and vegetative,

which always remain sterile, I have without hesitation re-

ferred hither Cleve's By'irogyra punctata, notwithstanding
that the details of the process in the formation of tlie fruc-

tificative cells are not known in this species. Cleve has

already (in his 'Monograph of theZygnemese,' p. 23) suggested
its transfer to the genus Sirogonium"

1. S. punctatum (Cleve), Wittr. {Sjnrogyra punctata, Cleve).

[The author continues :] "A peculiarity which deserves re-

mark is that the conjugating cells in this species are almost
never of like size. Tiie cell in which the spore is formed,

or the female, is, as a rule, notably longer than the male. In
this the species calls to mind S. stictitum, Kiitz., in which
the dissimilarity between the female and the male cells is

even more conspicuous.^'

Genus II.

—

Spirogyra, Link.

1. S. bellis (Hass.).

2. S. majuscula, Kiitz.

3. S. adnata (Vauch.), Kvitz. := S. hyalina, Cleve.

[The author writes :]
" The agreement between Conjugata

adnata, Vauch, and Spb'ogyra hyalina, Cleve, is so great that

I do not hesitate to regard them as identical. They re-

semble each other, not only in the diameter of the vegetative

cells, the form of the spores, and other essential characters,

but even in regard to the character of habit depending on
the fact that the filaments are always in a high degree

mucous."
4. S. porticalis (Vauch.), Cleve.

5. S. condensata (Vauch.), Kiitz.

[The author states :]
" This and the foregoing stand very

close to one another. Amongst those Spirogyra-forms col-

lected (at ' Rosendal ') there were found some as to which I

could not definitely decide how far they ought to be referred

to one or other species."

6. S. communis, Hass. (= /S. longata, Kiitz.).

[The author's remarks hereupon are as follows :]
'' This

species is regarded by Kiitzing and Cleve, and several of the
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later autliors, as Vauchci's Conjiujala loiujala. A closer ex-

amination of Vaiicher's description and fit^ures leads one to

understand that that author had before him quite a different

species (see observation immediately below). Variable as

is indeed SjAroyyra lonyata, Auct., it has never, however,

been obseived with tlie spore-bearing cells so wholly with-

out inflation, and, compared with the spores, so long as

Vaueher (loc. cit.) describes and figures them."
7. -S\/?«ry« (Hass.), Kiitz.

S. S. longata (Vauch.), AVittr.

[The author remarks :]
" If the name Conjugata lonyata,

A'aueh., can be applied to any species, without doubt it ought

to be to this one. In it there occur long, not inflated, spore-

bearing cells. The agreement in regard to other essential

characters, such as the dimensions and the form of the

spores, are indeed found here."

9. S. suhventricosa (Hass.), Wittr. /3. inequalis (Hass.),

Wittr.

[The author Avrites :]
" Evident intermediate forms be-

tween a and /3, which tAvo I had formerly considered as dis-

tinct species, were observed (at 'Burge'). In the same
place was observed the form Hilseana, Rabenh., -distinguished

by the two chlorophyll-bands in the cells."

10. S. inflata (Vauch.), Rabenh.
11. S. tenuissima (Hass.), Kiitz.

Genus III.

—

Zygnema (Ag.), de By.

1. Z. stellinum (Vauch.), Ag.
2. Z. cruciatuni (Vauch.), Ag.
3. Z. immersiim (Hass.), Wittr.

[The author remarks here:] ''In 'Observations on Mou-
geotiae,' Hassall, in 1843, described amongst others two new
Zygnemeoc, one under the name Tyndaridea immersa, the

other under the name T. conspicua. Subsequently, in 'Brit.

Freshw. Algae,' he reversed the nomenclature of these two
species, so that he names the species T. conspicua, which he
had formerly called T. immersa, and vice versa. Since no
valid grounds were adduced by him, nor do they exist for

this procedure, one is not justified, as some authors have
done, in paying attention to this alteration of name."

4. Z. cyanosporum, Cleve.

[The author mentions that he found a form with immature
spores, possibly referable to Z. leiospermuni, de By.]
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Family III.

—

Desmidiece (Kiitz.), de By.

Genus I.

—

Desmidium (Ag,).

D. Swarlzii, Ag.

Genus II.

—

Sphcerozosma, Corda.

S. excavatum, Ralfs.

Genus III.

—

Hyalothecu (Elir.), Kiitz.

H. dissiliens (Smith), Breb.

Genus IV . —Micrasterias (Ag.), non Ehr.

M. Cruw-melitensis (Ehr.).

Genus V.

—

Euastrum (Ehr.), Ralfs.

1. E. verrucosum (Ehr.)

%. E. peciinaium, Breb.

/3. brachylobum, n. v., Wittr. (Descr. on p. 48).

3. E. eleguns (Breb.).

4. E. binale, Ralfs.

/3. insulare, n. v., Wittr. (Descr. on p. 49).

y. angustatum, n. v., Wittr. (Descr. on p. 50).

Genus VI.

—

Staurastrum (Meyen).

1. St.furcigerum, Breb.

2. St. -pseudofurciyerum^ Reinsch.

3. St. senarium (Ehr.).

4. St. cyrtocerum, Breb.

5. St. polymorphum, Breb.

j3. subgracile, n. v., Wittr. (Descr. on p. 51).

6. St. hexacerum (Ehr.).

/3. Ralfs.

y. semicirculare, n. v., Wittr. (Descr. on p. 52).

7. St. alternans, Breb.

8. St. stnolatum (Nag.)

.

j3. oekmdicum, n. v., Wittr. (Descr. on p. 52).

9. St. tetracerum (Kiitz.).

10. St. Brebissoyiii, Archer.
11. St. pygmaum, 'Breb.

12. St. punctulaticjn, 'Breb.

13. St. lave, Ralfs.

14. St. cuspidatum, Breb.
15. St. dejectum, Breb.

j3. apiculatum (Breb.), Lundell.
16. St, orbiculare (Ehr.).
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Genus VII.

—

Arthrodesmus (Ehr.).

A. ? glaucescens, Wittr.

[Doubtless, if Dr. Wittrock had had the opportunity of

withdrawing this form as relegated to this genus, lie would
have done so, as he now would acquiesce in its being more
correctly referable to Tetrapedia (Rcinsch.), char, mut.. Arch.
It is identical with Tetrapedia Reinschiana, Arch. (' Quart.

Journ. Mic. Sci.,' vol. XII, N. S., pp. ^Q9. and 364, PI. XXI,
%s^ 11, 12, and 13).]

Genus VIII.

—

Cosmarium (Corda).

1. C. biretum, Breb.

52. C. Turpinii, Breb.

3. C ornatum, Ralfs.

4. C conspersum, Ralfs.

j3. rotundatum, n. s., Wittr.

5. C tetraophthalmum (Kiitz.), Breb.

/3. Lundellii, n. v., Wittr. (Descr., p. 56).

y. Denotarisii, n. v., Wittr.

6. C. Botrytis (Bory), Menegh.

/3. subtumidum, Aresch.

7. C. margaritiferum (Turp.), Menegh.
8. C. Portianum, Arch.

/3. nephroideum, n. v., Wittr. (Descr. on p. 57).

9. C. punctulatum, Breb.

10. C speciosum, Lundell.

11. C. Wittrockii, Lundell.

/3. amjulare, n. v., Wittr.
IS. C. cakareum, n, s., Wittr. (Descr. on p. 58).

13. C, undulatum, Corda.

/3. crenulatum (Niig.), Wittr.

y. minutmn, Wittr.

14. C. Meneghinii, Breb.

|3. angulosum (Breb.), Rabcnh.
15. C. connatum, Breb.

16. C. momliforme (Turp.), Ralfs.

/3. Ralfs.

17. C. Holmiense, Lundell.

/3. integrum, Lund.
18. C, pyramidatum, Breb.
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19. C pseiulopyramidatum, Lund,
20. C. Gotlandicum, n. s., Wittr. (Descr. on p. 60).

21. C. granatum, Breb.

22. C pygmmim, Archer.

23. C. turgidum, Breb.

24. C. De Baryii, Arch.
25. C. cucumis, Corda.

Genus IX.

—

Pleurotanium, Niig.

1. P. nodidosum (Breb.), de By.
2. P. truncatum (Breb.), Nag.
3. P. trabecida (Ehr.), Niig.

j3. crassum, n. v., Wittr. (Descr. on p. 62).

4. P. maximum (Reinsch), Lund.
j3. subclavatum, n. v. (Descr. on p. 63).

Genus X.

—

Gonatozygon, de By.

G. monotaniwn, dc By. (= G. Ralfsii, de By., Docidium
asperum, Ralfs).

Genus XL

—

Closterium, Nitzsch.

1. C. Ehrenbergii, Menegh.
2. C. moniliferum (Bory), Ehr.

3. C. Leibleinii, Kiitz.

4. C. rufipes, Ehr.
5. C. acuminatum, Kiitz.

6. C. Venusf Kiitz.

T. C. incurvum, Breb.

j3 majus, n. v., Wittr.

8. C. attenuatum, Ehr.

9. C. Pritchardianum, Arch.
10. C. strigosum, Breb.

11. C. rostratum, Ehr.

12. C. pronum, Breb.

13. C. /me«, Perty.

14. C. acutum, Breb.

15. C. subtile, Breb.

Genus XII.

—

Cylindrocystis, Menegh.

1. C. crassa, de Bary.

Genus XII.

—

Penium (Breb.), de By.

1. P. conspersw7i, n. s., Wittr. (Descr., p. 66).

2. P. lamellosum, Breb,

3. P. Jenneri, Ralfs.
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[The cnimunatioii of tlic Family Desmidica? is intcr-

S])('rsc{l by some critieal observations which are not transhited,

as I liope to take up not only this author's but also Cleve's

and Lundcll's communications on some future occasion.]

Order V.— PiiYcociiuoMopuYCETii (Kiitz.), Kabenh.

Family I.

—

Scytonemea (Kiitz.).

Genus I.

—

Scytonema, Ag.

S. turicense, Niig.

Genus II.

—

Tolypothrix, Kiitz.

T. tejiuis, Kiitz.

Family II.

—

Rivulariece, Harv.

Genus I.

—

Zonotrichia, J. Ag.

1. Z. alpi?ia (Kutz.).

2. Z. calcarea, Rabenh.

Family III.

—

Nostocem (Menegh.), Kutz.

Genus I.

—

Nostoc, Vauch.

1. N. margaritaceum, Kiitz,

j3 moniliforme, n. v., Wittr. (Descr., p. 68).

2. N. papyraceum, Ag.

3. A^. commune, Vauch.
4. N. rupestre, Kiitz.

5. N. sphceroides, Kiitz.

Family IV.

—

Oscillariete (Ag.).

Genus I.

—

Lynghya, Ag.

L. cincinnata, Kiitz.

Genus II.

—

Phormidium, Kiitz.

Ph. subfuscum, (Ag.), Kiitz.

Genus III.— Oscillaria, Bory.

1. O. mq/or, Vauch.

/3 margaritifera, Kiitz.

2. O. (eragineo-cccrulea, Kiitz.

Gi-nus IV.

—

Hypheothrix (Kiitz.), Rabenh.

1. //. vulpina, Kiitz.

B tumida, n. s., Wittr. (Dcscr. on p. 69).
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Family IV.

—

(Jhroococcacece, Niig.

Genus I.

—

Merismopoidia, Meyen.

M. glauca, Nag.

Genus II.

—

Gomphosph<eria, Kiitz.

G. aponina, Kutz.

Genus III.

—

Chroococcus, Nag.

C. turyidus, Niig.

The total number of frcslnvatcr algae observed in Gotland
and Oland amounts thus to only 192 species.

From the preceding enumeration it will be seen that of the
highest groups of the freshwater algee the Families Hilden-
brandtica^, Lemancee, Batrachospermese, and Chantransiesc,

there here occur no rejiresentativcs. The same is the case

with the Oozuosporaceous family, Sphjcropleeee, as well
as the Chlorozoosporaceous families, Ulvca? [Prasiola,

Monostroma) , and Chroolepida;. Further, the Coleochteteae

are very scantily represented. Q^dogoniecc occur more
copiously, yet not at all in great abundance ; twenty-six
species being found. The total number known for the
whole of Sweden is, according to Dr. Wittrock, seventy-

seven (most of which probably occur in suitable situations in

other countries— a point, it is hoped, capable of gradual
elucidation by observers when Dr. AYittrock's forthcoming
monograph is at their command). The most general, or
perha])s more correctly, least rare species of the genus
(Edogonium, Link, the author mentions to be (E. rostellatum,

Prings., and of Bidbochate, Ag., B. mirabilis, Wittr. Of
the last-named genus the otherwise general species, B. seii-

geru, Ag.. and B. intermedia, de By., seem to be wanting.
Of the species furnished with oval oosj)ores, only B. rectan-

gularis, Wittr., was met wdth. Vaucherieae are very rare.

Of Chaetophoreffi are met with the ordinary Chtetophora

species, Draparnaldiea? more rare, and Stigeoclonia are want-
ing altogether. The author mentions that amongst Conferveie
Cladophora fracta, Vahl., is the only general one, that Tetra-

sporea3 are all rare, and Pediastrese seem to flourish better

than the other Chlorozoosporaceac, Pediastrum Boryanum,
Turp., Scenedesmus obtusus, Meyen, and Coelastrum sphce-

ricum, Nag., being sufficiently general. Characiea? and Proto-
cocceae are few ; Volvocineae comparatively numerous ; of
Chax^Qxe^jOjihiocTjtium cochleare, Eichwald, is pretty general.

The Mesocarpeaj evidently do not belong to the Algae

upon which water strongly imbued with lime acts inju-
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riously. The conditions rather appear to be the reverse.

They occur, says the author, especially in Gotland, almost

everywhere and in great abundance, but being seldom met
with spores, the species most frequently could not ])e deter-

mined. Still, the number of forms fully identified are suffi-

ciently considerable, justifying the opinion that the Meso-
carpca; are not only more general and also more rich in forms

than in the rest of Sweden. They may be regarded, in-

deed, as the most characteristic feature of the algal-flora of

these islands. Cleve's ' Monograph' contains for the whole
of Sweden an equal number of species as have been observed

in Gotland alone.

The Zygnemeee are not nearly so general, and the number
of species proportionately less. The largest species of Spiro-

yyra, S. setiformis, Roth., and S. p7'inccps, Vauch., which
elsewhere are not rare, have not been observed here.

Notwithstanding that the Desmidieoe discovered reach the

number of seventy-five, this family must be regarded as the

most scantily represented. Lundcll's ' Monograph ' makes
the total number of known Swedish species as many as 325.

Doubtless, three or four times as many species would have
been found in any fiivorable locality of the same extent on
the mainland if searched Avith the same degree of care.

Some of the genera are altogether absent ; such are Bamhu-
sina, Kiitz. {= Didy)noprkmi, Kiitz., in part), Xanthidium,

Ehr., Tetmemorus , Ralfs, and Spirotcenia, Breb. Some are

apparently but scantily represented, as Micrasterias,A^. (with

a single species only, and that in but a single locality), also

Euastrum, Ehr. Others are somewhat richer in forms, and
in this regard the genera Cosmarmm, Corda, Staurastrum,

Meyen, and Closterium, Nitzsch, stand in the foremost place.

The following species may be considered as general :

—

Euastrum binale, Turp., /3 insulare, Wittr. ; HyaJotheca dis-

siliens, Sm. ; Staurastrum hexacerum, Ehr. ; St. pygmaum,
Breb. ; Cosmarium cotis2)trsum, Ralfs ; C. tetraophthalmum,

Breb. ; C. Botrytis, Bory ; C. maryaritifenmi, Turp. ; C. cal-

careum (n. s.),AVittrock; C. undulatum, Corda, /3 crenulatum,

Niig. ; C. yranatum, Breb. ; C. pyymoium, Archer ; C. Cucu-
mis, Corda ; Closterium Leibleinii and C. riifipes, Ehr. ; C.

Pritchardianum, Archer ; and Penium lamellosum, Breb.

The large and conspicuous forms are here rare. The follow-

ing occur, but mostly sparingly : — Desmidiuiti Swa7't;:ii,

Ag. ; Micrasterias crux-melitensis, Ehr. ; Euastrum verru-

cosum, Ehr. ; Staurastrum j'urciyerum, Breb. ; Cosmarium
biretum, Breb. ; ('.Tnrpiuit, Breb. ; ('.tctraophiltalmiim, Breb.,

and C conspersum, Ralfs (the two latter, as mentioned, gene-
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rally) ; Pleurolcemum maximum, Reinsch ; Closterium Ehren-
heryii, INIenegh. ; and C. attenuatum, Ehr. ; as well as Petiium
lameUosum, Breb. Closterium lunula, Nitzsch, appears to be
altogether wanting.

Of rhycochromoi^hycese only a small number was no-
ticed. This, the author thinks, is doubtless, to some extent,

dependent on the circumstance that, during the journey, less

attention Avas bestowed on these Alga) than on the others, but
the principal cause, however, lies in the fact itself that they
are in reality very scanty. A peculiar poverty in these Algge

may, therefore, be regarded as characteristic of the Flora of

these islands.

The folloAving algal-forms have hitherto been found only
in these islands (most are, therefore, new) ; — of Oozoospo-
raceee, Bulhochcete valida, B. sessilis, B. quadrata, and (LWo-
gonium nodulosum, Wittr., (E. calcareum, Cleve, and CE.

hystrix, Wittr., var. |3 subylobosum. Of Chlorozoosporacese,
CJuBtophora pachyderma and Polyedrium giyas, AVittr. Of
Conjugatte, Mougeotia calcarea, M. Gotlandica, M. mega-
spora, M. elegantula, Wittr., and Zygnema cyanosporum,
Clevc ; as well as of Desmidieae the following :

—

Euastrum
binale (Turp.), Ilalfs, j3 insulare, and y angustatum, Wittr.

;

Staurastrum hexacerum (Ehr.), j3 semilunare ; Cosmarium
botrylis (Bovy), [5 se7nitumidum; C.calcareum C. Gotlandicum,
Closterium incurvum, ft majus, Wittr. (To these Dr. Wit-
trock adds, in manuscript, a few other new forms, about which
more information is to be hoped for on another occasion.) Of
Phycochromophycea?, Nostoc margaritaceum (Kiitz.),

ft
sub-

moniliforme, and Hypheothrix vulpina, Kiitz., ft tumida.

Illustrating his valuable contribution to algological litera-

ture the author appends four graphic, but uncoloured,

plates.

Blue Stentorin.— The Colouring Matter of Stentor
c^,RULEUS. By E. Ray Lank ester, M.A.

In the spring of 1871, when I was staying at Jena, a small

aquarium tank belonging^'to Professor Haeckel was swarming
with Stentor cceruleus. I had often thought that the peculiar

blue tint of this infusorian was likely to give a detached absorp-

tion band or bands, and was, tlierefore, glad of the opportunity

of examining its effect on the spectrum by means of the Sorby-

Browning micro-spectroscope. I need hardly point out here

that it is only by means of the application of the spectroscope
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to the microscope that the colouring matter of so minute an

or<^anism as a Stcntor could be examined. I succeeded in

br?nging the instrument to bear on single specimens of the

Stcntor placed on a glass slip and covered in the usual way

with a thin glass cover. Hut my observations were greatly

Chi. 0-tlb.

c D

fiicilitated by the presence in the tank which contained the

Stentors of a number of Chcetogaster diaiihamis. Many of

these worms had gorged themselves with Stentor camhms,

and their stomachs were distended with tlieblueish-green undi-

gested bodies of these Infusoria. In fact the Chsetogasters

had acted as most excellent collectors of the material I

wished to examine, and on account of their perfect trans-

parency I was able to make use of the Stentors packed in

their stomachs just as they were, in order to obtain a greater

mass of the colouring matter through which to pass the light

before submitting it to spectrum analysis.

The blue colouring matter of Stcntor cceruleus exists

scattered in the form of minute granules through the cortical

substance of the animalcule. It gives two strong absorption

bands, bands of remarkable intensity when we consider how
exceedingly small a quantity of the colouring matter is suffi-

cient to produce the effect. Light which has passed through

the thickness of only a single Stcntor (which cannot be more

than a few thousandths of an inch) is yet sufficiently affected

to show the bands quite sharply. One band—the darker—is

in the red, extending a little to the red side of the solar line

C ; its centre is nearer the blue than that of the reddest band

of fresh chloroi)hyll, though the two bands overlap as seen

in the cut. The second band in the green lies somewhat to

the blue side of the redder oxyhemoglobin band. Besides

comparing the bands of stentorin, as we may term this blue

pigment, with those of chlorophyll and of haemoglobin, I

compared them with those of phycocyan—the blue colouring

matter of the Oscillarictc. The tint of phycocyan is not

unlike that of stentorin, and it has two absorption bands

very similarly placed. I found, however, by superposition of
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the spectra that the hands ot" stcntoriii and of phycocyan are

by no means identical in position.

Dilute acetic, hydrochloric, and sulphuric acids do not
appear to effect any change in stentorin. Dilute potassium
hydrate had the effect of intensifying the blue colour and
causing the disappearance of the bluer band, whilst the redder

band was rendered more dark and moved slightly towards the

red end. The extremely minute quantity of the material

prevented me from making a fuller examination of the effect

of chemical reagents. I must also express my regret that we
have at present no uniform system of recording absorption

spectra. Such indications as I have given in the woodcut
and in words are only sufficient to give a general idea of the

position of the bands, and would not enable any one Avith

certainty to identify this colouring matter supposing that it

should be found in other organisms. It would have been
useless to give the position of the bands as fixed by Mr. Sorby's

quartz interference scale : for nobody can get one exactly like

his original plate, and if it were possible there could only be

a limited number of them. Nitric peroxide unfortunately

gives no lines in that part of the spectrum where the chief

band of stentorin lines. The only plan, which is generally

useful with so short a spectrum as that given by the Sorby-

Browning instrument, is to refer to the chief solar lines and
to a variety of substances the bands of which are known,
e^g., oxyhsemoglobin, chlorophyll, potassium permanganate,
stentorin is interesting as being an addition to the very short

list of animal substances which give banded and therefore

characterisable absorption spectra. These are hsemoglobin

and it derivatives, chlorocruorin, bile pigments and deriva-

tives, chlorophylloid substances, turacin, aphidein and some
other insect products of a partly vegetable origin. My friend

Mr. Moseley has also obtained a banded absorption spectrum
from certain Actiniee. Before leaving the subject of Stentors

let me mention that with the Stentor cceruleus there were
present a few specimens of Stentor 3Iullcri, and these having
a brilliant green colour like that of hydra gave Avith the

spectroscope no trace of stentorin, but an absorption band far

in the red indicating a chlorophylloid body like that of Hydra
and Spongilla.

Let no one suppose that animal colouring matters have not

been very largely submitted to spectroscopic analysis. For
several years I have seldom missed an opportunity of examin-
ing a coloured animal substance which I had not previously

observed, and I know that several persons have been equally

busy. I published tAvo years ago (' Journal of Anatomy and

VOL. XIII. NEW SER. K
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Physiology,' November, 1870) a list of animal substances

examined and found to give continuous not banded spectra.

To this list 1 can now add two important colouring matters

which 1 took the opportunity of studying when at Naples
during the past winter (1871-72). The first of these is the

blue pigment of Velclla, which is in all probability identical

with that of other oceanic Hydrozoa. A continuous spectrum
with cutting off of the red from its end up to the green, and
a similar cutting off of the violet Avas the result of spectro-

scopic analysis of the colour : no detached band or bands of

absorption. The Vellela may be preserved with its natural

colour in a saturated solution of acetate of potash, alcohol

changes it to a salmon pink and dissolves it, ether effects a

similar change, but no absorption bands are produced. The
second colouring matter of some interest is that which
impregnates the cheese-shaped corpuscles which float in the

perivisceral fluid of Sipunculus nudus, and give to that fluid

a madder-red colour. This colouring matter is soluble in

fresh water. It gives merely a cutting off of the blue end of

the spectrum and of the extreme red ; no detached band or

bands of absorption. Alcohol, ether, acids, alkalis, all have
immediately the effect of destroying this colour. Alexander
Brandt, in a recently published memoir on Sipunculus nudus
{' Mem. de I'Acad. Imp. St. Petersbourg,' 1870), looks upon
the pink corpuscles of Sipunculus as comparable to the red

corpuscles of Vertebrata, in which I quite agree with him,
but it is necessary to state that the colour in the one case is

due to haemoglobin, in the other to a body which is quite dis-

tinct from that compound and which has not been shown to

have any properties in common with it except that of solubi-

lity in water. The pink colour from Sipuncidus has not even
an absorption-spectrum resembling that of haemoglobin,
which the green representative of haemoglobin in Sahella and
the Chlorsemians does possess.

I may add to these, as further cases of interesting pig-

ments examined by me with a negative result, the red colour

from the ' nucleus' of many salpoe, the blue colour from other

species, the brilliant red-pigment from the foot of species of

cardium, mactra, pectunculus, &c., and lastly, a colouring
matter from which I had rather confitlently hoped for a posi-

tive result, the greenish-gray pigment of Pcnicillium
glaucum extracted with ether.
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0)1 ACTINIOCHROME, tt COLOURING MaTTER of ACTINIAS,
which gives an Absorption Spectrum. By H. N.
MosELEY, M.A.J Naturalist in H.M.S. Challenger.

In the estuary of the Severn, in the neighbourhood of

Aust and the New Passage, there are to be found, thriving

in the muddy Avater, large numbers of Actinias, principally

of two common species, Actinia mesembryanthemum and
Bunodes crassicornis ; and farther down the channel, at

Weston-super-Mare, Bunodes crassicornis is to be found in

great abundance. As might be expected from the non-
transparency of the medium in which they live the colours

of these anemonies are not by any meatis so bright as are

those of individuals which live in pure sea-water. The red

colouring seems to be especially affected. Actinia mesem-
bryanthemum in this muddy water assumes a pale olive, or

often a mere dirty-white colour, and Bunodes crassicornis a

transparent green tint, which is especially remarkable in

Weston specimens. About Aust Cliffs I found in one espe-

cial locality, however, some specimens of Bunodes crassi-

cornis, which retained a vivid red colouring, and were almost

as bright as marine specimens. The reason appeared to be
that they were attached to the bottom of a rocky channel,

through which, as the tide fell, there drained off in a con-

tinuous stream water with which a large natural rock

basin, standing at a slightly higher level, had been filled at

high water. The dense charge of mud held in suspension

by the Severn water when it is in motion was precipitated

rapidly when this water came to rest in the still rock pool.

Thus, a short time after the stream had begun to flow from
the pool, the water of the stream became perfectly clear and
transparent, and the specimens of Crassicornis living in it,

by the help of the greater quantity and different quality of

the light they received, were able to maintain their red
colouring, though their congeners close by were almost co-

lourless or merely greenish. On examining the red colour-

ing matter of one of these red specimens with the spectro-

scope, I found that that which I scraped off from the general

body-walls and tentacles gave no absorption-band, whilst

that from the disc surrounding the mouth did give a single

well-marked one, nearly coinciding with the less refrangible

band of heemoglobin. I determined the position of tlie band
accurately at the time I was working at the subject, and
showed it to my friend Mr. E. R. Lankester, but unfortu-
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nately the drawing was mislaid, and in the hurry conse-

quent on preparing for the Circumnavigation expedition, I

liave been unable to make a re-examination. I think, how-
ever, that there is sufficient interest in the observation,

though imperfect, to warrant its publication. Mr. Lankes-
ter suggested to me the term Actiniochrome for the red
colouring matter giving this single absorption-band. I was
unable to obtain the matter in solution, tliough I tried all

the ordinary solvents of animal colouring matters.

Most of the Weston specimens of Crassicornis are entirely

green, but in some few, perhaps one in ten, the tips of the goni-

dial tubercles retain a bright-red colouring. In many speci-

mens these tubercles have aslight tinge of red, but in two speci-

mens which I obtained they were of a beautiful rose colour.

The colouring of these tubercles Avas, on examination, found
to be due to Actiniochrome, though this colouring matter
was absent from the entire remainder of the body. This is

a remarkable fact, and seems paralleled by that discoAcred

by Mr. Lankester, that in marine gasteropods haemoglobin
exists in the mouth-muscles, and there only. It is hoped
that this observation may lead to further investigation of the

colouring matter of Actinias, and it must especially be noted
that colouring matter from various parts of the body should
be examined, even although the colouring of those different

parts appears to the unassisted eye to be identical. No dif-

ference could be detected at sight between the red colouring

of the body-Avall or tentacles of Bunodes crassicornis and
that of the disc, yet one gave no absorption-band and the

other did. It is further of extreme interest to observe the

changes undergone by marine animals in colour when
they inhabit estuaries. The question of the origin of the

colouring of such forms is one of the most difficult problems
of biology, and we may hope that some light may be thrown
on it in this way. It is possible that the Actiniochrome may
be differently distributed over the body of marine specimens
of Crassicornis. I could find no similar colouring matter on
A. mesembryanthemum nor Actinea rosea. It is possibly con-

fined to this one species. Why it should last disappear from
the tips of the gonidial tubercles it is impossible to conjec-

ture.
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The Formation of Auxospores in Cocconema Cistula.
Ehr. By Fr. Schmitz. Translated by the Rev. E.
O'Meara, M.A.i

Pfitzer's investigations upon the structure and develop-
ment of the Bacillariaccse have shown that this minute
family of monocellular organisms possesses a mode of deve-
lopment which has not been hitherto observed in any other
group of either the animal or vegetable kingdom. By means
of a continuous process of fission into two the size of the
single cells diminishes^ till at lengrh it reaches its minimum.
Whereupon there interposes a formation of spores— auxo-
sjoores, as Pfit/er calls them—which checks the regular pro-
cess of division, and produces cells possessing the maximum
size of the species, and in all other respects precisely similar

to the mother-cells. These primary cells then commence
anew the same process of division, which continuously gives
birth to generations of cells, each more diminutive than the

preceding. So the life of each single species undergoes a

progressive diminution until, from time to time, a fresh act

of rejuvenescence brings back the organism to its original

dimensions.

This process of renewal by the formation of auxospores
exhibits very different features in the different groups of the

family. In some cases the auxospores are produced by actual

copulation {Suriraya), like the zygospores of the Conjugatae ;

in others by a simple reproductive effort of individual cells

(Melosirese), like the swarmspores of the Oedogonise. But
further most distinct transitions are found between the purely
unsexual mode of reproduction by swarmspores, and the

simplest form of sexual reproduction by the copulation of two
cells. Such transitions, according to Pfitzer's observations, the

Naviculea? and Gomphonemeae exhibit. But, unhappily, the

number of species in which the formation of auxospores
has been accurately noticed is, up the present, very small.

Many circumstances contribute to the fact that in very many
species the formation of auxosjDores has been seldom or never
observed, but the misfortune of observers in this respect can
scarcely be attributed altogether to the rare occurrence of
this mode of reproduction. However, that the opportunity
of observing the formation of spores occurs but seldom is

sustained by the fact that in this paper I can only undertake

» From the ' Botaiiiache Zeitung,' 1872, pp. 117—126.
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to give a detailed account of the process in the case of a

single species, namely, Cocconcma Cistula, Ehr.

The formation of auxospores in Cocconema has already

been frc(iuently noticed. The earliest contributions upon
the copulation of the Bacillariacew, by Thwaites,^ describes

the procedure in the case of Cocconema Cistula and C. lanceo-

latum. The two cells enveloped by mucus always produce

two auxospores—sporangia—which lie parallel to the mother-

cells, and are similar in all respects except as regards size.

When the sporangial cells have reached their maturity the

mucous covering is dissipated, but Thwaites gives no in-

formation as to the circumstances under which the two spo-

rangia proceed from the two mother-cells, whether copulation

occurs or not.

Carter afterwards observed- the sameprocess in the genusmost
nearly related to the other, viz. in Cymbella Pediculus, l^iitz. In

this instance, also, two mother- cells produce two auxospores,

which lie parallel in all respects, as in the case of Cocconema.
But in the case of Cymbella Carter did not observe an actual

copulation, though he assumes it as an undoubted fact.

Isolated observations carry him so far as to suppose that the

mother-cells copulate, and that afterwards the product of the

copulation divides into two parts, which develop themselves

into spores. Later still, W. Smith, in his ' Synopsis of the

British Diatomacese' (vol. ii, 1856), pi. C, published a series

of figures representing the formation of auxospores of Cocco-

nema cistula and C, lanceolatum, which is in perfect agree-

ment with the opinions and descriptions of Thwaites and
Carter. In pi. E he adds a description of the like process of

development in Encyonema, which presents nothing that

differs from that of the closely related Cocconema. No figure

of Smith's exhibits an actual copulation, but still the author,

in his description, presumed that such a copulation had been
actually observed by him in Cocconema or Encyonema. He
also assumes that the two spores originate through the junc-

tion of the two mother-cells, and subsequent division into

two parts.

Actual copulation of the mother-cells has not been seen,

therefore, by any of these observers, though all three main-
tained such a copulation in the formation of the spores to be
a self-evident fact. What had been noticed in some few
Bacillariaceec was considered, Avithout further observation,
as equally applicable to all the rest.

' 'Ann. and Mag. of Nat. Hist.,' 1847.
» 'Ann. and Mag. of Nat. Hist.,' 1856.
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Far different, hoAvever, from the above-stated representa-

tions is the description of the same process in the case of

Cocconema Cistula, published by Liiders in the ' Bot. Zeitg.,'

1862. According to this author, two cells invariably come
together to produce spores, and place themselves parallel,

with the smaller sides approximating each other. Then, sur-

rounded with a common gelatinous envelope, each frustule

parts asunder its two valves, and divides itself into two
halves, standing one above the other. Of the four masses of

the cell-contents thus formed, the two which lie opposite each
other unite, enlarge, and become a single spore. During the

process of growth there arises, as an external covering of the

hitherto naked cell, a mucous skin, an outward layer of

which subsequently develops itself into the cell-membrane.
The growth always proceeds in such a direction that the

spores come to lie parallel to the mother-cells and between
their two cast-off valves. According to this representa-

tion, in the case of Cocconema, the spore originates through
means of actual copulation from one half of the two
mother-cells. It is remarkable, however, that the figures

afford no appearance of this copulation. Fig. 4 b discloses only
the separation of the mother-cells into two halves. So that

even Liiders' description fails to indicate how the two pro-
ducts of copulation move so as eventually to lie between the
two valves of the mother-cell. The process of forming auxo-
spores in the next related family of Naviculse is, according
to the investigations of Pfitzer, wholly different.

In September of last year I had the good fortune of finding

in great abundance Cocconema Cistula in the act of forming
auxospores.

In a full, rapidly-flowing brook, in the neighbourhood of
Saarbriick, I found an abundance of large and small pebbles
covered with a thick, flaky mass of mucus, the gold-brown
colour of which marked it as bacillariaceous. Microscopic
examination revealed Cocconema Cistula in extraordinary

exuberance. The branched stipites of this species formed a

tufted stratum on the stones, by reason of their extraordi-

nary abundance and thick texture. In this dense forest of

fixed stipites free frustules of Cocconema swam hither and
thither. Amongst these appeared very numerous copulating
pairs. The formation of auxospores proceeded in the follow-

ing manner

:

Two free-swimming cells laid themselves parallel nearly
under one another, the girdle-bands being opposed to one
another at the smaller side. Stipitate cells were never ob-
served taking part in the process. The cells were sometimes
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of the same size, but sometimes one was somewhat larger than

the other; by no means, however, were they two daughter-cells

of the same mother-cell. The first intimation of spore-forma-

tion is the secretion of a mucous envelope, which surrounds

the two frustules until the auxospores are quite mature ; by

this means the spore-forming pairs could always be readily

detected. Then the plasm in both frustules commences

to retire a little from the ends and to accumulate in the

middle; the two halves of the membrane were pushed

asunder, and the plasm set free from its shell ; by this the

smaller girdle-bands on the concave side of the frustule were

naturally separated from one another and set free sooner than

were the broader girdle-bands of the convex side. The two

valves were widely parted from one another on the side of

the small girdle-band, while on the broader side they still

remained attached. Between the two thrown-off valves the

naked cell now lies, as an ellipsoidal plasm-mass, shorter

than the mother-coll, but parallel to it. The single endo-

chrome-plate, which is normal with the Cocconema-cell,

and the middle of which lies on the broader girdle-band, by

the contraction of the plasm-mass, has its upper and lower

edges folded inwards, without having its position other-

wise altered; all the remaining parts of the plasm-mass

are also brought together into a small space. The two cells

now lie inactive for a considerable time, one close to the

other without touching. Then each plasm-mass begins to

stretch out in a longitudinal direction ; the turned-in edges

of the endochrome-plate unfold themselves and expand ; the

whole plasm-mass extends and grows to a considerable

length. At the same time a distinct membrane is secreted

upon the upper surface of the cell, which at first is

scarcely distinguished as a simple dark line, but gradually

becomes observably thicker. Then each individual cell ex-

tends itself into a long cylindrical body, with short rounded

ends, and twice the length of the mother-cell. Frequently

the two individuals of the same pair were equally advanced

in their development, but not unfrequently the one was con-

siderably in advance of the other, but the two always remained

perfectly distinct. Gradually the young auxospores changed

their hitherto perfectly cylindrical form, became smaller

towards the ends, and slightly bent into a crcscentic shape

;

at the same time the two sides flattened themselves more and
more. The membrane, hitherto smooth, exhibits numerous
very fine, ring-like, transverse striec (zones), Avhich are traceable

to a wavy structure, and resemble the so-called zone-covering

of the auxospores of Navicula. The crescent-shaped spores
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were usually turned towards each other with their concave

edges, but sometimes with their flattened surfaces.

Within the zone-covering the two valves of the primary
cell are now developed, and in this, as well as in the

case of all the well-investigated Bacillariaceaj, one after the

other. First the plasm of one flattened surface of the "perizo-

nium" (Pfitzer) draws back and secretes a siliceous valve,

and, after this is completed, the same process takes place at

the opposite surface. In this instance, also, the edges of the

older valve embrace the younger valve ; both valves exhibit

perfectly the usual structure of the valves of Cocconema.

So the formation of auxospores has attained its completion.

Unhappily, however, I Avas unable to follow out the further

development of the primary cell, the origination of the girdle-

bands, and the first cell division ; it, has, however, been fully

established that the mucous envelope was gradually dissi-

pated, and the two primary cells left free.

So much for the normal process of developing the auxo-

spores. I have had the opportunity, moreover, of noticing

many eccentricities. Several pairs were found, of which one
frustule was dead, and that in all stages of the development
of the auxospores. I have seen many pairs, of which the

one frustule was dead, even before they had commenced to

push asunder and throw off" the old valves, and this remained
upon the second frustule Avithout the slightest injurious

effect, which latter, in the regular process, developed itself

into an auxospore. Neither is the number of frustules which,
under the common mucous covering, contribute to form the

spoi'es, always two. I have frequently seen in the same mu-
cous envelope three frustules develop themselves into auxo-
spores, in the normal manner above described. On one
occasion I had the opportunity of noticing in a similar enve-
lope only one individual in the act of spore-formation

;
quite

in the usual manner it threw off" the old valves and formed
an ellipsoidal plasm-mass. Unhappily, however, the speci-

men was lost to view, so that I could not ascertain whether
or not it proceeded to the formation of a perfect auxospore. I

am not able to confirm the conjecture of Lviders ; I am rather

compelled to deny the Avhole representation of the sepa-

ration of each of the mother-cells into two parts. Liiders'

supposition may be easily elucidated by what actually

occurs, as was proved before. The plasm, subsequently to

the ^throwing oft' of the old valves, forms an ellipsoid mass,
the upper and lower ends of the single endochrome-plate
being folded inwards, consequently four folds of the endo-
chrome-plate lie over one another in the upper aijd lower
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extremities of the ellipsoid, while in the middle there are

only two, and these very thin. Thus, the upper and lower

ends of the naked cell are of a deep hrown-golden colour,

while the middle zone is bright yellow and pale. Hence with

a low magnifying power and imperfect observation it may-

appear as if the cell had divided itself into two masses of

plasm, at the same time that there is no appearance of any
line of demarcation, either by a mucous covering or by a

simple dark line. More exact observation exhibits clearly a

simple ellipsoidal naked cell, always sharply defined against

the mucous covering by a simple dark line ; but of the separa-

tion of this cell into two parts there is not a glimpse.

That of the four plasm bodies, therefore, the two which
lie opposite each other coalesce, and develop into a single

monocellular spore, was not actually observed by Liiders

—

in fact, not the least copulation occvirs in the whole pro-

cess of auxospore-formation, as has already been illus-

trated. On the contrary, the two mother-cells remain always

apart, and separated from one another by a distinct layer

of mucus. The mutual approximation of the frustules,

and the flattening off of the two plasm-bodies, as Pfitzer

has observed in Frustulia saxonica, I have never been able

to discover. Any material influence of the two cells upon
one another cannot occur otherwise than by diff'usion

through the mucous dissepiment, if such an influence

does actually occur. Direct observations, at least, afford

no evidence of it ; but at the same time that some influence

is exerted by the two cells upon one another is beyond all

doubt, the invariable union of two cells for formation of

auxosporcs is sufl[icient proof. But what the nature of that

influence may be is a subject upon which I venture to express

no opinion.

However that may be, the formation of auxospores by
Cocconema exhibits an interesting gradation between sexual

and asexual reproduction. The fact that two cells always

co-operate in the formation of spores (to judge by the above-

mentioned incompletely observed cases) is one which plainly

approaches, by the co-operation of two cells, the simplest

form of sexual reproduction ; on the other hand, the utter

absence of any actual copulation in the process of spore-

formation removes it from the sexual reproduction and allies

it to the asexual form of reproduction, namely, the simple

propagation by swarm-spores.

Of all the hitherto knoAvn forms of auxospore-formation,

the process in the case of Cocconema stands next to the ana-

logous process in the Naviculeee, as Pfitzer has described
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it. Only, in this lattcr-naraod group, the mutual co-opera-

tion of the two frustules of a pair is far more apparent

than in Cocconema, and approaches nearer to sexual repro-

duction. It is to be hoped that a more complete investiga-

tion of the auxospore-formation of numerous forms may soon

render the transition from the asexual to the sexual repro-

duction more complete, and fill up many gaps which still

remain open from the want of adequate material for observa-

tion.

Into the development of auxosporcs Smith has, moreover,

in his representation of the reproduction of Bacillariacea,

introduced the so-called cysts. He found, especially in Cocco-

nema Cistula, and also in Synedra, numerous mucous masses,

which contained more or less numerous small cells. These
latter originate, as he supposes, through the continuous

division of the large auxospores within the mucous covering.

Against this supposition of Smith De Bary has expressed

himself, and imagined that these formations were due to

Amoebpe. Liiders further observed that, inasmuch as such
cysts are formed by Amoeba?, they should be wholly excluded
from the development-history of the Bacillariacese. Pfitzer

has adopted this proposal of Liiders. I will not deny that

the greater number of these so-called cysts are traceable to

Amoebse, but all have not this origin. There are cysts of

of Synedra, such as Smith has described, and which I have
myself frequently noticed. I have certainly found, in the

case of Cocconema Cistula, cysts in abundance, which, un-
doubtedly, did not emanate from Amoebse. I have found in

considerable abundance individual cells, of the same size of

the mother-cells of the auxospores, surrounded by a mucous
investment, just in the same manner as in the formation of

auxospores. On one occasion, as already related, such an
individual commencd the regular course of developing auxo-
spores, but, after a short period of rest, recommenced the

regular division of the cell ; the two daughter-cells divided

in the same manner, and so on. Thus w^as formed a group
of cells, which closed together by the small girdle-bands, and
were held together by the ellipsoid mucous investment out-

side, just as Smith's Fig. 221, iv, pi. C, shows. I have
seen as many as ten individuals arranged in such an inclo-

sure. The ultimate result of this process I did not ascer-

tain. In all probability the mucous investment ultimately

broke up and set free the cells, for, besides numerous cysts

containing cells, I found a very few only with numerous
individuals, but none in which the cells were dead. The
cysts would seem, then, an abortive attempt at auxospore-
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foi'mation. The first stt]) towards the formation of auxo-

spores was taken by the single frnstulc, but the usual process

of development by simple division supervened. This view
is sustained by the fact that the size of the cells within

the cysts was precisely the same as that of the mother-cells of

the auxospores.

On the Stem-structure of the Carboniferous Ltcopodi-
ACE7E. By W. T. Thisei.ton Dyer, B.A., B.Sc, F.L.S.

Professor Williamson has recently described, in the
* Transactions of the Royal Society,'^ the various types of

stem-structure possessed by the plants of the Coal-measures

which are now, by general consent, referred to the Lycopo-
diacese. The great difference which exists amongst these

types is remarkable, and renders them far from easy to cor-

relate with one another. Professor Williamson^s descriptions

and drawings leave little or nothing to be desired. But it is

altogether doubtful whether the terminology he has employed
will find general acceptance. Looking at the relationship

of a Lycopod to a flowering plant, it is difficult to see how
more than a homoplastic resemblance can be asserted to exist

between the stems of the arborescent representatives of either.

Professor Williamson, hoAvever, is satisfied that the corre-

spondence is homogenetic, and unhesitatingly employs for

the fossil Lycopodiacese the terms used in describing a dico-

tyledonous axis. It seems far better, as Mr. Carruthers has

urged, to avoid prejudging in this way what is, at the best,

hardly an open question. The opposite course, no doubt,

has the sanction of Brongniart, but at the time that that

botanist wrote such material as he had the opportunity of

studying led him to the conclusion that these structures

actually belonged to Exogens. Professor Williamson, claim-

ing to have given the coup de grace to Brongniart^s theory,

still uses the terms which -were appropriate to it.

The general structure of one of these fossil stems presents

three regions —,1st, a central axis; 2nd, a cylinder sur-

rounding the central axis, and exhibiting in a transverse

section an arrangement of its tissues in radiating lines ; 3rd,

tissues external to the " radiated cylinder," which, without

any implication of homology, may be briefly spoken of as

cortical.

> 3 872, pp. 197—240.
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It is the consideration of the first two regions Avhich seems

to present the greatest difficulty, and Professor Williamson

has described as many as seven types of stem-structure, which
he thinks may be distinguished by characters taken princi-

pally from these regions, but which seems to be reducible to

four. They certainly appear to support his view that there is

a gradual passage from the Lepidodcndroid to the Sigillarioid

type. Hitherto the researches, more especially of Binney and

Carruthers, have pointed to the view that the central axis of

Lepidodcndroid stems was vascular, while that of the Sigil-

larioid was cellular,^ and I have myself urged that this was
true with respect to the former more decidedly than, with

Professor Williamson's present memoir before me, I am now
disposed to do."

The type in which the central axis is most vascular is

Lepidodendron selaginoides , which has been figured and de-

scribed by Binney, Carruthers, and Professor Williamson.

Even here, hoAvever, the vascular tissue does not compose the

Avhole axis, though it is a predominant constituent, but cel-

lular tissue is interspersed with it. The radiated cylinder

is thin.

In a type figured by Mr. Binney under the name of Sigil-

laria the two constituents of the central axis are, as it were,

segregated; the external portion only is vascular, the most
central being composed of vertical rows of short parenchy-

matous cells ; the radiated cylinder is well developed. The
structure of Coxda.^sDiploxylon, which is the same asWitham's
Anabathra, is substantially identical. Lepidodendron Har-
comWm constitutes another type, for although, according to Pro-
fessor Williamson, it does not essentially differ in respect to its

central axis from Mr. Binney's plant, yet the radiated cylinder

is altogether wanting. Ulodendron, also, quite agrees in in-

ternal anatomy with Lejndodendron Harcourtii, though it has,

of course, other important differences. Lastly, Favularia,

which belongs to the fourth or Sigillarioid type

—

Sigillaria

itself being still little know'n—is shown by Professor Wil-
liamson to have a central axis almost entirely cellular, or,

with probably, besides the radiated cylinder, a merely peri-

pheral coating of vascular tissue. In illustrating all these

forms, which he has done in great detail. Professor William-
son has employed to the greatest advantage his skill, both as

a lapidary and a draughtsman. But he has not attempted,

what would have been exceedingly interesting, any correla-

1 'Nature,' 1871, p. 445.
* Carruthers, ' Proc. Geol. Soc.,' 1869, p. 251. 'Monthly Mic. Journ.,'

18G9, p. 179.
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tion of the extinct with existing Lycopodiaceous forms.^

Speukin;^ ^vith all respect of so distinguished a naturalist,

and of ])r. Car])cnter, whose support Professor Williamson
claims for his views, it may be doubted whether anything is

gained by throwing vascular Cryptogams into two groups
having " affinities, as far as their stems are concerned,"
with Monocotyledonous and Dicotyledonous Phanerogams
respectively. In so far as correlation implies homoplasy it

is, as regards Ferns and Palms, certainly improbable as to

details of structure ; in so far as it imi^lies homogeny it is

quite certainly erroneous.

We are not at present completely in a position to trace the
relations between the structure of extinct and recent Lyco-
podiaceaj. The latter can hardly be said to be in any case
more than herbaceous ; the former are well known to have
formed trees fifty feet at least in height, with branching
croAvns. It is quite clear that, if such trees Avere to exist at

all, as their crowns enlarged the stems that supported them
must have enlarged also. We may, therefore, reasonably
expect to find that one point of difference between extinct
arborescent aiid recent herbaceous Lycopodiaceoe will consist

in the appearance in^the cross section of the stem of the former
of provisions for continued growth. We see the same kind
of provision, disregarding the details of its accomplishment,
distinguishing arborescent from herbaceous Docotyledons.
We also see it in some arborescent Monocotyledons, and, if

one may use the expression, even in arborescent Algae, We
might apply the term exogenous growth to each and all of
these, but it must be strictly kept in view, which Professor
Williamson does not seem sufficiently to have done, that the
agreement, such as it is, is homoplastic ; the exogenous growth
deals in each case with very different structural plans.

In a Selayinella the stem contains usually more than one
vascular bundle. These bundles are more or less elliptical

in section, and are developed independently of the leaves,

though having connections with the bundles which proceed
to them. The vessels in these bundles are developed from
without inwards, and each bundle is surrounded with more
or less delicate and usually but slightly elongated cells, con-
stituting the ''Phloem."- In a Lycopodimi these flattened
bundles are usually more numerous and more closely approxi-

' But Professor Williamson informs mc that he has done this in a memoir
which is now in the press.

* "Phloem" and " Xylcni," arc the outer and inner portions of a libro-

vascular bundle ; they are separated in Dicotyledons by the cambium. These
delicate investing cells, therefore, strictly speaking, belong to the bundles.
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mated, forming a distinct central axis, the Phloem-investment
of each coalescing with those of the rest, and surrounding
the whole axis, as well as being interposed between the

different bundles. In some instances, e.y. L. clavatum, the

bundles at the top and bottom of the parallel series, seen in a

cross section, arc curved irregularly, and partly fused with
those next to them. This may be regarded as exhibiting a

tendency to a condensation of the vascular bundles, which
may be what actually has taken place in Psilotum triquetrum,

where there is a central pentangular vascular axis, the centre

of which is occupied with cellular tissue, which, on that hy-
pothesis, would be comjjosed in part of the cut-off Phloem-
investment of the bundles. The whole of the complicated
vascular axis of Lycopodium is, at any rate, homologous with
the more simple one of Psilotum, and it is therefore evident

that in the structure of the central axis there is as much, or

even more, difference in the recent Lycopodiacese than in the

extinct.^ Psilotum amongst existing plants appears to pos-

sess a vascular axis which approaches most nearly to that

of the Lcpidodendroid and Sigillarioid types, but it has
nothing corresponding to the radiated cylinder. It is this

region of the stem which exhibits most] conspicuously '' exo-
genous" growths, and it should be borne in mind that por-

tions of the same plant of varying ages would have, in conse-

quence of this growth, very different appearances, so much
so, indeed, that they may quite probably be described as

belonging to distinct species. Professor McNab considered,

if I understand him rightly, that the radiated cylinder corre-

sponds to the thickened prosenchymatous cells which are

found in recent Lycopodiums surrounding the Phloem zone
of the central axis, and forming part of what I have called

above for convenience the cortical region, but which is, of
course, principally composed of the primitive tissues of the
stem." Formerly I was disj^osed to agree with Mr. Carruthers
that this radiated cylinder belonged rather to the vascular
axis, and for the following reasons :—Firstly, it is closely

applied to the vascular axis ; secondly, it consists of scalari-

form vessels smaller in diameter than those of the axis proper,
and the most external vessels of the vascular axis of recent
Lycopodiacese exhibit the same diflference in size ; thirdly,

' I might add that such differences exist even within the genus
Lycopodium itself. Of two species figured by Brongniant (' Hist, des veget.
foss.,' t. ii, pi. 10), one Z. Phlegmaria (fig. 1) has the vascular bundles of
the central axis quite irregularly disposed in cellular tissue, the other Z.
curvatum (fig. 3) has them condensed into a central rod.

' ' Nature,' 1871, p. 427.
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it is vascular, and not prosenchymatous. On the other hand,

it must be admitted that the vascular tissue in the bundles

of existing Lycoi)odiacea3 is developed from without inwards,

and there api)ears to be no tendency for them to receive

additions in the opposite direction. Isoetes, indeed, seems

to be a case to the contrary, but the structure of its central

axis, which, according to Hofraeister, receives external addi-

tions, is many respects so anomalous that it cannot be very

far relied upon. Supposing these difficulties removed, the con-

tinuous increase of the radiated cylinder by tlie multiplication

of cells in a " cambium" region, formed by the adjacent por-

tions of the primitive stem tissues, Avould be a simple and
satisfactory explanation.

[Since what is above stated has been in type Hegelmeier's

memoir " On the Morphology of Lycopodium " (' Bot. Zeit.,'

1873, Nos. 44—48) has reached me. He differs in many
respects from previous writers and describes an investment

to the central axis of delicate and narrow cells external to

the Phloem, which he terms the Phloem-sheath (1. c, p. 776).

Professor M'Nab has suggested ('Nature,' Feb. 6, 1873,

p. 267) that it was by the multiplication of the cells of this

sheath that the "exogenous" growth took place in fossil

representatives. I think there is good reason for believing

that this was the case.]

Researches on Bacteria.^ By Dr. Ferdinand Cohn.

(With Plate V.)

Twenty years ago Cohn published his first researches

on Bacteria. In the interim these organs have attained

s])ccial importance in Pasteur's theory of fermentations and
Hallier's theory of contagious disease ; further, they have
been the objective point of certain supposed demonstrations
of spontaneous generation. Leuwenhoek and O. F. Miiller

already knew Bacteria, but Ehrenberg first distinguished the

genera Bacterium, Vibrio, Sjnrochwta, and Sjnrillwn. Du-
jardin added somewhat to the systematic knowledge of these

forms ; but since his time great confusion has been intro-

duced by^the vague use of names and introduction of new
terms. Especially Pasteur, whose researches are greatly
lessened in value by want of knowledge, on his part, of the
terminology and methods of biology, has made confusion.

' ' Bcitriigc zur Biologic dcr Pflaiizcu,' 2tes llcft, Brcslau, ]S7"2.
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He speaks with " sovereign will" of " vegetaux cryptogames
niicroscopiqucs," " Animacules," " Champignons," " Infu-

soires/' "Torulaeees, Hacteries, Vibrioniens, Mouades," occa-

sionally introducing tlie varied and undefined names^ " ^ly-

coderrna," " Mucor," " Mucedinees/' and " levure." Then
we have from other writers the terms Microzyma, Bacteri-

dium, Micrococcus, Leptothrix, Mycothrix, Microsporon,
Mikrobacterien, Meso-mikrobacterieUj Zooglsea, Micro-
spha^ra, and Amylobacter.
Cohn defines Bacteria as "chlorophyll-free cells of spheri-

cal, oblong, or cylindrical form, sometimes twisted or bent,

which multiply themselves exclusively by transverse division,

and occur either isolated i>r in cell-families." Bacteria make
fluids milky; but if the fiuid is of nearly equal refractive

index with them—sucli as serum, lymph, &c.—they remain
invisible, except with the microscope. They are not de-

stroyed by potash, ammonia, nor acids, which is due to their

dense cell-membrane, as is also their permanence when dead.

They divide, by elongation, to double the normal length and
subsequent pinching in, so as to form equal parts. Division

only occurs longitudinally ; branching is quite foreign to

their nature. The cells produced by division separate at

once (unicellular Bacteria) , or remain attached as strings or

threads (filamentous Bacteria). In this last state they re-

semble the alga genus [Leptothrix) ; but the bright green

forms of true Leptothrix must not be confused with these

Bacteria. In those distinguished as spherical and staff-

shaped Bacteria, the cells resulting from division, as a rule,

separate at once ; but by the swelling up of their cell-mem-
branes they may form a jelly-like mass or colony, which
Cohn distinguished, in 1853, as the Zoogleea form. The fila-

mentous and screw Bacteria never form jelly masses. Bacteria

frequently form an oily stratum near the surface of a liquid

fattracted by oxygen); this is Pasteur's ''mucor." They
occur in a third condition (a modification of the Zoofflaa) , as

a toughish pellicle, in which the Bacteria are closely packed
in rows ; this is Pasteur's Mycoderma. A fourth condition

is that of the pulverulent jirecipitate, which they form when
they have exhausted the nutriment in a fluid. They are

then to be regarded (as in the parallel case of yeast) as in a
" resting phase."

Most Bacteria present a motile and a motionless condition.

The movement is connected with the presence of oxygen. In
certain filamentous Bacteria (Bacteridia, auct.) movement has

never been observed. Cohn considers it at present unde-

sirable to discuss the limits and transitions of natural species;

VOL. XIII. NEW SER. L
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form-species, physiological varieties, and races, but indicates

a variety of forms ^vhioli ai)])t'ar to have a certain indepen-

dence. He distinguishes four tribes, viz. 1, Spha^robacteria

;

2, Microbaeteria; 3, Desmobacteria ; 4, Spirobacteria. In

SpjiyEKoifAcrKKiAwchaveonegenus, A/krococc?/*,withspecies

groui)ed as Zymogt-nous, Chromugcnous, and Patliogenous.

Zymogenous (fermentative) are the common M. crepusculum

[Manas crepusculum, Ehr.) ; M. candidus, Cohn ; and M.
urete, Cohn (the ferment of ammoniacal putrescence). Chro-
mogenous are a very interesting series of colour-producing

ferments, viz. Micrococcus prodiyiosus (Monas prodigiosa,

Ehr., the cause of blood-stained bread, i&c.) ; M. luteus,

Schra'ter (in ' Beitrage zur Biologic der Pflanzen,' Breslau,

187J3) ; M. aurantiacus, Schr. ; 31. chlorinus, Schr. ; M.
cyaneus, Schr. ; M. violaceus, Schr. Pathogenous are

—

M. vaccince, Cohn ; M. diphthericus , Dcrtel ; M. septicus,

Klebs ; M. bombycis, Bechamp. This latter group is of the

very highest importance, and excessively difficult to study.

Other forms are supposed to exist, but have not yet been ex-

amined. The second tribe, Microhacteria, also includes

but one genus, viz. Bacterium, -with the species B. termo
(the common Bacterium of putrefaction), Ehr., 1830, Duj.;
B. lineola, Ehr., a larger species, common in brooks and open
ponds. Then we have also B. xanthinum, Schrot. ; and B. syn-

cyanum, Schrot., as chromogenous forms, and the interesting

B. oeruginosum, Schrot., the ferment of blue-green pus. The
filamentous Bacteria, Desmobacteria, include Bacillus and
Vibrio (newly defined) ; in the former the filament is straight,

in the latter undulated. Bacillus has three species

—

B. sub-

tilis, Ehr. ; B. ulna, Kohn ; and B. anthracis, Cohn. The
first is the butyric ferment ; the second is like it, but larger

and coarser; the third is the pathogenous ferment of the

diseases known as " the blood" and " malignant pustule.^'

Vibrio has two species, one larger than the other, distin-

guished by Cohn as V. rugula and V. serpens. The Spiro-
bacteria include tAvo genera

—

Spiroc/itete and Spirillum—
with species, Sp. plicatilis of the former, Sp. tcnue, Ehr.

;

Sp. undula, Cohn ; and Sp. volutans, Ehr., of the latter

genus. Cohn remarks that Sp. volutans is the giant among
Bacteria ; he has detected a fine fiagellum at each end of the
screw. Ehrenberg appears to have seen this in his Op/iido-

monas. Frau Liiders asserted the occurrence of a fiai;ellum

at one extremity of the common B. tcrnio, but no one has
confirmed her. As regards this and othor details, Cohn con-
siders that our present microscopic appliances are unsatisfac-

tory; he looks for further knowledge with an increased
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magnifying power. The chief forms above mentioned are

figured in a -well-executed plate, which must furnish the

basis for all future nomenclature in treating of these highly-

important and })aradoxical organisms, and which we have
accordingly reproduced (see PI. V, and explanation.)

The Bacteria seem all to belong to the vegetable kingdom,
since they exhibit direct and near affinities with undoubted
Algffi. The have notliing to do with the fungi with which
they often make their appearance. Cohn quotes and confirms

Burden Sanderson's important discovery of the method of

separating Bacteria from Toruhc, due to the fact that fungi-

spores are air-carried, while Bacteria require a surface or

water to transport them. They are classed in the Phyco-
chromacere, near the Oscillariai and Nostocaceae.

Though the term putrefaction may be considered as aj)ply-

ing to a process occurring in nitrogenous organic matters,

similar to the alcoholic fermentation of nitrogen free organic

bodies such as sugar, and though Bacteria may be looked on
as the active agents in the one just as Torulae are in the other

case yet that Bacteria are dependent for their life on highly

organized or albuminoid nitrogenous matters is not found to

be a fact. Sanderson found that Bacteria multiply in Pas-
teur's fluid, and used it as a " test-liquid," to ascertain the

presence of living Bacteria or their germs in other liquids and
substances. Cohn finds that Pasteur^s fluid is better in this

case when the sugar is left out from it. His researches on
the nutrition of Bacteria relate only to B. termo. Although
the sugar is superfluous, the ash-salts in Pasteur's fluid exert

a Tery striking effect. A 1 per cent, solution of ammonium
tartrate alone fails to support Bacterium life ; but to the

same solution add the proportion of yeast-ash salts, and at

once the growth proceeds. Cohn shows, from his experi-

ments, that the ammonia is the source of the nitrogen, whilst

the tartaric acid is the source of the carbon for the multiplying

Bacteria. Succinic, acetic, and lactic acid, sugar, glycerine,

cellulose, but not carbonic acid, may become the source of

carbon. Urea and probably nitric acid may replace the

ammonia as sources of nitrogen. The Bacteria then [B.

termo) resemble green plants in taking up their nitrogen

from ammonia compounds, which animals are unable to do.

They differ from green plants in not being able to take their

carbon from carbonic acid, but requiring carbo-hydrates and
their derivatives.

Putrescence is not a spontaneous re-arrangement of the

molecules of a substance that has lived, following upon the

removal of life, nor is putrescence the result of a spontaneous
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combination of these molecules with the oxygen of the

atmosphere. Putrescence is rather a chemical process excited

by the jj^rowth of Bacterivin termo. Putrescence never arises

Avhen tiie access of Bacteria to a putrescihle body is ])rcvcnted,

and wlicn those already prescntjiave been destroyed. In fact,

])utresccncc is a correlative, not of death, as one sometimes
thinks, but of life. The relation of IJacteria to the putres-

cence of albuminoid matters may be one of these four :

—

1. The Bacteria may assimilate these substances, as animals

do, and break them uj) into waste products in their own
substance. 2. Tlie Bacteria may shed out a peculiar sub-

stance, comparable to diastase or pancreatin, which acts so as

to break up albuminoids. 3. Or the liactcria may act as

oxygen carriers, and so break up the albuminoids (oxydising

ferments. 4. Or as oxygen-stealers, seizing the oxygen of

the albuminoids, and so pulling down their complex fabric

(reducing ferments). There is no doubt that, as with all pro-

toplasm, whether vegetable or animal, so with that of iiac-

teria, repair and waste only go on in the presence of

oxygen and with excretion of carbonic acid. Tn the presence

of atmospheric oxygen these processes go on rapidly in

Bacteria, but by no means does it follow that their putrefac-

tive action is greater ; in fact, just as the yeast-fungus repro-

duces itself less abundantly, but acts more powerfully as a

ferment, i. e. converts more sugar into alcohol when growing
in the absence of atmospheric air, so may it be with Bacteria.

The oxygen has to be got elsewhere than from the atmo-

sphere, and accordingly from the breaking up of organic

molecules. Pasteur has already shown that the organisms

of the butyric fermentation (Bacillus) multiply in the absence

of atmospheric oxygen, and are checked by its presence.

The peculiar products of the fermentative action of Bac-

teria are, however, by no means to be regarded as due to

oxydizing or deoxydizing actions effected on albuminoid

bodies attacked by them, for this good reason, that these

peculiar products make their ap])earance when Bacteria are

nourished only with tartrate of ammonium arul ash-salts.

Cohn shows that the peculiar smells of putrescence, indicat-

ing the special products of saprogenous Bacteria, are pro-

duced under these circumstances. Further, the peculiar

colours of the chromogenous Bacteria are abundantly pro-

duced in culture expcrinumts of the same kind, i. e. with

ammonium tartrate or acetate and yeast ash-salts, and he
would infer the same for the peculiar products of pathoge-

nous Bacteria. Hence the internal chemical phenomena of

nutrition are the same, Avhether albuminoid or ammoniacal
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food is supplied to the Bacteria ; and since in tlie cases of
green ])lants and of animals we have no analogy for suppos-
ing the Bacteria to be capable of assimilating at one time
ammoniacal salts and at another time organic albumen, we
mustsu])posc that the Bacteria always take their nitrogen in

an ammoniacal form. We have the j)relimin;iry reduction of
the albuminoid to an equivalency with the ammonia( al salt to

explain. In this consists the essential feature of putres-

cence— in a s|)litting of the albuminoid molecule into ammo-
nia and other fluid and gaseous by-products—just as alcoholic

fermentation (we want an English ec^uivalent for Gahrung)
consists in the splitting of sugar into alcohol and carbonic
acid. Dr. Cohn, in this part of his ])aper, is a little incon-
sistent, for he shows that in certain |)igment Bacteria the
pigment is insoluble, and is contained in the Bacterian cells.

This leads to the inference that the peculiar saprogenous,
chromogenous, and pathogenous products of h!1 liacterian

growths are evolved thus internally. But in speaking of the
splitting of the albuminoid molecule into ammonia and by-
products as a necessary external work of the Bacteria pre-

ceding their assimilation of the nitrogen of the ammonia, he
says that the by-products of the splitting may be the very
stinking, coloured, and poisonous products which he has
before given proof arc formed as a result of the assimilation of
simple ammonia salts and of subsequent changes in the pro-

toplasm itself of the Bacteria. The by-products of the pre-

liminary breaking-down of the albuminoid molecule cannot,
it seems, be identical with the special products of the Bac-
terium's life, but may be less peculiar gaseous and other

bodies, and consequently this external part of the action of the

Bacterium may be compared to the breaking up of sugar by
Saccharomyces, whilst the Bacterium's internal work (specific

products) has no recognised parallel in the case of yeast.

How can we, then, figure to ourselves the power of the

Bacteria to split up albuminoid molecules? Is it a direct

function oftheir vegetation-processes, coniparable to the break-

ing up of carbonic acid in the leaves of green plants under
the influence of light? Do the Bacteria act thus " catalyti-

cally" as mere exciters or communicators of molecular vibra-

tions, quite innocent ofany chemical transference of matter?
Or do they secrete a fluid capable of acting on albuminoids,

j ust as the cells of the alimentary tract secrete digestive juices ?

Or is it by the abs>traction of oxygen that they upset the

albuminoid molecule, as the analogy of yeast suggests ? Oi,
again, is it by bringing condensed oxygen to bear against the

complex atom-fabric ? These questions are not yet answered.
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But Pasteur's recent generalisation as to the fermentative
function of all living colls tends to the third hypothesis.

It is exceedingly interesting to note that tlie disease, " the

blood," caused by JiucU/us anthracis, is accompanied by all

the symptoms of oxygen-starvation and C'O.j superloading,

and resembles in this way entirely prussic acid poisoning.
Pathogenous Bacteria may further, in some cases, produce
disease and death by merely diverting nutriment to them-
selves which should build up the diseased organism. Thirdly,
they may produce specific products (comparable to the
colour-products of chromogenous forms), which act as diffu-

sible poisons ; such is the supposed poison " septicin."

The question of the real distinctness and convertibility of
the forms and physiologically peculiar species of Bacteria is

Avisely not yet discussed by Dr. Cohn. But he makes the

very important remark that it is only in conseqiicnce of the

recognition of tlie complete distinctness of pathogenous Bac-
teria from the commoner Bacteria of putrescence, &c., that

the question of contagion has made any advance. So far

from being convertible forms or conditions, pathogenous
Bacteria are destroyed by the activity of the regular putre-
factive Bacteria (.8. termo).

Cohn, in a large series of experiments, has proved that,

practically, a temperature of 80° C. destroys the life of Bac-
teria, and prevents their development in an organic infusion.

Between 65° C. and 80° C. he obtained varying results, which
he attributes to the spluttering of the contents of the heated
vessels and to the protective influence of solid lumps. In
such fluids as Pasteur's a careful heating to 62° C. for one
hour was sufficient to prevent development of Bacteria and
putrescence. Some doubt seems, however, still to exist as

to the butyric ferment

—

Bacillus subt'ilis—which in decoc-

tions made with a pea in a tube with ten cub. cent, of water
made its appearance sometimes after exposure to temperatures
from 60—100° C, the tubes having been closed. Cohn con-
siders that the solid mass of the pea here had effect as a pro-
tective, and proves this by a differential experiment; also

that Bacillus can withstand higher temperature than can
Bacterium. Further, he found that after long boiling no
Bacillus nor any Bacteria at all make their appearance. It

is this Bacillus which Pasteur believes he obtained in milk
after exposure to 105° C.

Experiments on the effect of low temperatures have given
Cohn the result that Bacteria are not killed by long expo-
sure to cold below 0° C, but they become torpid, cease

movement, growth, and fermentative action, recovering,
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however, these activities with the return of a liigher tempera-
ture. Dr. Cohn by a mistake cites Professor Frauklaud,
toj^ether with Dr. B;istian, as entering the lists on behalf of
the " geiieratio equivoca," and observes tliat so talented and
exact a I'easoncr as Pasteur has no easy task in dealin<^ Avith

the French heterogcuists. This is, he says, duo not only to

the illoj^ical conclusions and the bad experimentation of the
supporters o^ generatio cequivoca, but because there are still,

in fact, certain conditions relating to Bacteria which are not
fully understood, and which, though he is persuaded they do
not directly affect the question at issue, yet render it possible
to understand how contradictory statements arise. These
conditions are those above noted as to the spluttering of the
fluid ' and the protective action of lumps in experiments
where putrescible fiuiils are healed.

On a New Alga, Crknothrix polyspoka [Cohn) ^ from the

Well-water of Breslau. By Dr. F. Cohn. Trans-
lated in abstract by W. Archer, M.R.I.A.

Whilst the water-supply of many large towns, both at

home and abroad, is, it is to be be feared, not everything that

could be wished as regards purity, it is to be hoped that

few are so badly off in that respect as, according to Cohn,
the town of Breslau appears to be. The greater part of a

paper in the first part of his ' Beitrage' ^ is taken up with an
account of the microscopic analysis of samples from various

public Avells, which revealed all sorts of " abominations."

The sample in which the interesting new alga Crenothrix

was first met with appears to have come from a part of the

town which enjoyed the unenviable reputation of being a
" Beriichligte Typhusgegend," but as this water was full of

many sorts of organic matter, living, dying, and dead, we
may infer that the Crenothrix was not specially to be ac-

counted a culpable agent in promoting the unhealthy cha-

racter of the neighbourhood.
In this water, which was cloudy, owing to the quantity of

Bacteria, Prof. Cohn noticed some little yellowish-brown
flakes, of about 1—2 mm. in size, which soon settled to the

' Dr. Roberts has some remarks upon tliis source of error in a letter to

'Nature,' Feb. 20tli, 1S73, p. 302.
- Cuhu :

" Ueber ilcu Brunuenfaden {Crenothrix polyspora), mit Bemer-
kuii^ren iiber die Mikroskopische Analyse des Bruunenwassers," iu ' Beitrage

zur Biologie der Pflanzeu,' Heft 1, p. 108.
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bottom, and combined tbere witb otbers into larger flakes.

These flakes were found to be composed of a number of

colourless filaments of an ali-a, formin*^ loosely contorted

tufts, amoiii^st which IJacteria, Vibiiones, Amccbaj, and
various Infusoria swarmed. The same alga was afterwards

obtained from various wells, and Cohn supposes its habitat

to be the bottom and sides of wells, whence pumf)ing de-

taches and brings it up, for it has not occurred in any of the

open waters, and its want of colour indicates its coming from

places from Avhich the light is excluded.

The filaments are long, of varying width, rigid and little

curved, often mutually interlaced, and in structure they ex-

hibit the characteristics of the Oscillarieae, that is, each

thread consists of a series of equivalent cells enclosed in a rigid

sheath. The contents show no trace of phycochrome or of

any colouring substance ; in the larger filaments the cells ap-

pear as if hollow in the middle, from the contents forming a

thickened parietal stratum, the interior being filled with a

pellucid cell-sap. The sheath in the more slender filaments

is extremely thin, but in the larger ones it offers a double

contour and pergamentacous consistence; the contents even-

tually become removed, leaving the sheath empty. Cohn
holds that, doubtless, this sheath originates from the outer-

most cylindrical lamellae of all the cells, whose individual

portions, as in the formation of cuticle, become mutually
fused; the sheath appears as if it sometimes became swollen

up. At first the sheath is colourless ; it may subsequently

become yellow or brown, which is attributed by Cohn to

the deposition of hydrated iron oxide.

On account of the great differences in the diameter of the

threads, one might at first imagine it possible that many dif-

ferent species were mingled. But on closer examination it

is seen that the width varies in one and the same filament

;

the filaments are, in fact, not cylindrical, but wider at one
end than at the other. They often appear to be attached by
the thinner end, and gradually to expand thence to the other or

upper one. Equally variable is the length of the cells com-
pared with their width, which is de])endent, of course, on
the transverse division of the cells having more or less

recently taken place.

In many filaments the end-cell becomes by far longer than
any of the others, and at the same time broader, and of an
elongate ellipsoidal figure, calling to mind the spores of Ctjlin-

drosjiermnm. Such an elonjiate end-cell, when it occurs, finally

arrests the growth of the filament in the direction of its axis ;

the cell below it thereupon divides obliquely, grows out
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sideways, subdivides, and forms a lateral l)raucli (siig(rcstiii;r

the mode of growth in Scytonemere). The erdar^cd end-
cells are filled by a finely <^rariular protoplasm (recalling the

manubria of the Rivularieiu) . The author had not been able

directly to follow out any further develo[)ment of these gre.it

spore like bodies. He had seen, however, these end-joints

empty, as if the contents had emerged through the perforated

apex, and he thinks that certain colourless short filaments,

Avith very delicate membrane, without sheaths, and with a
peculiar slow gliding movement, which he met with in the

material, may have originated from the large spore-like

bodies an<l that these may, therefore, possibly have some
place in the cycle of development of this plant.

But if the formation of these spore-like end-joints was a

comparatively rare occurrence, another form of development
was very general. This begins by the colourless contents

of certain of the cells of both thick and thin filaments becom-
ing retracted from the wall and condensed into round plasma-
masses, and the filaments aj^pear jointed in a moniliform
manner. The further progress seems to follow two modifica-

tions, which the author distinguishes as macro- and micro-
gonidia-formation.

The '' microgonidia" are the most frequent, and seem to

occur constantly in the thicker filaments. The cells of these

increase first in width, and simultaneously become divided

transversely, so that they form a series of discs, their length

being scarcely more than a fourth of their width ; these then
divide vertically into four cuneate segments, and the latter,

again, in a manner not readily followed out, repeatedly into a

number of minute portions, designated by the author as

microgonidia. This process begins first at the top of the

filament, and gradually proceeds downwards. The indi-

vidual gonidia are apparently primordial cells, which in

arrangement originally corresponded to the joints of the fila-

ments, but soon get disturbed, whilst the original septa are

broken or resorbed. The sheath takes no share in this pro-

cess, but forms a clavate " sporangium." The gonidia shove
themselves forward, " somewhat like the zoospores of

Achlya" but with a slowly gliding motion, to the apex,
where they congregate in thousands, the hinder finally push-
ing out through the apex those in advance, the formation of
more new gonidia going on all the while in the next deeper
portion of the filament. The emerged gonidia have round or

somewhat elongate figures ; they show a central vacuole,

but no membrane; their shorter diameter varies from
about 1 to 3 m.m.m. ; they are often twice as long, and
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then constricted at the middle ; many are transversely
divided ; they do not apparently move beyond a very slow
rolliii<r motion.

The forniution of tlie "macroj^onidia" seems almost never to

occur in the same fihiment. It is distinguished by tlie fact

tliat the cells subdivide into only two, or at most four portions
(in the smallest threads they are formed in a single scries),

and the macrogonidia, accordingly, are larger (being from 3 to

5 m.m.m. in diam.) ; in other respects they behave alike, that
is, tliey emerge; slowly from the apex of the investing sheath.
They are seen to be short cylindrical cells, with parietal pro-
toplasm and watery cell-sap, and soon exhibit a transverse
division.

In this manner, in the course of time, a mass of the Cre-
woMn,r-threads may emit the whole of their contents as

gonidia into the surrounding Avater, where they lie in clus-

ters, and, like the cells of Palmella, combine in masses by a
common mucous matiix.

The further development of these gonidia Colin was un-
able to follow, but he has no doubt that both forms of gonidia
germinate into new Crenothrix-\\\YQA([?, ; he frequently found
minute Crenothrix-ihxc^As which manifestly proceeded from
the germinated gonidia ; these occurred sometimes in bun-
dles, and even though so minute began to shoAV the charac-
teristic widening towards the upper ends. There does not
appear to be any difference between the " micro-" and " ma-
crogonidia," beyond the circimistance that the former give
rise to more slender filaments.

As to the systematic position of Crenothrix, Cohn con-
siders it an alga, because of its close affinity to certain un-
doubted AlgJE, though the want of colouring matter might
seem to point to the Fungi, but on that ground the flowering

plants Monotropa and Lathrcea would be relegated to Fungi.
The structure of the filaments in Crenothrix closely ap-

proaches Oscillariea;, which, as a rule, contain phycochrome,
but amongst them are found also colourless genera, especially

Beggiatoa and Spirochcete ; so far as Hygrocrocis represents

a proper genus, the author would refer it also here. The
author holds that the colourless Oscillariea^ live not only on
inorganic but also on organic compounds (Hcdwigia, LS05).

In their mode of nutriment the colourless genera, Beggiatoa,

Spirocha'te, Hygrocrocis, Crenothrix, &c.,scem to accord with

the water-fungi, whilst their organization agrees with the

phycochrome-containing Oscillarieie. From these Crenothrix

is distinguished by the une([ual filaments, thickened towards

the apices, by the subdivision of the cells in the direction of
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the longitudinal axis, and, above all, by the numerous free

gonidia densely filling the clavate " sporangia."

There is, however, another genus of the Oscillarieac ('ha-

mfesiphon, Braun and Grunow, to whieh tlie author regards

Crenothrix to be more nearly related ; that genus forms short,

erect, shortly jointed filaments, attached by one end to other

Alga3, solitary or aggregated, each enclosed, in a hyaline

sheath of a narrow pyriform or clavate figure. The cells are

produced by successive division, become rounded off, and
emerge throngh the apex of the sheath as '^resting spores,"

"which germinate without " fecundation." From this Cre-

nothrix is distinguished by the long filaments forming inter-

woven masses and by the numerous macro- and microgo-

nidia, and it would appear to stand, as it were, between this

genus and Lynghya. In the latter Cohn thinks, from certain

previous observations, " gonidia" may occur.

In a former memoir^ Cohn had expressed the view that the

phycochromaceous AlgiC might be regarded as approximating

to the Floridese in a negative character evinced by both, that

is, in the propagative cells being destitute of motile flagella,

in contradistinction to the zoospores of Chlorosporeaj and
Phaeosporeae. Crenothrix affords a new connecting link be-

tween the two Classes, as it shows a considerable affinity to

Bangia. In a marine species, jB. subaqualis, Kiitz., the

sheath becomes transformed into a clavate sporangium, whilst

the contents became transformed into round or ovate gonidia,

which emerged from the sheath, and grew into new filaments,

sometimes remaining attached by one end to the primary one.

Solier and Derbes the author mentions as attributing to

certain marine species of Bangia flagellate cells regarded as

antherozoids,- but he thinks it probable these certain motions

may have been confounded with monads or Chytridium-zoo-

spores, and that they really show a great analogy with the micro-

gonidia of Crenothrix. He regards, then, the genera Oscil-

laria, Lyngbya, Crenothrix, and Bangia, as forming a natural

series connecting Oscillariese with Floridete. But Cohn
draws attention to the resemblance of the Crenothrix-go\\\(\\?i

to certain conditions of Bacteria. As is well known Bacte-

rium termo occurs in certain stages as colourless mucous
masses {TiOoglcBa, Cohn), from which the individual Bacteria

emerge, by solution of the matrix, as free cells. Now, the

author observed, in the water in which the Crenothrix

' Cohn :
" Beitrage zur Physiologie der Phycocliromaceen uud Elori-

deen,'' in ' Archiv fiir niikr. Anat.,' Bd. iii, t. ii.

^ Solier and Derbes :
" Memoire sur la Pliys. d. Algues" (' Supple-

ment aux Comptes reudus de I'Acad. de Sci.,' Tome I, p. 61).
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occurred, colourless mucous masses, containing minute
bacillar cells (5'25 m.m.m. long and about one fourth tliat

Avidth), single or in pairs, with darkisli granular contents.

During observation he was surprised to see these cells begin

to move with a revolving kind of motion; suddenly some
swam out away from the mucus, and then returned ; in a

word, these little free cells showed all the characters of

Vibrio lineola. Eh?., showing that that form ])asses through a

Zooy/cea-st ate, that is, a still, so to say, Pa/mella-like con-

dition. Now, the isolated microgonidia of Crenothrix re-

semble certain of the larger Bacterium-ce\\'&, occurring in

the same water, the more so as both were mostly met with

constricted at the middle, that is, in various stages of trans-

verse division, and combined together (in millions) by a

common mucous matrix. Still, while the resemblance is

surprising and the confounding of the one with the other

easy, the author is disposed to think that there is really no

aenetic connection between the two forms.

On Xanthine and some of its Crystalline Compounds.
By B. Wills Riciiakdson, F.ll.C.S.I., Surgeon to the

Adelaide IIosi)ital, Dublin. (With Plate VI.)

For the opportunity of examining mi(r()Scoi)ically some of

the salts of xanthine I am indebted to the kindness of Dr.

Neubauer, of Wiesbaden, who sent me a specimen of xan-

thine from urine, as well as one i)repared artificially from

guanine. As urine, according to Dr. Neubauer, contains only

about one gramme of xanthine in 600 pounds ; my obliga-

tion to him is therefore not an inconsiderable one.

Xanthine itself, being amorphous, is not an attractive

microscopic object. Its colour, when dry, is a light buff,

but when mounted in either Canada balsam or gum dammar
the semitransparent particles have a tint which I have imitated

by darkening King's yellow with a little lamp-black. The
larger particles do not transmit light.

The crystals of the hydrochlorate of xanthine represented

in 1^1. YI were prepared in the following way :—A few

particles of the amor})hous xanthine were put upon a glass

slide ])lac(!d upon a warmed iron plate; hot strong hydrochloric

acid was then dropped upon them, and they were stirred

together with a fine-pointed glass rod. They were allowed to

cool slowly ; ami when, after the expiration of several days,

evaporation was completed, and the crystals were perfectly
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dry, they were mounted in dammar solution. An attempt
to hasten the evaporation by heat ended in the disappearance

of the crystals from another slide. When there is but little

material to act upon, I advise that the above directions

should be carefully followed.

The hydrochlorate, when successfully prepared, forms
as Dr. Neubauer truly observes, " beautiful microscopic

crystals," and it may be added, beautiful polariscopic objects

also. Dr. Neubauer describes the crystals as " six-sided

plates, lying together in groups and glandular masses," but
it occasionally happens that only " round and egg-shaped
forms''^ are met with.

That they may further vary, however, in characters is

evident by the drawings represented in PL VI, which have
been carefully drawn to scale with Nachet's camera.

In some of the published illustrations of xanthine it

is apparently the hydrochlorate, and not pure xanthine,

that is rei)resented, xanthine, as I have stated, being amor-
phous, and not crystalline.

Researches on Bone and Cartilage. By C. Heitzmann.
(With Plates VII and VIII.)

^

The Cells of Normal Bone.

If the lower extremity of the femur of a freshly killed

young rabbit be freed from its attached muscles, then cut

through with bone-nippers about one inch above the knee-

joint, the joint opened and the condyles of the femur

separated, Ave have a good object for the study of the histo-

logical relations both of fresh articular cartilage and of the

spongy bone of the epiphysis. The bone here is easy to cut,

so that vertical or surface sections may be at once prepared

of considerable size, and thin enough to bear the highest

magnifying power.

If a bony lamella, on such a section, mounted in \ p. c. salt

solution, or, better, in diluted Miiller's Fluid, be observed

with Hartnack's No. 10 immersion lens, the bone-cells may
be seen as dull-grey, roundish or oblong bodies in the

shining matrix, which is traversed in many directions by

clear branched canals. In the interior of the indistinctly

' 'A Guide to the Qualitative and Quautitafive Analysis of the Urine.'

By C. Neubauer and J. Yogel. The New Sydenham Society. London,

1863, p. 23.
2 Translated from ' Mcdiziiiische Jahrbiicher,' 1872, part 4.
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spotted cell-body tht'ro «iiay be ofUm recofrnised a structure

reseiubling a nucleus, bounded by a slightly indented out-

line. In contact with the outline of the cell itself there is a

narrow, clearer zone, into which numerous conical processes

project from llie shell and have precisely the same aspect.

In many places we can follow the extremely delicate

braiulied processes for a short distance into the matrix and
see them freely communicating with the process of a

neighbouring ceil. Wiien the processes cannot be followed

far from the cell the above-mentioned clear branched canals

of the matrix are seen in immediate continuity with them.
At the border of the bony lamella we may frequently

notice a number of i)rojecting short serrations of the same
aspect as the cell-processes. In the same position there are

commonly protoplasmic masses, with pale oblong nuclei, into

which the processes from the lamella penetrate.

These processes, with their communications, may be very

clearly seen in gold preparations, in which the dark violet

bone-cells stand out sharply in the pale violet matrix. The
processes may be equally well seen in preparations of bone
from which the calcareous salts have been extracted by
lactic acid. By this method the cells appear not to shrink,

at least the space between them and the matrix is not

broader than in fresh preparations.

In chromic acid preparations the cell appears somewhat
shrunken, and the cavity enclosed by the matrix is seen to

be richly provided with canalicular processes (PI. VII, fig. 1).

Most of the conical, bristle-like cell processes end in sharp

points at the commencement of the canal, and it is only in a

few of these that we can follow an interrupted granular

substance of the same aspect as the granular cell-body.

In all cases, then, we may convince ourselves that in

normal bone the cells have processes which partly extend
into the canalicular system and partly communicate with
each other, but the arrangement of the processes is only made
clear when the bone is artificially inflamed.

Alterations of Bone in Injiammation.

Considerable changes are produced in bone as a conse-

quence of inflammation, and, as we know from Virchow,^

these changes take place both in the bone-cells and in the

matrix.

I will first describe the alterations of the matrix as seen in

a preparation taken from the scapula of a young adult dog

' " Ueber parencliyniatose Eutziindung," ' V. u. R. Arch.,' iv, 1852.
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four days after a piece had been broken out from the centre

and inflammation thus set up. The injured scapula was
softened in diluted chromic acid.

The section was made horizontally in the imme-
diate neighbourhood of the wound, in the layer next

to the periosteum, and deep enough to include bony
lamellae. On examining a portion of this preparation

we see two kinds of formation in the same place, one

in the form of passages with roundish or oblong dilatations

recognisable by the abundance of large cells of variable

shape, while the other is characterised by a compact struc-

ture and regular distribution of the cells. The former is

osteoid tissue, the latter proper bone-substance. The
boundary between the two tissues is only sharply defined

here and there, in other ])arts so obscurely that there is a

gradual transition from parts rich in cells to others in Avhich

they are comparatively scanty. The parts rich in cells are

also characterised by a somewhat bright and clear matrix.

In the proper bone-substance we also find dilated portions,

which are sharply defined from the iinaltered matrix. It has

been long known that these portions are formed during life by
solution and removal of the calcareous salts.

In the part figured we may recognise that the solution of

the earthy salts takes place in some parts uniformly for a

considerable extent, in other parts in irregular areas. These
latter correspond partly to the boundaries of the cell-terri-

tories and are partly independent of them.

This poverty in earthy salts may be recognised in chromic

acid preparations, even with the highest powers, by the

clearness of the matrix, the blurred appearance of the

boundaries of the lamella3, and the indistinct demarcation of

the lacunae and canaliculi.

From all my preparations we must conclude that more
im{)ortaut alterations in the cell-body are not demonstrable

until the earthy salts have been, at least partially, removed
from the matrix.

It is difficult to give a universally applicable description of

the alterations in form of tlie bone-cells in an inflamed part.

In bones that have been inflamed for several days we meet
with portions in which all the cells of a lamellar system are

intensely and uniformly altered in shape ; but close by we
find other parts in which no alteration can be noticed, or

in a certain part some cells greatly altered, others slightly,

and others not at all. One of the earliest demonstrable altera-

tions is swelling of the cell and great distinctness of the

processes (PI. VII, fig. 2).
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Furtlier we fitul cells whose nuclei are liOur-<^lass shaped,

others with a mark of division, then others divided or

broken up into several portions. These forms of division

are ])articularly well seen in oblou}^ cells which have a

nucleus at each pole, aiul where each nucleus has a<^ain

divided as above described. At the Sfwie time we notice in

the protoplasm homogeneous, peculiar, dimhj lustrous cor-

puscles. The cell-body itself is always enlar<i;ed when
division of the nucleus has commenced, and its outline more
sharply defined. It is common for a mark of division to pass

througli the middle of a cell ; sometimes a nuclear structure

is present in each half, or we see only a dark spot when the

protoplasni is ])eculiarly bright. One half of a cell may now
and again show another nmrk of division (PI. VII, fig. 3),'

or, finallv, the enlarged cell-body is split into a number of

small lumps, the lacunar becoming increased in size.

I have given only a short description of these alterations,

because a full and accurate one has already been given by
E. Lang.^ I'li^y "lay be followed in every inflamed bone
for several millimetres from the focus of inflammation,

whether long bones or scapula? be used, and whether the

inflammation be brought about by subcutaneous fracture

(I have injured tibiae and fibular of dogs in this way), or by
cutting out or breaking out a piece of the scapula, or, finally,

by rubbing or perforating a bone with the actual cautery

—

in my case tibia or scapula.

Before I go further in the description of the forms of in-

flamed bone-cells, I will define the appearances of inflamma-
tion in the cells of the osteoid tissue of the scapula, first,

because the alterations here are already considerable in the

first days of inflammation, and, secondly, because these cells,

so far as size is concerned, show the changes in a more
striking manner than those of bone.

On the fourth day of inflammation we find, in the uni-

formly clear matrix, which has lost its lime-salts, large

districts with cells of the aj)pearance here described.

The lacuna) are enlarged, and occupied partly by roundish

and angular finely granular lumps, with roundish nu-
clear bodies, partly by round, oval, or irregularly

nodular bodies, which are conspicuous by their lustre and
homogeneous aspect. Most of the cell-processes are in-

visible, there being only a few broader passages, which
connect the lacunse with each other and contain processes.

' I niny mention tliat in inflamed cells treated with cliloridc of gold, the

iiclwork of comnuiiiiratinir processes is sliown of a deep violet colour.
" 'Mediz. Juhrbuclier,' J 871.
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In other places large lumps are found immediately over loii"-

lamellae, which, owing to their position, must he regarded as

derivatives of osteoid cells.

In preparations which I obtained from deeper layers, from
the " true" bone of the same scapula, very large dilated

spaces can be seen filled with cellular structures, some of
which are sharply defined from the lamellar systems ; while
in other parts bone, which is still distinctly to be recognised
as such by its matrix, passes gradually with visible increase
of its cells into spaces which contain only cells, but no
matrix. Close to the wound only a few small remains of bony
lamelUe can be found ; the whole tissue consists only of
round or spindle-shaped cells, or of such cells forming a net-
work. The matrix of the bone has here plainly been entirely

lost and replaced by cells.

How have these new spaces arisen ?

Certainly, ir. part, from Haversian canals. At a little

distance from tin; margin of the wound dilated Haversian
canals may be seen, which indicate the commencement of
lacunar spaces. The nearer we approach to the margin of

the wound the wider and more irregular are the Haversian
canals, which here and there still show, in their centre,

blood-vessels filled with blood.

From the dilated Haversian canals tapering passages
proceed filled with cellular elements between the separate

lamellar systems. Then come what may rather be called

islands of bone, and finally these also disappear.

But there is also a second process, which leads to the
formation of cavities by increase in size of the bone-cells. I.

possess most beautiful and convincing specimens from the
compact bone of the tibia of an adult dog, burnt with the
actual cautery eight days before death. There may be seen
here, in a rather thick part of the preparation, three bone-
cells, which, having become enlarged in all dimensions, have
thus approached nearer to each other, and the matrix between
them is lost. We have here, therefore, a closed space arising

in bone-tissue filled with three cells; above and below this

space I can see, by focussing, slightly enlarged cells lying
imbedded in the matrix. I can, therefore, confirm what
Rokitansky^ has already stated, that spaces arise in bone in-

depcntly of Haversian canals, and filled with structures, which
can only be derivatives of bone-cells. The result of the above
processes may be shortly represented by saying that compact
bone has become converted into spongy bone.

Both the isolated spaces and the marginal layers of the

• 'Lehrb. d. Pathol. Anat.,' ii, lS5f).
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bony liiinelliv, wliich are in course of deliquescence, yield the

most excellent objects for the study of that peculiar altera-

tion of the bone-cells, with which we have already become
acquainted in osteoid tissue, and on which I especially insist,

because these changes, as will ])e shown later, are prelimi-

nary to the formation of blood. While the cells are still

imbedded in deliquescing^ bone we find that they have in-

creased in size, that their aspect is in part lustrous and
homogeneous, and partly coarsely granular, that they have
become converted into roundish or spindle-shaped elements,
which, immediately after the matrix between them has dis-

appeared, become fused together in long tracts, or form a

network in whose meshes there lie large, pale, finely-granular

bodies, of irregular outline, occasionally furnished with a

nuclear structure, or sometimes roundish, lustrous, and homo-
geneous bodies.

In these parts, therefore, Ave can very early distinguish a

separation between two kinds of substances, which are both
to be regarded as derivatives of bone- cells, as their develop-
ment can be followed, step by step, from these latter in closed

spaces and in all stages of transition.

The greater part of the inflamed bones which I have
examined have shown these structures, and always in a more
striking manner the nearer the part examined was to the

wound. At some distance from this, and in the first stages

of inflammation, there are other appearances, which have no
relation to the formation of blood, but, as I shall show later

on, to ossification.

Close to the Avound in the femoral condyle of a rabbit,

which Avas perforated Avith the actual cautery tAventy-six

hours before death, the medullary spaces appear greatly

enlarged, and the bony trabeculse encroached upon and nar-

rowed. In these latter I can find, close to the margin of the

medullary space, territories Avhich, if they originally possessed
only a single cell, shoAv in their centre a cell surrounded by
a finely granular mass in })}ace of bone, ?'. e. matrix without
earthy salts, in Avhich the processes of the cell may be recog-

nised as finely granular radiating markings. Let us call the

contents of such a territory the osteoblast zone. Territories

Avhich originally contained several cells shoAv a corresponding
number of osteoblast zones. In the immediate neighbourhood
of these territories there are others, in Avhose osteoblast zones
the difference between the central cell and the finely granular
mass Avhich surrounds it, is not so sharply defined. Again,
in other territories the contents of an osteoblast zone are seen

to be changed into a lumj) provided Avith a nuclear structure,
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or sometimes several such lumps in a territory are fused

together into a multinuclear mass.

Such portions which have lost their matrix become united

to form groups of territories ; finally, by the confluence of

several such groups, large protoj)lastic layers arise, some
with numerous oval nuclei, and others in which no nuclei

can be seen. These layers of protoplasm frequently appear

as if split up into smaller portions. In many places I have
found them in the form of broad passages extending from
one space to another, and presenting no traces of nuclei. At
the same time we find in the pale, finely or coarsely granular

protoplasm, yelloAV, strongly refracting granules of various

size, or groups of such granules, or homogeneous lustrous

lumps have arisen, which have a demonstrable connection

with the formation of blood.

Wherever deliquescence of bone-substance takes place as

a consequence of inflammation, a differentiation between the

above described two kinds of substance may be observed,

only sometimes the finely granular, pale (bone-forming)

protoplasm predominates, and at others the homogeneous
(blood-forming) protoplasm is in excess.

In recapitulating what we have described as taking place

in inflamed bone, Ave may make the following propositions :

The process of solution and absorption of the earthy salts

starts chiejly from the Haversian canals. The portions

lohich have lost their salts have sharply-defined hotmdaries,

zohich co?nmonly corrcs2)07id to those of the territories of the

hone-cells, but are also often independent from them.

As a consequence ofenlargement of the cell-body and division

of its nuclei a complete deliquescence of the matrix takes

place, both at the margins of the Haversian canals and in

the midst of bone, independently of them. This process

leads to the formation of spaces.

hi the enlarged and now free bone-cells a differentiation

takes place into a yellow, homogeneous, lustrous substance

and a colourless finely granular substance.

On the Formation of Blood in Inflamed Bo7ie.

In preparations] taken from a dog's tibia, tangentially

burnt with the actual cautery so as to leave the medullary
cavity unopened eight days before death, I found, in the

middle of the uninjured bone, large numbers of lacunae,

which, in addition to pale, finely granular lumps of proto-

plasm, contained a variable quantity of completely formed
coloured blood-corpuscles (PI. VII, figs. 4 and 5). This gives
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cause for suspecting that tlie blood-corpusck-s have been

formed from the bone-cells.

I next tried to find transition forms Avhicli miglit show
that, so far as can be concluded from the occurrence of the

forms together, there was really a development of such

structures. There was no lack of convincing appearances

in these preparations ; one of them is shown in 1*1. VII, fig. 0.

We see here in the lacuna? the variable forms of a substance

characterised by its homogeneity, bright lustre, and yellow

colour, which sometimes occur as minute bands at the margin

of the pale granular protoplasm, sometimes as lumps, com-

monly furnished with minute sharp processes, and possessing

a very dark but single outline ; then we may find grey lus-

trous discs without a sharply defined outline, and finally

bodies having tlie aspect of coloured corpuscles, with a dis-

tinct double outline,^ and a cup-shaped depression on each

surface, giving to these bodies, when standing on edge,

the well-known hour-glass shape. This substance often

occurs in the form of masses, which appear to be composed

by the aggregation of coarse granules, and consequently have

a cluster-like appearance ; we also find it in the absoption

spaces as a netAvork with swellings at the nodular points. I

must also add to the above described forms thin plates,

pierced by small vacuoles, which I have very commonly
found in chromic acid jircparations.

Now, it can be shown that the same structures occur in

blood-vessels, and in so convincing a manner that there can

be no doubt of their identity with thore of the lacunae.

The fact that Ave must without hesitation refer those

elements Avhich are found inside blood-vessels to blood-cor-

puscles, and the further fact that we now have to do with

blood-vessels in an early stage of development, and that in

them bodies are found, Avhich, indeed, are not yet complete

coloured blood- corpuscles, but because of their yellow colour,

on the one hand, and because of their protoplasmic appear-

ance on the other, may be viewed as intermediate stages

between colourless and coloured corpuscles ; these considera-

tions, I say, justify us in assuming tliat we see before us

in the young vessel developmental stages of coloured blood-

corpuscles; but we are also justified in saying that the

analogous bodies found in the lacuna? are structures of

precisely the same kind.

We have evidently before us a conversion of protoplasju

' I may rciiiark tlial I lie buiiu lium which the prcparalioiis were niuiie was
bul'tciicd 111 chruiiiic aciJ,
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such as was found by W. II. (Jannalt and 8. Strieker/ in
elements of the inflamed cornea of the frog and rabbit.

As I shall still frequently have to speak of the above
described structures, I will, in order to avoid repetition, give
them the name of hecmatoblasts.

It is not easy to decide from what point of the cell-body

the conversion into haematoblastic substance takes place. I

sometimes find a central part with a yellow lustre and
serrated; at other times there are yellow lustrous lumps at

an excentric part of the cell-body; and, again, the cortical

layer of the cell may be converted into this substance. Then
it happens that, together with this substance, we find only
unimportant remains of the pale finely-granular protoplasm.
Finally, sometimes the whole cell-body has taken on the

peculiar homogeneous aspect.

A transformation of this kind may occur, not only in the

body, but also in its processes. We may find round lumps
of the above described appearance lying in a dilated

canaliculus.

How early does the development of this substance begin ?

The question is difficult to answer. I have clearly recog-

nised it in bone-cells that have become fused together after

an inflammation that has lasted twenty-six hours, and I shall

show later that it is regularly formed in certain parts of

normal bone.

Let us now compare young blood, both fresh, and after

treatment, Avith various colouring and hardening reagents.

In the fresh, living state— I have given instructions for

making such preparations at the beginning of this paper

—

we see hsematoblasts of all forms, resembling those in pre-

parations hardened in chromic acid and wood vinegar. I

can, therefore, say that these two reagents do not markedly
alter the hsematoblastic substance. Solution of nitrate of

silver leaves them uncoloured. I have tried ^ per cent, solu-

tion of chloride of gold, both with fresh and with chromic
acid preparations, the latter being first thoroughly dehy-
drated, and in both cases I got the same result. The grey,

dimly lustrous discs, after treatment with the solution for

ten minutes, and examination some days later, were of a deep
violet colour. Thicker masses were coloured violet, but the

yellow lustre was also preserved.

The haematoblasts are not soluble in oil of turpentine.

Thick masses, after treatment with alcohol and turpentine,

remain perfectly recognisable ; the large vacuolated discs

' ' Med. Jahrb.; 1871.
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are so cleared up tliat tlicy can no longer be made out, only

the pale thickened marginal layer remaining distinct.

I have arrivej at essentially the same result as Rokitausky/

who has shown that in certain pathological processes blood

is formed anew in mother-cells which are becoming joined

by branching to capillaries.

Structure of Hyaline Cartilage.

Fresh articular cartilage is well known to be an object

well adapted to the study of its histological relations. If a

fine section mounted in J, per cent, salt-solution be examined
with No. 10 immersion lens, a number of details may be recog-

nised which have hitherto remained unnoticed. The
following description is based upon a horizontal section from

the femoral condyle of a young adult dog; the relations are

precisely the same in the corresponding cartilage of the cat

and the rabbit.

The cell-bodies appear finely and dimly granular, bounded
by a rather denser cortical layer. If the outline of the

cartilage-cell be accurately focussed, there comes into view,

between it and the matrix, a clear, very narrow band,
traversed by a great number of extremely fine, radially

disposed, grey processes or stripes. These are all conical,

the broader basis of the process proceeding from the cell-body

and its fine extremity being directed to the matrix. Where
two cells lie near each other, the clear band between them is

traversed by delicate, grey streaks.

In fresh cartilage-cells the nucleus may be sometimes
distinctly made out, and we can then see that its form cor-

responds to that of the cell-body. In its finely granular

interior we find the brightly refracting nucleolus. Sur-

rounding the nucleus is a clear, narrow band, again traversed

by radiating, conical processes, whose bases are connected

Avith the nucleus, their extremities being lost in the proto-

plasm of the cell. These delicate, conical processes are only

distinct when the clear band which surrounds the nucleus

is plainly seen.

If we examine the matrix we see a very faint, apparently
granular marking, dark parts alternating with clear, and
here and there the clearer parts appear branched, and even
as if they formed a delicate network.

Having learnt that processes are given off from cartilage

-

cells, and that the matrix has an indistinct reticular

marking; bearing in mind, also, the appearances presented

1 'llandbucli. d. ftllj;pni. ratliol, Anat,' Wicn., 1S46.
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by inflammation, of whicli I shall speak later, I proceeded
to colour the cartilage with silver. ,

I prepared tlie articular extremity of the femur of a freshly

killed young dog, as described at the beginning of the paper,

and after the synovia was lightly washed off I rubbed the

condyles with a stick of lunar caustic for some minutes, then
placed the object in spring water and exposed it to the light.

After a few days the parts treated with nitrate of silver were
coloured of a deep blackish-brown tint. The upper layer

was rejected as useless and the one next to it examined. I

may remark, by the way, that sections may be prepared from
deeper layers which are apparently less coloured by silver,

but in a short time become deeply coloured if exposed to the

light, so that new preparations may be made for a certain

thickness from the same cartilage.

The following description refers to condyle preparations

from a young and from an adult, dog ; both agree perfectly

with each other.

In tliose parts of the anterior or inferior portions of the

condyle which were coloured I obtained no appearances
leading to distinct ideas concerning the network. But Avhen
I examined the projecting edge separating the inferior from
the lateral surface matters were altered. Fig. 7, Plate

^'III, shows one of the appearances which I obtained at the

point of transition from the anterior to the lateral surface.

The matrix is deeply coloured at the margins of the carti-

lage cavities, and of a lighter reddish-broAvn in the other

parts. From the cartilage cavities clear processes are given

off in various directions, which may be grouped into about
three orders, according to their calibre. The broadest pro-

cesses (1st order) unite two cartilage-cells which are near, or

even at some distance frum each other, or they simply pass

into the matrix. The narrower processes (2nd order) are

given off both from the cartilage cavities and from the broad
processes, aiul they branch very richly to form very narrow ones

(3rd order). These last are given off from the whole circum-

ference of the cartilage- cavity from the sides of processes of

the 1st and 2nd order, and from the extremities of broader

processes and traverse the whole matrix. They form a rich,

very delicate, network of clear irregular canals, richly

furnished with varicose dilatations, and in whose meshes we
sec the brown matrix. In the cartilage-corpuscles we find

the dull, uncoloured, cell-bodies, with the radiating serrations

of the enlarged nuclei, and the processes of the cell-body

itself, which may be followed into the canalicular process of

the 1st order.
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While at (he anterior and infciior surfaees of tlie coiulyh^s

•Ave find ehicfly only processes of the 3rd order, and here and

there a few of the 2nd order, wliich are most easily recog-

nisable when the margins of the cartilage capsnles appear

traversed by radiating, clear, delicate streaks, the lateral

snrfaces constantly show cartilage-cells with processes of the

1st order, and these are more numerous the further we
remove from the edge of the articular surface. If we ex-

amine that part in wliich the matrix of the cartilage has a

striated appearance, we find the most beautiful silver

pictures ; the larger processes united by finer ones are ex-

tremely nmnerous and remain so in the fibro- cartilaginous,

periosteal, and tendinous tissues, to which we pass at various

points from the region of hyaline cartilage.

The next thing to be done was to colour the cartilage with

chloride of gold. 1 treated the condyles with ' per cent, solution

of the salt, and followed its operation for periods extending

from ten minutes to twelve hours in the same object, the

most superficial sections being always rejected.

After fifteen minutes the coloration of the cartilage-cells

by gold was already distinct ; in the violet cell-body the

nucleus could be clearly distinguished with a sharp outline

;

the outline of the cell-body Avas also sharply defined. The
conical processes coming off from the margin Avere to be seen

in great numbers in many cells of a violet colour, but it was

not possible to follow them further in the matrix than Avhen

they Avere uncoloured ; in preparations from the lateral snr-

faces there Avere numerous large processes Avith a serrated

outline and of the same violet tint as the cell-body ; the

matrix remained uncoloured, or Avas of a pale, bluish-red.

After treatment for one hour Avith the gold solution the

large processes and the cells Avere coloured a deep violet, the

processes of the 2nd order were distinctly visible, and a

fcAv of those of the 3rd order Avere seen extending far into

the matrix, and uniting cells that lie near each other.

The appearances after treatment for twelve hours are not

trustAvorthy because they present the appearance of granular

and crumbled precipitations. The cartilage-cells are of a

blackish-violet colour, the nucleus indistinguishable, or only

to be made out as a lighter portion in the cell-body. From
the circumference of the latter fine processes arc given off, of

a finely granular aspect for the most part, Avhich, in many
places, form a granular network. This network is most

strongly developed in the immediate neighbourhood of the

coll, or at the boundaries of the cell territories—it unites

neighbouring cells, and is, in parts, so confused that it
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cannot be clearly be made out even niili No. 10 immersion

lens. Places where the marking is incomplete, as in the

part shown in PI. VIII, Fig. 8, lead us to recognise a net-

work with numerous granular and varicose swellings,

concerning whose connection with the cell-body there can be

no doubt.

At the line of transition between cartilage and bone there

exists, as is well known, a layer of cartilage-cells whose

nuitrix is calcified. A deposition of lime-salts may also be

very rapidly produced experimentally, as I shall show later,

by injuring the cartilage in certain ways. In horizontal

sections, both of fresh ossifying cartilage, and in others from

which the lime-salts have been extracted by chromic acid,

we see that the matrix is traversed by canals, in which there

lie processes given off radially from the capsules and forming

network. The appearances presented by the canalicular

processes remain precisely identical from the time at which
we can distinguish the earliest traces of calcareous deposit,

which may take place either in the wall of the capsule or

close to the boundary of a cell-territory, to that in which the

nuitrix is completely calcified. We may convince ourselves

that the only change consists in the deposition of earthy

salts in the matrix, all that concerns the structure of the cell

and its process remaining quite unaltered. In old animals,

where bone is in immediate contiguity with calcified carti-

lage, we cannot, for a moment, hesitate to admit that there is

junction by means of cell-processes between the osteoid-cells

and true bone-cells.

The accompanying corollaries follow from my researches

:

The bodies of the cartilage-cells are promcled toith radi-

ating iwocesses. These processes form a delicate, varicose

network in the matrix, where hyaline cartilage passes into

striatedfihro-cartilage and into periosteum ; the processes are

very large and broad ; they tinite neighbouring cells either

immediately or by means offee processes.

Formation of Blood and Bone from Cartilage.

If we examine a horizontal section taken some distance

from the surface of the femoral condyles of a freshly killed

puppy, a few weeks old, Avith a rather high power in ^ per

cent, salt-solution, we may distinguish in the]matrix cartilage-

cells of two kinds. In the first place larger cells, with pale

granules and a distinct nucleus ; secondly, smaller cells,

which are bright, yellowish, indistinctly granular, and appa-
rently not nucleated. Transitional forms occur between
the two kinds ; we find cells, whose bodies are partly pale
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and finely granular, and ])Hrtly, especially at some tnarginal

point, lustrous. Hotli kinds of" ctdls may lie close togetlxer,

separated by a narrow bridge of matrix, and both kinds have
a few coarse granules which look like fat-globules.

This relation is still more striking in vertical sections from
the completely cartilaginous epipliysis of tlie same puppy,
which is traversed by blood-vessels. Close to the articular

surface may be seen tolerably uniform cells closely super-

imposed upon each other ; these become larger the further

we go from the surface towards the diaphysis, and the

difference between the two kinds of cartilage cells becomes
more strongly marked. At the same time fresh distinctive

marks make their appearance. While the pale, finely

granular cells fill their capsules almost completely, this is

not the case, as a rule, with the lustrous, indistinctly

granular, yellowish cells. The shining substance is de-

posited in the cortical layer, and surrounds the pale

substance like a hollow hemisphere (giving a semi-lunar

appearance in profile), or it encloses a vacuole, or it lies in

the centre of the cartilage-capsule as a round or angular,

irregularly dentated body, surrounded by a structureless zone.

Deeper in the epiphysal cartilage we find the cells again

more flattened, or still deeper they appear as discs lying

close above each other, and arranged in the well-known
rows. The cartilage cavities now continue to enlarge, the

matrix becomes narrower, and calcified matrix suddenly
appears in a continuous line. The cartilage cavities are here

surrounded by highly refractive substance impregnated with
lime, which appears in profile in the longitudinal columns as

an almost homogeneous mass, but seen from above as a

coarsely granular, highly refracting plate.

The cartilage cells situated close to the calcified part show
the difference between the two kinds above described very

clearly. The large cavities arranged in rows are, in some of

these rows, almost filled by the pale protoplasm of the cell.

Close by these are seen others not completely filled by the

cell, a pale, homogeneous border remaining. Finally, we
may see, in the middle of the cavity, the lustrous, coarsely

granular substance which is here specially defined by notched
processes ; round these, again, a finely granular zone, be-

tween which and the matrix is a structureless zone.

If we examine a vertical section from the condyle of

the femur of a dog about six months old, where spongy
bone is already present in the epiphysis, we find in

the bornidary between epiphyses and articular cartilage

structures similar to those already described, with this dif-
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ference tljat the cartilage cavities are arranged in rounded

groups. Each cavity contains a pale, finely granular, or

hoinogeneous substance, and a highly refractive body either

at the centre or at the periphery ; the latter being coloured

dark violet, the former pale violet by chloride of gold.

The older the animal examined the thinner do we find the

layer of articular cartilage, and the more scanty also is on

its surface the refractive substance in the cartilage cells.

What has just been said of the dog is true also of cats and
rabbits.

Let us now consider the spaces which arise in the calcified

portion of cartilage, as is well known, by fusion of the calci-

gerous matrix of the cartilage. In the first place we find

the wall of the cavity lined with colourless, finely granular,

protoplasmic masses ; in the centre are roundish bodies (or

spaces) with an apex to one side and surrounded] by spindle-

cells, which converge towards the apex. In the middle of

those bodies we see groups of highly refractive structures

which appear as if produced by the splitting up of a lump.
In young dogs I have seen several such groups in the centre

of one of the spaces produced by fusion, each surrounded by
the spindle cells just described.

Comparing what occurs in inflamed bone with the appear-

ances seen in cartilage-cells I am convinced of the identity

of the refractive or lustrous substance in the two, as it agrees

all characters and reactions. Moreover, in the cartilage

also we can follow all phases of development up to the

formation of nearly perfect red corpuscles, by going through
a large number of preparations. A portion of the cartilage-

cells, or a part of their protoplasma, has accordingly been
transformed into haematoblasts.

We have already seen that the cartilage-cell contains in

variable quantity a pale or apparently structureless con-

stituent. In some spaces this substance predominates, but
there occur others which are filled only with large, pale,

protoplasmic masses. Such masses may spread beyond the

calcareous columns, and unite with neighbouring masses of

the same kind. Calcareous salts become deposited in these

masses, starting from the periphery ; and it is easy to trace a

diff'erentiation which takes place in the protoplasmic masses
simultaneously with the calcareous infiltration ; and we see

also that granular bodies furnished with processes, i.e. bone-
cells, arise in them. It is not difficult to shew that the

protoplasmic masses in question furnish the basis for bone
lamellae in the widest sense ; and more particularly as seen

in profile, when narrow layers of protoplasm, connected by
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processes Avitli one anolh-.r and with the cells enclosed in

the cartilage cavities, come into view.

I aj^rce, accordingly, on this point with Waldeyer^ so far,

that bone-cell and bone-matrix are both to be regarded as

formations from the protoplasma ; one portion of it becoming
the stellate cell, another portion the matrix, which latter

becomes at once impregnated with lime. Only I say tliat

before the calcareons impregnation layers of proto])lasm are

formed from a number of osteoblasts, in which the outlines

of the latter are no longer visible, and the differentiation

into bone-cells and matrix is only effected when calcareous

infiltration begins.

Finally, it may be mentioned that roundish or flat proto-

plasmic masses, with distinct and brilliant round nuclei, are

met with in the fusion spaces both of the normal calcified

cartilage and of bone. They are the structures already

described by Rollett,^ and generally spoken of as "medullary
cells."

Researches on Infiamed Cartilage.

In order to secure uniformity of results, the articular

cartilages of the condyles of the femur were always selected

for experiment, and were injured with a heated conical piece

of iron, which was superficially applied to one condyle, and
bored into the other. Rabbits^ dogs, and cats were thus

treated.

Superficial lesions.—Twenty-six hours after the injury the

wound is found partly covered with a slough, and fissures

start from its margin. The matrix has round these fissures

a yellowish colour; some cartilage cavities are enlarged, and
are either empty or contain a pale finely granular substance,

sometimes provided with vacuolac. The cells close to the

fissure are spindle-shaped, otherwise apparently unaltered.

After five days some cartilage cavities near the wound are

found enlarged to five times their normal size, and partly

oj)ening to the surface. The fundamental substance is

reduced to narrow trabecular.

The pale finely granular substance is sometimes so divided

that the cavity appears filled Avith several nucleated cells ;

but it is difficult to decide whether these have arisen by
division of one large cell, or by diminution of the matrix
between the individual enlarged cells. Some facts appeared
to point to the latter exjdanation. Quite close to the altered

portions are found unaltered cavities and cells.

' "Ueber dcii Ossifications-Process," ' Arcliiv. fiir Mikr. Anat.,' i, 1S65
' Strickei's 'Manual of Histology,' ailiclc " Hone."
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The appearances are essentially the same on the eij^hth

day of inflammation ; and the general result of the experi-

ments on eight rabbits was, that the changes produced in

their articular cartilages, even by intense irritation, are but

slight. Formation of pus from cartilage cells could not be

demonstrated.

Simultaneous lesion of the Articular Cartilage and the

Ejiijihyses of the Femur.

The injury was effected either with the pointed hot iron

or with the knife, but the former gave more striking results.

The first remarkable phenomenon was one already observed

by Redfern,^ namely, deposition of lime in the cartilage

close to the margin of the wound. It could be seen in

sections after twenty-six hours, and on the third day Avitli

the naked eye. The lime salts were found on examination
to be deposited in the matrix of the cartilage, while the

cartilage cells often had a serrated appearance, produced by
a delicate network of processes. In the neighbouring parts

some of the cartilage-cells were embedded in normal matrix,

others surrounded by a ring of bone, or with their entire
" domain " calcified.

On decalcifying such portions it was found that the car-

tilage-cells near the calcified margin were converted into

yellow, brilliant, and nodular bodies, such as have been
already often described ; they shewed, in fact, a striking

transformation into hoematoblaslic substance. On the third

and following days the spaces enlarge by absorption of the

calcified matrix, but the cells are, except for the abundance
of hoematoblasts, little altered ; and only where the matrix
is entirely wanting are they found converted into spindle

forms, or else apparently fused into masses of nucleated

protoplasm, while blood and vessels appear in the midst of

the fused tissue. Similar changes are seen in the bone-cells

of the adjacent epiphysis.

Lesions (deep and superficial) of the angle of the articu-

lating cartilages were distinguished by the intensity of the

changes in the fibro-cartilage, periosteum, and tendons there

inserted. Cell proliferation was seen in the latter parts, and
also in the portions of cartilage nearest the bone. Simul-
taneously with the cell proliferation occurs a partial trans-

formation of the cells into ha?matoblastic substance, and
transitional forms leading to red corpuscles. The formation

of the latter is observed during the inflammatory process not

' ' Anormal Nutrition in Cartilage,' Loudon, 1S50.
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only in the cartilage cells, but in those of the synovial
membrane, periosteum and tendon.

In one case abundant black granules were found in the
cartilage cells and matrix of the articular cartilage of a dog
which had been deeply cauterized with the hot iron. These
granules Avere found to be carbon, and were first thought to
have been carried from the wound; but the phenomenon
was not produced in other experimental lesions.



REVIEW.

Strieker's Manual of Histology}

Wk must always be grateful to those scientific investi-

gators who undertake the modest but useful task of writing
a text-book, and this recognition is emphatically due to

Professor Strieker and the band of eminent histologists who
have produced the Avork before us. We have here a series

of articles by more than thirty writers on the different

departments of histology, each giving the experience of a

specially skilled observer writing on that subject witli

which he is presumed to be most familiar. The result is a

book which could certainly have been written in no other

country than in Germany, and which contains a larger mass
of information on histology than has ever before been
brought together. If a fault is to be found with the exe-

cution, it is that the writers have not always clearly distin-

guished the aims of a text-book from those of an original

memoir. They appear to have been anxious rather to state

some new or original view than to remain within the limits

of what is firmly established in science. Sometimes, indeed,
ordinary facts are passed over as if too famiHar to need
mention, a practice which not only renders the book unfitted

for students, but even for other persons who may want to

consult it as a work of reference. There is also much
want of uniformity in such matters as the giving of refer-

ences, and the same may be said with regard to descriptions

of technical methods. In both these respects some of the

contributors are very deficient. These are of course the

drawbacks which naturally result from the generally excellent

practice of getting a specialist to write on his speciality,

but we must not be blind to the greatly preponderating
merits of this plan. We have no retailing of second-hand
knowledge, no mere rechauffe of traditional descriptions,

but every statement is founded on fresh original observation.

It is this Avhich so favorably distinguishes Strieker's work
from the general run of text-books, and makes us feel that,

' ' A Manual of Human and Comparative Histology,' edited by S. Strieker,

assisted by numerous eoutributors. Translated by Henry Power, M.B.,
F.R.C.S. Vols. I and II. Loudon : The New Sydenham Society.
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after all, perhaps our main quarrel ought to be with the title ;

were it described as a collection of monographs, rather than

as a handbook, our objections would many of them disappear.

We mayadd tliat tlietitle-jjage is misleading in another res2)ect

also, that is, so fur as it claims to treat of the " liistologyofmen
and anima/fi" (in the German original). The work certainly

docs not treat of human histology only, the writers having for

the most part followed the common practice of describing an
organ from that animal in which the structure happens to

be best displayed, and tlius, like all similar works, it treats

very largely of the frog and the rabbit; but only a few
articles discuss the variations presented throughout even the

main divisions of the animal kingdom, that is, give us any-

thing like comparative histology. The use of the latter ex-

pression by Mr. Power as a translation of the German title

makes the discrepancy more glaring than it need be.

If we now proceed to notice a few of the special articles

we must not be understood as making any pretension ade-

quately to review them. To do so Avould, indeed, require a

staff of revicAvers almost as numerous and competent as the

staff of writers.

Professor Stricker^s introduction on technical matters is

interesting but a little disappointing. Certain recent methods

of examination are described very well, but the account of

the general routine of histological work is somewhat meagre,

and with regard to some topics we feel that if more space

could not be spared for the details which alone make practical

directions valuable they might as well have been altogether

omitted.

The next chapter, on the general characters of cells,

contains a more comprehensive account of this subject than

is to be found in any English work, and is well worthy of

attention. We must, however, take some exception to the

historical references, which, though they are freely sprinkled

with names and dates, are sometimes both inadequate and

misleading. Thus, in the account of the doctrine of cell

genesis much credit is justly ascribed to Remak for having
clearly demonstrated by his embryological researches the

occurrence of cell formation by division, and for having thus

overthrown the doctrine of free cell development. But
to ascribe to him Avithout qualification the merit of having

established tlu; same law in respect of pathological develop-

ment also is hardly just even to VirchoAv (whose services

receiv<! some acknoAvlcdgment in the next sentence), and

still more unjust to Goodsir, Avhose observations, as well a

those of Redfern, were independent of and apparently an-
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terior to those of Remak, while they exercised a most
powerful influence on the scientific tendencies of Virchow.
This was^ indeed, very fully acknowledged by the latter in his

original memoirs, but those Avho have never gone further

back than the volume of lectures on the Cellular Pathology
are, perhaps, not aware how large a part was contributed by
the great Scotch anatomist to the foundations at least of the

now prevailing doctrine.

Rollett's article on the connective tissues is an instance of

how impossible it is for a text-book writer to be always on a

level with the most recent views. The figures 2 and 3 and
the dcscri])tions of connective-tissue-cells would doubtless

have been much modified had the important memoirs of

Ranvier been previously published ; for though the results

of the French histologist may not be accepted in their

integrity, there can be no doubt that they have quite revolu-

tionised the prevailing views on this subject. A very in-

teresting part of Rollett's paper is that which deals with the

development of connective tissue ; the author expresses him-
self with studied caution on the difficult question of the

genesis of the connective-tissue-fibres. AVhen he wrote he
inclined to the view that the fibres are not formed directly

from prolonged cell processes, as first maintained by Schwann,
his belief being apparently that the fibrillar are formed by
a species of " coining " {priiyung) out of a continuous homo-
geneous mass, which itself results from a metamorphosis and
fusion of the substance of cells. In the translation, however,
a paragraph (communicated by the editor and, Ave presume,
expressing the views of the writer) is inserted which pro-

nounces um'eservedly for the original theory of Schwann.
We must confess that this dictum appears to us (at least thus
barely stated) far less satisfactory than the carefully worked-
out statement of Rollett.

Little need be said of so admirable and classical an article

as that of Max Schultze on the structure of the nervous
system, which it is almost as difficult to praise as to criticise

without presumption.

Then follow two very interesting though extremely special

articles by Kiihne on the termination of nerve in muscle,
and Briicke on the examination of muscle in polarized light,

the former recalling a controversy into which we do not care

to enter. At this point occurs, perhaps, the most singular

hiatus ever known in a work on histology. There is

actually no general account of voluntary muscle, which seems
still more extraordinary considering what a lavish allowance
of space is given to the special points just spoken of. The

VOL. XIII. NEW SER. N
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omission was explained on the cover of the second part as a

consequence of the " commotion wliich had arisen in tlic

domain of myology during the past few montlis," and Avhich

made it desirable to gain as much time as possible for the

critical discussion of the subject. Accordingly the subject

of striated muscle was transferred to the section of histo-

genesis, to appear in the last part. The implied promise has

been, we must say, even now but imperfectly redeemed, for

the very few pages given to the subject of muscle by

Professor Strieker in the section referred to are mainly critical,

and are as far from giving a clear elementary account of

the structure of striated muscle as from doing justice to

researches of Hensen and Krause which were the occasion of

delay. The whole episode is curiously characteristic of the

unstable and controversial character of much of the modern
literature of histology. Another curious episode is represented

by the account given by Pfliiger in his generally admirable

article on the salivary glands, of the distribution of nerve-

fibres to the gland-cells. The relations there represented

have been traced by no other anatomist, and it is not too

much to say that they have fallen into general discredit almost

before the comi)letion of the work of which the article is a

part. In this case, at all events, novelty had too much at-

traction for the editor and the contributor.

A very laborious histologist, tlie late Dr. Schweigger Seidel,

of Leipzig, wrote the article on the heart, in w^iich he made
a most ingenious attempt to trace a cellular arrangement in

the ramified muscle-fibres. The subject is not one which
can be properly discussed here, though well worth investi-

gation, but we do not know that the author's results have
yet been confirmed.

The section on the lymphatic system by von Reckling-

hausen is particularly deserving of the attention of English

histologists, since the details of structure there admirably

described and illustrated, have been entirely worked out in

Germany, and are as yet very inadequately known in this

country.

The same observation would not be true of that important

subject, the blood, treated by Rollett in his second paper.

Here there are several points on which most valuable obser-

vations have been made by English observers, the absence

of all reference to which makes us fear that English book?

penetrate with difficulty as far as the University of Graz.

In speaking of measurements of blood-corpuscles lloUett

justly observes that they are very numerous, often discrepant,

and not to be adopted without reserve. But this was
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hardly a reason for leaving unnoticed the life-long labours of

Mr. Gulliver, and to pass over his results entirely seriously

impairs the completeness of the treatment of the subject,

lloberts's discovery of the macula brought out by magenta
in the red blood-corpuscle was published some years ago,

though Brinton's researches on the chemical composition of

the corpuscle may possibly have appeared too late to be
noticed.

The account of the lung given by F. E. Schulzc contains

more " comparative " histology than most of the articles. It

also enters very fully into one of the most enduring of histo-

logical controversies, the presence or absence of epithelium
in the alveoli of the lung. Schulze holds a view to some
extent different from that of either of the opposing schools.

The alveolar epithelium is, according to him, present as a

continuous layer in all mammalia, but in the adult not homo-
geneous, some of the epithelial cells becoming converted into

mere structureless plates. Equal attention is paid to com-
parative histology in the excellent memoirs of La Valette

St. George on the testes, and of Waldeyer on the ovary.

Hering treats of the important subject of the liver, and
explains very clearly the relations of the gall-capillaries to the

liver-cells, his views on this subject being the same as he
has expressed in several memoirs, and shown by prepara-
tions, some of which have been examined by many histolo-

gists in this country. Differing in toto from Dr. Lionel
Beale, he speaks with all deserved respect of his important
researches. Hering's researches appear to us more in agree-

ment Avith those of Dr. Handfield Jones than with those of
any other English observer, though of course by no means
identical with them.

We need only direct attention to the paper of Ludwig on
the kidney as an admirable monograph, giving in a very
short space all essential details of the structure of this organ
in mammalia ; it is a model to which we could wish other
writers had conformed. Equally useful and practical are

the contributions made by Dr. Klein.

Doubtless the most original of all the memoirs contained
in these volumes is that of Meynert on the brain, Avhich,

however, is hardly adapted to be generally instructive, and
v/e see with pain immense labour and knoAvledge rendered
comparatively useless by defects in the exposition.

If English readers find the translation obscure they may
be told that the original is not less so to the German public.
The main object, however, is clear, and is certainly one of the

most important tasks that yet remains to be done iu uuatomy,
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bein<r no less than to trace tlic material connections of all

parts of the brain with one anotlier aiul with the paths of

sensation and motion. We caimot doubt tliat these relations

are all important and that a good part of what is now known
as psychology must rest upon them. When they are known
the names wc now give to parts of thebi-ain will (as Iluschke
says) be not more important than are in astronomy the

names of the constellations. But we must ask, is this in place

here ? It is magnificent, but it is not histology, and, grateful

as we are for the little histology which Meynert gives us we
Avould gladly exchange for more of it some of these elaborate

descriptions and figures, which would more strictly find their

place in a work on the anatomy of the nerve centres in

general.

While acknowledging that the translation is in general

accurate and that the German syntax is rendered into fairly

readable English idiom, we must point out that some cause

or other has led to certain serious mistranslations. It would
not be respectful to the translator to make such a statement

without alleging instances, and wc will therefore point out

the following :

Vol. i, p. 33, in speaking of Schleiden's views on the for-

mation of cells, there are two sentences which by the total

omission of the meaning conveyed by the German word
*'sollte " are made to state the opinion of the writer, not of

Schleiden, the real meaning being " the formation of cells

took place according to him,"" &c. On the next page the

phrase '' Virchow's well-grounded statement made in 1855 "

should really be " the proposition maintained by Virchow in

1855," Avhich might or might not be well grounded. The
next paragraph supplies another instance. Strieker says,

speaking of spontaneous generation, " dass wir in consequenz
unseres Denkens die Annahme nicht von uns weisen
konnen, dass einmal eine freie extracellulare Zellenbildung
stattgefunden hat," an awkward sentence, the meaning of

which, however, clearly is that the logical following out of our
conceptions makes it impossible to reject the supposition

that free extra-cellular formation of cells must at one time
have taken place. The translation is completely misleading—" the general tendency of these facts is to disprove that a
free extra-cellular formation of cells ever takes place."

On the next page we have the following quite unintelli-

gible sentence:—"Development of nuclei proceeds in a
manner essentially similar to that of cells when they undergo
complete division,^' the real meaning of the German original

being that ''formation of nuclei ^^/'cce^e^ endogenous cell
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formation in the same way as it precedes t.lie total splitting

np and division of tlic cell."

We arc, moreover, unable to see why " Dammar firniss
"

should be translated Canada balsam, a confusion as perplexing

to the practical microscopist as it Avould be shocking to the

botanist or chemist. Instances might be multiplied, but
enough has been said to show that some parts of the trans-

lation stand in much need of careful revision.

On the whole we must congratulate the New Sydenham
Society on their enterprise and thank them for making so

important a work accessible to the English reader.
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Draw'tubes versus Deep Eye-pieces.—In reference to the

note by M. Prazniowski, printed in onr last number, Mr.

Stodder, of Boston, U.S.A., writes in the November number
of the ' Lens,' that INIr. Prazmowski ought to define what he

means by a short tube or a long tube. If he means to call a

common German or French five-inch tube " short," then

he undoubtedly means by a long tube the ten-inch tubes of

English and American instruments. " Then he gives no

specification of the objectives he refers to, forgetting or

ignoring the fact that very different effects may be obtained

from different instruments; ignoring also the fact that

accomplished makers make their objectives to give the best

results with a certain definite length of tube. From this

fact an objective intended to give its conjugate focus at five

inches ought not to be expected to do so well if the cone of

rays were extended to ten inches. One made to do its best

with a ten-inch tube ought not to be expected to do best with

a tube of five inches or Avith one of seven feet."

The perfection of the image, Mr. Stodder urges, must
depend, upon the skill of the maker in correcting " the

epherical and chromatic aberration," and not on the length

of tube or power of eye-piece entirely. He has by him
photographs of Atnphipleura pellucida, taken by Col. Dr.

Woodward, of Washington, with a Tolles' objective (about

4") at forty-eight inches' distance from the objective

;

this is equal to a pretty long tube. Now, this photograph
bears enlarging twenty diameters, and is still clear and
bright. He has also other photographs by Dr. Woodward
of the same object, taken with Powell and Lealand's -^\, and
with Tolles' -^Vj ^t seven feet six inches'.distance, still giving

good definition and bearing a low power eye-piece well. It

is to be supposed that these are, at least, not " short tubes,"

and are good evidence that the definition is obtained by
quality of the objective.

A true comparison, as it seems to us, can only be obtained

by comparing the images produced by the same objective

with a low, the other with a high, eye-piece, brought to the

same magnifying power by altering the length of tube. The
results of experience thus gained might, as Mr. Stodder
suggests, be different with different instruments.
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The Number of the Red Blood-Corpuscles in Mammals, Birds,

and Fishes.—M. Malasscz (' Comptes Reiidus/ Ixxv, 1528-

1531) describes a method by which the red as well as the

white blood corpuscles can be readily counted. According
to the method recommended by M. Potam, a drop of blood

is mixed in exact proportion with some preservative liquid,

and introduced into an artificial capillary, which consists of

a flattened glass tube, in which the volume is calculated for

each unit of length. By means of a microscope, the eyepiece

of which is divided into squares, the number of corpuscles

comprised within a certain number of squares can be counted.

Knowing the length of tube corresponding to the squares

and the corresponding volume, one can easily calculate the

number of corpuscles in the cubic millimetre.

Among the mammals the number varies from 3,500,000 to

18,000,000 in the cubic millimetre. The average number
in man is 4,000,000. Camels possess from 10,000,000 to

10,400,000. In the goat the number amounts to 18,000,000.

The porpoise has 3,600,000—a number exceeding that found
in fishes. Birds have fewer than mammals. The maximum
is 4,000,000, the minimum 1,600,000, the mean being about
3,000,000. Fishes have still fewer, and there is a difference

between osseous and cartilaginous fishes. Osseous fishes

possess 700,000 to 2,000,000. Cartilaginous fishes have
140,000 to 230,000.

Thus the number of corpuscles diminishes as one descends

the animal series. But the richness of the blood depends
not on the mere number, but also on the surface, volume,
and weight of the globule in the cubic millimetre, and also on
the amount of haemoglobin in each corpuscle. The author

has not been able to resolve these questions, but compares
the number of the corpuscles with their dimensions. The
corpuscles increase in size as we descend the animal scale, so

that there is an inverse proportion between the size and
number of the corpuscles. This proportion is not, however,
altogether constant, for man has fewer than the dromedary
or llama, and at the same time smaller corpuscles.

The consequence of this inverse proportion is, that the

diminution of the number is compensated by the increase in

volume. This is not always exact, however, as birds gain

more by the augmentation in volume than they lose by the

diminu.tion in number, the w^eight of the bird's being greater

than that of the mammalian corpuscle,—D. Terrier, M.D.—Medical Record.
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MINUTE ORGANISMS AND IDISEASE.

Ulcerative Endocarditis ivith Fungoid Grov)th in the Heart.

—Dr. Hciberg describes, in Virchow's ' Archiv,' vol. Ivi, p.

407, two cases of ulcerative endocarditis in whicli the ve<;e-

tations or deposits upon the cardiac valves consisted of

masses of fungus growth, or at least of bacteria. The first

had been previously published by Wiuge. A man, aged 44,

in consequence of the suppuration of a corn, fell into a

chronic febrile state, accompanied by rigors, swelling of tlie

joints, and high fever. At the necropsy were found he-
morrhagic blocks in the lungs, kidneys, and spleen, with
thrombosis of the corresponding arterial branches. On the

aortic and tricuspid valves were adherent masses looking like

coagula, some of the size of a pea or a bean, which were
easily removed, leaving the endocardium ulcerated ; also con-

siderable ulcers on the endocardium of the right heart,

covered with similar masses. These masses consisted of in-

terwoven threads, resembling fibrine under a moderate power
of the microscope, but when more highly magnified were
resolved into strings of short, rod-like bodies, or round
granules, precisely similar to Leptothrix filaments. There
were also round and elongated granules like bacteria. All

these structures were unaltered by caustic potash and acetic

acid. Similar bodies composed the plugs filling the arterial

branches leading to the blocks in the kidneys; but none were
found in the original wound. The veins connected with the

wound were natural.

The second case Avas that of a young woman "svho, after a

normal childbirth, passed into a febrile condition accom-
panied by rigors and swelling of the joints, followed by
sloughing sores on the sacrum. At the necropsy were found
subserous abscesses in the neighbourhood of the uterus, con-

taining foul pus; the state of the uterine veins not being
given. The heart showed ulceration of the mitral valve, and
polypoid nrasses adherent botli to it and to the chorda; ten-

diiiea?. These, on microscopical examination, were found to

be made up of chains of granules and rod-like bodies (which,
as in the first case, are described as Lejitothrix filaments),

together with numerous bacteria-like bodies and still more
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minute granules, most of which were insolul)ln in potasli.

There were also hlocks in the spleen and kidneys, those in

the latter having suppurated ; and in these, as well as in the

arteries leading to them, ' granules/ though no jointed fila-

ments, were detected. The same were seen in the subserous
abscesses near the uterus. The endocardial masses in both
cases are regarded by Heiberg as ' fungus ' growths Avhich

must have existed during life, and when washed off the valves

would have been distributed by the circulation as emboli.

In the first case he supposes the parasite to have entered the

body by the open wound; in the second case, the mode of

entrance was less evident, but may have been by the inner

surface of the uterus.

Specimens of both parasitic masses were sent to Virchow,
who hesitates to call them Leptothrix, while admitting that

they are certainly parasitic, but rather regards them as con-

sisting of rows of vibriones and extremely minute granules.

Reference is made to similar cases of endocarditis, some
puerperal, some not, reported by Virchow himself partly in
' Gesammelte Abhandlungen^ (pp. 708 and 713) and partly in

a note aj^pended to a memoir on chlorosis.^ In these cases

also masses were found attached to the cardiac valves which
Avere described either as ' composed of granules ' or as diph-

theritic. Simihir masses imbedded in clots also occurred in

puerperal cases without endocarditis. In one case similar

bodies occurred within the cerebral vessels. Virchow, in

recording the cases, spoke of these granules as ' foreign par-

ticles,' or ' very minute organisms,' which must have existed

in the circulating blood during life, though they may have
increased after death, without committing himself to calling

them bacteria or vibriones. While expressing himself thus
cautiously, he had nevertheless then, as he has now, no doubt
that the morbid processes in question were parasitic, and
that their relations to diphtheritis and blood-poisoning were
to be explained in this sense. Not indeed that every ulce-

rative endocarditis is diphtheritic (or parasitic), but that such
a form of disease exists, which may hereafter be recognised
by clearer characters.

Effects of Injecting Putrid Fluid. MM. Greveler and
Hueter have given an account (' Centralblatt/ Nov. 16, 1872)
of experimental researches on the changes produced by in-

jecting into the muscles or under the skin of the frog fluid

containing monads (micrococci or microspores) 2—that is,

' 'Die Chlorose,' u. s. w. Von Rudolf Virchow. Berlin. 1872.
* The nomenclature of these orgauisms is becoming very perplexing, the

words inonad, bacterium, vibrio, micrococcus, microsporon, microzyme, and
others, being applied by different authors to the same object.

—

Keporter.
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normal hlood or normal pus in a state of putrefaction. The
frof^s were alter some hours rendered motionless by curare,

and their mesentery then examined by Cohnheim's method.
The mesentery appeared to the naked eye red and vascular,

while with the microscope the phenomena at once seen much
resembled those of inflammation produced after some time in

Cohnheim^s experiment. The white corpuscles were seen
clinging to the walls of the smaller veins and ca])illaries, as

well as later to those of the arteries, but few or no corpuscles
were seen which had passed out of the vessels or were in the

act of passing through the walls ; these phenomena of emi-
gration being not seen till one or two days after the injection

was made. The most noticeable peculiarity was that nu-
merous capillaries seemed shut off from the circulation,

perhaps one half these vessels being in this condition twenty-
four hours after the experiment. They Avere either filled

with red corpuscles or only with plasma. The obstruction

was in many cases caused by the adhesion of one or two
white corpuscles to the walls at the orifice of the capillary, or

else in some cases by a large monad or several smaller
monadic granules occupying the same position, which, though
not actually closing the mouth of the vessel, served to turn
aside the red corpuscles. The same phenomena were seen in

the tongue and the Aveb of the foot, so far as the greater

thickness and opacity of these structures permitted. Tlie

authors think that these phenomena of obstructed circulation

will explain many of the symptoms of the febrile state.

—

J. F. Payne.—Medical Record.

Erysipelas.—Dr. Salisbury states in the last part of Hallier's
' Zeitschrift fiir Parasitenkunde,' 1873, Bd. iv, pp. 1—5,
that his examination of the blood and secretions with the
microscope was commenced in 1862. ()a the fourth day of

the attack, in a lady suffering from the disease, a small quan-
tity of blood was drawn from the temple, which clotted

firmly ; serum exuded in large quantity, but presented no-
thing abnormal ; portions of the clot, however, on being
carefully teased out and washed, exhibited a jointed myce-
lium, which branched in all directions, and here and there

gave oif fertile heads. These last divided at the apex into

four equal branches, which ran up close together for a dis-

tance equal to about four times the diameter of the filament,

aiul were there each intercepted by a joint. At this point
they all began to diverge, forming a kind of bell, and subdi-
vided into four branchlets, each of which terminated in a long
moniliform chain of highly transparent, refractive, spherical
spores, lie calls this fungus Petiicillium quadrifidum.
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lluy asthma or catarrhalfacer.—Dr. Salisbury, loc. cit., pp.
6— 11, regards this as a purely parasitic disease, arising from a

peculiar aniuialcular organism, to which he has applied the

name Asthmatos ciliaris. The shape of these animalculse

is either splierical or oval, the body being armed on one side

with cilia. They frequently send out a long proboscis, at the

end of which is a dilated and elongated cilium. One or

more large nuclei and many smaller granules of various sizes

are contained in the interior of the sac-like body of the para-

site. The young are developed within the parent cell, and
when mature arc discharged at the end of the organism op-

posite the cilia. The active movements of the latter produce

the aggravating irritation of the mucous surfaces they infest,

and when they have once gained a foothold upon the mem-
brane they multiply rapidly. Dr. Salisbury has found the

inhalation of a solution of carbolic acid, and the internal

administration of the perchloride of iron and sulphate of

quinine, the most effectual means of curing the disease

when present, or of preventing an attack at that season of

the year when it is most likely to occur in those predisposed

to it.

Si/philts.—Dr. Salisbury states, loc. cit., pp. 33—34, that he

discovered a peculiar filament running in all directions, singly

and in bundles, through the diseased connective-tissue elements.

The same vegetation shows itself in the blood as soon as the

disease becomes constitutional, and he believes its presence

or absence is a sure guide for continuing or discontinuing

treatment. In the earlier state the algoid organism, named
Crypta syjihilitica, appears under the form of minute, trans-

parent, highly refractile spores, which gradually elongate

into straight, curvilinear, or coiled filaments.

—

Lancet.

Discomycetous fungus in the " wax^^ of the human ear.—
S. Garovaglio (' Rendiconti del R. Instit. Lombardo,' vol. v).

The examination of a concretion taken from the ear of a

Avoman affected with otitis resulted in the detection of some
examples of a fungus belonging apparently to the genus
Peziza. The examination of other cases it was thought might
throw light on any relation which might exist between the

malady and the parasite.



PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.

ROTAL MiCEOSCOPICAL SOCIETY.

December Ath, 18/2.

W. Kitchen Paeker, F.R.S., President, in the chair.

Mr. Gayer read a paper " On a new form of Micro-spectroscope."

Dr. Royston Pigott read a paper " On a new method of using a

Micrometer."

The President read a paper " On the Histology and Growth of

the Skull of the Tit and the Sparrow-Hawk."
On December 11 th, a numerous company of Fellows met at a

" Scientific Evening," in the great hall of King's College, when
many objects of interest were exhibited. Among other objectives

were a J^j and a J^, by Messrs. Powell and Lealand. The latter

gave a magnifying power of 4000 diameters with the "A" eye-

piece. A new immersion No. 8 objective, by M. Prazmowski, of

the firm of Hartnack et Cie., Paris. This glass has the great ad-

vantage of giving a focal length of about ^ of an inch, with the

power of a I.

January \st, 18/3.

W. K. Parker, Esq., President, in the chair.

The Secretary announced that the Society had received a valuable

present from Mrs. Farrant, intended to commemorate her late

husband's long connection with the Society. It consisted of a

cabinet of about 1000 slides, and other objects.

Mr. Stewart read a "Note on the Scalp of a Negro." Beside

the dark colour of the skin of the negro, which is due to extra

pigmentation of the deep layer of the epidermis, there are some
other peculiarities which are best seen in vertical sections of the

scalp.

Ill such a section of a European scalp the hairs, surrounded by

their follicles, may be seen to pursue a straight but oblique course

through the substance of the derma. In the negro's scalp, on the

other hand, not only is the imbedded portion of the hair and follicle

much longer, but is remarkably curved, so as commonly to describe

a half circle. The papilla at the base of the follicle consequently

either lies horizontally, or even comes to point obliquely inwards.

Mr. Stewart also read a " Note on the Calcareous Parts of the

Sucking Feet of an Echinus {Podophora afrafa).'' The "sucking

feet " of all known Echini are strengthened by a calcareous frame-

work, two parts of which the " rosette " and the " ring " appear to

be constructed to keep the sucking extremity expanded. Certain
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peculiarities iu the structure of these parts formed the subject of

the note.

Annual Meetmg, February 5th, 18/3.

W. K. Parker, Esq., F.R.S., President, in the chair.

It was announced that Mr. Jabez Hogg, one of the Secretaries,

had found it necessary to resign his office, in consequence of his

being appointed President of the Medical Microscopical Society.

The Council had appointed Mr. Charles Stewart to replace Mr.
Hogg.
A ballot took place for the Officers and Council for the ensuing

year, when the following gentlemen were elected:'

—

President.—*Charles Brooke, M.A., F.Il.S.

Vice-Presidents.—W. B. Carpenter, M.D., F.R.S, ; Sir John
Lubbock, Bart., M.P., F.R.S. ; *F. H. Wenham, C.E.

Treasurer.—J. W. Stephenson, F.R.A.S.

Secretaries.^Henry J. Slack, F.G.S. ; *Charles Stewart, F.L.S.,

M.R.C.S.
Council.—*James Bell, F.C.S. ; John Barney, Esq. ; Robert

Braithwaite, M.D., F.L.S. ; W. J. Gray, M.D. ; Henry Lawson, M.D.

;

*B. T. Lowne, F.L.S. ; S. J. Mclntire; *Johu Millar, F.L.S. ; Henry
Perigal, F.R.A.S. ; Alfred Sanders, M.R.C.S. ; *Charles Tyler, F.L.S.';

Thomas C. White, M.R.C.S.
The Secretary then read the Annual Report of the Council, from

which it appeared that twenty new members had been elected, and
si.\' members had died during the year. The Treasurer's statement

of account was also read, which showed that the financial position

of the Society was satisfactory.

The President then delivered the anniversary address.

Disclaiming the task of giving an account of other men's labours,

or even of being an annalist in his own department, the President

proceeded to make some remarks upon his own line of research,

which was, he said, confined to the growth of vertebrated animal

forms ; and even here, was limited to one part—the head. Indeed,

the head itself was too large a territory for one worker, he had
selected merely its framework ; the box that contains the brain

;

the basket-work of the face, and the wondrous passages of the ear

and nose.

His special object of research was the embryo of the common
pig, of which about seventy specimens had been put into his hands
by Mr. Charles Stewart. These specimens were of six or seven

different stages, varying from the size of a bee's grub to that of a

new-born kitten.

The first formation of the cranium is not an easy process to ob-

serve. In it? simplest part, at the roof, it is merely the innermost
part of the skin, suljdivided again into a dense membrane (tiie

dvra mater), and the cranial roof-bones are external to this ; but
the floor and side wall.s are prefdrmed in cartilage.

' Those uuuKb lo wbieh uu uatciibk is placed are new.
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All the specimens from wliicli his sections are made are preserved

in alcohol. They are then dried on blotting-paper, and imbedded
in paraflin, a shari) razor being used for making sections from them
as they lie in the cheesy mass. The slices are, one by one, trans-

ferred to alcohol again, by the use of a small bent slip of tinfoil

;

they are then stained with an amnioniacal solution of carmine, and
are mounted in glycerine, to which a small quantity of muriatic

acid has been added. For making solid sections, and for the dissection

of the early embryoes, he prefers to put them, for a while, into

a weak solution of chromic acid ; they can then be divided vertically

or horizontally, being held between the finger and thumb. Dissec-

tion must be done in water, on a black substance; paraffin and
lamp-black make the best cake of this kind and the object can be

fastened on with pins. The dissection is made by fine needles,

mounted in small holders; it is anxious work, and is done with the

help of a pocket-glass. Of the smallest embi'yoes portraits had to

be taken from very perfect specimens which had not become shrunken

in the spirit. These are of great value, as they show the form and
relations of the principal masses of the skull and face. After the

embryoes have grown somewhat, and bone begins to appear, they

can still be treated like the smallest, for the first traces of bone do

not turn the razor. These early traces of bone are of a rich crimson

colour in specimens that have been coloured with carmine. In the

case of larger specimens, the heads must be placed in a weak solu-

tion of chromic and nitric acids ; this acid must be much stronger,

and used for a longer time, in consequence of the solidity of the

bone. These larger specimens make very valuable thick sections to

be used as opaque objects, and with a low power. Perfect vertical

sections of the heads of embryoes, taken from snout to occiput, are

also of great value ; a very fine saw has to be used for the purpose

on the older ones. The section should be made a little to the left,

so as not to injure the septum of the nose. Bird's-eye views of the

skull-floor are taken from unroofed preparations, and are also very

valuable.

March 5ik.

C. Brooke, Esq., President, in the chair.

Mr. E. J. Gayer contributed some further notes on the Micro-

spectroscope and Microscope, in continuation of his paper on the

same subject, read at the December meeting of the Society.

A paper by Dr. Maddox "On a minute Plant found in an In-

crustation of Carbonate of Lime " was also read to the meeting, and
was illustrated by carefully executed drawings and prepared speci-

mens exhibited under the microscope. The Secretary stated, with
reference to some crystals shown at the previous meeting, obtained

from the condensed vapour of coke, that they had been examined
by Mr. Bell, and found to consist chiefly of protosulphatc of iron.

A new metallic chimney for microscrope lamps was introduced by

Mr. Wenham, its merits being explained by the Secretary, and dib-

cussed by the meeting.
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Medical Miceoscopical Societt.

At the first Ordinary Meeting of this Society, held at the Royal
Westminster Ophthalmic Hospital, King William Street, Strand, on
Friday, January l/th, at 8 p.m., Jabez Hogg, Esq., President, in

the chair, the minutes of the previous meeting were read and
confirmed. The certificates of thirty-three gentlemen proposed for

membership were read, amongst whom were Drs. Rutherford,

Southey, G. C. WalUch, W. Mackenzie, C.B., C.S.I., T. Tebay
Duplex, Messrs. T. Smith, T. Harvey Hill, &c., after which tiie

President read the following introductory address :

The President after thanking the members for placing him in

the chair of the Society, went on to say, that the doctrine of the

elementary structures, whether in plants or animals, first took its

root in men's minds about the latter part of the seventeenth century,

when Malphighi and his contemporaries introduced into their ana-

tomical investigations the use of the simple microscope.

The employment of anything better than a single lens appears to

have been almost unknown to the anatomists of the middle ages, for

although it has been observed that Aristotle and Galen wrote of

partes similai'es et dissimilares, and that Fallopius had some idea of

"tissues," it is quite certain that neither of those philosophers

possessed more than a faint notion of the intimate condition and
connection of the various tissues of the human body.

The first steps in histological science were cut out by those who
followed long after—Leeuwenhoek, Ruysch, Swammerdam, Adams,
Hook, &c. ; and even these anatomists were too much absorbed in

other pursuits, and in the teaching of anatomy, physiology, and
embryology, to find time to assist in the advancement of micro-

scopical physiological investigations. Thus it came about, through-
out the greater part of the eighteenth century, histology almost

stood still, or, at best, found only a few men of science, Lieberkiihn,

Fontana, Hewson, &c., contributing towards the knowledge be-

queathed to them by their predecessors. It was not, indeed, until

the commencement of the present century that any great efiort was
made to secure a solid and scientific position for the microscope in

the teaching of the medical schools.

The master mind of Newton v^^as not fully alive to the importance

of the instrument ; for speaking of the extreme tenuity of the

ultimate molecules of bodies, he seems to have had but an inadequate

idea of their minuteness, and supposes that they might be seen

through microscopes magnifying some three or four thousand times

(linear), and in speculating upon the possible resolution of the

colouring matter of bodies—a speculation, as Herschel observes ''in

the highest tone of a refined philosophy, irrespective of its theoretic

bearings"—he goes on to say :
—

" In these descriptions I have been

the more particular, because it is not impossible but that micro-

scopes may at length be improved to the discovery of the particles
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of bodies on which their colours depend, if they are not ah-eady in

some measure arrived at that degree of perfection. For if these

instruments are, or can be, so far improved as with sufiicient dis-

tinctness to represent objects five or six hundred times bi<i;ger than

at a foot distance they appear to our unaided vision, I should hope

that we might be able to discover some of the greatest of these cor-

puscles, and by one that would magnify three or four thousand

times, perhaps they might be all discovered except those which

produce blackness. . . . However, it will add much to our

satisfaction if those corpuscles can be discovered with microscopes

which, if we sliall at length attain to, I fear it will be the utmost

improvement of this sense. For it seems impossible to see the

more secrel and noble works of nature within the corpuscles by

reason of their transparency."

IMuch of what must have appeared to be impossible to the earlier

workers with the microscope has been slowly and surely accom-

plished. During the year 1801, histology became indirectly in-

debted to the genius of a member of the medical profession, who,

although not himself a great discoverer, yet so well understood

how to arrange existing materials, and bring them into harmony

and close relationship with physiology and medicine, that it soon

acquired for itself an independent existence.

The future of histology was secured the moment Bichat gave to

the world his admirable work, 'Anatomic Generale.'

This treatise may certainly be said to be the first scientific

monograph on histological physiology ; for in it the tissues are not

only treated of fully and logically from a morphological point of

view, but their physiological functions and morbid conditions are

discussed somewhat in detail. About the time this book made its

appearance, many improvements were effected in the optical part of

the microscope— a circumstance which gave an impetus to the

growing desire for a more careful and systematic study of natural

history—so that more appears to have been accomplished in a few

years than had previously been effected in two hundred. Discovery

quickly followed discovery, and in 1823 the first attempt to furnish

the instrument with an achromatic objective proved successful both

in France and in this country simultaneously. In the following

year, 1824, Mr. Joseph Lister, the father of Professor Lister, of

Edinburgh, fully accomplished what he had long laboured to pro-

duce, namely, a perfect combination of achromatic lenses, together

with the mode of obtaining better corrections of their spherical and

chromatic aberration. This important improvement in objectives

furnished what had long been wanting—increased power with better

definition and penetration. Mr. Lister also [)laeed in the hands of

opticians a projection for an ith objective, which, until very lately,

was the standard for high powers, and the basis of all subsequent

improvements.

Many men, eminent in physical science, now engaged in a race

after greater perfection, TuUy, Goring, Brewster, Brown, llerschel,

&c., in this country; and on the Continent, Selligues, Chevalier,
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Amici, Fraiinliofer, &c., eagerly set to work, grinding and con-

structing lenses for the microscope, and workers were not long
wanting who understood how to apply them.

Sir John Herschel, writing about improvements made in the

instrument, says :
—

" I have viewed an object, without utter indis-

tinctness, through a microscope by Amici, magnifying upwards of

3000 times in linear measure, and had no suspicion that the object

seen was even approaching to resolution into its primitive mole-

cules." In the year 1(S2H, C. A. S. Schultze made many valuable

observations on the " primitive molecules of matter "
; but it was

not until ten years later, ll~i.38 that Schwann gave to the world his

remarkable generalisation of cell development. If, therefore, Bichat

laid the foundation of theoretical histology, and supplied it with a

backbone, it was Schwann who discovered and propounded the

great significance of the cell, in the development of the simple and
complex tissues entering into vegetable and animal bodies. This

discovery led the way to great advances in microscopical knowledge.
Indeed, the microscope was to be seen in the hands of very many
men of science ; about the same time small bodies of the medical

profession were in the habit of meeting together at each other's

houses for the regular study and discussion of matters connected

with the instrument. It was at one of these evening meetings that

the happy idea was conceived of establishing a society for the more
systematic and methodical prosecution of microscopical work.

Accordingly, in the year 1839, the first Society was formed, in this

or any other country, "for the promotion of microscopical investi-

gation, and for the introduction and improvement of the microscope

as a scientific instrument."

Professor Owen, then a rising young general practitioner, fresh

from St. Bartholomew's Hospital, became President of the Society.

During the first year of its existence 177 members joined the little

baud ; a number fully large enough to justify the anticipations of

its founders, that such a society was wanted and would prove a

success. May the rise and progress of the Royal Microscopical

Society foreshadow the future of the bark we launch on the ocean

of time to-night. May the Medical Microscopical Society fulfil in

every way the wishes of its founders, and become a pillar of strength

in the promotion of "Practical Histology " among students, young
and old, in our profession. From the history of the Royal Micro-

scopical Society we learn that members of the medical profession

were more eager and zealous in the promotion of its objects than

any other class of men ; and that the earliest and most frequent

contributors to its transactions were chiefly Owen, the brothers

Edwin and John Quekett, Arthur Farre, Dalrymple, Lindley, Busk,

and others. Dr. Lindley strongly advocated the formation of

committees to conduct particular branches of inquiry, because as

he said, " The application of the powers and advantages of an as-

sociated body of observers to gain an intimacy with nature, is more
important in regard to the microscope than to any other instrument

of philosophical research, to conceive clearly the aim of our

VOL. Xlir. NEW SEB. O
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researches and to give a right direction to our exertions." From
this night lienceforth, we feci that we arc knit together by the

kindhest bonds of brotherhood for tlie attainment of a common
object, each and all striving to obtain a broader and firmer objective

basis for histology than it has heretofore enjoyed. To make our

labour one of more solid worth, we join heart and hand in the

careful investigation of every phase of the intimate morphological

condition of the animal organism ; starting from the earliest gerni

of existence, to development or growth, and proceeding onward to

the more permanent forms in all created beings.

The eye only sees what it brings the light to see, in spite of well-

contrived instruments. It must therefore acquire the faculty of

seeing accurately before it can be trusted to draw conclusions. A
period of apprenticeship must be passed at the microscope, the earth

must be tilled and the sowing done, before the harvest can be

reaped. With all our boasted knowledge of histology, what do we
really know ? As yet we only possess a tolerable idea of the ele-

mentary parts of the higher classes of animals. We are not

perfectly familiar with the structure of any—man not excepted

—

much as the human body has been scrutinised by the 50ths and
SOths of modern ingenuity and workmanship. The higher organs,

the senses, and some few other portions of the body, have been

partially worked out ; but there is even more waiting to be accom-
plished ; and as we proceed to investigate, we shall find something
new to arrest attention, and waiting to be discovered, in the most
familiar organ.

In comparative histology, the greater part of the work has yet to

be done, and here we shall find a mass of material requiring years

for its perfect elucidation. And whoever will perform something
useful in this department of nature, must first acquaint himself with

all that has been done by others. He must then prepare to discard

authority, abandon old methods of research, and adopt new ones.

He must also employ better and hitherto untried reagents ; other-

wise he will fall into errors of interpretation conspicuous enough in

the writings of many of those who have preceded him. Again, in

pathological microscopical work, an immense field remains un-

explored, waiting the hand of the diligent to become rich in gems
of priceless worth. And let me here observe by way of caution

that students commencing the work of the microscope must bear

in mind the fact that, under high powers, the natural appearance
of almost every object is in some way influenced or altered by the

refractive nature of the fluid medium in which it has been immersed
or is examined. The remarkable changes Graham's law of difi"usiou

discloses when colloid substances enter into a preparation at once
illustrates the necessity for caution in the use of preservative fluids.

The alterations brought about by glycerine in substauces containing

alkaline salts is another familiar instance.

There are, indeed, many sources of error, to which, however, I

need not more particularly allude in addressing the members of

this Society, most of whom have already acquired skill in histo-
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logical science. Such work as I have endeavoured to sketch out, is

necessarily laborious and requires time and patience for its exe-

cution ; but he who is prepared to undertake it will ultimately find

his reward in having extracted some secret from nature of inesti-

mable value.

It is encouraging to think, and experience teaches us, that such

work can be done with instruments of an inexpensive kind.

Nevertheless, I must candidly confess that I am unable to offer a

model microscope, well suited in every way for the work of the

student in practical histology. This has arisen from the circum-

stance that hitherto persons, in no way fitted for the task, have

volunteered to dictate the form and accessories of students' micro-

scopes. A society in no especial manner engaged in the promotion

of microscopical pursuits a few years ago ventured, I think, so far

out of its way as to offer a premium for a " students' microscope,'^

and not knowing anything about the requirement of the class it

was preparing to cater for, the whole thing turned out a miserable

failure. It would not h^ive mattered much if tlie mischief done
could have been confined within the four walls of the Society ; but

this was impossible, and makers of microscopes looked upon the

Society of Arts' instruments as a model worthy of imitation ; the

result has been to drive teachers of practical histology to use and
prefer instruments of foreign workmanship. The Medical Micro-

scopical Society will, I feel sure, stimulate English opticians to

furnish a better and more efficient stand than either that of

Hartnack, INIerz, or Nachet. We are favoured to-night with an

unusual display of students' microscopes, some of which are deci-

dedly in advance of the instrument usually met with. Mr. Baker
contributes anew microscope after Hartnack's model ; and Messrs.

Beck, Koss, Browning, Pillischer, and Swift their well-known
forms. But in all there are faults of construction and room for

improvement ; some are wanting in firmness, in others the fine ad-

justment moves the object out of the field of view, proving the

instruments to be unsuited for the use of high powers, and all

lacking in one essential to a working microscope, a perfectly con-

centric turning stage, without which it is almost impossible to

employ every kind of illumination. It would occupy too much
time to go fairly into the question of a good stand, but I am
gratified to hear that Mr. Browning is engaged, in conjunction with

Mr. John Mayall, jun., in perfecting a new microscope for students

which will embody every practical improvement, consistent with

simplicity and the use of high-power glasses.

But there is one point about a good working instrument of even

more importance than a perfect stand, and that is a first-rate ob-

jective. In selecting a magnifying power for scientific work of any
kind, it must be our endeavour to secure one giving the very best

definition and penetration. These are two of the most essential

qualities in every good objective ; as on the first depends the truth

of the optical image, and on the second the proper appreciation of

its histological characters or structure. The defining power of an
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objective, as I daresay most of you know, chiefly depends on the

perfection of the corrections for spherical and chromatic aberration.

A fourth of 120° and an eighth of 150 angular aperture maybe
looked upon as standard objectives. Greater angular aperture in

dry objectives is not in my experience beneficial for medical micro-

scopy. Increased angle of aperture frequently means impaired
definition ; the explanation of this is, that the manufacture of

glasses with the utmost angle of aperture is attended with increased

difficulties, and requires the most skilled workmanship. It is,

therefore, a somewhat rare thing to meet with an objective of great

angular aperture that approaches to freedom from spherical aber-

ration. The absolute correction of chromatic aberration in an ob-

jective is of far less importance than the correction of spherical

aberration, and just so is it less important to the histologist to have

a colourless image than one with perfectly sharp definition. By
this test will the student be inclined to estimate the vahie of any
object glass. Increased angular aperture enables ns to bring to our
aid, when needed for the resolution of an object, a more oblique

pencil of light than we otherwise could ; and we should be prepared
to employ every kind of illumination in our work. Indeed, we
should not in any case pass judgment upon a structure until an ex-

haustive series of trials has been made upon it by every method of

illumination. The cover-glass, as Amici long ago pointed out,

exerts considerable influence on the perfection of the image. An
object or preparation without a cover-glass gives a sharper image
than one covered. A thick glass cover increases spherical aber-

ration. In the immersion objective, the film of water removes or

lessens many of the evils inherent to the ihnj objective. In the

immersion systein the stratum o( water becomes, as it were, an ad-

justable film between the objective and the object, and greatly

assists in the correction of spherical and chromatic aberration. As
water is a stronger refracting medium than air, the reflection of the

rays of light is much diminished at the upper surface of the cover-

glass, and on its incidence on the objective ; here, indeed, it is

almost entirely neutralised, and hence a greater number of rays do
actually contribute to the formation of the image. The thin film

of water produces very nearly the same effect as enlarged angle of

aperture. It also collects the peripheral rays from the object, and
sends them on to assist in the formation of a more perfect image in

the eye-piece. In short, the water becomes an integral part of, and
a new optical element in, the combination, and doubtless assists in

the removal of residuary secondary aberration in the lens. In
awarding praise to the immersion system, I by no means intend to

disparage the dry objective ; I am convinced, however, it is to the
immersion objective we must look for increased power and useful-

ness in histological work. I am glad to acknowledge that hitherto

I have i>een quite content to employ what may now be called our
old half-inch and a (juarter, made by Andrew Koss more than
twenty years ago ; neitiier having a greater angle than 7'.°. Lately,

1 have used a \ by Dallmeyer (Andrew Ross's son-in-lnw;, the

\
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angular aperture of wliicli is 12(r. The excellent workmansliip of
this optician is well known and recognised, both on the Continent
and in this country, and therefore needs no praise from nie. I must,
however, in justice to Mr. Dallmeyer, aay that his ^ objective works
through almost any thickness of cover-glass, and its aberrations are

equally well balanced for uncovered objects. It bears the highest

power eye-piece, and gives a magnification of 1000 diameters in

every way satisfactory ; this perhaps, after all, is one of the best

tests of a good objective, and proves beyond a doubt whether the

angular aperture of the objective is brought to the maximum of

utility, thereby increasing its value in the eyes of the pathological

microscopist.

To enter, however, into the history of the discoveries and improve-

ments which each has effected, or to assign the share of honour
which each labourer has reaped in this ample field, forms no part

of my present discourse. In the language of Herschel—"Of the

splendid constellations of great names which adorn the history of

the microscope, we admire tlie living and revere the dead far too

warmly and too deeply to suffer us to sit in judgment on their re-

spective claims or merits ; to balance the mathematical skill of one
against the experimental dexterity of another, or the philosophical

acumen of a third, is scarcely possible. So long as one star differs

from another in glory,—so long as there shall exist varieties or

even incompatibilities of excellence,—so long will the admiration of

mankind be found sufficient for all who truly merit it."

A vote of thanks to the President was passed for his very inter-

esting address, and the meeting was resolved into a co7iversasione, at

which many most valuable and interesting specimens were exhibited

by Mr. Jabez Hogg, Dr. Pritchard, Mr. J. Needham, Messrs.

White, Ackland, Atkinson, Baber, and Groves. Several of the

makers, amongst whom were numbered Messrs. Baker, Home and
Thornthwaite, How, Pillischer, Ross, Swift, &c., very kindly assisted

by the loan of microscopes, specimens, and lamps. The next

meeting will take place on Friday, February 21st, when Mr. Schafer

and Dr. Pritchard have kindly promised to read papers.

At the second General Meeting of this Society, held at the Royal
Westminster Ophthalmic Hospital, on Friday, February 21st, Jabez

Hogg, Esq., President, in the chair. The minutes of the previous

meeting were read and confirmed, after which the Secretary

announced that six lamps had been purchased, as well as a cabinet,

for the use of the Exchange and Cabinet Committee, and the

President stated that the Committee had decided to provide " tea

and coffee" in future at the meetings.

The President then called upon Dr. Pritchard to read his paper
" On the Cochlea."

Dr. Pritchard gave a brief description of the general anatomy of

the ear, and then proceeded to describe the rods of Corti, about the
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exact form of wliicli scarcely any two authors agreed. Deiters

describes tlic form diirerently in tli'e results of two investigations,

Kolliker, Ilenle, and others agreeius^ witli the hitcr view, while

Bottcher, Waldeycr, Ike, give varying drawings, some of which

approach more or less nearly to the true form. Dr. Pritchard

described the rods as resembling the hammers rather than the /let/s

of a pianoforte. In a lateral view they present two rods sloping

towards eacli other ; they consist of a shaft and two enlarged ex-

tremities, but diiler in form in the two rows. The rods differ in

their relative length in the two rows according to their position in

the cochlea; at the base the rods of both rows are nearly equal, but

they increase in length towards the apex, the outer increasing more

rapidly than the inner, so that at the apex they are nearly twice as

long as the inner. The rods vary in length from the 3^^^ to the -^^(f

of an inch. The proportion of rods in the two rows is about two in

the outer to three in the inner, and altogether there are from 5200

to 3500 rods in the whole cochlea, ilost authors, with the excep-

tion of Deiters, describe nuclei in the rods themselves, but on close

examination they are found to be the nuclei of cells surrounding

them. Dr. Pritchard considered that the older authors were correct

in supposing that the rods of Corti were the means of distinguisliing

different notes, and that later writers were wrong because they had

not noticed the graduation of the rods in length.

The President then stated that he thought Dr. Pritchard had

established his points, and asked if he had tried staining the nerves

with chloride of gold, and whether he had succeeded in setting up

inflammatory action in the cochlea before the death of the animal

experimented upon.

Mr. Cretin asked whether the animals examined by Dr. Pritchard

were similar to those of which use was made by previous authors.

Mr. Schiifer asked why Dr. Pritchard had not mentioned the

striation of the rods as it was to be seen in specimens teased up in

bichromate of potash, and also in osmic acid preparations. lie also

stated that he believed the fact of the rods increasing in length to

the apex of the cochlea was mentioned before by some German
author. lie considered that teased preparations were more satis-

factory for examination than sections, and said he doubted with

Helmholtz whether the rods vibrated, since they were firmly fixed

the one to the other. Mr. Schiifer also asked whether cells

existed between the rods, and said that he had found it easy to

demonstrate cilia on the rods, and thought it probable that the

cause of Dr. Pritchard not having seen them was that he used

chromic acid in the preparation of his specimens ; he also stated

that he believed the cells described by Dr. Pritchard as nerve-cells

were simply epithelium.

Dr. Mitchell Bruce asked how Dr. Pritchard prepared his

specimens.

Dr. Pritchard, in reply, said he had tried the chloride of gold for

staining the nerves of the cochlea, but not with any great success,

and he had not succeeded ij) setting up inflammatory action. The
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animals lie liad used wore dogs, cats, rabbits, kittens, guinea-pigs,

and lastly, a kangaroo, but he had found little difference in the

form of the rods in any of them. He believed he had stated that

the rods were to be split up into fibres. He had discovered the

differences in the lengths of the rods in 18/1. He said that he
thought the rods might vibrate although fixed, and that it was
hardly fair to compare them with a mechanical instrument. The
cilia mentioned by Mr. Schafer he considered to be the fibrillar of
the rods torn from the membrana section, and the cells regarded by
him as epithelial he still considered to be nerve cells, and Dr. Beale
had also expressed his opinion in favour of their being nerve-cells.

Those interested in his methods of preparation he referred to a

short article by himself in the ' Quarterly Microscopical Journal

'

for October, 1872.

A cordial vote of thanks were accorded to Dr. Pritchard for his

interesting and valuable paper, illustrated as it was by numerous
excellent models, diagrams, and specimens.

Thirty-three gentlemen proposed for membership at the last

meeting were duly elected, and twenty-eight others were proposed
for election at the next meeting.

The following presents were announced

:

An Italian Medical Journal, from Signor A. Tigri.

Nine slides, from Mr. J. W. Groves.

The next meeting was announced to take place on Friday, March
31st, when Mr. E. A. Schafer will read a paper " On the Structure
of Voluntary Muscle," and Dr. F. Payne " Some Notes on Points in

the Structure of the Omentum."
The meeting then resolved itself into a conversazione.

Dublin Microscopical Club.

October \7th, 18/2.

The Rev. E. O'Meara showed Navicula littoralis (Donkin), as

well as a number of diatomaceous forms obtained from a sample of
Coorongite, or so-called Australian caoutchouc, forwarded by
Professor Thiselton Dyer, who had given an account of it in the
'Journal of Botany,' 1872, pp. 103-106. The diatoms were De7i-

ticula tenuis, Cymbella maculata and C. helvetica, Epithemia gihha
and E. rupestris, Mastogloia Smithii, Nitzschia jJalea, in abund-
ance ; also Amphora minutissima, Pinnularia ohlonga, P. gracilis,

Cyclotella Keneghiniana, Pleurosigma Spencerii, Meridion circulare,

Navicula gibberula, Cocconeis pediculus ; some fragments of Stau-
roneis gracilis, and probably Camptjlodiscus clypeus.

Dr. Macalister exhibited an uncommon variety of the rook-para-
site, Colpocephalum subcetpiale.
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Dr. Moore showed a prepiiratiim of the hairs from a plant from

Riclnnoiul River, New Soutli Wales, Tyurellia uryyroilendron.

Tiiey were stellate, the radii closely set like a rosette and forming

an extremely pretty object.

The llev. Maxwell Close exhibited a collection of mounted slides of

Polyzoa from Western Australia, including speciesof the genera Crisia,

Salicornaria, Membran'qwra, Cellu/ariu, and Catenicella, Diounted

as opaque objects.

Mr. Archer drew attention to the shell or case of a seemingly

novel form of Acineta, taken in North Wales (near Barmoutli).

It was hyaline, globosely vase-shaped, tapering below into a

rather long and slender stalk (by which it had been attached

to foreign objects), and contracted above into a long and rather

narrow curved " mouth," with a slightly raised rim, through

which had projected into the water the long and slender tentacula

of the Acineta, seated within, and occupying only a small propor-

tion of the cavity of its elegant residence. Round the base of the

inflated portion of the case occurred externally two nearly parallel

and closely set, thin, and rather broad annular projections, not, how-

ever, precisely straight, but somewhat curved or taking a slightly

undulate sweep ; there was a single similar one higher up, about

halfway between these and the "mouth." It formed an extremely

pretty object, but none similar seem to be alluded to in * Pritchard.'

Is this a known form ?

Mr. Crowe exhibited the form, rare in Ireland (the present ex-

amples taken near Llanberis, North Wales ; it also occurred near

Dolgelley), Tetrachastrum mucronatum (Dixon) = Micrasterias

oscitans (Ralfs), in part. This was clearly the form described by

Rev. R. V. Dixon. 1 Mr. Crowe drew the attention of the Club to the

characters as given by Ralfs. Now, as the examples lately taken

were brought from Ralfs' "own ground," it is probable the plant

that author had in view was the present. It is possible, therefore,

that the distinction between Dr. Dixon's plant and Mr. Ralfs' may
be not real, and the error, if error there be, would be due to the

figure in ' Ralfs ' not being quite true to nature ; for, ii jiriori, they

were, no doubt, to be regarded as distinct things, and even yet, there-

fore, it would seem the question must remain an open one.

Dr. Reynolds showed his micro-spectroscope in use, the arrange-

ment being that of Sorby ; he exhibited the spectra of blood and of

didymium, to show their curious resemblances, pointing out, how-
ever, at the same time, their distinctions.

Mr. Archer showed several rare Desmidieae, some new to Britain,

taken, in company with Mr. Crowe, on a recent brief excursion, and

under the most adverse circumstances as regarded weather, in West-

moreland and in North Wales. Amongst these was Micrasterias

furcatu (Ag.), seen on this occasion by him for the first time, as it

has not yet turned up in Ireland ; it was taken near Ambleside (the

only locality given by Ualfs is Llyn Gweruan, near Dolgelley). This

' ' Proc. Nat. Hist. Soc. Dubl.,' vol. ii, p. 202.
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very elegant form, he/ore he had seen it, Mr. Archer had hecn inclined

to suppose a possihle variety of M. crux-melitensis (Elir.), llalfs,

hut he must relinquish that supposition. Now that he had seen

veritahle examples, these two species appeared abundantly distinct

;

both occurred in the same locality ; M. criix-melitensis (rare as Irish)

turned up here and there in these gatherings, but still extremely

sparingly. Mr. Archer showed simultaneously that rare and very

beautiful British form Micrasterias radiosa (Ag.), taken, indeed,

from the only recorded (Welsh) locality for it, that of Ralfs, at

Llyn Gwernan, near Dolgelley ; this species Mr, Archer had ob-

tained from Connemara on one occasion (though omitted to be

chronicled), but a subsequent search, on a more recent visit to the

same !site, did not yield it.—Mr. Archer further showed a fine

Closterium named by Cleve, in compliment to himself, Closterimn

Archerianum, specimens of which were on the table, both from
Galway and North Wales. When he first saw Lundell's description

of this form he was a little dubious as to its undoubted distinctness

from Closteriutn lagoense (Nordstedt) on the one hand and from
Closterium Cynthia (de Notaris) on the other, but he could not

now retain any doubt but that the handsome form with which his

name had been associated was truly very distinct. Fortunately he
had taken what was almost undoubtedly Closterium layoense (Nord-

stedt) in his recent visit to Connemara, and was able to exhibit an

example on this occasion, along with the figures given of both these

species by Nordstedt and Lundell. C. Cynthia he had not by him
to exhibit, but it appears a quite distinct thing—at least the form
which Mr. Archer would at all events provisionally hold "in his

mind's eye" as equivalent to it could not be mistaken for either of the

foregoing. C . layoense is far thicker in proportion in the middle,

it tapers more rapidly than C. Archerianum, and the curvature is

quite distinct. Still more does the curvature of C. Cynthia and
that of C. Archerianum differ. There is a certain amount of out-

ward resemblance of the latter to C. Diance (Ehr.), a common
species in the British Islands, but it would be a waste of time to dwell

on their distinctness, which can be made out even under a one-inck

object-glass, Mr. Archer would defer the exhibition of certain

other rare forms taken on the excursion, but could not refrain from
showing conjugated examples of Penium didymocarpum (Lundell)

which had been met with (he had also previously obtained examples
from Connemara), as these were fugitive, and he might not for a long

period have the opportunity again. Lundell's description is correct

in every particular ; and simple as this form may seem to be, it is

one really (at least when conjugated) most marked and recognisable.

—Amongst interesting minute algal forms taken at Llyn Gwernan
(Dolgelley) were Cosmocladium saxonicum (de Bary), also Ditnor-

jihococcus lunatus (Al. Braun), as well as Coelastru7n cambricum
(Arch.).
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East Kent Natueal Histoey Society.

President.—The Reverend John Mitchinson, D.C.L., &c.

Honorary Secretary.—George Gulliver, F.R.S., &c.

January 2nd, 1873.

Mildness of the Weather at the close of the year 1872.—Colonel

Cox read a paper recording the extraordinary weather, and its

effects on organic and inorganic nature. In his garden, near

Canterburj', on New Year's day was heard the song of the black-

bird, song thrush, mistle thrusli, robin, and starling. Of insects,

the large and small tortoiseshell butterflies were sporting about,

gnats playing in clouds in the garden, and many within doors

;

bees were flying about, lured from their hives by the warmth, in

search of scanty food. He gathered at the same time in his garden

a bouquet of roses, consisting of several varieties.

Beach Pebbles at Dover.—Thougli this place has a bad repute

for good pebbles, Colonel Cox, after much experience there, found

many fine specimens, among which were excellent Choanites, various

Spongiadse, and landscape stones ; and of these and many others he

displayed beautiful examples. Thus the microscopist at Dover

should be in no want of splendid materials of this kind.

Siinys of the Queen-Bee and Worker-Bee.—A paper by Major

Munn was read, illustrated by drawings and specimens, on the

honey-bee. The leading points he intended to prove are that,

though the queen-bee has a sting and ejects venom therewith, she

neither can nor does inflict a wound by penetration of the stingy

but merely smears the poison on the stigmata of a rival queen during

combats. Hence he insists on the importance of the facts to the

apiarian and experimental physiologist, as the queen maybe handled,

even by the most delicate fingers, without the least fear of hurt by
stinging. From specimens examined, at Major Munn's request, by

Mr. G. Gulliver, of Pembroke College, Oxford, the queen's sting

was found to be curved, larger, and slightly blunter, than that of

the worker, and this last quite straight and very sharp ; the queen's

sting has three blunt barbs, and is about 3^/5 ,7th of an inch in

diameter ; the worker's sting has from eight to ten sharp barbs,

and is about ^^oo^li of an inch in diameter.

Pollen of Petasites fraijrans.—This plant, which was imported

from Italy in 180G, is becoming quite naturalised in many English

and Irish places, and is abundant on a weedy waste on the north side

of Canterbury Cathedral. The pollen is now extremely abundant,

and its grains were shown to be beautiful objects for the microscope;

their shape oval, each ^/.o*^ of '^" \\\c\\ long and
-^J

jth broad, and
muricated, like the pollen of other CompositcB, on the surface, but

becoming more or less spherical, with three scars apparent, when
soaked in water or dilute sulphuric acid.
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January \Qth, ]S73.

Manufacture of Agates at Oberstem.—Colonel Cox exhibited a

magnificent collection of agates through all their phases, from their

natural state up to their final polishing by the art of the lapidary.

He had collected them at or near Oberstein, a primitive town in the

Grand Duchy of Oklenburgh, and read an interesting and elaborate

paper descriptive of the methods by which the stones are procured

and prepared, until tiiey appear in the well-known ornaments.

Combats of the Queens of the Honey-Bee.—A paper by Major
Mnnn was read. Referring to his observations at the last meeting

on the stings of the worker-bee and queen-bee, he now gave the

result of his experimental observations on tlie deadly fights between

the queens. When two of them were put together into a bottle

they fouglit at once, and the conquered one soon gave the death-cry,

a sort oi pip, pip, and the conqueror, having let the conquered go,

proceeded to settle her own wings and to clean her antennae. In

upwards of a dozen such combats the poison was fatally introduced

into the spiracles under the wings, by a sort of smearing process,

and produced death in about twenty minutes, though when the

poison was only applied by the victor to the abdominal spiracles of

the vanquished the latter languished for some hours. Sometimes
a single queen, like a game cock, would be victorious in two fights,

one immediately after the other.

Ilerrnaphroditism and excellence as Bee-provender of Petasites

fragrans.—Mr. Gulliver produced numerous specimens now in full

flower in order to demonstrate the true sexual character of this

species, and that it is, contrary to the current descriptions of the genus
in the. floras, truly hermaphrodite, and not " dioecious or sub-

dicecious." Such is the early flowering of this plant, its multitudinous

flowers, fragrance, and perennial luxuriant growth, as to be well

worth the attention of bee masters. The pollen is so fully exposed
on the exserted stamens and styles as to invite insects ; and bees

tempted out by a genial day in December, January, or February,

might find a rich table when other food was scarce or absent.

Hence P. fragrans would be pre-eminently valuable as the earliest

provender for bees.

The Annual Meeting, January 2Stk, 1873.

The Rev. Canon Mitchinson, D.C.L., President, in the chair,

supported by Lord Fitzwalteb and Colonel Horsley, Vice-

Presidents, and other members.
The usual formal business was transacted, and the president and

other officers re-elected. The Society had never been in a more
prosperous state, both as to the members and funds, than at

present. A microscope, at a cost of not more than ten guineas, was
voted for the use of the members, and five pounds additional to the

annual sum for the purchase of books. The reports in the
* Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science' were approved and
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adopted for the Animal Report of the Society. The lU-v. IVesideiit

delivered the address, whicli will appear in the Annual iteporl of

the [Society.

February 6th, 18/3.

Polycystinu from the Indian Ocean.—Colonel Horsley showed
some beautiful specimens, all more or less perforated, and some
prolonged into spires. They were mostly fossil, and some of them
from the rocks of Bermuda, the tripoli of Richmond, Virginia, and
the Marls of Sicily.

Hydra vulgaris.—Mr. FuUagar showed a number of specimens of

this species from his aquarium, some with two or three buds, a few of

the young with tentacles expanded and about to leave the parent

stem, and others just commencing to bud ; also several very minute
hydras which had lately made their appearance in the water, and
which he concluded were produced from ova deposited last

autumn.

March 6fh, 1873.

Crystal Prisms.—These are prismatic plant-crystals, quite dif-

ferent from though often confounded with raphides. Mr. Fullagar

exhibited specimens of the prisms in the bulb-scale of the onion, in

order to show how a very beautiful microscopic object is always at

hand, and Colonel Horsley showed further that its beauty was much
increased by polarised light. The crystals occur singly, very vari-

able in size, lying across the tissue-cells, and in pretty crosses,

soldered together at intersecting parts. According to Mr. Gulliver

(•Annals of Nat. Hist.,' April, 1S64) these prisms occur regularly

in the bulb-scales of Allium ascalonicum, A. Cejia, A. Porrum, and
A. sativum, but not in A. schcenoprasum, A. angulosum, A. Moly,

A. fnafficu?n, and A. ursinum. Crystal prisms, not in crosses, may
be well examined at any time in such officinal things as guaiacum

—

bark, quillaja, and the sweet-scented orris, and sometimes in com-
pany with raphides, in various fresh Iridacse, such as Iris ger-

manica, a very common plant in cottage gardens. Measurements
and other details are given in the 'Popular Science Review,' vol. iv,

p. 578.

Paratnoecium feeding on Desmids.—To show how freely Para-

mcEcium feeds at this season, Mr. Fullagar brought specimens from

his aquarium, which were seen greedily injesting three species of

Closterium.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE VI,

Illustrating Mr. B. Wills Richardson's Observations on

Xanthine.

Fig.

a, a, a. Bodies resembling spherules of urate of soda in appearance. Simi-

lar-looking bodies have been obtained by the writer by acting

upon amorphous xanthine with nitric and with sulphuric acids.

b. Dark mass resembling amorphous xanthine, having crystals pro-

truding from a portion of its surface.

With the exception of a, a, a, and h, the crystals represented in Plate VI

are very transparent.

All the figures are magnified 150 diameters.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE V,

Illustrating the abstract of Dr. Cohn's " Memoir on Bacteria."

Fig-

1.

—

Micrococcus prodigiosus {Manas prodi^iosa, Ehr.). Spherical Bacteria

of the red pigment, aggregated in pairs and in fours ; the other

pigment Bacteria are not distinguisliable witli the microscope from

this one.

2.— Micrococcus vaccina. Spherical Bacteria, from pock-lymph in a state

of growth, aggregated in short 4—8-jointed straight or bent

cliains, and forming also irregular cell-masses.

3.—Zooglcea-form of Micrococcus, pellicles or mucous strata characterised

by granule-like closely set spherules.

4.—llosary-chaiu (Torula-form) of Micrococcus urete, from the urine.

5.—Rosary-chain and yeast-like cell-masses from the white deposit of a

solution of sugar of milk which liad become sour.

6.

—

Saccharomyces glutinis {Cri/ptoeocciis glutinisy Fresen.), a pullulating

yeast which forms beautiful rose-coloured patches on cooked

potatoes.

7.—Sarcina spec, *from the blood of a healthy man, **from the surface

of a hen's egg grown over with Micrococcus luteus, forming yellow

patches.

8.

—

Bacterium termo, free motile form.

9.—Zooglaea-form of Bacterium termo.

10.—Bacterium-pellicle, formed by rod-shaped Bacteria arranged one against

the other in a linear fashion, from the surface of sour beer.

11.

—

Bacterium lineola, free motile form.

12.—Zooglaea-form of B. lineola.

13.—Motile filamentous Bacteria with a spherical or elliptical highly re-

fringent ' head,' perhaps developed from Gouidia.

14.

—

Bacillus subtilis, short cylinders and longer, very flexible motile fila-

ments, some of which are in process of division.

15.

—

Bacillus ulna, single segments and longer threads, some breaking up
into segments.

16.

—

Vibrio rugula, single or in process of division.

17.

—

Vibrio serpens, longer or shorter threads, some dividing into bits, at *

two threads entwined.

IS.
—'Swarm' of V. serpens, the threads felted.

19.

—

Spirillum tenue, single and felted into 'swarms.'

20.

—

Spirillum undula.

Ti.—Spirillum volutans ; * two spirals twisted around one another.

22.

—

Spirochfcte plicatilis.

All tlie figures were drawn by Dr. Ferdinand Cohn with the immersion

lens No. IX of ilartuack, Ocular 111, representing a magnifying power of

050 diuuictcrs.
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DESCRIPTION OF PLATES VII & VIII,

Illustrating Dr. Heitzmann's Memoir on Bone and Cartilage.

PLATE VII.
Fig.

1.—Two bone-cells from the uninjured scapula of a cat. Prepared with
chromic acid. Magnified 800 diam.

2.—Bone-cell from a cat's scapula, crushed with the bone-forceps, after

three days' inflammation. Chromic acid. SOD diam.

3.—Bone-cell, with marks of division, from a dog's scapula, in the neigh-

bourhood of the wound, produced by breaking out a piece. Chromic
acid. 800 diam.

4 and 5.—Bone lacunae, containing blood-corpuscles, from the compact
substance of a dog's tibia injured by the actual cautery, after eight

days' inflammation. Chromic acid. 800 diam.

6.—Bone-cells from the same object as figs. 4 and 5, in two planes, drawn
with topographical accuracy. Forms of the hajmatoblastic sub-

stance :

—

a, parietal border ; b, darkly outlined lumps ; ^, pale grey

discs; </, completely formed blood-corpuscle; e, lamella perforated

with small vacuoles. 800 diam.

PLA.TE VIII.

7.—Section of cartilage, coloured with nitrate of silver, from the edge of

the external condyle of the femur of a young dog. 800 diam.

8.—Section of cartilage, coloured with chloride of gold, from the lateral

surface of the external femoral condyle of an old dog. 800 diam.

9 and 10.—Forms of cartilage-cells from close to the calcified portion of

the articular cartilage of the femoral condyle of young rabbits, wholly

from vertical sections. The cells show transitional forms of hsemato-

blastic substance up to the formation of almost perfect blood-

corpuscles. From preparations partly fresh, partly decalcified with
hydrochloric acid. 800 diam.





MEMOIRS.

A Resume of RiiCENT Views respectiiKj the Nature of

Lichens. By W. Archer, M.R.l.A. (With Plates

IX and X.)

A ^()^'EL hypothesis respecting the nature of Lichens,

Avhicli Avas first propounded by Prof. Schwendencr of Basel,

and has since to a greater or less extent been adopted by
other experienced observers, has for some time past been a

subject of controversy between them and botanists of the

older school. The " gonidia question," as it is called,

has been discussed in several of the continental journals,

and a resume of some of the papers on both sides will

probably possess some interest for English readers. Briefly

iSchwendcncr's view is that the growths which we know as

" Lichens^' are not independent plants, but ascomycetous

fungi, to which certain unicellular or filamentous alga; serve

as host-plants, and, therefore, that these latter have liitherto

been erroneously regarded, under the name of "gonidia," as

special organs of '' Lichens." Hence each representative of

the class is a compound organism made up of two primarily

distinct elements.

Lichens, according to Schwcndcncr's view, are, in fact,

colonies of multitudes of algal individuals, involved in a more
or less closely interwoven filamentous network of hyphcc
belonging to the fungal parasite, and, which is very remark-
able, incited by it to a more vigorous growth. Sometimes,
indeed, these imprisoned algaj may, in the course of genera-

tions, though " growing," vigorously become altered in form
or diminished in size, so as even to lose, to a great extent,

their former identity.

This somewhat startling view Avas announced by the author
at the conclusion of his memoir, ' On the Lichen-thallus,'

])ublished in LS68.^ He there urges the following considera-

tions in support of it:

—

' Schwendencr :
" Unlersuchungen iiber den Elechtcathallus," in Na-

Seli's 'Bcitiiige zur wiss. Botanik,' licft 4 (ISGS), p. 195. He had already

begun to express similar views at the Congress of Naturalists at llhcinfeideu

in 1S67.

VOL. XIII.—NEW SER. t
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1. That as yet the genetic relationship of the goniclia to

the hyphiTC has nowhere been directly proved, but only

assumed on anatomical grounds, whilst the anatomical con-

nection may possibly depend on " copulation."

:i. That the membranes of the gonidia, in respect to their

chemical behaviour, arc quite distinct from the hypha-
membrane ; whilst the former has an algal, the latter has a

fungal reaction.

0. That the different gonidia-forms, in respect to structure

and mode of increase, correspond to parallel types of unicel-

lular and filamentous algsc.

4. That the germination of the spore, not having been
observed further than the foundation of a protothallus,

may probably be due to the want of the cooperation of

the requisite alga; in Tulasne's experiments, which lasted

for months, the green cells may have arrived from with-

out.

5. That between Lichens and Pyrenomycetes there is the

most striking agreement in regard to the development of the

fructification and formation of spermogonia,

The author subsequently urges that the arguments against

his view reduce themselves to but two :

—

1. In many cases where still undivided gonidia occur in

tissues thickly interwoven, or even without interstices, it is

difficult to comprehend how they could get there. It would
seem to presuppose that a progression of the gonidia through

a more or less dense fibrous mass must take place, and this

often in a direction contrary to the action of gravity which
seems scarcely possible.

2. The assumption that the development of the thallus and
of the apothecia in the majority of the shrubby lichens, or

rather of the fungi in question, should be dependent on the

same host-plant {Cystococcus humicola) , whilst parasitic fungi

usually occur on very different host-plants, must a piiorl be

regarded as improbable (but is, he adds, in no way impos-

sible). Moreover, the complete covering up of the host-

plant, which continues to vegetate vigorously, and even more
vigorously than before, would further be exceedingly remark-

able.

With regard to the statement in paragraph 1, that as yet

the genetic relationship between the gonidia and the hyj)ha

has nowhere been directly proved, it is avcU known that

Schwendcner's earlier view was quite the other way, and
was supported by figures,^ and established, as he himself

' Scliwcudcucr ; loc. cit., llcft. ii, p, 125, t. i, lig. IS, t. v, tig. G.
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thought, by the previous observations of Bayerhoffer and
Spoerschneider. He then pointed out, indeed, that the

gonidia may be frequently found in connection Avith the

liypha, and he hehl that the gonidia were produced only

from the intermediate joints of the hypha, never from the

terminal cells ; so long as they merely appear as small expan-
sions of the joints, they could be with difficulty distinguished

from young branches. Under such circumstances it is ex-

plicable that gonidia Avhich are not yet coloured green, but
still distinctly recognisable as gonidia, are only rarely met
with.

Nor are numerous similar opinions and statements wanting
from other observers. It is plainly laid down by de Bary ^

that the green gonidium originates, as first shown by
Bayerhoffer, by the expansion of the end of a short lateral

branch of the hypha which becomes shut-off as a globular

cell and acquires a green colour. Once formed it increases

independently by division, and a number of the gonidia
eventually lie without stipites in the interstices of the lichen-

tissue. Again, Caruel is stated to have found that in Collema
pulposum certain cells of the germ-tubes produced by the
spores sown on a moist sponge, became divided into a series

of globular joints which assumed the bluish-green colour of
the gonidia. Koerber, Sachs, and likewise Caruel, are fur-

ther quoted on the same side, and as stating that the joints

of the gonidia-chains became on their part branched, putting
forth colourless liyphfc, thus showing the reverse process to

that of the hetcromerous lichens. But de Bary himself
could not confirm this. However, in Plectopsora a connec-
tion between gonidia and hyph£e was easy to find ; rather

large cells were seated upon the end of a lateral hypha-
branch, and were, in fact, primary gonidia. Sachs" gives

some observations on Collema, and holds to its genetic rela-

tionship with Nostoc, the latter being but a young or unde-
velojjcd condition of the former. He states that he had
observed the growing off of undoubted hypha; from the

heterocysts, and the gradual conversion of the Nostoc into

Collema ; also he asserts the interstitial formation of a moni-
liform series of cells from the ordinary hypha, and, on the

other hand, speaks of minute examples of Nostoc on the sur-

face of the Co//ema-thallus, Avhich he holds could not
originate but in some way from the gonidia of the Collema.

* De Bary :
' Morphologie unci Physiologie der Pilze, Flechten und

Myxomyceten,' pp. 258, 263, 26i, 205.
" See Sachs :

" Zur Eutwickelungsgescliiclite des Collema bulbosum, Acb.,"
iu ' Bot. Zeitung,' 1855, p. 1.
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Itzigsohn^ holds that young liyplire arc put forth;, not from

hct('rocysts, but from ordinary gonidia of the moniliform

chains.

The consideration adduced by Schwendcner, under para-

graph 3, to show that the different gonidia-forms, as respects

structure and mode of increase, correspond to parallel types

of unicellular and filamentous algre, had been long ago

drawn attention to by Tliwaites." That author seems, how-
ever, unlike Schwendcner, to have recognised in this only

a parallelism, as it were, not an identity of the " gonidia"

with the '' algoe"—he saw in it, in fact, only " a typical

character of essential structure binding together numerous
species of various forms, and enabling us to distinguish at

once in other species resemblances of analogy from those

of affinity."

Itzigsohn^ and Ilicks^ have also pointed out the similarity

of certain lichen-gonidia to free algal forms; the latter identi-

fies a number of unicellular alga? with the gonidia set free from

Claclonia ; he does not appear to have instituted experiments

in the direct culture of the gonidia, and has, it is hardly to be

doubted, confounded as different developmental states of

one and the same thing several distinct forms that often

Ha-c together.

Almost concurrently with Schwendener's novel theories

there appeared papers by Famintzin and Baranctsky on the

independent life of certain lichen-gonidia.'' These observers

succeeded in cultivating the chlorophyllaceous gonidia ob-

tained from Physcia, Evernia, and Cladonia, independently

of these lichens ; some produced zoospores, whilst others

continued to increase by vegetative growth, and they inferred

that these free-living cells were identical with Nageli's

algal genus Cystococcus. The conclusion drawn by these

* Itzigsohn, ' Bot. Zeit.,' 1855. See, however, Scliwendcucr on this point

{iafrci).

- Thwaites : "On the Gonidia of Lichens," in 'Ann. of Nat. Hist.,"

2nd ser., vol. iii, p. 210 (1819).
" 'Bot. Zcit,.,' 1851, p. 521.
* ' Quart. Journ. Micr. Sci.,' N. S., vol. i, pp. 15, 90.
* A. I'aminlzin and J. Baranctsky: " Beitraj^ zur Eutwickclurigsgc-

schichtc dcr (lonidion und Zoosi)oren-Bildang bci Ph>/scia parietina D.N.,"
in ' Bot. Zcit.,' 1SG7 (translated into French in the ' Ann. des Sc. Nat.,' ser. 5,

1807, pp.137—111); also same authors :
" Zur Entwickclungsgeschichte

dcr (jo7iidicn und Zoosporcn-Hildung dcr Flcchten," in ' Mcmoires de
I'Acad. imp. d. Sciences dc St. I'ctcrsbourg," ser. vii, tome xi, No. 9, 18G7;
•Ann. d. Sc. Nat.,' viii, pp. 1:57—141, t. xvi ; also B.\ranetsky, "Beitrag
zur Kenntniss des sclbststi'uuligen Lebens der Flcchtengouidieni," in 'Me-
langes Biol., Bulletin de I'Acad. deSt. Petcrsbourg,' t. v, ISOS, p. 473, pub-

iislicd also in Pringsheim's ' Jahrbiicher f. wiss. Bot.,' Bd. vii, 1SG9.
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authors was that the formation of zoospores is a cliaracter

of the lichens witli chlorophynaceous gonidia in common
with algtc, and that Nageli's Cystococcus was no independent

alga, but, in fiict, a phase of the lichens in question. They
also tried experiments with the cultivation of phycochroma-
ceous gonidia obtained from lichens of a different nature,

Peltigera and CoUema, and announce that they found these

capable of continuing an independent life. They regard llie

free gonidia of Petiigera as identical with the alga Polycoccus
punctiformis, Ki'itz. Itzigsohn also experimented on Pelti-

//era-gonidia,^ and states that he obtained during cultiva-

tion forms not distinguishable from Glaioccq)sa monococcay
Kiitz.

In a short pai)er on the gonimic development of Colle-

mace(R{- Nylandcr arrived at the conclusion, after his re-

searches on this matter, that the genus Nostoc is truly in

part, if not altogether, a beginning or developmental state of

CoUema. This view long held, or at least suggested by
many, is quite opposed to that of Schwendener and E,eess,

who hold, as is seen, that Nostoc represents an independent
alga, at one time growing normally as such, at another made
the home of a parasite, and modified by it into a CoUema.

Again, in 1868, shortly after the previous paper, Schwen-
dener resumes the subject in a short communication,' in

Avhich he refers to Famintzin's, Baranetsky^s, and Itzigsohn^s

observations as complete evidence that the "" gonidia" of the

lichens, which were the subject of their observations, are

identical with the unicellular and filamentous algpe indicated.

But, whilst Famintzin and Baranetsky would strike out from
the list of alga? the freely vegetating gonidia, the author, on
the other hand, once more asserts his view, Avhich he now
thinks beyond doubt, that these are in truth independent
algoe—that the lichens themselves are not independent
2:)lants, but ascomycetous fungi, to which the former jier-

form the part of host-plants. In this communication he relies

upon the following observations as proving his views : (1.)

The fungal filaments which he had found penetrating into

iVo^^oc-colonies, and branched in their interior ; amongst these

colonies there were some larger somewhat lobed masses, not

to be distinguished from CoUema without a pellicle, as well as

* Itzigsohn :
" Kultuv der Glaucogouidien von Pelligera caiihui," in

'Bot. Zeit.,'lS68, p. 185.
- Nylauder: "Circa Evolutionem gouimicam Collemaceorum Notula,"

ill 'Flora,' ISGS, p. 353.
' Scliwcudcner :

" Uober die Beziolmng zwisclien Algcn und Flecldcu-

gonidien," in ' Bot. Zeit.,' p. 290 (ISGS).
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others of greater or loss size, but without fungal filaments,

thoupjh manifestly of one and the same species. (2.) Colonies

of G/u'ocapsa, which he regards as transitions to the Onrpha-

/ar/c-thallus, with numerous " copulations" between fungal-

threads and green cells. (3.) Cases in which fungal-threads

penetrated into the sheaths of RivuJarice, the filaments of

which, in consequence, present zig-zag bendings ; the gela-

tinous envelope becomes thicker, the intercalary division of

the green cells still proceeds, until the whole passes over into

an irregularly-lobed mass forming a thallus ; the author

thinks that these agree anatomically with Racoblennaceae.

(4.) The many-jointed, sometimes straight, sometimes zig-zag

chains in the thallus of imdoubted Racoblennacece (with fruit)

which agree in all essential points with the foregoing, show-

ing here and there the (defunct and somewhat altered)

heterocysts. Lastly (5), his observations on individuals of

Chroolepus and Cystococcus, embraced and involved by
fungal-threads. (See, for examples, accompanying Pis. IX
and X.)

In the following year (1869) there appeared from Schwcn-
dener's pen a further treatise on this c^uestion,^ in which he

continues to maintain the position previously taken up by
him—that the lichen-gonidia are really independent organ-

isms—that is to say, alga;, which vegetate as host-plants for

the parasitic hypha) which build up the lichen-thallus. In

this work the author has enumerated the various algal- types

he regards as constituting the " gonidia," and describes their

occurrence in the different lichen genera. Of these types

he makes eight in all, falling under two sections, according

to their chlorophyllaceous or phycochvomaceous cell-con-

tents. These, owing to the length of the treatise, must be

only briefly enumerated.

First Series.—Algee, with bluish-green contents {Phyco-

chromacece, Nostochinoi)

.

Type I. Sirosiphonece.—Owing to their higher organiza-

tion regarded as inde])endent i)lants, Schwendener thinks

that these retain, as lichen-gonidia, a larger share of their

individuality than do the algal-types of other groups ; this

is shown by the retention of their longitudinal groAvth, of their

apical increase, of their heterocysts (though as gonidia these

become diminished in number, and even disappear), and of

their normal ramification. The author argues that, in these

forms, a genetic union of the gonidia and hyplne i>- impossible.

New gonidia arc formed at the apices and before the hypha
reaches them, so that any possible conjiection must at least

' Schwendener; 'Die Algcntypcn dcr ricchtcn-gonidieu.' Basel, 1SG9.
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dale back to the germination of a spore, and even at that

period it has not been observed. Here of course belong

Ephebe, Spilonema, Gonionema, Polychidimn. (See Ph X,
fig-?-)

Type II. Rivulariece.—Alga3 of this type are regarded as

less able to maintain their individuality in the capacity of

gonidia. In favorable cases they retain their forms, but in

others they suffer modification. Thus the apical growth is

arrested, and the heterocysts become more scanty or altogether

Avanting. Schwendener gives at some length observations

on Thamnidium Willeyi, Tuck., Avhich he regards as not

generically distinct from Lichina. Its whole gonidial system
consists, he says, of nearly unaltered Rivulariecs imbedded in

the outward region of a shrubby thallus, some having dis-

tinct sheaths and long whip-like filaments, (See PI. X,
figs. 16, IT.) The gonidia oi Lichina and Racobknna are of

this type. (See PL X, fig. 18.)

Type III. Scrjtonemecs.—Here the algal-type becomes in

the gonidial state much less recognisable, ajiical growth
ceases, and heterocysts disappear. An exception to this, how-
ever, is shown by Ephehelhi Hegetschiveileri, also by the Ce-

phahdia of Stereocaulon ; it is in the highest degree probable

that Scytonema is a gonidia-former for Heppia and Porocyphus.

(See PI. IX, figs. 1—8 ; PL X, figs. 12, 13.)

Type IV. Nostochaceoi.—Here the algee concerned retain

all their peculiarities of form and growth as gonidia-formers,

excepting those, of course, Avhich relate to the nature of the
aggregate colony. Only terrestrial and not aquatic forms can
manifestly play such a part ; those which live submerged arc

protected from the attack of the parasite. Nosioc itself is most
frequently the gonidia-former appertaining here. Schwen-
dener asserts that he has seen and proved the transformation of
tiNostoc into a CoIIema by the penetration of certain fungal-
threads ; the origin of the latter in his instances he does not
state. (See PL X, figs. 19—21.) Pohjcoccus punctiformis,
erroneously as he holds referred to ChroococcacefS, is a
true Nostoc, and forms the gonidia of Leptogium subtile,

Pan?iaria brunnea, Peltigera canina. Certain species of
Stereocaulon-Cepihalodia are formed from NostochacecE.

Type V. ChroococcacecE.—Sj)ecies of GlcRocapsa are the
gonidia-formers for Omphalaria and EncJujlium ; the gonidia
of PhyUiscum are made up of colonies simply unaltered of
Chroococcus turgidus, Nag. Anacystis, Polycystis, Ccelosphce-

rium, which live in water, do not come into the question,
being inaccessible to the fungus. Synechococcus, Glceothece,

Sec, in which the cell-division takes place in one dimension of
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space only, have not become known as fTOnidia-forniln<]f

icpvescntatives. " As to tlic behaviour ot" the gonidia-

formers referred to within the lichen-thallus there is little to

say ; they retain essentially their form and mode of growth.

It is striking that almost every cell becomes copulated with a

hypha-branch or with a bifurcation of the ])riniary stipes-

cell." In Owphalaria and Eiirhylhnn the author states that

he has repeatedly scon tlie penetration of the fungal-threads

into the colonies of Ghcocapsa, certain branches of which
" copuLate " early with the cells of that alga.

Second Scries.—Alga; with chlorophyll-green contents :

Type VI. Confervacece,—The greater number of these

being aquatic can only exceptionally occur as gonidia-formers

;

as, for instance, Ca>nof/o7iium and Cystocoleiis, which the

author holds to represent nothing else than alga^ involved by
the fungus, retaining, however, their typical forms and mode
of growth.

Type VJI. (Jii'ook'p'uhe.—These take part in the formation

of gonidia in only a small proportion of lichens {GrapJiideai,

Vei'rucarieoi) , retaining in such condition their form and
mode of growth. According to the author 7?ocr(?//«-gonidia

are simply Ch'oolepus-i'orms. (See PI. X, fig. 1-1.)

Type YIII. PalineUacece.—If very few of these algal-forms

seem adapted to serve as lichen-gonidia, still those few
play a very large part in the gonidia-question, Cystococcns

offering itself as the gonidia-former for a large number of the

shrubby and foliaceous lichens, as well as Plcurococcus vul-

fjaris and Protococcus. IManifestly only such as live unsub-
merged are capable of becoming gonidia-formers ; many,
hoM-evcr, of these have not yet been observed in the gonidial

state.

Schwendener concludes this remarkable memoir by ob-
serving that the algal nature of the lichen-gonidia is thus
established for a series of cases, is extremely probable in

others, and is in no case improbable. Lichens are accordingly
ascomycetous fungi parasitic upon alga^, Avhose assimilation

and asexual increase arc accom])lished by means of the gonidia.

The only fact, he considers, which can be at all advanced in

favour of the genetic connection of the hypha; and the gonidia
is the existence of the stipites or stalk-cells. This, he holds, is

completely deprived of force when it is known that " similar
stipites are formed by copulation, a mode of formation which
has been demonstrated Avith al solute certainty. On the
other hand, the development of the gonidia from the end-cells
of short hypha-branches has as yet been observed by no one,

but only inferred from the existence of the stipes-cells." He
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maintains, as a consequence, that the view that tlie goni-

dium is a self-developed organ of the lichen is destitute of

all foundation in fact.

He goes on to state that the setting free of the gonidia, as

a result of sorcdia-formation, has been just as little estab-

lished by observation. The sorcdia themselves, as is well
known, are not free, but involved by the hyphae. If, now,
these latter should perish in an atmosphere which is too moist,

that does not prove that Cystococcus individuals, for example,
vegetating on the barks of trees have become free in this

manner. That must still indeed be observed. At any- rate

(urges the author) the setting free of the gonidia is a question
of subordinate nature, the solution of which would, as regards
the main point, decide neither for nor against it.

Of more importance, on the other hand (he admits), is the
other point lately put forward by Baranetsky, namely, the
outgrowth, stated to have been observed, of the gonidia into

hyphfc. He regards these statements to have been contro-

verted by his own previous researches. He insists too that

the perfect agreement of the gonidia-forms with parallel algal

ty])cs is a fact that, by the interpretation of Wallroth (in-

cluding, of course, Hicks, Famintzin, and Baranetsky, and
others), remains absolutely inexplicable.

Although the gonidia are not to be regarded as organs of
the Lichens, Schwendener holds that they in no Avay lose

their systematic significance. We know how fastidious

fungi, as a whole, are in their choice of a host-plant ; some
will only accom]:)Hsh their development on one particular

species, whilst on another they may at most only enter the
hrst condition of germination. So with the Lichens. It is

indubitable that the greater number of these are dependent
on quite definite algal species, and that a substitution of
different algal genera does not occur. Hence it happens that
systematically related lichens very frequently make choice of
systematically related host-plants (e. g. Ephebe, CoUemacece,
Omjihalariacece, llacohlennace<2 , and the series of shrubby and
foliaceous forms involving Cystococcus). In this lies the
significance of the gonidia for systematic purposes. The
attention which they deserved as supposed organs they still

deserve as host-plants.

Physiologically considered, the gonidia remain now as
before instruments of assimilation and of asexual increase.
They are not, indeed, brood-ccUs in the ordinary sense,
because they have not the power in themselves to form a
thallus ; they are, however, an essential constituent of the
" brood-clusters." Every '' brood-cluster" is a little daughter
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colony, lo "svliich tlic fj^onidial layer contributes at least one

{^reen cell ; it is the fungus, on the other hand, -which fiir-

nislies the hypha-covering -whicli surrounds it.

The gonidia arc incontrovertibly the most important, but

not the only, ministers of nutriment for the lichens ; for

many lichens flourish, as is known, only on the bark of

pines, others on forest trees, others again upon decaying or

dead wood, &c., and this must depend on chemico-physio-

logical conditions with which we are not at present exactly

acquainted. One may say, to employ a trivial illustration,

that the gonidia furnish the ordinary food; the substratum,

on the other hand, the condiments.

The lichens are, so far as they vegetate on trees, wood, and

the products of their decay, double parasites. These may be

regarded, with respect to the gonidia-formers, on the one

hand, as Alyophytes , or with respect to the substratum, on
the other, as (according to circumstances) Epiphytes, Endo-
2^hytes, or Saprophytes.

Finally, the author adds a word as to the name " Lichens."

lie thinks there is no valid reason to reject it for the future.

Lichcnology has its special history and literature : why
should not the objects of Avhich it treats continue to bear

their customary name ?

Following Schwendcner, Dr. Nylander^ expressed himself

(in 1870) upon this question, in a brief communication, as

very decidedly opposed to the Schwendenerian vicAv, dwell-

ing on the considerations that such an unnatural existence as

the lichcn-gonidia must pass is not at all consonant with their

algal nature, that it has no parallel in nature, and that any-

thing physiologically analogous to such a "^ parasitism" occurs

noAvhere else. He also inquired as to w^hat stands in the way
of the acceptance of the view that there may be certain really

independent algoc or states of algsc similar or nearly similar

in form and structure to the lichen-gonidia t He puts himself

rather on the side of Hicks, Itzigsohn, Famintzin and Bara-

nctsky, in supposing that the unicellular alga^ which are

assumed as, or appear to be, identical Avith some lichen-

gonidia, may be in reality, at least in part derived from
Lichen and continuing abnormally to vegetate.

The interesting paper by Professor Eeess- has been already

mentioned in this Journal, in a communication on " A INIinutc

' Nylander :
" Animadvcrsio dc Theoria gonidiorum Algologica," in

' Flora,' 1S70, p. 52.

- ]lccss, " Uebcr die Entstehung dcr Flechtc CoJlcma fflauccscem, Hoffm.,

durcli Aussaat der Sporcn dersclbp:i auf Nostoc. licliinoides, Vaucli," in
' jMonatsb. dcr k. Akad. d. Wiss. zu Berlin/ Oct., 1871, p, 523,
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Nostoc with Spores/'^ &c. It is, therefore, unnecessary to re-

capitulate the views deduced by him from certain exjierimcnts

in "sowing" Collema spores upon the substance of Nosioc

;

these germinated, produced a hypha penetrating into and
spreading within the A^o5^oc-jelly, and the author conchided
that he had thus witnessed the production of a Collema by
this artificial combination of the two elements—a process

which is a matter of every-day occurrence in nature, and, in

point of fact, is simply the mode of origin of every " C'o//ew«."

If no hypha comes to the Nostoc, it remains a " Nostoc;"" if it

should be so visited (and the inoculation successful), it be-

comes by-and-by transformed into a Collema. Whilst, then,

the author claims to have thus established Schwcndener^s
views as regards this particular type, he calls in question the
figures (see PL X, figs. 19—21) given by Schwendener him-
selffrom his own specimens in evidence of his views, as being
truly ad rem, as he strongly doubts, indeed distinctly denies,

that the fungal filaments depicted as attacking a Nostoc by
Schwendener are CoZ/ewa-hyphee, or even lichen-hyphw at all,

but takes them rather to be those of a true mould. In a subse-

quent communication Schwendener takes up the whole matter
as brought forward by Reess, and discusses his objections and
defends his own figures, and the conclusions he had drawn
from them. He further touches upon the'^objections of other
authors. That communication it is desirable to give the
readers of this Journal the opportunity of perusing in full. It

is not probable that Schwendener would consider a solitary

instance of a Nostoc with " spores" as in itself of any particu-

lar bearing on this question, as certain other algas which pro-

duce similar spores are, in his opinion, not exempt from being
compelled to do duty as gonidia.

To Schwendencr's hypothesis von Krempelhuber" declares
himself as quite opposed, regarding it as imnatural and
forced; he holds indeed that the evidence proves, not the lichen
parasitism contended for by Schwendener, but rather the
resemblance of certain lichen-gonidia to certain lower alga?,

and even their identity with them, which is equally, indeed,
maintained by Schwendener ; but he interprets the fact

differently, and the conck^sion he draAvs is quite in accord-
ance with that put forward by Famintzin and Baranetsky.

In reference to the considerations adduced by Schwendener
in favour of his conception, enumerated above (p. 218), von

1 W. Archer, "On a Minute Nostoc with Spores, &c.," 'Quart. Journ.
Mic. Sci.,' n. s., vol. xii, N.S., p. 3G7.

- V. Krempelhuber :
' Geschichte und Litteratur der Licheuoloffie,' III.

Bd., 1872.
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Kicmpelhubor urges, as opposed to tlic first and tliird, that
there are no conclusive reasons against the assumi)tiou that
thelichen-fjonidia may he self-developed organs of the lichen
proper rather than algcc, nor that these gonidia can, after

separation from the lichen, continue to vegetate, and so be
mistaken for unicellular algsc.

lleferring to Schwendencr's second consideration, he urges
that it is quite Avithout iuii)ortance that the membrane of the
gonidia reacts differently from that of the hyphae, inasmuch
as the membranes of the asci originating from the latter ex-
hibit a different reaction therefrom, and, indeed, the same
reaction as that of the gonidia-membrane.
As to Schwendencr's fourth point, he refers to the observa-

tions of Tulasne, Speerschneider, and Gibelli upon the
development of the spores. They appear to have found
clusters of gonidia on the first thallus-nuliments produced
by the germinating spores ; and although they did not suc-

ceed in directly establishing that the development of these
gonidia actually took place from the hyphae, still from their

regular appearance upon the latter, the jirobability that this

was their origin cannot be denied, or at least cannot be
refuted by random assertions, such as, " In Tulasne's ex-
periments the green cells may have arrived from without."
Upon the fifth point referred to by Schwendener, von

Krcmpelhuber lu'ges that the alleged agreement between
certain lichens and Pyrenomyceta can hold good, as regards
the former, only as to one small group taking the lowest place
in the lichen system, and standing near the (limits which can
never be sharply drav.'u) between lichens and fungi. This is

consequently of no essential importance. Further, he urges
that the presence of the gonidia is not the only hitherto

known distinguishing characteristic between lichens and such
fungi as show an agreement in their fructification.

He then touches upon the observation brought forward by
Schwendener of certain fungal threads penetrating from with-
out into Nostoc- and GlveocajJsa-coloniQ?, and the supposed re-

sulting transformation of these into CoUema, as being limited

at best to but two cases, and urges these observations as too
imperfect to be of -\alue [he Avas not then aware of K cess's

experiments], Avhilst there are no such observations referred

to for lichens bearing chloro-gonidia. He also takes it as

probable that these questioiuable threads may have owed their

origin to true fungi (moulds), aiul not to lichens proper, and
hence that the cases seen by Schwendener may have been
really quite different from the beginnings or prolilications of
Collema.
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Von Krcmpclliuber then adds some considerations Avhich

seem to him of importance, as opposed to the Schwendene-
rian view :

—

1. A number, by no means small, of the shrubby and foli-

accous species of lichens are, as is known, cosmoj:»olitan, occur-

ring in all parts and zones of the globe, and, indeed, not

rarely in great quantity, and for the most part in places little

or not at all adapted for tlie occurrence of algse. The gonidia

of these lichens are everywhere alike. Now, if these gonidia

be not developed from the lichens themselves, but are really

alga*, it must be assumed that tliese have quite as wide and
general distribution as the lichens, and that, for example, the

famous Cystococcus humicola must occur in the extreme north

and south, as avcU as under the tropics, on the highest moun-
tains and the deepest vallies, on the bark of trees, on rocks,

and on the surface of soil. He urges that such an extraor-

dinary distribution of a unicellular alga, so far as knowledge
goes, has never yet been observed ; it may be, indeed, ])0ssible,

but it certainly is in a high degree improbable.

2. Schwendener docs not attempt to explain the source

which supplies the (fungal) hyphse, which, in order to originate

a liclicn, involve tlie green algal-colonies; von Krempelhubcr
assumes that he would understand the (mycelioid) threads

produced from the germinating lichen-spore to be the

hypha3 of the first thallus-rudiments ; but the assumption
that the fully grown lichen sends out hyphcG from any
part of its thallus in search of its host alga, and that from
such hyphre a lichen-thallus with fructification and spores

afterwards originates, is, indeed, inconceivable. There are,

urges von Krempelhubcr, as is known, species of lichens

which in many regions and in whole countries never fructify,

and whose propagation can, therefore, only be carried on by
means of the soredia. Now, it is indeed very improbable
that the colourless hyphtc of such lichens, not proceeding

from spores, are able in themselves alone to form a new lichen-

thallus, and that they acquire this faculty by interposition of

the gonidia, if these are nothing else but algtc, and that they

draw from them, in part, the necessary nutriment for their

development into a new thallus. On the other hand, it is

much more conformable to nature that the gonidia as self-

developed organs of the lichens should, like the spores, enable

the hyphce proceeding from them to propagate the individual.

The ordinary hypha) of the liclicn-thallus would be just as

little able, in themselves alone, to serve for propagation as

the hyphse from the pileus or stalk of an Agaricus. It is,

indeed, possible that the process of soredia-formation may be
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quite (HfTorcnt iVom wliat Schwcnclcncr has described it,

and tluit instead of a fibre from a liyplia of the thallus

penetrating a soredium-forming gonidium attached to the

liyplia by a short stalk, ramifying between the dividing cells

reaching the surface of the gonidium through its membrane
and finally surrounding the latter,—the tissue surround-
ing the gonidia of a soredium is developed by these gonidia

themselves, as has already previously been taught by Wall-
roth. Important considerations at least may pronounce
against the assumption that each soredium-forming gonidium
is first of all attached to a hypha, and that the delicate thread

Avhich the hypha sends into the gonidium penetrates with the

l)oints of its branches everywhere through the membrane of

the gonidium to its outer side, and then involves this.

That misconceptions may arise in researches so difficult, even
with an observer of Schwendener's ability, no one will deny.

Von Krcmpelhuber proceeds to remark that the figs. G—8,

PI. II, of Schwendener's ' Untersuchungen iiber den Flcch-

tenthallus,' do not seem to accord correctly with the account
given by him upon the soredia-formation.

3. The gonidia, as is known, are completely involved

by the hypluo of the lichen-th alius. But in this con-

dition they stand in need of nutriment for their growth and
increase. This, however, in consequence of their total iso-

lation from the outer Avorld, they can draw only from the

thallus itself, to Avhose nutrition they should, according to

Schwendener, themselves subserve. The thallus itself further

obtains its nutriment, not only from the gonidia, but, as has

already been abundantly established, also from the substratum
upon which it is attached. We have therefore this position :—
(1.) The smaller host-plant is everywhere overgrown and
enclosed by its much larger j^arasite ; (2) the parasite and
host-plant mutually afford each other the nutriment requisite

for life ; and (3) the parasite obtains its nutriment else-

where besides fi'oni its host-plant. These are cases so ab-

normal, so destitute of analogy, that their credibility appears

very small.

Von Krcmpelhuber subsequently takes \\\^ another point

involved by the assumption, to him most improbable, that

Schwendener's views as to the parasitism of lichens should

be really founded in fact. In such a case even SchAvendener
would consider it very questionable that the Lichens should

be united in a class with the Fungi. The very peculiar

form of parasitism shown by these plants (if proved) would
form a characteristic distinction. Von Krcmpelhuber puts

forward the following additional considerations as antago-
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nistic to their union into a single class:— (1.) The tissue

of the fungi, if indeed anatomically not distinct from

that of the lichens, is certainly chemically different. The
cell-membrane in the fungi is never coloured blue by

iodine and sulphuric acid ; in the lichens, on the other hand,

at least in the asci and paraphyscs, constantly so, passing

over into starch. (2.) The cell-contents in the fungi are very

rich in nitrogen; in the lichens they are poor. (3.) The
lichens are characterised by the presence of numerous peculiar

acids absent in fungi. (4.) The tissue of fungi is, as a rule,

very perishable, that of the lichens very persistent. (5.) The
spores of most fungi become free by constriction, the spores

of all lichens by simple exit from the opening asci. (6.) The
asci of the lichens show distinct thickening layers; these

never occur in fungi. (7.) The fungi choose their habitats

only upon dead organic substances, products of putrefaction

and decay, or as parasites upon living organisms, but in im-

pending dissolution, without, however, surrounding their

host as happens with the hyphac of the lichen-thallus in

respect to the gonidia ; the lichens, on the other hand, avoid

such substrata, or soon perish upon them. If a flourish-

ing tree, for example, upon which lichens have established

themselves, should die, all the lichens found upon it also

thereupon die and make way for fungi. Finally, the whole

physiognomy of lichen-vegetation, taken in totality, speaks

against the union of the class of lichens with the class of

fungi.

Schwendener concludes his remarks (in another part of his

work) by the most just observation that the controversy can

certainly not be definitely determined in the way taken as yet,

by hypotheses and single one-sided observations, but, as de

Bary has previously pointed out and recommended, by
numerous, careful, and accurately carried-on experiments in

the culture of lichen-spores, lichen-gonidia, and unicellular

algffi, by which alone it can be established with certainty

whether the germinating lichen-spore developes gonidia or

not, and whether such free gonidia groups, which Schwen-
dener takes for algse, form from themselves a hypha-bearing

thallus or not.

At the meeting of the botanical section of the " Schlesische

Gesellschaft fhr Vaterlandische Cultur," 18th January, 1873,^

Professor Koerber drew attention to the recently published

memoir of Reess detailing his experiments in the culture of

Collema-s-poves upon Nostoc, and its presumed confirmation

Botauische Zeitung,' No. 13, March, 1872, p. 215.
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of Schwcndcner's view. Professor Kocrbcr took the oppor-

tunity to cxprcs-s most decidedly that, in opposition to

that view, he continued firmly to hold by the nature of lichens

as independent plants. No arguments by him on the occa-

sion are recorded.

On the same occasion I'rofessor Cohn stated his opinion

that the Schwendencrian view, at least as regards the hete-

romcrous lichens, is untenable, since their typical indepen-

dence as regards their entire morphological, physiological,

and geographical conditions is hardly to be doubted ; indeed,

algai from which Usnea, Cladonia, Sec, could proceed are not

known. But for the Collemacoi, on the other hand, the

facts put forward by de Bary and Rcess possess import-

ance. He had himself observed that in a gelatinous substra-

tum parasitic mycelia are constantly developed; thus he had

found the so-called " star-jelly" almost always permeated by

bundles of hyphir, which Ehrenberg and Meyen liave, in fact,

taken for a gelatinous fungus of a proper species {Tremclla and

Actinomyce). The gelatinous alga) [Palmclla, Glceocapsa,

&c.) are likewise regularly permeated by mycelioid threads;

and the colourless gelatinous alga) {Pahnella) living in mines,

as much as 100 fathoms beneath the surface, are permeated by
fungal-threads so regularly that a special genus {Ercbanema)

was made from them by Roemer. Professor Cohn expresses

similar views in "Hedwigia," on giving the Conspectus of

a suggested arrangement of the Cry])togamia in general.^

Another advocate presents himself in this discussion on Prof.

Schwendencr's side in M. Ed. Bornet, who communicates to

the Academy of Sciences at Paris some remarks on the ques-

tion.^ After referring to Schwendencr's hypothesis, and

after giving a brief general description of the typal lichen-

thallus, and drawing attention to the resemblance or paral-

lelism offered by the gonidia of the different lichens to the

corresponding algal types, he proceeds to argue that such

caiinot be regarded as merely an accidental coincidence.

These gonidia multiply, following their own laws, and in

complete independence of the hypha, and reproduce in quite

the same manner as the corresponding algpc.

Holding the view that the better way to tlnow light on the

question Avould be to ascertain the relations of the hyplur to the

gonidia and to determine, if possible, their real origin, since

science possesses upon these points so few observations, and

' Colin :
" Conspectus ramiliarum Ciyptngamarnm secundum Meihodum

iiatnralcm dispositannn," in ' Jlcdwiprin,' No. 2, 1S72, p. 17.

- IJornct :
" Sur Ics Gonidics dcs Ijichciis," iu ' ('onijitcs rendu?, Acad,

dcs Sciences,' tome kxiv, No. 12 (IS Mar. 1S72), p. 820.
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these contradictory, he undertook rcscarclies upon these points
beginning with a species of Plectopsora. This possesses

gonidia in chaplets, like those of Colhma, and he states that

he has seen with precision that the short branches detach
themselves from the principal filaments of the hypha, and
become applied upon one of the cells of the chaplet. Upon
this contact the cell becomes considerably swollen up, and
surrounded by a thick membrane. Its contents become
altered, finally entirely disappearing, and only an empty sac

remaining adherent to the liypha. Here the parasitism is

evident.

Some other neighbouring genera

—

Synalissa, Ornphalaria,

&c.—present exactly the same phenomena. However, the
gonidia do not become so greatly modified ; their contents

become more homogeneous and more diluted, but their form
remains unchanged.

In the higher lichens the attachment of the hypha is diffi-

cult to see well ; but in certain species the author has been
able to make out an adhesion between the two organs, of
the same nature as in the preceding cases. The attachment
maybe directly on the side of the filaments of the hypha and
the gonidium is sessile, or by a lateral branch and then it is

pedicellate. In either case the filament is applied closely on
the gonidium, and is in a measure moulded around it. Very
often it becomes dilated at the point of contact by a kind of

irregular flattening or by a little cup, which embraces
all the base of the cell. All the lichens the author ex-
amined, except Collema and Leptogium, show the same
disposition.

In sowing the spores of Parmelia parieiina along with the

"globules" of Protococcus viridis, one can in some measure
comprehend the mode by Avhich the connection is established.

After some days the spores begin to germinate ; they send
out radicle filaments, which rapidly elongate, and whenever
these meet with the Protococcus-ceWs,, isolated or in groups,
they become attached as mentioned above. If the presence

of the spores still adherent did not show the true nature of

these radicles, it would be impossible to distinguish the

gonidiferous filaments from the adult lichen.

To sum up, it appears to the author (1) that the gonidia
no more originate from the hypha than the hypha from the

gonidia ; (2) that the presence of the latter is requisite for

the development of the hypha, whose growth becomes
arrested if the gonidia are not forthcoming. The lichens

would be thus in reality parasites on the algce ; but the

I)arasitism Avould have different degrees. In some species

VOL. XIII.—NEW SER. Q
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the hyph.i dcf^troys tin; cells to which it brcomcs attached.

Ill the majority of cases, on the contrary, the two organ-

isms continue to live associatt;d, and the gonidia preserve

the faculty of multiplying according to the ordinary laws

of their reproduction. Finally, in Collema and Leptofjium

there is no intermediate connection between the hypha and
gonidia and these jilants, whose resemblance to Nostoc has

been so often cited as an example of the transformation of

algie into lichens, arc precisely those in which the parasitism

is the least characterised.

Does it not seem, from the foregoing resume of Bornet's

observations, that, so far as Schwendener's hypothesis is con-

cerned, they, to a certain extent, prove too much ? If in cer-

tain cases the hypha " destroys" the gonidium upon becoming
attached to it, can such a true parasite be the same thing, or,

indeed, the intruder itself be of the same nature, as that which
Schwendener sees in the lichen-hypha ? His parasite does

not destroy : on the contrary, it rather stimulates. Nor
does it appear explained how " co])ulation" of the hyphae
(that is, a kind of " conjugation" of the threads, but
without any transfer of contents as in ordinary conjugation),

as stated by Schwendener, accounts for the presence of

gonidia at the apices of branches in direct connection with
them. That a " parasite" about to live at the expense of

a gonidium should become attached to or penetrate it is

sufficiently intelligible. Why, again, it might be asked, do
not several other aerial algal types quite as accessible to an
intruding parasite as other species, play their part as gonidia-

formers ?

Woronin has added the last contribution to the discus-

sion.^ He is inclined to accept Schwendener's view, but points

out that the statements of Bayerhoffer, Schwendener himself,

and others, according to which the formation of the gonidia

takes place at the end of short lateral ramifications of the

hyplipe, must in that case be rejected. He found, by watching
the development of the zoospores set free by isolated gonidia
of Parmelia parietina, that they reproduce new colonies of
young gonidia, or, which comes to the same thing, young
individuals of a unicellular alga of the genus Cystococcus,

but no filament or hypha. Woronin, however, thinks it

both more reasonable and more prudent to abstain from
pronouncing definitely in favour of Schwendener's opinion,
at least till we possess an exact and complete account of the
development of several lichens of two or three distinct forms.

' " Reclierclies sur les froiiidics dii lichen Parmelia parietim, Acli.," wliich

will be found iu ' Ann. dcs So. Nat..,' ser. v, t. xvi, p. 317.
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He sowed theca-spores o^ Parmelia pulverulenta with gonidia

of" the same species. The <;erminating tubes adhered firndy

to the gonidia, and even surrounded them, but nothing hke a

lichen-thallus was produced.

On the Natitrk of the Gonidia of Lichens. By Prof. S.

SciiWENDENRR. Translated by W. Akcher, M.R.l.A.^

(With Phites IX and X.)

Reess has hitely made a very vakiabh; contribution to-

wards the determination of the Gonidia-question (' Sitzungs-

berichte der Berliner Akademie,' Oct., 1871), whicli, in the

main, I welcome as a confirmation of my view as to the

nature of lichen-gonidia. He cultivated small and large

colonies of Nostoc lichenoides, Vauch., after he had pre-

viously sown them Avith the spores of Collema glaucescens,

HofFm., and then followed the germination of these spores up
to tlie penetration of the germinating tubules into the Nostoc-

jelly and the formation of copiously branched Collema-

mycelia in the interior of the young A^os/oc- colonies.

In the introduction to this memoir, as well as at its con-
clusion, the author, however places my own observations in

so unfavorable a light that I regard myself as compelled to

make a brief rejoinder. He says, " What Schv^endener con-

siders to be Co//ema-rudiments are certainly no such thing.

For not only do C'o//em«-hyphae, penetrating into Nostoc,

look quite differently, but a C'o//ema-thallus will never grow
from a manifestly dying Nostoc of the colour of fig. 13, or

of the swollen-up state of fig. 14 (' Algentypen,' p. 29, t. ii

;

reproduced uncoloured on PI. X, figs. 19, 20)." Not much
more favorable are the remarks at the close.

I may be permitted, then, to consider separately the state-

ments about the matter, which is in dispute, and i\iG Jigures

chosen for its illustration, for these are distinct things. As
regards the matter, I continue most decidedly to hold by the

accuracy of my observations. The A'o^^oc-colonies penetrated

by fungal-hypha;, whicih I observed in every stage (of which
two are represented in the figures above mentioned) up to

balls of 300m.m.m. in diameter, were most undoubtedly
fresh and vigorous Co/fema-rudiments, and not dying off.

' " Er6iteriinf]jen ziir Gonidien fragc," in 'Flora,' May, 1872. Some
abridgement ha.s been efTected in unessential points.
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On tliis ])oint I cannot admit of any hcsitalion, for I not only
believe myself to be, but I am certain. 1 have also observed
the thallus-formation, not merely in one species, but in

seva'al, of which, indeed, two particularly, owin<;f to their

dissimilar colour and disposition of the jelly to become
swollen up, as well as also on account of the striking differ-

ences in the form of their <feneral outline, especially in an
advanced state, were easily to be distinguished with cer-

tainty. For, that the thallus-rudimcnts of CoUemn, that is,

the young iVo^^oc-colonies, are always colourless or in the

same degree gelatinous, as Reess appears to assume, no
observer understanding the matter would maintain. On the

contrary, tbe investing membranes are both colourless and
coloured, and more or less dense or rich in water, in the

most manifold gradations.

So much as regards the matter. As to the figures I must,
in the first place, dwell upon the fact that most of the pre-

parations were boiled in water and in potash, and many
were, besides, coloured by iodine solution or treated Avith

acids before I examined them carefully. In the A^os^oc-balls,

which fig. 19, on PI. X, is intended to illustrate, such a treat-

ment with reagents causing a swelling-up Avas absolutely

necessary, since without it not even the moniliform arrange-
ment of the green cells, to say nothing of the ramifications

of the penetrating fungal-threads, could be distinctly made
out. In the text, moreover (p. 29), it is expressly said that

the questionable fungal-threads come to view only in the

swollen-up state. I might certainly, in order to obviate mis-
conception, have repeated this statement in the further course

of the dissertation ; but I Avished to dAvell only upon the

subject, not upon the preliminary treatment of the object,

especially as I had not a single ncAv reaction to describe.

The treatment Avas exactly the same as that Avhich I used in

my earlier researches, ahvays with a good result, and AA'hich I

have repeatedly described. With respect to fig. 19 (PI. X),
it may be further remarked that the pre])aration had been
boiled in dilute potash solution, then Avashed, neutralised

Avith hydrochloric acid, and coloured Avith iodine solution.

During the observation and turning of the object, the colour-

ing Avas repeatedly moderated or, indeed, entirely removed
by the current of Avater produced by means of blotting-paper,

and then again brought to view by a counter-current of iodine
solution. The draAving (fig. 19) Avasmade from the coloured
state, in Avhich, hoAA'ever, I attached no importance to the
exact reproduction of the exact tint of colour. The pene-
trating fungal-thread Avas, of course,^somcAvhat altered by the
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preceding treatment ; however, the rehitive position of the

individual cells is undoubtedly correctly represented. Of
course the ramifications of the filament in the interior of

the Nostoc-h'dW cannot bo sJiown in a single view as dis-

tinctly as by observing in different positions the object

itself, and the figure does leavCj in this respect, something
to be wished for.

With respect to fig. 20, it is to be remarked that the

swollcn-up state npon Avliich Reess bases his suppositions is

simply explained by the treatment above mentioned. I can
answer for the exactitude of the drawing ; the double con-

tours of the hypha-cells, their length and breadth, the yellow

colouring ^vithin a colourless peripheral zone—all this corre-

S{)onds exactly to the reality, be it understood in the swollen-

up condition. The figure, besides, represents only a small

portion of the whole object ; this Avas a comj)letely closed

vigorous Nostoc-, that is to say, Collema-hdW, of 170m.m.m.
in diameter, which I could turn on all sides at pleasure (see

p. 29)

.

After these remarks as respects the trustworthiness of my
rej^resentations, I turn to the further question, whether the

observations contained in the ' Algentypen' supply grounds
for the doubt expressed by Reess, when he remarks, " As to

Schwendener's hyphte interlacing round or perforating Algae,

it is unknown whether they originate from, or whether they
are really starting-points for, lichens." As regards the first

point—the source of the questionable hyphse—I certainly

admit that direct observation has given me no explanation.

If, indeed, any one should hold it to be conformable with
the present state of science to derive these hyphse from grow-
ing pollen-grains or from pathologically degenerate cells, or

the like, I leave free play to his fancy. But it is otherwise

with regard to the second point—the subsequent behaviour of

the hyphre. Here I must decidedly maintain that these were
and could be nothing else, in the cases observed, than start-

ing-points for lichens. For I am certain that I can recognise

a young Co//ema-thallus when 200 to 300m.m.m. in diameter,

and I rely upon the same certainty for any microscopist who
has occupied himself with CoUemacecB. Just as one may look

forward to a young potato-plant, under favorable conditions,

reaching its normal size and develojiment and at last fruc-

tifying like other potato-plants, so I hold the assumption of

an analogous further develojiment for my CoZ/ema-rudiments

to be also perfectly justified. Moreover, these indubitable Col-

/ema-balls were connected by every possible transition with

A^os^oc-colonies of far less diameter, only just penetrated by a
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fuiii^al-tliicad, and coiiscMjuciitly lliey belonged to the same
dcvelopinciit-.scrics. Jlciicc, whatever the ori<;in oftlie pene-

trating celluhir iihunents may be, in the interior of'the Nostoc-

balls they becoiTK! unmistakable (Ujllema-\iy\)\\x , and their

raniiKcations take their share subsequently in the building up
of the thallus in quite a normal way characteristic of Collema.

Conjectural conclusions are therefore out of the q\iestion ;

the matter concerns the direct result of my observations.

I go now, indeed, a stej) further and say:—If the question-

able cellular-filatnents after ihv'ix penetration into the Nostoc-

jelly become Co/Ze/rta-hyphtc, and retain this character during
the further development of the thallus, they must have been
C'o//ema-hyph£e likewise, even before penetration. I think

most botanists Avill share this view. Whether, furthermore,

the Col/ema-hypha. in question proceeds from a germinating

spore, or from a portion of a thallus, whose fungal -threads

have become set free in consequence of a partial break up of

the jelly, I leave undecided. With respect to the question

which I had to decide, this was a manifestly irrelevant

matter. I do not aver, indeed, that this alternative is the

only ])ossible one, although to me, for the present, no other

appears plausible. I repeat that I have observed the deve-

lopment of a 6'o//emfl-thallus from the penetration of a cellular

filament (come whence it may) into a A^05/oc-colony up to

the formation of an undoubted ('oUema-m.yce\\nm, by means
of the growth of the intruder. On this point I am certain, and
this certainty I feel also as regards the mode of development
of the Omphalariacece and Racoblvnnacece, whose Gonidia-
formers belong to the Chroococcacete and Scytonemea (or

Rivulariece). (See pp. 22, 26, and 34, of the ' Algentypen.')

I hold it to be impossible that future observations can be
otherwise than confirmatory of this.

Under these circumstances I cannot attribute to the ex-

periments with the spores Avhich Reess has carried on and
described for Collema glaucescens the significance claimed
for them by the author. There was, in fact, nothing else to

be expected, according to my observations, than that the
germinating tubelets should sooner or later penetrate into the

A''6»5/oc-colony. I can prophecy the same beliaviour with the
greatest certainty for the spores of Omphalaria, Racobleniia,
&c., and in general for all the lichens whose devel()])ment I

have studied. For it is inconceivable that a plant should
become developed at one time in one way and at another
time in one completely different.

The matter stands somewhat otherwise (if we leave
analogy out of view) with the great number of foliaccous
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and crustaccous lichens, in the case of which facts from

devclojnnent-histoiy, bearing out my theory, are not forth-

coming. It is true the anatomical conditions according to

my conception are, indeed, a difficulty, especially in Cysto-

cocctbs (and likewise in Chroolepus), where the nature of the

contents, the zoospores, &c., in short, the whole physiognomy
of the cell and its ])arts, scarcely permits of a confounding

with actually different things, and where the explanation

given by me, as well as (,'very other, encounters serious diffi-

culties ; but I readily admit, however, that the history of the

development has here still a palpable lacuna to be filled up
by experiments in the culture of the spores. But I only,

indeed, here contend that they must be experiments with

spores ; I think, on the other hand, that the observations upon
development-history which I have given in the case of Col-

lema, Omphularia, &c., have quite the same value, since I

regard them as absolutely decisive. If I conceive, for example,

that I had observed on any damp wall all transitions from

an unaltered Cystococcus up to a young P%sci«-thallus of

0*1 m.m.m. in diameter, for myself, the lacuna would be filled

vipj and all doubt vanish, for I am satisfied that I can recog-

nise a thallus of that size with certainty. I should in the

main consider the question as already solved, if I had been

able to follow out the fungal-growth as far as the formation of

a continuous investment around the Cystococcus-ceWs. Only
I must, of course, be satisfied that no confounding of the ob-

jects, regarded as transitory states, with heterogeneous things,

such as soredia, has taken place—a necessary condition in

all researches in development-history.

I think these remarks will suffice to set the matter in its

proper light. Manifestly the doubts given expression to by
Reess have been in part due to the brevity of my exposition

;

but the assumption that I had allowed myself to be deceived

by some mere mould—that my cellular-threads penetrating

into a Nostoc (as in PI. II, f. 13, in orig., see PI X, f. 19)
" might be anything at all rather than a Co//ema-hypha"

—

goes surely entirely too far.

II.

A further argument for the old view von Krempelhuber
believes he has found in the formation of the soredia. It

may, indeed, be possible, he says, on p. 19, that the process

of soredia-formation may be carried on in a way essentially

different from that described by myself (' Untersuchungen
iiber den Flechten- thallus') ; that is, that the tissue surround-

ing the gonidia of a soredium may be perhaps developed from
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tlic latter itself, as was taught by Wallroth. I should not

have thouglit that I should still find myself in the position

to he obliged to defejid myself seriously against ^^'allroth's

* Umschlcierungsthcorie,' nor do I intend to add many words

about it. My history of the development of the soredia rests

in the main on observations so certain that I may say with con-

fidence that such an origin as von Krempelluiber indicates is

not possible, and most assuredly it does not occur in reality.

As to the objections raised against my views, I must fur-

ther remark that there are manifestly some misconceptions. I

do not say that each soredium-fonning gonidium possesses a

stipes, but I select this case as a starting-point in accordance

with nature for the entire process of development. I can,

at the same time, guarantee the correctness of the figures

(1 Heft, t. ii, iii, v). If in this manner (or generally by

fibrous branches which stood in contact with a gonidium,

see p. 24 of the reprint) the first soredium be formed, its in-

crease follows simply by division of the mother-gonidium,

into eight cells, for example, and by ingroAvth of the fibrous

branches between these (1. c, t. ii, f. 6—8). This process

may be often repeated, as the gonidia continue dividing,

whilst simultaneously the hyphae interweaving around
them continue correspondingly to vegetate, and are con-

stantly ready to send inwards their ramifications for the

formation of sjiecial coverings. Whether actual supporting

cells are formed here I leave undecided. According to my
earlier view this was dependent on the conditions which
govern the new formation of the gonidia in general ; accord-

ing to my present one it is primarily dependent on the nature

and thickness of the membranes.
The foregoing digression on the formation of soredia leads

me to a further question in connection, which there are

still but little materials for discussing. I mean the occur-

rence of certain lichens in all parts and zones of the earth,

their immeasurable abundance, &c. Is it probable, may be

certainly asked, that the different kinds of Algte, which have
to supply the gonidia, possess likewise this very wide distri-

bution ? To this I answer, in the first place, that we know
very little of the geographical conditions of these lower alga).

That little is, however, not at all unfavorable to my views.

It is, moreover, a general rule that the simpler organisms have
an extended area of distribution. A serious objection from this

side is therefore not to be feared. As regards, then, in the

second place, the " immeasurable abundance" of individuals

and their habitats, which certainly arc " scarcely, or not

at all, adapted for the occurrence of alga%" that is quite
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another matter. For manifestly amongst the lichens the in-

crease by soredia plays a great part. When, for example,
we observe how newly erected walls and monuments and bare

spaces on rocks become covered Mdthin a few years with thou-

sands of new lichen-rudiments, we must place this to the

account of the soredia. At least, in the youngest little colonies

which Arnold had sent me from Franconia, as " Prima initia

vegetationis," 1 could never discover anything else than some
green cells enclosed all round by an equally thick fibrous

covering. Just the same in the smallest thallus-rudiments

on barks of trees. Probability is thus in favour of the assump-
tion that by far the greater number of the lichen individuals

owe their origin to the soredia.

As regards the supposed difference in habitat for a consider-

able number of species with a crustaceous or scaly thallus, this

is in any case not great, for we not rarely find smaller or larger

algal colonies belonging to difiierent groups along with the

lichens alluded to upon the same substratum. Amongst many
others, on the other hand, especially the shrubby and folia-

ceous forms, the gonidia-forming algae may certainly in general
seek out moister positions than the corresponding parasites.

For these cases I conceive that the concurrence of the two
elements may be brought about by accident, such as rain

and wind, or any other likely agent, and in such a way that

sometimes the spores (or in general the hyphae) reach the
algae, at other times vice versa. If the former, the young
thallus-rudiments, or the soredia proceeding from them,
would certainly afterwards have to seek out a somewhat
drier habitat. The migration, however, need not be an ab-
I'upt one. At the lower part of a tree, for example, we may
meet with the algae, at the upper the corresponding lichens

;

this is, of course, not saying that every tree admits of these
two storeys being distinguished upon it. If, on the other
hand, the alga comes into contact with asci or protothalloid

fibres on a substratum favorable for lichens a loose envelop-
ing by the hypha-branches which speedily results in favorable
weather, suffices to ensure the development of the gonidial
state on the spot ; for the fibrous coverings manifestly offer a
certain compensation for the diminished moisture of the air

by which the new habitat is distinguished from the former.

That these considerations are not illusory follows indeed
from the behaviour of the soredia. When these vegetate
near Cystococcus,Pleurococcus, &c., the lichen-fibres, although
they continue vigorously to grow, have not the power to

keep pace with the immense increase of the gonidia, on
which account the formation of the thallus stops. But if a
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single soredium roaclics a loss moist position, the hyphso at

once gain the vipix-r hand and a young tliallus originates.

What influence the oi)posite alternation, namely, a higher

degree of moisture, exerts, is unknown to me ; the researches

of Famintzin and Baranetzki, however, lead to the supposi-

tion that a longer exposure to water would again free the

algae perfectly from their parasite.

The conditions of distribution appear to me, therefore, to

ofler no difficulty. Little differences as to moisture are not

of importance. Much more important in any case is the

speciality common to the lichen-hyphaj and the gonidia-

formers, of being able to withstand drought as well as frost,

without being deprived of vitality.

I now pass on to the considerations which von Krempel-
huber puts forward as regards the affinity between lichens and
fungi upon which I have dwelt. Most of these, as every ex-

perienced observer will at once perceive, are based upon a de-

cided want of acquaintance with the matter. It is stated^ for

example :
" The spores of most Fungi are set free by constric-

tion, the spores of all lichens by their simple exit from the

opening asci." Now, in this controversy, only those fungi

concern us in which the spores, as in the lichens, originate by
free cell-formation in asci, and are set free in quite the same
way ; the question is as to Ascomycetes, not Basidiomycetes.

There thus exists an unfortunate confusion Avhich pervades
the whole of the morphological, anatomical, and physio-

logical statements. To analyse these in their details would
be quite a superfluous labour. Nor is it much better with
the chemical differences indicated, whose significance I also

do not rate very high. For it surely can occur seriously to

no one to distinguish the principal divisions of the vegetable

kingdom by chemical reactions. It does not depend on this,

but on structure and the mode of growth of the vegetative

and reproductive organs, and in this respect the lichens agree

with the Ascomycetes. (See de 13ary, ' Morphol. und Physiol,

der Pilze u. Flechten.')

The objections which bear upon the mode of nutriment of

the lichens are in reality just as unfounded. The chlorophyll-

bearing cells are, and continue to be, the only ones in the

whole vegetable kingdom which possess the power to reconsti-

tute from inorganic nutrient substances (carbonic acid, water,

and ammonia, with certain salts), organic compounds (starch,

sugar, &c.). It is a general law: Without chlorophyll, no
assimilation. Whether these green cells are connected with
the remaining parts of a plant genetically or anatomically,

does not here come into consideration. The ijrecn leaves of
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a Standard rose are indeed connected only anatomically witli

the stem and roots, and they accordingly furnish them with

the suhstances (albumen and sugar) necessary to their growth,
and obtaiu tlirougli their means the requisite quantity of

water, carbonic acid, salts, &c. The conception of nutrition

as a chemico-physiological process is accordingly absolutely

independent of questions such as the foregoing; my theory

alters nothing of this. The new and unusual part of it is

simply the assumed abnormal form of the parasitism, that is

to say, the position of the tissvxe consisting of the parasitic

hyphic with regard to the cells of the host-})lant. As, how-
ever, the occurrence of this peculiar form undoubtedly stands

good for certain lichens, as has been shown above, it must,
nolens volens, be considered as established, and admits of no
further argument.

T. M. Fries (' Lichenographia Scandinavica,' p. 6) has
recently brought forward another question independent
of this, Avhether the Alga?, which I refer to as host-plants,

may not rather be considered parasites of the lichen-

hyphse, since they certainly draw nutritive substances from
the latter. To this is to be replied, that, as above re-

marked, it is the green cells which alone possess the power
to prepare the substances necessary for the building-up
of the plant-organs and only under the influence of sun-

light ; the green cells alone assimilate. Upon this one
source the whole organic world depends, and the sun's rays

are the arteries which feed the source. In consequence of

this every plant, which is destitute of green cells, depends
for its nutriment ujion others (or the products of the decom-
position of these); \a other words, it can only exist as a

]»arasite. The idea of parasitism is accordingly extremely
clear and defined ; it does not admit of being differently

apprehended in a physiological point of view. If the gonidia

(as is not to be doubted) were, according to the earlier view,

the only organs of assimilation, they retain this significance

as algae ; they are the nourishing plants of the lichens. My
theory, I repeat, alters in all these things nothing but the

name.
I have further named certain lichens which live upon

trees, wood, or the products of their decomposition, double-

parasites, against which phrase Fries likewise expresses him-
self (1. c, page 7, note). I did so only under the presupposi-

tion that these draw organic nutriment from the substratum,
not merely water and inorganic compounds. Apprehended
in this sense, the term is manifestly correct.

It remains still to touch upon several points of a general
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kind. I come, in the first place, to the question whether

these assumed algjc are really independent plants and not

lichen-gonidia which have become free. This latter possi-

hility lias been repeatedly considered and recently, indeed,

put forward by Nylander (' Flora,' 1870, p. 52) ; but only

to be dismissed with queries such as these :
" Quid autem

prohibit, quominus gonidia lichenurn formas et structuram

ofFerant subsimiles vel quidem similes Algis aut gonidiis

Algarum?"—the matter is not decided. To speak of" gonidia "

of Alga?, where either the whole of the joints of a filament

or certain chlorophyll-containing cells of parenchymatous
tissue proceeding from cell-division are concerned, no longer

deludes at this day ; such antiquated views have been long

since thrown overboard.

It will be well to remark, in the first place, that such a

supposition cannot concern an entire group of the lower

Algae, such as the ChroolepidcB , Scytonemece , Rivulariece, See,

but only a comparatively small number of the members of

such groups. The species inhabiting water are self-evidently

a priori excluded. Take, for example, the Rivulariece.

One not closely acquainted with these peculiar plants needs

only to turn up any algological Avork with illustrations in

order at once to arrive at the conviction that they are cellular

filaments well characterised and distinguished by prominent
marks. And that nature should once more reproduce such

structures in quite another group of the vegetable kingdom
involuntarily reminds one of the " freak of nature " by which
it was formerly sought to explain the origin of ammonites
and other fossils. One might as well, indeed, assume that

mosses which live on the bark of trees are not independent

plants, but morbid outgrowths of the bark. Why not?
What can be objected ? Well, In the first place, the want
of genetic relationship, the agreements of these growths
with the organs of vegetation of true mosses, the same
mode of ramification, the faculty common to both to con-

tinue to vegetate upon a foreign substratum, &c.,—all, in

fact, which, mutatis mutandis, I can, with perfect right,

mak(; apply to the gonidia of Thamnidium and Lichina,

and in essentials to those of Racoblenna. If we consider

that the same reasoning admits of being extended to the

Scytonemeee, Chroolejiidce, &c., in that case the presumed
freaks of nature assume so dubious a comprehensiveness
that at any rate a more exact research into them appears

to be desirable. It might be demanded that the adherents

of so surprising a doctrine should at least demonstrate for a

ainyle case the genetic connection of the gonidia with the
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lichen-hyphse in a convincing manner. That has not yet

been clone, and hence up to the present I stand by my pro-

position set forth in the ' Algentypen :' that the earlier view

is destitute of all foundation in fact.

Th. M. Fries has, indeed, stated (' Lich. Scand.,' p. 7) his

liaving directly observed the origin of the gonidia from the

hypha-cells. His words are :
" Hyphae enim non solum in

filamenta elongantur, sed ramulos breves etiam protrudunt.

Qualis ramuli cellula terminalis sensim dilatatur, subglobosa

evadit et materia chlorophyllo (vel materia sub-simili) tincta

demum repletur. , . . Ita quidem invenimus, ideoque

nobis est persuasum, totam illam theoriam, quae lichen es

phycomyco-compositos perhibet, ad irritum cadere." But
these statements require some proof and illustration by

figures which would perhaps present some material for

opinion as to the transitions, upon the demonstration of

Avhich all, indeed, depends. What are these transitions like?

Have there actually been such ? How often one sees in

the same preparation three, four, or more stipitate gonidia,

amongst these perhaps a small one, another somewhat larger,

and a third larger still. Does not the conjecture present itself

that the smallest one, which perhaps appears somewhat
paler, may have but just originated, whilst the others repre-

sent later stages ? But still there is nothing proved by this.

Just because I know these things from experience, I am not

able to say of Fries' communication that it is convincing to

me. My own observations upon this object—and I have

busied myself repeatedly with it—I have long since recog-

nised to be insufficient ; for they show such considerable

lacunae that a perfect development-series is out of the ques-

tion. This, indeed, any one who knows how to distinguish

the actual observations in my previous publications from

the expressions suggested by the leading considerations will

at once comprehend.
The same author (Fries, 1. c., p. 8) then further puts for-

ward the peculiar behaviour of the lichen-hyphae towards the

gonidia. This formation of a stipes by " copulation," as I have

laid it down, does not make itself clear to him. He says

—

" Non enim adeo dementia sunt aliorum myceliorum fila-

menta^ ut membranas ccllularum plantae nutrientis non per-

foreut vel saltern illis irrcgulariter se applicent." But this

remark is not even founded on fact, since, for example, the

haustoria of Ei-ysiphe likewise are directed backwards towards

the epidermis- cells of their host-plant. Still, I attach no im-

portance to that. The principal thing is that the ques-

tionable copulations actually exist, and that they occur quite
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indopondrntly of my theory. The matter is hero not about

conclusions, but observations, the correctness of which I can

answer for. If, then, a portion of the sti])es has, un-
doubtedly, so arisen, why should that be improbable for the

remainder ?

A further objection raised l)y Fi-ies (1. c, p. 5) is likewise

wanting in force. He thinks that, according to my theory, the

gonidia, not the hyjjha.', must determine the direction and form
of the thallus, and lays this down in the following manner :—
" Necesse est enim, plantani nutrientem primum adesse, cui

dein affigantur parasitro. In ramis igitur laciniisvc tam ex
hyphis quam gonidiis formatis, haec primum illseque deinde

existerent ; atque ideo gonidia se inviccm libera vel in sparsos

gloinerulos catenasve juncta hypharum directionem cet. ita

determinarent, ut unaqua^que liehenis species habitum eun-

dcm semper preberet." Wonderful reasons ! It is certainly

correct that a host-plant must exist if the develojjment of a

thallus is to be possible. Thus, for example, the germ-
tubelets developed from the spore ^are not in themselves able

to increase the quantity of organic substance which was

contained in the spore by a single iota. Assimilation, that

is to say, the new formation of organic substance, begins

only when green cells arise in any manner. But who then

says that they march up straight in front at the apex, and,

as it were, serve each hypha-braneh as a guide ? Physiolosry

knows nothing of such requisitions. It admits of a thallus-

branch occasionally becoming built up wholly without gonidia,

if only the connection with the store-magazine lying behind,

from which proceed all the formative materials, remains in-

tact. Phanerogams take similar liberties in a still higher

degree. Besides this is a purely physiological question, and
one which has nothing at all to do with my theory.

The last observation applies also to a passage in Krempel-
huber's criticism. It is stated there (p. 19) that the colour-

less thallus-hyphae have not in themselves alone the power to

produce a new lichen-thallus (;»ranted \), and also that it is

improbable that they acquire this power by means of the

gonidia, when these are nothing else but alga?, and that they

de|)rive the latter of the nutriment necessary to development
(why?). Thus, once more we meet with physiological con-

siderations, which properly do not belong here at all. As a

rejoinder the following may serve. Either the gonidia are

self-developed organs of the lichens, and then the develop-

ment of the thallus is dependent for nutrition upon these

organs, because they are the only green cells. Or the gonidia

are algae, and consequently the lichens parasites, then it is
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clear that the colourless hyphac of the thallus are dependent

on their host-plant, that is to say, equally on the same f^reen

cells ; by their means indeed they are enabled to grow fur-

ther, and eventually to form a new thallus ; for in this con-

sists the essence of parasitism. The matter remains on either

alternative just the same in a physiological point of view

;

with our controversy it has nothing to do.

I gave up the intcnition of taking into consideration any
further similar objections of a general nature. But I hope
the foregoing disquisitions have shown that " the algal nature

of the lichen-gonidia has been established in a series of cases, is

extremely probable in others, and in no case improbable."

(' Algentypen,' &c., p. 38.) Observations which refer only

to single objects, and possibly depend on illusion (as, for

example, in Polychidium), I have expressly left in abeyance,

as requiring completion. As for the rest, I am not appre-

hensive. Already there exists in the beautiful researches of

Reess a confirmation of my statements as regards CoUema.
Others will follow. In the mean time those lichenologists

for whom the new doctrine has excited " a feeling of irrita-

tion at such a force imposed upon nature, and a sad dislike,'^

may learn to consider the matter somewhat more soberly.

The matter, indeed, is not about feelings. Indeed, in the

history of cryptogamic science it is not a thing unheard of,

that " the learned plant-anatomist, behind his microscope,"

announces to the botanical world things of which the sys-

tematists, " paying homage to a sound conception of nature,"

had not dreamed.

III.

The gonidia question has, further, its systematic aspect.

T. M. Fries, of Upsala, has published a systematic Avork
(' Lichenographia Scandinavica ") in which the six principal

subdivisions of the lichens are based upon the behaviour of

the gonidia.

Fries' system makes necessary a more exact and thorough
examination in each grouj) of the conditions of the gonidia,

and so leads to the establishment of hitherto unknown facts,

which under all circumstances is an enrichment of science.

The new system, in other words, contains ?i fruitful idea, for

which any friends of science must wish that it may flourish for a

time. How manyof the numerous Lichen-systems which in this

century have been placed before the world have not as much
to recommend them. Any new system which promises in

any way to become fruitful deserves attention. Hence I

regard Fries' ' Lichenography,^ of which, indeed, only the first
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part has appeared, as a sign of advance in the dcijartment of

lichenological Science.

Fries divides the whole of the Lichens into six Classes, of

Avhich, however, the two last {Ncmatolichenes and ByssO'

lichenes), to judge from the short diagnoses, comprehend oidy

the abnormal forms of Lichens falling under Ephebe and
Coinoyonium. Of the remaining four Classes, Nos. 1 and 2
coincide with the lichens with yellowish-green, Nos. 3 and
4 those with bluish-green, gonidia. The limitation, accord-

ing to my terminology, would correspond to the following

gonidia-typcs : — First class, Palmel/acea ; second class,

Chroolepidoi ; third class, Nostochacece ; fourth class, all the

rest, such as the Chroococcacece, Scytonemeee, &c. As to the

last class, it may be doubted whether its subdivision on
the basis of the gonidia as well as general characters of

the thallus might not be conformable to nature. Accord-

ing to my view, for example, the lichens, whose gonidia-

formers a])pertain to the Scytonemece and Rivularieae (with

the exception of Heppia, which otherwise stands isolated in

the system), form in every point of view a natural group
{Racoblennaceoi) , which, according to my observations,

though certainly imperfect, consists of the following mem-
bers :

—

Lichina (including Thamnidium), Porocyphus, Collo-

lechia (according to Koerber), Racoblenna, Lecothecium,

Pterygium, Nyl., IVilmsia, Kbr., Micararea (?), Pannaria

(in part). I may add the remark that, lately, through the

kindness of Professor Tuckerman, I obtained for examination

the true Pterygium centrifugum, Nyl., likewise Pterygium

Petersii, Nyl., Lecothecium adglutinatum, Anzi, Lecothecium

asperellum, (Ach., Th. Fries, ' Lich. Arct.,' p. 286, fide auc-

toris), as well as Pannaria fiabellosa, Tuck., and a form

nearly related thereto, but still unidentified (Pawwarite affinis,

Avrites Tuckerman), all which lichens undoubtedly belong to

the foregoing group. The tissue of the thallus is, as a rule,

without interstices, parenchymatous, mostly tinged blue on

the under side, in the larger forms Lichi7ia-\\\iQ at the

middle; in short, there prevails in an anatomical point of

view, without regard to the gonidia, a striking agreement,

which certainly points to a near affinity. Tiie limitation of

the genera, that is to say, the exclusion or admission of species

unknown to me, which have been at any time described under

Porocyphus, ike, 1 must, of course, leave to lichenologists

;

I rely meantime only on the thirteen or fourreen representa-

tives of the above-named genera examined by myself.

I might further commend the jumj) to other types of

gonidia which occurs especially in Pannaria as worth special
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consideration. How is it as regards the other systematic
affinities of these assumed Pannarise ? As already remarked,
Pannaria Jlabellosa, Tuck., and its near relatives (Lichen
Fannarice affinis, according to Tuck.), belong decidedly to

the Scytonema-type. lioth furnished me with so beautiful

preparations that I may adduce them as two further decisive

evidences of the algal nature of the gonidia (see the author's

figs. 1—8 of PI. IX and their explanations). Other Pan-
nariae, such as P. plumbea, P. rubiginosa. Sec, as well as the

species obtained from Tuckerman, P. melanophylla, Tuck.,
and P. crassophylla, Tuck., belong, on the other hand, to

another type, apparently to Chroococcus ; others, again, as P.
brunnea, Sw. (but not the form obtained from Arnold

—

^' genuina'''), have iVo^/oc-chains as in Collema ; P. hypnururriy

lastly, as is well known, is distinguished by its yellow-green
gonidia. These are things which, in a system based on the
gonidia, call for special explanation.

To the little group of the Racoblennaceas , whose gonidia-

formers in the free state are algse with terminal growth, those

of the Omphalariacece closely approximate, whose green cells

belong especially to Chroococcus and Gloeocapsa. To them
I would add besides Omphalaria, Enchylium, Phylliscum,
and Synalissa ; according to later researches, also Psoro-
tichia murorum, Mass., and Thelochroa Montinii, Mass.
(specimens furnished by Arnold) ; according to description,

also Pyrenopsis, Nyl., and Paulia, Fee. In the above-named
Arnoldian lichens the gonidia-forming algae were found
sometimes on the same substratum in great numbers and in

the most different stages of division, and amongst these
also colonies with fungal-hyphae penetrating from without.
The question is here further to be discussed as to whether,
perhaps, species of this genus belong to different gonidia-
types (see, for example, Psorotichia, in Korber's Parerga).
The thallus presents, unfortunately, points which are insuffi-

cient for a decision as to the affinity.

But how are the different foliaceous lichens with bluish-
green gonidia to be subordinated? I am truly desirous to

see how Fries will sui-mount all the difficulties which pre-
present themselves as regards the subdivision of his fourth
class.

Minor but still pretty considerable difficulties will affect the
limitation of another class (Sclerolich€nes,Fr.), in which the
gonidia belong to the type of Chroolepus. It is not always
easy to recognise with certainty the forms belonging here.
Thus, I have lately examined a number of lichens, of which
some left me in the mean time in doubt. Whilst, for ex-

VOL. XIII. NEW SER. r
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ample, SecoViga (/yulectoides Mass. (from Arnold), Hymenelia
melunocurpa, Krph., and H. Prevostii, Fr. (from Arnold),
show the most decided Chi'oolepus-forms, Asjnci/ia culcarea,

and likewise Lecidella immersa, Wc^b. (at least, according to

the examples before me from Arnold), require, indeed, a
more exact examination ; and if Fries has taken the first-

named lichen under the " ArchilicheJies'' (in l*art I of his
' Lichenography,' p. 274), I, for my j)art, doubt whither this

position is really fitting. Further, tliere appear to occur here
similar differences as in Pannaria. Fries expressly says (1. c,
page 289) that the true Hymenelia Prevostii, Th. Fr., pos-

sesses minute gonidia ; another very similar plant, which he
obtained from Krempelhuber, on the other hand, Chroolepxis-

gonidia. And hence, indeed, these two plants—" externo
habitu simillimsD, quae hactenus ab auctoribus omnino fuere

commixtse^'—figure in two distinct classes. Is this a truly

natural arrangement ?

There still deserves to be mentioned in this question a case

of a peculiar kind, which in any case is not very favorable to

the arrangement of lichens from the gonidia, namely, the
occurrence of a Secoliga on " Bryophayus" (PI. X, fig. 15).

This plant properly consists only of an apothecium, whose
hypothecium (at the thickest place 20 niik. thick) stands in

direct contact with the jelly of Bryophagus, and further

breaks up below into numerous individual hy])ha;, whiclr

become lost in the jelly referred to. But of what, then, does
this so-called Bryophagus consist? Of four or five different

Chroococcacece with gelatinous, dissolving membranes, which
just by virtue of this characteristic form the jelly in question.

Some of these bluish-green algse become divided in one direc-

tion only, and may belong ])artly to Glceothece, partly to Apha-
nothece; others, on the other hand, become divided in different

directions of space, and possess besides membranes repeatedly
enclosed ; they are unmistakable Gloeocapsa, and the whole of

these algae are more or less laced around by the hyphae of the

lichen ; the parasite draws from them its requisite nutriment.
Thus we have four or five different host-plants for one para-

site ! Further, in the same jelly there Avas besides, here and
there imbedded, a yellow-green alga (cells with a doubly-
contoured membrane, about 15 mm. in diameter, not rarely

oval) ; however, I never saw this laced about by hyphre.

Upon the class of the ArchiUchenes, Fr., whose gonidia
belong to the Pa/me//a-type, I have—after, indeed, the
greater part of this class have been treated of in the first

part—no occasion to offer many words ; however, I cannot
suppress a brief remark. It would have been to be wished
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that the author had given somewhat more attention to the

differences occurring between the various yellow-green

gonidia. Especially would a sharp limitation of the genera
in which Cystococcus figures as a gonidia-former (whose
gonidia thus possess a nucleus, excentric clear space, &c.)

have filled up a noteworthy lacuna. However, these are

things which, indeed, the systematist has less to do with,

and hence every gonidiological subdivision of the lichens, be
it for what purpose undertaken, will require the aid of the

microscopist. According to my researches hitherto, I have
no further doubt that, besides Cystococcus and Pleurococcus,

at least two or three different representatives of the Pahnel-
lacea occur as gonidia-formers ; amongst these, for example,
Stichococcus bacillaris, Avhich I have found hitherto, indeed,

only in the hymenium of SpharomphaleJissa and Polyblastia

intercedens ? Hepp (example from Arnold), here, however,
in perfect agreement Avith the freely vegetating alga. Mani-
festly these hymenial gonidia have found their way in only

after the formation of the " tubule," and by the open apo-

thecium. I conclude this nlso from the circumstance that

these were not yet present in a young apothecium of Sjihte-

romphale whose asci had as yet formed no spores. Other
Palmellacea, that is to say, gonidia, w^hicli I found on the

same substratum as well free as within the thallus of the

lichen concerned, appear as yet to be not at all described;

at least, it was not possible to me to find them in Kaben-
horst's ' Flora Europaea Algarum.' Such a Palmellacean
(perhaps Protococcus fuligineus, Lenorm. ?), which I observed
in the examination of the previously mentioned Polyblastia

iydercedens '^ Hepp, is represented in fig. 11 (PL Xj. I

remark further, that the membranes in the free state are not
rarely coloured brown, which certainly does not agree with
Rabenhorst's diagnosis of the Protococcacece—" cytiodermate

tenui hyaline."

These examples will merely show that the study of the

gonidia is still far from being completed. There are still

questions of many kinds to investigate, which deserve atten-

tion from lichenologists, and not only from microscopists.

One may form any opinion one pleases upon a system based
upon gonidia ; this principle of classification can be fruitful

for science only by being carried out as far as possible

through special details.
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On the Injectino 0/ Ohjects /or Microscopical Examina-
tion by means o/" Ath-pkessure. By David J. Hamil-
ton, Junior Ilouse-Surgeon, Northern Hospital, Liver-

pool; formerly Resident Surgeon, Royal Infirmary and
Chalmers Hosj^ital, Edinburgh,

(Read before Microscopical Society, Medical Institution, Liverpool.)

The method of substituting air-pressure for that of the

piston of a syringe guided by the irregular action of the
hand, in making injections of tissues for microscopic investi-

gation, is a vast improvement. Any one who has employed
the ordinary syringe in making injections, especially where
the injected fluid contains gelatine, must have found the dis-

advantages of the method to be many, and among the chief

of these extravasation and cooling of the fluid to be injected

are the most common. The former is best overcome by sub-

stituting the elastic force of compressed air for the direct and
inelastic compression of the ordinary syringe.

Such an apparatus as that recommended by Ludwig is

based on this principle, and, seemingly, ought to be a most
efficient method of injecting. When, however, one has had
some practical experience of this apparatus, it is found not
to be so faultless as would at first sight appear. One of its

great disadvantages is that there is no means for keeping the
injecting fluid warm, so that it coagulates in the tube, and
hence its progress is stopped. Then, again, the water which
fills the first Woulf's bottle is apt to overflow into the second,
and to spoil the injecting fluid. No doubt this last objection

might in part be overcome by employing mercury instead of
water, but it is not always convenient to have a sufficient

quantity of mercury at hand, and even then it is often diffi-

cult to get pressure sufficient to influence the injection in the

second Woulfs bottle. Neither is there any ready means of
keeping the tissue warm which is to be injected, and this,

with injections which contain gelatine, is most important.
From these causes failure is a common result when this

apparatus is employed, although the principle is excellent,

namely, the employment of the elasticity of the atmospheric
air as a compressing agent.

The apparatus which I describe has been made with the
object of overcoming these difficidties. It has been used for

making a great number of injections, and works admirably.
It consists of a hollow cylinder of tin (a, figs. 1 and 2), which
is divided into two chambers by a partition which reaches
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down to the bottom, but does not reach quite to the top, so

that the two cavities communicate with one another above,
but are shut off below. A tube (a, fig. 1) enters on the roof
of this cylinder opposite the partition, and so communicates
with both chambers. From the floor of each cavity a stop-

cock comes off on each side, and runs out through a second
cavity (d, figs. 1 and 2) which entirely surrounds the hollow
cylinder, and is open at the top. The points of the stop-

cocks are made to fit air-tight on to a number of different-

sized canulse. Each of the inner chambers is supplied with
a pipe and stop-cock on the roof, which runs down to about
half an inch below the upper margin of the partition, and
each of these upper stop-cocks is surmounted by a funnel.

When the apparatus is going to be used, blue injection is

poured through the funnel into one chamber, and red injec-

tion, in the same manner, into the other, and the space
between the outer circle (d, figs. 1 and 2) and the hollow
cylinder is filled with water heated to any required tempera-

FIG. I.

HORIZONTAL AND TRANSVERSE 61iCIlU\6 OF APPARATUS.

A. Inner chambers.

B. Tube to connect inner chambers with air-bag g.

c. Stop-cocks and canulse.

D. Chamber for hot water.

E. Trough filled with water, 100° P., in which tissue to be injected

is placed.

G. Air-bag surrounded by linen bands k.

II. Stop-cock of air-bag.

L. Rod which tightens the bands k by being rotated.

ture. Thus, the chambers being surrounded with hot water,
the injections which they contain can be kept at any required
temperature. The only portion of the injection which is
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liable to get cold is that within the lower stop-cocks and
canulse. This is prevented by placing the loAver part of the

apparatus in a trough (e, tigs. 1 and 2), which is filled with

water heated to 100° F., and in which tlie tissue to be in-

jected is placed. The canula, which has been inserted into

a blood-vessel or lymphatic, is then connected with the

lower stop-cock. We have now the injection in its entire

course, as well as the tissue to be injected, kept at the re-

quired temperature.

The inner chambers ought to be filled half wnth injection

and half with air. Our object is now to compress this air,

in order that it may press upon the injecting fluid, and force

it out at the lower stop-cocks. After trying various methods,
many of them more or less clumsy, I have arrived at the

following as by far the most efficient. A large bag (g, fig. 1),

made in the same manner as those for the oxyhydrogen light,

is fitted with a stop-cock at the middle of one edge. This is

joined to the pipe (b, fig. 1) which comes off from the roof of

the cylinder by a piece of strong elastic tubing, and thus we
have the connection established between the air in the

cylinder and that in the air-bag, which can be turned off or

on by the stop-cock at H (fig. 1).

It is astonishing what an immense amount of direct pres-

sure on the air-bag is required to force out the injection from
the cylinder. On first trying it, I placed on the top of the

air-bag somewhere about two to three hundredweight with-

out being able to influence the injection to any great extent.

Such being the state of things, I relinquished all hope of
being able to accomplish my object by means of direct pres-

sure, and employed the following method instead.

Two bands of strong linen (k, fig. 1) are placed round the

bag, so as to cross one another, and to meet over the top. A
wooden rod is placed under them at this part, which can be
made to revolve, so that when this is done the bands are

tightened, and the air within the bag is compressed to any
degree.

After the rod has revolved sufficiently to produce the

necessary tension of the linen bands, it is fixed in its place
by a strap and buckle. When the connection between the
bag containing the compressed air and the hollow cylinders
(a, a, figs. 1 and 2) is established, the injection within the
cylinders is forced out at the stop-cocks (c, figs. 1 and 2),
and into the blood-vessel of the part to be injected. The
amount of pressure can be indicated by attaching a mano-
meter to any of the stop-cocks of the apparatus. If the ])res-

sure is too great it can be lowered by allowing some of the
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compressed air to escape. If it is too little it can be increased

by tightening the bands surrounding the air-bag.

TJie advantages of this apparatus are

—

1st. The artery and vein can be injected at the same time

with the same amount of pressure, and several injections can

be proceeding simultaneously.

2nd. We gain the elastic and constant pressure of a large

body of air, and the amount of pressure can be clearly indi-

cated by the use of the manometer.
3rd. The injecting fluid and tissue to be injected can be

kept at any required temi)erature.

-Ith. It is not liable to get out of working order.

On Cell Theories. By John Cleland, M.D., F.R.S.,

Professor of Anatomy and Physiology, Queen's College,

Galway.

Strieker's article on " Tlie General Characters of Ceils," in his ' Human
and Comparative Histology.' Published 1868 ; translated by Power 1870.

Beale, in Todd, Bowman and Beale's ' Physiological Anatomy and Phy-
siology of Man,' 1866 and 1871.

Bennett, ' Text-book of Physiology,' 1872.

In placing the titles of these books at the head of this

article, I purpose less to review them than to refer to the

opinions of their authors in illustration of a general survey
of the conceptions at present prevalent, with regard to the

vital units of living bodies.

Observation is more a means than an end. The end is to

arrive at an accurate conception of the processes of nature

;

and very different conclusions are arrived at by different men,
founding their judgment on similar phenomena. Possibly,

the just zeal at the present day for accurate information
tends to lead to an undervaluing of the faculty by Avhich

observations are translated. Every man is obliged to trans-

late what he sees. No doubt he ought to distinguish

carefully in his own mind the appearances seen from his

translation of them ; but no man ever did or ever will give

a description of a complex microscopic appearance so as

exactly to reflect the appearances seen, uncoloured by the

element of judgment; and much less is it possible to found
a statement on a variety of observations which is not largely

dependent on the attitude of the observer's mind. One
observation has its effect in modifying the translation of
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another ; and it is greatly due to this that many micro-

scopic objects of a corpuscular nature, or what are still

called cells, are capable of" being interpreted very differently

now as compared with the way in which they were looked

at twenty years ago. Formerly, corpuscles round which
no cell-wall was demonstrated were too easily supposed to

have one, although it was invisible, or were regarded as

exceptions to a general rule ; now they are viewed with

different eyes, and taken as proofs that the cell-wall is

unimportant.
Tlie history of conceptions regarding cells is in its

general outlines exceedingly instructive. The notion of a

cell was first derived from vegetable tissues with their easily

exhibited cellulose cell-walls. The vesicular form thus

caught the eye fro7n the first. Then, in many instances in

animal tissues, also a real or apparent vesicular structure was
easily observed; as in adipose, epithelial, and nerve-cor-

puscles. The contents in vesicular structures were seen to

be various, but the frequent existence of a nucleus of firmer

consistence imbedded in them could be demonstrated, and
within this were often seen one or more nucleoli of some sort

or other. Thus it naturally happened that the cell-wall was
considered a characteristic structure, and was supposed to

be functionally important ; and next to it, the nucleus was
regarded as the seat of vital properties, because it was seen

to divide preparatory to the multiplication of cells, and to

be distinct in young cells, however it might dwindle out of

sight in the old. The circumstance, manifest from the outset,

that cell contents were various, taken in conjunction with their

being the part which least caught the eye, led to their vital

importance being long overlooked. But as improved micro-

scopic methods came into use, including reagents, such as

carmine, which bring masses of albuminoid matter into view

not only by outline but throughout their extent, the general

existence of such masses in bodies of the sort which had
been known as cells came to be recognised, and,-as a natural

consequence it gradually dawned on the minds of inde-

pendent observers that the outlines of such masses were the

things which, in many instances, had been translated as

cell-walls.

Two other advances aided in completing a revolution of

opinion with regard to cell-walls, namely, the discovery of

corpuscles undergoing amoeboid changes of form and migra-
tions, and the tracing of nerves in many instances into

continuity with nucleated corpuscles. Thus a change has
crept into the whole conception of the nature of those vital
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units whose importance functionally had been first recog-

nised in the case of some which had apparently a cellular

form ; and thus it happens that the term cell is still employed
in many instances in which it would be better to use the

word corpuscle. A nucleated corpuscle is as convenient an
expression as a nucleated cell; a conncctive-tissue-corpuscle

is an expression which involves no theory or description

either of structure or function ; and it would be an enormous
advantage to the spread of accurate ideas if the word cell

were never used except when it was meant to predicate the

existence of a cell-wall.

For some years past I have, in teaching, been particular

in this matter of nomenclature, believing that misleading

names do generate confused ideas, and that no conventional

compact can make it judicious to designate a solid mass by
a word which indicates a hollow vesicle, or advisable to use

a common word in a sense at variance with its usual meaning.
It is as if we were to invest the tongs with the scientific

name of poker. " There is nothing, I can assure you,

gentlemen," said Goodsir, '* which has more retarded

science and philosophy, and the kindred subjects on which
human reason has been employed, than the introduction of

terms with conventional meanings." But I admit that it is

diflicult to escape from an accustomed groove, and that for a

time one must be content, under protest, to speak occasionally

of secreting cells, nerve-cells, hepatic cells, and so forth

;

were it for no other reason than to be in harmony with the

language of text-books, in speaking to students.

The changes in the anatomical conception of the living

corpuscle have not been without their influence on the

physiological conception. In the days v/hen the cell-wall

was paramount, it seemed an important point to determme
how far [the passage of substances through that membrane
was the result of mere osmosis, and how far it depended on
the action of some attractive power within. To the school

whose tendency was to refer everything to the laws of dead
matter the cell-wall was a most important agent ; to those

on the other hand who considered that to account for the

formative changes in living bodies the presence of another
force must be assumed, the nucleus as situated in the interior

seemed the source of vital actions. Moreover, in the absence
of a defined knowledge of the protoplasmic element, the
conception of the nucleus was obscured by extending the

designation to bodies which ought not to be so named. An
instance of this may be found in the case of connective-

tissue-corj)uscles. Many years before Virchow's researches
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threw a light on these structtires, a corpuscular element was
rocojjnisecl as present in connective tissue. It was even

taught by some to he the same element as could easily be
demonstrated as constituting, in a cellular form, a large part

of the bulk of foetal connective tissue, and to be of the utmost

im])()rtancc in its vital properties. But that clement, in the

adult, was known only as it may be found figured by Dr.

Sharjiey in 184^i (U,u;iin's 'Anatomy,' 5th edition, pj). cxv

and cxvi). No doubt Dr. ISharpey distinguished clearly the

nuclei " attached to the surface of the filamentous bundles

or in their interior " from the " rounded and oval corpuscles

and irregular particles met with in the interstices of the

tissue,'^ which he said were " probably to be considered as

belonging to the interstitial fluid ;
" but those who imputed

importance to that latter variety of corpuscles had little help

for it, at that time, but to associate them with nuclei.

In the present day the protoplasmic element has assumed
an enormous importance, casting the nucleus into the shade,

while the reign of cell-walls has come to an end altogether.

But to speak of life, as is sometimes done, as if it were an
inherent property of a particular chemical substance, is surely

going too far, and is a view which has nothing true in it

which is not more than thirty years old ; for it has long been
familiar to every one that life never exists without the

presence of nitrogenous substance of an albuminoid character;

and, though it has since been discovered that life in various

instances exists in non-nucleated structureless masses of

protoplasm, that is a very different thing from life being a
property of protoplasm. Further, it may very fairly be
questioned if some of the simple organisms are not rather

to be compared with the nuclei in textures than with proto-

plasm around nuclei. If certain of them are non-nucleated

protoplasmic masses, may not vibriones be regarded as mere
nuclei and nothing else ? Besides, in the textures, there

are many nuclei which have no apparent protoplasm about

them ; and there are also nuclei with processes which may
be regarded as bodies intermediate in character between the

typical nucleus and the protoplasmic mass. The corpuscles

of the deep layers of the cutis are mere nuclei, with long

processes in various directions ; Avhile in the tapetum of the

eye of the ox long threads extend from nuclei, like the

threads at the extremities of fusiform cells in fcetal con-

nective tissue. Also, a spermatozoon may be regarded as a

simple nucleus. No doubt, as mentioned by Strieker, both

Schweiger Seidel, and la Valette St. George declare that not

only the nucleus, but the protoplasm of the mother cell.
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enters into the construction of the spermatozoon ; but if we
examine the forms represented by la Valette, both in 'Strieker's

Manual' and in his original paper in 'Schultze's Archiv,' we
shall see that what is meant is that the protoplasm is at first

adherent to the spermatozoon or nucleus, and afterwards

absorbed into it or otherwise lost, but that there is no per-

manence in the spermatozoon of a substance preserving the

characters of protoplasm and distinct from the nucleus.

One of the short-comings of Professor Strieker's article

on the general character of cells, now for five years before

the world, is that he exaggerated the virtue of the proto-

plasm. He uses the expression, " Protoplasm is termed a

living substance," or, as the German (man bezeichnet) may
be more strictly translated, " it is recognised as a living

substance ;
^' and he speaks in such a way as to leave the

impression that it is a definite chemical compound. Now,
the fact is that protoplasm when examined under the micro-

scope is usually as thoroughly dead as anything could be
well imagined to be. Living masses of protoplasm, no doubt,

can be studied microscopically, and a great stride has been

made in science by the examination of such masses in

texture ; but the composition of the protoplasm is not

definitely known. It is quite unobjectionable to call the

albuminoid mass of a nucleated corpuscle protoplasm, even

after it has been acted on by means of chromic acid, carmine,

or other reagents. In fact, protoplasm is simply a convenient

name to use in speaking of the pulpy nitrogenous substance

of vital corpuscles ; but it is not to be forgotten that the sub-

stance referred to is variable in appearance and behaviour,

as is -well illustrated by Heidenhain's observations on the

differences in both salivary and gastric secreting corpuscles

in states of activity and rest. How, then, shall we say that

in its different conditions the material which constitutes the

mass of such corpuscles is one and the same chemical sub-

stance ? We shall, indeed, take a very imperfect view of the

living units to which an unhappy chance has given the

unfortunate name of cells, if we say that because neither

cell-wall nor nucleus is an essential element, therefore life is

a property of protoplasm. It was recognised by observers

long ago that the bond of connexion between the bodies

which they described lay not in a detail of structure, but in

the possession of one or more of the vital properties, irrita-

bility, growth, or reproduction ; and the observations of later

years do not overthrow that conception, but afford it

additional support. Indeed, there are passages in Professor

Strieker's article which show an appreciation of this.
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Th;it article is one which affords much food for reflection,

and is a repertory of important information. But as a history

it is defective, even greatly so. The author neither does

justice to the work of Virchow nor of Beale ; and Goodsir is

a name of which he makes no mention. Yet Virchow
inaugurated an era in tlu; history of cell-conceptions ; and
Virchow dedicates his 'Cellular Pathology' to Goodsir, as
" one of the earliest and most acute observers of cell life."

And if I may again quote one neglected anatomist in support

of the claims of another, it may be mentioned that in 1845,

Goodsir, in his paper on " Centres of Nutrition," which
never admits the possibility of cells originating otherwise

than from pre-existing cells, declares that " foi" the first

consistent account of the development of cells from a parent

centre we are indebted to the researches of Martin Barry.''

However, we are informed by the German Professor, that

Kemak, in his ' Entwicklungsgeschichte,' 1852-1855, " has

the merit of chiefly contributing to the abandonment of the

doctrine of cell formation from free blastema," and that the

same observer established the law that cells are developed by
division oidy, in pathological processes also. Then follows

the remark, naive enough, considering these statements about
Kemak, that Virchow's " well-grounded statement made in

1855, ' Omnis cellula e cellula,' really constitutes the basis

of our present cell theory." Virchow's real claim to con-

sideration in the history of cell theories is neither grasped
nor mentioned, namely, that by displaying in their full

importance the connective-tissue-corpuscles, he afforded

the means of accounting for the development of the more
complex elements of tissue, as well as for pathological

growths.
Those omissions, however, are accounted for by a note

inserted by Professor Strieker in the translation (p. 38).

Misled by Cohnheim, he had believed the results of Goodsir,

Redfern, and Virchow to be founded on incorrect investi-

gation ; but later observation of his own has convinced him
that he was mistaken. These are not his words, but per-

haps they are as clear.

No doubt the neglected discovery of Waller, again made
and successfully propounded by Cohnheim, that white cor-

puscles pass through the walls of uninjured capillary vessels

into the tissues, was one which upset previous notions, and
might well create in some minds a doubt concerning the

doctrine of Virchow's * Cellular Pathology.' But looking
at the subject with the advantage of the five years which
liave elapsed since Professor Strieker wrote his article, one
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cannot doubt that the real state of matters is simply this :

—

that amccboid connective-tissue-corpuscles and white blood-

corpuscles are all one set of bodies, though the first are in

the tissues, and the others floating free in the blood ; and
they might well be termed common or undifferentiated cor-

puscles. While there need be little doubt that pus-corpuscles

are derived from white blood-corpuscles, there also need be
no more doubt that they likewise originate both fissiparously

and endogenously in the tissues.

I have used the expression " common or imdiflFerentiated

corpuscles ;" and on this subject it maybe necessary to make
some remark. The vital powers may be enumerated as

irritability or sensibility, contractility, nutrition or elabora-

tion of substance, and reproduction. All these properties are

possessed by an amoeba and by amoeboid corpuscles. But
every separate living organism does not possess them all

;

there are individuals without reproductive power. In like

manner, all the vital units do not possess throughout life all

vital i^roperties ; but in the process of differentiation one
property becomes exalted, while another is lost. Muscular
fibres, nerve-corpuscles, the corpuscular elements ofperipheral

nerve-terminations, and secreting corpuscles illustrate this.

All of them have lost the reproductive power; muscular
fibres have exalted contractility, nerve-terminations exalted

sensibility, and secreting corpuscles a highly developed
elaborating power.

Probably the greatest difficulty in conceiving of the origin

of differentiated textural elements from common corpuscles is

to settle the relation of epithelial to other corpuscles, and on
that subject it is not easy to give an opinion. In particular,

the phenomena of skin-grafting, including the stimulus given
to the growth of skin over a whole ulcer by the presence of

grafts of minute size, might even suggest the possibility of a
sexual distinction betw-een the corpuscles of the graft and
those among which it is planted. At all events, the micro-
scopy of skin grafting is worthy of study, and the utility of
the practice afibrds evidence that all the less differentiated

corpuscles are not capable of producing, at least without
assistance, all other kinds of corpuscles.

It must be kept in mind that the corpuscular mass of the
embryo becomes early divided into layers, of which the outer
and the inner may be said to be opposed to the middle one,
in respect that those become epithelial, while this becomes
the source of other tissues. Further, the important observa-
tion of His, of the abundant cell proliferation at the circum-
ference of the area vasculosa, and of the intrusion of the
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elements so formed into the interior of the embryo, must be
kept in mind as giving rise in early embryology to a primary
division of tlie corpuscular masses into centrifugal and
centripetal. That His is right in his view that the whole
skeleton and connective tissues, as well as the blood and
])l()od-vessels, are derived from the centripetal group I cannot
believe, because it appears to me that Remak's view of the
origin of the skeleton corresponds much better than that of
His with what may be seen in transverse sections of
embryos; but it does seem very possible that the centripetal
development, being the source of the blood and blood-vessels,
furnishes not only nourishment to them but corpuscles
which conjugate with all those of the centrifugal mass. I

throw this out as a suggestion, and it will not, perhaps, be
considered a very wild one, when this remark of Strieker's is

remembered:—" Were any one to maintain that the migrat-
mg cells are conjugation organisms, no stronger objection
could be raised against him than against another who should
maintain that the migrating cells are epithelia. Reckling-
hausen has advanced a theory respecting the conjugation of
cells, which, however, on account of its brevity, scarcely
allows us to judge of its value." The theory of Reckling-
hausen refers to conjugation between different elements of
blood.

The part taken by Dr. Beale in the advance of the cell

conception has been one of great importance, and is worthy
of full consideration. The great merit of Dr. Beale appears
to me to lie in pointing out that the cell-wall is in all

instances an after growth, and that the vital processes of the
corpuscle are independent of it. In saying this, I am not
forgetful of the work of Max Schultze in 1863, quoted by
Strieker ; but Dr. Beale has the priority, and lays down the

doctrine of the non-vital character of the cell-wall in a very
clear and emphatic manner, classifying, as -was not done
before, cell-Avalls ^A'ith the inter-corpuscular substance. He
simplified thereby the conception of cell multiplication ; for

if the cell-wall be, even when present, no part of the vital

corpuscle, there is no radical distinction between fissiparous

and endogenous reproduction. His distinct recognition, also,

that the origin of inter-communicating processes of cells is

not by outgrowth of processes, but by the separation of
corpuscles M'hich gradually part, is most important ; though
there is grave reason to pause before denying with him that

continuity of structure is ever the result of separate elements
sending out processes whicli unite.

But, however, it may be desired to give Dr. Beale full
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credit for the advances which he has made, it is easy enough
to understand why that credit should be sometimes withheld,
wlu.'u one considers how tliosc advances have been mixed up
witli a theory of "germinal and formed matter" which has
made but little way. It is quite impossible to support tlie

doctrine that all " formed matter " was once " germinal,"
])articularly if such things as the matrix of cartilage and the

fibres of tendon are to be included under the tertn, as they
are by Dr. Beale. Certain cell-walls, as those of at least

some of the fat -cells, are really altered protoplasm; but there

is not the slightest reason to believe that the matrix of
cartilage or the fibres of tendon are transformed portions of
the vital corpuscles, or that they are undeserving of the name
of " intercellular " substance. Rather Avould it have been
well if Dr. Beale had looked on the cell-wall itself as inter-

cellular.

His difficulty appears to be that " no well-ascertained facts

have yet been adduced in favour of the view that any living

structure whatever can influence matter at a distance from it,

so as to alter its properties or composition, or in support of
the notion that cell-wall, cell-contents, or intercellular

substance possess any metabolic jjower Avhatever." And the
way he gets over this difficulty in the case of hepatic cells is

most ingenious, namely, by representing that the outer part

of each corpuscle is 7io longer vital, but converted into formed
material of a soft description, becoming changed into biliary

constituents, albuminoid and amyloid matters. Other
researches, however, come to our rescue here. There is

notliing more certain than the power which Chrzonszczewsky
showed hepatic corpuscles to possess of taking up sulplio-

indigotate of soda from the blood and passing it on into the
gall-ducts. Here, then, is an indubitable instance of a living
structure influencing matter external to it. And where, after

all, is the unaccustomed marvel in this, when it is recollected
that all the attractions of dead matter are exercised by mole-
cules or masses, as the case may be, on others external to

themselves, and that in the case of gravitation there is no
limit to the distance which may be between the masses,
provided that they are sufficiently large ?

Looking at things from my point of view, I am also
obliged to think it a pity that Dr. Beale has not recognised
the true place of muscle in his theory. He calls the con-
tractile substance of muscle '^ formed matter," which indeed
it is in the sense of being raised to a higher state of organiza-
tion than the corpuscles out of which it is formed ; but the
formed matter of Dr. Beale is, according to his definition, no
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longer vital ; and that is not the case with muscular fibre,

which not only has the vital power of contractility, but the
power of consuming other than its own substance in produc-
tion of contraction. The real definition of a striped muscular
fibre is, that it is a compound living corpuscle which has no
reproductive power, but has a far more highly developed
contractility than the amoeboid corpuscles.

Hitherto I have assumed the importance of nucleated
corpuscles as units of life ; but so late as the end of last year
Dr. Bennett, of Edinburgh, reiterates his molecular theory,

declaring that the ultimate parts of the organization are not
cells, but molecides. Although one has been familiar for

twenty years with the teaching of the distinguished professor,

it is difficult to arrive at his point of view, and more difficult

now than it was twenty years ago, because while those
changes in the cell conception which have been described in

this paper have been going on, Dr. Bennett describes a cell

now exactly as he would have done twenty years ago, as con-
sisting of cell-wall, nucleus, and cell contents. The nucleus
is declared to be more allied to the fatty than the albuminous
compounds, although in the same page we are informed that

the chyle- and blood-corpuscles of mammals and tubercle

corpuscles are only nuclei. Protoplasm, cell-sap, and cell-

contents are given as names for one thing, and shortly

afterwards it is explained that these contents in different

cells may be watery, oily, pigmentary, albuminous and
schlerogenous, and mineral ; from which, no doubt, the

student will gather a very wide conception of the meaning
of protoplasm. Many of Dr. Bennett's objections against

the so-called cellular theory of organization would disap-

pear if he adopted a more modern notion of a cell or living

corpuscle. He would not then instance blood-corpuscles

and striated muscular fibre as non- cellular, although vital

structures.

A believer in spontaneous generation. Dr. Bennett not only

alleges that molecules unite within the body to form cells,

but that in infusions they run together to form bacteria,

vibriones, and torulae ; of which, in the present state of the

spontaneous generation controversy, notliing more need be
said than that it would be exceedingly interesting if a number
of observers could say that they actually had seen molecules

running together before their eyes to form bacteria, like

soldiers recalled from skirmishing, and falling into line.

But, in the mean time, it is no disrespect to any observations

made on the subject to recollect the doctrine astutely laid

down by David Hume, that the more unbelievable an allega-
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tion is, it requires the gi'eater amount of evidence in its

support.

However, Dr. Bennett, while attributing vital properties

of some sort to molecules, admits that " each individual cell

is endowed with a distinct life of its own, but of a more
complex character. It is born, grows, arrives at maturity,

declines, and dies." And he sjicaks of pus as " crowded with
multitudes of compound animal existences, which are born,

live, and die as man himself dies." He also admits in the

fullest and most satisfactory manner the attractive and
selective powers of cells. " By selection, one cell appro-

jiriates this matter, and another that, often rejecting the

substance that is greedily seized upon by its neighbour."

When this is admitted, one naturally feels inclined to ask if

this be not enough to account for all that takes place in

intercellular substance. No doubt, as Dr. Bennett argues,

the first deposit of mineral matter in ossification takes place

in the matrix of cartilage, and in that matrix also occur re-

markable changes in ulceration, first pointed out by Dr.
Redfern ; but those changes do not take place without
changes in the corpuscles also ; and if cells have the attractive

and selective powers which Dr. Bennett rightly admits, it is

not easy to see why they should not elaborate the substance

of the matrix between them. If one cell can secrete saliva,

and another bile, a third may surely secrete cartilage matrix.

In altered conditions of secreting corpuscles the secretion is

changed. What marvel, then, that when cartilage corpuscles

change their character in ossification and ulceration, they

should exhibit avidity for new substances, causing changes in

the matrix already laid down, its absoi'ption, and the deposit

of a new matrix ?

But it may be asked, what reason there is to believe that

the corpuscles do all these things. The answer to that is,

that their presence is the proof. In cartilage, if the

corpuscles are not necessary for the vital processes, they are

not necessary at all, for the physical properties of that tissue

depend on the matrix. Besides, when texture is young, or

when growth is active, corpuscles are numerous, and show
signs of rapid multiplication.

As for the textures enumerated by Dr. Bennett as destitute

of cells, they have corpuscles so close to them that no
argument can be founded on them. That is the case Avith

the posterior layer of the cornea and the capsule of the lens,

Mhilc the sarcolemma and vitelline membrane may be looked
on as themselves cell-walls ; and the anterior layer of the

VOL. XIII. NEW SER. 5
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cornea, the remaining example given, is not really distinct

from the rest of the cornea, nor at all destitute of corpuscles.

In bringing these remarks to a close, it may be stated that

at the present day there is no difficulty in believing in the

uninterrupted sequence of corpuscles by reproduction through
all generations. The melting of the spermatozoa and
germinal vesicle within the ovum may be regarded as a variety

of conjugation, resulting in the formation of a corpuscle,

which by its fissiparous division constitutes the wholly cor-

puscular germinal membrane, from which are furnished the

parents of every living corpuscle in the adult body, including

the ova or the motber cells of the spermatozoa, according to

the sex.

There is no need to believe, as Dr. Bennett docs, in a

molecular life ; but there is necessity to believe, as he seems
to do, in life within life. The mere tissue life in individual

corpuscles Avill not account for the phenomena of develop-

ment, without the addition of a larger life, or a formative

principle common to the whole individual, and it would be of

incalculable advantage in the just conception of pathological

phenomena, if the central and tissue lives were more generally

distinguished than they are. Further than that, I venture to

conclude by reasserting the doctrine, which I understand
originated with Plato, that, still on the principle of life within

life, a larger life, or series of develoi)mental changes from a

simple origin to a definite goal, presides over the evolution of

all animal life in the history of the globe. Such a doctrine

alone is capable of explaining all the facts of morphology,
and giving to the speculations of Darwin the backbone which
they require. But this is not the proper occasion, nor this

Journal the place to discuss that large subject.

The Development and Growth of the Layers of ike

Blastoderm. By F. M. Balfour, of Trinity College,

Cambridge.

The following paper deals with the changes which take
place in the cells of the blastoderm of the hen's egg during
the first thirty or forty hours of incubation. The subject is

one which has, as a general rule, not been much followed
u]) by embryologists, but is nevertheless of the greatest

interest, both in reference to embryology itself, and to the
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growth and changes of protoplasm exhibited in simple em-
bryonic cells. I am far from having exhausted the subject

in this paper, and in some cases I shall be able merely to

state facts, without being able to give any explanation of
their meaning.
My method of investigation has been the examination of

sections and surface views. For hardening the blastoderm I

have employed, as usual, chromic acid, and also gold chloride.

It is, however, difficult to make sections of blastoderms
hardened by this latter reagent, and the sections when
made are not in all cases satisfactory. For surface views
I have chiefly used silver nitrate, which brings out the
outlines of the cells in a manner which leaves nothing to

be desired as to clearness. If the outlines only of the cells

are to be examined, a very short immersion (half a minute)
of the blastoderm in a half per cent, solution of silver nitrate

is sufficient, but if the immersion lasts for a longer period the

nuclei will be brought out also. For studying the latter,

however, I have found it better to employ gold chloride or

carmine in conjunction with the silver nitrate.

My observations begin wdth the blastoderm of a freshly

laid egg. The appearances presented by sections of this

have been accurately described by Peremeschko, " Uber die

Biklung der Keimblatter im Hiihnerei," ' Sitzungsberichte

der K. Akadamie der Wissenchaften in Wien,' 1868.
Oellacher, " Untersuchung iiber die Furchung und Blatter-

bildung im Hiihnerei," ' Studien aus dem Institut fiir

Experim. Pathologic in Wien,' 1870 (pp. 54-74), and Dr.
Klein, Ixiii Bande der ' Sitz. der K. Acadamie der Wiss.
in Wien,' 1871.

The unincubated blastoderm (PL XI, fig. 1) consists of

two layers. The upper layer is composed of a single roAV of

columnar cells. Occasionally, however, the layer may be
two cells thick. The cells are filled with highly refracting

spherules of a very small size, and similar in appearance to

the finest white yolk spherules, and each cell also contains a

distinct oval nucleus. This membrane rests with its extreme
edge on the white yolk, its central portion covering in the

segmentation cavity. From the very first it is a distinct

coherent membrane, and exhibits with silver nitrate a beau-
tiful hexagonal mosaic of the outlines (PI. XII, fig. 6) of the

cells. The diameter of the cells when viewed from above is

from ^"o-To— 3 o' o o of ail inch. The under layer is very dif-

ferent from this : it is composed of cells which are slightly,

if at all, united, and which vary in size and appearance, and
in which a nucleus can rarely be seen. The cells of which
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it is cotnposed fill up irregularly the segmentation cavity,

thoii<^h a distinct space is even at this time occasionally

to be found at the bottom of it. Later, when the blastoderm
has spread and the white yolk floor has been used as food, a

considerable space filled with fluid may generally be found.

The shape of the floor of the cavity varies considerably,

but it is usually raised in the middle and depressed near the

circumference. In this case the under layer is perhaps only
two cells deep at the centre and three or four cells deep near
tlu! circumference.

The cells of which this layer is composed vary a good deal

in size ; the larger cells being, however, more numerous in

the lower layers. In addition, there are usually a few very

large cells quite at the bottom of the cavity, occasionally

separated from the other cells by fluid. They were called

formative cells (Bildungselemente) by Paremeschko {he. cii.)

;

and, according to Oellacher's observations (loc. cit.), some of

them, at any rate, fall to the bottom of the segmentation

cavity during the later stages of segmentation. They do not

difl"er from the general lower layer cells except in size, and
even pass into them by insensible gradations. All the cells

of the lower layer are granular, and are filled with highly

refracting S])herules precisely similar to the smaller white

yolk spherules which line the bottom of the segmentation

cavity.

The size of the ordinary cells of the lower layer varies

from v7-oVo
—

"ni'oTT ^f an inch. The largest of the formative

cells come up to -j-^-^ of an inch. It Avill be seen from this

description that, morphologically speaking, we cannot attach

much importance to the formative cells. The fact that they

broke off from the blastoderm, towards the end of the seg-

mentation—even if we accept it as a normal occurrence,

rather than the result of manipulation—is not of much
importance, and, except in size, it is impossible to distinguish

these cells from other cells of the lower layer of the blas-

toderm.

Physiologically, however, as will be afterwards shown,
they are of considerable importance.

The changes which the blastoderm undergoes during the

first three or four hours of incubation are not very noticeable.

At about the sixth or eighth hour, or in some cases consider-

ably earlier, changes begin to take place very rapidly.

These changes result in the formation of a hypoblast and
mesoblast, the u])per layer of cells remaining comparatively
unaltered as the cpiblast.

To form the hypoblast a certain number of the cells of the
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lower layer begin to undergo remarkable changes. From
being spherical and, as far as can be seen, non-nucleated,
they become (vide fig. 2 A) flattened and nucleated, still

remaining granular, but with fewer spherules.

Here, then, is a direct change, of which all the stages can
be followed, of a cell of one kind into a cell of a totally

different character. The new cell is not formed by a destruc-
tion of the old one, but directly from it by a process of meta-
morphosis. These hypoblast cells are formed first at the
centre and later at the circumference, so that from the first

the cells at the circumference are less flattened and more
granular than the cells at the centre. A number of cells of
original lower layer are enclosed between this layer and the
epiblast ; and, in addition to these, the formative cells (as has
been shown by Paremeschko, Oellacher, and Klein, whose
observations I can confirm) begin to travel towards the circum-
ference, and to pass in between the epiblast and hypoblast.

Both the formative cells, and the lower layer cells en-
closed between the hypoblast and epiblast, contribute towards
mesoblast, but the mode in which the mesoblast is formed
is very different from that in which the hypoblast originates.

It is in this difference of formation that the true distinction

between the mesoblast and hypoblast is to be looked for,

rather than in the original difference of the cells from which
they are derived.

The cells of the mesoblast are formed by a process which
seems to be a kind of free cell formation. The Avhole of the

interior of each of the formative cells, and of the other cells

which are enclosed between the epiblast and the hypoblast,

become converted into new cells. These are the cells of the

mesoblast. I have not been able perfectly to satisfy myself
as to the exact manner in which this takes place, but I am
inclined to think that some or all of the spherules Avhich are

contained in the original cells develop into nuclei for the new
cells, the protoplasm of the new cells being formed from that

of the original cells.

The stages of formation of the mesoblast cells are shown
in the section (PI. XI, fig. 2), taken from the periphery of a

blastoderm of eight hours.

The first formation of the mesoblast-cells takes place in

the centre of the blastoderm, and the mass of cells so formed
produces the opaque line known as the primitive streak.

This is shown in PI. XII, fig. 4.

One statement I have made in the above description in re-

ference to the origin of the mesoblast cells, viz. that they are

only partly derived from the formative cells at the bottom
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of the segmentation cavity, is to a certain extent opposed to

the statements of the three investigators above mentioned.
They state that the mesobhist is entirely derived from the
formative cells. It is not a point to which I attach much
importance, considering that I can detect no difference

between these cells and any other cells of the original lower
layer except that of size; and even this difference is pro-
bably to be explained by their proximity to the white yolk,
whose spherules they absorb. But my reason for thinking it

probable that these cells alone do not form the mesoblast are,

1st. That the mesoblast and hypoblast are formed nearly
synchronously, and except at the centre a fairly even sprink-
ling of lower layer cells is from the first to be distinguished
between the epiblast and hypoblast. 2nd. That if some of
the lower layer cells are not converted into mesoblast, it is

difficult to see what becomes of them, since they appear to

'be too numerous to be converted into the hypoblast alone,

ord. That the chief formation of mesoblast at first takes

place in the centre, while if the formative cells alone took
part in its formation, it would be natural to expect that it

would begin to be formed at the periphery.

Oellacher himself has shown (' Zeitschrift fiir wissen-
schaftiche Zoologie,' 1873, '^Beitrage zur Entwick. Gesch.
der Knockenfischen") that in osseous fishes the cells which
break away from the blastoderm take no share in the forma-
tion of the mesoblast, so that we can derive no argument
from the formation of the mesoblast in these animals, for

believing that in the chick it is derived only from the forma-
tive cells.

In the later stages, however, from the twelfth to the twenty-
fifth hour, the growth of the mesoblast depends almost entirely

on these cells, and Paremeschko's discovery of the fact is of

great value.

Waldeyer ('Henle und v. Pfeufer's Zeitschrift,' xxxiv Band,
fiir 1869) has given a different account of the origin of the

layers. There is no doubt, however, in opposition to his state-

ments and drawings, that from the very first the hypoblast is

distinct from the mesoblast, which is, indeed, most conspicu-

ously shown in good sections ; and his drawings of the deriva-

tion of the mesoblast from the epiblast arc not very correct.

The changes which have been described are also clearly

shown by means of silver nitrate. Whereas, at first this

reagent brought out no outline markings of cells in the

lower layer, by the eighth to the twelfth hour the mark-
ings (PI. XI, fig. 3) are very plain, and show that the hypo-
blast is a distinct coherent membrane.
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In section;, the cells of hypoblast appear generally very

thin and spindle shaped, but the outlines brought out by the

silver nitrate show that they are much expanded horizontally,

but very irregular as to size, varying even withiii a small

area from ^-jyVo

—

t-oit of an inch in the longest diameter.

At about the twelfth hour they are uniformly smaller a

short way from each extremity of its longer axis than over

the rest of the blastoderm.

It is, perhaps, fair to conclude from this that growth is

most rapid at these parts.

At this time the hypoblast, both in sections and from a

surface view after treatment with silver nitrate, appears to

end abruptly against the white yolk. The surface view also

shows that its cells are still filled with highly refractive

globules, making it difficult to see the nucleus. In some
cases I thought that I could (fig. 3, a) make out that it was
hourglass-shaped, and some cells certainly contain two nuclei.

Some of the cells (fig. 3, h) show re-entrant curves, which
prove that they have undergone division.

The cells of the epiblast, up to the thirteenth hour, have
chiefly undergone change in becoming smaller.

In surface views they are about luVo of an inch in diameter

over the centre of the pellucid area, and increase to -^oVu of

an inch over the opaque area.

In the centre of the pellucid area the form of the epiblast

cells is more elongated vertically and over the opaque area

more flattened than was the case with the original upper
layer cells. In the centre the epiblast is two or three cells

deep.

Before going on to the further changes of the blastodermic

cells it will be well to say a few words in reference to the

origin of the mesoblast.

From the description given above it will be clear that in

the chick the mesoblast has an independent origin ; it can
be said neither to originate from the epiblast nor from the

hypoblast. It is formed coincidentally with the latter out of

apparently similar segmentation cells. The hypoblast, as

has been long known, shows in the chick no trace of its

primitive method of formation by involution, neither does

the mesoblast show any signs of its primitive mode of forma-
tion. In so excessively highly differentiated a type as birds we
could hardly expect to find, and certainly do not find, any
traces of the primitive origin of the mesoblast, either from the

epiblast or hypoblast, or from both. In the chick the meso-
blast cells are formed directly from the ultimate products of

segmentation. From having a secondary origin in most
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invertebrates the mesoblast comes to have, in the chick, a

primary origin from the segmentation spheres, precisely as

Ave find to be the case Avith the nervous hiyer in osseous fishes.

It is true we cannot tell Avhicli segmentation-cells Avill form
the mesoblast, and Avhich the hypoblast; but the mesoblast

and hypoblast are formed at the same time, and both of them
directly from segmentation spheres.

The process of formation of the mesoblast in Loligo, as

observed by Mr. Ray Lankestcr (' Annals and Magazine of

Natural History,' February, 1873), is still more modified.

Here the mesoblast arises independently of the blastoderm,

and by a process of free cell-formation in the yolk round the

edge of the blastoderm. If Oellacher's observations in refer-

ence to the origin of formative cells are correct, then tlie

modes of origin of the mesoblast in Loligo and the chick

would have nothing in common ; but if the formative cells

are in reality derived from the white yolk, and also are alone

concerned in the formation of the mesoblast, then the modes
of formation of the mesoblast in the chick Avould be substan-

tially the same as that observed by Mr. Ray Lankester in

Loligo.

No very important changes take place in the actual forms

of the cells during the next few hours. A kind of fusion

takes place between the epiblast and the mesoblast along the

line of the primitive streak forming the axis-string of His;
but the line of junction between the layers is almost ahvays
more or less visible in sections. In any case it does not ap-

pear that there is any derivation of mesoblast cells from the

epiblast ; and since the fusion only takes place in the region

of the primitive groove, and 7iot in front, where the medullary
groove arises (see succeeding paper), it cannot be considered

of any importance in reference to the possible origin of the

Wolffian duct, &c., from the epiblast (as mooted by Waldeyer,
'Eeierstock und Ei,' Leipzig, 1870). The primitive groove,

as can be seen in sections, begins to appear very early, gene-
rally before the twelfth hour. The epiblast spreads rapidly over
the white yolk, and the area pellucida also increases in size.

From the mesoblast forming at first only a small mass of
cells, which lies below the primitive streak, it soon comes
to be the most important layer of the blastoderm. Its growth
is effected by means of the formative cells. Those cells are

generally not very numerous in an unincubatcd blastoderm,
but rapidly increase in numbers, probably by division ; at the
same time they travel round the edge of, and in some cases
through, the hypoblast, and then become converted in the

manner described into mesoblast cells. They act as carriers
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of food from the white yolk to the mesoblast till, after the

formation of the vascular area, they are no longer necessary.

The numerous cases in which two nucleoli and even two
nuclei can be seen in one cell prove that the mesoblast cells

also increase by division.

The growth of the hypoblast takes place in a very different

way. It occurs by a direct conversion, cell for cell, of the

white yolk sjjheres into hypoblast cells. This interpretation

of the appearances, which I Avill describe presently, was first

suggested to me by Dr. Foster, from an examination of some
of my specimens of about thirty-six hours, prepared with
silver nitrate. Where there is no folding at the junction

between the pellucid and opaque areas, there seems to be a

perfect continuity in the silver markings and a gradual

transition in the cells, from what would be undoubtedly
called Avhite yolk spheres, to as undoubted hypoblast cells

{vide PI. XI, fig. 5). In passing from the opaque to the

pellucid areas the number of white yolk spherules in each
cell becomes less, but it is not till some way into the pellucid

area that they quite cease to be present. I at first thought
this was merely due to the hypoblast cePs feeding on the

white yolk sphericles, but the perfect continuity of the cells,

and the perfect gradation in passing from the white yolk cells

to the hypoblast, proves that the other interpretation is the

correct one, viz. that the Avhite yolk spheres become directly

converted into the hypoblast cells. This is well shown in

sections (vide PL XI, fig. 4) taken from embryos of all ages

from the fifteenth to the thirty-sixth hour and onwards. But
it is, perhaps, most easily seen in embryos of about twenty
hours. In such an embryo there is a most perfect grada-

tion : the cells of the hypoblast become, as they approach
the edge of the pellucid area, broader, and are more and more
filled -with white yolk sphericles, till at the line of junction
it is quite impossible to say whether a particular cell is a

white-yolk cell (sphere) or a hypoblast cell. The white-yolk
cells near the line of junction can frequently be .seen to pos-

sess nuclei. At first the hypoblast appears to end abruptly
against the white yolk ; this state of things, however, soon
ends, and there supervenes a complete and unbroken
continuity between the hyjjoblast and the white yolk.

Of the mode of increase of the epiblast I have but little

to say. The cells undoubtedly increase entii*ely by division,

and the new material is most probably derived directly from
the white yolk.

Up to the sixth hour the cells of the upper layer retain

their early regular hexagonal pattern, but by the twelfth
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lioiir they have generally entirely lost this, and are irregularly

shaped and very angular. The cells over the centre of the

pellucid area remain the smallest up to the twenty-fifth hour
or later, while those over the rest of the pellucid area are

iniiformly larger.

In the hypoblast the cells under the primitive groove, and
on each side as far as the fold which marks off the exterior

limit of the proto-vertehrse, are at the eighteenth hour con-

siderably smaller than any other cells of this layer.

In all the embryos between the eighteenth and twenty-third
hour which I have examined for the purpose, I have found
that at about two thirds of the distance from the anterior end
of the pellucid area, and just external to the side fold, there

is a small space on each side in which the cells are con-

siderably larger than anywhere else in the hypoblast. These
larger cells, moreover, contain a greater number of highly

refractive spherules than any other cells. It is not easy to

understand why growth should have been less rapid here

than elsewhere, as the position does not seem to correspond

to any feature in the embryo. In some specimens the hypo-
blast cells at the extreme edge of the pellucid area are smaller

than the cells immediately internal to them. At about the

twenty-third hour these cells begin rapidly to lose the

refractive spherules they contained in the earlier stages of

incubation, and come to consist of a nucleus surrounded
simply by granular protoplasm.

At about this period of incubation the formative cells arc

especially numerous at the periphery of the blastoderm, and,

no doubt, become converted into the mass of mesoblast which
is found at about the twenty-fifth hour in the region of the

vascular area. Some of them are lobate, and appear as if

they were undergoing division. At this time also the greatest

number of formative cells are to be found at the bottom of

the now large segmentation cavity.

In embryos of from thirty to forty hours the cells of the

hypoblast have, over the central portion of the pellucid area,

entirely lost their highly refractive spherules, and in the

fresh state are composed of the most transparent proto-

plasm. When treated with reagents they are found to contain
an oval nucleus with one or sometimes two nucleoli, im-
bedded in a considerable mass of protoplasm. The proto-
plasm appears slightly granular and generally contains one or

two small vacuoles. I have already spoken of the gradation of

the hypoblast at the edge of the blastoderm into white yolk.

I have, therefore, only to mention the variations in the size

of its cells in diftercnl parts of the pellucid area. The
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points where the cells are smallest seem generally to coinciile

with the points of maximum growth. Over the embryo the

cells are more regular than elsewhere. They are elongated

and arranged transversely to the long axis of the embryo.
They are somewhat hexagonal in shape, and not unlike the

longer pieces in the dental plate of a Myliobatis (PI. XII,
fig. 5). This regularity, however, is much more marked in

some specimens than in others. These cells are about ^-^uth
of an inch in breadth, and --^jV^th in length. On each side

of the embryo immediately external to the proto-vertebrse

the cells are frequently about the same size as those over the

embryo itself. In the neck, however, and near the end of

the sinus rhomboidalis, they are considerably smaller, about

•5-yV"oth inch each way. The reason of this small size is

not very clear, but probably shows that the greatest growth
is taking place at these two points. The cells, again, are

very small at the head fold, but are very much larger in

front of this—larger, in fact, than any other cells of the hypo-
blast. Outside the embryo they gradually increase in size

towards the edge of the pellucid area. Here they are about

T-o^ jyth of an inch in diameter, irregular in shape and rather

angular.

The outlines of the cells of the epiblast at this time are

easily distinguished from the cells of the hypoblast by being
more elongated and angular; they are further distin-

guished by the presence of numerous small oval cells, fre-

quently at the meeting point of several cells, at other

times at points along the lines of junction of two cells

(PI. XII, fig. T). These small cells look very like the smaller

stomata of endothelial membranes, but are shown to be
cells by possessing a nucleus. There is considerable varia-

tion in size in the cells in different parts of the epiblast.

Between the front lobes of the brain the cells are very small,

^i-jjVoth inch, rising to ^^V^^th on each side. They are about
the latter size over the greater part of the embryo. But over

the sinus rhomboidalis they fall again to from j^oVuth to

^ij-^th inch. This is probably to be explained by the growth
of the medullary fold at this point, which pushes back the

primitive groove. At the sides of the head the cells are

larger than anywhere else in the epiblast, being here about

T-u'Tnrtli inch in diameter. I at present see no explanation

of this fact. At the periphery of the pellucid area and over

the vascular area the cells are ^J^-js^th to ., o\
-

^ th inch in dia-

meter, but at the periphery of the opaque area they are smaller

again, being about the ^7,-utli of an inch. This smaller size

lit the periphery of the area opaca is remarkable, since in the
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earlier stages the most peripheral epiblast cells were the

largest. It, perhaps, implies that more rapid growth is at

this time taking place in that part of the epiblast which is

spreading over the yolk sacs.

Oti the Disappearance of the Primitive Groove i?i the

Emrryo Chick. By F. M. Balfour, of Trinity College,

Cambridge.

The investigations of Dursy (•' Der Primitivstreif dcs

Hiihnchcns/ von Dr. E. Dursy. Lahr, 1866) on the primi-

tive groove, showing that it is a temporary structure, and

not connected with the development of the neural canal,

have in this country either been ignored or rejected. They
are, nevertheless, perfectly accurate ; and had Dursy made
use of sections to support his statements I do not think they

would so long have been denied. In Germany, it is true,

Waldeyer has accepted them with a few modifications, but

I have never seen them even alluded to in any English work.

The observations which I have made corroborating Dr.

Dursy may, perhaps, under these circumstances be worth

recording.

After about twelve hours of incubation the pellucid area of

a hen's egg has become somewhat oval, with its longer axis

at right angles to the long axis of the egg. Rather towards

the hinder (narrower) end of this an opaque streak has

appeared, with a somewhat lighter line in the centre. A
section made at the time shows that the opaque streak is due
partly to a thickening of the epiblast, but more especially to

a large collection of the rounded mcsoblast cells, which along

this opaque line form a thick mass between the epiblast and
the hypoblast. The mcsoblast cells are in contact with both

hypoblast and epiblast, and appear to be fused with the

latter. The line of junction between them can, however,

almost always be made out.

Soon after the formation of this primitive streak a groove is

formed along its central line by a pushing inwards of the

epiblast. The epiblast is not thinner where it lines the

groove, but the mass of mcsoblast below the groove is con-

siderably thinner than at its two sides. This it is which
produces the peculiar appearance of the primitive groove
when the blastoderm is viewed by transmitted light as a

transparent line in the middle of an opaque one.
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This groove, as I said above, is placed at right angles to

the long axis of the egg, and nearer the hind end, that is, the

narrower end of the pellucid area. It was called " the

primitive groove " by the early embryologists, and they
supposed that the neural canal arose from the closure of its

edges above. It is always easy to distinguish this groove, in

transverse sections, by several well-marked characters. In
the first place, the epiblast and mesoblast ahvays appear
more or less fused together underneath it ; in the second
place, the epiblast does not become thinner Avhere it lines the

groove ; and in the third place, the mesoblast beneath it

never shows any signs of being differentiated into any
organ.

As Dursy has pointed out, there is frequently to be seen in

fresh specimens, examined as transparent objects, a narrow
opaque line running down the centre of this groove. I do
not know Avhat this line is caused by, as there does not
appear to be any structural feature visible in sections to which
it can correspond.

From the twelfth to the sixteenth hour the primitive

groove grows rapidly, and by the sixteenth hour is both

absolutely and considerably longer than it was at the twelfth

liour, and also proportionately longer as compared with the

length of the pellucid area.

There is a greater interval between its end and that of the

pellucid area in front than behind.

At about the sixteenth hour, or a little later, a thickening

of the mesoblast takes place in front of the primitive groove,

forming an opaque streak, Avhich in fresh specimens looks

like a continuation from the anterior extremity of the primi-

tive groove (vide PI. XII, fig. 3). From hardened speci-

mens, however, it is easy to see that the connection of

this streak with the primitive groove is only an apparent

one. Again, it is generally possible to see that in the

central line of this streak there is a narrow groove. I do

not feel certain that there is no period when this groove

may not be present, but its very early appearance has not

been recognised either by Dursy or by Waldeyer. Moreover,

both these authors, as also His, seem to have mistaken the

opaque streak spoken of above for the notochord. This,

however, is not the case, and the notochord does not make
its appearance till somewhat later. The mistake is of very

minor importance, and probably arose in Dursy's case from
his not sufficiently making use of sections. At about the

time the streak in front of the primitive groove makes its

appearance a semicircular fold begins to be formed near the
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anterior extremity of the pellucid area, against Avhich the

opaque streak, or as it had, perhaps, better be called, " the

medullary streak," ends abruptly.

This fold is the head fold, and the groove along the

medullary streak is the medullary groove, which subsequently
forms the cavity of the medullary or neural canal.

Everything which I have described above can without
difficulty be made out from the examination of fresh and
hardened specimens under the simple microscope ; but
sections bring out still more clearly these points, and also

show other features which could not have been brought to

light without their aid. In PI. XII, figs. 1 and 2, two
sections of an embryo of about eighteen hours are shown.
The first of these passes through the medullary groove, and
the second of them through the extreme anterior end of the

primitive groove. The points of difference in the two
sections are very obvious.

From fig. 1 it is clear that a groove has already been formed
in the medullary streak, a fact which was not obvious in the

fresh specimen. In the second place the mcsoblast is

thickened both under the groove and also more especially in

the medullary folds at the sides of the groove ; but shows
hardly a sign of the differentiation of the notochord. So that

it is clear that the medullary streak is not the notochord, as

was thought to be the case by the authors above mentioned.
In the third place there is no adhesion between the epiblast

and the mesoblast. In all the sections I have cut through the

medullary groove I have found this feature to be constant

;

while (for instance,as in PI. XIII, fig. 2, and in PI. XII, figs. 4
and 5) all sections through the primitive groove show most
clearly an adhesion between the epiblast and mesoblast. This
fact is both strongly confirmatory of the separate origins of

the medullary and primitive grooves, and is also important in

itself, as leaving no loophole for supposing that in the region

of embryo there is any separation of the cells from the

epiblast to form the mesoblast.

By this time the primitive groove has attained its maximum
growth, and from this time begins both absolutely to become
smaller, and also gradually to be pushed more and more
backwards by the growth of the medullary groove.

The specimen figured in PI. XIII, fig. 6, magnified about ten
diameters, shows tlie appearance presented by an embryo of
twenty-three hours. The medullary groove (m c) has become
much wider and deeper than it was in the earlier stage ; the me-
dullary folds (a) are also broader and more conspicuous. The
medullary groove widens very much posteriorly, and also the
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medullary folds separate far apart to enclose the anterior

end of the primitive groove {p r).

All this can easily be seen with a simple microscope, hut
the sections taken from the specimen figured also fully bear

out the interpretations given above, and at the same time

show that the notochord has at this age begun to appear.

The sections marked 1—5 pass respectively through the lines

with corresponding numbers in fig. 6. Section 1 passes

through the middle of the medullary canal.

In it the following points are to be noted. 1. That the

epiblast becomes very much thinner where it lines the

medullary canal (ni c), a feature never found in the epiblast

lining the primitive groove. 2. That the mesoblast is very
much thickened to form the medullary folds at A, A, while
there is no adlierence between it and the epiblast, below the
primitive groove, 3. The notochord (ch) has begun to be
formed, though its separation from the rest of the mesoblast
is not as yet very distinct.^

In fig. 2 the medullary groove has become wider and the
medullary folds broader, the notochord has also become
more expanded : the other features are the same as in section

1. In the third section the notochord is still more expanded
;

the bottom of the now much expanded medullary groove has
become raised to form the ridge which separates the medullary
from the pi'imitive groove. The medullary folds are also

flatter and broader than in the previous section. Section

4 passes through the anterior end of the primitive groove.

Here the notochord is no longer visible, and the adherence
between the mesoblast and epiblast below the primitive

groove comes out in marked contrast with the entire separation

of the two layers in the previous sections.

The medullary folds (a) are still visible outside the raised

edges of the primitive groove, and are as distinctly as possible

separate and independent formations, having no connection
with the folds of the primitive groove. In the last section,

which is taken some way behind section 4, no trace of
the medullary folds is any longer to be seen, and the primitive

groove has become deeper. This series of sections, taken in

conjunction with the specimen figured in PI. XIII, fig. 6,

must remove all possible doubt as to the total and entire

independence of the primitive and medullary grooves. They
arise in different parts of the blastoderm ; the one reaches
its maximum growth before the other has commenced to be
formed ; and finally, they are distinguished by almost every

' In the figure the notochoid lias been made too distinct.
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])0ssible feature by •which two such grooves could be

distinguished.

Soon after the formation of the notochord, the proto-

vertebrai begin to be formed along the sides of the medullary

groove (PI. XIII, fig. 7, ^; v). Each new proto-vertebra (of

those which are formed from before backwards) arises just in

front of the anterior end of the primitive groove. As growth
continues, the primitive groove becomes pushed further and
further back, and becomes less and less conspicuous, till at

about thirty-six hours only a very small and curved remnant is

to be seen behind the sinus rhomboidalis ; but even up to the

forty-ninth Dursy has been able to distinguish it at the

hinder end of the embryo.
The primitive groove in the chick is, then^ a structure

which appears very early, and soon disappears without
entering directly into the formation of any part of the future

animal, and without, so far as I can see, any function

whatever. It is clear, therefore, that the primitive groove

must be the rudiment of some ancestral feature ; but
whether it is a rudiment of some structure which is to be
found in reptiles, or Avhether of some earlier form, I am
unable to decide. It is just possible that it is the last trace

of that involution of the epiblast by which the hypoblast is

formed in most of the lower animals. The fact that it is

formed in the hinder part of the pellucid area perhaps
tells slightly in favour of this hypothesis, since the point

of involution of the epiblast not unfrequently corresponds
with the position of the anus.

The Devklopmeft of the Bloodvessels of the Chick.
By F. M. Balfour, of Trinity College, Cambridge.

The development of the first blood-vessels of tlic yolk-sac
of the chick has been investigated by a large number of ob-
servers, but with very discordant results. A good historical
r>'sume oi the subject will be found in a paper of Dr. Klein
(liii liand der ' K. Akad. der Wissensch. der Wien'), its last
investigator.

The subject is an important one in reference to the homo-
logies of the blood-vascular system of the vertebrata. As I shall
show in the sequel (and on this point my observations agree
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with those of Dr. Klein), the blood-vessels of the chick do
not arise as spaces or channels between the cells of the

mesoblast ; on the contrary, they arise as a netvvork formed
by the united ])rocesses of inesoblast-cells, and it is through
these processes, and not in the spaces between them, that

the blood flows. It is, perhaps, doubtful whether a system
of vessels arising in this way can be considered homologous
with any vascular system which takes its origin from channels
hollowed out in between the cells of the mesoblast.

My own researches chiefly refer to the development of the

blood-vessels in the pellucid area. I have worked but very

slightly at their development in the vascular area; but, as

far as my observations go, they tend to prove that the mode
of their origin is the same, both for the pellucid and the

vascular area.

The method which I have principally pursued has been to

examine the blastoderm from the under surface. It is very

difficult to obtain exact notions of the mode of development
of the blood-vessels by means of sections, though these come
in as a valuable confirmation of the other method.

For the purpose of examination I have employed (1) fresh

specimens ; (2) specimens treated with spirit, and then
mounted in glycerine ; (3) specimens treated with chloride

of gold for about half a minute, and then mounted in glyce-

rine ; and (4) specimens treated with osmic acid.

All these methods bring out the same appearances with
varying clearness ; but the successful preparations made by
means of the gold chloride are the best, and bring out the

appearances with the greatest distinctness.

The first traces of the blood-vessels which I have been able

to distinguish in the pellucid area are to be seen at about the

thirtieth hour or slightly earlier, at about the time when
there are four to five proto-vertebrse on each side.

Fig. 1 shows the appearance at this time. Immediately
above the hypoblast there are certain cells whose protoplasm

sends out numerous processes. These processes vary con-

siderably in thickness and size, and quickly come in contact

with similar processes from other cells, and unite with

them.
I have convinced myself, by the use of the hot stage, that

these processes continually undergo alteration, sometimes
uniting with other processes, sometimes becoming either

more elongated and narrower or broader and shorter. In
this Avay a network of somewhat granular protoplasm is

formed with nuclei at the points from which the processes

start.

VOL. XIII. NEW SER. T
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From the first a difference may be observed in the cha-

racter of this network in different parts of the pelhicid area.

In the anterior ])art the ])rocesses are less numerous and
thicker, tlie nuclei fewer, and the meshes lar^j^cr; while in

the posterior part the jjrocesses are generally very numerous,
and at first thin, the meshes small, and the nuclei more fre-

quent. As soon as this network commences to he formed the

nuclei begin to divide. I have watched this take place with
the hot stage. It begins by the elongation of the nucleus

and division of the nucleolus, the parts of which soon come
to occupy the two ends of the nucleus. The nucleus becomes
still longer and then narrows in the centre and divides. By
this means the nuclei become much more numerous, and are

found in almost all the larger processes. Whether they are

carried out into the processes by the movement of the sur-

rounding protoplasm, or whether they move through the

protoplasm, I have been unable to determine; the former
view, however, seems to be the most probable.

It is possible that some nuclei arise spontaneously in the
proto])lasm, but I am much more inclined to think that they
are all formed by the division of pre-existing nuclei—a view
favouied by the numV)er of nuclei which are seen to possess

two nucleoli. Coincideutly with the formation of the new
nuclei the protoplasm of the processes, as well as that sur-

rounding the nuclei at the starting-points of the processes,

begins to increase in quantity.

At these points the nuclei also increase more rapidly than
elsewhere, but at first the resulting nuclei seem to be all of

the same kind.

In the anterior part of the pellucid area (fig. 4) the increase

in the number of nuclei and in the amount of protoplasm at

the starting-points of the protoplasm is not very great, but
in the posterior part the increase in the amount of the pro-

toplasm at these points is very marked, and coincidently the

increase in number of the nuclei is also great. This is shown
in figs. 2 and 3. These are both taken from the tail end of
an embryo of about thirty-three hours, with seven or eight

proto-vertebra?. Fig. 3 shows the processes beginning to

increase in thickness, and also the protoplasm at the starting-

points increasing in quantity; at the same time the nuclei at

these points are beginning to become more numerous. Fig. 3
is taken from a slightly higher level, i. e. slightly nearer the
epiblast. In it the protoplasm is seen to have increased still

more in quantity, and to be filled with nuclei. These nuclei
have begun to be slightly coloured, and one of them is seen
to possess two nucleoli.
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Very soon after this a change in the nuclei begins to be
observed, more especially in the hinder part of the embryo.
While before this time they were generally elongated, some
of them now become more nearly circular. In addition to

this, they begin to have a yellowish tinge, and the nuclei,

when treated with gold (for in the fresh condition it is not

easy to see them distinctly), have a more jagged and irregular

appearance than the nucleoli of the other nuclei.

This change takes place especially at the starting-points

of the processes, so that the appearance presented (fig. 5) is

that of spherical masses of yellowish nuclei connected with
other similar spherical masses by protoplasmic processes, in

which nuclei of the original type are seen imbedded. These
masses are surrounded by a thin layer of protoplasm, at the

edge of which a normal nucleus may here and there be
detected, as at fig. 5 (a) and a', the latter possessing two
nucleoli. Some of these processes are still very delicate, and
it is exceedingly probable that they undergo further changes
of position before the final capillary system is formed.

These differentiated nuclei are the first stage in the forma-

tion of the blood-corpuscles From their mode of formation

it is clear that the blood-corpuscles of the Sauropsida are to

be looked upon as nuclei containing nucleoli, rather than as

cells containing nuclei ; indeed, they seem to be merely
ordinary nuclei with red colouring matter.

This would make them truly instead of only functionally

homologous with the red corpuscles of the Mammalia, and
would well agree with the fact that the red corpuscles of

Mammalia, in their embryonic condition, possess what have
previously been called nuclei, but which might perhaps more
properly be called nucleoli.

In the anterior part of the blastoderm the processes, as I

have stated, are longer and thinner, and the spaces enclosed
between them are larger. This is clearly brought out in

PI. XIV, fig. 4. But, besides these large spaces, there are

other smaller spaces, such as that at h. It is, on account of

the transparency of the protoplasm, very difficult to decide
whether these are vacuoles or simply spaces enclosed by the
processes, but I am inclined to think that they are merely
spaces. The difficulty of exactly determining this point is

increased by the presence of numerous white-yolk spherules
in the hypoblast above, which considerably obscure the view.
At about the same time that the blood-corpuscles appear in

the posterior end of the pellucid area, or frequently a little

later, they begin to be formed in the anterior part also. The
masses of them are, however, far smaller and far fewer than
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in the posterior part of the embryo. It is at the tail end of

the pellucid area that the chief formation of blood-corpuscles

takes place.

The part of the pellucid area intermediate in position

between the anterior and posterior ends of the embryo is

likewise intermediate as regards the number of corpuscles

formed and the size of the spaces between the processes; the

spaces being here larger than at the posterior extremity, but

smaller than the spaces in front. Close to the sides of the

embryo the spaces are, however, smaller than in any other

part of the pellucid area. It is, however, in this part that

the first formation of blood-corpuscles takes place, and that

the first complete capillaries are formed.

We have then somewhat round protoplasmic masses filled

with blood-corpuscles and connected by means of processes,

a few of which may begin to contain blood-corpuscles, but

the majority of which only contain ordinary nuclei. The next

changes to be noticed take place in the nuclei which were

not converted into blood-corpuscles, but which were to be seen

in the protoplasm surrounding the corpuscles. They become
more numerous and smaller, and, uniting with the protoplasm

in which they were imbedded, become converted into flat

cells (spindle shaped in section), and in a short time form an
entire investment for the masses of blood-corpuscles. The
same change also occurs in the protoplasmic processes which
connect the masses of corpuscles. In the case of those pro-

cesses which contain no corpuscles the greater part of their

protoplasm seems to be converted into the protoplasm of the

spindle-shaped cells. The nuclei arrange themselves so as

completely to surround the exterior of the protoplasmic pro-

cesses. In this way each process becomes converted into a

hollow tube, completely closed in by cells formed from the

investment of the original nuclei by the protoplasm which
previously formed the solid processes. The remainder of the

protoplasm probably becomes fluid, and afterwards forms the

plasma in which the corpuscles float. While these changes

are taking place the formation of tlie blood- corpuscles does

not stand still, and by the time a system of vessels, enclosed

by cellular walls, is formed out of the protoplasmic network,
a large number of the connecting processes in this network
have become filled with blood-corpuscles. The appearances
presented by the network at a slightly later stage than this

is shown in PI. XIV, fig. 6, but in this figure all the processes

are seen to be filled with blood-corpuscles.

This investment of the masses of corpuscles by a cellular

wall occurs much earlier in some specimens than in others.
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both in relation to the time of incubation and to the com-
pletion of the network. It is generally completed in some
parts by the time there are eight or nine proto-vertebrce, and
is almost always formed over a great part of the pellucid area
by the thirty-sixth hour. The formation of the corpuscles,

as was pointed out above, occurs earliest in the central part
of the hour-glass shaped pellucid area, and latest in its ante-
rior part. In the hinder part of the pellucid area the pro-
cesses, as well as their enlarged starting-points, become
entirely filled with corpuscles; this, however, is by no means
the case in its anterior part. Here, although the corpuscles
are undoubtedly developed in parts as shown in fig. 7, yet a
large number of the processes are entirely without them.
Their development, moreover, is in many cases very much
later. When the development has reached the stage de-
scribed, very little is required to complete the capillary sys-

tem. There are always, of course, a certain number of the
])rocesses which end blindly, and others are late in their

development, and are not by this time opened ; but, as a
general rule, when the cellular investment is formed for the
masses of corpuscles, there is completed an open network of

tubes with cellular walls, which are more or less filled with
corpuscles. These become quickly driven into the opaque
area in which at that time more corpuscles may almost
always be seen than in the pellucid area.

By the formation of a network of this kind it is clear that
there must result spaces enclosed between the walls of the
capillaries ; these spaces have under the microscope somewhat
the appearance of being vesicles enclosed by walls formed of
spindle-shaped cells. In reality they are only spaces enclosed
at the sides, and, as a general rule, not above and below.
They have been mistaken by some observers for vesicles in

which the corpuscles were supposed to be developed, and to

escape by the rupture of the walls into the capillary spaces
between. This mistake has been clearly pointed out by
Klein (loc. cit.).

At the time when these spaces are formed, and especially

in the hinder two thirds of the pellucid area, and in the layer

of blood-vessels immediately above the hypoblast, a formation
takes place which forms iu appearance a secondary invest-

ment of the capillaries. Dr. Klein was the first to give a
correct account of this fornuition. It results from the cells of
the mesoblast in the meshes of the capillary system. Certain
of these cells become flattened, and send out fine protoplasmic
processes. They arrange themselves so as completely to enclose

the spaces between the capillaries, forming in this way vesicles.
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Where seen on section {vide fig. 6) at the edge of the

vesicles these cells lining the vesicles appear spindle shaped,

and look like a secondary investment of the capillaries. This

investment is most noticeahle in the hinder two thirds of the

pellucid area ; hut, though less conspicuous, there is a

similar formation in its anterior third, where there would
seem to he only veins present. Dr. Klein (loc. cit., fig. 12)

has also drawn this investment in the anterior third of the

pellucid area. He has slated that the vessels in the meso-
blast between the splanchnopleure and the somatopleure, and
which are enclosed by prolongations from the former, do not

possess this secondary investment ; he has also stated that

the same is true for the sinus terminalis ; but I am rather

doubtful whether the generalisation will hold, that veins and
arteries can from the first be distinguished by the latter pos-

sessing: this investment. I am also rather doubtful whether
the spaces enclosed by the protoplasmic threads between the

splanchnopleure and somatopleure are the centres of vessels

at all, since I have never seen any blood-corpuscles in

them.
It is not easy to learn from sections much about the first

stages in the formation of the capillaries, and it is impossible to

distinguish between a completely-formed vessel and a mere
spherical space. The fine protoplasmic processes which
connect the masses of corpuscles can rarely be seen in

sections, except when they pass vertically, as they do oc-

casionally {vide PI. XV, fig. 2) in the opaque area, joining the

somatopleure and the splanchnopleure. Dr. Klein considers

these latter processes to be the walls of the vessels, but they

appear rather to be the processes which will eventually be-

come new capillaries.

From sections, however, it is easy to see that the appear-

ances of the capillaries in the vascular area are similar to

the appearances in the pellucid area, from which it is fair to

conclude that their mode of formation is the same in both.

It is also easy to see that the first formation of vessels occurs

in the splanclinopleure, and that even up to the forty-fifth

hour but few or no vessels are found in the somatopleure.

The mesoblast of the somatopleure is continued into the

opaque area as a single layer of spindle-shaped cells.

Sections clearly show in the case of most of the vessels

that the secondary investment of Klein is present, even
in the case of those vessels which lie immediately under the
somatopleure.

In reference to the origin of particular vessels I have not
much to say. Dr. Klein's account of the origin of the sinus
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terminalis is quite conect. It arises by a number of the
masses of blood-corpuscles, similar to those described above,
becoming connected together by protoplasmic processes.

The whole is subsequently converted into a continuous vessel

in the usual way.
From the first the " sinus terminalis" possesses cellular

w^alls, as is clear from its mode of origin. I am inclined to

think that Klein is right in saying that the aortse arise in a

similar manner, but I have not worked out their mode of

origin very fully.

It will be seen from the account given above that, in

reference to the first stages in the development of the blood-
vessels, my observations differ very considerably from those

of Dr. Klein ; as to the later stages, however, we are in

tolerable agreement. We are in agreement, moreover, as to

the fundamental fact that the blood-vessels are formed by
a number of cells becoming connected, and by a series of

changes converted into a network of vessels, and that they are

not in the first instance merely channels between the cells of

the mesoblast.

By the forty-fifth hour colourless corpuscles are to be
found in the blood whose exact origin I could not determine;
probably they come from the walls of the capillaries.

In the vessels themselves the coloured corpuscles undergo
increase by division, as has already been shown by Remak.
Corpuscles in the various stages of division may easily be
found. They do not appear to show very active amoeboid
movements in the vessels, though their movements are

sometimes very active when removed from the body.

To recapitulate—some of the cells of the mesoblast of the

splanchnopleure send out processes, these processes unite

with the processes from other cells, and in this way a net-

Avork is formed. The nuclei of the original cells divide,

and at the points from which the processes start their

division is especially rapid. Some of them acquire especially

at these points a red colour, and so become converted into

blood-corpuscles ; the others, together with part of the pro-

toplasm in which they are imbedded, become converted
into an endothelium both for the processes and the masses
of corpuscles ; the remaining protoplasm becomes fluid, and
thus the original network of the cells becomes converted
into a network of hollow vessels, filled with fluid, in which
corpuscles float.

In reference to the development of the heart, my observa-
tions are not quite complete. It is, however, easy to prove
from sections {vide &gs. 3 and 4, PI. XV) that the cavity of the
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heart is produced by a splittinj^ or absorption of central cells

of the thickened mesoblast of the splanehnopleure, while its

muscular walls are formed from the remaining cells of this

thickened ])ortion. It is ])roduced in the following way :

—

When the liypobhist is fohU'd in to form the alimentary canal

the mesoblast of the splanchnoi)leure follows it closely, and

where the splanehnopleure turns round to assume its normal

direction (fig. 4) its mesoblast becomes thickened. This

thickened mass of niesoblast is, as can easily be seen from figs.

3 and 4, PI. XV, entirely distinct from the mesoblast which

forms the outside walls of the alimentary canal. At the

point where this thickening occurs an absorption takes

place to form the cavity of the heart. The method in which

the cavity is formed can easily be seen from figs. 3 and 4,

PI. XV. It is in fig. 4 shown as it takes place in the meso-

blast on each side, the folds of the splanehnopleure not

having united in the middle line ; and hence a pair of

cavities are formed, one on each side. It is, however, probable

that, in the very first formation of the heart, the cavity is

single, being formed after the two ends of the folded mesoblast

have united (vide h 2, fig. 3, PI. XV). In some cases the two

folds of the mesoblast appear not at first to become completely

joined in the middle line ; in this case the cavity of the

heart is still complete from side to side, but the mesoblast-

cells which form its muscular walls are deficient above.

By the process of absorption, as I said, a cavity is produced

in the thickened part of the mesoblast of the splanehno-

pleure, a cavity which is single in front, but becomes
divided further behind, where the folds of the mesoblast

have not united, into two cavities, to form the origin

of the omphaloraeseraic veins. As the folding proceeds

backwards the starting-point of the omphalomeseraic veins

is also pushed backwards, and the cavities which were before

separated become joined together. From its first formation

the heart is lined internally by an endothelium ; this is formed

of flattened cells, spindle shaped in section. The exact

manner of the origin of this lining I have not been able to

determine ; it is, however, probable that some of the central

mesoblast-cells are directly converted into the cells of the

endothelium.
I have obtained no evidence enabling me to determine

Avhethcr Ur. Klein is correct in stating that the cells of the

mesoblast in the interior of the heart become converted partly

into blood-corpuscles and partly into a cellular lining form-
ing the endothelium of the heart, in the same way that the

blood-vessels in the rest of the blastoderm are formed. 15ut
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I should be inclined to think that it is very probable—cer-

tainly more probable than that the cavity of the heart is formed

by a process of splittin<]f taking place. Where I have used

the word " <ibsorptiou" in speakin*]; of the formation of the

cavity of the heart, I must be understood as implying that

certain of the interior cells become converted into the endo-

thelium, while others either form the plasma or become blood-

cor])uscles.

The originally double formation of the hinder part of the

heart probably explains Dr. Afanassiev's statement (' Bul-
letin de I'Academ. Imperiale de St. Petersb.,' tom. xiii,

pp. 321—335), that he finds the endothelium of the heart

originally dividing its interior into two halves ; for when the

partition of the mesoblast which separated at first the two
halves of the heart became absorbed, the endothelium lining

of each of the originally separate vessels would remain
complete, dividing the cavity of the heart into two parts.

The partition in tlie central line is, however, soon absorbed.

The account given above chiefly differs from that of Remak
by not supposing that the mesoblast-cells which form the heart

are in any way split oflf from the wall of the alimentary canal.

There can bono doubt that His is wrong in supposing that

the heart originates from the mesoblast of the splanchnopleure

and somatopleure uniting to form its walls, thus leaving a

cavity between them in the centre. The heart is un-
doubtedly formed out of the mesoblast of the splanchnopleure

only.

Afanassiev's observations are nearer to the truth, but there

are some points in which he has misinterpreted his sections.

Sections PI. XV, figs. 3 and 4, explain what I have just

said about the origin of the heart. Immediately around the

notochord the mesoblast is not split, but a very little way out-

side it is seen to be split into two parts (so) and sp ; the

former of these follows the epiblast, and together with it

forms the somatopleure, which has hardly begun to be folded

at the line where the sections are taken. The latter (^sp)

forms with the hypoblast {hy) the splanchnopleure, and thus

has become folded in to form the walls of the alimentary

canal (f/). In fig. 4 the folds have not united in the central line,

but in fig. 3 they have so united. In fig. 4, where the me-
soblast, still following the hypoblast, turns back to assume its

normal direction, it is seen to be thickened and to have
become split, so that a cavity {of) (of the omphalomeseraic

vein) is formed in it on each side, lined by endothelium.

In the section immediately behind section fig. 4 the me-
soblast was thickened, but had not become split.
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In fig. S the hypoblast folds are seen to have united in the

centre, so as to form a completely closed dif^cstive canal (a)

;

the folds of the mesohlast have also united, so that there is

only a sin«;le cavity in the heart (h z), lined, as was the

case with the omphalomeseraic veins, hy endothelium.

In conclusion, I have to thank Dr. Foster for his assist-

ance and sufi^;^estions throughout the investigations which

have formed the suhject of these three short papers, and which

were well carried on in the apartments used by him as a

Physiological Laboratory.

On the Crystals in the Testa of the Elm ( Ulmus suherosa,

Ehrh.), and the Character of the Epidermis of the

TWAY-BLADE. By GeORGE GULLIVER, F.R.S. (With

a Woodcut.)

During the month of May the fruit of the elm is shed and
scattered in profusion on the ground, often so as to make
patches in our paths. Each fruit is a capsule, of a pale green

colour, somewhat oval or rounded, very flat, and about as big

as the thumb-nail. The seed is contained near the centre of

this compressed and winged capsule or samara, and the outer

coat of the seed is the seat of the crystals. Every cell of this

part contains a short, brilliant crystal, in form cubical,

lozenge-shaped, or prismatic; sometimes flattened parallelo-

grams, rarely either single or double octahedrons, or twins like

certain crystals of gypsum. Their mean diameter is about

-j-oV-oth of an inch. They are so firmly imbedded in the

tissue as to be separable from it with difficulty ; this may be

overcome by macerating the capsule in water until the tissue

becomes pulpy from putridity, when the crystals may be iso-

lated, and made to rollover in the microscopic field of vision.

The testa, thickly studded with these minute and brilliant

crystals, is a very beautiful microscopic spectacle easily pre-

pared for observation, and in the spring season most bounti-

fully provided in every rural district. And this is one reason

for noticing this profusion of crystals; but I am chiefly led to

do so because it is probable that they will prove excellent

for the purpose of investigations concerning the development
of such crystals, since this must be rapid in a part so quickly

arriving at maturity as the fruit of the elm. They are not

unlike in form to those depicted in the stem of the Screw
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Pine by Professor Thiseltou Dyer f Quart. Journ. Micr.

Science,' vol. xii, new ser.). I think he has somewhere
noticed that he is inclined, in accordance with some observa-

tions by Pfitzer, to suppose that the crystals are developed in

the cell-wall, and not within the cell.^ If thus originally

formed outside the cell, and tlien projected into its interior,

and carrying a surrounding film of membrane thither, the

crystal within the cell would be really outside the mem-
brane, just as an animal viscus is seated without, though

apparently within, the serous sac. Though unfortunately pre-

vented in the spring from fulfilling my intention of watching

the earliest formation and subsequent development of these

crystals, I saw a few of them, in the mature fruit, appearing

as if they had first been formed in the cell-wall, and then

pushed its inner layer within the cell-cavity, as shown in

some of the drawings of the crystals ; but the observations

on this point were by no means conclusive, though they

sufficed to indicate that further inquiries concerning it are

desirable, and would probably be solved by careful examina-

tion of these crystals in the young fruit of the elm.

The annexed woodcut represents a fragment of the testa

of the elm, as seen under an object-glass of a quarter-inch

focal length.

Testa of Elm, seen with a i-inch object-glass. May, 1873.

It has long been known that such crystals occur more or

less abundantly, and have been commonly and erroneously

called " raphides," in trees and shrubs; sometimes the crys-

tals are scanty, seldom altogether absent, and always rather

plentiful in British Araentiferse. In the leaf-stalks and endo-

• [See ' Quar. Journ. Micr. Sci.,' 1872, pp. 288-9. Pfitzer considered

that the crystals which he described originated free in the middle of

the protoplasmic cell-contents and subsequently became imbedded in the

thickened cell-wall.—W. T. D.]
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phUrum and mesophlocum of the elm these crystals occur, but

tar less remarkably than in the testa of this s])ecies. Therein

they were tioticed by the brothers Edwin and John Quekett,

but seem to have been forgotte!i and never depicted. And
now it is high time, while admitting these crystals into the

cabinet of microscopic curiosities, and ])robably as interesting

for experiments with ])olarised light, that tliey should be im-

pressed into the service of scientific phytotoiny; and hence

they are now so described that either the tyro or expert may
avail himself of their lessons. The crystals, so far as I have

been able to make out, are composed in great part of oxalate

of lime.

Epidermis of the Tway-blade {Listera ovata).

Some years have passed since Dr. Lankester solicited ob-

servations in this Journal on the taxonomic value of the

vegetable epidermis and its appendages; but, judicious as

that solicitation was, I know not that it ever met with any
adequate response, though I am quite sure that, after the

subject has been fully investigated, interesting and useful

results will be secured for systematic botany. The cell-

characters and crystals should be recorded in the description

of every species, if we mean to attain to a precise know-
ledge of the life-history of the plant; and 1 have often

shown how in this manner valuable assistance may be
afforded to taxonomy.
The present communication is intended to show that thy

form of the epidermal cells of Listera otata differs plainly

from that of the corresponding part of some other Orchids.

In this species the epidermal cells on the under side of the

leaf-blade have their margins so remarkably sinuous as to form
a good example of that kind of tissue which botanists have
named colpenchyma ; while on the upper surface of the leaf

of the same plant the cells have smooth margins, more or less

polygonal from the mutual pressure of the oval or oblong
cells ; and thus, besides the stomata on the lower surface,

the epidermis of the two sides of the leaf differs so plainly as

to present pretty objects for microscopic examination.

But there are several Orchids in which this character does

not exist. Thus, after an examination of the fresh leaves

of nine other species, the epidermal cells, except the

stomata, were found alike on both sides of the leaves, and
resembling the corresponding cells on the uj)per side of the

leaf of the Tway-blade. The species thus examined at the

same time for comparison were Orchis fusea, Orchis mascula.

\
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Gymnadenia conopsea, Aceras anthropophora, Hahennaria
bifolia, OpJirys muscifera, Ophrys aranifcra, Ophrys arach-

nites, and Ceplialanthera grandijlora.

To define the exact value of this character would require

an examination of all the other IJritish species, as well as the

wilderness of exotic orchids. Hut this kind of inquiry into

the diagnostic importance of cells and ])lant-crystals is just

what is still wanted in descriptive botany, and the more so

because regularly neglected by systematists
; yet surely suffi-

cient evidence— to which the merest fragment is added in the

present paper—exists of the usefulness of such characters ; for

example, though Lemna minor and Wolffia arrhiza were
long regarded as identical, they may now be well distin-

guished by the difference in tlie cells of the epidermis;^ so may
Hymenophyllum Wilsoni and H. Ttmbridgense by the frond-

cells (' Seeman's Journal of Botany,' October, 1863) ; certain

nearly allied Juncacese by the pith-cells ('Ann. Nat. Hist.,'

December, 1863) ; some Ranunculacese by their pollen-grains

(* Popular Science Review,' 1868, vol. vii) ; and, as I have
so often shown, many orders or genera by the presence or

absence of raphides.

1 [See ' Seeman's Journal of Botany,' 186G, pp. 375-377.]
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BOTANY.

Development of the flower of the Pajnlionacece.—Urban
finds (' Bot. Zeit.,' 1878, p. 265) that in the genus Medicago

(Satica lupulina, &c), that the anterior sepal appears first,

then the two lateral, and lastly the two posterior sepals.

As soon as these latter appear, the whole series become coherent

atthebase. After the formation of the sepals the carpel appears

as a semilunar projection which rapidly increases in size.

In its early stages the carpels exhibit a very striking resem-

blance to the first leaf which is produced immediately after

the cotyledons. Before any indication of the petal appears,

the outer whorl of stamens develops in the hollow between the

sepals and the carpel. The second alternating whorl of

stamens follows rapidly after the first. The petal appears

last.

Crystal prisms in Legtiminosce.—Urban directs attention

(' Bot. Zeit.,' 1873, p. 266), to the occurrence of numerous
crystals of calcium oxalate in the bracts of Medicago tri-

ginella and Pocockia. They are well developed rhombic
prisms with oblique ends and occur in the parenchymatous

cells surrounding the fibro-vascular bundles. (AusdenSitzungs-

berichten der Gesellschafte naturforschenden Freunde zu

Bolim.)

Development of the flower of Canria.—Dr. A, W. Eichler

concludes (* Bot. Zeit.,' 1173. p. 177 et scq.) that the flower

corresponds closely with that of the typical monocotyledons

having the formula C2L^Co^A.\-i^ + (O.P.I) Gn^.

The flower has five whorls of three parts. The first and
second whorl from the penanth the next two the androcani,

the last is the glynocani. The whorl of the penanth and
glynocani are complete, while the outer whorl of the androcani

is entirely wanting. In the inner Avhorl of stamens tlie

first stamen is wanting, the third remains simple and forms

a stammode forming the so-called labellum of canna. The
second stamen has a half anther, with pollen, the other half
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forming a petaloid aj)j)endage. This second stamen often

d(.'velops stipule-like appendages ; 2, as a Canna Iiidica ; 8,

in C. Sellowii.

On the General Occurrence of Multiplication of CJdorophyll

Granules by Division in the Vegetable Kimjdom,—First

noticed by |Naegeli in Nitella, Bnjopsis, Valonia, and in

the prothallus of ferns. It was considered as special to

the cryptogams until Sanio discovered it in the tissue of the

young internodes of Peperomia blanda, and in the cells of

the lower leaf-epidemis of Ranunculus Ficaria. Knef (' Bot.

Zeit.,' 187^^, p. 14) considers it a common occurrence in

flowering plants, and he observed it in Ceratojihyllum, Elodea
canadensis, Utricularia vulgaris and MyriopJiyllum spicatuin,

it is easy to observe in all but the last. Numerous other

cases were observed, but the best examples can be obtained

by examining the young e|)idermis from the lower side of

the leaf of Sambucus nigra, Nupulicus parviflora and
Lactuca mucalis.

Amyloid Corpuscles (^Somalia) in the Favilla of Pollen.

P. A. Saccardo (' Nuovo Giorn. Bot. Ital,' 1872, pp. 241—
243).—These particles have been detected by the author in

numerous plants belonging to widely different families, with

a magnifying power of 800 to 1000 diameters. Their dia-

meter varies from 1- to 3-lOOOths of a millimetre, or about

one third the size of the human blood-corpuscle. The usual

shape is circular passing to elliptical, and slightly dumb-
bell shaped. In ounotheia they are fusiform. Treatment
with iodine colours the nuclear portion violet, but the

superficial portion remains white and pellucid. The particles

exhibit oscillating movements—probably Brownian Tubes
existing in stem of Sambucus nigra, and described as Ahizo-

morpha parallela, Roberge (C. A. J. A. Oudeman's 'Archives

Neerlandaises, t. vii., pp. 209—229).
On the exterior of the pith of the elder striae exist,

varying in number from fifty to sixty on a pith cylinder

12 mm. in diameter, but much less on the smaller branches.

Immediately below the terminal bud the striae are colourless,

loAver down they are pale pink, and finally brown. They
are never branched, and suffer no interruption at the nodes.

Their diameter varies from one eighth to one fortieth mm.
They have been described as a parasitic fungus, but they

appear to be a normal element of the pith of the elder, but

can only be referred to the vague class of " tubes succiferes
"

{Saftslanche Sachs). These tubes contain, in the dry state,

a hyaline brittle matter, which is applied to the inner surface

of their wall, and forms a more or less thick layer, which at
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intervals is developed into partitions dividing the tube into

distinct cavities. Treated with water or alcohol this matter

swells considerably—so much so as almost to obliterate the

central cavities. (It also swells with ether, glycerine, and
acetic acid.) It presents, under these circumstances, ex-

ceedingly minute and faint striae, and occasionally a some-
what spongy aspect.

In their earliest condition these tubes consist of rows of

highly elongated cells, lined internally with a protoplasma-

like layer which accumulates at the extremities. Eventually

the partitions merge in this accumulation of lining matter;

at any rate they cannot be distinguished from it. The
formation of the tube appears not to be confined to the

\primitive meristem, but it continues on the surface of the

pith. The cavities of the tubes are at first filled with a

watery sap, but eventually contain nothing but air, and the

incrusting matter is then not swollen, though immediately

becoming so when treated with water.

Chemically the incrusting matter appears to be a modi-

fication of cellulose. It is coloured blue by solution of

iodine with zinc chloride, although it is unacted upon by
strong sulphuric acid, by which ordinary cellulose is dis-

solved. A blue reaction with iron sulphate and the brown
colour which the incrusting matter finally assumes appear to

indicate its containing tannin. Carmine colours it. The
author has more recently observed similar tubes upon the

surface of the pith in liobinia pseud-acacia and liispida, in

which, however, tlie transverse partitions still persisted.

Vascular Diaphragms of Aquatic Plants.— Duval-Jouve
(' Mem. de I'Acad. d. Sc. et. Lettr. de xMontpellier,' 1873,

pp. 157— 175, pi. viii) describes the occurrence of vascular

bundles in the transverse diaphragms which divide the

internal lacuna of the leaves of many aquatic plants.

The leaves of Luzula maxima, D. C. (not especially

aquatic), are entirely traversed by lacuTia), hollowed in the

green parenchyma, and originally occupied by a very deli-

cate stellate cellular tissue, which is soon dried up, and

is interrupted at varying distances of three to six mm. by

slightly oblique diaphragms composed of two layers of small

scarcely stellate cells filled with chlorophyll. These dia-

phragms are traversed by a single fibro-vascular bundle, which
connects the bundles of the longitudinal nerves by arti-

culating laterally with them always on their inner side.

These bundles arc often difficult to detect from the pre-

sence of air in the tissues. After, however, soaking the

tissues for some hours in alcohol, the bundles can be clearly
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made out in Juncus, Luzula, Cyperacece, Graminece, and
many other families.

Floxoering Plants, loith Heterogenous Stem-structure.—
Lestiboudois, in the * Comptes Rendus/ 1872, pp. 811-
819, describes a number of cases in which, outside the

primary cambium, there is an entirely distinct formation
of one or more fibro-vascular zones. The Beet is the type of
this arrangement. If, a short time after germination, a section

be made just belo\v the cotyledons a ring of fibro-vascular

bundles may be detected without difficulty; each consists of

spiral vessels externally, corresponding to the wood, and of

delicate, elongated, transparent cells, internally corresponding
to the liber. Outside this zone a second circle of bundles is

formed similar to the first, and externally to this a third, and
so on. Seven or more may be counted in some cases. During
the formation of the external bundles those first formed in-

crease in size. Throughout its entire existence the beet-root

consists, therefore, of numerous vascular zones, separated

from one another by cellular layers. Each zone has its own
cortical region and its own provision for growth. The trans-

parent or cortical portion of each zone contains the greatest

amount of sugar, and as the number of these zones increases

witli the size of the root it is explicable that, as observed by
Feligot, the amount of sugar is proportional to the volume.

In Sjnnacia, Chenopodium, and Salsola there is substan-

tially the same arrangement, but not in Camphorosma. The
Phytolaccaccce have " extra-liberian" bundles ; Amaran-
thacecB are similar to Chenopiodiacece ; Nyctaginece are also

distinctly heterogenous. The Plumhaginece have, as pointed

out by Unger, vascular layers alternating with others which
are evascular ; they do not appear, however, to be otherwise

abnormal, and are not heterogenous.

Amongst Cotivolmdacece several species of Convolvulus

appear to have numerous distinct fibro-vascular zones.

Various species of Avice^mia ( Vitacece) have distinct cortical

layers between the ligneous zones. Ge?itia?ia crticiata

has an anomalous stem arrangement with more or less

distinct fibro-vascular bundles, but does not appear to be

heterogenous.

Development of Trichomes.— Joseph Ranter describes

the development of the hairs of Lamium album, Veronica

agrestis, Hippuris vulgaris, Shepherdia ferruginea, Correa

virens and C. rufa, Bibes sanguineum, Hieracium atiraii-

tiacum and H. pilosella, Azalea indica, Bellis perennis,

Centaurea scabiosa, Dictam7iusfraxinella, Echium violaceum,

Malta sylvcstris, Humidus lupulus, Urtica dioica, and Bosa.

VOL. XIII.—NEW SER. U
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The trichome (hair) is developed from a single cell of the

epidermis, the mother-cell of the hair. The perfect hair

may be the product of this cell alone, and be unicellular

{Ribes, Dictmmms, Sec), or the mother cell may form a

simple or branched row of cells {Lamium, Veronica, Hiera-

cium, Echium, &c.), or may form a flat cell-surface (Hiji-

ptiris, &c.), or a mass of cells.

In other cases the tissues under the epidermis of the stem
and leaf take part in the formation of the hair, as in Echium,
Malva, Urtica. Lastly, the spines and glandular hair of the

rose develope from the underlying tissues. To this form,

which offers a kind of transition from hair to leaf, Sachs has

given the name of Emergence (' Lehrbuch,' ed. iii, p. 144).

The spines of 7?w5?^s and the spring projections of the fruit of

Ricitms, Sec, are probably of the same nature. (W. McN.)^
Mor2)Jiolo(iy of Lxjcopodium.—Hegelmaier (' Bot. Zeit.,

1872, p. 773, et seq.) directs attention to the two parts seen

in the young stem, the cortical portion and the central axile

portion. The central procambium cylinder becomes
separable into two parts, a narrow peripheral portion, and a

large central part, which consist of the fibro-vascular

bundles and the interfascicular tissue. The first, or peri-

pheral portion, is not to be confounded with the inner layer

of the cutical tissues, and forms a sheath, surrounding the

bundles and interfascicular tissue. To this portion Hegel-
maier gives the name of Phloem-sheath. Internal to this is

the phloem portion of the bundles, and is not to be confounded
with the interfascicular tissue, which has been described by
Sachs and others as the phloem portion of the bundle. The
large elements in the interfascicular tissue are described by
Sachs as cribriform vessels, but Hegelmaier is unable, after

repeated observation of their structure, to confirm this view.

Hegelmaier also describes and figures peculiar intercellular

canals, containing a mucilaginous substance, which are

developed in the stems and leaves of Lycopodium hmndatum.
In structure and development they resemble the gum-canals
in Cycads and in Angiojytcris. (W. McN.)

Reproduction of Lycopodimti.— De Bary discovered in

1858 that the spores of L. inundaftwi produce a body com-
posed of a few cells, but till lately the life history of these

plants has been beyond this utterly unknown in the sexual

stage. J. Fankhauser ('Bot. Zeit.,' 1873, pp. 1-6) has
recently discovered the prothallium, which is subterranean
and destitute of chlorophyll. In September, 1872, he found
it more or less preserved, and still attached to young plants

' The articles sigucii W. McN. arc contributed by Prof. McNab, of Dubliu.
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less than three inches high, growing in moss in a damp
wooded locality near Langenau, in Emmenthal.
He describes it as a yellowish-white, irregularly lobed

structure furnished sparingly Avith small root hairs. The
imder side is comparatively smooth, while the upper has

numerous grooves and protuberances. In these grooves the

antheridia and archegonia are situated. A vertical section

through the prothallium shows that the cellular structure is

formed of three regions ; the uppermost, in which the

antheridia and archegonia are developed, consists of thin

walled cells poor in cell-contents ; the cells of the middle layer

are rather smaller, and filled with dark granular contents

rich in fatty matter. Those of the lowermost region are

somewhat elongated parallel to the surface, and their

contents are turbid and finely granular. Starch does not

appear to be present in any part of the prothallium. The
antheridia Avere filled with innumerable spermatozoid

mother-cells ; the spermatozoids are only slightly twisted,

and are stout compared with those of Selaginella. The
archegonia was not observed, but the position they would
occupy was indicated by that of the germ plants, and it

seems probable that they are not sunk completely in the

tissues of the prothallium.

In general, only one germ plant is produced from each

prothallium, but it appears that a second may be developed

from a second archegonium when the first is abortive. The
reproduction of Lycopodium appears, therefore, to have the

greatest resemblance to that of the Ophioglossece, and would
appear to demand for the genus a systematic position between
OjyJiioglossecB and Eqvisetacece, and, therefore, far removed
from Selaginella, with which its vegetative resemblance

would have to be regarded as merely homoplastic. A great

difficulty, howevei', presents itself in breaking up the Lycopo-
diaceaj in this way. The close affinity of the carboniferous

Lepidostrohus, Flemingites, and Triplosporites cannot be

doubted ; only the last of these, however, agrees with

Selaginella in having spores of two kinds. The conditions

necessary for spore-germination are still unknown in Lycopo-

dium, as Fankhauser has been unable, even by carefully

imitating those which he had observed naturally, to advance

further than De Bary in artificially promoting it.

Comparative Researches on the Development of the Archego-

nium.—The development of the archegonia of the Muscinese

and vascular cryptogams is fully described by Janczewski (' Bot.

Zeit., 1872, p. 869 et seq.^. Among the Muscinese three types

of development are observed :— 1. Of the Hepaticse. 2. Of
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tlio Mosses. 3. Of the Anthocerotse. The archegonia of the

vascular cryptogams, as far as known {Psilotum, Pliyllo-

glossian, and Mcsipteris being still unknown), also exhibit

three types of development:— 1. That of the Marsileaceae

(Marsilca and Pilularia), comparable with that of the Ilepa-

ticaj. 2. That of the ferns, Equisetacese and Salviniaceae.

3. That of Isoctcs and Selaginella. The archegonium is most
highly individualised in the Hepaticaj, Mosses, and Marsi-

leacea?. In the ferns Equisetaceaj and Salviniaceae the lower
portion of the archegonium enclosing the embryonal cell is

fused with the tissue of the prothallus ; while in the arche-

gonium of the AnthocerotoD, Isoetae, and Selaginellae, although
the archegonium is differentiated from the tissue ofthethallus
or ]n-othallus, still it is not individualised. (W. McN.)

Porpliyrece.—Janczewski (' Mem. de la Soc. d. Sc. Nat. de
Cherbourg,' vol. xvi, p. 345) describes the reproductive organs
oi Porphyraleucosticta (Thur.) and P. laciniata (Ag.) In the

former the frond, consisting of a single layer of cells, produces
octospores by the division of the contents of marginal cells.

The octospores are set free by the softening and solution of the

mother-cell-walls and of the partitions between them. When
free they are destitute of a cellulose investment, and move by
slow contractile changes ofshape, only , however,very rarely put-

ting out short pseudopodia. The octospores finally come to rest,

develope a cellulose wall and germinate. The antherozoids
are developed in cells like those which produce octospores

;

there are usually, however, sixty-four in number from each
mother-cell, which are spherical when free, destitute of a cell-

wall, and without any motility. Occasionally a portion, the

contents of a mother-cell, is converted into octospores, and
the rest into antherozoids. Porplixjra laciniata (Ag.) differs

from the preceding species in being dioecious. The segmen-
tation of the contents of the mother-cells producing octo-

spores is not, however, fuly carried out. The antheridial

mother-cells only produce thirty-two antherozoids. The pro-

toplasmic contents of the cells in the Porphyrece is coloured

violet by iodine solution (with KI), a reaction also [exhibited

by the paraphyses, and the epiplasma of the theca; of ascomy-
cetous fungi. The chromule is a mixture of chlorophyll and
phycoerythrine. Porphxjrea appear to be connected with the

Floride<e tlirough the Dictyotc<2, all three agreeing in the
immobility of their antherozoids and spores (disregarding the
amojboid movements of the latter), but distinguished by their

female organs, which are quite distinct in the Dictyotecc from
those of the Floridcce, and, perhaps, do not require fecundation.

They arc absolutely wanting in the Porpliyreoc.
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SjjJiacelariece.—Janczewski {' Mem. de la See. Nat. d. So.

Nat. de Cherbourg/ vol. xvi, p. 337) states, on the authority of

Thuret, that the Sjjhacelariece multiply by zoospores pro-

duced in unilocular or plurilocular sporangia. The antheridia

described by Pringsheim as bodies contained in the terminal

cells appeared to be really an entophytal Clnjiridium. The
" propagula" are made the subject of a careful study. They
are produced on the lateral branches, usually on the upper
side, and are connected to the branch by a cell or " sterigma,"

which may produce two, or even three, propagula in succes-

sion. They may be compared in some respects to the conidia

of Fungi. When fully developed they consist of a '' pedicel"

of three rays, directed upwards but always convex, and of a

multicellular hair proceeding from the centre of the three

rays. The rays and pedicel produce, when they come in

contact Avith another alga, short, ramified, stellate shields,

forming a sort of prothallus, of which the peripheral cells

may produce as many as three new plants. Sometimes the

scutellum produces a root-like filament, which spreads over

other algsB and developes young plants from point to point.

Podisoma juniperi.—Duchartre (' Journ. de la Soc.-Centr.

d'Hort.,' 1872, p. 700) claims for M. Blais the credit of

having ascertained, as early as 1860, by actual experiment,

that the spores of Podisoma juniperi produce on the leaves

of the pear P<^stelia cancellata. (Ersted's experiments on
the same subject did not appear till 18G5.
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KOTAL MiCEOSCOPICAL SOCIETY.

April 2nd, 1873.

Chaeles Brooke, Esq., President, in the chair.

Mr. Heney Davis read a paper " On a New Callidina ; with

the Results of Experiments on the Desiccation of llotifers." He
described a new species of Eotifer (family, Philodinca?

;
genus,

Callidina), to which he gave the name of C. var/a, with the

following specific characters :
—" Figure, depressed fusiform ; crys-

talline and nearly colourless ; flat frontal lobes continuous with
ventral surface, and uniformly covered with short cilia, not

disposed as peripheral wi*eaths ; non-retractile proboscis with

broad anterior hook ; two coarse and numerous fine teeth in each
jaw. Progression by crawling. Length, l-50th in. to l-36th in."

With regard to the revival of llotifers after desiccation,

tbe author came to the conclusion that they do not revive

if completely dried, but that when apparently quite dry they
are not so really. He found that llotifers which had been
exposed, for three days to the air-pump vacuum over sulphuric

acid, and exposed for two hours to dry air at the temperature
of boiling water, nevertheless showed, on being compressed, that

they still contained fluid. He concludes that the slimy matter
with which they are commonly covered forms on drying a coating
which prevents further evaporation.
The Secretary read a communication from Mr. Parfitt, of

Exeter, describing a presumed new animal, to which the name of
Agchisteus plu?nosus {Parfitt) had been given. It was' supposed
to be nearly allied to the annelids, though resembling a Rotifer,
but had been seen on one occasion only.

Mr. Stewaet exhibited a preparation of the rabbit's kidney,
showing the epithelium lining the capsule of the Malpighian
tuft and its continuity with that of the convoluted uriuiferous
tube.

May Hh, 1873.

Dr. JonN MiLLAE, Vice-President, in the chair.

The Secretary read a paper by Dr. Maddox on a Cestoid
parasite found encysted on the lower part of the neck of a sheep,
in which he described its general appearance and characteristics
and the result of microscopic examination. The specimen was
the encysted larva of some species of Taenia, but was remarkable
for containing a distinct ovarian structure, with numerous ova

;
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eo high a stage of developmeut in the cystic form being very rare,
if not unknown before.

A paper was then read by Mr. W. K. Parker, F.R.S., '•' On
the Development of the Facial Arches of the Sturgeon," especi-
ally with reference to the formation of the mouth. The general
characteristics of the Ganoid fishes and their relation to the
Osseous fishes and mammals, especially in the embryonic state,
were explained and illustrated by drawings, and the formation
and development of the sturgeon's mouth were similarly described.

Mkdical MicnoscopiCAL Society.

The third Ordinary Meeting o£ the above Society was held at
the Eoyal AVestmins^er Ophthalmic Hospital, on March 21st, at
eight p.m., Jabez Hogg, Esq., President, in the chair.

The papers promised for the present meeting having been
unavoidably withheld by their authors, Mr. Schiifer described
some of the " Methods of observing tissues in the living state,"
illustrating his remarks by means of diagrams and instruments.
Having dwelt briefly on the importance of the subject, Mr.

Schafer remarked that the investigation of a subject was not
complete till it had been examined in the living state, and that
such examination, at least for warm-blooded animals, should be
carried on at the temperature of the body. Much was to be
learnt from the investigation of tissues still attached to the living

body ; for thus had cell migration been discovered by Cohnheim
in the frog's mesentery, and experiments on embolism had been
made in that animal's tongue ; while the tail of a tadpole had
taught us much about connective-tissue-corpuscles, and the
development of blood-vessels. Muscular tissue in the living

state was best seen in the smaller Crustacea.

Living tissues removed from the body allowed of being
studied in many ways : some, immediately, without any addition
whatever, as red blood-corpuscles, and striated muscular fibre

;

while if any addition were necessary, a saline solution of 0'75 per
cent, or serum would be best. For some structures a moist
chamber might be necessary, such as Eecklinghausen's, in which
frog's blood had been preserved for days in a living condition
(Schultze's Arch., 1866). Another form was Strieker's stage,

which was also useful for the application of electricity to micro-
scopical research, by means of two electrodes of tin-foil, the
points of which nearly meet in the centres of the slide.

Mr. Schafer finally described and exhibited various forms of
warm stages : one kind of which, as Schultze's, was heated by
means of a spirit lamp applied to metal arms, which conducted
the heat to the object bearers ; another kind, as Strieker's, in

which a constant temperature was maintained by means of a
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current of water continually flowing through it ; while a very

ingenious form of stage, somewhat similar to Strieker's, was so

managed that a constant circulation of warm water was kept up in

a closed system of tubes, the temperature of which was regulated

by a mercurial gas regulator and measured by a thermometer, the

bulb of which lay close to the central chamber.

The President having opened the discussion in a few words.

Dr. Bruce, Dr. Heywood Smith, and Dr. Pritchard made some
remarks.

The fourth Ordinary Meeting of the above Society was held at

the Westminster Ophthalmic Hospital, on April 18th, at eight

p.m., Jabez Hogg, Esq., President, in the chair.

The first part of the meeting was considered special, for the

election of two members of committee. Dr. Greenfield and
Dr. Matthews, who were balloted for in the usual manner, and
unanimously elected. Several new members of the society were
elected.

Mr. Needham, o£ the London Hospital, then read a paper on,

and demonstrated the various modes of, " Cutting sections of

animal tissues for Microscopical Examination." After some pre-

liminary remarks Mr. Needham stated that all tissues might

be divided into three classes, with regard to section-cutting,

according to their consistence.

I. Hard tissues, e. g., bone.

II. Tissues of intermediate consistence, e.g., cartilage : softened

bone.

III. Soft tissues, e. g., kidney and gland structures : generally

nerve-tissues.

A. Mode of dealing with tissues in Class I, e. g., bone.

After a thin slice had been sawn ofl" with a hair saw, it should be
ground down with files of varying coarseness, and then upon a
bone, and finally polished on a strop, or between two glass plates

with tripoli. The section should then be cleaned by brushing
with a camel's-hair pencil or old tooth-brush, and mounted dry,

or in Canada balsam. The former method of mounting had been
employed for years by Mr. Carter.

The chief point to attend to was the previous treatment of the

bone ; it should be well stripped of all the soft parts covering it,

and soaked in successive changes of pure water, by which means
the fat contained in it was completely removed, and then sub-

sequent exposure to the air insured a perfectly white specimen.

B. Mode of dealing with tissues in Class II, e. g., decalcified

bone ; cartilage ; chromic acid specimens, &c.

By decalcifying bone the periosteum, vessels, and nerves could
be studied in situ. Various solutions had been suggested for

softening bone ; the principal were :

—

I. Aqueous solution of chromic acid of 3—4 per cent.

II. (Dr. Itutherford'e).—Aqueous solution of chromic nci4
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1 per cent., with nitric acid 2 per cent. The advantage in this

was that the bone was stained a deep green colour, by the
formation of the sesquioxide of chromium.

III. Very dilute solutions of nitric acid, hydrochloric acids,

mixed in equal proportions.

Whichever solution was used, large quantities of it, compared
to the size of the tissue acted on, ought to be employed.

Cartilage required no preparation whatever. Soft glandular
structures, if previously hardened, belonged to this class. They
might be hardened by any of the following solutions : alcohol

;

chromic acid, with or without sulphate of soda, ith to 2 per cent.
;

Picric acid, a saturated solution (Eanvier) ; Osmic acid, J per
cent. (Schultze) ; corrosive sublimate or chloride of palladium
(Schultze) ; or Bichloride of platinum (Merkel).
The solutions of chromic acid and its salts, and alcohol, were

to be preferred.

Tissues thus prepared may then be cut with a razor or

scalpel, previously wetted with spirit, glycerine or water, to pre-

vent the section adhering to the blade, while the movement
employed was not to be that of sawing, but one direct cut
through the whole thickness of the tissue.

C Mode of dealing tvith tissues in Class III.—To obtain sec-

tions of these, some special arrangement is required, either on
the part of the cutting instrument or in the mode of holding the
specimen.

1. Of the cutting instrument.—The knife most usually em-
ployed, and of which the varieties are endless, is Valentin's.

Four kinds might be specified :
—

A. Valentin's original instrument, the two blades of which
are triangular, and separated by means of a screw to the required
distances.

B. Made by Matthews, the blades of which are convex from
point to heel.

c. Dr. Maddox's knife, made by Baker. This is three-bladed,

so that two sections are cut at once, of which the opposite but
contiguous surfaces can be examined.

D. Hawkesly's (of Blenheim Street).—This is an improvement
on Matthews', and is so constructed that exact parallelism

between the blades is secured, and their distance from each other
can be always known, as the screw that separates them ia gradu-
ated.

There were two especial cautions in using a Valentin's knife,

in order to be successful : one, that at the end of the stroke the
blades should be inclined rather upwards to ensure complete
separation of the section from the surrounding parts ; the other,

that the section, when cut, should be floated off in water.

In cutting sections of intestine, unhardened. Dr. Fenwick had
suggested that it should be drawn over the thumb like a glove,

and the section be then made downwards upon the nail.

In making sections either with a razor or Valentine's knife it
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was convenient to cut down upon a cake of wax ; there was tlien

no cliance of blunting the instrument. A mixture of olive-oil and
wax was preferable to wax alone ; but cork and leather might
also be used for the same purpose.

2. Methods of supiiorting soft tissues.

A. By imhedding.—This was done by covering a small piece

of the tissue with molten wax, spermaceti, or paraffiu, poured
into a small paper-box ; the preparation should not be inserted

until the wax had commenced to congeal, otherwise the heat
might cause it to shrink ; and it should previously have been
placed in spirit, and then dried on its outer surface to promote
the ultimate adherence of the wax.

For the same purpose, gum, or glycerine and gelatine, might
be employed.

If wax, &c., be used, the section, when made, should be soaked
in absolute alcohol ; if gum or gelatine, in water only ; the sec-

tion would then be ready for staining.

In dealing with lung or cavernous tissues it was well to place

them in the imbedding substance used, while liquid, under the
air-pump ; by this means internal as well as external support
was obtained, the material being forced into the interstices of the
tissue.

In injected lung Prof. Quekett used to inject tallow into the
bronchi, and then soak the section, when made, in turpentine; by
this means the air-cells were distended, and the necessary solidity

required for cutting sections given.

Any razor might be used for tissues prepared as above, but
one with a thin blade was preferable. Mr. Needham generally

used a doubly convex blade, as this held jDlenty of alcohol.

B. By freezing.

i. Klein's method of freezing a small piece o£ the tissue

pinned to cork, in a crucible placed in ice ; but sections made
thus required great rapidity and dexterity in manipulation.

ii. Freezing in M'Carthy's modification of Prof. Eutherford's
microtome.

This method Mr. Needham fully illustrated, and cut some most
beautiful sections of fresh lung. The principle differed from
Klein's in the fact that the sections could be made while the

process of freezing continued.

Mr. Needham believed that freezing was superior to all other
methods of preparing soft tissues for section cutting.

A discussion followed, in which many members took part.

The fifth Ordinary Meeting of the above Society was held at
the Itoyal Westminster Ophthalmic Hospital, on May 16th,
at 8 p.m., Jabez Hogg, Esq., President, in the chair.

Mr. Atkinson read a paper on " The Preparation of the Brain
and Spinal Cord for Microscopical Examination," of which the
following is an abstract

:
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Nerve-tissues may be examined fresh or after undergoing cer-

tain preparatory processes. In the latter case tlie first step is

to harden them, and this is best done by first steeping the spe-

cimen in methylated spirit for twenty-four or for forty-eight

hours, and then transferring it to an aqueous solution of chromic

acid (-1—I per cent.), in the case of spinal cord, or a solution of

chromic acid (1 part), bichromate of potassium (2 parts), and
water (1200 parts), in the case of brain tissue. The process of

hardening generally occupies from four to six weeks, and if the

section be not then made the tissue may be for the future pre-

served in spirit. If left longer than stated in the hardening

solution the specimen becomes too brittle to be of any use.

Over-hardened tissues also are less easily coloured afterwards.

In preparing spinal cord the chromic acid solution should be

changed after the first twenty-four hours, and once or twice

afterwards. In the case of the brain the strength of the fluid

should be doubled after the first fortnight.

The staining of sections of brain and spinal cord is best done
by carmine, and a modification of Dr. Beale's solution (diluted

to one seventh of its original strength) will be found best.

The sections, washed in water to free them from chromic acid,

must be left, according to the degree of colour required, from one
to twenty-four or forty-eight hours in the carmine solution. They
are then washed and then placed in rectified spirit to fix the

colour.

The sections are mounted in Canada balsam or gum dammar, for

which they are prepared by alcohol and oil of cloves or turpen-

tine in the usual way.
Nerve-tissues may be examined fresh if small portions, the size

of a pea, or a section made after freezing, be placed in the diluted

carmine solution, and be subsequently teased out on the slide,

and mounted in a mixture of glycerine and hydrochloric acid

(1 oz. of the former and 2 drops of the latter). Nerve-cells are

thus well seen.

A discussion followed, in Vv'hich the President, Mr. "White, Dr.

Pritchard, Mr. Paul, Mr. Needham, and Mr. Groves, took part.

Dr. Osier read a paper upon the " Action of certain Reagents
—Atropia, Physostigma, and Curare—on the Colourless Blood-
corpuscles."

The reagents made use of were a fresh solution of sulphate of

atropia, a fresh solution of sul2)hate of physostigma (1 per cent.),

and a rather stronger solution of curare ; a half per cent, saline

solution was used to dissolve them.
In the case of newt's or frog's blood, about four times as much

reagent as blood was made use of, while for human blood the pro-

portion of reagent to blood was 5 to 1.

The specimens were examined on a Strieker's stage, at a tem-
perature of 39° C.

The experiments were undertaken to show, if possible, on the
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corpuscles, the antagonism between tlie reagents, which had been
already demonstrated by Dr. Traser.

A solution of 1 part of sulphate of atropia to 2000 of water
allows the normal amoeboid movements of the corpuscles, while a
1—3 per cent, solution definitely alters the form and structure of

their processes, for it is in these that the changes noticed lie.

Generally, in about ten minutes, the corpuscle is seen to throw
out processes, bud-like, long and thin, or tuberous, the number
of processes being indirectly as their size, while the outline of a
corpuscle may change two or three times in a minute.

Sometimes the processes are retracted, but not always, and they
may remain without any change of shape, while some corpuscles

in the field never alter nor move at all ; all, however, retain their

spherical form. The processes are mostly hyaline, but sometimes
granular, and have a sharply defined line, where they join the

body of the corpuscle ; a fusion of the granules they contain may
restore their original transparency.

The phenomena described do not always occur upon the addi-

tion of the reagent, being sometimes more evident than at

others.

A number of experiments were here narrated in detail, but of

which it is impossible to give an abstract, showing the action of

atropia on the corpuscles, but the result was to the effect that

all motion ceased in the corpuscles, on the application of the re-

agent, sooner in the blood of the newt and frog than in that of

man, and sooner, also, the stronger the solution used.

The blood of frogs and newts poisoned with atropia showed
normal amoeboid movements without any modification whatever.

The action of physostigma is somewhat difi:erent. A solution

of the strength of 1 to 800 of water allows the normal movements
of the white corpuscles ; a solution of 1 in 1000 of water stops all

motion in two hours ; while one of a strength of 1—300 of water
all but completely prevents the formation of processes and causes

the movements to be of an undulating and heaving character. A
rather stronger solution produces changes the same as atropia.

As a rule, fewer corpuscles arc aftected by a given amount of the

reagent than in the case of atropia.

The red corpuscles are changed by a 1—2 per cent, solution of

these reagents ; their surfaces become irregular from involutions

and cuppings of the surface, but scarcely two corpuscles are

aftected alike.

The explanation of tlie changes above mentioned is difficult

;

that they are of a vital nature seems certain, the hyaline pro-

cesses strongly reminding the observer of some of the pseudo-
poda in the Rhizopoda. The normal prolongations of the white
corpuscles are formed of its hyaline substance (protoplasm),

together witli the granules it contains ; but those resulting from
the ai)plication of atropia and physostigma are free from granules;

similar processes can be seen in the yolk-granules of the bat-

rachia. The result of these experiments would show that no
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antagonism exists between atropia and physostigma, at least as

far as their action on blood-corpuscles is concerned ; and in proof
of this, blood treated with the reagents mixed showed just the
same changes as when used separately.

Experiments to show the action of curare on blood-corpuscles
produced only negative results ; the normal movements going on
as usual, yet where a ^ per cent, solution was used these ceased
in ten minutes.

Dr. Payne read a paper on " Certain points in the Histology of
the Omentum."
The fenestrated portion of the human omentum consists of

fibrous bands or trabeculse, in which are imbedded connective-
tissue-corpuscles, and on which is spread a continuous and mostly
uniform layer of endothelial plates. It is with the latter that
the present notice is concerned. The best mode of examining
them, that of staining witli silver, is generally inapplicable in tho

human subject in consequence of the time which elapses before

examination is possible, but the structures can be very well seen

either without any reagent or after staining with carmine. The
attention of the writer was first drawn to the subject on ex-

amining the omentum in persons dying of acute tuberculosis with
miliary tubercles in the peritoneum. In these cases were found
around the tubercles endothelial cells in various phases of change
—some with nuclei, some almost divided so as to form two cells,

some with many nuclei, and some groups of cells with the

evidence of shape, showing that they had been produced by cell

division or multiplication ; in fact, all the appearances regarded
as indicating cell-proliferation. These have been described b}'

several authors (Eindfleisch, Kuudrat, &c), as showing the origin

of tubercle. There were also seen large compound cells like

" myeloid or giant cells," and small masses of adenoid tissue.

Similar proliferative changes are seen in acute inflammation,

and the appearances in the neighbourhood of small cancerous
growths are also very similar. In the one case they have been
regarded as the source of pus-cells, in the other, of new cancerous
growth.

The important fact, however, is, that appearances precisely

like those above described may be found in the normal omentum,
viz. evidences of cell proliferation, many-nucleated or giant cells,

and masses of adenoid tissue. It appears, then, that the morbid
changes which accompany inflammation, and which accompany
the formation of tubercles, are not only essentially alike, but are

also identical with processes which are always going on in the
omentum, and are certainly not indicative of any special disease.

The inflammatory changes, or those o£ specific diseases, difter

from the normal chiefly in their greater abundance and activity

;

difierences which are doubtless simply due to hyperaemia and
consequent increased nutrition. It is probable that appearances
which are strictly normal have sometimes been described as those

of disease.
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Dublin Microscopical Club,

21st November, 1872.

IVyhlioneUa debilis, Am., in Ireland.—Rev. E. O'Meara showed
a Tryhlionella, new to Ireland, which, he had learned from tlie

Club's corresponding member, Mr. Kitton, had been found by
Dr. Walker Arnott in some places in South Brittany, and named
by him Tryhlionella debilis.—He likewise exhibited a beautiful

slide of Glyphodesmis eximia mounted by Mr. Kitton.
Habitat of Cos7narium curtum, Breb.—Mr. Crowe showed

examples of Cosmarium curtum, Breb., taken from a roadside
pool, almost a mere cart-rut, near Bray, showing the singular

position ia which this species, contrary to the habit of its fellows,

seems to love to dwell.

JEndosperm of Tupistra nutans.— Dr. M'Nab exhibited sections

of endosperm of Tupistra nutans, one of the Aspidistrece allied to

the Smilaccce. The cells have very large pores with no visible

solid contents, the fluid not containing starch, oil, <fec. One of
the sections shown was coloured with Busk's solution, iodo-

chloride of zinc, and showed that the walls were of pure cellulose,

this being, in fact, the reserve material of the seed.

Organism associated ivitli Vorticella.—Mr. Crowe showed a
Vorticella remarkable for the very great relative length of the

body as compared to its diameter, as well as having ordinarily

entangled about its stipes examples of a raonadiform creature,

almost as if seeming to have some genetic relation to it.

Structure of Zygospore of Xanthidium armatum, Breb.

—

Mr. Archer exhibited the conjugated state of that extremely
common and widely-distributed Desmidian, Xantliidium armatum,
(Breb.) the zygospore of which, nevertheless, seems to be extremely
rare. The figure given by Ealfs in ' Brit. Desm.,' PI. xviii, g, was
made from the only instance seen by him, and it does not appear
to have been since recorded until Lundell's work C De Desm,,
qua) in Suecia invent® sunt, obs. crit.,' p. 75). That author cor-

rectly points out that the conspicuous dots on the outer wall are

not, as Ealfs supposed, nascent spines, but in reality scrohiculi.

Mr. Archer thought that Luudell was certainly in error in building

upon that fact a homology between this scrobiculate outer wall

and the occasionally likewise scrobiculate mesosporium of certain

Conjugates. The thick and hyaline outer envelope of the zygospore
is beautifully and deeply scrobiculate

;
presently the contents

recede from the wall and become contracted together in a dense
globular mass, leaving a rather wide interspace between it and
the outer wall, thus presenting all round a clear band or region,

in width about equal to one sixth or one seventh of the diameter
of the zygospore itself, which, however, may be mentioned, seems
rarely quite globular (as depicted by llalfs), but notably longer

in one direction, and thus the empty band or margin is not of

equal width all round.

The inner globular, or nearly globular, mass now becomes
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coated with a new membrane ; this latter, however, is not simple,

but composed of three distinct laminae, as is readily to be demon-
strated by crushing a specimen under the microscope. It is clear

that this triple coat is homologous with the similar trilaminated

covering in certain other Conjugatse. Both the endo- and exo-

sporium are hyaline, delicate, and colourless, whilst the meso-
sporium in X. armatum is of an olive-brown colour, rather opaque,
and somewhat thicker in texture than the other lamina;, but
destitute of puncta (or scrobiculi). The scrobiculi of the outer
wall, therefore, offer a resemblance, not an homology, as Lundell
suggests, with the markings on the mesosporium in some
Conjugatse. "Whether the zygospore of other forms presents
similar facts remains to be determined. Mr. Archer was sorry
that when, for instance, the rare and somewhat similar zygospores
of Tetmemorus Iccvis (Kiitz.) and others were on former occasions

at command, his attention was not directed, as it ought to have
been, to the study of these points.

Staitrastrum Ophiura, Lundell, neio to England.—Mr. Archer
likewise exhibited one or two rare Desmidiese (almost the only

organisms that satisfactorily withstood the effects of travelling),

taken on his and Mr. Crowe's visit to the north of England and
"Wales. Amongst the rarities taken on that occasion (near

Ambleside) was that splendid form Staurastrum ophiwa (Lundell),

especially interesting, as it at once sets aside the idea of the

possible identity of this form and Staurastrum verticellatum,

Archer (' Quart. Journ. Micro. Science,' vol. ix, n.s., p. 196),

as yet found only in a restricted locality near Maam, Co.

Galway (not obtained at all on the most recent visit to the site).

The latter is even a finer form—that is, larger, more expansive,

taller—whilst the former in details is more ornate ; both are

truly noble objects.

A Drop-measurer. — Dr. iFrazer drew attention to a handy
modification of a drop-measurer, which might prove useful to

the microscopist. This consisted of a small bottle furnished with
two slender bent glass tubes inserted into the cork, and divergent

from one another. During the act o£ delivering a drop by one
of the tubes the other is kept closed by the finger, and the drop
can be graduated by slightly opening the latter to the requisite

minute extent by simply lessening the pressure of the finger, and
the amount of fluid discharged regulated with the greatest nicety.

December 19th, 1872.

Navicula hicuneata, Grunow, new to Britain.—Eev. E. O'Meara
exhibited, new to Britain, Navicula hicuneata, Grunow. He
compared the examples with the figures given by Grunow and
by Cleve, and showed that they corresponded in all details more
closely with the description given than with that o£ Cleve. The
longitudinal sulci referred to by the former author, and not b}"-

the latter, were quite conspicuous. In one case only, however,
had Mr. O'Meara seen the front view, which was symmetrical.
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In connection with this, he referred to the following observation

of Cleve :
—

" Grunow does not describe the (side view) front

view, which, in the specimens examined by me, was cuueate as

in the case of Gomphonema or Novilla, for which reason the
species ought to be transferred to a new genus distinct from
Navicula by its cuneate (side view) front view."— ' Om kSvenske

och Norske Diat.,' p. 227).

Leafof Chim Plant.—Dr. Moore showed the leaf of the " gum-
plant" given to him by Dr. Richardson, remarkable for its very
strong and oftensive smell. This had its seat in certain dark
glands, which dotted the leaf and presented little elevations upon
each surface.

Quartz.—Dr. Frazer showed sections of quartz with air-globules

in certain fluid-containing cavities.

Dr. Barker^s Dark-ground Illuminator.—Dr. Barker had had
a new "parabolic" constructed, with certain alterations, and
he exhibited same, which he had found to perform very nicely,

readily bringing out the fine test-marking on the most " difficult"

diatomaceous frustules.

Tylosesfrom Bignonia.—Professor M'Nab showed an instructive

example of " Tyloses" from Bignonia. This section showed
examples of the tissue inside the duct, iu which the thin-

walled cells had not yet become polygonal by mutual pressure,

but remained globose or balloon-shaped, with considerable inter-

spaces between them, thus confirming the view that this curious

growth is due to hernial protrusions into the ducts, through the
pits, from the adjoining tissue.—Dr. M'Nab likewise showed
sections from stem of TVelwitscJiia.

JRemarks on Nematopliycus Logani, Carruthers.—Mr. Archer re-

ferred to sections (once before exhibited to the Club) of Nemato-
phycus Logani, Cai'ruthers (olim, Prototaxiles Logani, Dawson),
kindly lent by Prof. M'Nab from the collection in the lloyal

College of Science, Dublin. It seemed to be quite evident, from
an examination of the transverse section, that the larger tubes of

this growth, whatever it was, were really laminated, five or six

strata being usually noticeable. This was an observation which
Mr. Carruthers in his paper (' Monthly Microscopical Journal,'

Vol. VIII, p. 168) was unable to confirm.

Mr. Archer took occasion to remind the meeting that when
Professor Dyer and himself had been examining these sections

he had then ventured to suggest that there appeared a certain

amount of resemblance to the licheuous genus Coonogonium.
The late Admiral Jones had once given him the opportunity of
examining C. Linkii. The structure consists of a conferva-like

jointed filament (a very peculiar kind of gonidia) involved by an
interlacing covering of much more slender fibres (the hypha"'), the
latter producing, by-and-bye, the characteristic apothecia.

Doubtless a Schwendener would explain such a structure quito
differently. The central conferva-like string of " gonidia" would
be simply a confervoid " alga" which a foreign parasite had wound
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itself round, and compelled to play an altogether new part ; to

others, indeed, Coenogonium would remain a "lichen"—of an ab-
errant type, it is true, yet still sui generis. There can, indeed, be
little doubt but that the alpine, so-called, alga, Ghroolepus eheneum,
(Dillw.) will be found to be likewise a " lichen," and indeed a
species of Coenogonium. Now the two reasons which had caused
Mr. Archer, at the time, to say nothing in these Minutes touching
any possible affinity of this interesting fossil and Coenogonium,
and which likewise, he thought he might say, had impressed
Professor Dyer, were (1) the laminated structure of the larger

tubes, and (2), which was more important, their want of septa or

"joints." If they showed septa at regular, in place of at very
remote intervals, if at all, there would be much to call to mind a
" mass" of a Coenogo7iium-\\ke character—that is, large filaments

(as is seen in the preparation) running longitudinally, with an
intervening hypha-like " tela contexta.'''' as it were, binding them
together. Of course, if the Nematophjcus could be so con-
strued, the fossil should be expected to show apothecia, but in a
" mass" of such a grovvth these would probably be produced only
on the exposed surface.

On Two distinct Diatoms, presenting the appearance of being on
the same Stipes as hearing on Dr. Bastian's views.—Mr. Archer
exhibited an. example of two minute stipitate diatoms, which
at first glance would momentarily seem sufficiently surprising,

for here was a pretty little dendroid group of a rather common
form, Oomphonema constrictum, presenting all the appearance
as if it had growing with it on a common stipes another frequent,

much more minute form, Achnanthes exilis. Professor Meade-
Edwards had stated that he had met with, indeed, two diatoms
recognised as distinct growing on a common stipes, and he based
on this the assumption of their necessary genetic relation-

ship.^ His case may possibly, however, have been just a similar

one to the present, in which, at least, the seeming genetic con-
nection, when more closely examined, just meant—nothing at all.

Tou could readily see by focussing down and looking closely along
the stipes of the Achnanthes down to its lowest extremity the
little rounded base of attachment where it was connected with the
stipes of the GompJionema, distinctly showing that the former
grew upoti the latter, just as it might grow attached to a7ig other

fulcrum. In any case the frustules at the summits of the
branched stipes of a Oomphonema are not comparable to the blos-

soms of a tree, which latter must be before blossoms could be pro-

duced, but in the diatom the stipes seem rather to be produced
by the frustule—not the latter, as it were, a blossom upon the
former. Nor does the singular example now shown afi'ord sup-
port to the Bastian doctrine, as exemplified by certain figures

given by that author." He has accepted, certainly, more startling

transmutations than even the change of a Oomphonema into an
' ' Monthly Micr. Jourii.,' Vol. IV, p. 36.
'^

' The Beginuiiigs of Life,' e.^., fig. 82, p. 417 (vol. ii).

VOL. XIII. NEW SER. X
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Achnanthes. Several of Dr. Bastion's illustrations merely show
cases of the same thing as the example now drawn attention

to, that is, minute or nascent algal forms growing upon other

larger ones by sheer accident, just as they would attach them-
selves for support upon any otlier iriendly foreign object. But
it is surely without reason to assume, as Dr. Bastian does, tliat

because the two organisms are found temporarily attached, the

lijtle one owes its origin to a transmutation of the substance of

the larger, or to a kind of heterogeuetic buddiiig-off, as it were,

from it. Just as many "seedlings" are difficult to identify at

first springing up, it would be even more difficult to guess what
some of the little " epiphytes" in Dr. Bastian's figures may really

be ; some look like young CEdogonia perhaps, or Characia, or

Draparnaldiea) {Stigeoclonium?) of some kind, &c., &c. Most
assuredly not one put forward by Dr. Bastian as such will

be accepted by any one who ever saw a Desmidiau as even
a primitive type of that family. Such thiugs as he depicts

(1. c, fig. 82) are at least as common as possible. For the

minor forms attached to those of greater size, the one, indeed,

as well as the other, reproductive processes of some kind or other,

are in many cases known, each to all appearance sui generis.

Of what use, then, is the gratuitous supposition that the little ones

grew off by a process of (needless) transmutation from the larger ?

This, to say nothing of the even greater assumj)tions, which
would be startling if they were not inconceivable, such as that

of a Eotatorian becoming gradually evolved from a " mass of

Ghlorococcus corpuscles,"' of Nematoids from spores of Vaucheria,^

of Diatoms, Bacteria, Pediastrieae, and other Alga?, from Euglenae,*

&c., &c. Very wonderful modifications occur, in fact, beycmd
doubt, the "amoeboid" changes of the protoplasmic mass of a
vegetable-cell, for instance ; but perhaps after all this is no
more surprising, now that we know it to occur, than the

equally marvellous zooapore-condition. Many so-called " alterna-

tions of generation" occur too (perhaps more generally than
may be as yet supposed), and yet such do not prove that

any two in reality distinct entities, which to all appearance
continue to run, though it be from stage to stage still each
in its own "groove," mutually borrow from each other charac-

teristics or capacities which are individually foreign, and which
are not requisite in the place in nature which each seems to be

destined to fill. In many cases where certain internal parasites

occur within the cells of algae, &c., the scrupulous and unre-

mittingly assiduous researches of keen observers seem to tend
to show that the germs of these make their way in from without,

and this, it would almost even seem, as if with a certain selective

power. What becomes of the law of heredity (and all that is

built upon it) if such assumptions as those supported by Dr.

Bastian regarding the utter unstableness of spores and ova, &c.,

> Op. cit, vol. ii, p. 93 (p. 516). ^ Fig. 95 (p. 531).
^ Fig. 85 (p. 447).
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generated with such a marvellous amount of apparent fixity of

ptt/rpose and of plan, be correct ? These " things," though their

mere size be so insignificant, are, in their more limited way, in

proportion as higlily organised, and their parts (sometimes the

sexes) as differentiated, and tlieir reproductive processes as marked,

as if they were a hundred or a thousand times bigger. Did
they really attain dimensions so as to "take up more room in

the world " they would, doubtless, be exempt from the extra-

ordinary conjectures and hazarded assumptions as to their origin

and growth, to which it would seem as if nothing but the

difficulties presented by their minuteness has laid them open.

Gotland Alga.—Mr. Archer drew the attention of the Club to

a recently published memoir on the AlgJE of Gotland, by Dr. Veit

B. Wittrock, of the University of IJpsala, referring to some
points involved in the mode of classification adopted, and pointing

out his discovery of so remarkable an alga as his Mougeotia
calcarea, combining in itself the characters of the genera Meso-
carpus, Plagiospermum, and Staurospermum.

[A rcnume of this memoir, by Mr. Archer, is given in the April

number of this Journal, pp. 117—139.]

Eiiasirum hinale, var. angustatum, Wittr., and ^. hinale,

var. insulare, Wittr., their occurrence in Ireland.—Mr. Archer
drew attention to the fact that Euastrum hinale, var. angustatum,

Wittr., and the Irish form, recent specimens of which he had
already exhibited at the August meeting of the Club, were
quite identical, and he would have regarded them as repre-

senting quite a distinct species. Dr. Wittrock's reason for

not so treating this form (op. cit., p. 53)—its great scarcity

and single locality— will hardly be generally admitted as a valid

one. It is a very scarce form in Ireland, and had only occurred
in one gathering, but, very minute as it is, one could see at a

glance, wdth a one-inch objective, that it was quite a characteristic

form. The empty cell shows itself quite smooth and destitute of

any of those little nodules or inflations characteristic oi Euastrum
hinale. It has only a minute depression at the ends, and thus
appears a very aberrant Euastruvi ; its general outline is that of

a Euastrum, but its negative characters place it near Cosmarium,
though such a form as Cosmarium suhlohatum (Auct.)= Euastrum
suhlohatmn (Breb.). But not only of this, but of several other forms,

pretty nearly the same remark might be made—one of which,
(op. cit., p. 48, t. iv, fig. 7), Euastrum hinale, var. insulare indeed,

is Wittrock's own form, also Irish—as well as several others,

yet every one of these appear quite distinct and constant from
various part of the country, and apparently readily recognisable.

Cosmarium tetrachondrium, Lundell, neio to England.—Mr.
Archer exhibited, for the first time to the Club, one from the
number of those inornate Cosraaria which to the casual observer
offer not much interest, but one quite different from those referred

to above; this was Cosmarium tetraclwndrum (Lundell), taken in

Co. Tipperary, the only site whence he had ever obtained it.
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New locality for Cadnstrum camh-icu/tn.—Mr. Archer drew
attention also to Cfrlastrum cambricum, ejus, from the same
gathering. This form had now been found in several distant
localities—Co. Galway (Connemara), Co. Tipperary, and North
Wales. It is a very fine and handsome form.

On Selenastruvi Bibraianum, K^insch, (?), new to Ireland.—

•

Mr. Archer further showed, from the same gathering as both
the foregoing, another minute algal form, which seemed to re-

semble, if it be not identical with, Selanastrum Bibraianum
(Reinsch, in ' Algenflora des mittleren Theiles von Franken,'

p. 04; T. iv, fig. 2, ft).

To some extent Reinsch 's plant, to judge by the figures, has
much of the habit of Sorastrum, though the cells are not combined
into a radiating group by the union, at its centre, of elongate,
stalk-like processes ; Sorastrum hidentatum, Reinsch (1. c., t. iv,

fig. 1), looks uncommonly similar, almost as if congeneric with
Selenastrum itself; whilst, again, Selenastrum gracile (Reinsch)
seems to point to AnJcistrodesmus {= Raphidiutn) . Be it as it

may, the present plant now exhibited had much of the habit of
some such form as Dictyosplieerium reniforme (Bulnheim), but no
stipes or connecting threads were visible. Here the groups of
cells, usually four in each group, stood in opposite directions,

these groups of four arising from self-division. Sometimes in one
or more of the groups, the self-division could be seen carried on
to another generation in advance o£ the remaining group, the
general cluster or colony thus getting more or less irregular.

The much-curved lunate cells are always disposed with their

convex sides towards the centre of the colony ; the contents a
bright chlorophyll green, on the whole homogeneous-looking, but
with a few darker granules embedded therein ; the cell-wall

appears to be very thin. This formed a very pretty object ; it

was certainly new, at least to this country. But, inasmuch as
no further development save self-division of the cells had been
seen, or, indeed, any refounding of the typical colonies (though,
of course, it is conceivable that a single cell could become the
starting-point for such definite and seemingly characteristic

groups), as a " species" it must be for the present left in abeyance;
nay, it is not even certain that it is really one and the same
thing with S. Bibraianum (Reinsch), but at least it seems very
probable ; still the figures given by Reinsch are too formal to be
accepted as portraits of the forms, or, indeed, as more than
diagrammatic.
On a Pleurococeoid Alga on Flies in Water.—Mr. Archer exhi-

bited an interesting and singular algal form sent by Professor
Alexander Dickson ; it appertained to JPleurococcus, and its

most marked outward character was the singular groups formed
by the ramifications of the mucous envelope or matrix in
which the cells were embedded. This presented a number of
stalks, branching upward in a tufted manner, and a little mass
removed and placed on a slide with the cover pressed down
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offered to the unassisted eye an appearance somewhat like a

miniature, badly-grown cauliflower, almost, say, a quarter of an inch

or more high ; at the lower portion of the tuft it was pale or nearly

colourless, towards the somewhat abruptly terminated ramifica-

tions, however, ])resenting a kind of yellowish-green and more
dense aspect. " The plant [that is, of course, this mucous, more
or less ramified tufted mass in the aggregate] was apparently
growing from the body of a dead fly, which had got into the
water" (in a vessel in which Hydrodictijon was being cultivated).

What relation i\iQ plant had to the//?/ is unknown. Placed under
a " quarter-inch," it presented a very pretty sight ; the embedded
cells, of a bright green, were strewn through the matrix, gra-

dually more and more crowded, however, upwards, until at the
extremities of the thickish branches of the tufts formed by the
aggregate mucous mass, they became very densely accumulated,
thus explaining the varying degrees of comparative absence of
colour and the increasing opacity towards the upper ends of the
tufts. These cells were comparatively large, globular, and dis-

tinctly nucleated, and were, some of them, not only in all stages
of division, but others had become enlarged and involved by a no-
ticeably thicker cell-wall than the former, as if so many resting-

cells ; further, certain others of them showed a zoospore condi-
tion, biciliated, and with the usual pale spot whence the two
flagella emanated ; these zoospores were apparently locked in, as

it were, by the mucous matrix, hence their motion was but slight,

their change of place very inconsiderable, and the waving action
of the cilia, though decided enough, was comparatively feeble.

Nor was this all. Certain others of the cells—there could,

indeed, scarcely be a doubt that they were (all of them)
one and the same jjlant—showed a marked "amoeboid" state,

in a somewhat broad sense. The " pseuodopodia" were not
rounded (ever changing) lobes with a smooth outline, like

those of an Amoeba, but they were long, branched, tapering,
rather slender, granular-looking, opaque, very slow and gradual
in being projected, and yet requiring not a very long exposure
upon the slide to expand under one's eyes to a somewhat tree-

like, irregular, rather lop-sided, very rhizopodous-looking
object, with the pseudopodia given ofi" as a whole rather notably
in two opposite directions. It will be thus seen that it was not
like Amoeba proper, but rather comparable to the so-called

Amoeba porrecta (Schultz)—surely no proper Amoeba—or at
least to the rare form (with us) which Mr. Archer had thought
himself justified in referring thereto. It was a thing completely
unlike the "Amoeboid" state of the primordial cells of Stepha-
nosphaera once witnessed by him (' Quart. Journ. Micro. Science,'
Vol. V, p. 116), or of the " Amoeboid" state of Volvox— very
difi"erent, indeed, from the former (see Dr. Hicks, ' Quart. Journ.
Micro. Science,' Vol. II, p. 96);] nor did it seem like ''Amoeba por-
recta^' though a comparison therewith would give, probably, the
best idea. Placed on the slide and kept moist for many hours,
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this arborescent condition, liavin^, as it were, attained its maxi-
mum, suftered very little change ; the same slide afterwards
hernietieally closed, without any addition of other fluid than its

own water, showed by-and-by the " Ainceboid" structure witli the
" pseudopodia" greatly, if not entirely, drawn in, and the mass
forming a rounded, more or less " shapeless" little clunip.

The colour in this " amoeboid" condition was alike to that of

the resting-cells, darker than the vegetating-cells, by reason,

apparently, of an accumulation of opaque dark granules, not evi-

dent, or at least so numerous, in the ordinary cells. Still, there

could be little, indeed, no doubt but that the ordinary dividing-

cells, the resting, the zoospores, and " ama)boid"-cell8, were all

one and the same. The quantity of material at command was so

minute that it soon became all " wasted" in endeavouring to ob-

serve these curious appearances. One point more in connection

with the sample of this interesting growth deserves mention—the
mucous matrix was everywhere between the cells of the alga

permeated by Bacteria embedded therein ; these were in a quies-

cent state ; if one could eliminate every one of the algal cells one
would have under view a growth which might be regarded as

Zoogloea (Cohn). It is, however, hardly conceivable that these

two organisms (to call them two algae, though not nearly " allied,"

would seem to be in accordance with Nature) had anything to do
with one another, beyond its being possible that each may have
contributed to the production of the mucous matrix

;
yet see the

marked form assumed by the plant in the aggregate—the little

quasi "cauliflowers"—which were ofl^ered to view.

It is a pity that no further data than the little this brief and
crude record contains can be given in respect to this production.

Let us hope that Prof. Dickson may hereafter succeed in rearing

up some more of the same thing from his tank of Hydrodictyon,

aided (?) by a fewjlies, and thus be able to shed a further light

on a little production sufficiently curious and interesting.

2Srd January, 1873.

On Epithemia marina (Donkin).—Rev. E. O'Meara exhibited

Epithemia marina (Donkin). At first view this form appears to

belong to the genus Amphora, but on closer examination it must
be referred to Epithemia, where Donkin has properly placed it.

The first view, seen in a direction slightly oblique, presents the

pointed ends described by him ('J. M. S.,' Vol. VI, PI. Ill,

fig. 14 o) ; but observed directly the produced ends are broadly

and distinctly capitate and reflexed.

Skin of Monitor.—Dr. Barker showed preparations of skin of

Monitor.
Lepidosiren.—Professor Traquair exhibited section of tail of

Lepidosiren.

JLicmophora Jlahellata.—Dr. Steele showed Licmophora Jlahellata

from near Kingstown, a diatom, in Mr. O'Meara's experience,

very rare on the East Coast.
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OundlacJi's Glasses.—Dr. Kichardson showed a so-called ^^^th

of Gundlach's, on some difficult diatoms, which seemed to per-
form very well.

JV^eio Localities for Glostcriiim Archerianum (Cleve), and C.

Oynthia (de Notaris).—Mr. Archer showed examples of Closte-

rium Archerianum (Cleve), taken for the second time in Ireland,

now from County Tipperary, the first collection in which he had
seen this species being from County Galway. He now showed
also, side by side, the form which he had for some time recog-

nised as Closterium Oynthia (de Notaris), though not quite co-

inciding with that author's figure in his ' Elementi per lo Studio
delle Desmidiace Italische' (pi. vii, fig. 71) ; but at least the latter

form was shown to be quite a distinct thing from the former.

Both are certainly rare and very pretty.

Flowers of Welwitschia.—Professor M'Nab showed prepara-
tions of the young female flower of Welwitschia, drawing attention
to the several parts, and expressing his view that the outer was
carpellary, though he had formerly regarded it rather as a part
of the perianth.

Mesotcenium violascens (de Bary).—Mr. Crowe showed Meso-
tcenium violascens (de Bary), taken from the little " Stephano-
sphsera pool" (a little hollow amongst the rocks) on Bray Head.
These were nice characteristic examples and formed a pretty
object.

New Species of Mastogloia.—Eev. E. O'Meara referred to an
undescribed form of the genus Mastogloia, found by him in a
gathering made some time since from a moist rock at Bally-

shannon, which he proposed to name Mastogloia costata. Valve
narrow, elliptic. Length 0013". Breadth -0005". Striae strongly
costate and close, the three central convergent towards the nodule,
shorter than the rest, and making a tolerably large free space
around it; the remainder slightly radiate towards the apices.

Loculi about 10 in number. In consequence, perhaps, of the
convexity of the valve or the coarseness and closeness of the
costate striae, or both, exhibiting only a very faint outline on the
side view.

A New Galycella.—Prof. E. Perceval Wright showed speci-

mens of a new species of Galycella from the deep sea, an account
of which he had in preparation.

Hairsfrom Tumours.—Dr. John Barker showed, examples of
hair obtained from an ovarian tumour, which upon examination
appeared to be of foetal character ; there was an absence of bulbs,
and several hairs appeared as if sharply cut across.—Dr. Barker
likewise showed an entozoan, Ascaris rigida, from the oesophagus
of Lophius piscatorius, found by Mliller, Bellingham, and others.

Gorresponding Members.—It was announced that, at a pre-
ceding business meeting of the Club, Judge Mouchet, Eochfort-
sur-Mer, Prance, Colonel Woodward, America, Professor P. T.
Cleve, and Dr. Veit Brecher Wittrock, of Upsala University,
had been elected Corresponding Members of the Club.
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February 20th, 1873.

Lynccus tcmiicmidis, Sars (new to Ireland).—Mr. A. Andrews
exhibited Lynccus tenuicaudis (Sars), taken by him, for the first

time, in a small pond near Dublin. This form is evidently rare,

having been but twice recorded in England. The spiny armature
of the abdomen was well shown.

Flotoers of Welwitschia.— Professor M'Nab exhibited prepara-

tions of the male flower of Welwitschia mirahilis. In its earliest

stages it appears as a minute papilla, the outer leaves of the peri-

anth forming, at the base, right and left ; no stalk-like portion of the

axis existing like that of the female flower. The inner parts of the

perianth form anteriorly and posteriorly shortly after the formation

of the outer parts. The stamens develop right and left, each at

first appearing as a single primordial stamen, which branches into

three. Dr. M'Nab could not confirm Strasburger's observation

as to the origin of the stamens in two rows. After the formation

of the stamens the two carpels form anteriorly and posteriorly,

the punctum vegetationis occupying the centre of the flower. The
carpels rapidly develop, forming a style and stigma, while the end
of the axis w^hich forms the ovule in the female flower enlarges

but slightly, and never forms an integument or embryo-sac.

Hormospora plena (Kiitz.).—Mr. Crowe showed an alga—pro-

bably Hormospora plena (Kiitz.)—one generally found sparingly

and isolated. The present examples showed cases of self-division

of the quadrate cells taking place, not transversely or across the

filament, but in the opposite direction, when the adjacent ends of

the just-divided cells became elongated in a somewhat oblique

manner, and passing one another by, thus become the starting-

points for new portions of the filaments not in direct continua-

tion, but side by side—but still maintaining linear arrangement
of the cells—the whole involved in the common mucous envelope.

This gave this filament a seemingly unusual appearance, though
doubtless such a mode of growth may be of common occurrence.

Note of a new Astrodisculus {?).—Mr. Archer showed a drawing
of a Rhizopodous form seemingly appertaining to Greeff's genus
Astrodisculus. This did not agree with any of the forms figured

by that author in those characters regarded by him as specific,

and moreover difiered from them all in the outer envelope being

double or forming two strata, both of great tenuity and quite

hyaline, but the inner having a greater degree of consistence

than the outer. Professor Greeff" speaks of the (single) enve-

lope in his forms being possibly of a silicious nature, as it with-

stood the action of sulphuric acid ; and he supposed, therefore,

that this envelope must of necessity be minutely perforated to

admit of the passage outwards of the extremely slender filiform

pseudopodia. Mr. Archer had only once before met with any
form seemingly belonging to Astrodisculus, and the brief exami-

nation he had been then able to give his examples suggested

to him that the outer euveloi)e was not silicious, but quite of a

soft and plastic nature, quite hyaline, and without any stria? or
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markings or indeed any apparent structure ; and he could not
but suppose (as in other forms) that the pseudopodia projected
through it by virtue of their capacity readily to penetrate so

soft an envelope. Such was also his view in the present instance

;

and indeed the application of sulphuric acid at once removed the
outer envelope, then, but not so quickly, the sarcode body, leaving

the brown "central capsule" lying with a thin stratum of
grannies adhering to its outer surface, so that it did not show a
sharply bounded outline. The brown central capsule occupied
about one third that ofthe body-mass,which was ofan orange-brown
colour, more brown towards the middle, gradually more clearly

orange towards the circumference; the pseudopodia not numerous,
slender, filiform, about the length of the diameter of the body,
the two outer envelopes hyaline, and the inner one in depth about
one half the diameter of the body, the outer less deep and of

greater seeming tenuity than the inner, the line of demarcation
being quite sharp. Of course the conflicting views as regards
the nature of the outer envelope suggests the likelihood or

possibility that, after all, not either of the two forms alluded to

occurring in this country is congeneric with those forming Grreeff's

genus Astrodisculus ; but at any rate the likeness is strong, and the

probability seemingly great, that they are really so. Mr. Archer
would rather refind this form ere saying any more about it.

These forms appertaining to Astrodisculus seem to be very rare, a
fact which may render a decision regarding them all the more
difficult : one requires a goodly number of examples to operate

upon satisfactorily ; so minute objects, too, on being treated with
reagents have a great tendency to roll away, and, despite long
search, hopelessly to evade rediscovery.—Mr. Archer showed also

some living examples of Amphisonella vestita, a form not uncom-
mon (in suitable localities, of course) and varying as to presence
or absence of chlorophyll-granules, or of the outer hair-like

processes, in the manner already described by him ; the present

were without the specialities referred to ; they showed, however,
the pseudopodia well extended.

East Kent Natubal History Society.

Honorary Secretary—Geoege Gullivee, F.E.S., &c.

April drd, 1873.

Haphides, Sphceraphides, and Crystal Prisms.—Slides, draw-
ings, and extemporaneous preparations of these beautiful plant-

crystals were exhibited and explained by Mr. Gulliver, who read

a paper thereon, and remarked that, considering their interest

both as microscopic objects and botanical characters, it is sur-

prising that they have not received more attention. They are
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ignored in our Floras, and but c»udely described in our treatises

on the microscope. Hence, theB(! crystals require more explicit

treatment, so that experts may realise their value as taxonomic
characters, and ladies and novices fiud an additional source of

microscopic amusement and instruction for idle time, thus not
idly spent. Our present knowledge of the value of rai)liides as

natural characters iu systematic botany is cliiefly confined to the

memoirs by the author, published piecemeal in various journals,

and summarised in the ' Popular Science Review ' up to October,

18G5, since extended in the 'Annals of Natural History' of that

year, and in several numbers of ' Seemann's Journal of Botany,'

and the ' Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Scieuce.' But in-

dependent inquirers have not yet subjected those observations to

sue!) practical criticism as would prove either their erroneous-

ness or truthfulness. We hear only, and but seldom, of excep-

tions, whether correct or incorrect, as if these were not well

known to be common to some of the best diagnostic characters in

natural science.

The chief source of error has been in the confusion of terms,

for all sorts of microscopic crystals in plants are too commonly
included under the term " raphides." But this error is quite fatal

to any due estimate of their taxonomic value. Crystals of one
form or other are common, and often abundant, in plants that
never produce any raphides at all. Hence we have had and still

have endless ambiguity and confusion, which it is to be hoped
that the author's drawings and detailed descriptions, reproduced
in the ' Science Gossip,' May 1, 1873, will correct in future.

But, besides the vagueness of the current knowledge of the sub-
ject, a prevailing cause of the difficulty in the acceptance by
systematists of the characters afforded by raphides, is the diffi-

culty and extensiveness of the inquiry as to the value of such
diagnoses. The question first to be determined concerns the
constancy of raphides or other crystals in several single species

of our native plants, at all periods of their growth and in every
soil or situation ; and then come the vdder researches as to the
constant absence of the crystals from other species, and the still

more laborious task of carrying the whole investigation through-
out the Plora of the world. On this last point the author's

observations have been fragmentary only, but they have been
continued for many years on British plants, with occasional
elucidations by parallel examinations of exotic species. Diffi-

culties will often occur. Thus, after searching for years for a plant
of the Order Onagracese devoid of raphides, it was, seemingly,
found in Montinia, but only to afford one of those exceptions that
best prove the rule, as this genus, though placed in the order
OnagracejB by Lindley, has since been removed from it to the
Saxifragraceae. The angular minute crystals, about ^^^th of an
inch long and ^f),!,^(jth thick, occurring for the most part
scattered here and there singly in the old leaves of Gentiana
acauUs, and some other plants, are not true raphides.
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April nth, 1873.

Apparatus for Drawing 31icroscopic Objects.—Col. Horsley
exhibited for this purpose a very simple contrivance, Vv'hich is

easily used and need not cost a shilling. It consists of a deal
box, four and a lialf inches square and nine inches in length, with
a circular aperture at one end large enough to admit the draw-
tube of the microscope with the eyepiece attached, and at the
other end a square of ground glass of the same size as the box,
the wood having been removed for the purpose. To obtain the
desired image of the object the microscope is placed horizontally,

with its eyepiece end into the hole made for it in the box, when
the object is focussed and illuminated on the ground glass, and
then very easily drawn by hand. The whole apparatus is more
fully described in ' Science Gossip,' 1SG8, p. 236.

Queen of the Honey-JBee—Major Munn exhibited drawings in

illustration of the structure and functions of the oral apparatus
of the queen as compared with the corresponding parts of the
drone and worker. He also continued his observations on the
power of the queen to sting the hand, and decided the question,

as before, in the negative.

Starch-sticks in the Latex of Spurges.— Colonel Horsley gave

extemporaneous demonstrations of these in the milky juice

of Euphorbia amygdaloides. These rods of starch are, in our
Flora, sharply diagnostic of the genus Euphorbia, as described at

a former meeting of the Society, reported in the ' Quart. Journ.
of Mic. Science,' for January, 1872.
Hed Flint.— Capt. S. Gordon McDakin submitted some obser-

vations on red flint found in chalk, near Canterbury, several feet

below the surface, and suggested that in them microscopic ex-

amination might detect fragments of sponges or other bodies

which may be supposed to afford the iron that gives colour to the

mass.

May ]sf, 1873.

The meeting was fully occupied in the examination of speci-

mens provided by Col. Horsley, Mr. Sibert Saunders, and Mr.
Fullagar, of fluviatile and marine i^oologj, and fresh botanical

specimens collected by Mrs. Dean.

May 15th, 1873.

Extirpation of Bare Plants.— Mra. Dean brought several rare

plants, and made the usual complaint that they are becoming

gradually so scarce as to threaten their total extinction. Where-
upon some strong observations were made on the rapacious

cupidity of mere collectors, and the vain and absurd notion that

a knowledge of botany consists in collecting specimens and call-

ing them by their scientific names—an error fostered by the too

common practice of societies in offering premiums for the largest

collections, instead of being guided by the proper tests of the
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candidates' knowledge, which would nowiae cause the destruction

of our rare plants.

Senecio squalidus.—This ragwort, though reported in our Floras

as peculiar to O.vfbrd and ]}i(leford, is abundant at Canterbury.

The pollen-grains were exaniincd by the Hon. Sec, and found to

be oval and muricated, aoo*^^ ^^ ^^ '^^^ ^^^{? ^^^ nV^^*^ broad,

and showing three scars when treated with sulphuric acid.

Crystal Prisms in the Ovary of CompositcB.—Of these Mr.
Gulliver showed specimens in the ovary-coat of Cyanarese, and
described their taxonomic import. They are figured in ' Science

Gossip' of May, 1873.

Shape of the Nucleus of the Blood-discs of PyrencBmatous Fer-

tehrates.—He also exhibited preparations from which it appeared
that, stating the breadth of the nucleus at 1, its length is from 2
to 2^. This is the regular form in most birds, but there are ex-

ceptions, as in the common fowl, which has the nucleus much
shorter, often merely suboval, and hence, perhaps, the German
error, by Rollett, in ' Strieker's Human and Comparative His-

tology,' that the nucleus of the pyrena^mata is " sometimes more
or less circular, as in the birds, or elliptical, as in the frog."

June 5th, 1873.

Lophius piscatorius.—Mr. Sibert Saunders exhibited and de-

scribed a specimen of this fish, about nine inches long, a female,

with the ovaries quite immature. It was taken at Whitstable,

where it is much less common than on some other parts of our
coast. The blood-discs were examined by Mr. Gulliver, and
found to be regularly oval, with the long diameter Ts'yjth, the
short diameter a^^V^th, and the thickness ^^Vo*'^ of an inch, these

being average sizes, and larger than is common in osseous fishes,

though rather smaller than in the Salmonidae, of which these

corpuscles are figured in the ' Proc. Zool. Soc.,' Nov. 19th, 1872.

Economy of Freshwater Polyps.—On this subject Mr. Fulla-

gar continued his observations, and illustrated them by living

specimens and drawings. He described the eggs of Hydra viridis

as dark brown in colour, somewhat tuberculated on the surface,

globular in shape, and about ^'^th of an inch in diameter. These
were hatched in April, and while emerging from the ovum the

young hydra had two short tentacles, to which a third was added
about the seventh day, when the animal was free and able to

adhere by its sucker to the glass. Though H. vulgaris regularly

deposits its ova in the autumn, he has seen this species, in his

aquarium, produce eggs during March, which were hatched early

in May. He is preparing for publication descriptions and draw-
ings of his observations.

Crystals in the Seed-coat of the JSlm, and Character of the Epi-
dermis of the Tway-blade.—Preparations and drawings of these

were communicated by Mr. Gulliver. The substance of his ob-
servations thereon is given in his paper at page 200 of the pre-

sent number of this * Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science.'
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES IX & X,

Illustrating Prof. Schwendener's Papers on the Nature of

Lichens.

The ampliCcatiou is indicated by the figures in brackets on the plates.

PLATE IX.

Figs. 1 & 2.

—

Lichen " Pannarine affinis," Tuck.—1. Portion of a section of

a thalius witli embedded Sc^tonema-^\&mtnts. At a, b, and c the sheaths assumed
the well-known green colour with hydrochloric acid. Tiie tissue is witiiout

interstices, parenchymatous in the interior with the cells elongate, towards

the surface short-celled with almost isodiametral cells.—2. Portion of a section

of a thalius with curved Scylonema-iVx^'SiA?, in colourless sheaths, whicli are

intimately united to the neighbouring cells. To the left below, a slightly

altered Scylonema-^\xm^ViX with dead heterocyst.—The tissue of this lichen is,

on the whole, Famiaria-like, calling to mind in several points of view also

Liehina. The embedded Gonidia-chains, which sometimes appear as unaltered

ScytonemecE, but sometimes also form irregular couvolutes, not rarely show
globular heterocysts. In the interior of the thallus-lobes the sheaths are

altogether colourless ; at and near the surface, a green colour presents itself on
the af)|)lication of hydrochloric acid. This lichen was communicated to me by
Prof. Tuckerman, with the remark: "absque fructu, California."

Pig. 3.—Portion of a freely-vegetating Scytonema-^'dXiitx^'i from the same
substratum as the lichen from Tuckerman just mentioned. The sheath towards

the right hand was colourless, at the end to the left, however, yellowish (in

hydrochloric acid green). Is manifestly the gonidia-former of the foregoing

lichen.

Figs. 4—8.

—

Parmaria flabellosa. Tuck.— 4. Radial section through the

under part of the thalius with a similar sheath as in fig. 2.— 5. The same
radial section completely from the upper to the under cortical stratum.

The gonidia-chains in the upper part of the thalius are irregularly curved,

here and there conglomerated into regular clusters ^ the sheaths here become
coloured in hydrochloric acid slightly or intensely green (the same as in

Racoblenna). Diam. of the cortical cells in the fully-grown state 10 m.m.m. and
more.— 0. Portion of a thalius section with partly straight, partly more or

less curved, gonidia-chains. Tissue indistinct on account of the previous

warming with hydrochloric acid. Below a portion of the lower (blue-coloured)

cortex in oblique superficial view, somewhat crushed and put out of position.

The gonidia here do not lie at the upper surface.—7. Young thallus-lobe in

superficial view in order to present its form and the arrangement of the

gonidia. 8. A curved gonidia-chain with sheath (same as fig. G to the right).

The sheath becomes coloured intensely green in hydrochloric acid. This

lichen essentially agrees with the foregoing, only the globular heterocysts

were here more rare. Free <Scy^o/«e««-filaments of 8—10 m.m.m. thickness

were not rare upon the same substratum, Rioulariece none. On the label

Tuckerman had added the remark: 'Obs. Lich. in Proceed. Acad, Amer./
5, p. 401. In Nova Auglia.



PLATE X.

Fig. 9.

—

Cephalodia Slereocaulornm.—Sirosiphott'^roup from the medullary

porliou of a Cephuludium ; with exception of tlie projectiiifj apices of the alga,

closely surrounded by JUitrreocau/on-Whres.—This li{,'ure is fjiveu in completion

of what has been mentioned previously.

Fig. 10.

—

Spharomphale fism. — Ilymenial-gonidia ; mostly two-celled and

then 10—^14 m.m.m. long and 3.^ — 4 iii.m.m. broad; besides others also

three-celled, as in the flgure, which reach 17 m.m.m. in length. Membrane
very delicate; contents, in comparison with the rest of the gonidia, more
ilui.sh-greeu. Agree exactly with Stic/iococcus bacillaris, which, for the sake

of greater certainty, I examined from examples whicii Dr. iiabenhorst kindly

sent me as " forma minor."

Fig. 11.

—

Polyhlastia intercedens ?, Hepp.

—

[a) Alga, that is, gonidia in a free

condition. Cells as much as 20 m.m.m. in diameter, ordinarily 12— 16 m.rn.m.,

often with brown, more frequently with colourless, membrane ; [b) the same
green cells on the surface of the thallus (here without cortex), partly involved

by short-celled hypha;.

Figs. 12 & 13.

—

Gonionema.—12. Young spermogonium. The development

of these spermogouia manifestly took place in the interior of the Scytonema-

sheath, that is, in the membrane-substance itself; for the yellow coloured

peripheral membrane-lamella is swollen out in an inflated manner and longitudi-

nally torn. Such occurrences speak in any case rather for than against the

parasitism.—13. A portion of the thallus of the same lichen from Arnold
exceptionally with curved gonidia-cliaius. As a rule, the thallus is more
slightly surrounded and appears like an unaltered Scyto/iema-iAdimGni.

Fig. 14.

—

Secoliga gyalectoides, Mass.—Two gonidia-groups, manifestly

belonging to Chroolepus. Contents intensely orange-coloured.

Fig. 15.

—

Secoliga upon " Bryophaf/us."—Median section through an apothe-

cium. Tlie hypothecium (its maximum thickness 20 m.m.m.) is directly seated

upon the jelly of Bryophagus, and sends downwards numerous individual hyphse,

which surround the scattered Chroococcaceous colonies. To the left (at the

margin at a) and soinewiiat deeper in the interior are two obliquely inter-

sected brown moss-leaves; below (at b') colonies of Glceothece. The spores

of this Secoliga were linear-spindleshaped, 12 m.m.m. long and about 2 m.m.m.
broad.

The following figures are copied from the Plates (coloured in the original)

illustrating the ' Algentypen der Flechtengonidien :'

—

Figs. 16 & 17.—" Thamnidium Willeyi" Lichina, sp.—16. Portion of the

shrubby thallus of " lUiamnidium Willeyi" Lichina, spec., showing a terminal

apothecium (t. i, f. 4, in orig.).—17. Portion of a longitudinal section through
the thallus of the same. The embedded gonidia, which here figure as gonidia,

partly still possess yellowish-coloured sheaths and flagellate ends (t. i, f. 5, in

orig.).

Fig. 18.

—

Racoblenna.—Two gonidial chains, bent zig-zag and with parenchy-

matous envelope. A portion of a larger convolute, in which here and there

some algal filaments, still unaltered, projected outwards (t. ii, f. 2, in orig.).

Figs. 19—21.

—

Nostoc.—19. A A'oi'^c-colouy, into which a fungal-thread has

penetrated from without (t. ii, f. 13, in orig.).—20. A portion of a larger

A^OA'^oc-colony penetrated by a fungal thread (t. ii, f. 14, in orig.).—21. Nostoc
threads with special sheaths {Honnoniphon) permeated by fungal threads. Seen
in a tangcntal section through the thallus of Ljmpholemma (t. ii, f. 15, in orig.).
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Plate XI.—To illustrate tlie paper upon the Growth and Development of the
Lasers of tLe Bla.stoilerm.

Fig 1.—Section through an uniucubated blastoderm, showing the upper
layer, composed of a single row of columnar cells, and the lower layer, composed
of several rows of rounded cells in which no nucleus is visible. Some of the
" formative cells," at the bottom of the segmentation cavity, are seen at (6).

Fig. 2.—Section through the periphery of an eight hours' blastudeim, showing
the epiblast {p), the hypoblast (A), and the niesoblast commencing to be formed (c),

partly by lower-layer cells enclosed between the epiblast and hypoblast, and partly
by formative cells. Formative cells at the bottom of the segmentation cavity are
seen at b. At s is one of the side folds parallel to the primitive groove.

Fig. 3.—Portion of the hypoblast of a thirteen hours' blastoderm, treated with
silver nitrate, showing the great variation in the size of the cells at this period.
An hour-glass-shaped nucleus is seen at a.

Fig. 4.—Periphery of a twenty-three hours' blastoderm, showing cell for cell

the junction between the hypoblast (A) and white-yolk spheres {lo).

Fig. 5.—Junction between the white-yolk spheres and the hypoblast cells at
the passage from the area pellucida to the area opaca. The specimen was treated
with silver nitrate to bring out the shajie of the cells. The line of junction
between the opaque and pellucid areas passes diagonally.

Plate XII, figs. 1 to 3.—To illustrate the paper upon the Primitive Groove.

Figs. 1 and 2 are sections through an embryo rather earlier than the one drawn
in fig. 3. Section 1 passes tnr(jugh the just commencing medullaiy gi-oove {md),
which appears in fresh specimens, as in fig. 3, merely as an opaque streak coming
from the end of the primitive groove. The notochord is hardly differentiated, but
the complete separation of mesoblast and hypoblast under the primitive groove
is clearly shown. Section 2 passes through the anterior end of the primitive
groove {pr), and shows the fusion between the mesoblast and epiblast, which
is always to be found under the primitive groove.

Fig. 3 is a view from above of a twenty hours' blastoderm, seen as a trans-

parent object. Primitive groove {pr). Medullary streak {in, d), which passes off

from the anterior end of the primitive groove, and is produced by the thickening
of the mesoblast. Headfbld {p,f).

Plate XII, figs. 4, 5, 6, and 7.—To illustrate the paper upon the Growth and
Development of the Layers of the Blastoderm.

Fig. 4.—Section through the primitive streak of an eight hours' blastoderm.
The specimen shows the mesoblast very much thickened in the immediate
neighbourhood of the primitive streak, but hardly formed at all on each side of
the streak. It also shows the primitive groove just beginning to be formed {pr),

and the fusion between the epiblast and the mesoblast under the primitive
groove. The hypoblast is completely formed in the central part of the blastoderm.

At f is seen one of the side folds parallel to the primitive groove. Its depth
Las been increased by the action of the chromic acid.

Fig. 5.—Hypoblast cells from the hinder end of a thirty-six hours' embryo,
treated with silver nitrate, showing the regularity and elongated shape of the
cells over the embryo and the smaller cells on each side.

Fig. 6.— Epiblast cells from an nnicubated blastoderm, treated with silver

nitrate, showing the regular hexagonal shape of the cells and the small spherules

they contain.

Fig. 7.—Portion of the epiblast of a thirty-six hours' embryo, treated with silver

nitrate, showing the small rounded cells frequently found at the meeting points

of several larger cells which are characteristic of the upper layer.

Plate XIII.—To illustrate the paper on the Primitive Groove.

Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, are sections through the blastoderm, drawn in fig. G through
the lines 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, respectively.

The first section (fig. 1) passes through the true medullary groove {mc) ; the
two medullary folds (a, a) are seen on each side with the thickened mesoblast*

and the mesoblast cells are beginning to form the notochord (mc) under the medul-
lary groove. There is no adherence between the mesoblast cells and the epiblast

under the medullary groove.



The second (fig-. 2) section pusses tlirough tlie medullary groove where it has

become wider. Medulliiry folds, A, A ; uotochord, ck.

In the third section the notochord (<7/) is broader, and the epiblast is raised in

tlie centre, while the medullary folds are seen far apart at A.

In section fij^. 4 the medullary folds (a) arc still to be seen enclosing the an-

terior end of the primitive groove (pr). Where the primitive groove apjwars

there is a fusion of the ejjiblast and me-soblast, and no apix'arance of the notochord.

In tlie last section, fig. 5, no trace is to be seen of the medullary folds.

Figs. G and 7 are magnified views of two liardened blastoderms. Fig. G is

twenty-three hours old ; fig. 7 twenty-five hours. They both show how the me-
dullary canal arises entirely independently of the primitive groove and in front of

it, and also how the primitive groove gets pushed backwards by the growth of the

medullary groove. 2)o, Frotovertebrse ; other references us above. Fig. 6 is the
blastoderm from which sections 1 to 5 were cut.

Plate XIV.—To illustrate the paper upon the Development of the Vascular

System in the Chick.

Fig. 1 is taken from the anterior part of the pellucid area of a thirty hours'

chick, with four proto-vertebra). At « is a nuclens with two nucleoli.

Figs. 2 and 3 are taken from the posterior end of the jMjlIucid area of a chick

with eight proto-vertebra). In fig. 3 the nuclei are seen to have considerably id-

creased in number at the points of starting of the protoplasmic processes. At »
is seen a nuclens with two nucleoli.

Fig. 4 is taken from the anterior part of the pellucid area of an embryo of

thirty-six hours. It shows the narrow processes characteristic of the anterior part

of the pellucid area, and the fewer nuclei. Small spaces, which have the appear-
ance of vacuoles, are shown at V.

Fig. 5 is taken from the posterior part of the pellucid area of a thirty -six

hours' embryo. It shows the nuclei, with somewhat irregular nucleoli, which
have begun to acquire the red colour of blood- corpuscles; the protoplasmic ])ro-

cesses containing the nuclei j the nuclei in the protoplasm surrounding the
corpuscles, as shown at «, a'.

Fig. 6 shows fully formed blood-vessels, in part filled with blood-corpus(-leS

and in part empty. The walls of the capillaries, formed of cells, spindle-sha[)ed

in section, are shown, and also the secondary investment of Klein at k, and at It

is seen a narrow protoplasmic process filled with blood-corpuscles.

Fig. 7 is taken from the anterior port of the pellucid area of a thirty -six hours'

embryo. It shows a collection of nuclei which are beginning to become blood-

corpuscles.

Figs. 1—5 are drawn with an \ object-glass. Fig. 6 is on a much smaller

scale. Fig. 7 is intermediate.

Plate XV.—To illustrate the paper upon the Development of the Vascular
System in the Chick.

Fig. 1.—A transverse section through the dorsal region of a forty-five hmirs'

embryo; ao, aorta with a few blood-corpuscles. V, Blood-vessels, all of them
being formed in tlio splanchnopleure, and all of them provided with the secondary
investment of Klein; p, e, pellucid area; o, p, opaque area.

Fig. 2.—Small portion of a section through the opaque area of a thirty-five

hours' embryo, showing protoplasmic processes, with nuclei passing from the
somatopleure to the splanchnopleure.

Fig. 3.—Section through the heart of a thirty-four hours' embryo, a. Alimen-
tary canal; hh, hind brain; itc, notochord; e, epiblast; s, o, mosol)last of the
somatopleure; sp, mesoblast of the splauchnoj)leure ; hi/, hypoblast; fiz,

cavity of the heart.

Fig. 4.—Section through the same embryo as fig. 3, and passing through the
orifice of the omphalo-meseraic vein of, Omphalo-meseraic vein; other refer-

ences as above.

These two sections show that the heart is entirely formed from the mesoblast
of the splamhnopk'ure, and that it is formed by the splitting of that part of the
mesoblast which has turned to assume its noniiul direction after being folded in

to form the muscular wall of the alimentary canal. In fig. 4 the cavities so

formed on each side have not yet united, but in fig. 3 they liave united. Wiien
the folding becomes more complete the cavities {of, of) in fig. 4 will unite, and
in this way the origin of the omphalo-meseraic veins will be carried further back-
wards. In the section immediately behind section 4 the mesoblast had become
thickened, but had not split.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES XVI & XVII,

Illustrating Mr. Edwin T. Newton's paper on the Structure

of the Eye of the Lobster.

PLATE XVI.

Fig.

1.—Front part of tlie head of a lobster {Homarus vulgaris), natural

size, the upper part of carapace and rostrum being removed.
{a) Tiie right eye showing the semilunar form of the cornea and
{b) its basal joint. The upper portion of the left eye has been
removed to show the optic nerve which swells anteriorly to form
(c) the so-called optic ""^angiioH.—(4^ The kidiiey-shaped body
seen in section in fig. 13 /. {e) The sXp^a-^esophageal ganglion,

raised somewhat out of its natural position.

2.—A longitudinal and horizontal section of a right eye seen by reflected

light (x S). («) Cornea, {b) Firsthand of pigment, beneath
which are the crystalline cones, (c) A broad band of radiating

fibres free from pigment, {d) Second black band composed of the

pigmented spindle-shaped bodies ; the lower ends of these bodies

are covered with an opaque white pigment which forms (<?) the first

white baud. {/) The third black band ; the fine line running in

the centre of this band is the fenestrated structure (fig. ]9), it

shows the boundary of the so-called optic ganglion, {g) Second
white band, {h) Bundles of radiating nerve-fibres, {i) Enlarged
end of the optic nerve. The muscles and connective tissue which
naturally fill the cavity ( X ) have been omitted in this figure.

3.—Portion of cornea as seen by reflected light, showing the cross and
central spot.

4.—Perpendicular section from the middle of the cornea, showing the

smooth outer and slightly convex inner surfaces.

5.—Similar section near edge of cornea, showing smaller size of facets and
their more convex inner surface. This section is viewed some-

what obliquely, and, therefore, three or four rows of facets are

visible upon the inner surface.

0.—Similar section at junction of cornea («), with the calcareous portion

{b). (c, d, e) The three layers into which the shell appears to be

divided.

7.—Cornea seen by transmitted light. The shaded part a is a portion of

the substance intermediate between the cornea and crystalline

cones,

8.—A group of elements showing the relation of the pigment to the cones.

The cornea is not present, {a) Substance intermediate between
cornea and cone. {b) Crystalline cone. (c) Nerve-rod. {x)

Pigment, {cl) Festoons of pigment.

9, 10, 11.—Crystalline cones, with portions of the nerve-rods, after treat-
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ment with caustic potash (eye having been hardened ia chromic
acid), showing the tendency to break up into separate portions.

12.—Longitudinal and perpendicular transparent section of optic nerve

and ganglion, (c/) Spindle bodies ; a portion of these are repre-

sented as broken away from ,/, the perforated structure forming

the surface of the so-called optic ganglion (sclerotic of Leydig).

((/) Nerve-fibres running together to form the bundles (//). /i to

as iu fig. 20. (/;) First lenticular body, (q) Second ditto.

{>•) Kidney-shaped body seen at d, fig. 1.

13.—Kidney-shaped body enlarged.

PLATE XVIL

14.—Longitudinal and horizontal transparent section of optic nerve and
ganglion with some of the crystaline rods and cones left attached.

a to k as in fig. 2, the remainder as in fig. 12.

15.—A partly diagrammatic view of one of the elements of the eye from the

cornea to the optic ganglion. («) cornea, (a') Substance between
cornea and cone, (s n.) Semper's ? nuclei, {b) Lower end of

crystalline cone, (c) Nerve-rod, around which is seen the invest-

ing membrane with its nuclei (c'). {d) Spindle-shaped or trans-

versely striated body, {d') Nuclei iu the horns of the spindle

body, (y) Perforated membrane at surface of optic ganglion.

10.—View of surface of a number of elements after treatment with potash.

(«) Crystalline cone, {b) Investing membrane much swelled.

17.—Fenestrated structure found near the lower part of the investing mem-
brane parallel with the surface of the optic ganglion. («) nerve-

rods passing down to the spindles.

IS.—Spindle body enlarged to show disposition of pigment.

19.^—Portion of the perforate membrane covering outer surface of optic

ganglion. Tiie nerve-rods and pigment occupy the apertures,

which have a diameter of yoVs ^^^

20.—Enlarged view of a portion of the optic ganglion. Letters correspond
witii those in figs. 1, 2, and 14. (//) Bundle of uerve-iibres.

(?) Horizontal layer of nerves. (Jc) Bundles of nerves leaving

interspaces in which are cells and fibres. (/) Horizontal nerve-

fibres and elongated cells ?, below which are numerous horizontal

blood-vessels. («/) Two layers of cells. («) Layer of cells and
blood-vessels, (o) Nerve-fibres with interspaces in which are

spindle-shaped cells.

21.—Blood-vessels which, for the sake of distinctness, were not represented

in the lust figure. The fine parallel capillaries at m occupy naturally

a position among the cells indicated by the same letter (//;) in

fig. 20.

22.—Enlarged view of the first lenticular body (;;, fig. 14) showing the

bands and blood-vessels.
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The Structure of the Eye of the Lobster. By Edwin
T. Newton, Assistant Naturalist, H.M. Geological
Survey. (With Plates XVI and XVII.)

THE*Eyes of Arthropoda having been investigated by so

many competent histologists,—among whom may be men-
tioned Dr. Franz Leydig, Dr. Edouard Claparede, Pro-
fessor Max Schultze, Dr. Gottsche, and Professor Joh.
Miiller—there seems little likelihood of anything remaining
to be done in this direction; nevertheless, the literature

of this subject, so far as I have been able to ascertain,

contains but little concerning the eyes of the Lobster
{Homarus vulgaris). Having some months ago made several

preparations of Lobsters' eyes, Professor Huxley very
kindly examined them, and perceiving that they showed
points of structure which he believed to be new, advised me
to work the matter out more fully. This I have endeavoured
to do, and the results of my observations I purpose giving in

the followino' communication. I am the more induced to bring-

the subject forward, because in this country very little has
been published concerning the eyes of the Crustacea, and
nothing, so far as I am aware, about the eyes of the Lobster
specially. This dearth of English literature upon the sub-

ject renders it perhaps advisable to give a general account
of the structure of the Lobster's eye before entering upon
the more detailed description.

If the eye of the Lobster be examined with regard to its

external form and structure, it will be seen to consist of a

slightly flattened somewhat cylindrical body, the anterior

portion of which is rounded and forms the cornea (fig. 1 a) ;

and of a posterior flexible portion {b) by which it is attached

to the bottom of the socket in which it lies. This posterior

basal portion (fig. 1 b) , which is partly calcareous, is much
smaller than the distal. When the eye is retracted the

basal segment is drawn by its muscles into the cavity of the

anterior portion. When the eye is seen from above, the

VOL. XIII. NEW SBR. Y
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cornea appears in the form of a deeply curved crescent, ex-

tending far round upon the sides of the eye, but only to a

very slight extent over the upper surface. Viewed from

below the crescentic form is much less marked, although it is

still distinct. From this conformation it will be obvious that

the range of vision will be very great in a lateral direction,

the two eyes taking in a very large arc of a circle ; whilst,

Avhen the animal is in its ordinary horizontal position, little

or no light from above could penetrate the eye to a sufficient

distance to influence the optic nerve, as in all probability it

would be absorbed by the pigment which is found within

the eye near the cornea (fig. 2 b).

A point of some interest which is noticed by M. V.

Lemoine (24, vide list of authors) with regard to the. Craw-
fish, I have found to be true also in respect to the Lobster;

viz. that the eye itself is not retracted, however close an

object may come to it, unless actual contact takes place, and

then it is drawn in suddenly. If for example a feint be

made to strike the eye with a stick the animal appears quite

unconscious of the vicinity of the stick, but if the eye be only

gently touched it is suddenly drawn into its socket. I have

not had an opportunity of testing whether the same would
be the case if the Lobster were in its native element ; but it

certainly appears as though the sense of touch were more
acute than that of sight.

A longitudinal section of an eye (fig. 2), which has been

hardened in chromic acid, shows the cornea (a), and beneath

this and parallel with it a series of layers. Almost in contact

with the cornea is a band of dark, almost black pigment (6) ;

then succeeds a wider uncoloured portion (<?) followed by(rf)

another black band ; the next band (e) is of opaque white

pigment. The third black band (/) is narrower than either

of the foregoing ; [g) is the second opaque white band, from

which threads of white pigment extend for some distance

upon the bundles of nerve-fibres {h), which form the next

band. The bundles of fibres are continued into and form

part of the so-called optic ganglion.

The optic nerve, which presents certain structural pecu-

liarities, connects the foregoing apparatus with the supra-

cesophageal nervous ganglion.

If a transparent section be examined, it will be seen that a

radiating structure passes through all these bands or layers,

and that in fact the eye is composed of a great number of

similar structures placed side by side, and extending from
the optic ganglion (fig. 2, i) to the cornea. Externally, the

cornea is smooth, but divided into a great number of facets
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(fi<^. 3), which in the Lobster are mostly square, each of them
corrcsjionding to one of the radiating structures just men-
tioned (see fig. 15j. The structure of these elements of the

compound eye appears to be fundamentally the same in all

Arthropoda, but there is considerable variation in detail.

Each division or segment of the eye consists of a refracting

portion, termed the crystalline cone (Z*, figs. 8 and 15), and of

a peculiar transversely striated body {d, figs. 2, 14, 15), con-
nected anteriorly Avith the cone by a longer or shorter rod,

and posteriorly -svith the nerve-fibres. Probably this striated

body has the function of perceiving the light.

The intimate structure of each of the parts will now be
considered.

Cornea.

The Cornea in the Lobster, as in some other forms of

Crustacea, is smooth externally, and therefore, unlike the
cornea of many insects, in which the facets are each raised up
into a minute convex lens. The Lobster, in common with
most Crustacea, has the facets square (figs. 3 and 4), but
towards the periphery, however, they become somewhat
irregular in form. The lines dividing the facets do not run
horizontally or perpendicularly, but (as in fig. 7) diagonally
across the front of the eye. When the outer surface of the

cornea is examined by reflected light, with an enlarge-

ment of 60 diameters or more, each facet is seen to have
a central depression, and from this fine lines run to each of

the four angles, and form the cross-like depression (fig. 3)
mentioned by Leydig (28). Claparede (6) has shown us that

this cross is due to the manner in which each of the seg-

ments of the eye is developed. The lines of junction between
the facets aj^peared not merely as a simple depression, but
the bottom of the groove seemed to be raised into a ridge or

seam, as indicated in fig. 3. This, however, was probably due
to internal reflection.

In sections of the cornea cut perpendicularly to the surface

(fig. 4), the divisions between the facets may be seen to pass

quite through from the inner to the outer surface. This
figure, which is taken from near the middle of the cornea,

shows the flatness of each facet externally, and its slight

internal convexity. Towards the edge of the cornea the

facets become smaller, antl the internal face is more convex

The cornea, which is entirely horny in structure, becomes
thicker where it joins the calcareous portion of the eye ; the

junction between the two parts is shown in the figure (6)^
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where (a) the cornea is seen to be of much less thickness than

(b) the calcareous portion ; this difference of thickness is even

more marked in the upper part of the eye than it is in the

figure, which is taken from the side. The calcareous portion

shows the usual finely laminated structure, and generally

appears divided into three layers (c, d, e, fig. 6), the middle

one exliibitiug the laminations and fine canals very distinctly,

and the outer and inner layers having their marking much
less distinct. In the cornea the middle layer appears to be

wanting, or at least it is reduced to a mere film at the junc-

tion of the calcareous portion and the cornea.

Leydig says (28) that in the Crawfish the cornea is beauti-

fully laminated, as it is also in some insects. In the Lobster

I have only succeeded in tracing the lamination for a short

distance from the calcareous portion into the cornea, and then

it soon disappeared.

Claparede tells us that there are, in almost all arthropod

eyes, four rounded cells or nuclei, which are found directly

behind each facet of the cornea {temper's nuclei). These,

he says, are the nuclei of the cells, which give rise to the

cornea, and stand in intimate relation to the crystalline cone,

and that, therefore, they probably exist in the young con-

dition of all arthropods, although they may be lost in the

adult. I have, at present, been unable to convince myself of

their presence in the adult Lobster, unless certain rounded

bodies (fig. 15, sn.) which are to be found upon the sheath,

near the front part of the crystalline cone, may answer to

them. There are, however, four bodies which run together,

and form a layer between the cornea and the cone, which
will be considered further on ; but the relation which these

bear to the cornea seems to preclude their being Semper's

nuclei.

Investing Membrane {Umhullungsschlaiiche)

.

From the borders of each facet a membrane extends

inwards as far as the transversely striated body, if not to the

optic ganglion (figs. 8, 15, 16). Leydig says (29) that tliis

membrane in the Crawfish extends to the optic ganglion.

Each segment corresponding to a facet of the cornea, is

thus surrounded by its own investing membrane or sheath.

In some instances in the Lobster these sheaths before reaching

the transversely striated bodies run together and form a

network,^ which appears as a fenestrated membrane when

' I am incliued to think that tliis fenestrated structure is absent in some
specimens.
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viewed from below (that is to say, when one looks at the

surface opposite to and parallel with the surface of the optic

ganglion). Figure 17, which represents this structure, was
drawn with the camera from a specimen mounted in balsam ;

two of the nerve-rods {a) are represented passing through
the perforations, which they can be seen to do in the pre-

paration, as they pass from the crystalline cones on one side

of this structure to the transversely striated bodies upon the

other.

Upon the inner side of the investing membrane a number
of large nuclei are visible, Avhich stain readily with carmine
(fig. 15, c'). If specimens have shrunk, as mostly happens
when mounted in balsam, it is not easy to say whether the

nuclei belong to the investing membrane or the nerve-rod.

The space within the investing membrane, Avhich is not

occupied by the crystalline cone or nerve-rod, is filled with a

material which in hardened specimens appears granular, and
with a greater or less number of (albuminous ?) globules, which
appear to be more especially aggregated near the inner end
of the cones.

Crystalline Cone.

Leydig says, when speaking of the structure of the eye of

the Lobster (28, p. 410) :
" In the Lobster the cylinders are

at their origin from the optic ganglion only 0'006"' wide,
but swell directly into the ribbed bodies, which measure at

their M'idest part 0"0120"'. It appears to me, that they
possess more than four corners, the continuation of the

swelling loses itself anteriorly in a homogeneous granular
mass, which reaches to the under part of the corneal facet,

without a portion having separated as crystalline cone. In
the sheathlike membrane, which extends from the facets to

the optic ganglion, nuclei are here and there visible, as well

as globules [Gerinsel) Avhich seemed very similar to drops

of albumen. The pigment appears here^ to be collected

only in a girdle around that substance Avhich replaces the

crystalline cone, and around the ribbed swelling, and extends

from there as faint perpendicular stripes into the optic

ganglion."

In some of my first preparations of the Lobster's eye I

was unable to trace the crystalline cone, but I have specimens
now before me, permanently mounted, which have been pre-

pared more recently, and these show the crystalline cone per-

fectly well defined, both anteriorly and posteriorly (fig. 8) . If

1 That is, in the Lobster.—E. T. N.
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a thin section of an eye wliicli has been hardened in spirit or

chromic acid be treated with dilute caustic potash, the pig-

ment is dissolved, and all the parts swell very considerably, but

the crystalline cones become clearly and sharply defined. 13y

careful dissection with needles the elements may be more
or less completely separated, and cones may be obtained

exhibiting posteriorly certain rounded prominences and
longitudinal grooves, showing that they have a tendency to

break np into segments (see figs. 9, 10, 11) ; in these figures

the splitting of the nerve-rod is also seen. Specimens
treated for a short time with osmic acid, and then teased out,

show the longitudinal divisions of the cones more distinctly,

and the surfaces by which these divisions join each other

may frequently be seen to be deeply and irregularly notched.

Between the cones and the cornea there is a space (about

-p^Voth of an inch) filled with granular material. In some
instances when making preparations of the cornea this inter-

mediate substance remained attached to it, and if removed,

which could be done without difficulty, the divisions cor-

responding to each of the facets could be seen, and when
treated with caustic potash or acetic acid each division showed
a tendency to break up into four segments (fig. T a), but

these segments did not correspond with those seen upon the

surface of each of the corneal facets ; that is to say, the cross-

like divisions of each facet run from corner to corner of the

square, whilst in the bodies in question they run from the

middle of each side. One would be inclined at first to con-

sider these four coalesced bodies to be Semper^s nuclei ; but
Claparede's developmental researches seem to show that

these nuclei stand in relation to the formation of the divisions

of the corneal facets ; this being the case, then these four

bodies are not their homologues, because they do not cor-

respond to the divisions of the corneal facets, which they

should do if they were Semper's nuclei.

Is it possible that each of these bodies is a part of the

pigment-cell which runs up each corner of the investing

membrane, and which, remaining unpigmented at this part,

has insinuated itself between the cornea and the cone i

Nerve-rod.

The granular fibres, called nerve-rods by Leydig, and by
Max Schultze described as the hinder ends of the crystalline

cones (fig. 15 c), which extend from the inner ends of the

crystalline cones {b) to the transversely striated bodies, when
treated with caustic ])otash become grooved longitudinally,

and where they are broken across have an inclination to
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split along the grooves ; but if fresh specimens are treated

for a short time with osmic acid before teasing out, these rods

split very readily throughout their entire length into four

fibres. The nerve-rods, which are as wide as the cones

where they join these structures, become reduced to about

^ a'oo th of an inch or less before they reach the transversely

striated body.

The manner in which the nerve-rod joins the spindle^ in

some arthropods is described by Max Schultze (45 & 46) ;

he says that the inner end of the crystalline cone (nerve-rod

of Leydig) terminates in four produced corners which rest

upon a rounded swelling of the nerve-rod (the striated swell-

ing of nerve-rod of Levdig), but without being continuous

with it. This conformation I have at present been unable

to trace in the Lobster.

Transversely Striated Body.

This has been termed by Leydig the swelling of the nerve-

rod, by Schultze the nerve-rod, and by others the spindle-

shaped body. This structure in the Lobster (fig. 16, d) is

continuous with the fine termination of the nerve-rod, which
can be traced into the midst of the four nucleated horns (fig.

15, d) ; two only of the horns are represented in the figure.

The horns themselves are not, strictly speaking, a portion of

the swelling of the nerve-rod, but are pigment-cells, which
run up the corners of these swellings. I am inclined to think

that they correspond to the second swelling of the nerve-rod

described by Leydig as existing in certain of the Crustacea,

for example, in Herbstia condyliata (vide 28, pi. 17, fig. 32)

;

this appears the more probable, as in each there is a cell or

large nucleus.

It is a matter of no great difiiculty to see the transverse

striations upon the spindles (the Plattchenstructur), and the

arrangement of the pigment granules (figs. 15 and 18), but to

see the fine striations which some of these plates exhibit is

by no means so easy a matter. The transversely striated

body is not in the Lobster so wide in projjortion to its length

as that figured by Leydig from the Crawfish. In the Lobster

these structures measure about -rr-oth of an inch in length,

from the surface of the optic ganglion to the base of the

horns, and their greatest diameter is about -piVuth of an inch.

The transverse striations are finer than those of the Crawfish,

being only about -y-^Voth of an inch in width. The inner

* The nerve-rod of Leydig is termed by Schultze the hinder part of the

crystalline cone ; aud the transversely striated sxcelling of the }ierve-rod of

Leydig is termed by Schultze the nerve-rod.
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end of the spindle, where it passes into the so-called optic

ganglion, lias a diameter of about --.ro-^th of an inch.

In order to join the optic ganglion, each spindle passes

through the membrane Avhich covers the surface of that struc-

ture, and tlie pigment-cells which run down the corners of

the spindle pass through with it. In preparations showing

the surface of the perforated membrane (fig. 19), where the

spindles have been broken off, I believe I have been able to

trace the central bright portion (the nerve-rod) and the four

pigjnented corners, as seen at («). It would, perhaps, be

more correct to say that a bundle of nerve-fibres from the

optic ganglion passes through the membrane to join, or be-

come distributed upon, the spindle. The apertures of this

membrane are about Tr-o'oTrth of an inch in diameter.

Leydig (32) speaks of the perforated membrane which

covers the surface of the optic ganglion in certain forms, as

the sclerotic, and (31) describes it as the papillaeform rising

of the bottom of the sclerotic.

Gottsche mentions the papillae, and says they are to be well

seen in the Lobster.

After reading these statements, I have ofcourse endeavoured

to trace these papillse, but have not succeeded in seeing them.

In almost all my preparations of this structure portions of

the lower ends of the spindles remain in the apertures, and
project slightly above the surface, giving it a somewhat
papillaeform appearance ; but I can hardly think that they

are the structures seen by Leydig and Gottsche, for the ends

of these do not appear rounded, but ahvays broken irregu-

larly. In Leydig's figure these papillae appear to be between
the apertures (31; taf. x, fig. 1).

Pigment.

The first pigment band is black or dark brown (fig. 2, d,

fig. 8, x) ; it surrounds the investing membrane of each seg-

ment in the region occupied by the cone (fig. 15, x). AVhen
a number of segments are seen together, the pigment has the

appearance of a black band, but when they are more separated

the pigment is then seen to be in somewhat irregular patches

upon the sides, and in dotted threads upon the corners of

each segment, that upon the sides being lighter in colour.

The pigment upon the corners extends both forwards to the

cornea, or nearly so, and backwards for a considerable

distance, sometimes meeting the threads coming from the

horns of the spindles. Fine, irregularly dotted pigment
threads pass in festoons across the sides from one corner to
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another (fig. 8, d), the spaces between these festoons being

more or less filled up with brown pigment, the amount of

which varies in different parts of the same eye. The dis-

tance to which the pigment threads extend down the corners

varies very considerably.

The second dark band is found upon examination to

be formed by the pigment which occurs upon the corners of

the spindle-shaped bodies. The pigment is granular, and is

sometimes arranged as in figure 18, where each corner is

divided in a very regular manner into alternate pigmented
and unpigmentcd portions ; but this is not always the case,

for very frequently the pigment is simply in longitudinal

bands. Anteriorly, the pigment bands become separated from
the nerve-rod, and appear like horns, four to each spindle

(two of these are shown in fig. 15), each horn having a

distinct nucleus within it ; beyond the nuclei the bands become
reduced to fine granular threads, which run up the corners

of the investing membrane, and sometimes join those coming
from the region of the cone.

Passing towards the optic ganglion, the bands of dark
pigment become thinner, and the spaces between them are

occupied by an opaque white substance, which forms the first

white pigment band. The dark pigment, however, again
increases before reaching the surface of the optic ganglion,

and passing Avith the nerve-rod through the perforated mem-
brane, is continued for some little distance upon the nerve-
fibres. The perforated membrane is thus seen to occupy the

middle of this third band of dark pigment (fig. 14,/).
The second white band is of similar pigment to that which

forms the first white band ; it occurs upon the bundles of
nerve-fibres (at g, fig. 14) for a short distance, as these pass
inwards from the last black band.
The white pigment loses its brilliancy after being kept for

a time in spirit or chromic acid. The dark pigment mostly

occurs in the form of granules, but that which is found upon
the sides of the investing membrane, in the region of the

crystalline cones, is of a much more homogeneous character.

Optic Ganglion.

The termination of the optic nerve, which is generally

known as the Optic Ganglion, consists of several portions,

and these present, at least in the Lobster, greater complica-

tions than have hitherto been described.

Leydig, in 1851 (27), in his description of Branchipus and
Artemia, speaks of the optic nerve as having two ganglionic
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enlargements upon it, from the anterior of which eight

bundles of nerves pass to the pigment layer. (This latter cor-

responds to the region of spindles in the Lobster, &c.)

Gottsche, in 1852 (18), describes as existing in the Lobster

and in Lupea a certain nervous plexus and layer of granules,

which form the face of the optic-bulb, and, as he thinks,

represent the retina.

Again, Lcydig, in 1855 (28), says it appears to him that the

optic ganglion in many beetles is divided into an anterior and
a posterior portion, which are connected by a nervous plexus;

and, further, in 1857 he says in his ' Histologic ' (29, p. 252)

that the optic ganglion may be looked upon as the retina,

minus the rods and cones, and that in Arthropoda it consists

of " greater and smaller cells, nuclei, granules, and the

fibrillated substance of the optic nerve ; we recognise, also, a

certain lamination and interlacing of these elements, in the

Crawtish particularly, a certain radial unfolding, or radiation

of the fibrillated substance of the optic nerve, but the softness

and, therefore, slight individualisation of the parts allows,

for the present, scarcely anything to be made out concerning

the more intimate structure."

Among the beautiful drawings which this same author has

given us in the plates accompanying his comparative anatomy
(ol) we find figures of the eyes of several insects, and the

optic nerve of Dytiscus marginalis (tab. ix, fig. 1), with

its ganglia, as there represented, somewhat resembles that

of the Lobster, although the details do not show the same
complexity.

The above references will serve to show what has hitherto

been known, so far as I have been able to ascertain, con-

cerning the parts now to be considered.

The surface of the so-called optic ganglion (/, figs. 2, 14,

and 15) is covered by the perforated membrane which has

already been mentioned, and through this, as it appears to

me, the nerve-rods pass. Immediately below the membrane
I think each rod ends in a rounded cell, but of this I am by
no means certain ; from this point the nerve-fibres pass off,

and soon collect into bundles. There is considerable diffi-

culty in deciding whether one or more of the nerve-fibres

are connected with each spindle. The bundles of nerve-fibres

are accompanied to a greater or less extent by the granulated

stripes of dark and opaque-white pigment. The general

direction) of the nerve-fibres is radial and parallel to each

other, but it is possible that they join to form a plexus near

the perforated membrane; the appearance presented at this

part may, however, be only due to the connective tissue.
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Among these interlacing fibres cells occur in greater or

less abundance, sometimes being only very few in number.
Occasionally large vessels may be traced running among the

fibres in this region.

Passing inwards, the bundles of nerve-fibres become more
definitely separated from each other, until they arrive at the

point {i, figs. 14 & 20), where they again divide. Figure 20
gives an enlarged view of the parts forming the layers

between i and o in figure 14. At h the lower part of one of

the bundles of nerves is seen, Avhieh at i divides ; some of the

fibres forming a horizontal layer, and others passing directly

onwards.

The next layer (k) in most sections appears to be composed
of irregularly placed cells and nerve-fibres, but when very
thin sections—which have been carefully prevented from
drying whilst being mounted—are examined, it is seen that

the fibres are chiefly in bundles, leaving irregular interspaces,

in which small cells are collected. Some of these cells

appear to be connected with fibres which pass into the next
horizontal lay^er.

This layer (/) consists of two portions, the upper consisting

of horizontal fibres, derived apparently in part from the

bundles and in part from the cells of the previous layer ; upon
these fibres elongated enlargements could be seen, but not well

defined. The lower portion consists of large blood-vessels,

which appear, according to the direction in which they have
happened to be cut, as rounded or elongated patches : there

may be also cells among these vessels.

The next layer, or rather two layers (ni), consists of two
rows of cells, from each of which fibres pass off in every direc-

tion, but chiefly from the ends and sides. Some, if not all,

of the fibres from the bundles in the layer (/(•) are connected

with these cells.

At n there is another layer of vessels, possibly accom-
panied by cells. The nerve-fibres passing inwards from
this point leave irregular oval spaces, in Avhich are groups of

spindle-shaped cells (o) ; from the opposite poles of these cells

fibres are given off, which may be traced for some distance in

a horizontal direction.

All the layers from o to i are somewhat obscured by the

presence of a number of vessels which are large before they

reach o, but rapidly divide into much smaller branches, and
these pass in a very regularly parallel manner through the

layer of cells at m. Having passed through this layer, they

appear to run together again, for at / large vessels are again

found, but now running in a horizontal direction. Large
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vessels occur also in the layers k and h, but do not seem to

cxteiul beyond the perforated membrane (fig. 14,/).

Lenticular Bodies of Optic Nerve.

If a longitudinal and horizontal section of the optic

ganglion and nerve be examined (fig. 14) the fibres of the

latter, it Avill be observed, are interrupted by two peculiar

bodies of an elon{:>ated oval form. These bodies are not

placed upon one side of the nerve, but are among its fibres;

neither do their long axes correspond to the direction of the

nerve-fibres, but they are set obliquely as indicated in the

figure, the long axis of the one nearest the optic bulb
being directed backwards and inAvards, whilst that of the

second is directed backwards and outwards. These curious

bodies exhibit several longitudinal bands, which converge
as they approach the ends ; when stained with carmine
these bands appear alternately lighter and darker, and one
of the dark ones is less distinctly subdivided into two or

three narrower bands.

These problematical bodies are very richly supplied with
blood-vessels ; several large ones (one of wdiich is shown at

V, figs. 14 and 22) give off" numerous side branches which
penetrate the optic nerve, and when they reach the surface

of the body itself they divide again into much finer branches
whicli enter it as indicated in the figure, aiid pass across the

longitudinal bands. Some of these vessels appear to pass

quite through, and to extend to the cellular layer which
exists upon the inner side of the optic nerve {x, fig. 14).

The large vessel v passes round the anterior end of the body,

and gives off" branches which enter it on this side.

The layer of cells just mentioned (fig. 14) forms, I believe,

part of the nervous apparatus, for these cells closely re-

semble those found in the supra-ccsophageal ganglion, where
the nerve-fibres can be distinctly traced to them.

The direction of the fibres of the optic bulb and nerve is

peculiar. As shown in the section (fig. 14), the fibres from the

outer side pass over the end of the first of the above-mentioned
bodies, and appear to enter the lower part of its anterior face,

whilst tliose from the inner side pass over to the anterior

part of this body. The fibres appear to leave the body by its

posterior and outer face, thence they pass to the anterior and
outer face of tlie second body.

If it should be, as indeed from appearances seems most
probable, that the fibres of the optic nerve pass through
these bodies, it will be necessary to consider them to be
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nervous structures and not glands, which one might at first

take them to be. A comparison of horizontal and perpen-
dicular sections of the optic nerve and ganglion (figs. 14 and
12) shows that the latter, corresponding to the compressed
form of the eye and to the width of the cornea, is wider from
side to side than it is from above downwards ; and the
former is wider from above downwards than it is from side
to side.

The longitudinal and perpendicular section of the optic
nerve (fig. 12) shows some resemblance to Leydig's figure of
the same part in Dytiscus maryinalis (31, tab. ix, fig. 1),
inasmuch as there are two areas (/» and ^) inwhich the structure
appears very diff"erent from the adjoining parts. By com-
paring this section with the horizontal one (fig. 14) it will

- be obvious that these areas occupy about the same position
as the bodies above described, and they are in fact the same
structures cut in an opposite direction ; and the appearance
which they present is, as might be expected, very different in

the two sections. The vessels shown in the horizonal section,

when cut across, as they are in the perpendicular section,

appear as small circles, which, if examined from this point
of view only, might easily lead one to consider them to be
aggregations of cells.

In the perpendicular section these bodies show no definite

outline; this, however, appears to be due to the oblique
direction in which they are cut.

The appearance presented by the fibres of the optic nerve
when cut in this perpendicular direction is peculiar, and will

be best understood by reference to the figure (fig. 12), where
it is shown that between the two bodies which have just been
considered {p and q), and from these to the layer (o), the

fibres form a series of V patterns, an appearance produced
by the crossing of the fibres. The darker portions among
these fibres in this figure are the blood-vessels which supply
the lenticular bodies.

The second lenticular body appears to have the same
structure as the first, but is somewhat smaller.

Kidney-shaped Ganglion.

Close behind the second lenticular body there is an
enlargement which differs from the two lenticular bodies,

both in the manner of its connection with the optic nerve
and also in its intimate structure. This body (fig. 12 r) is,

in this perpendicular section, kidney-shaped, and is attached
to the upper surface of the optic nerve by a pedicle of nerve-
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fibres which in the section form two chief buncUes ; these

spread out, leaving irregular interspaces, and finally lose

themselves in the finely granular ])eripheral portion. The
nerve-fibre;^ both of the body and of the portion of tlic optic

nerve lying below it, interlace in a very complex manner.
This kidney-shaped body is supplied by numerous branching
blood-vessels, some of which pass into it from tlie pedicle,

and others dip down into it from the surface.

The similarity in structure between this organ and certain

known ganglia has induced me to call this a ganglion.

After leaving this pedunculated body the optic nerve

becomes very soon reduced to about one fourth of its pre-

vious dimensions, and passing out of the eye-stalk joins the

supra-oesophageal ganglion.

Comparison of the Compound Arthropod Eye with the Eye of
a Vertebrate.

The agreement in the fundamental plan of structure

between the vertebrate and arthropod eye has long been

recognised by Leydig, and in following out the comparison

of the different parts he gives it as his decided opinion that the

crystalline cones, Avith the nerve-rods, and their transversely

striated swellings, found in the arthropod eye, correspond to

the rods and cones of the vertebrate eye. He says, further,

that he believes all these parts, notwithstanding their

difference of structure, to be modifications of the terminal

portion of the nerve-fibre.

Schnltze holds the same view as regards the correspon-

dence of the nerve-rods and crystalline cones to the rods and
cones. A further resemblance between these parts, as^

pointed out by him, is seen in the laminated structure

(Plilttchenstructur), which the outer member of the rods and

cones of the vertebrate retina is said to exhibit, and which
corresponds to the transversely striated structure of the

sivelliny of the nerve-rod. A certain power of refraction is

also common to both the crystalline cones of the arthropod

and the cones of the vertebrate retina.

The so-called optic ganglion of the Arthropoda has been con-

sidered by most investigators to be the equivalent (at least in

part) of the retina of the vertebrate, and the arrangement of

the nerve-fibres and cells in this part, which has been

described above, tends only to confirm their o])inion. The
general arrangement of the cells and interlacing fibres shows

a very considerable resemblance to the layered structure of
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the vertebrate retina, and there can be but little doubt that

their functions are similar.

Claparede does not think that we are justified in consider-

ing the parts of the vertebrate and arthropod eyes to be
homologous ; but whatever diversity of opinion there may be
on this point, there can certainly be only one as to the great

similarity in the structures, and this being the case, we seem
to be brought to this conclusion : that the surface produced
by the combined ends of the rods and cones in the vertebrate

eye—that is, the surface upon which an image is projected

—

corresponds to the surface formed by the combined crystal-

line cones in the arthropod eye ; but then we have this

difficulty, in the former there is a cornea and lens by which
the light is refracted and the image formed within the eye,

whilst in the latter there is no lens and cornea capable of

producing such an image. Experiments have shown that an
image of any object in front of the compound eye, is produced
behind each facet, and, therefore, it is said that each segment
of the eye acts as a separate eye, and perceives the image

;

but from the structures as we now know them, it is difficult

to understand how each segment could give more than a

general impression of light or darkness ; and it seems very
improbable that such an elaborate apparatus, constructed so

much like that of the vertebrate, should be incapable of

distinct vision. It appears to me that the refraction of the

light by the crystalline cones is only comparable to that

which takes place in the vertebrate rods and cones, and which
we know by experience does not interfere with distinct vision.

We are, however, still left with the difficulty before men-
tioned. HoAv can an image of an object in front of a com-
pound eye be projected upon the surface, formed by the

external ends of the crystalline cones ? This may, perhaps,

be brought about in some such way as Joh. Miiller sujjposed

in his Mosaic theory, but there are certain objections to this

idea. Notwithstanding all that has been written up to the

present time concerning the mode of action of the compound
arthropod eye, Ave are still unable satisfactorily to solve this

difficult physiological problem.

Mode of Preparation.

The plan Avhich I have found most successful in making
preparations of the lobster's eye has been to take an eye from
an animal just killed, and to make an incision in the cornea

at a point which Avould not interfere with the section intended

to be cut, and then to place it in j to ^ per cent, chromic
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acid solution, or to put it in sjiirits of wine for some hours

and then into the chromic acid. In the course of three or four

days the shell was sufficiently soft to be able to be cut with a

razor. The interior was then examined to see if it was
sufficiently hardened ; when this was the case, the eye was
imbedded in wax, and sections cut in the ordinary way.

Some of the sections thus prepared were stained with

carmine. The more perfect specimens were mounted in

Canada balsam (by the cold method), and the rest preserved

in spirit for more minute investigation. For this latter purpose

portions of the sections were teased out wdth needles upon a

glass slide, and treated with dilute acetic acid or caustic

potash. When potash was used the parts SAvclled to a much
greater extent than they did with acetic acid, but upon the

whole the results were more satisfactory. The pigment, which
was only slightly affected by the acetic acid, was dissolved by
Ihe i)otash. The effect of these reagents depended very much
upon the extent to which the specimen had been hardened.

Hyperosmic acid was of great service in working out

many of the structures ; the method of using it was the fol-

lowing : a perfectly fresh eye was cut in half longitudinally,

and placed in a one per cent, solution for one or two hours
;

small portions were then cut off with a razor and teased out

in water.

The structure of the optic ganglion and nerve Avas best

studied in sections; but it was only in those specimens

which were extremely thin that the parts figured (fig. 20)

could be made out.

Measurements.

The following measurements are given in fractions of an
inch, and must be taken as the average size of each of the

parts, as these vary, more especially as regards theu' length,

in the different parts of the eye.

Inch.

Corneal facets near centre of eye . . . ^^ in width.

,, towards the sides . . . ^^ ,,

Substance intermediate between the cornea and

cones .......
Crystalline cones

>> ......
Nerve-rods near junction with cones

„ „ „ spindles .

Spindle-shaped bodies

I, „ at thickest part .

,1 transYerse striatious (fig. 18) .

I
2O00
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Lenticular body (first) ....
Kiduey-sliaped ganglion ....
Optic nerve where it leaves the eye

„ widest part within the eye .

Oval nuclei of investing membrane . . ,^Wto
Semper's ? nuclei

Nuclei in the horns of spindles

The perforations of the membrane covering the

surface of optic ganglion ....
Apertures in fenestrated membrane (fig. 17) •

Cells of optic ganglion, fig. 20, at /i

» at OT . . ^JjTo to

» „ „ at . . .rA

lOOO

r» to "ol

20l7o

in length,

in thickness,

in length,

in diameter.

>>

longest diam.

in diameter,

longest diam.

in diameter,

in width,

in diameter.

»)

in length.
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Methods of investigating the Central Nervous System
in Man. By Professor W. Betz, of Kieff.^

1. Methods of Hardening.

To give the preparations a certain degree of firmness I place

them first in a solution of iodine in alcohol, and afterwards in

aqueous solution of bichromate of potassium. The different

parts of the nerve-centres, viz. the spinal cord, the medulla
oblongata, the pons Varolii, the cerebellum, and the cerebrum,
require various times and various degrees of concentration of

both these solutions, as well as some mechanical preparation.

The spinal cord with the medulla oblongata and the

pons are treated as follows :—These parts freed from dura
mater are suspended in a high cylinder containing alcohol of

70 or 80 per cent, with enough iodine to give it a light brown
colour. After one to three days the preparation becomes su-

perficially harder ; it is then taken out and the pia mater and
arachnoid are removed. If any difficulty arises iu removing
the pia mater from any particular part, it is left for some
days longer in the fluid and then prepared. The membrane
is removed with most difficulty from the thoracic portion of

the cord. After removing the membranes, the preparation is

"• Translated from Max Schultze's 'Archiv fiir Micr. Anat.,' vol. ix, p. 101.
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returned to tlic same fliiid, wliich has in the mean time be-

come colourless owing to the absovi)tion of iodine by the

organs. For this reason a concentrated solution of iodine is

from time to time dropped into the fluid till no further ab-

sorption takes place. Meanwhile the preparation has be-

come uniformly soaked with iodine, as is shown by the

uniform yellow colour of transverse sections. This complete

soaking in iodine is only necessary for preparations which are

not quite fresh, since they do not otherwise become suffi-

ciently hard on treatment with bichromate of potassium ; for

quite fresh specimens a less complete infiltration suffices.

If the membranes are carefully removed the comjdete infil-

tration will be accomplished ia six days at the furthest, and
generally sooner. The removal of the menibrane has a great

influence not only on this process but also on the unifor-

mity of the hardening in bichromate of potassium.

After this preliminary hardening the preparation is placed in

a three per cent, solutio.i of bichromate. Being partially

dehydrated by the alcohol, the preparation is lighter than the

solution and swims on the top. To correct this, a small piece

of lead may be fastened by threads to two or three of the

lower nerve roots, and the whole thus sunk beneath the fluid.

After a day or two the whole will sink to the bottom and
the lower end become bent and thus unsuitable for section.

This may, however, be remedied by removing the preparation

and sinking the other end, either by a w^eight attached to

the roots of some of the cervical nerves (which have been
left for the purpose), or else by a loop tied round the pons

Varolii, and also connected with the weight. The roots of

the cervical and lumbar nerves may be conveniently left

attached to the cord, since they serve to determine the pre-

cise situation of a section, but this is not the case with the

thoracic nerves, which must be carefully removed, as other-

wise the corresponding portions of the cord cannot be brought

to a right consistence, but either remain for a long time soft

or else become brittle and crumbling at the points where the

nerves enter. The time necessary for hardening is different

for different parts of the cord, and depends also upon the

freshness of the preparation and the temperature of tlie solu-

tions, not upon the thickness of the preparation. Hardening
occurs soonest in the cervical portion, especially in the cervical

enlargement ; the thoracic portion, on the other hand, requires

the longest time. The conns medullaris, es])ecially its thinnest

])art, hardens very slowly, the pons Varolii and medulla ob-

longata c()mj)aratively rapidly and very uniformly. These
parts give the best and thinnest sections.
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When the preparations have been first placed in iodine

and alcohol, it is best to let them remain in a cool place

(except in cold wjntcr weather) and not to keep them at the
ordinary temperature till after two or three days. While the
])reparations are in tlie bicliromate solution the temperature
must not be so high as it commonly is in summer in buildings

used for anatomical teaching, since they become covered at a
high temperature with a brown coating Avhich hinders proper
imbibition. The appearance of turbidity in the fluid and a
brown precipitate 07i the objects if occurring after some time,

show that the hardening process is complete, and the prepa-
rations should then be washed, and placed in a half per cent.

or one per cent, solution of bichromate, otherwise they be-

come too hard and brittle. In a solution of this strength
they can be preserved any length of time without detri-

ment.
The cerebellum only gives good prepai-ations when it is

taken from a perfectly fresh body ; before placing it in iodine

and alcohol it must be carefully freed from vessels and mem-
branes. If it be difficult to remove the pia mater, the prepa-
ration must be placed first in a weaker solution than that

finally made use of; and when the membranes are re-

moved, it is placed on a layer of cotton wool in a strong iodine
solution, iodine being also added more frequently as it is

rapidly absorbed. After two or three days the preparation is

taken out, and the removal of the pia mater completed. This
is repeated several times in order to remove the membranes
entirely from the convolutions, and the degree of firmness
estimated. When the organ is hard enough to be supported
rigidly withoutbending when poised centrally by the vermiform
process on the finger, which may be after a week or two, it is

placed for twenty-four hours longer in spirit^ and then in a

five per cent, solution of bichromate of potatsium, where it

remains till sufficiently hardened.
The cerebral hemispheres are treated somewhat differently.

The brain is divided longitudinally through the corpus cal-

losum into two halves, and placed in weak spirit containing
enough iodine to give it a light brown colour. After some
hours the pia mater is removed from the Sylvian fissure, as

well as, if possible, the choroid plexus. The preparation is

then placed in a cool place, and more iodine added. After one
or two days it is taken out and the whole of the pia mater,
if it comes off easily, may be removed. If otherwise, it is

taken off at once along the larger furrows, and the remainder
subsequently. A knife and forceps may be used to separate

the pia mater from the convolutions ; but if it is difficult in
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this way to avoid injuring the grey matter of the brain, a small

pair of curved scissors may be employed to divide the attach-

ments of the membrane as deep in the convolutions as

])ossible.

When the pia mater is removed the preparation is returned

to the fluid (to which half of its bulk of fresh solution is

added), and remains there one to three days, till it has

attained siich a degree of hardness that the sides of the fis-

sures are equally hard with the external aspect of the con-

volutions. Small pads of cotton wool are advantageously

introdixced into some parts, as into the Sylvian fissure, the

region of the descending cornu, &c.

After all these manipidations the preparation is placed in

stronger (70 per cent.) spirit containing iodine, and remains

therein till it is hard enough to be supported without bending

on two fingers. It is then placed in a 4 per cent, solution of

bichromate, in which it rer^.ains till it is adequately hardened.

If a brown precipitate forms on the mass before it is properly

fit for section, it must be washed and placed in a fresh bichro-

mate solution ; but in general this appearance may be taken

as evidence that the brain is sufficiently hardened.

The preparation is fit for making fine sections when a sec-

tion through the whole of the hemisphere shows a nearly

uniform yellowish-brown colour. In the spinal cord and

medulla oblongata the grey substance will, however, be paler

than the white.

By this })rocess I have succeeded in hardening complete

cerebral hemispheres, even when removed from the body

three or four days after death ; but in such cases longer time

and more concentrated spirit are required. A perfectly hard-

ened brain permits very large thin sections to be made. I

have pre])arations of the whole pons Varolii with the corpora

quadrigemina, which are thin enough to be examined with

immersion lenses, and I have lately obtained complete trans-

verse sections through the whole of the hemisphere. Very
thin sections are obtained from the cord and medulla ob-

longata, e.g. of one twelfth or one twentieth of a millimetre

in thickness.

2. Cutting Sections.

When the hardening is complete the preparation is placed

in water, in order to remove the potassium bicliromate, and,

according to its size, this process may occupy one or several

days. it is impossible to remove it entirely from large

nuisses, which sho\dd, however, be washed until tiie water

shows, in two or three hours, only a trace of yellow colour.
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The construction of the knife used is a matter of groat

importance. The chief evils to be guarded aj^ainst are

friction in drawing the knife along and adherence of the

knife to the mass from whicli the section is made, or of the

section itself, to the upper surface of the blade. Want of

consideration of these points lias led to the idea being enter-

tained that the preparation of lar^e and thin sections is wholly
a matter of individual skill and dexterity.

By my plan any person will be able, with a little practice,

to cut large sections, and always in the same plane. This
end is attained by using a razor, the blade of which is made
convex on its upper surface, and concave on the loioer. The
curvature of the under surface is also more abrupt than that

of the upper. The blade must be one and a half times or

twice as long as it is broad, but not more than one third as

thick as broad, and must be firmly fastened to the handle.

For preparing very large sections large knives are used, made
on the same principle, but not proportionally thick, the thick-

ness not being greater than in the smaller blades ; for in-

stance, to make sections of a complete hemisphere, blades

about eight inches long and four broad. With knives of this

shape it is possible to keep a layer of fluid both above the

place of section and under the section as it is made, by which
all friction is avoided. In order to keep an excess of fluid on
the surface, which is especially necessary in making large

sections, water must be kept continually dropping. This
object is attained by using a chemical wash-bottle, the mouth-
piece of which is connected with an india-rubber tube, by
which air can be gradually blown in while the section is

making. For very large sections a wash-bottle with three

jets may be used.

In order to know the arrangements of the nervous elements,

series of successive sections must be studied without any in-

terval. Such a series cannot be obtained by mere free-

hand cutting, since the surface of a section always becomes,
after a time, concave, and a screw section machine must be

used.'

A mixture of wax and oil is used to imbed the preparation

in the section machine, and alcohol used to wet the knife.

3. Tinting the Preparations.

Fivery section, as it is cut, is placed directly from the knife

in a vessel of pure water; but, in order not to mistake them,

I We omit the description of the sectioii-raachiiie, since it resembles

Stirling's section-cutter, commonly used in this country, except in being

less complete.

—

Ed.
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it is best to put eacli into a separate glass; in order to

avoid mistaking tlie uj)pcr and under surfaces, I mark the

original preparation with a knife before it is cut, by which
means the right hand may V)e known from the left.

The preparations are left in water for from twenty-four to

seventy- two hours according to tlieir degree of hardness.

The water must be frequently changed, especially in summer,
and a small fragment of camphor placed in each glass

(as pro})osed by Max tSchultze) to prevent the growth of

infusoria. From water they are placed in a carmine solution.

Various colouring matters, which have been of late years

recommended for tinting microscopical preparations—such
as indigo, aniline colours, and various vegetable dye-stuffs

—

are not suitable for preparations of the nervous centres.

Some of them are imperfectly absorbed, and others are

washed out by the process of depriving the preparations of

water Carmine, or, as some call it, the carminate of ammonia,
introduced by Gerlach, still remains the best, and perhaps
the only colouring material for these preparations. I think

I can confirm Deiters's statement, that if it is necessary to

colour nerve preparations at all, the use of carmine for this

purpose leaves nothing to be desired. That carmine acts

differently upon different elements of the preparation is

shown by the circumstance that some nerve-cells are coloured

(as Mau.thner shoAved) differently from others. Deiters, who
will not admit this, still allows that some groups of nerve-

cells absorb more carmine than others. This circumstance

I can confirm, and will add that some groups of nerve-cells

will only absorb a certain quantity of carmine and undergo
no further change, although colouring solutions of various

degrees of concentration may be used and allowed to act for

any length of time upon the preparation.

The carmine solution is prepared in the following manner :

—Commercial carmine is rubbed in a mortar with a small

quantity of water till it forms a thick syrupy mass ; on this

is poured, with continual agitation, solution of ammonia.
The solution tlius obtained is diluted with a large quantity

of water and filtered in order to separate the substances,

such as powdered glass, which are mixed with the best

carmine.

This filtered solution is exposed in an uncorked bottle

(o{ green glass) to the sun till a flocculent precipitate ap-

pears, and then filtered though a fresh filter-paper. The
filtrate is again left to stand in the same conditions, and
again filtered from the preci[)itate which forms. Generally
speaking no third precipitate appears. Should this^ how-
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ever, be the case, the liquid must be again filtered, and
afterwards preserved in a closed vessel. The solution thus

prepared may be kept for months, or even for a whole year,

without further change. It tints all microscopical prepara-

tions very rapidly, but especially those of the nerve-centres.

Half an hour, or an hour at most, is enough to impart the

most perfect and intense colouring to preparations of any
size. If the sections are very thin and well soaked in water

the most perfect colour appears in ten or fifteen minutes,

and after this the colouring matter is absorbed very slowly.

In preparing the carmine solution,* especially during sum-
mer, it sometimes happens that it becomes covered Avith a
Avhite granular crust, and has an offensive smell. This does

not, however, at all interfere with the preparation of the

solution, but, on the contrary, accelerates it. After once
filtering the odour need no longer be regarded, as it goes

away of itself. The properties and reactions of the precipi-

tate lead to the following conclusions :—(1) The ammoniacal
solution of commercial carmine contains two distinct albu-

minoid substances, which, under the influence of light and
heat, are partly decomposed, partly precipitated, from the

solution. (2) The colouring properties of carmine, especially

with respect to animal tissues, depend on the presence or

absence of small traces of free ammonia. (3) The formation

of minute granules in a filtered carmine solution, which,
as has often been remarked, always occurs suddenly, spoiling

the clearness of the preparation, is explained by a separation

of the albuminoid bodies from the solution, and not of

hydrate of alumina, as has been supposed by some.

This solution colours, in the first place, the grey matter
of the nerve-centres, and especially its granular matrix, then

the different groups of nerve-cells, the epithelium, and then
the other constituents. With a more dilute solution some
parts can be coloured, others left uncoloured ; and in this

way beautiful and instructive preparations showing the

grouping of the grey matter are obtained.

4. Putting up the Preparations.

The tinted preparations, after remaining a sufficiently long
time in water, are transferred to alcohol of gradually increas-

ing strength. For this purpose I use a series of glasses, ten

in number, containing ordinary spirit. Each preparation is

first placed in the first glass, then in the second, third, and
so forth ; so that the first preparation is in the tenth glass,

Avhile the tenth is in the first.

After passing through ten glasses of spirit the preparation
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is placed in absolute alcohol, where it cati be completely

(Ichytli'ated and afterwards rendered transparent. This mode
of treatment has tlie following^ advantaf'es :—that tlie com-
])lete dehydration of the preparation occurs in a definite time

and sooner than by tlie ordinary metliod; tliat the contrac-

tion is more nniform and the preparations do not become so

brittle. The latter fault also occurs when the sections are

kept too lon<^ in absolute alcohol.'

For clarifying the preparations, turpentine, somewhat resin-

ous but not too thick, is the best medium, and is preferable

even to the oil of cloves mostly used for this purpose. Pre-

parations placed in it are decidedly softer and more flexible

than those treated with other clarifying substances.

For the preservation of the sections, the most suitable ma-
terial is a solution of Gum Dammar in turpentine, known
in commerce as dammar varnish. Preparations put up in this

solution have all the properties of those which are clarified

with turpentine. The outside of the varnish at the edges of

the cover glass also dries more rapidly than Canada balsam

or mastic varnish. To fix the cover glass its edges may
be covered with a thick layer of alcoholic solution of

shellac coloured with aniline blue, which hardens very

rapidly.

5. Tlie Polarizing Apparatus.

The examination of tissues in polarized light is involved in

many difficulties, and has, so far as I know, never been applied

to the anatomical analysis of the nerve-centres. Since the

nerves of the brain appear in polarized light coloured with

the different colours of the colour spectrum, and may thus

be distinguished from nerves not belonging to the brain and
from other tissues of the nerve-centres, I have made use of

polarized light to trace their course and arrangement. For

this purpose it is best to use a thin Selenite plate, which Avith

crossed Nicol's prisms gives a carmine red field, but with parallel

prisms a green one. The Selenite disk is fastened by means
of slips of paper to a pasteboard cover, which is laid on the

stage of the microscope and has an opening corresponding to

the opening in the stage. The cover may thus be taken off

and replaced without altering the previous position of the

selenite disk.

The polarizing apparatus is especially useful in tracing the

fibres of the cerebral hemispheres which cannot be coloured

with carmine, and which are, therefore, difficult to recognise

in large sections under the microscope.
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New Contributions to the Theory of Fermentations.
By L. Pasteur.^

For a long time past I have been led to regard fermenta-

tions, properly so called, as chemical phenomena correlative

to physiological actions of a particular kind. Not only have
I shown that ferments are not dead albuminoid matter, but
living organisms ; I have further produced the fermentation

of sugar, of lactic acid, of tartaric acid, of glycerine, and
generally of all ferraentible substances in media exclusively

mineral, an incontestable proof that the decomposition of

fermentible matter is correlative to the life of the ferment, and
that it is an essential part of its nutrition. For example,
under the conditions to which I refer it is impossible that a

single atom of the carbon entering into the composition of

the ferments which originated could have been derived except

from the fermentible matter.

That which separates the chemical phenomena of fermen-
tations from a crowd of other, and particularly from ordinary

vital phenomena, is the fact of the decomposition of a

weight of fermentible matter far superior to that of the

ferment taking part in it. I have long suspected that this

particular character must be connected with the carrying on
of nutrition apart from contact with free oxygen.

Ferments are living things of an exceptional nature

in so far as they possess the property of accomplishing all the

acts of their life, including that of multiplication, without
the necessity of making use of atmospheric oxygen. We
may call to mind the remarkable infusoria which produce
butyric or tartaric fermentations or certain putrefactions, and
which not only live and multiply without contact with
oxygen, but which perish and cease to bring about fer-

mentation if we dissolve that gas in the medium from
which they derive their nutriment. But this is not all.

I have shown by precise experiments made with yeast that if

the life of this ferment is partially carried on under the

influence of free oxygen, this small cellular plant loses

in proportion to the intensity of this influence a part of its

character as a ferment; that is to say, the weight of
yeast which originates under these conditions during the
decomposition of the sugar progressively approaches the
weight of sugar decomposed in proportion as its life is carried

on in the presence of increasing quantities of free oxvgen.

' Translated from the ' Comptes Rendus,' 1872, pp. 784—790.
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Guided by these facts, I have been gradually led to

regard fermentation as a necessary consequence of the

manifestation of life, wlien it is carried on without the direct

combustions due to free oxygen. It follows as a con-

sequence of tl)is theory that every organism, every organ,

every cell which lives or which continues its life witliout

making use of atmospheric oxygen, or which makes use of it

to an extent insufficient for the whole of its phenomena of

nutrition, must possess the character of a ferment for the

substance which is a complete or partial source of heat to it.

This substance must necessarily contain oxygen and carbon,

because, as I have just stated, it serves the ferment

as food. All fermentible substances include, in fact, these

two elements amongst their constituents.

I have now brought to the support of this new theory,

which I have already enunciated on different occasions since

1861, although with hesitation, some new facts which will,

I hope, carry conviction with them.

Place a saccharine liquid suitable for the nutrition of

ferments in a vessel so arranged that the liquid can be

inoculated with any particular organized product Avithout

any chance of other organisms becoming associated with it

afterwards without the knowledge of the experimenter by
spontaneous introduction, that is to say, by germs in suspen-

sion in th€ atmosphere. On the surface of the medium so

prepared introduce a trace of pure Mycoderma vini. During
the following days the mould will cover, little by little, the

whole liquid in the form of a continuous coat. Granting
this, it is easy to show that the development of the

Mycoderma under these conditions gives rise to an absorp-

tion of atmospheric oxygen, which is replaced by a nearly

equivalent volume of carbonic acid gas, and that at the

same time there is no formation of alcoliol.^

Let us now repeat this experiment under exactly the same
conditions, Avith the difference, that when the coating is con-

tinuous we agitate the vessel so as to dislodge and submerge
it as much as possible, for the greasy matters which accom-

^ I liave stated that the Mycoderma vini has two modes of existence :

that it is a monad or a ferment, accordinj^ to circumstances, and that yeast

called levicre basse is nothing more than the ferment into wjiich the Myco-
derma is transformed when it is deprived of contact with atmospheric

oxygen. Tliese assertions are not in all respects concordant with the tnit ii,

or, ratlier, the iihenoniena of wiiich they are characteristic have a complica-

tion whicli has escaped me. 1 shall soon be in a position to explain them
in all their detail. This observation is necessary, because 1 now speak of

Mycodenna vi/ii in terms which do not exactly accord with the statement

wHich I uow withdraw.
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pany it prevent it being completely moistened. On the next

day, or even after some hours, when the experiment is made
at a temperature of" from 25° to 30°, small bubbles of gas

rise without intermission from the bottom of the vessel,

indicating that the fermentation of the saccharine liquid

has commenced. It continues on the following days,

although always feeble, and it is easy to ascertain in the

liquid the presence of sensible quantities of alcohol. A
careful microscopic examination of the cells or joints of the

submerged Mycoderma shows that these joints do not

reproduce themselves, but that they swell up for the most
part, and that the internal structure of their plasma is

profoundly modified. If the fermentation stops, it can be

made to recommence by dislodging again the coating which
reforms.

The interpretat^'on of these facts does not appear to me to

be doubtful. In the two comparative experiments we have

under our eyes cells which acquire or lose the character of

a ferment at the will of the operator. But what is in the

two cases the difference of the conditions of existence of the

cells of Mycoderma vini? There is but one which can be main-

tained. In the first case, the life of the plant takes place

at the surface of the liquid in the presence of atmospheric

air, or rather of oxygen, whilst in the second it main-
tains itself apart from its influence, or, at least, in contact

with quantities extremely feeble, because what tends to be

dissolved in the liquid is retained by the cells which remain at

the surface. Life is not extinguished in the submerged
cells, as is demonstrated by microscopic examination, but

this life takes place or, rather, is maintained in the absence

of air, and, under these circumstances, the cells produce

fermentation.

I do not speak of the cases where the spores which are

sown produce true yeast. I shall return to that on ano-

ther occasion. We see, in a word, in this double experiment

on one side the life and multiplication of cells, with the

absorption and employment of free oxygen ; on the other

hand, the continuation of the life of a part of these same
submerged cells without the intervention of oxygen, but

with the concomitant appearance of alcoholic fermentation,

that is to say, a continuous disengagement of bubbles of

carbonic acid gas and a production of alcohol. It is a curious

fact, and certainly remarkable, that these experiments succeed

equally Avith true moulds. Penicillium glaucum, which lives

in the presence of free oxygen, and which uses this gas for

the accomplishment of all its nutritive actions, does not
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])ro(luce alcohol. But if when it is in full vigour it is sub-

niergod, or if we impede the access of atmospheric air, the

changes whicli take place in the ])lasma of its mycelium are

accompanied by the formation of alcohol and of bubbles of

carbonic acid gas. This is the result of the performance of

the acts of nutrition of the mould under the new conditions.

Yeast, which is the type, as well as the other organized

ferments which I have discovered, assume henceforth the

character of plants or animalcules, differing in no respect

from other inferior organisms except in possessing the

faculty of living and multiplying in a regular and continuous

manner apart from contact with atmospheric air.

I am led to the belief that the mystery of fermentation

finds itself unveiled by these unexpected results. What we
call organized ferments are organisms which for a time can
continue their life, and can even reproduce themselves,

without the intervention of free oxygen being necessary to

burn and make use of the material of their food ; they are

organisms, in fact, which can directly assimilate oxidized

matters (sugar, for example), capable of furnishing heat by
their decomposition.^ Regarded from this point of view,

fermentation appears as a particular case of an extremely

general phenomenon, and one may say that all living

things are ferments in certain conditions of their life, since

there are none in which one cannot instantaneously suspend
the action of the oxygen. If one kills by asphyxia, by
division of a nerve, &c., any living thing whatever, or one of

its organs, or even a mass of cells in an organ, the individual

cells will supply themselves with the heat which they require

for new acts of nutrition, or of change in their tissues from
substances which surround them ; they will forthwith decom-
pose them, and the characteristic property of fermentation

will make itself evident if the quantity of heat developed

corresponds to the decomposition of a weight of fermentible

matter sensibly greater than the weight of the materials

em])loyed constantly by the living thing, the organ or the cell.

The following facts appear to me to be the logical deduc-

tion from these principles

:

M. Berard in his memoirs, which is a model of acuteness

I The splitting up of a carbo-hydrate into alcohol and carbon dioxide is

accompanied by a loss of chemical force. The alcohol formed has a much
binallur tliermic equivalent than the sugar from whicli it was formed. The
case is one of internal combustion (inuere Verbrennuug). Fermentation is

therefore a source of heal, that is, of force, for the maintenance of the vital

activity of the ferment. See Adolph Mayer in ' Pogg. Ann.,' cxlii, 293.

'Jouru. Cheui. Soc.,' 1S71, pp. 120-8.

—

(Eds.)
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and experimental procedure, states that when fruits are

placed in air or in oxygen, a certain volume of the gas dis-

appears at the same time that there is a formation of a nearly

equal volume of carbonic acid gas. If these fruits are left, on
the contrary, in carbonic acid, or in any inert gas, there is

still a formation of carbonic acid gas, as if by a kind of fer-

mentation. In my view this is the true explanation. When
a fruit, or in general any organ, is separated from the plant or

the animal to which it belongs, life is not at once ex-

tinguished in the cells which compose it. The ripening of

fruits after separation from the tree which bears them is an
incontestable proof. If air be present, oxygen interposes,

and takes part in the changes which take place in the

interior of the fruit. The heat is furnished by the combustion
which results, a combustion in which the sugar without doubt
takes a large part ; but the nutrition is of the same kind as

the nutrition of the fruit while on the tree, as that which
takes place ordinarily in living things, and which is

characterised by the circumstance that the weight of the

materials transformed or employed is comparable with that

of the materials which serve for food. Under these condi-

tions alcohol and carbonic acid cannot appear except in an
accidental manner, any more than in the life of Mycoderma
vini in contact with air. For a volume of carbonic acid

produced, a volume about equal of oxygen is consumed. This
is ordinary respiratory combustion. When a fruit, on the

contrary, is placed in an atmosphere of carbonic acid, life

continues by borrowing from the decomposition of sugar the

heat it needs for its m.anifestation ; the cells are then in the

condition of cells Avhich live although deprived of free

oxygen. The case is the same as that o{ Mijcoderma vini

which has been submerged. In fact, scarcely is the fruit

placed in carbonic acid gas before carbonic acid is produced
as well as alcohol. It is true it is produced in small quantity,

but one sufficiently large to allow me to obtain after some
days, in one of my experiments, 6'50 grms. of absolute alcohol

from twenty-four Prunes de Moyisieur placed in carbonic acid.

The plums remained firm, hard, and sound in appearance,

even if some of these characters were not sensibly increased ;

a corresponding quantity of sugar was destroyed ; twenty-

four similar plums left in contact with the air became soft,

watery, and very sugary. Grapes, all acid fruits, melons,

&c., behave in the same manner. A leaf of rhubarb placed

in an atmosphere of carbonic acid gas, Avithout apparent
alteration, exhales at the end of forty-eight hours a slightly

vinous odour, and yields small quantities of alcohol on dis-
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tillation. I am satisfied that under tliese circumstances,

vvlien the experiment is properly conducted, neither yeast

nor any other ferment is produced. It is in exceptional

and rare cases that the cells of yeast can penetrate and pass

from the exterior to the interior of a fruit.

Grapes offer in these experiments a peculiarity especially

worthy of attention. Every one has remarked that the

vendange, that is to say, the juice of the crushed berries and
the berries themselves in the vat, have a taste and odour
entirely different from that of grapes eaten when fresh.

Grapes which have been kept in CO^ have exactly the taste

and smell of the vendange. In the vendange the grapes
are almost suddenly enveloped in an atmosphere of carbonic

acid gas. I do not doubt that the study of the phenomena
of which I have spoken, regarded in their relation with the

practical gathering of the grape crop, will become useful in

the art of wine making, and I should not be surprised if,

by the preservation of grapes in an atmosphere of carbonic

acid, we may succeed in producing wines and spirits with
peculiar properties.

I have not yet pursued these new views with regard to the

organs of aiiimals. It is probable that the phenomena will

differ from those which vegetable cells present. Probably
also the equations of all these fermentations of a new kind
will not only differ according as the cells are vegetable or

animal, but will differ also according to the characteristic

nature of the cells in each class. The few experiments
which I have made with the animal kingdom are too in-

complete to be mentioned, but I already foresee from the
results which I have obtained that a new path is opened to

physiology and medical pathology. I hope that a clear light

will be thrown on the phenomena of putrefaction and
gangrene. The production of putrid sores apart from the
action of organized ferments, will receive, without doubt, an
explanation as natural as the formation of alcohol and
carbonic acid apart from the presence of the cells of yeast.
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AiiCHEBiosis and Heterogenesis. By Prof. H. L. Smith
of New York.^

In investigating a subject so difficult as " The Beginnings
of Life/' or " Archebiosis," as Dr. Bastian calls it, we cannot
be too careful in experimenting, or too cautious in inter-

preting results. Dr. Bastian very properly insists upon this

when criticising the views of the '' Panspermatists," and has

devised certain experiments, which as they appear to him are

crucial. A.t present I feel disposed to admit the conclusions

to which he has arrived from these experiments, viz., that life

can originate de novo, so far as Bacteria, Tondce, and certain

minute algoid filaments are concerned, of all of which, how-
ever, we have only the slightest knowledge— very little, in

fact, except that certain minute things, aj^parently living,

and called by these names, do really exist. Granting,
then, for the present, that Dr. Bastian has made out a clear

case as regards the de tiovo origin of these organisms, one must
pause here, and affirm that he has not proved anything
beyond this All the wonderful changes and transformations,

or at least the majority of them, detailed in Part III of the

second volume of his ' Beginnings of Life,' under the name
of " Heterogenesis," are simple conjectures, as he will find

when he subjects these statements to such critical tests as he
has applied to those of Pastevir, and others of the " air germ "

school. This is the more vxnfortunate, because the perusal of

the first volume of Dr. Bastian's so far really excellent book,
led me, as doubtless it has others, to believe that the same
care and conscientious search for truth would characterize the

whole. But now, when I find so much of manifest error in

ground which, for fifteen years past, I have carefully and
patiently Avorked over, I cannot help feeling somewhat
shaken as to the truth of the results which. Dr. Bastian has
arrived at in those parts of his book in Avhich he treats of

subjects with which I am less familiar ? If Dr. Bastian, or

any one competent, " will but devote two or three months to

the careful study of the changes which " (he supposes) " are

apt to take place in the substance of many of the fresh water
Algae, or in those beautiful green animalized organisms

Prof. H. L. Smitli has enabled us to repriut this paper with some cor-

rections from the 'Lens,' for January, 1S73. In such a controversy as

that in whicl\ l'>r. Bastian l)as lakfu so ))romincnt a position, it is very
desirable to limit the number of points in dispute. The opinion of an
observer of such acknowledged competence as Prof. Smith, will probably be

held conclusive in respect to appearances, in which Dr. Bastian's neces-

sarily smaller experience, may easily have led him into error.

—

(Eds.)
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liiioM'ii by tlic name of EiiglencB, some of whose marvellous

transfonnalioiis " (as he asserts) " were faithfully described

more than twenty years ago in the highly valuable, but much
neglected memoir of Dr. Gros," then he, or any other com-
petent observer, would find that there is no proof for the

m.ajority (if not for all) of these " marvellous transforma-

tions ; " and Dr. Bastian himself would learn that he would
have produced a better book if he (as well as others) had neg-

lected the memoir of Dr. Gros.

That there may be no doubt as to what is Dr. Bastian's

real belief, for he confesses that he has not witnessed actually

these wonderful transformations, though he does not doubt
them, '' rashly trusting " to his " own theoretical convictions

"

—a freedom for which he rightly blames others^—I quote

verbatim from the Index to the two volumes :
" Desmids,

convertibility of, into Diatoms or Alga?, ii, 455. Diatoms,
origin of, ii, 412, 416, 418, 441, 444, 453 ; terminal forms of

a divergent series, ii, 455 ; Euglcnae, transformation of, into

Diatoms, ii, 441, 444^ into Desmids and Pediastree, ii, 446."

I propose to examine somewhat critically the passages indi-

cated above, as well as others, principally from Dr. Bastian's

second volume, in which at p. 455 Ave find the following

passage : "It seems, however, to be quite certain that a com-
munity of nature exists between Algoe, Pediastrese, Desmids,
and Diatoms, since similar vegetable cells may, on the same
or on different occasions, grow into forms belonging to either

one of these groups ; and, moreover, the forms are strictly

convertible ivith one another until they chance to assume the

forms of Diatoms. * * Diatoms constitute the terminal

forms of a divergent series. The middle terms of the series,

however, viz., Pediastrea) and Desmids, are convertible in

both directions, either back into Convervse or onwards into

the less vitalized Diatoms," The italics are mine. Now,
here is a distinct assertion ; but, as we shall see, it is simply
an assertion, supported by no real proof. ])r. Bastian knows
very little about Diatoms or Desmids, and deals with them
altogether at second hand, and from very doubtful authorities.

As to the less vitalized character of Diatoms, and their

chancing from Pediastrea? and Desmids, no one at all famiUar
with them in the living condition can for a moment believe

it. Tliey have a far more complicated internal structure

than the more highly vitalized (!) Pediastrea? and Desmids,
from which, according to Dr. Bastian, they may chance to

derive their forms. I have observed the growth and

' I'l-cfacc, vol. i, p. xii.
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reproduction of Diatomacecc to little purpose, if we are to

believe Dr. Gros and Dr. Bastian.

I liave myself probably Avitnessed more of the phenomena
of conjugation and growth than any other person, and can
affirm, without fear of its being disproved, that such chance, or

indeed any kind of transformation of Pediastrea) or Desmids
into Diatoms, never has happened, nay more, never will

happen. Dr. Bastian has never seen it, and as for Dr. Gros

—

well, twenty years ago men might be pardoned for believing

many things which avc smile at now. When Dr. Bastian, or

any competent observer, watches the transformation through

every stage, and no link of the chain is missing or defective,

then, and not till then, can we believe it. It will not do to

take for the same things in different phases of development,
certain microscopic appearances agreeing in size, form, or

place. What I insist upon is the positive proof; and that

Dr. Bastian has been misled by appearances (and by Dr.

Gros), or to nearly use his own words, that his "presump-
tions have stolen a march upon established facts," will, I

think, be tolerably evident when I explain the real significance

of some of the aj)pearances actually observed by Drs. Bastian

and Gros.

Passing by Dr. Gros' own words, quoted by Dr. Bastian,

we come, on pp. 414, 415, 416, and 417, to the actual obser-

vations of the latter. I Avill not question now that part

which relates to the production of " unmistakeable filamentous

Desmids "" (though there is no proof of their Desmid character

other than a remote resemblance), I look more particularly

to the account of evolution of Diatoms, fully convinced, how-
ever, that the errors in misinterpreting what he saw are quite

as great with the Desmids as Avitli the Diatoms. The wood-
cut, p. 417, fig. 82, entitled " Modes of Origin of Desmids
and Diatoms," has, by way of explanation, " e e' , * * *

* * (c Pediculated Diatoms were also seen budding from
the same Cladophora filament," Poor as the cutis, we easily

recognise these '' pediculated diatoms " as Achnanthes exilis

in its normal condition ; and, if Dr. Bastian wishes, I can

show him thousands of this well-known form, pretty much as

he figures it, growing on a pedicel, the result of its own secre-

tions, not only on Cladojihora, but quite as frequently on
Mougeotia, Vaucheria, or some other fresh water Alga. The
marine forms, Achnanthes longipes, A. brevipes, A. subsessilis,

&c., all attach themselves by a similar stipes, to marine Con-
fervse. E. g., we have A. brevipes by us noAv, abundantly,

on EctocarpMS siliculosis}

' Mr. Arclier bi ought a similar instance before the Dublin Microscopical

Club, see sitj)ra., p. 313, and infra, p. 367.

—

[Eds. ]
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What is represented by Dr. Kastian, then, is no process of

huddimj at all. The little diatom in question, A. cxilis, I

have found conjugatinj^, and it differs in no wise, in its life

history, from the larger well known forms. Any one who
will observe the large and living Diatoms with care will

notice the nucleus and ramifying nerve-like threads, and the

beautiful distribution of endochrome with reference to these.

These have been partly figured by Prof. Max Schultze, in

Miiller's 'Archiv,' 1858, Taf. xiii, and copied (not equal to

the original) in the " Microscopical Journal,' vol. vii, pi. 2.

In addition to the nucleus and ramifying threads, many
Diatoms exhibit a germinal dot, with reference to which the

endochrome is arranged, rather than to the nucleus ; particu-

larly is this the case with Surirella. I may add, that the

coloured figures in Smith's British Diatomacece, almost with-

out exception, are caricatures ; indeed, the late Tuffen West
admitted to me that some of those representing conjugations

were manufactured to order. I assert, then, that the little

"budding " Diatom figured by Dr. Bastian, fig. 82, is grow-

ing quietly, after the fashion of Diatoms, a direct result of

self division of some former A. exilis, and so back, to a sporan-

gia! frustule ; and that, if it had been allowed to live, it

would have continued the process of self-division, until finally,

at the proper season, and under proper influences, a new
sporangium would have been formed, the commencement of

a new series, in all respects, however, like the normal form ;

and that no transformation of Euglena, Pediastrum, Desmids,

Vaucheria, or Cladoplwra, is ever in any way connected with

it. I have by me now a gathering of this Diatom with

conjugating forms, and the process is entirely similar to what
we have witnessed in the marine forms belonging to the same
genus, as well as to Diatoms in general.

With regard to the marine forms, which are far more
numerous than those of fresh water, one might ask, Avhere did

they originate, or rather how become terminals of a series,

with Pediastreaj and Desmids for middle terms ? since, if I

mistake not, these middle terms are seldom, if ever, found

except in fresh water ! Perhaps this might not appear to be
much of an objection, inasmuch as some species aflfect

equally fresh and salt water, but if we get the gist of Dr.

Bastian's argument, he would not only have us believe that

Bacteria, &c., originate de novo, which at present I may
grant, but that somehow (the way not yet proved) fungus
sj)orcs, Euglena, Astasia, Adinophrys, or something else,

come from these "beginnings;" and next, that somehoAV,

not yet shoAvn how, Pediastreir and Desmids, and finally,
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Diatoms, come from the previous existing organisms, a scries

of transformations, not effected once for all, but all

continually going on; so that these things are being manu-
factured, as it were, every day.

Doubtless Bacteria were developed at a very early period

of the earth's history (Dr. Bastian informs us, and we have

no desire to question it, that they soon make their appear-

ance after a prolonged boiling of the infusion), but it is re-

markable that these prima3val " beginnings" appear to have

been very chary of evolution^ as neither Diatoms or Desmids
appear earlier than the Cretaceous, or what is far more prob-

al)lej the Tertiary. Somehow, through all this long period,

they behave just as we have always found them to do now,
viz. not long after their appearance, die, or at least become
quiescent ; and if other organisms appear where they were, or

among them, it is by no means proved that these are trans-

formed Bacteria or Torulce, or anything similar. And while

upon this subject of the first appearance of Bacteria, I may
be permitted to ask, why, in watching their development in

thin films of fluid, beneath a covering glass, after it had been

cemented to the glass slip, it is necessary, as explained in the

foot note, vol. i, p. 294, " to leave a minute aperture at the

circumference of the glass uncovered by the cement ?" Is

this for the admission of air-germs?

We resume our consideration of figure 82 and the expla-

nation. Certain algoid vesicles, budded off (probably like

A. exilis) from Vaucheria, " gradually become converted

into different kinds of Diatoms ! (/ V , m m')." With refer-

ence to these algoid vesicles, Dr. Bastian states, vol. ii, p.

416, that " These bodies increased in size, and it soon be-

came ob\'ious that they were young Naviculce (I I'). The
exact pattern assumed in the early stages is subject to much
variation, and several different Diatoms seemed (italics mine)

to be produced corresponding to these different initial forms

(m m')." This would be wonderful, if true ; but, not only is

there no evidence that actual Diatoms did come from the

vesicles of Vaucheria, but any one familiar with the observa-

tions of living Diatoms can tell ivhere they did come from.

I venture to assert, that not a Diatom observed by Dr.

Bastian came from the vesicles in question, but that they, or

their immediate progenitors, M^ere in the gathering which
contained the Vaucheria, and made their appearance out of

the debris and general mass after a little period of quiet, as

we know they will do under the influence of light (of which
something more presently). But besides, Diatoms do not

grow by increase of size, there are no such things as broods of
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young frustviles, as the late W. Smith and others have sup-
posed ; they f^ciicndly dhuuiish by continual self-division, or

at least continut; oi" the same size, as I have abundantly
proved. The late Dr. Greville, a recognised authority as to

Diatoms, fully agreed with me as to this. 1 am not dis-

puting that Dr: Bastian saAv these minute and various little

Navicuhe, but I do say he is building his theory upon -what

seemed to be, not on what really were, the facts. The influ-

ence of light and quiet in bringing these little forms out of

their recesses in the mud, was w'ell illustrated in an experi-

ment I once performed. An immense number of minute
Naviculce were very carefully scraped of the blue mud of a

river bottom, in shallow water, and transferred to a phial ; of

course, though as great care as possible was used to get them
pure, the mass when shaken uj) appeared quite slaty. Ob-
serving that a leaf, when lifted from the hard bottom, left its

form outlined distinctly, the Diatoms coming up to the light

all around it, I tried the following experiment :—The mud
(and Diatoms, together, of a slate colour) was spread in some
thickness upon a strip of glass, and a number of pieces

of moistened blotting-paper laid upon it. The slide Avas

then turned over, and a pattern (lace) placed on the glass,

and the whole exposed, as in printing a photograj:)!!. In
something like half an hour the pattern was removed, and
the outlines were distinctly shown by the little Diatoms
coming up towards the light. It is a quite common dodge
to separate, and get Diatoms pure by exposing the material

containing them to a strong light, in a saucer under a glass

cover ; and if Dr. Bastian wishes, I could show him many ex-

cellent specimens thus prepared. I proceed, however, in

connection with the appearance of these " young (?) Navi-
culce,^' to refer to figure 84, (j, vol. ii, where in explanation,

it is stated, " q Resolution of Euglena into Diatoms" ! ! In
the text, however, the author says, " I have only distinctly

observed appearances indicative of this transformation on one

occasion, but in this case, the whole of the contents of a

Euglena seemed to have been resolved into seven distinctly

striated Naviculce. * * Although the earlier stages of the

transformation ivere not seen (italics ours), I have no doubt
that the Diatoms originated in this way." Vol. ii, p. -i-41.

He is more easily satisfied that a Euglena can transform into

a Diatom, Avhich posseses a wonderful, silicious, and beauti-

fully scu]]iturrd epidenn, than^heis that Bacteria come from
air-germs. It will not do to trust " the misguiding influence

of a treacherous analogy" in Dr. Bastian's case, more than in

th;it of the panspermatists, and to decide that, because these
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seven Naviculce were in what appeared to be the thickened
envelope of a Euglena, abont the size of an encysted form,
figured nearby [b) they came from the transformation of such
a cyst.

As to Dr. Gros' observations about Gomphonemce, they are
simply absurd ; and the packing of Naviculce (and other forms)
into the empty

(
Vaucheria or other alga) filaments is quite a

common occurrence. The true explanation of the encysted
Naviculae I can easily give, and I have by me at present a
slide with over two hundred of these cysts npon it. In this

case, the Diatom is Colletonema vulyare, but I have seen it

also with Synedra, Cocconemce , GomphonertKS, and, though
more rarely, with mixed forms. To the same category belong
figures iii, iv, v, of Smith's ' British Diatomacese,' vol. ii,

pi. C, p. 221, and very erroneously referred to by him as re-

sulting from the sporangium, figure ii. So, also, pi. B, fig.

89, same vol., referred to erroneously as conjugation of
Synedra. All these, as well as Dr. Bastian's solitary exam-
ple, are readily explained, and I have repeatedly witnessed
the whole phenomenon. It is the work of an Amoeba (or an
amoeboid mass) no way connected with any development,
evolution, or transformation. I have an elaborate scries

of representations, carefully drawn, showing the progress and
mode of encysting. Of course, from its very nature, as will

be shown, the phenomenon involves that the encysted forms
shall be mostly, if not altogether, of one species, and so we
find it. Clusters of sessile Sy^iedra, or of stipitate Gompho-
nenice, or ColletonemcB, or small Naviculcs, the tubes of the
former having become, by quiescence, an amorphous jelly

;

and in such a formless, gelatinous-looking mass, the small
Naviculce {Frustulia of older authors) are often imbedded.
I have repeatedly observed the Amceba, Avhile moving
freely through the field over and along the stems of Con-
fervas and often throwing out long, thread-like arms (?) of
sarcode like that of Rhizopods, the moment it reaches a mass
of Diatoms (frequently even one or two), whose bright, clear

endochrome showed active life, spread itself out over, com-
pletely encysting them. The Diatoms soon after change in

appearance; the clear yellow and olive tints disappear, and
only small dark red masses remain, somewhat like Smith's
figure, ' British Diatomacepc,' vol. ii, pi. B, fig. 89. Mean-
while, what is not the least remarkable, a transparent wall,

of some tenacity, apparently, forms around the Amoeboid
mass. After a long period the Amoeba escapes by rupturing
this outer shell, often at only one point, out of which the

mass issues, as a long string, soon gathering itself uj), how-
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ever, to travel on in search of new food. The encysted mass,

after tlic escape of the Amoeha, remains, shoivinrj the enve-

lope, and tlie frustulcs are stuck, or half fused, as it were,

together. After treatment with acids, &c., in the usual way,

for preparing- the frustules, this outer envelope disappears,

but the frustules still cohere in bunches, as though the silex

had been partly dissolved, and they had thus been cemented.

I have slides as well as materials showing this, in abund-
ance. Sometimes, after thus encysting, the Amoeha mass will

remain for days, showing no disposition to move away. I

think that it Avill be quite evident that Dr. Bastian^s seven

encysted Navicnla belonged to the group I have just ex-

plained, and are no development of a Euglena.

I pass on to figure 85, p. 447, the title of Avhich is,

" Origin of Diatoms, Desmids, Fediastra; and Algtc from
Euglense and other vegetal Matrices," and at \). 444, under
the heading, "Transformations into Diatoms/' it is stated,

that " some of them (Euglena?) are apt, at certain times, to

be converted into large Diatoms." The authority for this

astounding statement is Dr. Gros, for Dr. Bastian is careful

to say, p. 445, " Whilst I have not myself been fortunate

enough to trace the actual origin of any of these large Dia-

toms, I have, on several occasions, been struck Avith the com-
paratively sudden appearance of very large specimens (about

-rry-xi" in length) of Navicnla lihr'ilis still presenting an embry-
onic appearance, in vessels containing Euglenas and Vau-
cheria." Dr. Bastian apologises for Dr. Gros' nomenclature
(foot note, p. 412), but surely he himself was not writing at

a period when " precision was not given to nomenclature,"
*' and in a region in which books of reference were not acces-

sible." True, " Avhat's in a name V yet we fancy that the

old names, " hartshorn" and " glue-like," would not suit Dr.

Bastian, or modern science, as well as "Amnionic carbonate,"

or " colloid," and so it Avouldhave been quite as well to give

the true name to what is no Navicnla at all. But this after

all is of little moment, since Ave knoAv that the Diatom meant
is Cymatopleura solea, one of the most persistent forms, if,

indeed, there is any difference at all in this respect among
the Diatomacea3. I think that Dr. bastian cannot con-

sider Avhat he has seen, as to this Diatom, is really of any
A'-alue in proving transformation of EiKjlenoa into Diatoms.
As to the transformations of EugleiKB into Desmids, he has
been equally unfortunate ; but then, indeed, " Dr. Gros has
observed it on several occasions" ! !

Figure 85 e (from Gros, of course) shoAvs a Euglena, no
doubt; it is about the length of /, Avhich is also, no doubt, a
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C/osterium. Moreover, the Eur/lena is represented with a

central transverse blank space, very like that of the Closte-

terium ; but, unfortunately, both ends of a Closterium, as

everybody knows, are alike, so are not both ends of a Eu(jlena.

Now, the Euglenu does undergo many changes, no doubt, but
I beheve generally, if not invariably, it passes from the long

spindle shape into the ball. The very slight resemblance as

to length and central blank splace, is really all that Dr. Gros
has to build his transformation upon ! Dr. Bastian says, p.

448, " Although I have never seen the final stages of this

transformation, I had, even before becoming aAvare of Dr.
Dr. Gros' views, noticed the curious fact that very small spe-

cimens of Closteria were never to be seen. * * * So that,

just as in the case of the large Diatoms already alluded to,

their origin by metamorphosis is much more reconcilable

with these facts (transformations of Euglena) than with the

notion that they are derived from small germs, more especi-

ally since no one has ever seen or knows anything about the

mode of production of such germs in Closterium." The
authority for this latter statement is given— Pritchard's
' Infusoria,' 'ith Ed., p. 12. I^do not question that such a

statement is in Pritchard, for there are many erroneous state-

ments in it; it is not on page 12, however; but no doubt
this is a misprint, peculiar to American editions. As to the

small Closteria, considering that Dr. Bastian is not " Avhere

books are not easily accessible," we refer him to E-alf's ' Bri-

tish Desmideffi,' T. xxvii; Rev. W. Smith, ' A. N. H.,' 1850,

p. 4 ; and Pritchard's ' Infusoria,' 4th Ed., p. 15. I do
not of course vouch for Mr. Jenner's observation, but I

think it entitled to as much respect as Dr. Gros', to say the

least ; and, if such be the office of the sporangium of Closte-

rium (result of conjugation), to serve as a resting spore over

the winter, and the final production of broods of young
Closteria, then Ave have, in the very marked difference be-

tween the results of conjugation of Desmids and Diatoms,

one of the strongest proofs of their complete dissimilarity

:

for the sporangium of the latter which is generally of much
larger size than the parent frustules, serves to restore again

the cycle by commencing self-division in a large form, Avhen,

by the act long repeated, the frustules had become very small.

No doubt many do go on until myriads of small forms appear,

thus self-dividing until finally they die out, without any re-

newal by conjugation.

To finish my remarks on figure 85 (reproduced from Dr.

Gros), h and c are referred to as two forms of Datoms which
may arise from transformed Euglence ; these are probably
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NavicuIcB, one in front, the oilier in side view; but what
NavicultB this representation is too imperfect for decision ;

d and d' arc culled C/ilamidomo7ias [sic), giving origin to

Diatoms. Dr. Gros' account of this transformation is too

absurd to be worth repeating here, d is very much like a

small Amphora, or possibly a Cocconema self-dividing, and d'

may be the dorsal aspect of a Cocconema ; any resemblance

to Chlamydomonas, or any reason to infer development from

this, is most fanciful. In view, then, of this entirely insuffi-

cient evidence, how can Dr. Bastian say, p. 420, that " the

actual transformation has been Avitnessed by independent

observers, whereby algoid or Euglenoid corpuscles are bodily

converted into Diatoms or Desmids ?" I have dwelt so

long and particularly on one special portion of the book, be-

cause upon this I felt best qualified to act the part of an
honest critic. I have no " constitutional objections," or
" religious scruples" about accepting anything which can be

proved, either as to Archebiosis or Heterogenesis, but we
want no fancy pictures. As to other parts of the work, upon
which I am not so capable of judging, e. g. such as refer

to the development of Neniatoids from spores of Vaucheria,

I have no doubt there are many bubbles that might be

pricked. This I leave for others to do, and begging a correction

in the Chart, facing p. 552, where it is stated that Diatoms
produce hvo embryos, much larger than their parents, which
is only partially true, for often there is but one sporangium,

and often but one parent frustule, I stop, sorry that the

author has been led so much astray, and has spoiled what
promised to be a good book.

A Resume of recent Observations o?i Parasitic Algje.
By W. Archer, M.R.I.AJ

That Green Algai, contrary to what has been generally

supposed, can, though no doubt exceptionally, lead a parasitic

life, has been recently pointed out by several observers. The
subject is one which may not inappropriately be brought
before the readers of this Journal connected with the new
Schwendenerian theory as to the nature of Lichen-gonidia,

upon which it seems possibly to have a certain amount of

indirect bearing.

' Read at the Meeting of the Britisli Association at Bradford, Sept. 10.
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Professor Colin/ in duscribiug an interesting new Chloro-
phyllaceous parasitic alga, in the second number of his
' BeitrLige/ remarks, amongst the physiological and vegetative
distinctions between the class of Fungi and that of Algtc, the
most important is the absence in the former of chlorophyll,
and that, on account of this want of chlorophyll, it is assumed
that fungi depend for their nutrition upon organic com-
pounds and hence must live a parasitic life, since they have
not the power like the green plants to assimilate inorganic
compounds in sunlight.

Later researches, however, go to show that the fungi obtain
their nitrogen in the same manner as green plants, but that they
cannot, like them, decompose carbonic acid, and hence that
they depend for their carbon upon the assimilation of car-

bonic compounds already formed in organisms. To the green
plants, and especially to the alga?, on the other hand, the
faculty of assimilating such organic compounds is, as a rule,

denied. But certain true phanerogamic parasites produce
chlorophyll ; the assumption may tlien be correct that the
presence of chlorophyll may not be incompatible with the
assimilation of organic compounds. Many animals (Infusoria,

Zoophytes, Turbellaria) produce chlorophyll, alike in all re-

spects to that of plants, and these in no way differ in their

power of assimilation from the colourless or brown species.

Now with respect to the Green Algse it has been generally
assumed that they exclusively build up their cells from carbonic
acid and ammonia and saline matters, but, on the other hand,
do not assimilate more complex carbon compounds, and that

hence they never can be true parasites. But some recent ob-
servations have shown ihat a parasitic mode of life may not
be foreign even to members of this class.

Cohn points out that epiphytic algse,- even though some
are found, it may be exclusively, only upon certain other species,

are beside the present question, as well as the smaller algal
forms which occasionally nestle amongst the mucous envelopes
of others.

The relation in which certain green algae stand to the
closed thallus of various Floridese in which they have been

' Cohu: " Ueber Parasitische Algen," ia 'Beitriige zur Biologic der
Pllanzen,' Heft II, 1872, p. 87.

- Tliese are numerous, many of common occurrence ; but the scientific

world at large may not even yet, possibly, be aware of the newest " facts"
put forward by Dr. Bastian as to their nature and origin (' Beginnings of
Life'), who explains all in the most off-hand manner by gravely assuming
that the varied and often very heterogeneous e^\^\\^i\cfringes of algal forms
which arc met with attached to higher plants are developed as merely hete-

rogenetic outgrowths from the latter !
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found is apparently clifFeient. Prof. Colin on a previous

occasion^ describes the occurrence of <>reen Tamylaceous),

narrow lanceolate or broadly pyriform cells, drawn out at the

lower end into a long solid cellulose stipes, occurring amongst

the densely packed filaments of a Cruoria. These green cells

are so regularly placed that at first Cohn, as well as probably

other observers, regarded them as normal reproductive cells of

the Cruoria, but they are, he now holds, without doubt foreign

Endophytes.
Mettenius" found another alga of the same Order, Polyides

lutnbi'icalis, heset through its dichotomously branched thallus

by green cells, single or more or less crowded, and with their

narrow end directly standing upon the Polyides and sur-

rounded by the substance of the alga. These were taken by

Mettenius for the mother-cells of the spores of the Polyides ;

but Cohn holds wrongfully so, as they seem foreign to the

Polyides, and to be rather the young plantlets of a chloro-

sporaceous alga. In this latter view Thuret (in a letter)

coincided, and indeed identified the plant as Cladophora

lanosa. He found the germinating zoospores amidst the

closed cortical tissue of the Polyides as green oval or round

cells, increasing in size for some time and without dividing,

ixntil towards the end of winter, when the end-cell elongates

outwardly, breaks through the tissue of the Polyides and
develops outside into a little Cladophora-tuft. Cohn met
with a similar plant afterwards at Heligoland, but did not

find that it formed septa or became branched or broke

through the tissue of the Polyides ; hence he regards this

as probably a distinct Endophyte.

Prof. Cohn goes on to remark, that the question of the

relation of the Lichen-gonidia to the hyphse of the Ascosporeae,

whose constant associates they are, gives to the researches

upon the endophytic mode of life of green alga? a special in-

terest. According to the Schwendenerian hypothesis the algse

become involved in the mycelium of an ascomycetous fungus
and their mutual relationship is dependent upon the fungus
conducting the crude inorganic nutriment to the algaj, whilst

the former has presented to it by the latter the organic

compounds necessary for its existence. Hence the fungus
vegetates parasitically upon the algse, and is nourished
directly or indirectly by the organic nutriment produced by
the activity of their chlorophyll.

' Cohn :
" Ueber griine Schlaiiche der ' Cruoria pelliia, Fr.,' iu Raben-

horst's ' Bcitriige zur nahcreu Kenntniss und Verbreitung der Algeii,' Heft
II, Leipzig, 1805.

' 'Beitriigc zur Botanik' (licit I, p. 39, T- IV, f. iii, 1), 1850.
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After referring to Reess and Schwendener's memoirs
(already cited in this Journal, on Nostoc and Collema)} tend-

ing to show that Collcnia originates by the penetration from
without of a parasitic ascomycetous fungus into a Nostoc, the

author then goes on to allude to two records of new and sur-

prising observations evidencing just the contrary—that is,

representing NostocJtacece as endophytic (parasitic) in higher

plants. Reinke describes the occurrence of parasitic Nosto-

chaccous algoe in the stems of five species of Gujinera.' The
alga lives at first in the mucus produced from the glands on
the back of the young leaves ; this mucus infiltrates after-

wards amongst the epidermal cells of the Gunncra, resolved

themselves, too, in great part into mucus, and with it the

clusters of algal filaments gain an entrance. The passage to

the iVbs^oc-clusters becomes closed by newly-formed paren-

chyma replacing the previous glandular tissue, and the alga

is completely imprisoned, so that henceforth its nutriment is

obtainable only from the sap of the Gimnera. Thus the

relation of the "gonidia" in the Gunncra is just the reverse

of that assumed by Schwendener for the lichens.

The memoir of Janczewski^ treats of the endophytic occur-

rence of a Nostoc in the interior of the tissue of certain

Liverworts. Milde was the first who noticed these, but they

seem previously to have been taken by others for broodcells

or male elements. Janczewski, however, showed that in

Anthoceros they were truly iVbs^foc-colonies belonging to a

species growing on the same soil, and which penetrated

through the stomata on the underside of the thallus of the

liverwort, and became spread through its intercellular spaces.

He also infected certain plants artificially. By and by the

chlorophyll and protoplasm of the neighbouring cells of the

liverwort became destroyed ; nor could the imprisoned Nostoc,

which could only gain its nutrient substances from the

A7itJioceros-\\\(i\\\xi, make an exit except by the breaking up
of the tissue of its host. The Anthoceros has no need of

the Nostoc in order to draw either its crude or elaborated

nutrient substances, neither, vice versa, apparently has the

Nostoc, per se, need of the Anthoceros—both can and do live

separately. Both, however, lived and flourished for a time

' ' Quart. Journ. Mic. Sci.,' n.s., vol. xii, p. 3G7, vol. xiii, pp. 226 aiid 235.

^Reinke: "Ueber gonidienartige Bilduugen in einer dicotylischcu

Pflanze," in ' Gottinger gelehrte Aczeigen,' No. 25, 1871 ; also ' Ueber die

ariatomischen Verbaltnisse eiuiger Ai-ten von Gunnera" same Journal,

1S72.
•' Janczewski :

" Zur parasitischea Lebens weise dcs Nostoc lichenoides,"

iu ' Bot. Zeit.,' 2ud Feb., 1872 : since more fully set fortb, witb illustrations,

iu ' Auuales dt-s Sciei'.c.s Naturelles,' Bot., T. xvi, p. 306 (1872).
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together, the Nostoc, however, seemingly, now truly para-

sitic, the Anthoceros hecoming locally disorganised and, as

we are to gather, ultimately decomposed. Tiie same author

found Nostochaceous filaments, having made an entrance

(through the existing opening) into the spiral cells of

Sjjha(jmim.

Whilst, however, these observations only show the Nostoc-

colonies to have penetrated into the intercellular spaces, those

of Reinke, as mentioned, show they gain access into the cells

themselves of the Gemwera-parenchyma. Still, to both the

objection might be raised that the iVbs^c-colonies, which,
indeed, live outside such hosts, may have penetrated therein

only by accident, and hence that a true parasitism may not

be unquestionable. But to the new chlorosporaceous alga

which Cohn describes he holds that that objection could not

be applicable.

Upon microscopically examining, in the month of May,
some leaves of Lemna trisulca, which he had had growing
through the winter in a glass vessel along with certain other

water plants, Cohn observed numerous little cells embedded
in the interior of the parenchyma, some of which were of an
intensely emerald-, others of a verdigris-green.

The thallus of Lemna trisulca is covered on both sides by
an epidermis formed of tabular cells with an irregular zig-zag

contour, and clothed by a cuticle. Along the margin of the

thallus between the layers of the epidermis there occurs only a

simplestratum ofparenchymatous cells, leaving between them,
at the angles, considerable air-spaces ; at the thickened middle
of the thallus are found larger hexagonal spaces, in two scries

under one another, mutually separated by simple walls

;

stomata are absent. The whole of the cells, except those

containing raphides, contain chlorophyll-globules, or after-

wards starch-granules, which become used up for the forma-

tion of the lateral offshoots.

The "emerald-green" parasites are propagated by zoo-

spores, and with these Cohn begins his account of this inter-

esting new form. These attach themselves externally upon
the Lemna, sometimes in many hundreds, and always at the

boundary between two epidermis-cells ; before the swarm-
ing they are pyriform, green, and with a colourless beak

;

after germination, round, and coated with a thick, colour-

less membrane, subsequently swollen, and multi-laminated.
Each now puts forth a tube, whose apex pushes asunder the

lateral surfaces of the two epidermis cells—assuming in the act

a figure-of-8 shape—the one portion above, the other below
the epidermis. The lower portion, now of a clavate shape.

i
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pushes deeper and deeper into the interior ; the green contents
descend from the upper portion, Avhich now appear like an ex-

ternal colourless knob. The lower portion expands and fills

up and dilates an intercellular space, and even distorts the

adjacent parenchymatous structure of the Lenuia, or may he-

come itself ultimately misshapen or variously figured. The
membrane of the parasite becomes thicker and more evidently

laminated, the chlorophyll contents become very dense, and
starch-grains also appear, until it becomes dark green and
almost opaque. Presently, a peculiar kind of free cell-forma-

tion takes place, the contents become divided into an immense
number of segments, breaking up finally into a great

number of pyriform zoospores (of 4—5 microm. in diam.), of

clear bright green, their colourless beak mostly directed out-

wards. In the mean time the inflated lower portion of the

parent-cell has put forth one or several neck-like processes,

splitting the epidermis and opening outwardly, through
which by and by the zoospores rapidly make their exit and
leave the empty colourless mother-cell behind in the Lemna-
thallus ; the author had not, however, been able to witness

them during exit, nor has he observed the number and
attachment of the cilia. Many differently advanced stages

of this alga occur in the same Lemna simultaneously. Not
all the zoospores, however, which become attached upon the

surface of the Lemna arrive at perfect development; many
perish after germination or after the formation of a short

neck, remaining thus as little colourless knobs upon the epi-

dermis. It likewise sometimes happens that not all the zoo-

spores find an exit through the neck-like opening, and the

few remaining behind assume a regular globular shape Avith-

out much increase of size, and become coated with a wall.

These look like certain protococcaceous cells, and do not ap-

pear to put forth a germinating tube or neck. The author

thinks it likely they may be considered resting-cells.

From the foregoing description it seems to follow that this

green endophyte is to be regarded as an independent organism,

a chloro-zoosporaceous alga. The epiphytic genus Hyclro-

cytium (Al. Br.)^ approaches the nearest to this endophytic

form ; but this latter characteristic points to an affinity with

the colourless group, ChytridiecB, frequently referred, indeed,

to an Order of Fungi. Amongst these, S'ywcAy^rmw, established

by de Bary and Woroniu, has been shown by Schroeter and
Schneider to be a widely represented genus infesting land

plants. Dr. Schroeter" divides this genus into three sections :

—

' A. Braun :
' Alg. unicell. gen. uov.,' p. 24.

- Schroeter: "Die Pflanzerparasiten aus der Gattung Synchytrium," in

Cohn's "Beilriige zur Biol. d. Pflauzeu,,' Heft I, p. 1.
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Eusynchytrium ; ]iroto|)lasm ycllo^^'^sh-recl ; zoospores pene-

trating the cells of living plants, becoming dilated, and their

contents breaking up into a cluster of zoosporangia, certain

of the zoospores forming at the close of the vegetative jieriod

resting -spores with a thick dark brown membrane. Chnjso-

cJiytrium ; protoplasm yellow or reddish-yellow. Lvuco-

chytrium ; protoplasm colourless. In both the latter sections

the zoospores penetrating the host-plant at once become
resting-spores, which upon the breaking up of the host-plant

become free, and their contents after a period of rest make
their exit and become divided into zoosporangia. Compared
with these the present plant in its development approaches

most to the first section, as is seen, but it seems to differ in

the absence of a membrane round the segmented portions of

the contents, which afterwards break up into zoospores. In
this it agrees with Characium, but there the division of the

contents is successional, and the author had not made out a

regular division in powers of two in Chlorochytriutn, by
which name he proposes to designate his new plant. Nor in

it, though, as is seen, it is probable, has he ascertained the

occurrence of resting-cells.

In spite, however, of these analogies with the Eusyn-
chiyricce, they are separated by the important character of

the presence of chlorophyll in the protoplasm of Chloro-

chyirium, as well as by the formation of a germinating tube

whose apex becomes enlarged as a special cell, the rest

remaining outside the host-plant, both characters absent

from Synchytriea. The latter are intra-cellular in their

growth, the new plant is inter-cellular. Cohn regards Chlo-

rocJtytrium as holding a place between llydrocytium, Cluira-

cium, and the Chytridiece.

The following is his description :

Chlorochytrium (n. g.), Cohn.

rianta endophyta viridis unicellularis, globosa ovoidea vol

irregulariter curvata bi- tri- multiloba, dense conferta plasmate

viridi, primum in segmenta majora diviso, dein secedente in

zoosporas innumeras pyriformes virides processibus tubulosis

extus emissas.

Cli. LomicB, n. s. Zoosporis extus ad cpidermidis supcr-

ficiem ad ccUularum dissepimcnta affixis,post germinationem

in tubos cxcrescentibus, (pii inter laminas dissepimontorum

intus usque ad ])arenchynia meso])hylli provecti, in lacuna

intercellulari aucti, in ulriculus globosots vel elongatos vel
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irrcgulares excrescunt; cellularum adultanmi diameter ad
01 mm.

Habitat in Lemna trisulca, Bresl., 1872.

That Chlor^ochytrium is a ixirasite cannot be doubted, fai*

although its presence in the Lemna does not, beyond its

mechanical distortion of the tissue, exert any very injurious

effect, neither do the undoubted parasites, the Synchytriece

and PcronosporccB. Nor can tlie intercellular vegetation be

adduced as against its parasitic nature, for WiQ&iPeronosporecc

develope their mycelia in the intercellular spaces of their

host-plants. Since this endophyte is encompassed by the

tissue of the Lemna, the formative substances necessary for

its increase can manifestly be brought to it only by means
of the neighbouring cells.

It might be assumed, indeed, that these green Chlorochy-

^nwm-cells, notwithstanding their endophytic position, take

up from the surrounding tissue of the Lemna only inorganic

compounds (crude nutritive substances), but no organic

juices, and that even their cell-membrane or their protoplasm,

by virtue of some peculiar molecular structure, would exclude

organic nutriment, and admit only the inorganic by endosmose.

It is known, indeed, that living cells, such as those of the

roots in Phanerogamia, cause such a dialysis of their nutrient

fluids, or that, mce versa, certain organic solutions become
retained by the protoplasm in the interior of a living cell,

Avhilst inorganic compounds make their exit without difficulty.

It is, however, just as probable (especially having in view

the green phanerogamous parasites) that the presence of chlo-

rophyll in the cells of a plant does not exclude the faculty to

take up certain organic juices ; as, indeed, manifestly the

green tissue of ordinary leaves must have taken up at least

a portion of their formative substances in the assimilated

form. In any case Chlorochytrium is so far the most in-

teresting of all known endophytes, as it is the only one

hitherto known which is chloropliyllaceous. Perhaps the

green Endophytes observed by Colin in Cruoria and Polyides,

as regards their development-history, are related to CJiloro-

chytrinm ; the thick solid stipes of that appertaining to

Cruoria is strikingly like tliat part of the structure in

Codiolum, Characium, and Hydrocytium, Avhose relations to

Synchytrmm Schroter has already set forth.'

But the hhiish-green globes also enclosed in the Lemna
fronds were different things. They were certainly also algee

—mostly Nostochaceous algse, which represented various

genera ; these at first find themselves on the surface of the

' L. c, p. 48.

VOL. XIII.-—NEW SER. B B
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Lamia, and then betake themselves through its burst tissue

as well as the empty recesses of the Cldorochijtrium into their

cavities, and, having entered, soon entirely fill up the space,

as if favoured by the protection afforded by this new nidus.

It is striking that the thickened cell-wall of the empty Chloro-

chytrinm assumes a brown colour, possibly through the

chemical action of phycocyan from dead filaments. Even
green algse make their way in, such as Itaphidium. All these,

however, are but secondary endophytes : Chlorochytriu7n, on

the other hand, is a primary parasite.

As regards the question of the nature of the green lichen-

gonidia, these observations have only a bearing in so far as

they are evidence that chlorophyll-containing algoe can live

as endophytes within foreign plants.

Prof. Cohn concludes his account of his Chlorochytrium by
remarking that he has found Lemna trisulca to afford a

nidus for other Chlorosporaceous plants, partly in the in-

terior of the parenchyma and of the epidermis-cells, partly

in the intercellular spaces, in the latter forming Confervoid

green tubes, breaking up into smaller segments, of one or

many series, and forming an intercellular network some-
what like a Hydrodictyon ; but he has not yet been able to

follow out the development-history of these endophytes.

To the resume of recorded cases of undoubted " Parasitic

Algse " Professor Cohn might have added yet another, if not

two. The algaj referred to (unlike those mentioned and
described by him), are not endophytic indeed in higher
plants, but make a portion of an animal tissue their peculiar

nidus—two of these are the closely allied forms Plcurococcus
JBradypi et Cholopei (Welcker et Kiihn)—the other the

Zooglcea capillorum (Buhl).

The two former were found by Welcker ^ in the tissue of

the sheaths or cortical layer of the hairs of the two- and three

toed Sloth; if sometimes sparing in quantity or absent
in the examples examined, they were on the other hand
mostly present in very great numbers. Kiihn, to whom
they, upon even a first examination, were submitted for a

critical examination of the alga, readily satisfied himself that

this was indeed a vegetable structure foreign to the tissue of
the hair. However, in order to test the matter more closely, he
tried the experiment of boiling the hairs so affected in solution

of caustic potash, for so long as to cause the substance of the

' Welcker :
" Ucber die Eutwiekclung und deu Bau dcr Ilaut und der

llaare bci Bradypus, nebst, Mittliciluiigdi iiber cine ini Iniicrn des Faul-
thicrhaavc's lebendc Alge" in 'Ablil. der Naturf. Gcscllscliaft zu Halle,'

Bd. XX, Heft. I, p. 59.
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hair still to cohere as a mucous fibre, but not so long as to

cause it to break up ; the structure of the hair itself was then
no longer perceptible, whilst the questionable cells, as was to

be expected, remained perfect and became sharply and dis-

tinctly recognisable. There was hence no doubt but that

these cells were of vegetable nature. Although himself satis-

fied these were algal not fungal in nature, Ki'ihn applied
dilute sulphuric acid and iodine to the previous preparation,

and the membrane assume-d a blue colour, showing they were
not of fungal nature ; for though Peronospora in the spore-

bearing portion of its mycelium reacts as most plants, its

intramatricular portion does not. Further, in the present

plant the absence of a mycelium speaks against its fungal
nature, nor could it be at all taken for spores of Conio-
mycetes. As will be seen, these showed manifold stages of

division similar to ProtococcacecB, and not the mode of growth
of fungal spores. But above all, the presence of Chlorophyll
places their algal nature beyond doubt.

These cells occurred embedded in various parts of the

cortical tissue of the hair, more or less abundantly, sometimes
more at one side, sometimes more at the other, occasionally

causing even little cushion-like elevations, or again, by their

numbers filling certain furrows or channels of the hair. The
normal form of these cells in the hairs of the three-toed sloth

was round, in the two-toed elliptic, but both often somewhat
bluntly angular, owing to mutual pressure ; the cell-nucleus

very large. Like other allied forms, these showed a subdivision

in all directions of space, as well as a mode of increase by
many daughter-cells being formed within a common mother-
cell (Sporangium, Kiihn), by and by set free by the dissolu-

tion of the latter and seeming finally to burst through and
away from the tissue of the hair. These two forms would
agree generically with the genus Pleurococcus. Numerous
adult specimens of sloths examined by Welcker all presented

this parasite ; they were not found in newly-born individuals.

The parasite in question, as regards its transmission, could

gain access at first to the hairs through certain splits in the

spongy cortical portion of the developed hair, which possesses

hollow spaces. These they fill up by their growth and
development.

One of these forms is marked by its sporangia containing
8—16 " spore-cells," furnished with sharply-bounded nuclei,

the other by 16—32 spore-cells. He had not been able to

distinguish cilia or any movement in those of these algte.

He found two species, one occurring in Braclypus, the other

in Cliolocpus, characterised as follows :

—
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Pleurococcus Bradypi, n. s., Kiihii.

Vcfretativc cells mostly combined in groups, more rarely

single, rounded, 0'009 mm. in mean diam. ; sporangia

numerous, round, 0*01 mm. in size ; spore-cells numerous,
rarely under 16, mostly as many as 32 in a sporangium ;

nucleus roinid, minute.

Pleurococcus Choloejn, n. s., Kiihn.

Vegetative cells combined in groups, more rarely single,

oval, or elongate, mostly irregularly angular owing to mutual
pressure, O'Ol mm. long, 0005 mm. broad, sporangia less

frequent, oval, O'OOIS mm. long, O'Ol mm. broad ; spore-cells

less numerous, mostly 8, never more than 16, in a sporan-

gium, nucleus of considerable size, roundish, laterally com-
pressed.

This will be probably the first case of a Clilorophyllaccous

alga occurring as a parasite in an animal tissue, if, indeed,

Zooglcea capUlorum be not a case in point.^ That plant,

occurring in human hair, between cortex and cuticula, was
called by its discoverers a fungus (although agreeing in general

characteristics with Palmella), mostly on account of its

peculiar habitat. Kiihn rather supposes even the yellowish-

red colour appertaining thereto may be, not as Buhl
assumed, dependent upon nutriment drawn from the hair

and blood-colouring substances, but upon the presence of

erythrophyll (as in Palmella cruenta, &c.) He takes this,

therefore, for a Palmella, and more correctly to be designated

Palmella capUlorum, than as Zooglwa capillorum.

Two other forms, referred to algal genera, have been re-

corded as occurring attached to human hairs used in the

manufacture of " chignons," and it is unnecessary to do
more in this place than refer thereto

—

Pleurococcus Beigelt,

llabh. et Kiichenm. and Gloeothece tricophila, Rabh.^ It

is just possible that the precise nature of these, judging from
the figures given by Dr. Beigel,^ may be questionable, as they
seem somewhat heterogeneous, for along with " unicellular,"

they represent likewise " mycelioid," growths, which latter

Avould seem foreign to a Pleurococcus. The cells are not
distinctly described as green, even by Dr. Rabenhorst
{P.Beigeli " sometimes Avith a light green tinge"). It would

' A. Marliu: ' Zcitschrift fiir ratioucllc Mciliziu,' 3. llcilic, Bd. xiv,

p. :i59.

* In " Sitzungsbcriclitc dcr ' Isis'" (1807, April—June, p. 51).
3 " On the so-cullcd Cliif,Mion fungus {Pleurococcus Bcigeli, Kubli. ct

Kiichenm.)." 'Journal of Botany,' vol. v, pp. IS'J, 312: sec also w.
246-8.

i
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appear, however, that these plants are truly parasitic, and
being described as alga3, an allusion to their literature

would seem to be called for in the present rcsiwia of re-

corded Parasitic AlgaD.

Contributions to the Anatomy o/Auerbach's Plexus
in the Intestine of the Frog and Toad. By Dr. E.
Klein. (With Plate XVIII.)

Besides the well-known, larger or smaller isolated groups
of ganglion-cells occurring in the branches of Auerbach's
plexus there exist other ganglion-cells between the circular

and longitudinal muscular coat of the large intestine of

the frog and toad, which seem to represent a system of

their own. Before entering this subject I will first describe

the method by which I have succeeded in demonstrating
these cells.

The large intestine of a toad or frog—the latter being
preferable—is cleared of its contents by injecting through it

I jDer cent, saline solution by means of a glass tube provided at

one end with an india-rubber tube and drawn out at the other

end like^ a canula and bent near this end at an obtuse angle.

This is, in short, a glass tube like the one I use for injecting

the frog's bladder with chloride of gold (see 'Handbook for

the Physiological Laboratory,' p. 53). The large intestine

is ligatured at both ends, one end being tightened, the tube,

filled with ^ per cent, solution of chloride of gold, is intro-

duced at the other end, and the intestine is moderately dis-

tended by injecting the gold solution into its cavity. Tho
second ligature having been then tightened as well, the large

intestine is excised and placed in \ per cent, solution of chlo-

ride of gold for forty-five minutes, then, the intestine having
become stiiF, it is cut open and placed in distilled water for

two or three days until it has assumed a perfectly dark colour.

The intestine is divided into several pieces, from which the

peritoneum, together with the longitudinal muscular coat, is

stripped off by means of pointed forceps. With a little

practice one can obtain large continuous strips ; it is, how-
ever, difficult to succeed in this if the intestine has been
excessively distended. The strips, which contain also the

circular coat, are of no great use, though it is in many in-

stances possible to remove the latter by stripping it off in
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bundles. I must, however, add that it is of no use to strip

oflf the peritoneum with the longitudinal muscles witliout

removing, at the same time, Auerbacli's plexus ; it can be

easily recognised, even with the naked eye, as a plexus of

cords stained red or violet. If successful strips or mem-
branes are obtained they are placed in methylated spirit for

five to ten minutes, and are then transferred into a weak
solution of logwood. This latter I use for this and any^ other

object, e. g. for staining all kinds of sections of injected or un-

injectcd tissues, in a somewhat similar way to that prescribed

by Professor Arnold.^ I prepare the staining fluid in the

following manner :—Six grammes of htcmatoxylin extract

are mixed thoroughly in a mortar with 18 grammes of pow-
dered alum ; 28 c. c. of distilled Avater are gradually added
while stirring ; the whole mass is placed on a filter, and to

the filtrate 1 drachm of spirit of wine is added. What re-

mains on the filter can be replaced in the mortar and mixed
thoroughly Avith 14 c. c. of distilled water, which is also gra-

dually added. This is again filtered, and to the filtrate half

a drachm of spirit ofwine is added. The two solutions, being
of nearly the same strength, can be mixed without difficulty.

The mixture is kejit in a stoppered bottle, and can be filtered

again when, after a certain time, it contains a precipitate.

The solution is used thus :—A common-sized Avatchglass is half

filled with distilled water, to Avhich are added, by means of a

capillary pipette, six to eight drops of the staining fluid ; the

object to be stained is kept in this mixture for from a half to

one hour; then it is placed in distilled water for a few
minutes, and treated according to the manner in which it is

intended to mount it.

This, our present object, viz. the muscular coat with the

plexus of Auerbach, is at once mounted in glycerine. In such
preparations the muscular fibres come out with very^ great

distinctness, their nuclei being of a bluisli tint. Not less

distinct is the plexus of Auerbach ; it can easily be traced,

even to its minutest branches ; they come out by the treat-

ment just mentioned with very great clearness ; they are of

a reddish tint. As may be seen in fig. 1, each of the band-
like branches contains within a sheath (which has remained
unstained, and which is only recognisable by its numerous
oblong nuclei), a various number of minute fibrils. Each
branch represents, therefore, according to its breadth, a larger

or smaller binidl(> of primitive nerve-fibrils. A\'herc several

such branches meet a more or less complicated decussation of

' See ' Quart. Jourii. Micr. Sc./ 1872.
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these bundles takes place. A simple glance at fig. 1 will make
this point much clearer than any long description.

The meshes which result from this exchange of smaller

and larger bundles of fibrils witliin the individual trunks

of the plexus contain ganglion -cells, either isolated or in

groups, according to the number of those meshes, or, properly

speaking, according to the complication of the decussation.

These ganglion-cells, which vary in size, are easily recog-

nisable by their large, generally spherical, sharply outlined

nucleus, with its single or double nucleolus, and by their

j^rotoplasm being of a more or less dark purple colour. The
smaller cells generally .appear to possess only one process

which can be traced from the protoplasm of the ganglion-cell

between the fibrils of the nerve-trunk. The larger are dis-

tinctly multipolar, their protoplasm being provided wdth a

number of fine processes, or, as is oftener the case, with one
large and several small processes.

In many instances I have been able to distinguish around
these ganglion-cells a capsule of a spherical or ovoid shape.

In these cases the body, as well as the processes of the

ganglion-cell, were lying within the capsule.

This we may call one system of ganglion-cells, as being

situated in meshes, which are formed by the individual bundles

ivithin the nerve-trunks. But there is a second system of

ganglion-cells, situated in meshes, which are formed by the

nerve-trunks of the plexus themselves. These ganglion-cells^

are of a much larger size than the former ; they are twice

and three times as large, are multipolar ; their protoplasm,

which is distinctly fibrillar with granules between the fibrils,

is provided with one or two long, thick processes and several

short and thin ones ; generally also the processes are branched.

The general shape of these cells is oblong, the latter being

commonly provided on two opposite poles with a thick long

process. The cells are generally isolated, sometimes

situated in the centre of a mesh, or more commonly near a

nerve-trunk that borders the mesh on one side. In some
preparations I have met them more numerously than in

others, and in several cases I have found that almost every

larger mesh of the plexus contained one of these cells. The
relation of their processes to the surrounding tissues is a very

interesting one ; it is this : every one of the ganglion- cells

is connected with a nerve-trunk of the plexus by at least one

process.

' Tlie first occasion on which 1 saw these ganglion cells was when examin-

ing a preparation of the large intestine of a common frog, prepared by Mr.

E. A. Schiifer.
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Ill fig. 3 sucli a ganglion-cell is seen to join a small nerve-

branch by means of two short fibrillar processes. The other

processes arc of a twofold character ; some are seen to dip

between the muscular fibres after a longer or shorter course,

gradually becoming thinner ; others—generally the longer

ones—spread out at once into a thin plate, which for the

most consists of an indistinctly fibrillar substance. This

latter contains an ovoid or spherical, distinctly outlined

nucleus with clear contents, and one or two nucleoli. In

many cases the nucleus is marked by a more or less deep

constriction. What becomes of the substance of these

placoids at the distal end I am unable to say, for there its

outlines, gradually fading away, cannot be traced with

sufficient distinctness (see fig. 2).

In a very few of the nerve- trunks of the general plexus

isolated medullated nerve-fibrils arc seen to pursue an almost

straight course from one trunk into the other (fig. 1), and
dividing into two. I first thought that there existed, per-

haps, some relation between these medullated nerve-fibres

and the ganglion-cells last mentioned ; soon, however, I

found that this is not the case, for not only is a connection

between them not to be demonstrated, but also the very

limited number of the former is in no proportion to the num-
ber of the latter.

A Further Contribution to the Natural History of
Bacteria and the Germ Theory of Fermentative
Changes. By Joseph Lister, F.R.S., Professor of Clinical

Surgery in the University of Edinburgh. (With Plates

XIX, XX, XXI.)

In April of this year I communicated to the Royal
Society of Edinburgh some of the results of a protracted

investigation into various circumstances connected with the

appearance and growth of minute organisms in fermentable

substances. ' During the time that has since elapsed I have
continued to prosecute the enquiry, and have obtained
various new and striking confirmatory facts, a selection from
which will form the subject of the present paper.

In the former communication observations were related

' For an abstractor the chief points of tliis communication "On the

Germ Theory of Putrefaction and other Fermentative Ciianges," see

'Nature,' July lOlh and 17tli. It is in course of preparation for pub-

licatiou in cxtcnso, in the 'Transactions of the Koyal Society of Edinburgh.
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which led mc to conclude that in some minute species of
hyphomycetous fungi^ the spores (conidia) produced upon
their filamentous branches germinate in three distinct ways

;

first, they may form comparatively thick sprouts, which
become young plants, like the parent; second, they may
multiply by pullulation like the yeast plants and under some
circumstances this toruloid growth' may continue for an
indefinite period, though the resulting progeny will, under
favouring conditions, reproduce a fungus like the original

;

and, thirdly, the conidia may shoot out sprouts of exquisite

delicacy which break up into bacteria. In accordance with
this mode of origin of bacteria it was shown that such
organisms, like the fungi from which they are derived, are
of various totally distinct kinds, manifesting their differences

both morphologically and still more physiologically by the
characters of the fermentative changes to which they give

rise, and by the circumstance that some sorts refuse to grow
at all in media in which others thrive. Some of the species

exhibited most remarkable variations in size, form, and
movement when introduced into different media, and some-
times gave indications of their fungoid origin by indubitable
branching, and, in the thicker forms, by the presence of
nuclei or vacuoles. Yet, however much any such modifica-

tion might differ from the form in which the species was
seen in another medium, the latter variety could be reproduced
at pleasure by reintroduction into the habitat in which it

was originally seen.

Hence any classification of bacteria hitherto made, from
that of Ehrenberg to that of Cohn,^ based upon absolute
morphological characters, is entirely untrustworthy. In
order to determine the species of any particular specimen it

is necessary to take into account not merely its appearance,
but also the character of the medium in which it occurs.

Even then mere morphology will often entirely fail us unless

we are able to ascertain the physiological characters. And
even these appear by no means constant ; for we shall in the

' Considering the differences among authors iu the use of the term
torula, it seems justifiable for the sake of convenience to retain the old sense,

as applicable to organisms like the yeast plant.

^ It is, however, only just to Prof. Colin to state that he dwells largely

upon the different physiological effects of different supposed species of
bacteria, and sometimes makes them a ground of classification, more es-

pecially iu the group of " pigment bacteria," which he distinguishes from
others ou account of the remarkable colouring matters to whicli they give
rise. Nevertheless he relies in the main on absolute morphological charac-
ters. See " Untersuchungen liber Bacterien," von Dr. Ferdinand Colin.
' Beitrage zur Biologic der Pflauzen,' Zweites Heft, Breslan, 1873.

[For an abstract of this memoir see supra, p. 156.—Eds.]
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present paper see reason to believe that one and the same
bacterium may diflcr at different times in its fermentative

effects on one and the same organic solution.

It is obvious tliat to trace the modifications of any one

such organism throngh a series of successive habitats would

be an utter impossibility if bacteria or any kind of fungi

were liable to be evolved from the mere chemical constituents

of the liquids employed ; and thus the investigatiouj though

not undertaken for the purpose of combating the doctrine

of spontaneous generation, has afforded the strongest possible

evidence against it, and in favour of the germ theory of

fermentative changes. For even in organic liquids such as milk,

in'which spontaneous generation has been said to be most liable

to occur, it required only a rigorous attention to experimental

details to ensure the complete absence of either organic

development or fermentative change, except where organisms

were intentionally introduced. But when this was done, the

particulars species used for inoculation grew unmixed with

others, attended by the chemical alterations characteristic

of it.

In order to enable the reader to give credence to my
statements, it is essential that I should describe in detail

the mode of procedure in its most improved form. Let us

take, as an example, the case of boiled milk. The first tiling

to be done is to ensure that the interior of the vessel in

which the liquid is to be heated shall be free from any living

organisms. This is done by subjecting a Florence flask to

a very high temperature, after providing that the air which

enters on cooling shall be effectually fdtered of living dust by

passing through asbestos w'hich, I find, answers this purpose

quite satisfactorily. The asbestos is placed, in a mass about

a quarter of an inch thick, between two layers of tin foil

sufficiently broad and long for wrapping round the junction

of the neck of the flask and a glass cap that covers its mouth
;

and when it has been so arranged, fine iron wire is tied tightly

round, so as to compress it firmly as well as retain it in posi-

tion after the outer layer of tinfoil has been dissipated by

fusion and oxidation. The flask, previously mounted in strong

wire for convenience of holding with forceps and for suspen-

sion, is then roasted thoroughly over a large Bunsen's burner

and hung up by its wire mounting to cool.

The next point is to introduce the milk without con-

taminating any part of the flask except the lower portion

that receives the liquid. For this purpose a funnel is used

sufficiently long to reach from some distance above the moutli

of the flask to its bottom ; and the exterior of the tubular
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part of tlie funnel is freed from living organisms by wiping
it M'itli a cloth, soaked in a strong watery solution of carbolic

acid (one part of the acid to twenty of water), and drying it

with a carbolized rag prepared by immersing it in a solution

of one part of the acid in a hundred parts of anhydrous
sulphuric ether and allowing the ether to evaporate.

This is much more convenient than heating the thick glass

of the funnel, as I did in my earlier experiments ; and I may
add that throughout this investigation I have found great

advantage from thus substituting the use of chemical anti-

septic means for the employment of a high temperature
when the former happens to be more convenient. And I

may remark incidentally that the results have aiforded most
couclusire evidence of the efficiency of a strong watery
solution of carbolic acid for destroying minute organisms

;

for throughout the vvhole course of the experiments I have
found cleansing with such a lotion exactly on a par in this

respect with exposure to the gas flame.

The tube of the funnel, thus freed externally from living

germs, is passed down to the bottom of the flask, the asbestos

having been previously removed and the glass cap lifted after

wiping its margin with carbolic lotion for the chance of any or-

ganism having been applied to it in the process, and a piece of

carbolized rag being wrapped round the mouth of the flask

and the funnel to exclude living dust, the milk is poured in

so as to fill not more than the lower half of the body of

the flask. The funnel is then withdrawn through the rag,

scrupulous care being taken that its extremity, now con-

taminated with the miik, does not touch the side of the

flask. A substantial piece of cotton-wool carbolized in the

manner above described is then tied over the mouth of the

flask to filter any air that may regurgitate during the next

stage of the process, the heating of the milk. This is done
by immersing the body of the flask in a saucepan of boiling

water and retaining it there for about an hour, care being

taken that the boiling water never sinks below the level of

the milk. By this means we are sure that the milk has

been throughout exposed to the temperature of 212° F. for

the period desired, while the earlier parts of the process give

us equal assurance that the whole interior of the flask above

the milk is free from living organisms. The immersion of

the flask in a bath of boiling water, for which I am indebted

to a suggestion of Mr. Godlee, of University College, London,
has three advantages over boiling by direct flame ; it avoids

frothing, which in the case of milk is extremely troublesome^

and also the sputtering to which Dr. Roberts, of Manchester,
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has drawn attention;' it prevents any loss of water by
evaporation, and so disposes of the vexatious question of

wliethcr the specific gravity of the liquid has not been so

raised as to render it unfavorable for organic development

;

and lastly, it avoids any " burning " of the milk with its

accompanying chemical changes.

The milk having been allowed to cool completely, a portion

of it is decanted off into experimental glasses. These are plain
" liqueur glasses," each provided with a glass cap shaped like

a small evaporating dish (made to order at any glass work)

and covered with a small glass shade standing on a square

piece of plate glass. The glass plate has the double ad-

vantage of allowing the glass to be removed without disturbing

the glass shade, and also of preventing the air beneath the

shade from acquiring an accidental odour such as is derived

from wood or other porous substances, and interferes with

judging of chemical changes by the sense of smell.

The glass shade and glass cap have in combination the

effect of perfectly excluding all living dust, although, as

neither cap nor shade is made to fit closely, a constant free

interchange by diflfusion between the air in the liqueur glass

and the gases of the atmosphere is permitted. Hence,
provided always that the liqueur glass and its cap are free

from living organisms to begin with, and that the contained

liquid is similarly circumstanced, the latter will remain for

an indefinite period unchanged except by gradual loss from
evaporation, till at length in the course of months it dries up
into a solid mass.

Further I have found as a matter of experience that if

the glass shade and cap are raised, in a part of the room
free from draughts, for the purpose of inoculation of the

liquid or withdrawal of a small quantity for examination,

there is practically no risk of the accidental introduction of

organisms, provided of course that the operations be nimbly

executed and that any piece of apparatus introduced into the

glass have been suitably purified. For it appears tliat organic

germs are not nearly so abundant in the atmosphere as is some-

times assumed, and only a very small fraction of the portions

of dust with which the air of an occupied room is loaded

have such germs adhering to them. Thus, in one instance

the sole result of exposure of a glass of uncontaminated
urine for half-an-hour in my study was three plants of three

diflercnt kinds of filamentous fungi, each growing from one
point and enlarging thence in all directions, while the liquid

remained otherwise unchanged in aspect, a fact which may
' Sec ' Nftturc/ Feb. 20tli, 1S73.
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probably be stated equally truly by saying that^ of all the

many particles of dust that fell in during that period, only

three at most contained a germ capable of growing in

urine.

Hence while it is most true that scrupulous care must be
taken in these experiments, and that forgetfulness or sloven-

liness in their execution would be absolutely fatal to success,

yet it is equally true that by the very simple means Avhicli I

am now describing the observations may be made with a

facility and precision that leave nothing to be desired.

The glass plate and shade are simply washed and dried

with a towel, but the liqueur glass and its cap must be puri-

fied by heat like the flask. This is very simply done by
bringing both to a high temperature over two spirit lamps or

Bunsen's burners, the liqueur glass being held in the hand
by its foot and the cap in a pair of forceps ; and the cap
having then been placed on the glass, a substantial piece of

cotton-wool with a bit of muslin beneath it (neither car-

bolized) is placed on the cap and tied firmly v/ith fine iron

wire round the glass beneath. The heat of the glasses en-

sures the destruction of organisms in the lower part of the

cotton, which acts as a perfect filter during cooling ; and
though the muslin may be browned by the high temperature,

no empyreumatic odour is occasioned in the glass nor any
deposit on its sides. ' The glasses having cooled, the wire

ligature is cut and the cotton carefully removed, the muslin

beneath serving the purpose of clearing off" all portions of

cotton at once, and the glass and cap are immediately placed

on the glass plate beneath the shade.

A series of experimental glasses, say a dozen, having been
thus prepared, it remains to charge them by decanting from
the flask, and this is a matter which, at the risk of appearing

tedious, I am compelled to describe in minute detail.

The process is eff'ected by means of a syphon of glass tube

with a calibre of about one eighth of an inch, the short-er leg

rather longer than the height of the flask, and the other leg

four or five inches longer. I find the most convenient way
of purifying the syphon is to boil it, and in order to adapt it

for packing into a saucepan, the glass tube is interrupted at

intervals of about four inches with pieces of caoutchouc

tubing, the shorter leg having one such india rubber hinge,

and the longer leg two. They are tied firmly on the tube

1 It is ouly ill my more recent experiments that I have tlius employed

the cotton, but there can be no doubt that while it scarcely adds to the

t rouble of the process, it must materially increase its security.
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with fine Avirc, silver wire being used for the shorter leg,

where iron might rust. In the longer leg one of the eaoutehouc

junctions serves the further important purpose of enabling

the assistant to control the flow through the syphon by com-

pressing the iudia rubber between the finger and thumb.

A fourth piece of caoutchouc tubing is applied, without

tying, to the end of the longer leg for adapting a syringe.

The syphon thus constructed is filled with water and boiled

for half an hour, and while it is still in the hot water, one of

the caoutchouc junctions of the longer leg is seized with

catch forceps (previously heated) to prevent the syphon from

emptying itself when taken out. The longer leg being now
raised from the saucepan by aid of another pair of heated

forceps, the syringe, which has been washed out with carbolic

lotion, and the nozzle passed through the flame, is applied to

the terminal caoutchouc adapter. The shorter leg is next

raised, and at once slipped through a hole in the middle of a

piece of carbolized cotton wool, and then into the flask

(whose cotton cap has been previously loosened, so as to be

ready for removal), and the end of the leg being kept a little

above the level of the liquid, to avoid mingling of the water

in the syphon Avith it, the cotton is tied round the neck of

the flask and the syphon. Then, as the syphon is intended

to be left permanently adapted to the flask to serve for future

decantings, it is needful to provide against the access of

organisms to the moisture between the India rubber junctions

of the longer leg and the glass tube. For this purpose, the

catch forceps being removed, carbolized cotton wool is

wrapped round each junction, and a piece of rag over this to

enable it to resist wear, and tied securely round the glass

tube above and below the caoutchouc. The syphon is now
emptied of its water by means of the syringe, and the shorter

leg being pushed down till its extremity is in the liquid, the

syringe is again brought into operation till the syphon is

seen to be full of milk. The assistant then compresses one
of the caoutchouc junctions through its cotton investment,

to prevent the milk flowing out when the syringe and its

adapter are removed. This is done with fingers dipped in

the carbolic lotion, and the apparatus is completed by
slipping upon the glass tube that now terminates the syphon
a circular piece of thin caoutchouc, about two inches in

diameter, with a hole in the centre just large enough to

admit the tube, so that it remains in position without further

fixing. This caoutchouc plate is to serve as a screen to keep
dust out of the glasses while they are being filled. To keep
it level it is strengthened by a fine wire run through and
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through near its margin, and, to ensure freedom from living

organisms, it is steeped for half an hour or so in the strong

carbolic lotion ; after which, as caoutchouc has the property

of imbibing carbolic acid into its substance, the screen when
dried retains a sufficient quantity of it to ensure the destruc-

tion of organisms that may come in contact with it. The
experimental glasses, which as yet are covered with their

shades at as short a distance as possible from the syphon,

are successively exposed and charged, each being brought
close to the syphon before the glass cap is raised, and then
at once placed with its margin in contact with the caoutchouc
screen, while the end of the syphon extends into the glass.

The assistant is now directed to relax his hold upon the

caoutchouc junction above, when the milk at once flows into

the glass, and when this is about two-thirds filled, the flow is

again arrested by the assistant, the glass removed, the cap,

held in the other hand of the operator, is reapplied, and the

glass placed again under cover of the shade.

All the glasses having been charged, the caoutchouc screen

is slipped ofl" and a piece of carbolized cotton tied over the

end of the syphon, which being raised to a higher level than
the fluid in the flask the assistant finally relaxes his hold and
the syphon empties itself into the flask, becoming occupied

by air filtered by the cotton tied over the extremity. When
at any future time another set of glasses are to be charged,

all that is needful is to remove the cotton wool from the end
of the syphon, readapt the syringe by means of a caoutchouc

adapter, steeped for a short time in carbolic lotion, and then

proceed as before. In this way we avoid the great loss of

time involved in providing a fresh syphon for every fresh

decanting, as I did in the earlier experiments.

The other experimental fluids employed in the observations

about to be related were Pasteur's solution, turnip infusion,

an "artificial milk,'"" consisting of a solution of sugar of

milk and white of egg in water, and urine.

In preparing the Pasteur^s solution for this set of experi-

ments I deviated from Pasteur's formula in two respects

;

viz. the proportion of the water and the source of the

mineral salts. I doubled the quantity of water, so as to

make the liquid, as I hoped, more favorable for the growth
of some organisms, more especially after loss by protracted

evaporation as occurs in my experiments, and tap water was
employed instead of distilled, so as to afford gi'cater variety

of saline material. For the yeast ash, which every one who
has tried must have found extremely troublesome to prepare,

I substituted the same weight of ashes left after burning a
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large amount of loppings from various kinds of trees and

shrubs ; the liquid obtained by lixiviation being fdtercd, and

a quantity used in proportion to the estimated weight of

dissolved solids. It seemed to me that the salts obtained in

this wav would be more likely to afford suitable pabulum for

the growth of different organisms than those derived from

one particular speeics of fungus. Thus, my Pasteur's solution

had the following composition :

—

Water from the tap . . 5000 grains.

Lump sugar .... 250 ,,

Tartrate of ammonia . . 50 „

Salts from wood aslies . . 5 ,,

It happened that the alkalinity of the ashes exactly counter-

balanced the acidity of my specimen of tartrate of ammonia,

so that I had a perfectly neutral solution to work with.

The flask was prepared and the fluid introduced as above

described for milk, but the boiling Avas done by the direct

flame and was continued only ten minutes.

/ The turnip infusion was prepared by boiling peeled white

turnips, in about enough water to cover them, till they were

soft, reducing each to a mash with a little additional water,

filtering, and keeping the filtrate at 212° F. for half-an-hour,

as in the case of the milk.

The "artificial milk'^ required special preparation. A
solution of 160 grains of milk sugar in ten ounces of

tap water, which is about the proportion in milk according

to 'Miller's Chemistry,' was subjected to the temperature of

212° F. for an hour and a quarter in a flask prepared and
arranged as for the milk. Next day, the fluid being of

course cold, I added five drachms of the white of a raw egg,

the shell of which had been treated twelve days before with one

to twenty carbolic acid solution for an hour and twenty minutes

and then trapped in carbolized cotton, a process which, I

may remark, preserves eggs from putrefaction, apparently for

an unlimited period, although the carbolic acid leaves the

cotton in a few days, and that which vras applied to the egg
shell does not penetrate sufficiently to produce any coagula-

tion whatever of the albumen ; and I have lately eaten an
egg which had been prepared in this manner more than three

months before, and for the last fortnight had been kept at

100° F. A large pipette having been purified by heat, and
j)rotected from the entrance of dust in cooling by means of

carbolized cotton, a plug of which in the upper end served

the further purpose of i)reventing the entrance of organisms
into it from a syringe with which it was connected by
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means of a caoutchouc adapter, a small hole was made iu

the shell of the egg witli carbolized fingers and heated knife,

and the narrow end of tlie pipette being inserted between
the yolk and tlie shell, and a piece of carbolized cotton
wrapped round the pipette so as to cover the orifice and
exclude dust, almost all the white was exti'acted Avithout

interfering with the yolk, and transferred at once to the
sugar of milk solution in the flask, the cotton round tlie

pipette serving as a temporary screen, for which a substantial

cap of the same material was substituted on removal of the
pipette. Twenty-four hours later, the flask having in the
interval been occasionally agitated to difi'use the albumen, a
syphon was introd need with the peculiarity that a piece of sponge
was tied over the end of the shorter leg to serve as a filter

for excluding the shreddy undissolved residue of the albumen,
the sponge being of course purified by the boiling. The
artificial milk was thus obtained with only trifling turbidity

when decanted into experimental glasses, and the stock in the
flask has remained unchanged to the present time (Sept. 1873)
more than three months after it was prepared.

The urine was not boiled at all, but was obtained altogether

unaltered by a very simple process, depending upon what
appears to be a fact of high interest both physiologically and
pathologically, that a mucous canal in a state of health does

not permit the growth of foreign organisms in its immediate
vicinity, so that preliminary external application of a carbolic

lotion (1 to 49) is sufficient to ensure an uncontaminated state

of the fluid, which, with its unaltered mucus, is a much more
favorable nidus for organic development than after boiling.

One other piece of apparatus requires a short notice, viz.

that used for withdrawing fluid from the experimental glasses

for inoculation or examination. The most convenient means
for this purpose I have found to be what may be called a
" syringe pipette,^' consisting of a small syringe with a piece

of glass tube connected with it by a caoutchouc adapter,

the junction being self-supporting but yielding (as dis-

tinguished from rigid). This last property permits the use

of a very delicate tube without risk of breakage when it

touches the side of a glass; and it is of great importance

that the tube should be of as thin glass as possible. It can
then be heated fully when dry by once drawing it quickly

through the flame of a Bunseu's burner, and a few seconds

suffice for its cooling. The tube, which is about a line in

diameter, is drawn out a little at the end, and is bent at an

obtuse angle about two inches from the syringe ; so that the

latter is not held over the liquid during the process. Care

VOL. XIII. NEW SER. C C
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is taken not to drive any air from tlie syringe into the tube

after lieatint; the hitter, and rather more of the liquid than

"woukl sutlice for inoculation is taken up, so that the part left

in the tube may protect that which is ejected from air from

the syringe.

To the general reader these details may seem almost unpar-

donably minute, but for any one who is desirous to repeat

similar experiments! venture to hope they will not be found so.

On the 14th June I drew off for the first time some milk

from the flask which was exhibited to the Royal Society of

Edinburgh in April as having its contents still fluid, and
therefore probably unaltered, though prepared seven weeks
previously, and under difficulties as compai'ed with the

material of later experiments, inasmuch as it was boiled by
the direct flame of the lamp, the extreme inconvenience

occasioned by the frothing of this flask having led to the

suggestion of the boiling water bath above described. Also

the cotton wool over the mouth was not carbolized, a piece

of muslin between the cotton and the flask being alone

treated with the etherical solution of the acid. Nevertheless,

the cotton filter had proved efficient in spite of the often

repeated rapid rushing of air into the flask which must, of

course, have occurred whenever the lamp was removed to

prevent the froth from reaching the cotton. For the milk
"when decanted just four months after the boiling, proved
perfectly good, having a slight flavour of turnip as might be
expected of winter milk ; its reaction showed the peculiar

character now known to be possessed by that fluid when
freshj purpling blue as well as red litmus paper, and the

microscope showed no appearance of organisms or of the

granular masses of deposited casein often seen as an early

indication of fermentative change, while the milk globules

were bright and unaltered.

These observations wei'e made upon the first two or three

drachms that flowed from the syphon, received into an
unprepared glass, as should always be done to wash out any
residual water from the tube, and thus ensure uniformity of
the contents of the experimental glasses. Of the latter,

one was at once exposed in my study by removing the shade
and glass cap to receive any organisms that might fall into

it, and was covered again with cap and shade after fourteen
hours, including the night and early morning in which the
furniture was "dusted" with a cloth by the servant, but
the glass carefully avoided. It was then placed beside the
other glasses in a cupboard, the temperature of which varied
from about 65° to 70° F.
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On the 20th of the month I observed for the first time
a delicate filamentous funj^us on one part of the side of
the glass, extending upwards from the milk for about an
eighth of an inch ; and at the same time a semitransparent
layer which had been noticed for about two days previously
at the surface of the milk was found to have increased
in thickness. Two days later this layer had attained a

depth of
-Ij

inch, and I proceeded to investigate its nature,

thinking it probable that it might be a change induced
by the growth of the fungus. But on trying to take up
a portion with the syringe pipette, I encountered a most
unexpected difficulty in extreme viscidity of the liquid.

I had before observed the effects produced upon milk by
thirteen different organisms, including six distinct kinds of
bacteria, but though the products had differed extraordinarily

in colour, reaction and consistence, viscidity had in no case

been witnessed. Here, however, the upper part of the milk
had been converted into the most viscid substance I ever

saw. When I at length succeeded in extracting the pipette

without any of its contents getting upon the outside of the

glass, I found that on touching any object with the delicate

end of the tube and withdrawing it, the tiny drop became
extended into a thread a foot and a quarter in length, as

delicate as the finest spider's web and barely visible from
its tenuity. I afterwards amused myself with spinning webs
from one object to another. "When dry they exhibited con-

siderable tenacity, and thicker ones broke with an audible

snap when subjected to longitudinal traction, while the finer

ones floated like gossamer in the air. Here, then, was an
amazing chemical change effected in the milk, and one of

great interest with reference to the elaboration of mucus and
other viscid secretions in the animal economy. On applying

the microscope I found no fungus filaments, but multitudes

of motionless bacteria, such as are represented in PI. XIX m,
very minute and delicate, and often showing a peculiarity

only badly represented in the specimens drawn, viz. that of

having one part of the organism of much higher refractive

power than the rest. In the lower part of the glass similar

bacteria were seen in active movement, often curiously

wriggling and sometimes rotating completely round a trans-

verse axis. The reaction of the milk was also changed,

distinctly reddening blue litmus paper and not affecting

red.

Next day I introduced into another of the glasses of milk

a morsel of the viscid substance by means of a pair of

mounted needles passed through the flame. A glass of the
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artificial milk above dcscribccl, which had been decanted for

seventeen days and had undergone no change, and a glass

from a flask of Pasteur's solution which had been prepared

on the 11th of February and remained brilliantly clear,

were also similarly inoculated.

In the course of two days observing a translucent layer,

about a line in thickness, at the top of the milk in the

second glass, I removed some for examination. It was
distinctly acid in reaction but uncoagulated, and when a

drop was diffused on a glass plate the liquid was seen to be
generally thin and turbid, but studded with transparent

specks which, when touched with the point of a needle, could

be drawn out into threads like the viscid material of the

first glass On applying the microscope to one of the

transparent specks, multitudes of motionless bacteria were
seen, such as are represented at o, PI. XIX, shewing in a

striking manner the peculiarity before described, of having

their extremities of different refractive power from tlie rest.

The thin turbid part, on the other hand, w^as a finely granular

fluid in which similar bacteria were seen in much smaller

numbers, some of them moving freely, wliile others were
motionless, the latter being each surrounded with a transparent

halo of greater or less extent as is shewn at p and q, PI. XIX,
and in some eases, the transparent areas surrounding different

bacteria were confluent. Tliese 'were evidently miniatures of

the transparent specks visible to the naked eye ; and they
seem to me beautiful examples of a change effected by
bacteria in the surrounding medium, whether due to vital

action of the organism or to some substance (a so-called

chemical ferment) emitted from it during life or after death.

The moving bacteria, it is to be remarked, had no trans-

parent area around them, nor were they able to penetrate

those that surrounded the motionless ones, proving the sub-

stantial character of the latter.

The artificial milk and Pasteur's solution were turbid the
day after inoculation : and in the former, wliich I examined
microscopically, were seen active bacteria of extreme minute-
ness, looking like mere pairs of grannies, which on the

following day had given place to others of larger size and of
the same sort of characters as those of the milk, as shown
at w, PI. XIX. Similar bacteria were also seen at this time
in the Pasteur's solution. But neither then nor at any sub-
sequent period was tlicre any viscidity of the general liquid

in either of these glasses, implying that the viscid substance
was no essential appendage of the organism, but the result

of its fermentative action upon particular materials.
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It is, however, to be added that in the course of the next
month a deposit occurred upon the sides of both these glasses
such as I never saw under any other circumstances, con-
stituting a film which, in the artificial milk, resembled
coagulated fibrin in its toughness, and in the Pasteur's
solution was tenacious though not viscid, as if the motionless
bacteria which constituted the deposit in each case had been
glued together by a minute quantity of some intervening
substance.

The next observation which I have to record has reference
to the origin of bacteria. It will be remembered that a fila-

mentous fungus made its appearance on the interior of the
first milk glass six days after its exposure. The growth
continued to spread, and by the tenth day, as it had a bloom
indicating probable fructification, I scraped off a small
portion from the glass by means of a tenotomy knife washed
with strong carbolic solution and dried in the flame, and
examined the specimen in a drop of water with the microscope.
It proved to be a fungus of great beauty composed of very
delicate branching filaments {a, PI. XIX), bearing spores
(conidia) often septate, characterised by a raw sienna tint
(c, PI. XIX) which was often distinctly seen to be confined to
an external envelope, afi'ording, what is unusual with fungi
of such minuteness, the means of definite recognition, and of
ascertaining with precision the three modes of germination
above alluded to (seep. 381). Many of the spores were seen
to have produced thick sprouts to form young plants. Of
these d has been sketched because it happened that, while
part of the brown envelope had been consumed in the process
of germination, a portion still remained for identification.

Other spores were observed in toruloid pullulation, as is seen
at e in a mass still connected with the parent filament, and
at ^ in a free and septate spore, while / was either a spore
multiplying by pullulation, or a young plant of a brown
colonr. For here and there young plants were seen like

h retaining the brown investment of the spores ; and hence,
as a dark coloured coat of threads and spores is the special

character of the order Dematiei among hyphomycetous fungi,

and as de Bary has given the name Dematium pullulans to

a closely allied microscopic fungus, > I have ventured to

suggest for this species the name Dematium fuscisporum.
Further, the spores were often seen to give off exquisitely

delicate threads as at i and k, while in h we have a com-
bination of this delicate sprouting with toruloid pullulation

' See ' Morphologic und Physiologie der Pilze,' &c. "Von Dr. A. de
Bary, Leipzig, 1866, p. 183.
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in tlic same spore. Finally, there were observed in abundance

among the filaments free bodies like / exactly resembling in

form, size and refractive power portions of these delicate

sprouts. Some of them, not sketched, were seen to be

branched, and yet, though in this respect and in the absence

of the double rod-like character they deviated from the most
typical form of bacteria, their bacteric nature was rendered

indubitable by characteristic movement observed in several

instances. I may add that in k that which is sketched as a

branch of the delicate sprout was seen to oscillate from the

position indicated to that of the dotted line, as if about to

detach itself; though this is an observation to which I do
not wish to attach much importance, as \\\q same appear-

ance might possibly result from accidental adhesion of a

previously free bacterium. Taking the observation as a

whole it affords proof positive of three distinct modes of

germination of the spores of one and the same fungus, while

there seems little reasonable doubt that the third mode was
the source of the bacteria.

It will be remarked that the bacterium which grew thus

abundantly among the filaments of the Demalium on the

dry glass differs entirely in appearance from that which was
found in the milk and produced (as I think we are justified

in saying) the viscous fermentation. And there is reason to

think that they were in reality two entirely different species,

and that the one derived, as it appears, from the Dematium,
(or some other exactly like it morphologically), which I have
indicated in the plate as Bacterium No. II, existed in the

milk along with that of the viscous fermentation {Bacterium

No. I), though the latter took the precedence in develop-

ment, so that the former escaped notice in the first instance;

as so commonly happens when germs of different kinds are

introduced together into the same medium. For having

inoculated a glass of fresh urine on the 30th July with a

portion of the viscid material from the second milk glass,

the product which first showed itself five days later by dim-

ness of the liquid had none of the characters of Bacterium
No. I, but resembled in elongated and curved form as well as

in dimensions the one derived from the Dematium, see PI.

XIX, Urine, 4:th August. It was of course conceivable that

the appearances in question might be merely the result of a

modification of Bacterium No. I by the new medium in

which it grew ; the other alternative being that two bacteria

had existed together in the milk, but that Bacterium No. I
was either incapable of growing in urine or had lost its

vitality during the five weeks which had elapsed since its
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introduction, while Bacterium No. II had survived. The
last appears to have been the fact ; for on inoculating milk
and Pasteur's solution with the new Bacterium, while it

throve in both it retained the characters that it had in the
urine and occasioned no viscidity of the milk. And further,
when introduced into artificial milk, in which Bacterium
No. I. grew so rapidly. Bacterium No. II failed to grow at
all, the fluid remaining unchanged for the twenty-six days
during which it was kept under observation.

Some other points were observed regarding Bacterium
No. II which appear of sufficient interest to be placed on
record. When first seen in the urine it was unbranched,
and exhibited rotatory movements ; but when again observed
two days later it was found of larger size, and often distinctly
branched, see PI. XIX, Urine, 6th August, and entirely destitute
of motion. On this day a minute drop of the urine con-
taining the organism in this condition was introduced into
a glass of turnip infusion decanted from a stock of that
liquid which was prepared on the 24th of February, and had
then furnished the supply for twelve experimental glasses,

but which retained its original characters as regards aspect,
fresh odour, and faintly acid reaction, while the microscope
revealed no organisms. After two days bacteria made their
appearance of the characters shown in PI. XIX, 8th August,
resembling those first seen in the urine in being unbranched,
and even more active than they, with wriggling onward
movement. Two days later the bacteria were again motion-
less and of larger size, and often manifestly branched, see
PL XIX, 10th August, the turnip infusion having now acquired
a smell like that of strong turnip soup. Again four days
later, the glass shade having lost all smell, I supposed the
fermentation to be over; but on examining a drop I was
surprised to find that bacteria were present in abundance,
but that all the lai'ge and branched ones had disappeared,
and in their place was a progeny more minute than any seen
before, showing sometimes the double rod form most character-
istic of bacteria, see PI. XIX, 14ith August, and exhibiting active

movements of rotation and wriggling. The only explanation
that suggested itself to my mind was that some material of
limited amount in the turnip infusion yielded under the
fermenting influence of the bacteria a volatile product (the

same, perhaps, that caused the soupy smell) Avhich, while
it remained, exercised a modifying influence upon the
organism, resulting in the branched and motionless variety,

but on escaping, as indicated by the odourless state of
the fluid, left the bacteria to return to their former shape
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and active movements. And this view was confirmed

by the result of inoculating a second glass of the turnip

infusion from the first on the 1 1th August, when the bac-

terium had the minute and active state for the second time.

For precisely the same series of changes of the organism

was then repeated, as is sufficiently shown by the sketches,

PI, XIX, Auf/ust 15th, \^th, and 20th. I dwell upon these

circumstances because they afford an example of modifica-

tion of bacteria under different conditions of the same

medium, and also an instance of branching, which has been

spoken of by Colm in his recent work as something alto-

gether foreign to this class of organisms.^ I also venture

to hope that facts like these will tend to give the reader

additional confidence in the trustworthiness of the mode of

investigation.

One other circumstance with regard to Bacterium No. II

seems deserving of mention. As already stated, when intro-

duced into a glass of boiled milk, it grew rapidly, having

after three days the appearances shown in PI. XIX, Milk,

18th August, with active movement. There was, however,

up to this time no change in the aspect, odour or reaction

of the milk. But in the course of a few days the upper

part of the liquid assumed a peculiar golden yellow tint, and

a fortnight after inoculation the appearance was almost as if

the yolk of a bantam^s egg were floating on the surface,

while there was also some similar yellow material deposited

at the bottom of the glass, and the main body of the milk

had assumed a cream colour. The reaction was now distinctly

though not strongly acid, but the glass shade had no sour

smell, a very faintly urinous odour being the only one per-

ceptible. The main body of the milk was a very soft coagu-

lum, but the upper part was a thin transparent liquid, the

bright yellow material being deposited at the junction of the

two. On examining a portion of the yellow substance with

the microscope, I could discover nothing but a mass of

motionless but unbranehed bacteria such as are shown in

PI. XIX, 1st September, and I could only conclude that the

bacteria were themselves of yellow tint though too minute

to show it under the microscope. Yet it is a curious cir-

cumstance that the same bacterium in Pasteur's solution had

not this colour, but produced a pale pink tint by the deposit

which it formed at the bottom of the glass. At this period

I was obliged to suspend my observations, but from what
had been seen in the last few days it appeared that the

bacteria were converting the coagulum into a transparent

' Op. cit., p. 130.
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liquid^ for the upper trnnsluceut layer was daily increasing
in thickness. On looking at this time at the second milk
glass, in which the viscous fermentation had occurred at an
earlier period, I found that the viscid upper part had changed
to a similar golden yellow colour, and under the microscope
I found that Bacterium No. I had disappeared, and given
place to Bacterium No. II. This yellow colour in milk I
never saw caused by any other organism.
The last observations which I have now to relate refer to

the commonest of all the fermentative changes to which
milk is liable, that Avhich results in the rapid evolution of
lactic acid, and consequent pi-ecipitation of the casein in the
form of curd, a change which was attributed by Pasteur, so

early as 1857 to the operation of a special organism.^ The
frequency of this change in milk does not, however, appear
to depend on specially extensive dissemination of the ferment,
but rather upon the circumstance that the organism which
we are about to study, when it does gain access to milk, takes
the precedence of others in development, and that dairies

being places in which this particular ferment abounds, the
milk supplied from them is sure to contain it, as they are at

present managed. For it is a remarkable fact, and one well
worthy of the consideration of the dairyman, that while
milk supplied for domestic use will turn sour in summer
weather within twenty-four hours, yet of all the many
instances in which I have observed alterations in milk caused
by organisms introduced through atmospheric exposure, in

no single case did the true lactic acid fermentation occur.

Some organisms have given rise to a primary alkaline altera-

tion, strong or feeble, some have been neutral in their effects,

while others have produced an acid condition indeed, but
only feeble and slowly developed.

It seemed worth while befoi'e closing this investigation, in

which fermentative changes in milk had occupied a promi-

nent position, to apply our method of inquiry to the most
frequent and therefore the most interesting of them all.

Accordingly on the 14th of last month, August, I obtained

from a dairy near Edinburgh, pervaded with the usual

sour smell, about a pint of milk said to have been taken

from the cow four hours previously and tasting perfectly

fresh, the dairy woman bailing it out with a tin vessel

from the pan in which it stood into a clean glass bottle

which I had provided. One hour later about ten ounces

were introduced into a flask purified by heat, and were sub-

' " Memoire sur la Fermeutatiou appellee Lactique," ' Auuales de

Chimie et de Physique,' 3me serie, tome lii, 1858.
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jected to the temperature of 212'' F. for three-quarters of an

hour, the arranscrucnts being such as have been fully deseribed

above, see p. 382.. and on the following day four experimental

glasses were eharged each with about half an ounce of the

milk by means of a permanent syphon (see above). The first

milk that came from the syphon, received into another glass,

had the taste of perfectly fresh boiled milk, it purpled both

blue and red litmus paper, and exhibited under the micro-

scope nothing but milk globules of all sizes including extreme

minuteness. Meanwhile, the milk remaining in the bottle

had undergone the usual change. At noon, twenty-three

hours after it was taken from the cow, it tasted distinctly

sour though still fluid, and sharply reddened blue litmus,

and on microscopic examination motionless bacteria were

seen in considerable numbers, of soft or delicate character,

in pairs, fours, and chains {Leptothrix filaments) as repre-

sented at a in Ph XX. The milk examined was in a wine

glass into which it had been poured from the bottle, and this

was kept covered till 5 p.m. when a small drop was taken

out for inoculation of one of the glasses which we may term

Boiled Milk I. It was now more sour to the taste, and

more sharply acid to litmus, and when diflfused between

plates of glass exhibited small white masses which the

microscope showed to be granular (deposited casein) while

the motionless bacteria before observed were again seen in

abundance. The glass also contained some larger portions of

soft curd. Next clay at 8.30 a.m., or fifteen and a half hours

after inoculation. Boiled Milk I., though unaltered in appear-

ance, had communicated a faintly sour smell to the air under

the glass shade, while the smell of boiled milk was gone. A
drop removed by pipette reddened litmus more than on the

previous day, though still faintly blueing red paper, and under

the microscope motionless bacteria were seen in considerable

numbers exactly similar to those observed in the fresh milk,

except that there was greater variety in their size, some being

considerably larger, as shown in the plate at b. At 5 p.m.,

twenty-four hours after inoculation, the glass shade gave

a pleasant smell of slightly sour milk, and the reaction was
sharply acid, but the milk was still fluid, and next morning
rather more than thirty hours after inoculation the milk

had set into a solid mass.
On the same day (15th Aug.) that Boiled Milk I was inocu-

lated as above mentioned, parallel experiments were made
with turnip infusion and with urine, each of which received

a minute drop from the same glass of sour milk. The
turnip infusion was from the stock prepared in February,
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having botli naked-eye and microscopic appearances un-
changed ; and the urine was a glass prepared at the same
time as that used for Bacterium No. II, retaining un-
impaired in every respect the characters which it then
had^ seventeen days before. Neither of these glasses

showed any signs of baeteric development on the 16th,

the day after inoculation, but on the following day both
were manifestly nebulous, and both exhibited under the

microscope numerous motionless bacteria. There was, how-
ever, a remarkable difference between the organisms in these

two glasses. In the turnip infusion the bacteria did not
differ very greatly from those in the boiled milk, except

that the leptothrix form was very seldom seen, and that the

segments of the pairs were sometimes of greater length,

while unjointed specimens, also pretty long, made their appear-

ance, as at c. In the urine on the other hand the deviations

from the form in the milkwere most remarkable, as will be suffi-

ciently evident from an inspection of the plate under Urine I.

Some indeed, like d, were not very different from the original

leptothrix form, but even such specimens often exhibited, as

that one does, an elongated state of some of the segments of

the chain, thus forming connecting links between the lepto-

thrix and the widely different spirillum-like specimens such
as e. Next day the same sort of appearances were again

seen, and an observation made on the previous day was
confirmed, viz. that vacuoles were present in the thicker

specimens. This is well shown in the sketches g and h, in

all of which there is also a further deviation from the type

which has been lately held to be invariable in the entire

group of baeteric organisms, and from whence the name
schizomycetous, as applicable to a totally distinct order of

fungi, has been derived, that is to say these bacteria, instead

of multiplying by trasverse fission, are plainly increasing by
pullulation, that is to say, by shooting out buds after the

fashion of the yeast plant ; and it will be observed that these

sprouts are by no means always in a line with the long axis

of the organism from which they spring. Yet that they
really were the same bacterium was evident, not merely
from transitional forms, but from specimens such as /, in

which in one and the same chain we have the leptothrix

character combined with the long and thick vacuoled and
pullulating organism. Similar observations Avere made on
the following day; and now even the smallest and most
bacteriform specimens sometimes exhibited a minute vacuole,

as is shewn at i. These appearances did not startle me as

much as they would have done had I not seen something
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almost exactly similar iu an earlier part of the investigation,

though in another speeies of bacterium under totally different

circumstances.

Thinking it worth while to try how this organism would

behave if transferred from the urine to Pasteur's solution, T

used for that purpose some of the old February stock, still

perfectly bright, inoculating on the 18th. Next day the

fluid was distinctly nebulous as examined before a candle,

and under the microscope I found motionless bacteria, not

numerous, but obviously of new formation from the delicacy of

their aspect, represented at /?r, in PI. XIX, where they are seen to

be of considerable thickness and length of the segments, which

present a curious alternation of lightness and darkness in their

substance. Though a pair and three are given in the sketch

as well as a single one, solitary individuals were much the

mo?t frequent. Such was the appearance twelve hours after

inoculation, but when twelve more hours had expired a very

great change had taken place. Not only were the bacteria

much more numerous, but very much smaller; and instead

of being commonly single, were invariably double, having

in fact the ordinary appearance of minute bacteria (see

PI. XX, /), and to complete the metamorphosis some of

these bacteria were seen swimming actively in ordinary

bacteric fashion. Two days later the liquid was considerably

increased in opacity and I was struck with what I had never

seen before in Pasteur's solution, a sort of dirty or dingy

appearance, as if a very small quantity of ink had been

mingled with the liquid, and the deposit at the bottom of

the glass, which was white on the previous day, had now the

same dingy cast. Under the microscope the bacteria ap-

peared much as on the last occasion, except that some were

even more minute than any then were, so that it was impossible

to say, except by their movements, that they were anything

more' than mere granules (see m, in PI. XX). At the same

time active movement was more frequent than before.

I now thought it well to ascertain whether these minute

and active bacteria would reproduce in urine the same sort

of organism as that which we could not but believe to have

been their parents in that fluid. On this occasion, having no

more of the fresh urine, I adapted a syphon to a flask which

was prepared on the 1st of March, and had furnished the

material for numerous experiments, yet retained its original

brilliancy as well as odour unaltered, was distinctly acid to

litmus and displayed no organisms under the microscope.

Twelve hours after the inoculation on the 21st the liquid was

already manifestly nebulous, and on examination with the
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microscope bacteria were found, four or five in every field,

differing from those that had been introduced in being very
rarely double but long and large and often curved (vide

PI. XXI, a,) having tlms returned to a considerable extent
to the condition before seen in urine, but now differing from
their former state in that fluid in frequently exhibiting
characteristic though languid movements. After twelve
hours more the previous condition in urine was still more
closely approximated by greater length in the segments, as

illustrated by b, sketched because it happened to be at rest,

though by no means having the longest unbroken segments
that were observed. I now inoculated from this glass of
urine another {Urine III.) that had been decanted on the
same day and had remained till then unchanged ; and twelve
hours afterwards I sketched from this second glass the
magnificent example of unjointed spirilliform organism
represented at h. At the same time languid movement
was seen in many specimens.

To complete the history of the behaviour of this organism
in urine it may be added that, after the lapse of another
fortnight, the bactei'ia in this glass were found again motion-
less and comparatively small, scarcely differing in appearance
from those originally seen in the sour milk (vide foot of

PI. XXI).
With the view of determining precisely the identity of the

minute organism in the Pasteur's solution with the large one
in urine, I stocked as follows, on the 21st August, a '' glass

garden " consisting of a massive piece of plate glass excavated
l)y the lapidary into a broad and deep ditch around a central

island, the ditch to serve as a reservoir of air. This glass, to-

gether with a thin covering glass, had been exposed to a high

temperature between metallic plates to diftuse the heat and
avoid cracking, and cooled without access of dust. With
heated forceps the covering glass was raised and, a minute
drop of the Pasteur's solution with its organism having been
mingled with a large drop of urine on a glass plate purified by
heat, a little of the mixture was placed on the island. The
covering glass was then luted down with melted paraffin, ap-

plied, with a hot steel pen, after a drop of water, boiled and
cooled under the protection of carbolized cotton, had been

l^laced in the ditch with the pipette to ensvire a moist atmos-

phere. Immediately after this had been done I examined
with the microscope and saw the minute bacteria of the

Pasteur's solution as shewn at c, in the Plate, in active move-
ment. On looking again five hours later I found those

bacteria replaced by large ones as seen at d, still moving
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though the movement was now languid. Within this short

time the cue variety of tlie organism had been converted

into the other. Even if we supposed that the thick ones

M^ere of a different kind and that one of them had been
present origiually in the garden unobserved by me, their

large numbers at the end of five hours and the vanishing

of the small ones would be equall}'' inexplicable. Hence, 1

think, we may regard it as demonstrated that the minute
bacteria of the Pasteur's solution and the coarse ones of the

urine were one and the same organism,

Other more remarkable facts, however, remain to be
recorded. On the morning of the 22nd August, wishing to

ascertain whether this organism, after being so strangely

modified in urine, in Pasteur's solution, and then again in

urine, retained the property of inducing the lactic acid fer-

mentation in milk, I introduced a minute drop of Urine

No. II into a second glass of milk decanted at the same time
as the former, and which we may designate Boiled 3Iilk II.

Nine hours later test paper already indicated a slight degree
of acidity, and bacteria were found, five or six in each field,

about as thick as those in the urine of inoculation, and also

pretty long, generally single, but sometimes double as shewn
at e, PI. XXI. On looking at the same slide four hours
later I found that other bacteria, much more minute and
shewing active progressive or rotatory movements, were also

to be seen, and next morning such minute and active ones
were alone discernible in another drop taken for examination.
The acid reaction was now more marked, and the acidity

continued afterwards to increase, till within three days the
milk had set into a solid mass.

But along with the lactic acid fermentation another and very
different change took place in the milk during the first twenty-
four hours. On first looking at the glass on the morning of
the 23rd, twenty-one hours after inoculation, I was amazed to

sec at the bottom of the glass a deposit about a line in ap-

parent thickness as black as pitch, shewing out in a glaring

contrast to the white milk. The black material did not appear
to undergo any increase in the course of the day or at any sub-

sequent period. But there was a peculiar sickly, almost putre-
factive, smell mingled with the sour odour of the air in the
glass shade in the course of the next twenty-four hours, though
this afterwards passed off, and by the time that curdling was
complete a pure smell of sour milk was alone perceptible.

On the 2Cth 1 turned out the curd to investigate the black sub-
stance. I found it adhering firmly to the bottom of the vessel

so that it could be completely cleansed of the curd with a camel's
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hair brush without being detached ; and when I picked it out
with a knife its lower surface had a brilliant polish corres-

ponding to that of the glass. It constituted a tough scale,

between horny and leathery in consistence, and its upper sur-

face presented numerous smooth round depressions with
intervening ridges; and it was plain that the pigment had been
precipitated in the form of a heavy liquid, the particles of

which had coalesced at the bottom of the vessel and after-

wards solidified. The intensity of the colour was strikingly

brought out by microscopic examination under my highest

power, when even parts of extreme tenuity, as at g, PI. XXI,
distinctly shewed the sepia tint of the mass. These very

thin parts also afforded the opportunity of ascertaining that

the substance was perfectly homogeneous and structureless.

In other words, the dark substance was not a coloured

organism, but a pigment formed from the milk as the result

of the growth of an organism in it. The small amount of

the material at my disposal permitted me to ascertain only

that it was insoluble in water, spirit of wine, anhydrous
ether and a strong solution of caustic potash, both in the

cold and boiling states of these fluids, and was also unaffected

by cold nitric acid, but was dissolved by boiling nitric acid,

to which it communicated a yellow colour. Heated in a

glass tube with access of air it burnt without fusion, leaving

a white ash.

The question of course presents itself, what was the cause

of this remarkable formation of pigment from the milk?

That it was induced by an organism introduced into the milk

we cannot doubt. But was that organism the same bacterium

that in the former glass of boiled milk, as in the original stock

of unboiled milk, produced only the lactic acid fermentation,

but altered in function while modified in form by its residence

in the other media, or was it some other species, some " pig-

ment bacterium,^' to use Professor Cohn's expression, coexisting

with the lactic acid ferment ? Before discussing this question

I must direct attention again to the glass of Pasteur^s solution

from which the second urine glass was inoculated. It may
be remembered that at the time of that inoculation there

was already present a dingy or dirty aspect about that glass

such as I had never before seen in Pasteur^s solution. Next

day this peculiar appearance was considerably increased, and

on applying a pocket lens, I discovered a number of minute

dark brown specks disseminated over the glass, even close to

the level of the liquid where the surface was vertical ; each

brown point having a tiny brown streak extending down-

wards from it. I succeeded in picking up one of these
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brown specks with the attenuated end of the pipette, and on

examination found it made up of a mass of motionless bac-

teria of ordinary form, tlicraselves colourless, but having

scpia-coloured particles disseminated among them of the

same tint and intensity of colour as the i)igment from the

milk, very irregular in form and varying in size from mere

points, much smaller than the bacteria, to masses considerably

larger, as is seen at n, PL XX, showing that the pigment,

though produced under the influence of the bacteria, as

seems clearly indicated by its existing specially among the

baeteric masses, yet was, as in the milk, a mere amorphous

and unorganized product. Thus, vfG trace back the pigmentary

function to the Pasteur's solution, through the urine,

although in the latter no pigment whatever was formed.

This is in itself a point of interest, as indicating that the

formation of pigment is not essential to the organism, but,

just as in the ease of the viscid substance produced under

the influence of Bacterium No. I, occurs only when the

medium in which the bacterium is growing is of a nature

fitted for furnishing the requisite materials. Further the

knowledge that the organism which produced the pigment

was present in the Pasteur's solution and in the urine will

aid us in considering the question whether that organism

was or was not a different one from the lactic acid ferment,

and this we may now proceed to discuss.

Supposing it to have been a separate organism, it is not

at all likely that it found its way by accident into the first

urine glass or the Pasteur's solution during the brief periods

of exposure for inoculation or withdrawal of fluid for ex-

amination. For in no single instance have I known bacteria

introduced before in this way. Nor can it have existed

diffused through the original supply of milk, seeing that no

pigment was produced in that stock or in the glass Boiled

Milk No. I inoculated directly from it. • We can only

imagine it introduced from the original supply by supposing

that it had entered the unboiled milk immediately before

the inoculation of the first urine glass, and was all taken up
in the drop used for the purpose ; a contingency possible but

not probable.

But even if we admitted that, in spite of the slenderness of

the chance of such an occurrence, a separate " pigment bac-

terium " had made its way accidentally into the first urine

glass or that of Pasteur's solution, avc should find ourselves

confronted by a further series of improbabilities. We should

have to suppose that the two bacteria thus coexisting in the

two fluids were both modified in form in the same manner by
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the two media, both becoming coarse and long-segmented in

urine, and both minute and of ordinary bacteric aspect in

the Pasteur's solution ; for none of the minuter kind were
seen in the former fluid, nor any of the coarser sort in the

latter. Further, we should have to suppose that the " pigment
bacterium," when introduced into milk, grew with great

activity for twenty-four hours and then suddenly perished.

For we have seen that no further deposit of pigment took
place after the first night, although the milk remained fluid

considerably longer, and on microscopic examination of a
drop from the upper part of the glass next day, when granu-
lar masses of casein showed that coagulation had begun, I

discovered not a vestige of pigment in it. And in further

proof that the pigment bacterium, supposing such a separate

organism to have been present, had died, I found that a bit

of the curd introduced from this glass at the close of the
third day into another glass of the same boiled milk, gave
rise to the lactic acid fermentation, pure and simple, with no
formation of pigment, and none of the putrid odour that had
attended the pigmentary formation in the other glass. It

may, perhaps, be suggested that the " pigment bacterium "

was poisoned thus early by the lactic acid generated under
the influence of the other (supposed) organism. But unfor-

tunately for such a view, we find the same transient character

of the pigmentary function in urine as in milk. For, as has
been before mentioned, the day after the inoculation of Boiled
Milk No. //from Urine II (resulting in the pigmentary fermen-
tation), 1 introduced a drop from Urine II into another glass

of the same urine with the result of reproducing in great
beauty the long unjointed form of the bacterium. After two
days more I inoculated from this Urine No. Ill a fourth

glass of the boiled milk, in the hope of getting back
the pigmentary formation. But no such thing occurred,

merely the lactic acid fermentation. Now it is scarcely con-
ceivable that the " pigment bacterium " (supposing it present)

should have perished so quickly in the urine as well as in the
milk. For it is to be remarked that the urine was but little

changed by the bacteric development that followed the in-

oculation, retaining its acidity at the close of the two days,

while little effect was produced upon its odour. Besides this

it must be borne in mind that, if the supposed " pigment
bacterium " was derived from the original stock of sour
milk, it had before survived a residence for three days in

urine, which was the fluid originally inoculated.

On the other hand, if we admit that there was only one
organism present, but modified in function as in form by the

VOL. XIII.—NEW SER. D D
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clifTcrcnt media, tlie course of events is exactly what we
might have anticipated. It was in the Pasteur's solution

that the pigmentary function first manifested itself, not

indeed during the first thirty-six hours, during which it is

distinctly recorded that the deposit in the glass was white,

but in the course of the next day ; and it is natural to sup-

pose that it was in this medium, in which the form became

so greatly modified, and at the same time the function of

active motion conferred upon the previously motionless

organism, that the faculty of pigmentary fermentation was

also acquired. Then, just as modifications of form assumed

by a bacterium in any one medium are more or less quickly

lost when the organism is restored to its previous habitat,

so should we expect it to be with altered function, and this

bacterium, when transferred from the Pasteur's solution to

either milk or urine, would more or less quickly lose the

new fermentative property which it liad acquired.

One clear instance of acquisition of a new function by the

bacterium is presented by the power of active movement
-which shewed itself for the first time in the Pasteur's solu-

tion; so that if we were to adopt the language of some

authors who have attributed a most exaggerated importance

to movement as a distinctive character, we should say that

the organism was converted in that fluid from a bacteridium

to a bacterium. But when restored to urine, the organism

moved but languidly and after about two days became again

motionless. In milk, on the other hand, the power of motion

was more permanently retained, and active movements were

observed both in the third and the fourth glass of boiled milk

as late as five days after the organism had left Pasteur's

solution.

There is another consideration which seems strongly

confirmatory of the argument against a distinct " pigment

bacterium " as the cause of the black deposit in the milk.

If it were true that such an organism existed, Avhich, when
introduced along with the lactic acid ferment, would produce

this striking effect, black milk would be a thing of frequent

occurrence ; whereas this is, so far as I am aware, the first

time such a thing was ever seen. But if it be asked, why
was it that this unheard of appearance showed itself in my
experiment? the answer is that the conditions of the ex-

periment were such as to aff'ord the organism opportunities

which it had probably never had before. Never before, in

all probability, was this organism allowed to develop unmixed
with any otiier in urine and Pasteur's solution consecutively.

For while this ferment takes the precedence of others in
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milk, such is far from being the case in iirine, and very
probably in Pasteur's solution also. How far the previous
residence in urine may have predisposed this bacterium to
assume the pigmentary fermentation in Pasteur's solution,

further experiment can alone decide. Suffice it to say, mean-
while, that the conditions under which the organism grew
were novel, and therefore novel appearances need not surprise

us. The case seems exactly parallel to that of Bacterium
No. I. Never before, perhaps, was milk converted into so
viscid a material as it was under the influence of that organ-
ism, simply because other organisms which would have
interfered with the viscous fermentation were for the first

time excluded.

I have dwelt at what will, I fear, be thought tedious length
upon this discussion, because the conclusion arrived at seems
to me of extreme importance. For if the same bacterium
may, as a result of varied circumstances, produce in one and
the same medium fermentative changes differing so widely
from each other as the formation of lactic acid and that of
black pigment in milk, it becomes readily conceivable that
the same organism which under ordinary circumstances may
be comparatively harmless, may at other times generate
products poisonous to the human economy. We can under-
stand, for instance, a thing that has at an earlier period of my
practice as a surgeon often puzzled me, though now, happily,

under the antiseptic system of treatment, I never have
occasion to witness it, viz. the development of hospital gan-
grene beneath dressings left for a long time unchanged,
whereas in the same hospital ward sores dressed daily con-
tinued healthy. Assuming what analogy leads us to suspect,

that some organism is the cause of the disease, why should
the special virus of hospital gangrene become introduced
into a sore under the former condition more than under
the latter ? We now see that it is not essential to assume
the existence of a special virus at all, but that organisms
common to all the sores in the ward may, for aught we
know, assume specific properties in the discharges long
putrefying under the dressings. Similarly, we can imagine
the unhealthiness of an old uncleansed hospital as caused
not by the introduction into it of new organisms, but bv a
modification of those common to it and to freshly built

institutions. I take these illustrations from surgery ; but
to the medical reader others of equal importance will readily

suggest themselves from physic.

Another peculiarity of the glass of Pasteur's solution,

remains to be mentioned besides the formation of pigment
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in it, viz. a putrid smell which I never observed before in

that fluid, and at the same time, a remarkable taste, a

combination of slight bitterness with astringeney, the latter

80 marked as to lead me to test for gallic or tannic acid with

a persalt of iron, though without effect.

Admitting then that we had here to deal with only one
bacterium, it presents such peculiarities both morphologically

and physiologically as to justify us, I think, in regarding it

as a definite and recognisable species for which I venture to

suggest the name Bacterium lactis. This I do with diffi-

dence, believing that up to this time no bacterium has been
defined by reliable characters. Whether this is the only

bacterium that can occasion the lactic acid fermentation,

I am not prepared to say; but it seems most unlikely

that any other kind will be found combining all the pecu-

liarities of that which we have studied. What fungus it is

derived from, if, indeed, it have come from any (for it would
be rash to assume that such an origin is universal), I have

no means at present of knowing; but, however that may be,

it cannot but be right, where we have definite characters of

bacteria, to speak of them as species as a matter of con-

venience, just as is done of various hyphomycetous fungi

known to be only inferior varieties of ascomycetous forms.

What are the functions of bacteria with reference to the

physiology of fungi, and whether a bacterium derived from a

fungus is ever capable of returning to the form of its parent,

are questions on which my investigation has thrown no

The sketches which furnished the illustrations were all

drawn on the scale given at the foot of Plate XXI, either by
camera lucida or, in a few cases where the objects were in

motion, by eye-piece micrometer, the magnifying power being
1140 diameters. The object-glass which I employed was
a tenth immersion lens manufactured by Messrs. R. and J.

Beck, the beautiful definition of which was distinctly en-
hanced by the use of the higher eye-piece.

On a Peach-coloured Bacterium—Bacterium rnbescens,

n.s. By E.Ray Lankester, M.A., Fellow and Lecturer of
Exeter College, Oxford. With Plates XXII and XXIII.

In the histological laboratory of Exeter College I observed,
during the past summer, in two jars of river water which had
been standing on a window-sill, but were protected from direct
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sunlight, and which contained the putrescent remains ofsome
caddis-worms, besides various minute alga?, a purple-red

growth. This growth consisted of a film which spread itself

over the decaying matters at the bottom of the water, and of
patches forming an irregular coating on the glass of that side

which was most exposed to the light. During the long
vacation the same growth developed itself in great abundance
in a large vessel in which I had left two crayfish [Astacus).

The animals had died and were far advanced in putrefaction

when I returned to Oxford in August, and at the same time
the whole of the sides of the vessel and the remains of the

Astaci were coloured with a film of a fine purple-red tint.

The observations which follow on the characters of the

organism to which this purple-red film was due were made
upon samples from the first-mentioned jars. The spectro-

scopic characteristics of the colouring matter to which they
give rise were not ascertained until the second larger

quantity of the growth came to hand. I am unable to de-
termine whether this organism has been described before.

As flir as the identification with any previously existing

name is concerned this is not a matter ofany moment. What
1 am desirous of recording with regard to this claret-coloured

growth is of interest in connection with the natural history

of those highly important and as yet little known plants—the

Bacteria ; for the organism which gives rise to these coloured

films belongs to that group. It is of very little consequence
whether we have here to do with a new species or not.

The publication of Schroter's and Cohn's observations on
chromogenous Bacteria—an abstract of which appeared in

the April number of this Journal—must everywhere have
excited a new interest in the investigation of animal and
vegetable colouring matters.

The application of the spectroscope to the examination of

the coloured substance contained in the blood of various ani-

mals, of the green substance of plants, and of various blue,

green, and red bodies, characterising various animal and
vegetable organisms, has yielded a number of curious results,

which are at present, and must probably long remain, in the

condition of isolated facts, devoid of any explanation or gene-
ral significance.

The observation of the formation of coloured products
characterised by definite absorption-bands, by the agency of
Bacteria, offers new data for sj)eculation as to the chemical
antecedents of such products, and the significance of colour

in organisms generally. But though 1 was led to examine
the purple films in my jars of putrescent matter chiefly
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through the hope that the colouring matter might exhibit

some characteristic optical properties, the morphological fea-

tures of the growth have proved to be of more importance

than "what relates to the special properties of the colouring

matter belonging to it. In fact, owing to their possession

of this characteristic colouring matter, I have been able to

recognise a number oi' phases ox form-species of this remark-
able Bacterium ; and I shall first speak of these, and then
alhide to the spectroscopic characters of the colouring matter.

On account of the deep purple-red colour which this Bacte-

rium gives? rise to when en masse—very similar in appearance
and mode of occurrence to the crust in a bottle of Burgundy—1 call it Bacterium rubescens, though, as seen through the

microscope, the masses have a warm peach colour.

Bacterium rubescens.

Forms assumed hy the plastids or U7iits.—Those who
are acquainted with Cohn's paper (' Beitrage zur Biologie

der Pfiangen,' Breslau, 1872), or the abstract in this

Journal, April, 1873, will probably suppose that the ge-

neric term Bacterium is here used as limited by him. I

am, however, obliged to use it in a wider sense, since the

organism which is here spoken of as Bacterium rubescens

ajipears to give evidence that a " natural species" can exhibit

many of the forms which Cohn has classified under distinct

genera and families. It will be remembered that Professor

Cohn distinctly guards himself against implying by his pro-

posed nomenclature that the forms thus distinguished by
him are natural or physiological species ; and on tliis account
it is, I think, a matter for regret that he should have used
some terms which were employed by their authors with the

implication which he disavows. The series of forms which
I have found in the growth of Bacterium rubescens leads me
to suppose—what has appeared probable to other persons in

regard to the Bacteria generally— that the natural species of
these plants are within proper limits ' protean.' Like the

protean oi'ganisms most recently exhibited in their true light

—I mean the Calcareous Sponges so thoroughly worked out
by Ernst Hacckel in his beautiful monograph— the Bac-
teria present themselves in a certain number of forms,
and these forms differ in the features of the form-units
(spherical, oblong, &c.) and in tlie mode of aggregation of
the units. Similarly the Calcareous Sponges exhibit a certain
amount of variation in the elementary forms of their cup-like
" persons," and a large variety of modes of conjunction or

aggregation of those persons to form complex sponge-masses.
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Amongst the Calcispongiae these architectural characters had
been to some extent distinguished by zoologists and generic

and specific distinctions were based upon them, on the suppo-
sition that natural species were thus indicated. In the same
way among the Bacteria we have Cohn's four tribes and their

included genera, based on distinctions of elementary form,

(which, however, he does not put forward as necessarily a

natural grouping) , and he has recognised certain of the modes
of aggregation of these form-units, e. g. Mycoderma-forra,
Zoogloea-form, &c., as belonging to the category of " phases

of growth," which might be presented by any number of

natural species.

The natural species among the Calcsipongise have been
shown by Haeckel not to correspond at all vv^ith the series of

forms distinguished by his predecessors. He finds in the

characteristics of the peculiar spicules produced by the plas-

tids of the sponge-mass the surest indication of specific

distinction, because such sj^icules are in their nature less

dependent on the variations of surrounding conditions than
is the mode of extension or aggregation of the sponge-mass,
and are rather the expression of the most intimate inaccessible

chemical life of the plastids. Nevertheless, he is careful to

retain a complete and concise enumeration of the various
*' artificial species," " form-genera," or " phases,^' in which
the natural species may manifest themselves, and, conse-

quently, for the Calcispongise there results a double nomen-
clature, a series of natural genera and sjDccies, and a cross

series of artificial genera and species.

It seems exceedingly probable that the same manner of

regarding the Bacteria will have to be adopted, Cohn's tribes

and genera taking the position of an artificial or formal

system, whilst the natural species must be based upon some
of those more profound characteristics which Cohn has him-
self indicated to us in his divisions—saprogenous, chromo-
genous, pathogenous.

The indications of the limits of natural species do not lie

under our hands in the case of the Bacteria, as they do in

the Sponges with their spicules, but have yet to be sought
out.

It is, perhaps, hardly necessary to remark that the actual

demonstration that such-and-such a series of very difierent-

looking forms all are phases of one and the same natural
species, really involves the observation of the development of
the forms in question one from another under the eye of the

observer. When such observation is made, we have evidence
of a superior class, which at once supersedes all inference
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from assumed chemical or structural race-marks. The series

of constantly recurring forms which constitute the ontogenetic

cycle of the several species of plants and animals have, in a
large number of cases, been actually followed with the eye

from hour to hour, if not in the same individual specimen, at

any rate in specimens as to the practical identity of which
there is not a shadow of a doubt. The series of forms or

phases, on the other hand, which a Protean species—and all

species are so to some extent, but some species to a very

obvious and readily appreciable extent—may exhibit have
not an invariable recurrence as part of the fixed " life-cycle"

of the species, but depend for their manifestation upon the

occurrence of conditions in the environment of the species,

which in most cases are not ascertained, and concerning which
one thing is very clear, namely, that they do not recur in

definite order. The forms of a Protean species are a series of

adaptations ; the forms exhibited in the development of a

species from its egg are a series of hereditary recapitulations.

In consequence of the irregular or, so to speak, accidental

occurrence of Protean forms, those which are admitted by
zoologists or botanists as belonging to one species— for

example, some of the S]:)onges—have not been traced as " con-

tinuous " by simple watching of their growth. But, on the

other hand, owing to the fact that the varied forms exhibited

by the species are due merely to rapid adaptation, essential

race-marks or characteristics (such as those of the spicules

and canal system in the Sponges) are quite uninfluenced by
the superficial changes of form, and enable the observer to

infer with confidence the specific continuity of the series.

The recapitulative series of an individual development, on the

other hand, exhibits forms which have not the remotest indi-

cation, in any point of structure or composition, of their

continuity, and that continuity can only, in the first place,

be established by the direct observation of it, Avhich is im-
mensely facilitated by the orderly recurrence of the series.

The variety of forms (see Pis. XXII, XXIII) which 1 found
in the purple films produced in the jars of putrescent animal

matter at Oxford might be regarded each as representing a

S])ecies of Bacterium-like plant. Such s])ecies could only

have the value of artificial or form-sj^ecies, for there is no
evidence that these distinct forms reproduce themselves, and
retain, as a race, their characteristics. On the contrary,

various conditions were constantly observed intermediate

between two of the more dominant forms. Accordingly, the

assemblage of forms may be regarded in some way as con-

tinuous, and in that case they must either be a series of steps
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ill the ontogenesis of a specific form, or they are a number of

phases, or *' form-species," of a Protean organism.

I adopt the latter supposition because I have no evidence

whatever of the definite recurrence of a particular order of

succession in the prodviction of these forms one from another.

The feature presented by the series of minute plastids

occurring in the purple film, which, more than the occur-

rence of occasional transitions between different forms (consult

tlie figures in Pis. XXII, XXIII), leads to the supposition

of their specific continuity, is the possession of the peculiar

purple-red colouring matter described below as Bacterio-

purpurin. This colouring matter I regard in them as of the

same kind of value as that which the particular spicule-forms

have in the species of Calcaspongiae. It is the deep-rooted

emblem of their common parentage, their race-mark. Had
the series of forms figured in the accom[)anying plates been
colourless, as are, for instance, the plastids of Bacterium termo,

B. lineola, Bacillus subtilis. Vibrio, Sjnrillum, and others, I

should scarcely have ventured to propound the hypothesis of

their specific continuity. The jars in which the purple

growths occurred teemed with other colourless forms belong-

ing to the Cohnian genera and species above named, and
every scrap of the growth examined under the microscope

abounded with such colourless forms, in addition to the peach-

coloured ones. Hence it was through their colour, and their

colour alone, that the specific association of the various purple

plastids was suggested, and it is only if the possession of this

purple colouring matter be admitted as warranting the assump-
tion of specific continuity that my observations have any
further interest. It is, of course, possible to suggest various

hypotheses of a contrary tendency. The colouring matter may-

be suggested to be independent of any of the bacterian forms,

and merely to have impregnated them, or it may be devel-

oped by one form alone, and be acquired through imbi-

bition by the others. Certain facts as to the diflJ'usibility

of the colouring matter of the Monas prodigiosa of Ehrenberg
{Micrococcus jirodigiosus, one of the Sj)h(Brobacteria of Cohn),

mentioned by Schroter are suggestive of this. Fungi spores

and mycelia were coloured by contact with a growing mass
of this Bacterium. But in opposition to such an explanation

of the occurrence of the various peach-coloured forms to be

detailed below there are the following facts :—a. The colouring

matter (Bacterio-purpurin) is insoluble in Avater, acid, or alka-

lies, only partially so, and with change, in alcohol or chloro-

form. f>. Colourless growths ofsome extent (zoogloea-condition

of Vibrio and of Spirillum) occurred in intimate contact with
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the purple films, and were quite free from any tint. It might
also bo hazarded that there is Jio reason wliy several distinct

species should not, under the influence of common conditions,

take on the formation of Bacterio-purpurin in their protoplasm.

The reply to this is that in attempting the explanation of a

phenomenon we are most likely, in the end, to obtain a true

result if the simplest hypotheses are accepted, until it has

been shown that more elaborate suppositions are necessary.

Hence I shall assume tliat the various aggregates of the

scattered individual, peach-coloured plastids which occurred

in the purple films, belong to one species, which, on account

of the form of its most fi'equent phase, is best put under the

old genus Bacterium of Ehrenberg, and may be called B.
rubescens.

The size of the isolated cells, corpuscles, or plastids, as it

will be most conveni(>nt to call them, of Bacterium rubescens,

varies from less than the ir-jj-^,, o^li ^f an inch in the case of

those which have a spherical form, to the xoVoth of an inch,

or somewhat more, in the case of oval, biscuit-shaped, or

bacterioid forms, and in those which take on an elongated

growth the long diameter is sometimes much larger than this.

The variations in size are best seen in the plates, the figures

on which have been drawn to a scale there given.

The forms of the plastids might be made the basis of a

series of " form-genera," but I prefer to speak of them as

—

1. Spha^rous (figs. 3, 16, 18, 20, 26).

2. Biscuit-shaped ^or Bacterioid (figs. 10, 11, 12, 13, 14,

15, 19, 21, 22).

3. Filamentous (figs. 24, 25).

4. Acicular (figs. 2, 28, 29).
_

To make this series of descriptive terms complete, so as

to include all the known forms of plastids of which Bacteria

of other species give rise to, we must add

—

5. Bacillar.

6. Serpentine.

7. Spiroid.

8. Helicoid.

Inner structure.—The differentiation of the substance of
individual plastids gives rise to characteristics which are
among the first to strike the eye in the examination of
growths of B. rubescens, and can be recognised also in other
species of Bacteria, such as, for example, B. lineota.

The plastids may be cleanly moulded in free particles, or

' The ' biscuit ' is the sliape of tlie small sponqc-cakes sold by con-
fectioners ; it is seen iu the transverse section of the nianunaliau red blood-
corpuscle.
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tlicy may be surrounded by a transparent, viscid substance,

to which they themselves have given rise, as is frequent

enough with the lower Algse. Then they may be devoid of all

further indication of differentiation—optically simple oblong
or spherical particles of living substance—or they may ex-

hibit a distinction into a "wall" and "contents," and the

contents may occupy but a single chamber surrounded by
the " wall," or there may be several minute chambers (look-

ing like granules) excavated in the wall-substance. Thus,
as far as the structure of the plastids is concerned, they may
be—
1.—a. Naked (figs. 2, 11, 12, 13, 18, 19, 22, 27),

or /3. Gloeogenous (figs. 10, 14, 15, 17).

2.— a. Homogeneous (figs. 10, 14, 15), or /3. Loculate
(figs. 3, 13, 18, 19, 21).

And these either unilocular or multilocular (figs 3, 12, 16,

17,20,22,23,24, 25,28, 29).

The glceogenous and the loculate conditions are no doubt,
to a certain extent, antagonistic. The loose jelly in which
Bacteria make their appearance, as Cohn's Zoogloea-condi-
tion, is a phase of the development of the outermost layers

of the living plastid ; and where the growth of this part is

such as to form a dense capsule or " cell-wall," the produc-
tion of the looser jelly will not proceed to any extent. It is the

fact that the largest amounts of jelly in B. I'ubescens are pro-

duced by homogeneous plastids. The addition of a coloured
fluid to the microscopic preparation in which they are being
studied renders a certain amount of such jelly also obvious
around aggregations of multilocular plastids such as fig. 17.

It would probably be wrong to deny in any case, except that

of the motile forms, the existence of small quantities of viscid

matter, forming a film on the surface of the plastids, by which
even the most strongly-walled plastids adhere to form " my-
coderma,'' or tesselate films (fig. 21).

Coloration.—The disposition of the colouring matter in the

plastids of B. rubescens is a feature which naturally comes
under consideration in connection with their structure. The
colour is either

—

1. Diffuse,

2. Locular,

3. Both diffuse and locular.

It never extends to the jelly in the gloeogenous condition,
and this is what would be anticipated from the fact that such
"exudations" or "conversion substance" as these jellified

cell-walls are not when once formed the seat of further nutri-

tional operations, whilst, on the other hand, the Bacterio-pur-
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])uriii is not diffusible, and is probably developed as the

result of the most active chemical processes in the living

matter where it is seen. If, as the analogy of such colour-

ing matters suggests, we may regard the staining of the parts

of the Bacterium-plastid with I3acterio-pur])urin as evidence

of the vitality of the parts so stained, we shall find interesting

evidence of the gradual loss of living properties by the

plastid wall in the different samples of homogeneous and
loculatc plastids given in the ])lates.

The homogeneous bacterioid forms in fig. 10 have a diffuse

coloration, therefore a diffused colour-producing activity.

Those drawn in figs. 12 and 20, whilst possessing the dif-

fused property, have, nevertheless, develoj^ed special points

of activity—as many as eleven in one plastid—Avhere the

coloration and, in all probability, the chemical movement of

the ])lastid is of a more intense character. From such plas-

tids we find a transition— (1 do not mean to suggest that the

one ever passes into the other ; they may both diverge from
the simple bacterioid)—to the spherical and bacterioid unilo-

cular or capsulate forms by such monstrous growths as those

drawn in fig. 22. By the coalescence of a number of minute
irregularly placed cavities of activity the large cavities occu-

pying the axes of these overgrown plastids are lieing formed,
or the condition may be regarded as developing in the re-

verse direction, namely, small, irregularly placed cavities of

activity may be supposed to be developing here and there in

the greatly thickened wall-substance of a unilocular biscuit-

form, Avhich has taken on excessive individual growth.

One of the forms less frequently detected, and perhaps the

most interesting of any—that drawn in figs. 2, 28, 29—the

acicular multilocular plastid, precludes the supjjosition that

the uncoloured part in the ])lastids of Bacterium rubescens

has necessarily passed into an inert or dead condition.

Though no longer the seat of those nutritional changes
which result in the production of Bacterio-purpurin, the

colourless matter which, in this case, forms the length of

the needle-like particle, studded at intervals with purple
globules, exhibits an unmistakable sign of vitality. These
acicular plastids move continually with great activity, wag-
ging one of their extremities from side to side as represented
in fig. 29, a. The movement is sometimes sufficiently slow
for one to clearly follow with the eye the oscillations of the

motile portion. The gliding of the minute needle-like bodies
has a character of its own, distinct from the coarser ami more
violent locomotive cft'orts to which the broader bacterioid and
bacillar Bacterians are addicted, it is clear that the con-
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tractile property of these motile acicular forms of Bacterium
rubescens must reside in the continuous colourless substance

in which the row of four, five, or six purple dots is placed at

intervals.

Aggregation.—The plastids of B. rubescens do not occur,

as a rule, isolated, but forming films, encrustations, or tufts.

With the exception of the acicular forms just described,

they do not exhibit vital movement, and, consequently, are

never to be found swimming in water, but accumulated in

masses of growth. Quantities of plastids occur, which are

free, but associated with other free plastids or aggregates

(figs. 12, 20, 22, 26). Most are aggregated in adherent

masses.

The forms of aggregation which can be recognised, and
which may also be recognised (all or some of them) in other

species of Bacteria are

—

1. Linear.

2. Stellar.

3. Globose.

4. Massive.

5. Arborescent.

6. Catenular.

7. Reticular.

8. Tesselate.

The best example of linear aggregation of Bacterian
plastids is seen in some of the so-called Leptothrix filaments

of Bacterium termo (fig. 6) and B. ulna (fig. 4). When such
filaments appear absolutely structureless, with such a mag-
nifying power as Hartnack^s No. 10 immersion, the addition

of nitrate of silver, half per cent, solution to the slide, will,

after a few minutes, bring out very clearly the outlines of

the constituent bacterioid units. Bacterioid plastids are fre-

quently thus linearly aggregated, and so are sphserous plas-

tids, whence some of the forms of Bacterium termo known as

rosary chains (Rosenkranz-ketten of Colin). The transition

from the filaments so constituted to filamentous plastids is

complete. It is a simple question of the partial segmenta-
tion of the plastid as it grows, or the retention of its linear

continuity. Hence the forms of Bacterium 7'ubescens drawn
in figs. 24 and 25 may be regarded either as filamentous mul-
tilocular plastids, or as linear aggregates of sphaerous plastids.

From the approximation of some of the purple " loculi" or

cavities of activity it is apparent that tbey are increasing by
a process of division, which may be compared to that of the

division of chlorophyll-granules, now observed in so many
plants. Since growth thus proceeds from each of the iso-
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lated points of coloration, it -will probably be right to consider

the filaments as linear aggregates of sph;crous plastids ; but

the forms drawn in fig. 2!^ show that the distinction has only a

terniinoh)gical value, as is also shown by the structure of the

motile acicular jjlastids with their coloured beads, which are

connected throiigh these somewhat coarser beaded fihmients

with the whole of the remaining forms. The reticular aggre-

gate of trilocular bacterioid plastids given in fig. 23 leads

from these filamentous forms through fig. 19 to the simple

unilocular bacterioid of fig. 21 or fig. 13, and the segmenta-

tion of the colourless wall of the filaments 24 and 25 around

the spherical loculi would give a chain or catenular aggregate

of such simple sphterous plastids as is figured in fig. 3. The
spha?rons plastid with a well-marked wall occurring either

aggregated in simple chains, in arborescent chains (fig. 3) , or

in compact, irregular masses (fig. 18), is one of the most

abundant, and, perhaps, the most typical of the phases of

Bacterium rubescens.

The stellar condition of aggregation is only exhibited by

the acicular plastids (figs. 2 and 28), and when in this con-

dition they do not exhibit movement. Whether their radiate

disposition is due to their having developed in this way by
the modified growth of other plastids, or whether they have

moved into these positions, I cannot determine, but the

former supposition appears to be the more probable.

Globose aggregates are formed, both by the spherical and
bacterioid jdastids ; but they are especially characteristic of

the medium sized (-1;-^^ inch long) homogeneous plastids of

the bacterioid form, and are in this case largely gloeogenous

(figs. 1, 14, 15).

In the first growth of Bacteriuyn rubescens which I

examined—that which appeared in a jar containing dead
caddis-worms and living algse—the globes of this character

formed an encrustation over the glass side of the vessel,

whilst other forms made their appearance more abundantly

in the films which spread at the bottom of the vessel over

dead twigs and other debris.

Fig. 1 represents some of these globose aggregates with

accompanying green algsc, as they ajipeared on the field of

the microscope, affording the brilliant contrast of colour

which is seen in the plate. The globes vary in size, from
the -j-^„th of an inch in diameter, built up of but few plas-

tids to those of the ^r ', .J^^ inch. Still larger globose aggre-

gates occur, which are compound ; that is to say, are them-
selves formed by the aggregation of smaller globose aggre-

gates. Some of these are seen in fig. 1, and they attain
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dimensions sucli as to render them visible to the naked eye
as patches the size of small pins' heads. Such patches should
be described as discoidal rather than globose.

The morphological doctrine of individualities is illustrated

in a very simple way by these aggregates of Bacterian plas-

tids : a single plastid becoming larger by growth than is com-
patible with the cohesion of its viscid substance, divides into

two, four, eight, or more plastids held as one spherical aggre-

gate of the second order by their glojogenous property. In
time, owing to the fissiparous multiplication of the plastids, the

secondary aggregate becomes too large to retain its individu-

ality. Its cohesion in turn fails at various points, and the mass
re-arranges itself, chiefly in virtue of the common property of

adhesion, into a congeries of smaller spheres, held in a common
jelly—a tertiary aggregate, but certainly one of a very low
degree of integration.

The form of plastid which builds up these globose growths
is apparently the most abundant of the forms assumed by B.
rubescens. It seems to mvdtiply with the greatest rapiditj

,

and produce the largest amount of colour. These plastids are

homogeneous oblong bodies of tbe form of B. Uneola, and with
a uniformly-diffused peach colour. In some the tint appears

bluer, in others redder, perhaps due to variation in quantity

merely, though more probably to the predominance of cer-

tain red or blue elements of the colouring matter. These plas-

tids are not always packed in globose glseogenous aggregates,

but are loosely scattered, sometimes in a thin jelly (fig. 10).

They then attain larger dimensions than when closely packed,

and are to be seen in obvious process of transverse division.

Still larger plastids of the same general form occur (figs. 11,

12), free from jelly and isolated. In these cases " loculi," or

globules of darkly-tinted matter, are to be observed, and I

am inclined to think that the process going on in them
is comparable to free cell-formation in a blastema. The
"loculi" indicate as many "active" points, corresponding

to so-called "nuclei " arising in " homogeneous protoplasm.
'^

Smaller oval and sub-spherical plastids, having the same
general characters and diffused coloration as those just

described, also occur, forming irregular and globose aggre-

gates (figs. 16, 17, 20). In some parts of the red growths
plastids of this character were found in great abundance, and
there can be little doubt that each plastid represents, poten-

tially, as many units as it possesses coloured loculi. I did

not observe any transitional state of development in which
these multilocular jilastids were breaking up into separate

unilocular spha;roid plastids, which is a condition we might
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reasonably expoct to find. If tlicse foinis arc, therefore, not

siin])ly in course of bre;ikin!^ up, l)ut rei)resent a more per-

manent condition, it is not, I tliink, dillicult to suppose tliat

a certain state of the environment mitjht cause the assump-
tion, on tlie part of the jjlastids, of this enlarged, internally

segregated condition. The globose aggregates formed by
these plastids, as well as the far more abundant ones formed

by the homogeneous plastids spoken of pieviously, are gloeo-

genous—they would be spoken of by Cohn as zoogloea-con-

dilions, a term which it seems advisable to replace by an
equivalent adjective, especially since so many different forms

of bacterian plastids may throw out a jelly-like matrix. It

is desirable to notice that the homogeneous biscuit-shaped

plastids and the multilocular plastids are both coloured

throughout their substance by Bacterio-purpurin, and are, at

the same time, both largely gla^ogenous. The entire colora-

tion of the plastids, as stated above, would seem to indicate

that there is in them nothing corresponding to a dead cell-wall

;

hence the multilocular plastids drawn in figs. 11, 12, 20, 22,

have " wall " and " contents " in a relative and morphological

sense only. But some of the smaller spha?rous and bacterioid

plastids have dense, highly-refringent walls, quite free from
colour, and such Avall-substance is relatively inert and
incapable of giving rise to the quantity of mucilaginous jelly

which is fouiul around the through-stained plastids, but is

almost entirely absent from the plastids with dense walls, •

Globose aggregates are sometimes formed by such walled

or unilocular sphserous plastids {e. g., fig. 18), and we must
suppose the surface of these units to be viscid in order to

maintain the state of aggregation.

Massive aggrei/alcs ol' irregular form (fig 1, c), and often

large enough to be visible to the naked eye, arc the aggre-

gates most frequently formed by the sphserous unilocular

form of B. rubescens. In botli the jars in which I found the

purple films last summer such aggregates occurred, but in

the second they appeared almost exclusively, and formed a

dense scum on dead leaves and twigs under the water. The
masses so formed have a very dark, deeply-stained appear-

ance, and on account of the small size of the plastids forming
them are, at first view, with a quarter-inch objective, hardly

to be recognised as similar in nature to the paler masses of

larger honujgeneous bacteroids.

The spha^rous plastids of the same form also form arbores-

cent masses and catenular groups (fig. 3), and there are

gradations between such arrangements, tlirough loosely-

packed aggregations, to the densest forms. In some of the
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looser conditions I have seen the walled plastids embedded
in gelatinous matrix, though there was not very much of it.

Arborescent aggregation is not unfrequently exhibited by
sharply cut bacterioid plastids, with well-marked wall and
contents, such as are seen in fig. 19. This figure is not a
sample of that form of aggregation, but is composed of the
same prismatic bacterioids. The dendritic aggregates exhibit
forms not unlike those crystalline deposits to which the same
term is applied.

Of the catenular aggregation often exhibited by the sphscr-

ous and bacterioid plastids mention has been made above.
The term may be used, in distinction from linear, for those

aggregations in single series which do not form rigidly

straight lines.

The term Reticular aggregations I apply to the examples
figured in fig. 19 and fig. 23. Neither of these figures do
justice to the very remarkable and beautiful appearance
sometimes presented by such reticular aggregates of pris-

matic bacterioids. They occur but rarely, and often are of

very small size, but I have a drawing of one mass of the kind
which measured -^t\\ of an inch across. In fig. 19 are repre-

sented a few only of the meshworks of one of these masses.

They are, in the complete masses, not confined to one plane,

as are those of the fragment figured, but form basket-like

enclosures, or balls ; and the meshes are often of great regu-

larity of form, either pentagonal or hexagonal. A consider-

able amount of colourless jelly-like matrix is connected with
the plastids of these basket works, which have, however, very

sharply defined colourless '^ walls " and coloured " contents."

The specimen drawn in fig. 23 is chiefly remarkable for

the trilocular condition of the prismatic plastids. Such a

triple segmentation of the bacteroid or biscuit form of bac-

terian plastid is not unfrequently to be observed in growths
of B. termo. It connects the bacteroid form readily with

the rosary-chains and multilocular filaments (fig. 24).

Tesselate aggregations of the most marked kind did not

occur in my growths of Bacterium rubescens. Fig. 19 pre-

sents the nearest approach to the condition which is typically

exhibited by the " mycoderma-phase " or pellicle of Bacte-

rium termc (see this Journal for April, PL V, fig. 10). In
this form of aggregate the plastids are set together side by
side, so as to form a sheet, and are definitely packed or ad-

justed, so as to form something like a pattern, Avhence the

comparison to mosaic work.
8ome physiological properties of B. rubescens.—All these

various forms of the plastids of jB. rubescens occur submerged
VOL. XIII. £ E
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in putrescent liq\iids, formin;^ incrustations on surfaces.

They do not float in the water.

Light is probably not necessary for their development, but
in glass jars they form a denser coating on that side exposed
to the light than on that tvirned from it.

Artificial culture of B. rubescens has not at present been
successful. 1 have failed to cultivate it in ammonium tartrate

with ash-salts, and also have failed in turnip-infusion. On
the other hand, wherever it has made its appearance, animal
matter has been present in a state of putrefaction, accompa-
nied by B. lineola. However, I may mention that, in the

spring, my deeply-regretted friend. Dr. Pode, of this Uni-
versity, observed on slices of boiled potato (which we had
exposed, as recommended by Colin and Schroter) patches of
a peach-coloured growth, which circumstances prevented me
from following up closely. They were, I believe, caused by
dense aggregations of the minute, sphserous, unilocular

plastids of B. rubescens, which was not then known to us.

At present 1 do not see a prospect of examining more care-

fully the special activities of B. rubescens, though the inquiry
is a most interesting one. It should be possible, by con-

tinued experiment and observation, to ascertain the condi-

tions which favour the growth of each of the particular

plastid-forms and aggregation-forms which I have above
pointed out.

With regard to that matter, I am only able to adduce the
following facts

:

In the large jar left during the summer months with de-

caying Astaci, there was an excess of putrescible matter, and no
living green algse were present. The water after two months
swarmed with active B. lineola and Vibrio serpens. Vorti-

cella was also present. The red-coloured growth was in

great abundance on the glass slides of the vessel, and con-
sisted almost exclusively of plastids of the large, homoge-
neous, biscuit or bacterioid form (figs. 10, 14), aggregated in
great irregular masses.

In a smaller jar, in June, where the putrescence was
scarcely perceptible by any odour, and where various green
algae were abundant, the first films of the peach-coloured
Bacterium were seen spreading over some dead twigs and
leaves. In this case the growth consisted at first entirely of

irregular and globose aggregates of the small, spha?rous, uni-
locular plastid (fig. 3 and fig. 18). A few days later were
detected in this jar small, multilocular S]iha?roids (fig. 16, and
some of the reticular growth, (fig. 19). In a second small jar,

which like the first bore but slight evidence of putrescence.
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beyond a black-coloured sodinieut and a Bacterium-scum on
its surface, and in which various green Algae were developing
under the influence of sunlight, the peach-coloured growth
was not detected until it had been long and well established,

being spread over the matters lying at the bottom of the jar,

and forming a growth on the sunny side of the glass. This

growth was almost exclusively of the character drawn in

fig. 1—glreogenous globose aggregates of homogeneous bis-

cuit-shaped plastids. But from the films at the bottom of

the jar all the other forms were obtained in abundance, as

well as the globose aggregates, and they were repeatedly

examined, measured, and drawn.
There is some reason to suppose that there is a physiologi-

cal variation in the tint of the colouring matter of -B. rubescens.

It varies from a pale blue peach colour to a deep red peach colour,

and this variation is not due merely to variation in amount,
though that will, of course, account for some effects of the kind.

Such colouring matters as Bacterio-purpurin are seldom in the

living organism of a simple nature, for they are each really

the expression for a group of complex bodies, which are con-

tinually and gradually built up as the result of one series of

chemical changes in the organism, and as continually and
gradually are broken down in connection with another series.

Thus it is with chlorophyll, and, probably, with all its repre-

sentatives. Bacterio-purpurin, as its three-banded absorption

spectrum would by some authorities be supposed to indicate,

is probably a collection of two or three blue and red coloured

bodies, almost identical in chemical constitution, and giving

rise one to the other. Slight changes of physiological con-

ditions may give an excess of the blue element (which we
may suppose is a step in the ascending or building-up pro-

cess) , or an excess in the red (which Ave may suppose to be a

step in the descending or breaking-down process). The
growths from the sides of the glass jars, especially the luxu-

riant growths in the large jar, had a somewhat redder tint

than the other films, though the particular form of plastid

occurring in them is not invariably of a redder tint than

others, e.g. fig. 10.

In dying the plastids assume a brownish tint, and this will

tend to modify the aspects of old crusts.

When a jelly-like crust of B. rubescens is taken and
agitated in water in a test-tube the whole material is diffused

through the liquid. In a few moments a subsidence com-
mences, which proceeds in a curiously selective manner ; for

invariably the browner particles of such a crust fall the first,

and leave a stratum above the sediment of partially subsided
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brif^fhtly-coloured particli^s. In this way I have obtained the

most brilliant samples of the colonr formed by B. rubescens ;

that is to say, a translucent stratum extendin<; half an inch or

so above the actual sediment in the test-tube, of an intense red

peach colour, caused by the suspended j)lastids. It is such
a stratum of coloured material, which I found most con-

venient for examination by transmitted light, though the

growths themselves in situ on the sides of the glass jars also

gave the absortion-spectrum with intensity.

I have already spoken of the only manifestation of con-

tractility presented by Bacterium rubescens, viz. the motions
of the acicular form. Mo other form of B. rubescens was seen

by me to exhibit vital movement, though it is quite likely

that such plastids as those in fig. 10, which are very like

actively moving forms of B. lineola, may, under certain

conditions of oxygen supply, &c., exhibit movements.
Hence we have some of the fiicts of, a, growth and repro-

duction ; b, metamorphosis of substance ; c, contractility

observed in the life history of B. rubescens. The phenomena
of a fourth activity, namely, of chemical exchange, with the

environment which have been to some extent observed in the

case of B. termo, are as yet not known at all in this case.

ZooGLCEA. Form or Glceogenous condition of
Spirillum.

In the small jars with Bacterium rtibescens occurred quan-
tities of a species of Spirillum, probably <^j. undula, as

adopted by Cohn. These were at first observed in the

glceogenous state as figured in figs. 8, 9. I give these figures

because Cohn states that he has not observed the zoogloea

condition in the genus Spirillum.

Forms of Bacterium termo and B. lineola.

In the plates I have given a few figures of these species

for comparison. The filaments, composed of biscuit-shaped

units in line, I have already alluded to (figs. 4 and 6). In
fig. 7 are drawn sphserous and biscuit forms, both of which I

consider as belonging to the natural species B. tei'mo.

I may say that there a])])ears to be some reason in the
view that B. termo and B. lineola are two distinct natural
species of saprogenous powers. I believe that I can dis-

tinguish the odour which is characteristic of each, but
more watching of these forms is certainly necessary for any-
thing like a definite conclusion.

It also seems probable that each of these species has a
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spliscrous, a biscuit-shaped, a bacillar, a serpentine (Vibrio),

and possibly a spiral {Spirillum) form or phase of plastid.

The rauf^e of variation which I have brought evidence to

establish in the case of Bacteriuin rubesceas renders the

hypothesis of such an extent of variation in B. termo and
B. lineola justifiable.

Physical Characteristics of Bacterio-purpurin.

This name is u?ed to indicate, not a definite chemical
compound, nor a body of constant crystalline form, but a

natural pi<>ment occurring in the plastids of B. rubescens,

and definitely characterised by the absorption-spectrum

fi:^ured in the woodcut. The absorption-spectrum of oxy-
hsemoglobin and the chief solar lines are given to fix the

position of the bands.

This colouring matter is insoluble in water, alcohol, chlo-

roform, ammonia, acetic acid, sulphuric acid, singly or in

combination. It is changed into a brown substance by hot

S E
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REVIEW.

Illustrated Guide to the Fish, Amphibian Reptilian, and
supposed Mammalian Remains of the Northumberland
Carboniferous Strata. With Atlas of Ten Plates. By
Thomas Pallister Barkas, F.G.S. London, W. M.
Hatchings.

Mr. Barkas does not seem to be at all sure as to what his

work ought to be called, for Avhile the designation given

above is quoted from the title-page, we find impressed on
the outside boards the alternative title of ' Manual of Coal-

Measure Palaeontology.' The book consists, however, of notes

on such fossil vertebrate remains from the Northumberland
coal-field as have come under his own observation, and can

in no sense be called a " manual ^' even of any one dej^art-

ment of the somewhat extensive domain of " Coal-Measure
Palaeontology." The remains described in the ten chapters

are for the most part very fragmentary, and have been also

mainly derived from one stratum of shale known as the Low
Main Coal Shale, Mr. Barkas describes and names as new
some fishes, and several Labyrinthodonts. He claims the

discovery of true reptilian remains in the Northumberland
coal-measures, and even advances the theory that certain foot-

prints and a fragment of a jaw are mammalian. Should the

latter supposition prove true Mr. Barkas is certainly on the

high road to eminence as a palseontological investigator.

We are certainly glad to see these discoveries published in a

compact and accessible form, seeing that many of the original

descri])tions first appeared in the ' English Mechanic,' a pe-

riodical which most people would consider a somewhat strange

medium for the publication of original palajontological work.
Mr. Barkas has " refrained as much as possible from all

attempts at generalisation, and he is wise to do so, and to

adhere for the present to his classification of fossil Amphibia
into " large " and " small "

(p. 116j. The atlas is certainly

the best part of the work, though there seems no reason

why a maxillary bone of Palceoniscus should have been
drawn \ipsidc down.

Although we regret that we cannot apply very high praise

to this work as a scientific production, yet it must be
frankly admitted that Mr. Barkas has shown for many years

most enthusiastic perseverance in the prosecution of pahvon-
tological studies.
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Carmine Staining.—The difficulty in obtaining uniformly

good results with carmine, especially when the tissues to be

stained have been hardened in chromic acid, has led to the

employment of many other staining agents. These are of

more or less value, but it is generally admitted that none of

them can be compared to carmine for brilliancy and per-

manency. It is with a view to overcome this difficulty that

I venture to suggest the following slightly modified plan of

carmine staining, Avhich I have rarely found to fail with any
tissues. Immerse the tissue to be coloured in Beale's carmine

fluid, diluted with two or three times its volume of Avater,

and filtered. In this it should remain until it is thoroughly

stained, the time required being, of course, variable, but

usually from four to twelve hours will suffice. Then wash
and transfer the tissue to proof spirit (methylated) containing

I per cent, of hydrochloric acid, and allow it to remain

therein from five to ten hours, when the staining will be

found no longer diffuse, the carmine having been extracted

from all but the protoplasmic portions. Lastly, wash and
preserve in spirit until convenient to mount. The tissue may
be left for a longer period in the staining fluid without detri-

ment, but if left too long in the acid solution the colour loses

its brilliancy. In making Beale's carmine solution for this

purpose it is well to adopt Mr. Atkinson's plan of preserving

as much as possible of the ammonia in the fluid.

Chromic Acid and Spirit for Hardening.—The following

hardening fluid will be found exceedingly useful in the pre-

paration of all delicate tissues, and especially for those which
are liable to be injured by long maceration in watery solu-

tions :—Chromic acid, 1 part ; water, 20 parts ; rectified

spirit (methylated), 180 parts. Dissolve the chromic acid in

the water first, and then add the spirit (violent action will

ensue if the dry chromic acid be added directly to the spirit)

.

The colour of the solution soon becomes brown. If, after a

fcAV days, it turns semi-gelatinous, it should be changed for

fresh. From a week to ten days is required to harden such
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tissues as retina, cochlea, &c., for whicli this fluid is particu-

huly well adapted. Ukban Pritchard.

The Movements of the Glands of Erosera.—The peculiar

movement of the |j;ljiuds wliich cover the margin and the

upper side of the leaf of the sundew has often attracted the

attention of botanists. During the past autumn in ^^'est-

moreland the following observations were made on Drosera
rotundifolia. It should be noted that the glands are in no sense

hairs, that is, cellular expansions of the epidermis of the leaf.

They have been shown by Greenland and Trecul to he an
integral part of the leaf itself, penetrated by a fibro-vascular

bundle with spiral vessels (in other words, by a vein on
nerve of the leaf) from one end to the other, and even fur-

nished with stomata on their surface. They terminate in a

pellucid knob, within which is formed their peculiar viscid

secretion. Under a low magnifying power this secretion

may be seen collected about the knobs, and stretching in

thin glutinous strings from one to another. The secretion

has probably an attraction for flies and other small insects,

for, if the plant is examined in its native bogs, scarcely a leaf

will be found in which an insect is not imprisoned, and one
leaf will very often show as many as three or four. The
experiment was made of placing a very small insect—a spe-

cies of Thrips—on a leaf at that time quite unencumbered,
beneath a low power of the microscope. Immediately on
coming into contact with the viscid secretion, it made vigor-

ous efforts to escape, but these efforts only seemed to entangle

it all the more deeply. The contact of the insect appeared
to excite a stronger flow of the secretion, which soon enve-

loped the body of the animal in a dense and almost trans-

parent slime, firmly glueing doAvn the wings, and rendering
escape hopeless. It still, however, continued its struggles, a

motion of the legs being still clearly perceptible after the
la])se of three hours. During all this time the insect was
sinking lower and lower down among the glands towards the

surface of the leaf, but only a slight change had taken place

in the position of the glands themselves, which had slightly

converged so as to imprison it more completely. But after

the struggles of the prisoner had practically ceased, a remark-
able change took ])lace in the leaf. Almost the whole of the
glands on its surface to its margin, even those removed from
the body of tlie insect by a distance of at least double its own
length, began to bend over and point the knobs at their

extremities towards it, though it was not observed that this

was accompanied by an increased flow of the secretion from
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them. The experiment was made in the evening, and by
the next morning abnost every gland on the leaf was point-

ing towards the object in the centre, forming a dense mass
over it. The sides of the leaf had also slightly curved for-

wards so as to render the leaf itself more concave. The
nearly allied Venus's fly-trap, or DioncBci miiscipula of the

United States, which imprisons flies by a much more sudden
motion of the sides of the leaf, collapsing when irritated on
the upper surface, is said to digest and absolutely consume
the insects thus entrapped. What becomes eventually of the

prisoners of the sundew my experiments have not yet been
carried sufficiently far to ascertain. It will be seen that tlie

most singular feature in the phenomena described is that the

motion of the greater number of the glands did not begin

till after the insect had become comparatively motionless ',

and therefore it is very difficult to attribute it to the excite-

ment caused by the struggles on any " contractile tissue " at

the base of the gland, an explanation which has been offered for

the sudden and rapid motions of the stamens of Berberis, or the

leaves oi Mimosa. It is also quite certain that the impinging of

raindrops on the surface of the leaf causes no similar motion
—a peculiarity similar to that which Darwin has observed

in the case of the motions of tendrils and climbing stems.

In order to determine what share in these motions of the

glands was due to the organic nature of the substance im-
prisoned and to its power of motion, the following experi-

ments were also made :—A small piece of raw meat was
placed on another leaf similar to the first. No immediate
change was observable, and no increased flow of the secre-

tion ; but after the lapse of a few hours a perceptible inclina-

tion towards the object of the more distant glands took

place. The next morning the piece of meat was found, like

the fly, sunk down to the surface of the leaf, with almost the

whole of the glands converging towards it and above it in

just the same manner. The changes here were, therefore,

perfectly of the same kind as in the case of the fly, though,

apparently, somewhat slower. After the lapse of twenty-

four hours the piece of meat appeared decidedly lighter in

colour ; but an accident prevented the process of digestion

being further traced. On other leaves were placed a minute
piece of wood and a small piece of worsted ; and in neither

of these cases was the least change perceptible. It would
appear, therefore, as if the organised structure of the fly and
of the piece of raw meat had some power of exciting this

motion which is not possessed by matter of a different

description.—A. W, Ben>;ett, Brit. Ass., Sept. 20.
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EMBRYOLOGY.

On the Fecundation and Development of the Ovum of the

Rabbit.—Dr. Carl Weil writes on this subject in the Medi-
cinische Jahrbilcher, vol. i., 1873.—Since the discovery of

spermatozoa in the ovum of the rabbit by Barry {Philosoph.

Trans. 1838-40), it has been held by all embryologists that

the spermatozoa form the most important part of the sperma
as regards the fecundation. Barry's observation has been
confirmed by a great number of embryologists, amongst
Avhom we may mention Bischolf, Lehmann, and Meissner,

Spermatozoa have been found by those observers in the albu-

minous envelopment of the ovum of different mammals
during its passage through the oviduct, farther in the zona

pellucida, and between the latter and the germ (yolk) itself.

They have been seen in the latter place, not only previously

to the cleavage process—when the germ (yolk) had retracted

itself from the zona pellucida—but also in a later period,

when the germ was already divided into a number of cleavage

globules. In all these instances, however, the spermatozoa

were motionless. Dr. Weil has observed in a number of ova,

taken from the oviduct between the 17th and -16th hours

after fecundation, spermatozoa in very lively movement in the

albuminous envelo])ment as well as within the zona pellu-

cida. Weil gives an account of four instances where he has

seen unchanged spermatozoa in the substance of the germ
itself, besides numbers of moving spermatozoa between the

germ and the zona pellucida. There were to be found in

these and other instances filaments either isolated or in

bundles inside the germ, which Weil regards as the tail of

spermatozoa. In later periods, when the ovum had already

reached the uterus, no spermatozoa Avere to be found, neither

outside nor inside the germ. From those facts, Weil takes

it as probable that the spermatozoa, after having i)enetrated
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the germ, vanish completely, and that this intimate union of

the spermatozoa with the germ forms the most material part

of the fertilisation of the ovum. Consequently, the inheri-

tance of faculties from the father may be in this way ex-
plained.

Weil confirms the assertion of Bischoff that the coitus in

rabbits is not to be regarded as the chief cause of the extrusion

of the ova from the ovary; but that, if there exist a relation

between the coitus and the extrusion of the ova, it is only in

so far as the former takes place a few hours before or after

the latter.

According to Weil, each ovum possesses two vesicular

nuclei before the cleavage process commences (an observation

made by E. van Beneden with regard to the ovum of mam-
malia in general in his ' Recherches sur la Compos, et la

Signif. de i' ffiuf. Extrait du Tome XXXIV dcs Memoires
couron, de I'Acad. Royale de Belgique,' 18T0.—Ref.)

As to the earliest changes of the ova on their way through
the oviduct. Dr. Weil's observations confirm those of BischoiF,

fully described in his great work on the development of the

rabbit's ovum (1842), which may be briefly described as

follows. The germ is first closely surrounded by the zona
pcllucida ; then the germ retracts itself from that membrane

;

farther, the germ divides itself into two halves, each of these

again into two halves ; then the germ consists of eight clea-

vage-globules, and finally of sixteen. In ova taken from the

uterus (four days), the germ is already transformed into a

vesicle {vesicule blastodermique of Coste) which exhibits on its

surface a mosaic of cells, and on one place a mass of opaque
elements, projecting into the cavity of the vesicle. In a

later stage (five days) this vesicle consists only of one layer of

cells; that is to say, the elements which result from the clea-

vage of the germ have arranged themselves in one layer,

which encloses the cavity of the vesicle. In a still later stage

(seven days) the vesicle shows a circular opaque spot which
consists of two layers of cells, whereas all other parts of the

vesicle have only one layer. (This spot represents the future

ay'ea germinativa, in which the rudiment of the embryo
appears.—Rep.)

Not being able to find the above-mentioned mass of

opaque elements at the stage when the germ-vesicle was seen

to consist of only one layer of cells, Weil takes it as impro-
bable that this mass of elements participates in the formation

of the area germinativa, and is, therefore, in agreement with
the earlier assertion of Bischoff" and that of Remak, and
against the later assertion of Bischoff" and that of Coste.
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Weil does not give any explanation of the spherical finely

granular bodies that are to be found between the germ and
the zona pellucida ])reviously to, as well as in, the earlier

stages of the cleavage-process. He does not think it neces-

sary to conclude that they stand in a relation to the germinal

vesicle (viz. the nucleus of the unfertilised germ), which, ac-

cording to some authors, leaves the germ before the cleavage-

process commences. The method employed by Weil in his

researches is as follows. Within the first twelve hours after

littering, the female is coupled with the male ; from twelve

until about eighteen hours after coition, the oviduct and
ovary of one side are excised from the living animal, which
is then allowed to live, the wound being treated according to

the ordinary rules ; the other oviduct may be made use of at

a later period. For observation of the ovum from eighteen

hours to seven days after coition, thecornua uteri are excised.

In the first instances the oviduct is freed by the aid of

forceps and scissors from the surrounding fat and peritoneum,

and opened on a glass slide with fine scissors inch by inch.

Whether ova have left the ovary can easily be recognised by
the presence of blood-stained specks on the ovary—the

openings of ruptured Graafian follicles. The folds of the

mucous membrane being stretched with a ])air of needles, ova
can be discerned under a lens as spherical bright bodies.

After being spread out as much as possible, the oviduct is

covered with a cover-glass without the addition of any re-

agent, and can be examined under the microscope even with
the highest magnifying powers.— (E. Kleix, M.D,, iu

Medical Record.)



PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.

Medical Miceoscopical Societt.

The sixth ordinary meeting of the above Society was lield at

the Royal Westminster Ophthalmic Hospital, on June 19th, at

8 p.m., Jabez Hogg, Esq., President, in the chair.

The minutes of the last meeting having been read, the President

read a paper on " The Histological Difference between Croup and
Diphtheria." The paper will be published in full elsewhere.

In the discussion that followed Dr. Pritchard considered that

the presence of the oidium albicans in diphtheritic membrane in-

dicated only a deteriorated condition of the blood as it was to be
found at times in cases of blood poisoning. He also thought that

inclusion of the nerve fibrils in a mass of inflammatory tissue

scarcely sufficient to explain the paralysis of diphtheria. Dr.

Bence, in cases of croup that he had examined, had never

found epithelium in the membranous exudation, as Mr. Hogg had
described ; but had observed infiltration of the submucous con-

nective tissue with exudation cells.

Mr. Golding Bird agreed with the last speaker about the pre-

sence of exudation cells (white blood-corpuscles) in the croup
membrane ; and these he had noticed arranged in a linear manner,
of two or three deep, between the corrugations of the apparently

structureless membrane. He had never noticed epithelium.

The President, in reply, stated that his specimens had been
chiefly obtained from patients by means of emetics, and was
almost inclined to agree with a member who had stated that

another epidemic of diphtheria was'needed before the histological

differences between croup and diphtheria were fully understood.

He thought the paralysis of the latter affection was owing to

disintegration of the nerve fibrils and not to pressure.

The meeting then resolved itself into a conversazione. The
President exhibited specimens of croupous and diphtheritic mem-
branes illustrative of this paper.

The seventh meeting of the Society was held on Friday, July
18th, at 8 p.m. No paper was read. The meeting was entirely

conversational in character.
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Dublin Microscopical Club.

2.Qth March, 1873.

Tformospora mutabilis, Niig.—Mr. Crowe showed Hormospora
mufabilis, Niig., a pretty and rather scarce alga; though found

in localities widely remote, it seems always scanty. This is

the typical Ilonnospora— that shown at the last meeting by Mr.
Crowe, II. 2)^ena ? being as yet only conjecturally congeneric.

Docophorus platyrhynclms—from ouzel—was shown by Dr. J.

Barker.

Identity of ScJiizonema laciniatum and S. impUcatum.—
E-ev. E. O'Meara showed Schizonema laciniatum, from Dr,

Harvey's Collection, and S. implicatum (Moore), in order to

point out that, after the most careful examination of outline and
striation in those two so-called species, he could find no reliable

characters sufficient to separate them as truly distinct.

Volcanic " Sair.^'—Dr. Frazer showed specimens of the so-

called " volcanic hair," from Hawaii (Pole's Hair), resembling

spun-glass, forming long slender threads, often with a clavate

head at one end, not unlike some kind of hair with its bulb.

The bulbous globular masses appear to have formed in the

manner of " Rupert's Drops" at the ends of the fibres.

JEuastrum binale var. insula7'e (Wittrock).—Mr. Archer was
now able to show examples of a minute desmid appearing

identical with Euastrum binale var. insulare (Wittrock), except

that in the centre of the disc of each segment a minute scro-

biculus occurred not shown by Wittrock. This may not have

been noticed by that observer, as it is not very perceptible except

when looked for on the empty membrane. This little character

was, so far as may be judged, hardly sufficient to distinguish this

from the Gotland form, but still Mr. Archer thought the var.

insulare was a really distinct thing from the true E. binale.

Ejndermis of Lycopodium.—Professor M'Nab showed a pre-

paration of the Epidermis of a species of Lycopodium from
New Zealand. The walls of tlie epidermal cells are irregularly

thickened, the pores or pits being of comparatively small

size. These pits are chiefly met with in the side wall of the
cells. The external or free surface is also thickened in the

inner side, but not to any great extent ; whilst the deep-seated

wall—that next the mesophyll of the leaf— does not seem
to be thickened. The stomata are peculiar : single epidermal
cells have divided by a wall parallel with the long axis of

the leaf. The half epidermal cell thus forms one side of the
stomatic opening. The opening is elongated and more or
less funnel-shaped—the wide opening externally, a narrow slit-

like aperture visible below. On application of reagents no
small cells surrounding the stomatic opening can be brought to

view, the stoma being thus formed by the division of a single
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epidermal cell. No thickening is observable in the storaatic

cell, but the wall adjoining it is thickened, but only on one side.

Stomata occur on both sides of the leaf, but more abundantly on
the lower. Both the epidermal and stomatal cells contain
granular materials and chlorophyll. The thickening of the epi-

dermal cells, and the relation of the thickened cells to tlioae in
the stem, and the peculiarity of the stomata, have probably an
important connection with the absence of a true dermatogcn-
layer in the.se plants.

Dr. Hastian's ''''Fig. 81" not trulyaMetamorphosis ofVaucheria.—
Mr. Archer drew attention to a not very uncommon algal form
— Apiocystis ^rauniana (Nag.) — showing its halloon-sliaped
" fronds" growing seated upon various supports—other algaj, hits

of Eutomostraca, &c. It maybe found growing on such aquatics

(and of large size often) as Ranunculus aquatilis and others.

Now the form figured by Dr. Bastian as growing " on Vaucheria"
(fig. 84), and which he assumes as ti'uly an outgrowth from, and
transmutation of, the substance of the Vaucheria is very probably
merely a young Apiocystis. Just as in the instances now drawn
attention to, there could be no doubt but that this little algal

form so figured by Dr. Bastian was seated on its support by the
sheerest accident ; both inhabited the same waters, and, the habit

of the former requiring a support, the Vaucheria was there to

lend its timely aid— any other basis would have answered. It

is no doubt quite possible that Apiocystis may be an " alterna-

tion" of some higher type, or it may yet be found to produce its

own true spores (other than the already known zoospores) ; but
to suppose, with Dr. Bastian, that it owes its origin to a meta-
morphosed outgrowth—and the same may be said of the other

foreign growths seated on the alga, in his figure referred to—from
the various fulcra on which it grows is not reasonable ; nay, it

is not going too far to say it is wholly inconceivable.

Zygospore of Stauvastrum Brebissonii.—Mr. Archer showed
the Zygospore of Staurastrum Brebissonii. Of this Professor
Cleve gives a figure in his ' Bidrag till Kaunedomeu om Sveriges

Algen,' which is correct,

17th April, 1873.

Closterium rostratum, conjugated ; also occurrence of Cosmarium
plicatum, Reinsch.—Dr. J. Barker showed conjugated examples

of Closterium rostratum (Ehr.) ; this, though not a common
species, is not unfrequently met with conjugated ; as is known,
its zygospore is of singular form.—Dr. Barker exhibited also the,

with us at least, rare Cosmarium plicatum (Eeinsch) ; like Stauras-

trum pileolatum (Breb.), this latter form seems mostly to occur

on rocks.

Cosmarium Hammeri, Eeinsch, new to Ireland.—Mr. Crowe
showed specimens of a Cosmarium, doubtless identical with

C. Hammeri, Eeinsch (' Die Algenflora des mittleren Theiles von
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Franken,' p. 109, t. ix, fip;, 1), new to this country. As the
gathering, made from a wet rock, lay through an accident for

some days corked up at tlie hotel in Arklow, the specimens were
considerably deteriorated, and iu no case could the contents be
seen in their normal condition. It is to be hoped that more
specimens may hereafter be forthcoming from the same site in

order to pursue the examination of this form. Keinsch does not
say anything as to the arrangement of the chlorophyll-contents in

his form, as to which there may possibly exist some point to be
determined, whether parietal or central ; he describes the mem-
brane as smooth ; in Mr. Crowe's specimens the membrane is

punctate, but, as regards the identity of the forme, the descrip-

tion in this regard might not be incompatible.

A ''^mechanical Jinyery—Mr. Porte showed a "mechanical
finger " which he had himself constructed after a design published
in the ' Lens,' with improvements, which he had found most
manageable and useful in transferring objects under the micro-

scope.—Key. E. O'Meara showed a specimen of Navicula didyma,
Gregory, in the' mounting of which tlie " finger " had been
emjjloyed with great efiicieucy.

Animal Hairs exhibited.—Dr. Richardson showed specimens of
various animal hairs mounted in Canada balsam, and forming
interesting and pretty objects ; these were otter, jerboa, racoon,

sheep wool, goat, ichneumon, deer, beaver, squirrel, zebra, bear,

dromedary, contimonte, dingo, sloth.

Notes, on the female flower of Garex pulicaris.—Prof. McNab
exhibited preparations of the young female flower of Oarex puli-

caris. The perigynium was seen to develope as a single bract,

surrounding the whole secondary axis. In the axil of the peri-

gynium the female flower was developed (as a tertiary axis), while
the rest of the secondary axis produced very imperfect perigynia
and the rudiments of flowers. The study of the development
showed that the perigynium was equivalent to the sheath of the
foliage leaf of Carex, the lamina remaining quite undeveloped.
The notch in the margin of the perigynium, which the older bota-

nists considered to indicate the double nature of that structure, is

quite similar to the notch at the upper part of the sheath of the
foliage leaf On opening the perigynium from the anterior or
outer side, tlie rachis (or secondary axis) is brought into view,

completely enclosed within the perigynium, whilst the flower (or

tertiary axis) is developed behind the rachis, close to the primary
axis.

Sp07'anyia of Equisetum.—Prof. McJfab also exhibited a prepa-
ration of the sporangia of Equisettim, niade by Prof W. C. Wil-
liamson, of Manchester, whicli afforded a beautiful demonstration
of the spiral cells in the walls of the spore-cases.

Spiroyyra calospora (Cleve), new to Britain.— Mr. Archer
showed conjugated examples of Spiroyyra calospora (n. s.), Cleve,
and pressed out a zygospore in order to exhibit the scrobiculate
mesosporium, which presents a beautifully reticulate marking.
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Prof. Cleve alludes to two forms iu his work (" Forscik till en
Mouografi ofver deSvenska Arternaaf Algfamiljen Zygnemaceae,"
in ' Nova Acta Eeg. See. So. Upsal,' Ser. Ill, Vol. \a.), a and (i,

that is, a form with one or more spires, or with one only in each cell,

in separate filaments. Here, however, the same filament presented
joints directly abutting on one another, with one and with several

spires. That observer describes the joints as always infolded

the ends ; here some joints were so, others not at all. Does
the form now shown indicate that Sp. alpina, Niig. et Crasner
may after all be one and tlie same species ? The characteristic

distinction would seem to be reduced to the scrobiculate mesospo-
rium. This peculiarity, from the scrobiculi being deep, and lending

an almost "honey-combed" appearance to the spores, gives them
a very characteristic aspect. In this species the joints are very
long, the spores elliptico-cylindrical, and the enclosing cell not
inflated. It is possible this may be a more widely distributed

species than the few localities iu which it has been noticed might
lead one to suppose, though, of course, in the unconjugated state

it would be quite impossible to arrive at any more than an
approximate decision as to sijecific identity of Spirogyra-iovm%.—
Mr. Crowe likewise exhibited examples of the same species taken
on the same occasion.

Fleurophrys fulva (Arch.), exiiibited.—Mr. Archer showed the
rhizopod Pleurophrys fulva, ejus, a form he had not met with
for a considerable time ; this minute species seemed, however, to

maintain its characteristic appearances very constantly. It does

not appear to have been, as yet, detected by other observers, so

far as he was aware ; with us it certainly does not appear to be
at all common.

irnii May, 1873.

Staurasfrum Meriani (Reinsch), exliibited.—Mr. Crowe ex-

hibited Staurastrum Meriani (Reinsch), from a moist rock near
Woodenbridge, Co. Wicklow. This seems with us to be a very

rare form. Mr. Archer had met it very sparingly on two occa-

sions—in Co. Westmeath and at Connemara (Co. Galway) ; it

seems thus to be widely distributed, though extremely scanty ; it

does not appear to have been elsewhere detected save by Reinsch
himself. It differs even in the same gathering in the number of

angles, but the form could hardly be mistaken for any other, ex-

cept, perhaps, Cosmarium cylindricmn, but that is smaller and
covered by pearly, not opaque, granules.

Laticiferoiis Vesselsfrom Onion.—Professor McNab exhibited a
preparation of the " ISchlauchgefasse " (of the German writers),

from the Onion. These are peculiar laticiferous vessels dis-

covered by Hanstein in 1859 ; the walls are pitted and resemble

the "Siebrohren" or cribriform vessels. The simplest mode of

demonstrating these laticiferous vessels is to take a thin section

of the scale of an onion-bulb and boil for about one minute in

VOL. XIII.—NEW SER. F F
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dilute caustic potash, place on a slide, and examine with an ampli-

fication of about X 400.

A New Revolvinr/ Discfor Objects.—Dr. John Barker showed a

rotating glass disc, fitted to be readily attached by its centre to

the stage of the microscope, and intended to receive the prepara-

tions (say of a series illustrative of a group, or of the different

related portions of some given tissue), arranged in a circle, so as

to bring each in turn and at once under view, thus greatly

facilitating demonstration to a class.

Fluid Cavities in Granite.—Prof. Hull showed sections of

granite showing fluid cavities in the silica.

Amici's Prism.—Mr. Eobinson exhibited in use a conveniently

mounted Amici's prism, and he showed certain of the finely-

marked diatomaceous forms by its aid under a -^^ Gundlach's objec-

tive, with excellent effect ; in fact, for lined objects this would

appear to be an exceedingly valuable adjunct.

Himantidium arcus,from Sitlu.—Eev. E. O'Meara brought under

notice a freshwater gathering from Sulu Islands, made by Capt.

Chimmo, R.N. It contained Himantidium arcus, identical in its

details with that form so common in our own country.

Encysted or " Resting State " of the Cells of Draparnaldia.—Mr.

Archer showed what he had no doubt was an encysted state of

the cells of the branches of Draparnaldia glomerata—thick-walled,

brown, and globular. At first sight it was not a little puzzling what

they could be. The groups of cells, as would be due to their

origin, were arranged in branching tufts : the larger cells near the

base and gradually diminishing in size upwards. The assump-

tion of the nature of these cells he held to be quite confirmed by
examples taken from another gathering, made on the same occa-

sion, showing states intervening between that above mentioned
and the ordinary condition. Indeed, even the most densely

encysted examples showed on the smallest and terminal cells the

still adherent " chsetse," but in the first and most marked example

the central "stem " cells had disappeared, adding to the puzzling

appearance of the whole, and being calculated to prevent the true

nature of the object presented to view striking the observer, at

least at a first glance. An encysted state of the cells of Drapar-
naldia had before been drawn attention to by Currey (' Quart.

Journ. Micro. Science,' Vol. VI, O.S., p. 207), but the condition

depicted by him did not seemingly exhibit the extremely dense,

brown, very thick-walled cells now exhibited, in which, indeed,

the identity of the most extreme state, without reference to any
intervening, so far as an a priori examination might lead one to

suppose, miglit be said to have become lost. One might surmise,

doubtless, that at some pei'iod these restiug-cells would germi-

nate, and give out each a zoospore, as the ordinaiy branch-
cells might without having previously passed into the "resting"
thick-walled condition.
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Honorary Secretary, George G-ulliyer, F.E.S.

June l^th, 1873.

Hairs of Deutzia and Crystals of Platino-eyanide of Marjnesium.—Colonel Horsley showed the effects of polarized light on these
hairs and crystals, and how well these objects are adapted for this

purpose, when viewed either by transmitted light or on a dark
ground.

Muscular Coat of the Poison-bar/ of tlie Wasp.—This was shown
by Mr. Gulliver, jun., to be formed, in the queens of Fespa vulgaris,

of transversely-striped fibres, a structure which appears to be con-
stant in this insect, since these striped fibres were plainly seen
in every one of those queens which he had examined during the
present year, although not at all in the same part of two
queens of the honey-bee, which he had examined in like manner
a little earlier in the same season ; but he considers that the point

requires further inquiry, as he finds that the same difference

exists between the poison-bags of the workers of these two insects.

Crystals in the Seed-coats of Plants.—Eeferring to the crystals

in the testa of the elm, depicted by his father in the ' Quart.
Journ. Micros. Science' of June last, Mr. George Gulliver ex-

hibited similar crystals in the same part of the gooseberry and
sycamore {Bihes grossularia and Acer pseudo-platanus) ; in the

gooseberry thickly studded throughout the seed-skin, and in the

sycamore and maple occurring in irregular patches that may not

always be readily found. His father had discovered similar crystals

constantly in the testa or pericarp in certain species of many or-

ders, as Papaveracese, Tiliaceae, Aceraceae, Geraniacese, Grossula-

riaceae, Composita^, Primulacese, and Dioscoreace*, whereas in the

same parts of numerous other orders such crystals are not present.

July 10th, 1873.

An excursion to the sea-side at Whitstable, when live speci-

mens were examined of Membranipora, Plumularia, Laomedea,
Alcyonidium, Clavelina, Beroe, Cydippe, -Squoria, Eolis, Nocti-

luca, and clusters of infant Balani—all under Col. Horsley's,

Mr. Sibert Saunders's, Mr. Pullagar's, and Mr. E. J. Be'U's

microscopes.

Development of Oyster-spat.—Mr. Sibert Saunders described

this, illustrating it by live specimens under the microscope, from
the egg to the mature animal, and adding numerous interesting

details concerning its spawning and the habits and economy of

the young. "When the embryo is first extruded, and almost in-

visible to the naked eye, it has a complete bivalve shell, of which
both valves are convex, and not, as in the adult, one convex and
the other flat. The young oyster, as soon as parted from its

parent, swims freely about, by means of the cilia with which it is

furnished even before it is hatched ; and, after having become
attached and fixed, it increases in the course of two months to the
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size of a silver fourpence. While swimming about, according to

its habit, freely and vivaciously, the minute young oyster was

shown to be a most curious and interesting microscopic object.

August 1th, 1873.

Mrs. Dean contributed several specimens of some flowering

plants, which she had lately collected in the district.

Teeth of Gasteropod Molluscs.—Colonel Horsley exhibited many
specimens of these in proof of their taxonomic value, and of their

excellence as objects for experiments with polarized light.

Iron Ore at Whitstahle.—Captain McDakin presented samples

of ironstone taken from and near the railway-tunnel at Whit-

Btable, where the bed of ironstone is from two to four feet in

thickness, and is similar in appearance to, and of somewhat higher

specific gravity than, the famous iron ore of the Northampton

September Uh, 1873.

Queen-hees.—Major Munn brought no less than two dozen

queen-bees, and showed their fights when two were put together

in a bottle, and the structure and use made by them of their

stings. That these are quite powerless to penetrate and so sting

even the softest human hand was proved by ladies and others

handling these insects with perfect impunity, though they resented

this by protruding their stings and ejecting the poison, but could

not pierce the skin of the oftending person. The queens in their

combats with each other inflict quickly fatal injury by injecting

the sting-poison into the respiratory apparatus. The comparative

structure shows why the worker-bee so easily stings its enemies,

which the queen cannot do. As is shown by Mr. George Gulliver's

dissections, the sting of the former is quite straight, thin, ex-

tremely sharp-pointed, and furnished with from eight to ten

barbs ; while the queen's sting is curved, bluntish at the point,

and possessed of only from two to four barbs. All these facts

were shown by extemporaneous dissections under the microscope.

At the same time were explained the tricks of the famous bee-

master, Thomas Wildman, who flourished in the latter part of

the last century, and was so much the wonder for his surprising

command over bees that he was w'ont to exhibit, surrounded by
them, to the king and nobility, by whom he was oflfered a hundred
guineas for his secret, which he refused to part with, and which

Major Munn declared was simply using only queen-bees.

Pebbles and Flints.—Colonel Cox showed many specimens of

beautiful coanites, landscape, and other pebbles, from Dover and
Hastings, proving that the coast there is richer than is commonly
supposed in those pebbles, and that their structure, wath the in-

cluded organic remains, especially of sjionges, is most interesting

for microscopic examination.

Mrs. Cole brought a large flint, which had been fractured at

some remote time, and the fragments since reunited by a deposit

of siliceous earth—a fact considered interesting as regards the

still vexed question of the formation of flint-nodules.
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JOURNAL OF MICROSCOPICAL SCIENCE.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE XVIII.

To illustrate Dr. E. Klein's contributions to the Anatomy of
Auerbach's Plexus in the Intestine of the Frog and Toad.

Fig.

1.

—

a. Nerve branches,

h. Medullated nerve-fibre.

c. Nuclei of the sheath.

d, e,f. Ganglion cells.

Magnifying power : Hartnack's eye-piece III : Obj. 7.

2.—An isolated ganglion cell like/ in fig. 1.

a. Nucleus.

b. Cell substance.

c. Nucleated placoids, into which some of the processes spread out.

Magnifying power : Hartnack's eye-piece III : Obj. 9.

3.—A similar ganglion cell as in fig. 2.

a. A nerve branch, with which the ganglion cell is in connexion.

b, c. As in fig. 2.

Magnifying power : Hartnack's eye-piece III : Obj. 9.

The explanations of Plates XIX, XX, and XXI, illustrating

Professor Lister's paper on Bacteria and the germ theory,

are given on the plates themselves.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES XXII & XXIII,

Illustrating Mr. E. Ray Lankester's paper on a Peach-
coloured Bacterium.

All the figures, with the exception o£ fig. 1, were drawn from specimens
under observation with Hartnack's objective ' 10^ immersion.'

Fig.

1. Portion of a growth of Bacterium rubescens from the side of a glass jar.

a. Homogeneous biscuit-shaped plastids, forming single and compound,
dense, gla'ogenous, globose aggregates, b. Homogeneous plastids of

larger size, forming loose glocogcnous masses, c. Unilocular sphijerous

lilastids, forming a very dense, dark-coloured, irregular, slightly glceo-

genous mass.

2. Acicular multilocular forms of S. rubescens, and multilocular spha;rous
forms attached to a linear growth (leptothrix-form) of a colourless

species.

3. Unilocular spha^roids of B. rubescens in catcnular aggregation.
4. Linear aggregate of B. lineola. The units are biscuit-shaped (bacterioid).

5. a. Bacillar-form of a colourless species, b. Biscuit-shaped form of ditto.

6. Linear growth of a colourless form smaller than fig: 4. The units are

generally biscuit-shaped, but have themselves the aspect of being
formed by fusion of from two to three sphajroids.

7. Bacterium termo from a turnip infusion, sp. gr. 1016, after twenty-four
hours' standing in an uncleansed test-tube. a. B. termo as limited by
Colin. Biscuit-form of this memoir, b. Micrococcus s^)., Cohn ; sphae-

rous-form of this memoir, c. More minute condition of b,

8—9. Glffiogenous Spirillum undula, forming Zoogloea masses.

10 to 29 are all plastids of B, rnbescens.

10. Homogeneous biscuit-forms, loose, glceogenous.

11. Large ditto, with two highly rcfringent loculi.

12. Large ditto, with diffused coloration and numerous deeply-coloured loculi.

13. Walled or unilocular biscuit-forms.

14. Globose glceogenous aggregates of large homogeneous biscuit- forms.

15. Smaller ditto.

16. Separate multilocular sphajroid forms with the colour confined to the loculi.

17. Globose glceogenous aggregate of the same.

18. Globose naked, aggregate of unilocular or walled spha?rous plastids. Colour
entirely locular.

19. Reticular aggregate of unilocular, prismatic, biscuit-shaped plastids.

20. Multilocular sphajroid plastids, in stages of sub-division.

21. Part of a tesselate aggregation of walled, biscuit-shaped plastids (ini/co-

dprma-\)hasc).

22. Large unilocular or walled bacterioids or biscuit forms developing secondary
loculi in theii' walls. Some of these are of excessive size and iiTCgular

growth.
23. Reticular aggregate of trilocular biscuit-shaped plastids.

24. Multilocular filaments or linear .aggregates of unilocular spbajroids ; sub-
division of the coloured loculi is in process.

25. Ditto, of smaller diameter.

26. Unilocular or walled forms of plastid; sphasrous, biscuit-shaped, and
irregular.

27. Unilocular sphasrous forms tending to the biscuit shape.

28. Stellar aggregate of the acicular plastids.

29. Isolated actively swimming acicular plastids. a. The dotted part indicates

the mode of vibration of the extremity.
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